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Introduction

In early 2001, the State of Illinois initiated construction of a presidential library to honor
the life and works of our country’s sixteenth president, Abraham Lincoln. The site for the
proposed Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library (and Visitors’ Center) was a multi-block area
located in Springfield’s downtown commercial district within sight of the Old State Capitol and
the city’s central business district (see Figure 1).

The library and visitors’ center consists of three separate sections, each located on a
different city block. The Presidential Library (which houses the Illinois State Historical Library
and the Lincoln Collection) has been constructed predominately on the north half (and projecting
slightly onto the south half) of Block 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield, Illinois. The
Presidential Museum and Visitor’s Center is located on the adjacent Block 1 (Original Town
Plat) immediately to the north. The Presidential Library and Visitor’s Center complex is
bounded by Madison Street on the north, Sixth Street on the west, Seventh Street on the east, and
Washington Street on the south. Associated with this two-block library and museum complex is
a large multi-story parking garage. As originally planned, this parking garage was to be an
underground facility located in that area south of Union Station and west (across Sixth Street) of
the proposed Visitors’ Center (on Block 2, Original Town Plat). As parking needs were re-
evaluated, it became obvious that this space was not large enough, and a new above-ground
facility was designed for the half block immediately north of Union Square (on the east half of
Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to the City of Springfield and bounded by Mason Street to the
north, Madison Street to the south, Sixth Street to the east, and the mid-block alley located to the
west). As the parking needs for the complex continued to be re-evaluated, it again was enlarged,
re-designed, and expanded to the west, past the alley and encompassing the entire Block 2,
Ninian Edwards Addition to the City of Springfield.

In compliance with provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966 (36 CFR 800, et. seq.) and Section 707 of the Illinois State Agency Historic Resources
Preservation Act (20 ILCS 3420, as amended, 17 IAC 4180), it was the responsibility of the
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency to assess the impact of the proposed construction activity
associated with the construction of the Lincoln Presidential Library Complex on the historic
resources within the proposed project area. With this in mind, the Preservation Services Division
of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) determined the need for the assessment of
archaeological resources within these multiple project areas.

Fever River Research, Inc. (Springfield, Illinois) conducted the cultural resource
investigations for the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum Complex project over
a four-year period beginning in early 2000. As the project area was located within an urban
environment—and completely encapsulated by the built environment (buildings and pavements),
the project presented several obstacles to archaeologists. Due to the lack of ground surface
visibility, a traditional Phase I archaeological survey was not possible. In an effort to assess the
proposed construction activity on the potential below-ground subsurface resources within the
multi-block area, the IHPA contracted with Fever River Research to conduct a literature search
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to identify potential archaeological resources that might be expected within the greater project
area. The results of this literature search were presented with an historical context for the early
settlement of Springfield as well as a predictive model for potential archaeological sites within
the three-block project area. This report was entitled “A Cultural and Historical Study For the
Proposed Site of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library, Springfield, Illinois” (Mansberger,
Stratton and Wresch 2000). As a result of the literature search, subsurface archaeological
investigations (consisting of a hybrid Phase I survey and Phase II testing strategy) were
recommended for each of the three individual blocks within the greater project area. Over a
three-year period, Phase II testing and subsequent archaeological mitigation was conducted on
all three project areas (library, museum, and parking garage).

As originally designed, the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum’s parking
garage was to be located below ground on the adjacent Block 2 (current site of the Union Train
Station). As plans were developed, it became apparent that the parcel of ground was not
sufficiently large, and a new site across the street to the north (on the East Half, Block 2, Ninian
Edwards Addition to Springfield) was chosen. As this parcel of ground was not covered by the
original literature review, a new literature review was conducted for this parcel of land
(Mansberger 2003). As the archival research indicated, this parking lot was located immediately
north of the original central business district and, by the 1840s, was the location of two dwellings
(each occupied by a prominent merchant class family) and a large commercial structure occupied
by the Farnsworth House—which was a boarding and/or public house catering to the better-class,
albeit transient visitors the newly established state capitol was drawing to the community. Based
on the revised literature search, subsurface archaeological investigations (consisting of a hybrid
Phase I survey and Phase II testing strategy) were recommended for this area also (Mansberger
2003).

Over a three-day period in July 2003, ten backhoe trenches were excavated in the area
thought most likely to yield information regarding significant subsurface features within the East
Half Parking Garage project area. Backhoe test trench locations were based on the
recommendations from the earlier literature review, and in consultation with the Illinois Historic
Preservation Agency’s chief archaeologist. These test trenches documented the presence of fill
deposits of varying depth overlying the original circa 1830s ground surface. At least 15 privy
pits, multiple cisterns, two wells, and several house foundations were documented by this
fieldwork. Based on the literature review, these features were believed to be associated with
early domestic as well as commercial components. Besides merchant class housing, the
literature search documented the presence of an early public or boarding house (the Farnsworth
House) in the project area. Based on the Phase II testing, the site was determined eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places.1

1 An archaeologist defines an archaeological “ site” as any location of human activity. In large urban areas, the
archaeological “ site” is, in essence, the entire community. Unfortunately, the analytical utility of such a large “ site”
becomes relatively cumbersome. As such, the site limits in an urban area is oft en defined on the level of the city
block. Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield was assigned the number 11SG1301. This number is the
Smithsonian Institution’s Trinomial System for identifying archaeological sites in the United States. The first
number refers to the state (in this case, the “ 11” refers to Illinois), the second set of l etters refers to the county (in
this case Sangamon); and the third number refers to the actual site documented within that county.
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During the months of September and October 2003, Fever River Research conducted
Phase III archaeological mitigation on the proposed site of the Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum’s parking lot—then envisioned as being located on the East Half, Block 2, Ninian
Edwards Addition (fronting North Sixth Street). As part of this work, the greater part of five city
lots were stripped of overburden, and a wide variety of subsurface features exposed and
excavated. Results of the Phase II archaeological testing and mitigation conducted on the east
half of the Parking Garage are discussed in the report entitled Block Technical Report III:
Archaeological Investigations Of the East Half Parking Lot Project Area, Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Library and Museum, Springfield, Illinois (Mansberger 2008).

Shortly after completing the archaeological mitigation of the east half of the block,
project designers determined that it, too, was not large enough for their needs, and the west half
of the block was incorporated into the project design. The earlier literature search for the east
half of the block was again expanded (Mansberger 2004), and based on the new archival
research, Phase II testing was recommended for this area as well. Subsurface archaeological
investigations (consisting of a hybrid Phase I survey and Phase II testing strategy) were
recommended and carried out during a two-week period in March and early April 2004. Upon
removal of asphalt and gravel parking lot overburden, a relatively thin historic midden overlying
an intact nineteenth century ground surface was encountered throughout almost the entire area
investigated. Additionally, several subsurface features (including at least 33 privy pits, one
cistern, several trash pits, and the brick foundation walls of an early nineteenth century dwelling)
were documented. Based on the Phase II testing, several of these features appeared to date from
the 1830s to 1840s period, and the site was determined eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places.

Beginning in mid-March and continuing through early June 2004, Fever River Research
conducted Phase III archaeological mitigation on the second and/or west half of the proposed site
of the Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum’s parking lot (West Half, Block 2, Ninian
Edwards Addition). This work was conducted in two phases—first the parking lots were
stripped and exposed features excavated. After that had been completed, and the extant
buildings demolished, the areas located beneath these structures were stripped of their
overburden. The construction of a large commercial building and associated parking lots during
the early years of the twentieth century had encapsulated the earlier nineteenth century cultural
deposits. As part of this work, the greater part of four urban lots was nearly completely stripped
of overburden exposing a wide variety of domestic features—including the relatively well
preserved remains of three pre-Civil War houses, several ancillary outbuildings, and multiple
privy pits. These features document the transition of the neighborhood from one dominated by
upper class, single-family residential dwellings, to a combination of working class multi-family
residential and commercial buildings.

This report summarizes the results of the Phase II archaeological testing and mitigation
work conducted by Fever River Research (Springfield, Illinois) on the east half of the block for
the Historic Sites Division of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency (IHPA) and the Illinois
Capital Development Board (CDB) in preparation for the construction of the Lincoln Presidential
Library, Museum, and associated parking garage located in downtown Springfield, Illinois.
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Separate reports detail the results of the archaeology conducted on the other three project areas
(Library, Museum, and East Half Parking Garage) (Mansberger 2008b, 2008c, 2008d).
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Figure 3. Pre-construction site plan for the East Half and West Half Parking Garage Project illustrating the location of the
extant structures present at the time of the archaeological investigations, and the extent of the Phase III archaeological
mitigation work, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield, Illinois. The extant buildings are indicated in blue,
whereas the location of the excavation blocks are indicated in orange. The results of the work undertaken in the East Half
Parking Garage project area are presented in a separate report.

FRANZ BLDG

VALCO BLDG

East Half Project AreaWest Half Project Area
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Figure 4. Three views of the buildings located on Lot 13, Block 2, Ninian Edwards’
Addition to Springfield. The top two views depict the circa 1870s brick building
constructed for Franz’ sausage factory (top, looking east; bottom, looking north). The
lower view depicts the streetscape looking east and depicts the row of commercial buildings
constructed at the turn-of-the-century (circa 1900-1910).
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Figure 5. Two views of the commercial buildings along Jefferson Street, constructed in
circa 1900. Note the Sullivanesque details on the carved brownstone capitals. The cast
iron storefronts were manufactured by the “Aetna Foundry and Machine Company” of
Springfield, Illinois.
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Research Methods and Project Philosophy

Prior to the initiation of the archaeological research, the extant buildings within the
project area were evaluated as to their National Register of Historic Places eligibility. At that
time, two buildings were located on the west half of Block 2 (Ninian Edwards Addition). The
northern-most building was a large, single story brick commercial structure (constructed
predominately on a slab foundation) occupied by VALCO, Inc. (a manufacturer of signs). This
building was constructed as an auto and/or truck dealership in the early 1930s. The second
structure was a later nineteenth century brick commercial building constructed for the Franz
Brothers (local sausage manufacturers) and located at the northeast corner of North Fifth and
Madison Streets. The last surviving business in this building was an adult bookstore and video
rental store. Otherwise, the remainder of the block was asphalt covered parking lot—with a
large lot located north of the VALCO building and a second located between the VALCO and
Franz buildings. As a result of this earlier building assessment (which was conducted by the
Preservation Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency’s staff), the VALCO
building was determined not eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places; in
contrast, the Franz Building was determined eligible (as per Criterion C). Contractual
arrangements were made with an IHPA intern to prepare an Illinois Historic American Buildings
Survey documentation package for the Franz building.

Although urban environments often are overlooked for their archaeological potential
(particularly in Illinois; see discussion in Volume I), significant archaeological deposits (both
prehistoric and historic) can often be located in an urban setting. In heavily built-up urban
environments, where most of the ground surface has been paved and/or covered with extensive
fill deposits (such as the current project area), traditional Phase I archaeological reconnaissance
surveys are difficult to conduct—often requiring extensive disruption of the existing landscape
(such as the excavation of backhoe trenches) to accomplish the survey. This was, indeed, the
case with the current project. The surface visibility for the Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum Parking Garage—as well as with the other project areas—was 0%, as the entire area
was covered with a surface parking lot or buildings. Nonetheless, a quick preliminary
assessment of the 1854 City of Springfield map illustrated that this half-block project area was a
well-developed residential neighborhood by that date.

As the project area was located within an urban environment—and completely
encapsulated by the built environment (buildings and pavements), a traditional Phase I
archaeological survey was not possible. With this in mind (and in conjunction with discussions
with the Preservation Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency), a “hybrid”
approach to the survey (Phase I) and testing (Phase II) of these urban lands was developed and
implemented.2 The Phase I archaeological reconnaissance survey for the current project area

2 Traditional CRM (Cultural Resource Management) compliance archaeology is conducted in three “ phases”—
which consists of Phase I Survey (Identi fication), Phase II Testing (Evaluation), and Phase III Mitigation
(Treatment). The first phase (Phase I) is the survey, which is conducted to locate and/or identi fy cultural resources
within a given tract of land. The second phase (Phase II), which is often referred to as archaeological “ testing,”
consists of a National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) determination of eligibility. The third phase (Phase III),
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was divided into two separate phases (referred to as Phase IA and Phase IB/Phase II). The first
part of the survey (Phase IA) consists of an archival exercise. By looking at the many historic
documents available for this area (such as late nineteenth and early twentieth century Sanborn
fire insurance maps) and the character of the existing buildings (such as presence or absence of
deep basements), an historic context for early Springfield and a model for predicting the
probability of intact historic resources in the project area was prepared. This predictive model
helped identify areas that had high potential for intact archaeological deposits, and was used to
help guide the placement of the Phase II back hoe trenches. Once the areas of high
archaeological potential were identified, the archaeologist could more efficiently conduct the
ground disturbing subsurface investigations. The fieldwork phase of this survey (Phase IB/Phase
II) required the excavation of several backhoe trenches and/or excavation blocks within the areas
of high archaeological potential as defined by the previous archival research. This strategy
worked very effectively. One of the results of this revised strategy was the realization that areas
we thought might be disturbed by later construction activity, were often encapsulated by the
construction of buildings that lacked basements (and built slab-on grade).3 The results of both
the Phase IA and Phase IB/Phase II research conducted for the Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum Parking Garage West Half project area were presented in Mansberger (2004).4

The objectives of this Phase IA archaeological reconnaissance survey was to 1) conduct a
literature and/or archival search to assess site-specific documentary records pertaining to the
project area land use through time, 2) develop an historical context for the project area to assist
with the evaluation of potential resources, 3) prepare a predictive model of potential
archaeological resources within the project area to assist with the excavation of backhoe
trenches, if warranted, and 4) prepare a report that discusses the methods and results of these
investigations.

Ultimately, the objectives of the cultural and historical resources study were to identify
historic properties potentially eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places in
the three-block project area comprising the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library (Blocks 1, 2,
and 12, Original Town Plat, Springfield, Illinois). As an architectural assessment of existing

which is usually referred to as “ mitigation,” consists of the archaeological excavation (also known as “ data
recovery”) of those areas of a signi ficant and/or NRHP eligible site being impacted by the proposed construction
activity.

3 During the course of the investigations discussed here, the distinction between the survey (Phase I) and site
assessment (Phase II) phases of traditional compliance-driven archaeological research became blurred, and the
literature search (or Phase IA) became the first step in the process, followed by a combined fi eld survey (Phase IB)
and site assessment (Phase II) which occurred at the same time. As the project developed, it also became apparent
that small block excavations (in contrast to test trenches) were better suited to the Phase IB/II research—particularly
if one suspected that subsequent Phase II archaeological mitigation was likely. The excavation of test trenches and
the placement of backdirt between the trenches made subsequent stripping of the entire site more difficult than if one
had excavated a series of small block excavations instead.

4 Other archaeological researchers have utilized a similar, albeit even more modi fied approach which combined all
three phases of the traditional archaeological process into a single phase (cf. the archaeology of the Cypress Freeway
Replacement Project in Oakland, Cali fornia; Praetzellis and Praetzellis 2004). Praet zellis and Praetzellis (2001:1)
refers to this as a “ consolidated approach to the Section 106 compliance” process, and notes that this “ approach
collapses the three-phase process of identi fication, evaluation, and treatment into a single phase, necessitating
determination of NRHP eligibility of archaeological discoveries in the field.”
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buildings had already been conducted, this project focused on the potential below-ground,
archaeological resources within the project area. Due to the urban nature of the project area, and
the inability to identify historic resources in an urban setting using traditional archaeological
survey techniques, a two-phase approach to the Phase I archaeological survey was proposed.
The existing report, consisting of a detailed archival and/or literature search to identify potential
archaeological resources in the project area, represents the first phase (Phase IA) of this two-
phased archaeological survey.

The literature search consisted of a systematic assessment of archival resources in order
to locate site-specific information pertaining to the historic land use in the project area. A wide
range of archival resources was used to achieve this task. Of particular interest were two middle
nineteenth century city maps (Potter 1854, Sides 1858), three bird’s eye views of Springfield
(Ruger 1867, Koch 1872, Beck and Pauli 1872) as well as several late nineteenth and early
twentieth century fire insurance maps (Sanborn 1884, 1890, 1896, 1917, 1941, 1952). The 1854
and 1858 city maps allowed researchers to assess the pre-Civil War land use of this block.
Similarly, the fire insurance maps allowed the researchers to assess the later nineteenth and early
twentieth century land use history of each location. Additionally, a search of the earliest deed
book (available at the Sangamon Valley Collections, Lincoln Library) was conducted through
October 1837 in an attempt to locate early deed records relating to these various lots.

The literature search was conducted at various local repositories including the Sangamon
Valley Collection at the Lincoln Library (Springfield City Library), the Illinois State Library, the
Illinois State Archives, and the Illinois State Historical Library. The vertical files at the
Sangamon Valley Collection as well as the county histories, city directories, and biographical
sources were consulted for general historical background and site-specific information. All
relevant historic maps and plats consulted during this research are contained in the following
report, organized by block.

By looking at the available historic documents for this area, a predictive model outlining
the probability of intact historic archaeological resources in the project area has been prepared.
The following three figures outline the probability of intact resources within these three blocks.
Areas identified as Very Low Probability on these maps indicate that no early (pre-1870s)
resources were identified for this area. Areas identified as Low Probability on these maps
indicate 1) that historic resources associated with an early component (pre-1870s) were identified
for this area and 2) subsequent structures with deep basements more than likely have destroyed
any potential for subsurface remains of the early component at this location. Areas identified as
Moderate Potential on these maps indicate that 1) historic resources associated with an early
component (pre-1870s) were documented for this area and 2) subsequent disturbances associated
with the construction of later buildings, although suspected, is undetermined. Areas identified as
High Probability on these maps indicate that 1) historic resources associated with an early
component (pre-1870s) were documented for this area and 2) subsequent disturbances associated
with the construction of later buildings is suspected as being light. Figure xx summarizes the
archaeological potential of the current project area.

The objectives of the fieldwork phase of this survey (Phase IB) was to excavate several
backhoe trenches within the areas of high archaeological potential as defined by the previous
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research. Although the primary intent of the Phase IB investigations was to concentrate in areas
identified as having High Potential, investigations in some areas identified as having Moderate
Potential were also conducted. The number, size, and location of backhoe trenches excavated in
each block was determined in consultation with the SHPO’s Chief Archaeologist (Preservation
Services Division, Illinois Historic Preservation Agency). During the course of these Phase IB
investigations, additional site-specific documentary research, particularly early chain-of-title
research and a more thorough understanding of the early city directories, was conducted.

It should be kept in mind that this predictive model was based on our current
understanding of 1) the archival record, as well as 2) nineteenth century urban sites. With this in
mind, one needs to be aware of the potential of undocumented early historic and even prehistoric
components that might be present within the project area. Similarly, our understanding of post-
1870s disturbances is weak. Although we suspect that many of the later nineteenth and early
twentieth century commercial buildings constructed in the project area had deep and/or full
basements, it is possible that some did not. As such, early historic components may actually
have been preserved by the construction of these later buildings. With this in mind, it is always
possible that significant, early historic and/or prehistoric components may be discovered during
the course of construction even after the completion of the Phase IB investigations.

Based on the results of the archival research, the mechanical removal of a portion of the
asphalt parking lot surface within the project area was undertaken over a two-week period in late
March and early April 2004. Instead of excavating trenches, three substantial excavation blocks
were opened within the project area to determine whether the site had any subsurface
archaeological integrity. These excavation blocks were identified as Block I (south of the
VALCO Building), and Blocks II and III (north of the VALCO Building) (see attached sketch
map for test trench locations). Blocks I was located along the rear of Lots 15 and a narrow strip
of Lot 16. Similarly, Block II was located along the rear half of Lot 18 and a narrow strip of Lot
17. Block III was a small area located within the front (west) portion of Lot 17.

Historic overburden was not very thick in these areas. Upon removal of the asphalt and
gravel parking lot fills, a relatively thin historic midden overlying an intact nineteenth century
ground surface was encountered throughout almost the area investigated. These block
excavations documented the presence of a variety of subsurface features, which were determined
to be significant—and to contribute dramatically to our understanding of life in early Springfield.
Based on the Phase II investigations, it was our opinion that the archaeological deposits located
on Lots 14-18 date from Springfield’s early years of settlement and were eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places (as per Criteria A and D). Archaeological deposits from
this early period have the potential to contribute significantly to our understanding (and
interpretation) of the quickly evolving, pre-industrial city that Abraham Lincoln lived in.
Although post-1900 disturbances clearly had impacted the integrity of these early historic
deposits, sufficient resources existed to warrant listing on the National Register. As such, this
portion of archaeological site 11SG1301 was determined eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (Mansberger 2004).

As outlined within the Data Recovery Plan submitted for the earlier phase of this project,
it was determined that these resources had the potential to address several questions relevant to
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the early settlement of Springfield. These archaeological resources have great potential for
addressing issues relating to the quality of life of early Springfield residents—in this case both at
their home and their workplace. Therefore, it was recommended that archaeological data
recovery be conducted to mitigate the impact of the proposed construction of the Lincoln
Presidential Library and Museum Parking Garage project on these resources. With this in mind,
and by adapting the previously accepted Data Recover Plan (DRP) for the East Half Parking
Garage project area, the mitigation was undertaken. In implementing this Data Recovery Plan
for the West Half Parking Garage project area, the remaining areas of the parking lots were
stripped of overburden and all of the exposed features were excavated (as per the Data Recovery
Plan outlined for the previous mitigation work conducted for the east half of this block). Upon
completion of this feature excavation, the extant VALCO building was demolished, and the area
beneath this building was stripped of overburden—and exposed a remarkably intact suite of pre-
Civil War era features. These, too, were subsequently excavated.

After a brief hiatus waiting funding from the Capital Development Board, the artifact
analysis and report preparation for the entire four-year project was undertaken. As the size of the
database was extremely large—and represents one of the more significant historical
archaeological projects undertaken in Illinois up to this time—and presenting the results of this
work in a single volume seemed unwieldy and impractical. This represented far too much data
to be presented within a single report. As such, the results of the archaeological investigations
conducted for the Presidential Library and Museum project have been presented within four
separate documents—referred to as Block Technical Reports. These Block Technical Reports
describe the methods and results of the excavations from each of the four project areas. These
four highly descriptive volumes organize and present the site-specific archival research and
results of the field investigations, and contain little interpretation and/or synthesis of the data. A
large portion of each report consists of lengthy appendices, which present the extensive data
(feature descriptions supplemented with pictures, plan and profile drawings, artifact inventories,
and summary artifact tables) collected during the investigations. These four volumes include, in
their order of undertaking, Volume I (the Library Project area), Volume II (the Museum Project
Area), Volume III (the East Half of the Parking Garage Project Area), and Volume IV (The West
Half of the Parking Garage Project Area). These four descriptive volumes should function as
basic descriptions of what was found, and represents comparative data for future researchers.5

As noted above, the main objective of the four Block Technical Reports is to present the
field and laboratory data. Our research interests at Fever River Research have focused on the
explicit, systematic, thorough, detailed, and factual description of site structure, feature
morphology, and artifact diversity at these sites, and one of our major research interests within
the past few years has been to look at the variation in these early sites—whether it be in feature
morphology or the quantity and quality of various artifact types present. We hope to be able to
discern differences in the structure of these sites and their artifact assemblages in order to speak
intelligently about the quality of life of these early settlers—and how it varied among the various

5 This reporting model was adapted from that utilized by Praetzellis and Praetzellis (2004) in their work on the
Cypress Freeway Replacement Project in Oakland, California.
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families who were moving into the unsettled regions of the state.6 Too much of the historical
archaeological writings being produced in Illinois are being generated from either limited
excavations, or poorly excavated and understood sites. Good archaeological research and
synthesis starts with quality excavations and data.

6 Mansberger has oft en used the term “thick” description to describe the explicit, systematic, thorough, detailed, and
factual description of site structure, features, and arti facts at a site. “Thick description” as introduced into
anthropology by Clifford Geertz, who borrowed it from Philosophy, refers to layered, rich, and contextual
description of an event or social scene. Schlereth (1985:165) defines it as “ the technique of subjecting to intense
scrutiny a mass of facts of every kind so as to elicit every possible cultural meaning from them” (emphasis added).
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Figure 6. View of the initial backhoe work opening up the Phase II block excavations (top),
and completion of the large block south of the VALCO building during the Phase III
mitigation fieldwork. The feature clusters are covered with black plastic in the bottom
view.
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Figure 7. The Phase II and subsequent Phase III mitigation exposed a great variety of
subsurface features dating from the nineteenth century. The top view illustrates the
complexity of some of these feature clusters—which exhibited substantial superpositioning.
The lower image depicts the feature excavations in progress.
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Figure 8. As noted above, a great variety of subsurface archaeological features were
uncovered during this process, and included structural remains (top left, Feature 70), brick
lined pits representing up-scale privies and potential ice houses (top right, Features 58 and
59), and wood-lined barrel privies (bottom, Feature 25).
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Historical Setting

The Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum Parking Garage West Half project area lies
within the western half of Block 2, Ninian Edwards’ Addition to the City of Springfield. This
project abuts the north edge of the Original Town Plat of Springfield, which was platted in 1824.
By the late 1820s, growth in this frontier community had begun to expand past the limits of the
Original Town Plat. The first addition onto Springfield was platted by John Taylor in late 1826
(John Taylor’s West Addition; recorded in January 1827). But this process of growth began to
quicken in the early 1830s when several new “subdivisions” were added to the young
community. In late 1831, both Pascal Enos and James Mason added new tracts to the city plat.
In May 1833, less than two years later, Ninian Edwards platted his addition onto the north edge
of Springfield’s Original Town Plat. Later that same fall, John Taylor laid out yet another
addition to the community, as did James Adams (Springfield City Directory 1857-58). By the
late 1850s, the city had expanded substantially.

Ninian Edwards’ Addition to Springfield was an unusually small plot of ground that
extended from the north edge of the Original Town Plat (at Madison Street) two blocks north (to
what was to later become Reynolds Street). Similarly, the Addition was only two blocks wide
(east to west) and extended from Fourth Street to Sixth Street. In total, Ninian Edward’s
Addition contained only four blocks. These four blocks were separated along their north/south
axis by major thoroughfares (Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Streets). In contrast, no new east/west
streets were laid out separating the four blocks. That area that was later developed as Mason
Street was laid out as a narrow alley. At a later date, this alley was expanded to the east and
became a much wider, and formal, Mason Street. The 1879-80 Springfield city directories refer
to this thoroughfare along the northern edge of the project area as “Mason Alley.”7 The south
side of the new development fronted the pre-existing Madison Street. In essence, Edwards’
Addition was an extension of the commercial development immediately north of the central
business district along North Fifth Street.

As the name implies, the addition was platted by Ninian Edwards, the son of the Illinois
Territorial Governor Ninian Edwards.8 Edwards had moved to Springfield in 1835. In 1836, he
and his wife (who was the sister of Mary Todd Lincoln) constructed a substantial brick dwelling

7 See listing for William Gardner, whose residence was indicated as north Fi fth Street between Madison and Mason
Alley.

8 Besides being the Illinois territorial governor, Ninian Edwards—the father—was one of Illinois' first senators after
statehood in 1818 and its third governor (Schwartz 2005). Schwartz (2005) notes that Ninian Wirt Edwards—who
“had yet to make his mark in the world… [had] attended Transylvania University in Lexington, Kentucky, where he
courted and married Elizabeth Todd, daughter of wealthy businessman Robert Smith Todd on February 29, 1832.
Graduating the following year, Edwards took his bride to Springfi eld where he began the practice of law. In 1834,
Governor John Reynolds appointed Edwards to be Illinois attorney general, most likely as a favor to Ninian's
illustrious father. Like his father, Ninian Wirt Edwards so conveyed an air of an aristocrat that fellow attorney
Usher Linder [Linder (1879:280)] recalled that Edwards ‘was naturally and constitutionally an aristocrat, and he
hated democracy when I first knew him, as the devil is said to hate holy water’."
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house at 441 South Second Street (currently the location of the Illinois Centennial Building
within the Capitol Complex) on a large lot that extended from Second to Spring Streets.9 Ninian
W. Edwards practiced law and served in a number of political posts including Illinois Attorney
General, State representative, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and U. S. Commissary
during the Civil War. Today, he is perhaps best remembered as Abraham Lincoln's brother-in-
law (Power 1876:278-9).

Specifically, the project encompassed Lots 13 through 18, Block 2, Ninian Edwards’
Addition to Springfield. This half-block area fronted North Fifth Street with each lot measuring
approximately 53’ wide by 152’ deep. A wide, formal north-south running alley was located on
the rear of each lot. As originally laid out, Lot 18 also had an east-west running alley that ran
along the north side of the lot and creating—at least for Springfield—relatively unique
intersecting alleyways in the rear of the property. This alley, although it remained fairly narrow
compared to later streets, was eventually widened and became Mason Street. As noted earlier,
the 1879-80 Springfield city directories refer to the thoroughfare along the northern edge of the
project area as the “Mason Alley.” The most desirable lot in this project area was Lot 13—
located at the northeast corner of the intersection of Madison and North Sixth Streets.

Little is known about the early development of the land associated with Ninian Edwards’
Addition. During the 1820s, the early community of Springfield developed along the east/west
corridor that was to become known as Jefferson Street. The center of this early community was
at the intersection of Jefferson and Second Streets. It was here, at the southeast corner of this
intersection, that Elijah Iles established his store.10 By circa 1830, the area later to be known as
Edwards’ Addition was located near the northeastern edge of this development. At that time, the
lands within the project area were probably in agricultural production—although the
archaeological evidence strongly suggests that the existing project area had never been plowed.

One of the earliest residents in that area north of the original town plat was the rural
homestead of Dr. Thomas Houghan, which was constructed in 1833. Ninian Edward’s younger
brother—Benjamin S. Edwards—purchased this house and fourteen acres of land (located north
of Union Street, between Third and Fifth Streets) in 1843 and made it their family home. At the
time of its purchase by the Edwards family, this estate was located outside the city limits, on the
north edge of town, and was relatively isolated. Describing it years later, Helen Edwards noted,
“At first it was lonely indeed. There was not a house in sight except a little log house between
what is now Enos Avenue and Union Street, in what Beaumont Parks had his private school and

9 At that time, was located immediat ely south of the early community that had developed along what was later to
become Jefferson Street—in an area that was the original Aristocracy Hill (Mansberger and Stratton 2003). It was
from this home that the young Abraham Lincoln courted Mary Todd, and in 1842, where the couple were marri ed.
After Lincoln’s assassination, Mary returned to this home, and it was here that she died (Barringer 1971:8). This
dwelling was converted into the Saint Agatha School (a girls day and boarding school) in 1884 by Reverend George
Seymour, Episcopalian Bishop of Springfi eld. The Edward’s House was purchased by the Church in 1889. St.
Agatha’s School closed in 1905. Unfortunat ely, the house was demolished during the early years of the twentieth
century (circa 1916) when the Centennial Building in the Capitol Complex was constructed. A less than accurate
reconstruction of this house was constructed at the southeast corner of Capital and Eighth Streets—currently the
Conference Center within the Lincoln Home National Historic Site (see Mansberger 2005).

10 It was just north of this intersection that Ninian Edwards would later construct his elegant house in 1836.
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where some of the best men in Springfield received their early education (Campbell 1976:44).”
The area north of the Edwards estate was either undeveloped or used as farmland at this time.

Springfield began to expand during the early 1830s. As noted above, two new additions
to Springfield were platted in 1831, and in the spring of 1833 Edwards platted his four-block
addition centered on North Fifth Street. Although not known with certainty, it is assumed that
the lands used for this subdivision were unimproved at the time that Edwards platted the
subdivision. Similarly, it is assumed that the earliest development in the project area was along
Madison Street, and/or along the newly expanded section of North Fifth Street.

By the early 1830s, the nascent community had expanded to the edge of—if not to—the
immediate project area. In “about 1830,” Philo Beers “moved into Springfield and built a brick
dwelling house at the northwest corner of Madison and Fifth streets, about 1830. It was among
the first, if not the first, brick dwelling erected in Springfield.” Beers was born in July 1793 in
Woodbury, Connecticut, and prior to his arrival in Sangamon County, immigrated to Carlyle
(Clinton County) at an early date. His marriage to Martha Stillman was one of the first
marriages in Sangamon County. He was later elected to the Illinois House of Representatives.
Beers’ wife died in 1845; he died in March 1858 (Power 1876:113).

One of the legacies of the 1836-7 legislative session in Illinois was the ill-starred internal
improvement bill. This bill was responsible for funding the construction of the Northern Cross
Railroad, which was to connect the Illinois River community of Merodocia with Springfield.
Unfortunately, due to financial mismanagement, and the onset of the economic Panic of 1837,
the Northern Cross Railroad was fraught with problems. Nonetheless, the first train arrived in
Springfield on November 14, 1842. Rail service continued over the next five years, but due to
financial problems, it was erratic at best. In 1844, the railroad started using mules to pull the rail
cars. In 1847, the state sold the Northern Cross to private interests who renamed it the
Sangamon and Morgan Railroad, which opened for traffic in 1849 and initially offered two trains
daily (Howard 1972:200-2; Bateman and Selby 1912:773-4).

The economic Panic of 1837 must have had a dramatic affect on the development of this
newly platted neighborhood. Archival research on those lots located within the existing project
area suggest that much of this area may not have been improved until the early-to-middle
1840s—at which time the area began to develop as relatively upper class neighborhood
immediately north of the public square.

By the early 1850s, a relatively mature urban landscape had developed within the project
area. The 1854 city map indicates multiple structures within the four blocks of Edward’s
Addition. Houses of the well-to-do were prominently labeled with their names. T. S. Little, S.
B. Fisher, L. Lindsay represent these families. Early commercial developments were also
present in the area by this date. One of the more prominent was Klein’s Row—which was
located on North Fifth Street immediately across the street from the existing project area. [This
building was demolished for construction of Methodist Church; it was down by 1867.] The
History of Sangamon County (Munsell Publishing Company 1912:838) noted that “on June 29,
1854, after an anxious meeting, the Council adjourned to meet at six o’clock the following
morning at ‘Klein’s Row’, on the west side of Fifth Street, between Mason and Madison Streets,
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and on these premises, declared to be filthy and frightfully unsanitary, were found persons
suffering from Asiatic cholera.”

Although representing a relatively early, upscale neighborhood, heavy industrial activity
was just a stone throw away. Located along Fourth Street was the rail corridor. Additionally,
Jefferson Street was to develop into a rail corridor with a wide range of industrial and warehouse
activity in this area developing. In support of this commercial and industrial activity, many city
hotels and/or boarding houses developed nearby also. Weimar’s 1858 oil paintings prepared
from the dome of the State Capitol Building located in the center of the Public Square, captured
the character of the near north neighborhood during the late 1850s (see Figure 11). Weimar’s
paintings illustrate a tree-covered domestic setting that does not extend too far north.

Springfield's railroad service expanded dramatically during the 1850s. In 1852, the Alton
and Sangamon Railroad reached Springfield and established direct rail service to St. Louis (via
Alton in Madison County).11 Over the next couple of years, the line was extended northward,
reaching Bloomington in 1854 and Joliet in 1856. Unlike the Northern Cross—which, in its
reduced form, supplemented river transport and provided a distinctly local service—the Chicago
and Alton was tied into a national rail system and connected Springfield with regional and
national markets. For most of its route through Springfield, the Chicago and Alton Railroad ran
along Third Street—immediately west of the project area.12

The introduction of the railroad into the city had a dramatic affect on the development of
the community, as well as the project area, as the south side of Block 2 fronted the tracts and the
early depot. By the 1850s, the Chicago and Mississippi Railroad had been constructed along the
Fourth Street corridor. One of the new industries along this rail corridor was the Idle and Sons
foundry (301-315 North Fifth Street), which was located at the northwest corner of Madison and
North Fifth—immediately across the street from the project area. The Idle Engine Works,
located at the northwest corner of Fifth and Madison Streets were also located immediately
across the street to the west of the project area. Major producer of engines, manufactured by
Albert L. Idle and Sons. The 1877 Springfield city directory notes that Albert Idle, a
foundryman and machinist, was an Ohio immigrant who came to Springfield in 1844. He
invented a steam warming and ventilating device, and produced a series of engines that were
widely distributed from his foundry located at the northeast corner of Fifth and Madison Streets.

By the middle 1860s, the project area had matured dramatically. Many of the areas open
in 1854 were now infilled with buildings. The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield (Ruger 1867)
depicts this landscape (Figure 12). Prominently depicted in this view were the horse-drawn
streetcar tracks that ran north down the center of Fifth Street. Change had occurred by this time,

11 At Joliet, it linked with the Joliet and Chicago Railroad, which had been completed in 1855. The Alton and
Sangamon was renamed the Chicago, Alton, and St. Louis Railroad in 1855—a name it operated under until 1857,
when it was reorganized as the St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad. The line was renamed once again, in 1861,
as the Chicago and Alton Railroad (Bateman and Selby 1912:775).

12 The Sangamon and Morgan Railroad also provided increased rail service during the 1850s. In 1859, it
consolidated with the Wabash and St. Louis Railroad and the Toledo and Illinois Railroad and became part of the
Great Western Railway. Its route through Springfield followed Tenth Street (Bateman and Selby 1912:774).
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with a second generation of buildings being constructed on properties by this date. Klein’s
Row—the location of an earlier cholera outbreak—had been demolished by this date, and a new
church constructed.

In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters established a minimum tariff of rates for fire
insurance for various blocks in the city of Springfield (see Table 1). In this manual, the owners
of particular dwellings are listed, along with the use/function of the building, and the rate for fire
insurance. Although specific lot numbers are generally given listed in this source, this particular
block was broken down by lot number. Combined with the 1867 bird’s eye view of Springfield,
these two sources present an excellent view of the community during the middle 1860s. The
Board of Fire Underwriters (1866) also give a relatively detailed accounting of the various
buildings located within the neighborhood at that date (see Table 1).

Table 1

Improvements in Selected Areas of Block 2,
Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield

(Board of Fire Underwriters 1866)

Location Occupation Class Rate Remarks
Lot 13 Dwelling D (Wooden) 0.75
Lot 14 Dwelling D (Wooden) 0.75
Lots 15 and 16 Dwelling C (Brick) 0.60
Lot 17 C (Brick) 0.60
Lot 18 C (Brick) 0.60

The 1870s landscape is well illustrated by the bird’s eye view Springfield, Illinois, 1873
(Koch 1873; see Figure 13) and Bird’s 1876 Map of the City of Springfield, Ill. (Bird 1876;
Figure 16). Extensive rail lines and sidings located along Madison Street. That area along
Madison Street, and extending up North Fifth Street was changing and shifting towards
commercial use. The Illinois State Armory was located only one block to the north.

During the middle 1870s, the local Jewish congregation purchased land adjacent to, and
the south of, the old arsenal on North Fifth Street—immediately north of the existing project
area. On September 1, 1876 the congregation moved into their new synagogue (at 426 North
Fifth Street), which they occupied through 1916 at which time a new one was constructed at
Fourth and Scarritt Streets. By the 1880s, a substantial Jewish population had settled in this north
Fifth Street vicinity. Prior to this time, the congregation had met in buildings at 216 South Sixth
Street and 221 South Fifth Street. The early Jewish families were “largely of German extraction
and education, were of the middle class townsmen who form the backbone of Europe, and came
to America for the same reason that many German Gentiles came—to avoid the military duty
which was compulsory after the political upheaval of 1848… They came a family at a time, so
slowly that by 1862 there were less than a score in Springfield and the surrounding towns.” In
that year (1862), the local Jewish population organized a semi-orthodox church B’rith Sholem,
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and “became a unified group” with nineteen members.13 (Illinois State Journal, November 8,
1931). According to this history, “in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s came another Jewish group, of
a different stock. In the autumn of 1882 they organized the first orthodox Jewish congregation in
Springfield with a membership of only seven families.” Initially this orthodox congregation met
“from house to house, and later rented a building at Seventh and Washington streets, which at
that time also housed the city hall. It was not until 1896 that they bought their own church, a
building at Seventh and Mason streets, which had been used by the German Methodists.”14

Springfield’s rail network also expanded following the Civil War. Aside from the two
lines that existed before the war, the railroads that would ultimately service Springfield included:
the Pana, Springfield, and Northwestern Railroad (1870); the Gilman, Clinton, and Springfield
Railroad (1870); the Springfield and Northwestern (1877); the St. Louis and Chicago Railroad,
known as the "Wing Road" (1886); and the Indianapolis, Decatur, and Western Railroad (1902).
Nearly all of these railroads were intra-state lines that were eventually bought out and integrated
into larger systems.15 These railroads provided vital transportation services for Springfield's
industries, and they also created a wide-range of jobs.

Beginning in 1884, the Sanborn Fire Insurance Company began to prepare a series of
maps illustrating the buildings within the core of the city. These maps were prepared in 1884,
1890, 1896, 1917, 1941, and 1952 (see Figures 16-18, 20-22). Although the 1884 map only
partially illustrates the southern half of the existing project area, this map does state that there
were three or eight? frame dwellings, one brick dwelling, eight frame barns and one brick barn in
this block at that time. –numbers do not seem to agree with our understanding of the block. The
later maps depict in detail the changing character of the urban landscape within the project area.
These maps depict a shift from residential to commercial activities during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Similarly, these maps depict a dramatic shift in land use from mixed
residential (multi-family) and commercial use in 1917 to predominately commercial use by
1952. A rather unique wide-angle picture of the east side of the 300 block of North Fifth Street
(the existing project area) taken in circa 1912 illustrates the early twentieth century character of
this urban neighborhood (see Figure 19).

By the early years of the twentieth century, the project area was a mixed industrial,
commercial and residential neighborhood. James Culver and the Springfield Monument
Company were located at 325 North Ffith Street in 1876—later expanded and moved their stone
yards to Ninth Street. The 1905 city directory indicates the Culver Construction Company at this
address at that time. By 1925, the J. Clyde Evans Construction Company was listed in the same
block at 317 North Fifth Street. The Culver Flats, later known as the Culver Apartments (1925),
were located across the street at 325-27 North Fifth Street (1900-01).

13 Early families noted in this history include the Myers, Rosenwald, Hammerslough, Stern, Leon, Bergman, Hecht,
Seligman, Goslin, Benjamin, Salzenstein, Louis, Katzenstein, and Nusbaum.

14 The early families associat ed with the orthodox congregation included Feltenstein, Schwartz, Kanner, Levi,
Friedman, Weinberger, and Goldstein families. Samuel Levi was the occupant of the house located on Lot 17 within
the existing project area.

15 The Gilman, Clinton, and Springfield, for instance, was purchased by the Illinois Central in 1877, and the Pana,
Springfield, and Northwestern was acquired by the Ohio and Mississippi Railroad (Bateman and Selby 1912:776-7).
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For a detailed historical context of the city of Springfield, refer to the earlier cultural
resource assessment conducted in 2000 by Fever River Research and entitled “A Cultural and
Historical Study For the Proposed Site of the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library, Springfield,
Illinois” (Mansberger, Stratton and Wresch 2000).
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Figure 9. Detail of the 1854 City of Springfield map for Block 2 (Ninian Edition, City of
Springfield) (Potter 1854). At this time, structures are located on Lots 13, 16, 17, and 18.
The house located on Lot 18 was identified with the name “T. S . Little.” Note the presence
of Klein’s Row immediately across the street from EdwardsLots 16-17-18.
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Figure 10. Detail of the 1858 City of Springfield map for Block 2 (Ninian Edwards
Addition, City of Springfield) (Source). With respect to the west half of this block, this
map does not differ much from the 1854 city map (Sides 1858). Unfortunately, a tear in the
map affects the clarity of the map in the project area.
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Figure 11. View looking north from the State Capitol building, painted in 1858 (Weimar
1858).
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Figure 12. Detail of Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition to Springfield as illustrated on the
1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield, Illinois (Ruger 1867).. The project area is circled in
red. By this date, it appears that another structure had been constructed within the project
area, potentially on Lot 14.
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Figure 13. View of Block 2 (Ninian Edwards Addition, Springfield) from the Springfield,
Illinois, 1873 bird’s eye view (Koch 1873). By this date, it would appear that the
commercial structures documented on Lots 15 and 16 had been constructed.
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Figure 14. Detail of the 1876 Map of the City of Springfield, Ill. (Bird 1876). This map
corresponds very well with the earlier Koch (1873) view.
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Figure 15. Circa 1880 bird’s eye view of Springfield and the immediate project area (Beck
and Pauli n.d.).
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Figure 16. Partial view of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1884 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1884). The key for the 1884 Sanborn map
indicates that there were three frame dwellings , one brick dwelling, three frame barns,
and one brick barn on this block by that date. Unfortunately, the Sanborn fire insurance
company only illustrated the southern half of the block. It is odd that the key fails to
mention the church or the commercial buildings present by that date—perchance the key is
indicating solely what was on the un-illustrated portion of the map?
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Figure 17. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1890 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1890). This block was illustrated on two separate
pages within the Sanborn map, thus the less-than-perfect match of the north and south
halves. The red lines note the location of the original lot divisions.
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Figure 18. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1986 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1896). The red lines note the location of the
original lot lines for Lots 20 and 21.
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Figure 19. Panoramic view of the East Side of 300 Block North Fifth Street (the immediate project area) in 1912 (Sangamon
Valley Collections).
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Figure 20. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1917 fire insurance map
(Sanborn Map Company 1917)
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Figure 21. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1941 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1941).
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Figure 22. View of Block 2 of Ninian Edwards Addition from the 1952 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Sanborn Map Company 1952).
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Figure 23. Circa 1912 view of the east side of the 300 block of North Fifth Street, illustrating the current project area (Vertical
Files, Sangamon Valley Collection, Lincoln Library, Springfield, Illinois). The house at 320 North Fifth Street was set back
from the street and not visible in this photograph.
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Figure 24. Circa 1938 aerial photograph of the project area (USDA 1938-39). North is to
the top of the page, with Fifth Street on the left.
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Figure 25. The Ide and Sons foundry and machinery was located immediately across the
street from the project area, at the northwest corner of North Fifth Street and Madison
Street. The lower illustration, depicting the freight rail cars along Madison Street and the
electric streetcars along Fifth Street, epitomizes the mix of heavy industry, commerce and
residential use of this neighborhood (Illinois State Register 1898:185).
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Results of Archival Research and Archaeological Investigations

Each of the lots proposed for construction of the Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum Parking Garage (West Half Project Area) are discussed below in regard to current
conditions (number and description of existing buildings), past land use history, and results of
archaeological testing and mitigation. All applicable maps and relevant historical materials
pertaining to each block are presented below following the description of each lot. Detailed
feature descriptions and artifact inventories are attached as appendices.

Unfortunately, the lot boundaries as originally set out by the city planners do not always
correspond neatly with the actual archaeological components—which sometimes makes the
presentation of the results a bit confusing and difficult to organize. Lot lines do not always
correspond to the lands occupied by a specific family at a specific point in time—and land use
patterns are not static, but constantly changing through time. Land parcels were continuously
reorganized to form various sized parcels through time to meet the needs of the families or
businesses that occupied them. The earliest components may be associated with only Lot 1,
whereas a mid-century component may have a house on both Lots 1 and 2, whereas the by the
early twentieth century the adjoining three lots were redeveloped with four houses on the three
lots. This shifting land use patterns dramatically affects the analysis at various levels and makes
feature interpretation more difficult and not clean cut. At one level, the shifting land use patterns
creates problems associated with the basic definition of an archaeological “site.” The
overlapping components makes the use of a city lots as the definition of the archaeological site
unpractical due to the ever changing character of the land use through time. As such , as the city
streets basically remain in place through the duration of the history of the community, the use of
each city block as the definition of the archaeological site more practical. Nonetheless, this
definition of the archaeological site is arbitrary and probably not truly reflective of the basic
definition of site—which is, in essence, the greater city of Springfield.

Lot 13

This corner lot is located on the far southern edge of the project area, at the northeast
corner of the intersection of Madison and North Fifth Streets. At the time of this research, a
large brick structure referred to as the Franz Building occupied the entire lot. This building,
which included 300-302-304 North Fifth Street and 501-505-507-509-511-513 East Madison
Streets, was determined eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, and an
Illinois Historic American Buildings Survey documentation package was to be prepared for this
building.16

This corner lot was first purchased from the Edwards family by James Gray in October
1831. At that time, Gray paid only $50 for the lot, suggesting that it was unimproved at that time
(Deed Record Book E; Page 451). This corner lot was conveniently located along Madison

16 The preparation of this IL-HABS document was undertaken by the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency intern
and University of Illinois at Springfield student, Mr. Patrick Gleason.
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Street—within close proximity to the nascent county courthouse square and central business
district—represented a prime location for early commercial development. Little is known about
James R. Gray other than he was an early settler who signed the promissory note to relocate the
state capitol from Vandalia to Springfield in March 1838, and that he was elected President of
the Springfield Board of Trustees in1833 (Power 1876:45, 49). Gray’s purchase of this land was
probably for speculative investment purposes. In 1849, the Illinois State Journal noted that a J.
W. Gray was a “Baker and Confectioner—and Boarding house keeper” with his “store west of
the Capitol—boarding house, No. 10, south of the Capitol” (Allers and Gochanour 1984:10).
The earliest city directory, from 1855-56, does not list a James Gray. Potentially it was the same
Gray who was responsible for Gray’s Addition?

Table 2

Partial Chain-Of-Title
Lot 13

West Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

Ninian Edwards James R. Gray Lot 13 $50.00 E:451 10/20/1831
James R. Gray Jacob G. Loose Lots 13 and 14 $100.00 DD:90 12/9/1848
Antrim Campbell
(Master of Chancery)

Jacob G. Loose Lots 13 and 14 $675.00 DD:60 6/27/1849

Jacob Loose William C. Foley Lots 13 and 14 $1,000.00 GG:69 5/13/1851
William C. Foley Jno. B. Franz Lot 13 $5,000.00 19:146 7/12/1876

Two deeds appear to document the transfer of this lot to Jacob Loose. One deed, dated
December 1848 suggests that Gray sold this lot to Loose for $100 (Deed Record Book DD; Page
90). By this date, Gray had also acquired the adjacent Lot 14 located immediately to the north.
The $100 sale price for the combined two lots is consistent with the earlier sale, and suggests that
neither Lots 13 nor 14 were improved by late 1848. The second deed was dated June 1849 and
indicates that Jacob Loose purchased the two lots from the Master of Chancery—suggesting that
Gray may have died during this time period (Deed Record Book DD; Page 60). This later deed
indicates a sale price of $675, suggesting that the property may have been improved by this time.

Jacob Loose was an early resident of Springfield, having arrived in the city in either 1836
or 1837. Originally from Washington County, Pennsylvania, he married Elizabeth Iles in 1845.
Upon initially arriving in Springfield, Loose was a clerk in a dry goods store and later “engaged
in business on his own account, at one time in partnership with Col. John Williams, again with E.
B. Hawley” (Power 1876:466).17 Apparently, Jacob Loose did not hold title to these two lots for
very long. In May 1851, for the sum of $1,000, Loose sold the combined Lots 13 and 14 to

17 At a later date, Loose “ engaged in farming and stock raising, which he continued until he became thee owner of
seventeen hundred acres of land adjoining Springfield south and southwest” (Power 1876:467). Loose was also
responsible for sinking the first coal mine within the Springfield vicinity. This shaft was started at great expense in
1866, with coal being removed from the mine in April 1867. Jacob Loose died in November 1874.
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William C. Foley (Deed Record Book GG; Page 69). This sale price clearly suggests that one—
if not both—of these two lots had been improved by that date. As such, this land may have been
improved by Loose during these early years.

Both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps indicate the presence of a small frame
structure located on the northeast corner of North Fifth and Madison Streets. A very small wing
extends off the north end of the suspected dwelling. Two small frame structures of unknown
function are present on the eastern end of the lot, fronting the alley and/or Madison Street. The
1855-56 Springfield city directory suggests that the carpenter William C. Foley occupied a house
at the “corner Fifth and Madison.” The 1860-61 Springfield city directory also indicates that
Foley was at this location (then identified as 68 North Fifth Street, between Madison and
Gemini).18 Foley, a Carpenter, had arrived in Springfield from Prince William County, Virginia
in the fall of 1838; his wife was Elizabeth Hutchinson (Power 1876:304). The 1857 Illinois
Journal noted in its description of yearly improvements to the city, that W. C. Foley had
constructed a brick dwelling on North Fifth Street that year. This short news brief noted that the
brickwork was conducted by A. C. Millington; painting was completed by Willard and
Zimerman; and the plastering was completed by Leggott and Britt—for a total cost of $2,000.
The price for this work is fairly high for the time period, suggesting a relatively substantial
structure.19 It is interesting to note that the 1854 and 1858 city maps look similar, and do not
suggest the major improvements that occurred in circa 1857.

In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters established a minimum tariff of rates for fire
insurance for the city of Springfield (see Table 1). In this manual, the owners of particular
dwellings are listed, along with the use/function of the building, and the rate for fire insurance.
Combined with the 1867 bird’s eye view of Springfield, these two sources present an excellent
view of the community during the middle 1860s. In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters
suggest that a Class D (frame) dwelling rated at $0.75 was located on Lot 13. The 1867 Bird’s
Eye View of Springfield illustrates a small, single story, side-gable house located on the corner of
North Fifth and Madison Streets. This frame structure is similar in size and configuration to that
illustrated on both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps—and again raises questions
regarding what was constructed by Foley in 1857. What does appear on the 1867 bird’s eye
view, though, is a relatively large, gable-front structure on the adjacent Lot 14—which was also
owned by Foley. As such, it would appear that the construction undertaken by Foley in 1857
may have occurred on the adjacent Lot 14. The 1869-70 Springfield city directory indicates that
W. C. Foley was a grocer with both his store and residence at the northeast corner of Fifth and
Madison Streets. The 1870 Federal census listed William C. Foley at the suspected location. At
that time, he was listed as a 60-year old retired grocer from Virginia who was living with his
apparent wife (46-year old Elizabeth from Kentucky who “keeps house”) and suspected children
(Jennie, 25 years old; Sallie, 18 years old; Flora, 16 years old, Addie, 14 years old; Willaim 12

18 Gemini Street is present day Carpenter Street—located north of Madison.

19 At present, we are not sure where Foley constructed this new building. Although a logical candidate for this
structure would be the dwelling located on the adjacent Lot 14, the 1858 city map does not illustrate the house at this
location at that time, and also, the 1866 Board of Fire Underwriters indicate that the dwellings located on Lots 13
and 14 at that date are both of frame construction.
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years old, and Thomas 7 years old). All of the Foley children had been born in Illinois.
Although Foley’s personal property was valued at a low $300, his real estate was assessed at
$12,000 in the census. The 1875 Springfield city directory suggests that William Foley was still
operating and living on Lot 13 at this date.

In July 1876, William Foley—the retired grocer—sold the corner Lot 13 and its
improvements to Jonathan Franz for the sum of $5,000 (Deed Record Book 19: Page 146). This
price clearly indicates the presence of substantial improvements on this lot at that time. The
1877 Springfield city directory indicates that William Foley was retired, and that his residence
had shifted to 717 Mason Street. The 1877 Springfield city directory indicates that John B.
Franz operated a meat market at 304 North Fifth Street—which would correspond to the building
located on Lot 13.20 This directory notes that Franz “keeps constantly on hand salt and smoked
meats, also best cuts of fresh meats which he delivers to any part of the city.” The 1880-81 city
directory indicates that the business was operated by John B. and Frederick Franz. The 1881-82
Springfield City directory indicates Franz was a dealer in fresh and salt meats. This directory
also lists for the first time the Globe Hotel, located at the northeast corner of Fifth and Madison
Streets with Charles Graser as the proprietor. The 1890 city directory lists the Globe Hotel at
300 North Fifth Street, G. C. Forsyth at 302 North Fifth Street, and B. Franz and Brother at 302
and 304 North Fifth Street.

John Baptist Franz was born in Baden, Germany on May 10, 1847. John was the eldest
son of a German butcher—his partner, Fredoline Franz was the youngest (born 1859). Assisted
his father in the butcher trade from 14 to 18 years of age, at which time he immigrated to the
United States in 1865.

The favorable reports which he had heard concerning business opportunities in
the new world induced him to seek his fortune in the United States, and he made
his way direct to Springfield, where he entered the employ of Joseph Reisch, with
whom he worked at the butcher’s trade for three years.”

After a short stint at farming, he returned to Springfield in 1869 and was employed in the meat
market of Lewis Trout

until June of that year, when he began business on his own account, selling meats
in the old market house until 1876. He rented the building and had full control of
the market place from 1872 until 1876, conducting a very successful business…
In 1876, he paid five thousand dollars for the corner which he now occupies,
erected thereon large and substantial buildings and opened a retail meat market.
Gradually he began building up a wholesale trade, and in 1885 he put in a six-
horsepower boiler and began the manufacture of sausage. In 1888 he purchased
the first ice machine in this city and began the packing and cold storage business.
His machine had a capacity of ten tons. Mr. Franz began the various departments

20 The 1875 Springfield city directory suggests that Baptiste Franz was a butcher with his residence at 508 West
Mason.
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of his business on a small scale and gradually increased his facilities in order to
meet the growing demands of his trade. (Wallace 1904:508-11)

The Illinois State Journal Souvenir Supplement (1892:33), besides publishing a picture of the
business building, had this to say about the firm of B. Franz and Brother.21

Few firs in the West butcher more cattle and hogs than B. Franz and Brother.
They kill nearly fifty cattle, three hundred hogs, fifty sheep and twenty-five calves
a week on an average during the year. In the summer they cure twenty-five hogs
daily, and in the winter ten to fifteen more. They ship fresh and cured meats to all
the surrounding towns in this vicinity and furnish ten to twelve city butchers with
their stock. Their cold storage warehouse is perfection in every respect. The
State Journal representative was taken through their immense sausage and head
cheese factory the other day. No kitchen could present a cleaner or tidier
appearance. The latest and most modern improvements are used. The floor,
benches, blocks and wall were scoured until they glistened with the white wood
fibre. It is an important Springfield industry.

The Sangamon County continued by noting that

In 1893 he [Franz] put in a fifty-ton ice machine, and he now has four boilers of
eighty-horsepower each. In the different departments of his business he employs
thirty-five men and his trade is now large and brings to him a good profit. He has
his own electric light plant and his packing house is situated about three-fourths
of a mile northwest of the city limits. His output is principally sent to different
points in Illinois, and he also sells largely to the home markets. In 1876 his
brother Fredoline came to America, and in 1879 was admitted to a partnership in
the business which is now carried on under the name of the Franz Brothers’
packing plant. Their plant is equipped with all modern machinery necessary in
their line, and they have one of the largest retail markets in Springfield (Wallace
1904:508-511).

John Baptiste Franz married Amelia Reisch and they had seven children. One daughter married
Edward Eck [See archaeology of the Lincoln Library]. The couple resided in a home at 508
Mason Streetduring the early 1870s.

The first clear representation of the existing brick commercial structure currently known
as the Franz Building appears on the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map. This structure is a two-
story, three-bay, brick commercial structure that faced North Fifth Street. Connected to the rear
of this structure is a small two-story frame structure that is later identified as a dwelling—and
which may represent a remnant of the earlier structure. At this time, an ice house and small
carriage house was located on the rear of the property, fronting the alley. Addresses at this time
are labeled 300 (Saloon), 302 (Meat Market), and 304 (Illegible) North Fifth Street.
Additionally, two separate addresses (1801 and 1802) and the “Globe Hotel” were noted along

21 The Illinois State Journal Souvenir Supplement from 1896 had a similarly glowing report on the Franz brother’s
business (1896:78). Lewis (1912:61) also carried a picture of the Franz building.
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the Madison Street frontage. The 1880 Federal Census does not indicate any members of the
Franz family at this locality—suggesting that they are obviously living at other locations. The
Federal census does document the presence of a hotel keeper named John Graeser (and his
family). Four servants (three female and one male) working at the hotel were noted as living in
the establishment. Additionally, at that time, 17 non-family members were noted as residing in
this building as boarders. These individuals were represented exclusively be men—mostly in
their 20s and 30s. The occupations represented included policeman, clerk, saloon keeper,
painter, laborer, and wagon maker.

The 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps both illustrate an enlarged commercial
establishment from the previous map. These improvements include a smoke house and
rendering kettle on the 1890 map. The 1896 map indicates that the complex was the home of the
“B. Franz and Brother Sausage Factory.” 22 The two-story frame building noted earlier was still
located within the center of the complex fronting Madison Street. In 1896, the Globe Hotel
name was no longer associated with this property; instead the words “Illinois Central Ho. 2nd”
suggests that the Illinois Central House was operating as a boarding house from the second floor
of this complex. Both the 1892 Illinois State Journal Souvenir Supplements provide a short
description and photograph of B. Franz and Brother’s meat market (1892:33). Similarly, the
1896 Sourvenir Supplement contains a description of the Business (1896:78).

Sometime between 1896 and 1917, the improvements located on the eastern half of this
lot were demolished and a four-bay brick commercial structure fronting East Madison Street was
constructed. The existing details suggest that this construction may have occurred in the later
1890s or very early 1900s. Similarly, the circa 1912 photograph of the east side of the 300 block
of North Fifth Street (see Figure 19) clearly indicates that these improvements had been
constructed by that time. By 1917, the seven brick commercial structures were all noted as being
saloons or stores.

As most of Lot 13 was covered with existing commercial structures, no subsurface
archaeological investigations were conducted on this lot. Except for a small area centrally
located within the lot, a series of deep basements were present on nearly the entire lot—
effectively impacting any potential archaeological resources. As noted above, an Illinois
Historic American Buildings Survey (IL-HABS) documentation package was to be prepared for
this building by an independent contractor (Mr. Patrick Gleason, Springfield, Illinois).

22 The 1875 Springfield city directory indicates that Baptiste Franz was a butcher with his residence at 508 West
Mason—which is outside of the project area at this date. This city directory apparently does not indicate the
location of Franz’ meat market (or where he was working) at that date. Lewis (1912:61) indicates that the Franz
Brothers Packing Company was established in 1869. It is interesting to note that another one of the prominent
sausage manufacturers in Springfi eld was the Metzger family—and apparently the two families were rel ated by
marriage as a John Metzger married a Sophia Franz (http://tissiers.com/families/metzger.html).
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Figure 26. John Baptiste Franz in circa late circa 1904 (Wallace 1904:509).
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Figure 27. The brick commercial structure constructed by or for the Franz Brothers at
300-306 North Fifth Street, as it appeared in circa 1912. No archaeology was conducted in
association with this property.
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Figure 28. The Franz building as it appeared in circa 1892 (top) and 1912 (bottom) (Illinois
State Journal 1892; Lewis 1912).
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Figure 29. The Globe Hotel operated from the brick commercial building located on the
northeast corner of North Fifth and Madison Streets—the building constructed by John
Baptist Franz and his brother (1882-83 Springfield City Directory).
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Lot 14

This lot is located immediately north of Lot 13. At the time of the Phase II
archaeological investigations, this lot was an asphalt-covered parking lot with no extant
buildings. Historically, this lot was identified with 306 and 308 North Fifth Street. Much of
the history of this lot was closely associated with the adjacent Lot 13.

The chain-of-title research indicates that this lot was first purchased from the
Edwards family by Owen Humphreys in October 1831 (Deed Record Book E: Page 262).23

Humprheys, who paid $50 for the unimproved lot, did not hold onto the property for very
long. In late June 1832, he sold the lot to James Gray for $65, reaping a small profit of $15
(Deed Record Book E: Page 540). Earlier, in October 1831, James Gray had purchased the
adjacent Lot 13 to the south. In March 1833, Gray also purchased the adjoining Lot 15 to the
north for the sum of $50 (Deed Record Book F: Page 367). By the spring of 1833, Gray had
acquired ownership of the entire southwest corner of this block (Lots 13, 14, and 15). Gray
sold off Lot 15 in early 1844 (Deed Record Book V: Page 266) for the sum of $200, but he
maintained ownership of Lots 13 and 14 for over 16 years, selling the two lots to Jacob
Loose for a mere $100 in December 1848 (Deed Record Book DD: Page 90).24

As noted earlier in the discussion of Lot 13, two deeds appear to document the
transfer of this lot to Jacob Loose. One deed, dated December 1848 suggests that Gray sold
this lot to Loose for $100 (Deed Record Book DD; Page 90). The $100 sale price for the
combined two lots is consistent with the earlier sale, and suggests that neither Lots 13 nor 14
were improved by late 1848. The second deed was dated June 1849 and indicates that Jacob
Loose purchased the two lots from the Master of Chancery—suggesting that Gray may have
died during this time period (Deed Record Book DD; Page 60). This later deed indicates a
sale price of $675, suggesting that the property may have been improved by this time.

Loose, in turn, sold the two lots to William Foley in May 1851 for the sum of $1,000.
This price—$500/lot—seems to suggest that at least one of these two lots may have been
improved by this date. Both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps indicate that this lot
was vacant at that time. In 1866, the Board of Fire Underwriters suggest that a Class D
(frame) dwelling rated at $0.75 was located on the lot. As such, it would appear that the
house on this lot was constructed sometime between 1858 and 1866.

William Foley, a grocer, partitioned the two lots, selling Lot 14 to a J. L. Million in
December 1860 for $3,900. The sale price clearly indicates that this lot was improved at that
time. Although the 1860 Federal census does not document Million within the city of
Springfield, the deed transaction suggests that he was in the community by the late fall of

23 Owen Humphreys was an early settler to Sangamon County, arriving in the fall of 1828 or 1829 and settling
3.5 miles southeast of Springfield, west of Sugar Creek. He died in 1846 near Mechanicsburg (Power
1876:391-392).

24 Little is known about James R. Gray. The Illinois State Journal index suggests that he was in the Springfield
area by 1832, and that he was a physician. The index also notes that he was an “ agent to sell lands for Ninian
Edwards” in 1833, and was elected “ mgr”for the Sangamon County Colonization Society in 1839.
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that year. The 1869-70 city directory indicates that John L. Million was a physician with a
residence on “North Fifth near Madison.” As noted earlier, the Illinois State Journal noted
that William Foley had constructed a substantial house in 1857, and that the location of this
house is unknown. It is possible that the house constructed by Foley may have been
constructed on Lot 14 and purchased by Million in 1860. Million retained ownership of this
lot and associated improvements through the early 1890s.

Table 3

Partial Chain-Of-Title
Lot 14

West Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

Ninian Edwards Owen Humphreys Lot 14 $50.00 E:262 10/20/1831
Owen Humphreys James R. Gray Lot 14 $65.00 E:540 6/30/1832
James R. Gray Jacob G. Loose Lots 13 and 14 $100.00 DD:90 12/9/1848
Antrim Campbell
M.C.

Jacob G. Loose Lots 13 and 14 $675.00 DD:60 6/27/1849

Jacob G. Loose William C. Foley Lots 13 and 14 $1,000.00 GG:69 5/13/1851
William C. Foley J. L. Million Lot 14 $3,900.00 10:260 12/1/1860
James S. Culver Henry Davis, Jr. Lot 14 (with other

lands)25
$5,000.00 83:631 12/12/1888

Henry Davis, Jr. Horace & Dora
Bale

Lot 14 $1,274.00 45:867 7/3/1891

J. L. Million Horace & Dora
Bale

Lot 14 $4,000.00 45:868 7/31/1891

James S. Culver Culver Construct
Co.

Lot 14(with other
lands)

$1.00 108:216 6/17/1899

Henry Davis Culver Construct
Co.

Lot 14(with other
lands)

$1.00 108:216 6/17/1899

The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield illustrates a relatively large, potentially two-
story gable-front house located on this lot. A small shed-roofed wing or second structure is
documented towards the rear of the building at this time. Similarly, Koch (1873) illustrates
what appears to be a large two-story, gable-front structure with a large two-story rear porch.
A single story wing or detached structure (such as a summer kitchen) is located in the mid-
yard area at that time, whereas a large structure (presumably a carriage house) was located
along the rear alley.

An analysis of the 1870 Federal census suggests that the doctor John Million was
living in a dwelling at this location at that time. The census indicates that Million was a 45-
year old, Kentucky-born [Bourbon County] doctor living with his 39-year old wife (Mary),
their two children (Edward, 13 years old and John, 9 years old), and an 18-year old servant
named Julia Hendon. In 1870, Dr. Million’s real estate was valued at $20,000 and his

25 These other lands consisted of Lot 8 and the North Half, Lot 9.
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personal property was valued at a substantial $5,000. Power (1876) is relatively silent
regarding Dr. Million. The only reference in this history is the fact that Dr. Million married a
Marry Crafton, and that the couple resided in Springfield at that time (Power 1876:233).
Past and Present of Sangamon County contains a lengthy biography of Dr. John Million
(1826-1902) (Citation:368-69). He died in February 1902. Probate records exist (IRAD
#5865). Appraisement bill of personal property of Dr. Million is available from 1902. “was
one of the early and prominent physicians of Springfield and Sangamon County, having
settled here prior to the Civil war.” Came to Sangamon County “about 1860” at which time
he initially settled in Pleasant Plains. During the Civil War, he was appointed surgeon-in-
chief by Governor Yates, and towards the end of the war, in 1864, came to Springfield. In
Springfield, he enjoyed “a large and growing patronage”.

The 1880 Federal census also suggests that Dr. Million and his family were residing
at 308 North Fifth Street. At that time, the family consisted of Mary, their son Edward (now
23 years old and listed as a Physician), their son John (now 19 years old and listed as a
student), as well as a black, 24-year old male, Illinois-born servant named John Foy, and a
white, 23-year old Irish-born female servant named Maggie Kinney. The family is
enumerated between the William Gardner family (presumably to the north) and the Globe
Hotel located to the south at 300 North Fifth Street.

The 1881-82 Springfield city directory suggests that 308 North Fifth Street was the
residence of the extended Ward family—Cora Ward, E. Ward (widow), May Ward, as well
as non-family boarders consisting of Jack Conway (printer), W. B. Osgood (shoe salesman),
Bert Sargent (telegraph operator), and Frank Scott (clerk). It is not clear as to whether these
Wards were related to William Ward—who seems to have developed the adjacent
commercial properties. Besides the family members, four additional male individuals were
listed at this address as “boarders,” suggesting that this dwelling was operating as a boarding
house by that date. The property appears to have been owned by J. L. Million during this
time (1880-81), suggesting that Million had relocated to another location.

Several legal transactions occur in the late 1880s and early 1890s are difficult to
interpret, and suggest that ownership of this property may have been transferred to others by
this date. In December 1888, a deed documents the sale of this lot (accompanied by Lot 8
and the North Half of Lot 9, Block 1) by James S. Culver to Henry Davis Jr. for the sum of
$5,000 (Deed Record Book 83:631). Later, in July 1891, Davis apparently sold Lot 14 to
Horace and Dora Bale for the sum of $1,274 (Deed Record Book 45:867). That same day,
another deed documents the sale of the same lot (Lot 14) to Horace and Dora Bale for the
sum of $4,000 (Deed Record 45: Page 868). Speculation is that one of these deeds may
represent the payoff of a mortgage, whereas the other represents the actual sale of the land
and improvements. To further complicate the issue, in June 1899, both James Culver and
Henry Davis—in separate transactions—deed Lot 14 (and the other lands noted above) to the
Culver Construction Company for the sum of $1.00 (Deed Record Book 108: Page 216).

It would appear that in circa 1891, the Horace Bale family acquired the lot and
associated improvements for the sum of $4,000—a price that suggests that the house on this
lot had depreciated in value slightly since the mid-century. The 1890-91 city directory
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indicates that Horace Bales (a carpenter) lived at this location, and a Mrs. Dora Bales
(presumably his wife) operated a boarding house. Based on this directory, it would appear
that the Bales family lived in this house for at least a year prior to their purchasing the
property. The Bales family remained at this location, apparently operating a boarding house,
through at least the late 1920s.26

This lot first appears illustrated on the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map, which
documents a two-story frame dwelling with a single story rear service wing (identified as 308
North Fifth Street). A large carriage house and two-story coal shed extends along the rear lot
at the alley. The 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps illustrate a very similar
landscape. Deed records from June 1899 and associated with the Culver Construction
Company may represent a mortgage, and might suggest substantial remodeling and/or
rebuilding of the dwelling at this time.

A single photograph illustrating the east side of the 300 block of North Fifth Street—
and the house at 308 North Fifth Street—has survived to the present (see Figure 19). The
circa 1912 photograph illustrates a two-story house with hip roof that sits relatively high on
its foundation—possibly suggesting the presence of a substantial raised basement. At that
time, this building consisted of a relatively large domestic structure sandwiched between two
rows of commercial buildings to the north and south.

By 1917, the rear lot associated with this boarding house had been modified
dramatically, with the construction of a “Dry Cleaning” business—identified as 308½ North
Fifth Street. Although no 308½ North Fifth Street shows up in the city directories for these
years, the Bale Quality Cleaning Company appears listed in the directories at 300-306 North
Fifth Street during the late 1920s—suggesting that the Bale family business expanded
dramatically into the vacant buildings to the south during the early Depression years. The
1935 city directory lists eight suspected tenants at 308 North Fifth Street—but strangely does
not include the Bale family. The Bale Quality Cleaning Shop was still listed at this time at
306 North Fifth Street.27

The 1940 city directory indicates only one occupant at 308 North Fifth Street—a
Hugo Pritchett. In 1946, the house was occupied by a Mrs. Stella Melgreen. The 1950 city
directory indicates that Mrs. Melgreen is still at this location, but was accompanied by three
additional boarders. The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that much of the lot
immediately east and south—and potentially attached to—the dwelling, was incorporated
into a large commercial structure that was attached to the large commercial building located
on Lot 14 to the south—an appears to represent an outgrowth of the dry cleaning business

26 The Bale family name drops from this street address in the city directories sometime between 1925 and 1930.
Simultaneously, the name become associated with 300-306 North Fifth Street and the Bale Quality Cleaning
Company—suggesting that the family continues to operate a business from this location for many years.

27 The Bale Cleaners continue to be listed at this address through the early 1940s. Sometime between 1940 and
1946, the Bale Cleaners were replaced at this address by Fink’s Springfield Cleaners.
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that was expanded into that building by the Bale family.28 The 1950 city directory lists four
occupants of this boarding house. The building was demolished sometime after 1950.

At the time of the Phase II and III investigations, this lot was an asphalt parking lot.
Nonetheless, very little archaeological testing was conducted on this lot, as the earlier
archival research suggested that substantial late nineteenth and early twentieth century
structures had been constructed on this lot. The archaeological testing that was conducted
suggested the presence of substantial concrete and brick foundations and a deep cellar were
located on the back half of the lot—substantiating the earlier archival research. These
foundations were associated with the early to middle twentieth century commercial use of
this lot—and suggested that the subsurface archaeological resources were probably no longer
extant. As such, archaeological testing and/or mitigation in this area was not pursued.
Archaeological testing on the front portion of the lot, albeit very minimal in degree, indicates
the presence of an intact cistern—suggesting that the front half of this lot may have been
fairly well preserved—albeit with later nineteenth century deposits. Based on the relatively
late age of the subsurface resources thought to be present on this lot (post-dating circa 1857),
no further archaeological investigations were conducted on this lot.

28 The physical expansion of the dry cleaning business may have occurred during the lat e 1920s, and
corresponds with the appearance of the Bale Quality Cleaning Company’s appearance within the city directories
at that time.
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Figure 30. Dr. Million in circa 1904 (Wallace 1904:367).
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Figure 31. This frame house, here illustrated in a circa 1912 photograph, was located at
308 North Fifth Street. This building—or at least an earlier form of this structure—may
have been constructed during the late 1850s for William Foley (a carpenter). During much
of the later nineteenth century, it was the home of Dr. Million and his family. It was later
occupied by the Bale family, who operated a boarding house from this dwelling. No
archaeology was conducted in association with this property.
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Lots 15 and 16

Lots 15 and 16 are situated within the center of Block 2, and were in common ownership
for much of the duration of the nineteenth century. As such, the history of these two lots are
intricately related, and will be discussed together. At the time of the field investigations, half of
Lot 16 was situated beneath the extant early twentieth century VALCO building, whereas the
remainder of the property was a surface parking lot located immediately south of the VALCO
building. Building addresses associated with these two lots included, within more recent
historical times included 312, 314, 316, 318 and 320 North Fifth Street.

Lot 15 was the first of these two lots to have been purchased from the Edwards family.
Deed records indicate that Lot 15 was purchased from Ninian Edwards by James R. Gray in
April 1833 for the sum of $50 (Deed Record Book F; Page 367). By this date, Gray had
acquired title to Lots 13, 14 and 15—representing the better part of the southwest quarter of this
block.29 Gray sold Lot 15 to William Brown in April 1844 for the sum of $200 (Deed Record
Book V: Page 266). 30 A couple of days earlier, Brown had also acquired from William
Carpenter the adjacent Lot 16—located immediately to the north—for the sum of $950 (Deed
Record Book V: Page 263).31 Carpenter had only recently (August 1840) purchased this lot from
the Edwards family (Deed Record Book Q: Page 187). Carpenter had paid $350 for the lot that

29 Little is known about James R. Gray other than he was an early settler who signed the promissory note to relocate
the state capitol from Vandalia to Springfield in March 1838, and that he was elected President of the Springfield
Board of Trustees in1833 (Power 1876:45, 49). Gray’s purchase of this land was probably for speculative
investment purposes. In 1849, the Illinois State Journal noted that a J. W. Gray was a “ Baker and Confectioner—
and Boarding house keeper” with “ store west of the Capitol—boarding house, No. 10, south of the Capitol” (Allers
and Gochanour 1984:10). The earliest city directory, from 1855-56, does not list a James Gray.

30 Little could be found regarding a William M. Brown. In 1849, the Illinois State Journal noted that a William H.
Brown was a “ Dentist” and that “ we have heard his work spoken of in the best terms. And as an evidence of his
merits in his profession, we have understood that he has a large business—not so much probably as he would like,
but enough to encourage him to ‘persevere.’ Office a few doors east of the American House” (Allers and
Gochanour 1984:5). The earliest city directory, from 1855-56, indicat es that William resided on Adams Street east
of 7th Street. Power (1876:760-761) relates a story regarding a group of three recently discharged 10th Illinois
Cavalry men—one of whom was a William M. Brown from Sangamon County—who were robbed and murdered
while in route north from San Antonio, Texas shortly aft er thei r honorable discharge. Not sure i f this is the same
individual.

31 Carpenter probably purchased this lot for investment purposes. The 1855 city directory indicates that Carpenter
was living on Second Street corner of Jefferson—and not within the project area. William Carpenter was a very
early settler in Sangamon County. Of Pennsylvania German stock, the Carpenter family arrived in central Illinois in
the summer of 1820. At that time, the only improvements within the Springfield settlement was the Kelly log
cabins. Carpenter and his family made improvements approximately two miles north of the Sangamon River. In the
early 1820s, upon purchasing the land on which he settled, he construct ed a two-story log house that became “ an
important point for the stage line on the State road leading from Springfi eld to Peoria, and called the ‘six mile
house’.” In 1828, the family relocated to Springfield—then referred to as Calhoun—which had “ then grown to the
dignity of a town.” In Springfield, William Carpenter pursued “ merchandizing”. In 1844, with his son-in-law
constructed a saw and gristmill on the Sangamon that was known as Carpenter’s Mill. He died in August 1859 in
Springfield, and in 1876, his widow lived at the corner of Seventh and Carpenter Streets. Carpenter obviously was a
man of means and was involved in both local and state level politics—see Power (1876:187-188). In 1849, the
Illinois State Journal (Allers and Gochanour 1984:6) contained a l arge paragraph on William Carpenter and his
flouring and lumber business.
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year—a price that may reflect some improvements on the lot at that time. The $200 purchase
price of Lot 15 in 1844—albeit considerably higher than the $50 paid eleven years earlier by
Gray, probably represents only inflationary gain, and the lot probably was unimproved at that
date. Although difficult to say with certainty, it seems likely that improvements were located on
at least one of these two lots by the middle 1840s.

Table 4

Partial Chain-of-Title
Lot 15

West Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

Ninian Edwards James R. Gray Lot 15 $50.00 F:367 4/19/1833
James R. Gray William M. Brown Lot 15 $200.00 V:266 4/8/1844
William M. Brown Thomas H. Doyle Lots 15 and 16 $1,300.00 FF:267 1/31/1851
Thomas H. Doyle Olive Thayer Lots 15 and 16 $1,300.00 II:410 4/1/1852
Stephen Thayer W. D. Ward Lot 15 $1,500.00 22:314 12/7/1864
(No other transactions are present through 1900.)

Table 5

Partial Chain-of-Title
Lot 16

West Half, Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

Elvira L. Edwards Albert G. Edwards Lot 16 $0 (will) M:386 7/4/1836
Albert G. Edwards William Carpenter Lot 16 $350.00 Q:187 8/15/1840
William Carpenter William M. Brown Lot 16 $950.00 V:263 4/6/1844
William M. Brown Thomas H. Doyle Lots 15 and 16 $1,300.00 FF:267 1/31/1851
Thomas H. Doyle Olive Thayer Lots 15 and 16 $1,300.00 II:410 4/1/1852
Stephen N. Thayer Catherine V. G.

Johns
Lot 16 $2,000.00 22:96 12/7/1864

Catherine V. G.
Johns

William D. Ward Lot 16 $2,000.00 25:40 7/3/1865

(No other transactions are present through 1900.)

William Brown continued to own Lots 15 and 16 for another seven years, selling the two
lots together to Thomas Doyle in January 1851 for the sum of $1,300—a price that, no doubt,
indicates a substantial improvement on the property (Deed Record Book FF: Page 267j).32

Doyle owned the two lots for only a short time (slightly over one year), and sold the combined
lots to Olive Thayer in April 1852 for the sum of $1,300—the same price he had paid for it

32 Neither the 1855-56 city directory or Allers and Gochanour (1984) contain any information on Dolye.
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approximately one year earlier (Deed Record Book II: Page 410). The Thayer family seems to
have owned the property for nearly twelve years. The 1855-56 Springfield city directory
indicates that a Mrs. Olivia Thayer resided in a house on Fifth Street, north of Madison—
suggesting that she may have been living at this location at that time. In December 1864, a
Stephen Thayer sold Lot 15 to a William D. Ward for the sum of $1,500 (Deed Record Book 22:
Page 314) and Lot 16 to Catherine V. G. Johns for $2,000 (Deed Record Book 22:96).33 These
sale prices strongly suggest that both lots were improved by 1864 when the lots were separated.
Approximately six months later, in July 1865, Catherine Johns sold Lot 16 to William Ward for
$2,000—again bringing these two lots back to a single landowner (Deed Record Book 25: Page
40).

Figure 32. Buildings located along North Fifth Street on Lots 15 and 16 (see discussion in
the accompanying text).

33 Power (1876:394) notes that an Olive J. Thayer was the daughter of Martha and Henry Thayer. In 1876, Olive
(age unknown) was living with the family in Chatham. It seems doubtful whether this particular Olive Thayer is the
woman listed on this deed (Power 1876: 394, 710). Stephen Thayer apparently was the father of Henry Thayer—
and thus the grandfather of this Olive Thayer. Stephen was from Amherst, Massachusetts. Although it is not sure if
Stephen ever came to Sangamon County, his brother Joseph Thayer arrived in Springfield in 1834. The Illinois
State Journal, in 1849, noted that the Joseph Thayer Company were “ dealers in Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, etc. Store
west of the capitol. This store has been established in this city form many years, and appearances indicate that its
business is constantly increasing. This house gives very good satisfaction to purchasers—the proprietors being fair
and liberal dealers and generally having the best articles on hand for sale. Mssrs. Thayer have also an establishment
at the flourishing village of Waverly, in Morgan County, where their sales are also extensive. They purchase large
quantities of wool for the east ern markets” (Allers and Gochanour 1984:21).
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Several buildings were constructed on these two lots during the nineteenth century. In
discussing the history of these two lots, it is necessary to discuss the various buildings and their
potential occupants. Unfortunately, the addresses for these buildings shift through time, and it
makes the discussion confusing. As such, the following discussion will discuss the land-use
history of these two lots in terms of the buildings constructed on them. Additionally, as the
building addresses change through time, many of the buildings will be assigned letter
designations to alleviate some confusion. The primary address used to designate these properties
is that in use by the early years of the twentieth century.

320 North Fifth Street: The earliest documented building on these two lots is that
identified as 320 North Fifth Street. This house, which is situated along the north property line
of Lot 16 and well removed from the front property line, probably was constructed during the
early 1840s (circa 1844) by William Carpenter. The 1844 sale price strongly suggests that the
building was in place by that date—and may have been constructed as early as 1840.

Both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps indicate that a combination brick and
frame structure was present on Lot 16 during those years. This building was set back from the
street slightly farther than the nearby domestic buildings to the north, and hugged the north
property line. This building consisted of a brick front and frame rear extension with a small
frame outbuilding (presumably a carriage house) located along the alley.

The 1866 Board of Fire Underwriters suggest that a Class C (brick) dwelling rated at
$0.60 was present on the combined Lots 15 and 16 at that time—and probably referenced the
dwelling located on Lot 16. The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield, although somewhat
difficult to interpret for these two lots, appears to illustrate a long, narrow, gable-front structure
on Lot 16. The Board of Fire Underwriters probably was referring to the single brick dwelling,
which appears on both the 1854 and 1858 city maps located on Lot 16. This building, on later
Sanborn fire insurance maps, was identified as 320 North Fifth Street.

The 1873 bird’s eye view (Koch 1873) suggests that multiple structures were present on
these two lots by this time. The earlier brick structure (320 North Fifth Street) documented on
Lot 16 and hugging the north lot line is clearly illustrated on this map. This map depicts this
building as a two-story rectangular structure with a single story rear extension. A single
outbuilding is present along the alley.

Determining the early occupants of the buildings on Lots 15 and 16 has been difficult.
With regard to the dwelling located at 320 North Fifth Street, there is some thought that this
early house may have been occupied by either the William Carpenter or William Brown families
during the initial years of the building’s existence. The Illinois State Journal in 1849 notes that a
William H. Brown was a dentist with his office “a few doors east of the American House.” In
1855, it appears that this house was occupied by a Mrs. Olivia Thayer, and based on the chain-
of-title research, it is reasonable to suspect that she may have lived at this location from circa
1852 through circa late 1864.
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Analysis of the 1870 Federal census hints at the possibility of a John Craig, William
Monehan, John McInnes, and Lafayette Fisher as residing along the east side of North Fifth
Street—relatively central to the block. These households were enumerated as being north of the
Million residence (suspected as being in 308 North Fifth Street on Lot 14) and south of the
Samuel Levi residence (located at 324 North Fifth Street on Lot 17). If this is true, then John
Craig family may have been at 314 North Fifth Street (Building C), the William Monehan family
at 316 North Fifth Street (Building B), John McInness at 318 North Fifth Street (Building A),
and Lafayette Fisher at 320 North Fifth Street. Unfortunately, the 1869-70 city directory does
not document any of these individuals. Similarly, the 1872-73 city directory does not list
Monehan. This directory does indicate that John McInnes was a harness maker with his shop
located on Fifth Street between Jefferson and Madison—which would place his business in the
next block to the south of the project area. Lafayette Fisher was also listed within this directory
as a “compositor” with an address of “Fifth Near Mason.”34 As such, it would appear that these
three buildings may have been in place by 1870, and that 320 North Fifth Street may have been
occupied by Lafayette Fisher at that time.

The 1870 Federal census notes that Lafayette Fisher was a 24-year old printer from Ohio
who was living with a 48-year-ld woman named Sarah J. Fisher and a 16-year old by the name of
Alie Fisher. Potentially Sarah was the mother? Additionally living within this household were
Cora Potter (an 18-year old without an occupation listed), John B. Young (a 19-year old sewing
machine operator), William Ballard (a 19-year old printer) and Charles Sterns (or Sturns; a 23
year old printer).

In circa 1878, the Lorch family appears to have moved into the house at this location.35

The 1879-80 city directory indicates that Charles Lorch was a renter at 320 North Fifth Street.
The 1880 Federal census indicates that Charles Lorch was a 69-year old German-born butcher
living with his wife (Catherine, 56 years old and German born), his son (John; 26-year old car
driver born in Illinois), and daughter (Julia; 23 years of age and simply listed as “at home”). No
servants nor boarders were present in the house.36 Lorch and his family remained at this location
through circa 1886. The 1886-87 city directory indicates that he was retired.37 As such, it would
appear that the Lorch family occupied the house at 320 North Fifth Street for approximately 12
years (from circa 1878 through circa 1890).

Unfortunately, the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map does not illustrated the north half of
this block. The first Sanborn fire insurance map to illustrate this dwelling was the 1890 map.

34 A “ compositor” is one who sets type for printing.

35 Both the 1875 and 1877 Springfield city directori es indicate that Charles Lorch resided at 315 North Second
Street. The 1879-80 city directory is the first to indicate his residence at 320 North Fifth Street.

36 Power (1876:160) notes that Catherine Lorch was the sister of Mary E. Nagle, and that the family was apparently
from Canton Bergzabern, Bavaria. Her sister Mary married John Burkhardt from Neuremberg (Wurtemberg). The
family appears to have come to Springfi eld in the spring of 1842—apparently aft er experi encing a hair-raising
adventure when their ship Oceania sunk off the coast of Jamaica.

37 The 1886-87 is the last city directory to list Charles Lorch. There is no listing for Charles Lorch in the 1890-91
city directory.
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The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map illustrates a rectangular two-story brick structure with two
single story frame wings extending off the rear of the building. A small frame outbuilding is
located in the far northeastern corner of the property. The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map
illustrates a similar house, albeit with a very different rear service wing—suggesting that the rear
wing of the house had been removed and re-built during the previous few years. Similarly, the
small outbuilding on the rear of the property had disappeared by this date.

The 1889—90 city directory indicates two families living within this structure (John
Dickerson and T. J. Draper). The 1900-01 city directory suggests that the house at 320 North
Fifth Street had been subdivided into two units by this date, and that they were occupied by W.
V. Cox and A. M. Neal.

By 1917, the house at 320 North Fifth Street had undergone extensive remodeling and/or
re-configuration. By this time, the rear service wing had apparently been removed again and
completely rebuilt. But the most significant alteration was the construction of two stores onto
the front of this building. These two stores (now identified as 320 and 322 North Fifth Street)
completely enclosed that area west of the dwelling (to the street) and from the north property line
to the large brick structure immediately to the south (Building A). This construction activity,
which represents an expansion of the commercial district, may have occurred sometime after
1915 (and prior to 1917). These buildings were simply identified with an “S” for store. These
are referred to as Buildings E and F. A large, tin clad, single-story outbuilding had also been
constructed on the rear of the lot, immediately behind the original brick dwelling. The 1920 city
directory indicates that 320 North Fifth was vacant, that 320½ North Fifth was occupied by Eli
D. Sidewell, and 322 North Fifth was occupied by the Eureka Feather Mattress Company.

In circa 1940-41, the house at 320 North Fifth Street, as well as Buildings E and F, and
the commercial building at 318 North Fifth Street (Building A) were demolished for construction
of the Werner Motor Company’s Truck Sales and Service building (current VALCO building).
The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map illustrates this new building, which was noted as having a
concrete floor and steel trusses. In the 1960s, this building was converted into an A & P grocery
store—at this time, the earlier service doors were re-configured. The 1952 Sanborn map
illustrates the same structure. This building persisted through the present, having been
demolished for the construction of the parking garage.

314 North Fifth Street (Building C): This building was situated nearly center of Lot 15
and immediately adjacent to the front property line (with no setback). The setting of this
structure was in sharp contrast to the adjacent dwellings located both to the north and the south
of this structure. The 1844 sale price of this lot strongly suggests that this building was not
constructed by that date. Determining the date of construction of this house has been difficult.
This building was definitely in place by 1864, and most likely in place somewhat earlier. The
circa 1912 photograph of the east side of the 300 block of North Fifth Street illustrates a
vernacular brick dwelling that appears to be fairly old. Nonetheless, this building is not
documented on either the 1854 nor 1858 city maps, and does not appear to be referenced by the
1866 Board of Fire Underwriters. Similarly, although difficult to interpret, the 1867 Bird’s Eye
View of Springfield does not appear to document the presence of this structure.
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The 1873 bird’s eye view (Koch 1873) depicts what appears to be three structures located
immediately south of the early dwelling at 320 North Fifth Street. These three buildings hug the
front property line (with no setback) and straddle the Lot 15-16 property line. These three
structures represent Buildings A (318 North Fifth Street), B (316 North Fifth Street), and C (314
North Fifth Street). This 1873 map is the first to depict these three structures—suggesting that
they had only recently been constructed. Unlike the earlier structure hugging the north lot line of
Lot 16, these three buildings appear to be sitting directly on North Fifth Street without any
setback. The northern two of these three structures (Buildings A and B) appears to be slightly
taller than the adjacent structure to the south. Additionally, unlike the smaller structure to the
south, the two structures to the north appear to have a two-story porch stretching across the rear
of the buildings. Only a single outbuilding appears behind these three structures. Based on the
cartographic information, it would appear that these buildings were constructed sometime after
1867, but prior to 1873. Based on the chain-of-title research, these improvements—or at least
the later two of the three buildings—may have been initiated by W. D. Ward, who purchased
(with his mother-in-law) the combined Lots 15 and 16 in December 1864 for the combined sum
of $3,500. Having said this, Building C may have already been present by 1864, having been
constructed at an unknown earlier date (early 1860s?). Although it was hoped that research into
the Springfield city directories would shed some light onto a more precise date for the
construction of these three buildings, we have not been successful at this task. Unfortunately,
this is the closest we can come to determining the date of construction of these buildings.

The 1876 City of Springfield map clearly illustrates three structures having been
constructed on the front of Lots 15 and 16 within the previous few years. These three buildings
all abut one another and the front property line (with no setback present)—typical of urban
commercial row buildings. Of these three new buildings, one sits completely on Lot 16 (318
North Fifth Street; Building A), one straddles the Lot 15-16 property line (316 North Fifth Street;
Building B), and the other sits completely on Lot 15 (314 North Fifth Street; Building C).38 This
1876 city map depicts these three structures actually abutting the earlier structure on Lot 16 (with
a more typical domestic setback). Based on later archival information (and the archaeological
evidence), it would appear that this might be an incorrect depiction of these three buildings’
relationship to the earlier structure.

As noted earlier, the analysis of the 1870 Federal census hints at the possibility of a John
Craig, William Monehan, John McInnes, and Lafayette Fisher as residing along the east side of
North Fifth Street—relatively central to the block. These households were enumerated as being
north of Dr. Million’s residence (suspected as being in 308 North Fifth Street on Lot 14) and
south of the Samuel Levi residence (located at 324 North Fifth Street on Lot 17). If this is true,
then the John Craig family may have been at 314 North Fifth Street (Building C), the William
Monehan family at 316 North Fifth Street (Building B), John McInness at 318 North Fifth Street
(Building A), and Lafayette Fisher at 320 North Fifth Street. Unfortunately, the 1869-70 city
directory does not document any of these individuals. Similarly, the 1872-73 city directory does

38 The street numbers assigned here first appear associated with these properties on the 1884 and 1890 Sanborn fire
insurance maps. Previous city directories give conflicting house numbers, which do not always correspond with
these numbers. As such, to clari fy the following discussion, these four building units are assigned a l etter with the
northern most structure assigned Building A, and the farthest south structure assigned Building D.
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not list Monehan. This directory does indicate that John McInnes was a harness maker with his
shop located on Fifth Street between Jefferson and Madison—which would place his business in
the next block to the south of the project area. Lafayette Fisher was also listed within this
directory as a “compositor” with an address of “Fifth Near Mason.”39 As such, it would appear
that these three buildings may have been in place by 1870.

Determining the early occupants of these buildings, as noted above, has been difficult.
Based on an analysis of the 1870 Federal Census, it would appear that this building (Building C)
was present by that date, and potentially occupied by the John Craig family. Craig was a cabinet
maker. Power (1876) contains no information on the Craig family.

Research in the Springfield city directories suggest that Building C—which was initially
identified as 312 North Fifth Street (later 314 North Fifth Street)—was constructed or potentially
moved to this location sometime between 1868 and 1872. A search of the Springfield city
directories indicate that the 1872-73 Springfield City Directory is the first to list William L.
Gardner’s residence at this location.40 This directory notes that Gardner was a “collecting and
real estate agent” with offices on the north side of Washington Street near Fifth Street and that
his house was on the east side of Fifth Street between Madison and Mason Streets—a description
that clearly is located with the existing project area. The 1875 Springfield city directory
similarly suggests that a William L. and Dora Gardner were living at 312 North Fifth Street at
that date. The 1877 Springfield City Directory indicates that William L. Gardner was a married
clerk residing in rental property located at 314 North Fifth Street—and represents a tenant in the
existing project area. According to this directory, Gardner was German-born and there were
eight individuals within his family at that time. The 1879-80 city directory indicates Gardner
was, at this time, a deputy sheriff residing on North Fifth Street between Madison and “Mason
Alley.”

The 1880 Federal census lists the William Gardner family as being immediately adjacent
to Dr. John Million’s residence (which was at 308 North Fifth Street)—and probably resdinging
in Building C. At that time, Gardner was listed as a 40-year old male from South Carolina (?)
with an occupation of Deputy Sheriff. He was living with his 41-year old wife Anna and their
six daughters (Endora, 22-years old; Lyllie, 14 years old; Mary, 12 years old; Maud, 9 years old;
Clara, 6 years old; and Mildred, 4 years old). Although the oldest child had apparently been born
in Iowa, the remaining children had all been born in Illinois.

Consistent with the 1880 Federal census, the 1880-81 directory lists Gardner’s
occupation as “Sheriff Supreme Court 3rd District Illinois” and that he had an office at 312 North
Fifth Street (apparently within his home). The 1881-82 directory indicates that he was a notary
and that he rented his house. In 1881-82, a female by the name of Endora Gardner (a seamstress)

39 A “ compositor” is one who sets type for printing.

40 The 1866 city directory placed Gardner’s residence at corner of 12th and Madison Streets. At that time he was
also noted as being a grocer. The 1868-69 city directory placed him at on the north side of Madison Street between
Rutledge and Klein Streets. The 1869-70 city directory does not appear to list William Gardner. Similarly, the 1870
Federal census does not list a William Gardner in Springfield. Power (1876) is relatively silent regarding William
Gardner. Inter-State Publishing Company (1881:24) notes that William Gardner was the “ Chief of the Reds” for the
Esperanza Commandery, Knights of Universal Brotherhood which met at the Opera House Block in Springfield.
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and a Mrs. A. [sic] L. Gardner (a dressmaker) also were living in the house. The 1882-83
directory indicates that William was living with an Endora Gardner (who may be the owner of
the property at that time?). The 1884 city directory is the first to indicate that the Gardner family
had relocated to a new location—the residing at the corner of 15th and Capitol Street—vacating
the house along North Fifth that they had occupied for approximately 12 years.

The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that this two-story building—which was
slightly smaller than the commercial building to the north—was a “dw’g” or dwelling (with, at
this time, an address of 312 North Fifth Street; by 1890, it had become 314 North Fifth Street).
A single frame outbuilding was present at the mid-yard location. Besides the change in address
(from 312 to 314) and the construction of a new two-story building immediately to the south,
little had changed on the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map with regard to this structure. The
1889-90 city directory indicates the house was occupied by a J. P. Hill. The 1890-91 Springfield
city directory indicates that this dwelling was occupied by James Pettigrew who was, at that
time, listed as a “Commission Merchant” with offices located at 314 North Fifth Street and his
residence “same”.

The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates a landscape very similar to the earlier
1890 landscape. The 1896 Sanborn map suggests an expansion in the number and size of the
frame outbuildings. By the middle 1890s, though the house appears to have shifted from single
family to multi-family use. The 1896 city directory indicates that 314 North Fifth Street
(Building C) was occupied by Landroum Coleman and Henry Wilson, and that the upper
residential unit at 314½ North Fifth Street was occupied by a Thomas Ramsey. Similarly, The
1900-01 city directory suggests that three individuals were living within this house at that time.
They include J. W. McKinney, L. A. Coleman, and T. Ramsey—both Coleman and Ramsey are
listed as “colored.” The 1915 city directory indicates that a Sayd Naufel occupied Building C
(314 North Fifth Street) and that T. G. Ramsey (a colored man) occupied 314½ North Fifth
Street.

By 1917, the lower floor of this building appears to have been converted into commercial
space, as the 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates the building labeled with an “S” for
store. By 1941, this building was apparently being used by the same occupants, as the two
buildings located at 314 and 316 North Fifth Street (Buildings C and B) apparently had been
joined together and was being used as a “Tin Shop”. The only outbuilding documented on the
two lots (Lots 15 and 16) was a relatively large, frame garage (labeled “A” for automobile). This
garage was located at mid-yard immediately behind 314 North Fifth Street (Building C). The
1946-47 city directory indicates that 314-316 North Fifth Street (Buildings C and B) were
occupied by the Capitol Tire Shop.

The 1952 Sanborn illustrates a similar structure as that on the 1941 Sanborn fire
insurance map, and that the building was still being used as a “tin shop.” This does not seem to
correspond well with directory. Potentially after circa 1940 the upper stories of this building was
not longer used as residential space. Based on an analysis of the Springfield city directories, it
would appear that this building was demolished in circa 1965. After that date, the address no
longer appears in the city directories, and the lot presumably was used as a surface parking lot
from that time on.
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316-318 North Fifth Street (Buildings A and B): Buildings A and B were constructed at
the same time as a double store with a common wall between them. These two buildings are not
documented on the 1854 nor 1858 city maps. As discussed above, these buildings first appear
illustrated on the 1873 bird’s eye view of Springfield (Koch 1873). It is suspected that these
buildings were constructed sometime between 1868 and 1872 potentially by the Ward family.

The man who may have re-developed this land by way of constructing a new brick
building with two commercial store fronts (Buildings A and B) on this land was William Ward.
It is believed that these two buildings were constructed by William Ward during the latter 1860s.
William Ward, who was born in August 1826 in Reading, England, immigrated to the United
States in 1830 with his parents. At that time, the family settled in Zanesville, Ohio—which sits
on the National Road, one of the major overland thoroughfares into central Illinois. In 1854, at
28 years of age, William Ward arrived in Springfield, Illinois. The 1855-56 city directory
indicates that he was a watchmaker with the firm of J. B. Curran. In March 1863, Ward married
Matilda Ruckel (daughter of Daniel Ruckel, an early cabinetmaker and saw miller who settled,
with his brother Jacob, for a short time at Sangamo Town before relocating in Springfield and
focusing on cabinetmaking). By 1864, William Ward is listed as a watchmaker and jeweler with
his own shop on the west side of the public square, and his residence simple listed as “North
Fifth Street.” The 1866 city directory notes that Ward has his residence on Fifth “between Miller
and Enos Avenue”. Although both the 1864 and 1866 city directories indicate that Ward is
living on north Fifth Street, the 1866 directory indicates that he is living farther north “between
Miller and Enos Avenue.”41 In 1876, Power (1876:632) noted that Ward was “engaged in the
business of watchmaker and jeweler.” Together, William and Matilda had two children (Grace
and Lida). Catherine V. G. Johns was William Ward’s mother-in-law (Power 1876:631-32).42

The 1877 Springfield City Directory indicates that the William J. Ward was a jeweler residing in
his own home located at 710 North Fifth Street. This address would place the English-born
Ward a couple of blocks north of the current project area by this date. As such, it does not
appear that Ward occupied any of the buildings on this double lot (at least by this late date), but
that he was a resident of the neighborhood—living a few blocks to the north on North Fifth
Street. Nonetheless it appears that he might have been responsible for the construction of the
commercial buildings for investment purposes.

As noted above, the analysis of the 1870 Federal census hints at the possibility of a John
Craig, William Monehan, John McInnes, and Lafayette Fisher as residing along the east side of
North Fifth Street—relatively central to the block. These households were enumerated as being
north of Dr. Million’s residence (suspected as being in 308 North Fifth Street on Lot 14) and
south of the Samuel Levi residence (located at 324 North Fifth Street on Lot 17). Problem with
this, as the residents lived upstairs, and do not enumerate the businesses down below on the

41 Both city directories carry full page advertisements for W. D. Ward, watchmaker and jeweler—suggesting that his
business must have been good and/or he had ready capital to carry full-page advertisements early upon his arrival in
Springfield.

42 Matilda’s father Daniel Ruckel was accidentally killed by a falling derrick in downtown Springfield in April
1854. The widow Catherine Ruckel married E. G. Johns in March 1857 (Power 1876:632). Thus the transaction
between Ruckel and Johns was between son-in-law and mother-in-law.
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ground floor. If this is true, then the John Craig family may have been at 314 North Fifth Street
(Building C), the William Monehan family at 316 North Fifth Street (Building B), John
McInness at 318 North Fifth Street (Building A), and Lafayette Fisher at 320 North Fifth Street.
Unfortunately, the 1869-70 city directory does not document any of these individuals. Similarly,
the 1872-73 city directory does not list Monehan. This directory does indicate that John
McInnes was a harness maker with his shop located on Fifth Street between Jefferson and
Madison—which would place his business in the next block to the south of the project area.
Lafayette Fisher was also listed within this directory as a “compositor” with an address of “Fifth
Near Mason.”43 As such, it would appear that these three buildings may have been in place by
1870. It would appear that Wlliam Monehan—a tobacconist—may have occupied Building B
(316) and that John McInness—a harness maker—may have occupied Building A.

The earliest directory information we have located regarding the occupation of Building
B (316 North Fifth Street) was from the 1881-82 city directory, which indicates that a Mr.
Edward Peel resided at this address. Peel first appears in Springfield within the 1880-81 city
directory as a “dyer” living at 406 East Washington Street, and appropriately, the 1884 Sanborn
fire insurance map indicates that Building B was being utilized as a “dye works.” The 1882-83
city directory continued to list Peel’s residence at this address (as a owner), but the 1884 city
directory notes that he apparently had moved to 417 North Fifth (the next block to the north).
Nonetheless, he appears to have left his business at this earlier location. By 1890-91, Peel was
listed as the proprietor of the Chicago Steam Dye Works, and he continued to be listed (as his
business?) in the city directories through the middle to late 1890s at 316 North Fifth Street (and
corresponding with Building B). It is believed that Peel operated his dye works from the lower
story commercial space and his family initially occupied the upper story domestic quarters for a
few years prior to moving to another location—a pattern that was common among the tradesmen
during the nineteenth century. By 1884, another family probably was occupying the upper story
domestic quarters.44

The 1877 Springfield city directory indicates that a Jeremiah A. Kelleher operated a
Spruce Beer “Factory” within the adjacent commercial building to the north (at 318 North Fifth
Street; Building A) at that time. This city directory, which is the first—and only—city directory
to list Jeremiah Kelleher, indicates that he was born in Ireland, raised in Massachusetts, and
arrived in Springfield in 1875. This same directory notes that he was “now manufacturing
spruce beer; [is a] bottler of ale and porter [and] sells at wholesale exclusively, and is the only
factory of the kind in the State outside of Chicago.” The directory continues by noting that his
“factory”: was located at 318 North Fifth Street. At that time, Kelleher resided at 1127 Jefferson
Street—suggesting that Building A during these early years of use may not have contained
domestic space on the second floor.45 Presumably Kelleher moved to Chicago (Curtis Mann,
personal communication).

43 A “ compositor” is one who sets type for printing.

44 Power (1876) and the 1860 Federal census are silent regarding Peele.

45 Power (1876) contains no information on Kelleher. Additionally, Kelleher is not listed in the 1880 Federal census
Curtis Mann indicates that he appears in the Sangamon Valley Collections vertical files (but I couldn’t find anything
on Kelleher under Breweries ).
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The 1880 Federal census gives insight into the occupation of the residential occupants in
these two buildings. Based on the census, it would appear that both buildings had two
apartments on the upper floor. The 1880 census suggests that B. H. Robertson, a 61-year old
widowed grocer from Kentucky occupied one of the apartments at 318 North Fifth Street, and
that the second apartment in this building was occupied by the Thomas Hart family. Hart was
listed as a 51-year old painter living from England living with his wife Sarah, and their seven
children (aged 2 to 18 years of age). The 1880-81 city directory indicates that Brice Robertson
was a grocer, with his store at 318 North Fifth Street and his residence at 704 North Fifth Street.
Similarly, one apartment at 316 North Fifth was apparently occupied by the David Council
family, whereas the second was occupied by the Joseph Grush family. Council was listed as a
32-year old clerk born in Illinois and living with his wife (Jennie), daughter (Olive, aged 12), and
apparent mother-in-law (Nancy Richmond, 63-years old from Ohio). Grush was listed as a 29-
year old clerk from Maryland who was living with his wife (Ellen), their two children (John, 5
years old and Ida, 2 years old), and his mother-in-law (Mary Herring, 55 years old from
Pennsylvania). [Professional families]

With regard to the commercial use of the lower stories of these buildings, the 1881-82
Springfield city directory indicates that a Daniel Seligman was apparently operating a “cigar
factory” and residing at 318 North Fifth Street (Building A; need to look at cleaner copy of the
1884 Sanborn map). The 1882-83 city directory indicates that Seligman’s residence was at 522
North Fifth Street—a couple of blocks to the north of the project area.46 Like Levi (see
discussion of Lot 17), Seligman was of German heritage and Jewish faith. The 1882-83 city
directory is confusing—as it lists two David Seligmans (one a cigar manufacturer) and no Daniel
Seligman. Apparently, Seligman did not operate his cigar factory from this location for very
long. The 1884 city directory lists only one D. Seligman who is a traveling salesman for the firm
of J. R. Booth. It would appear that the cigar factory may have been at this location only from
circa 1881 through circa 1883.

The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map only partially illustrates these two buildings. This
map depicts two structures abutting the north side of the building at 312 North Fifth Street
(Building C). The first structure to the north was Building B (with an address at that time of 314
North Fifth Street; later to become 316 North Fifth Street). This structure, which was identified
as a “Dye Wk’s” (Dye Works), appears to have straddled the lot line and was partially located on
both Lots 15 and 16. This structure, and the adjacent one to the north, had a greater depth than
the previous structure—extending farther from the street than the other one. Suspect that this
building was occupied by Peele at this time. The third building to the north (Building A; with an
address of 316 North Fifth Street) was located solely on Lot 16 and only partially illustrated on
this map. It was similar in size and massing to that labeled 314 North Fifth Street (Building B).
Unfortunately, the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map is truncated through the center of 316 North

46 The 1879-80 city directories list both David and Daniel Seligman with the occupation of “ cigar store”. David’s
store is listed at that time at 121 North Fifth Street with his residence “ over same.” This address is probably on the
next block to the north and across the street. Daniel’s store was indicated as being at 202 South Sixth Street, with
his residence at 439 North Fifth Street—the block immediately to the north. The 1880-81 city directory indicates
the presence of two Daniel Seligmans, and no David Seligman. One Daniel is operating a cigar store, locat ed on
south Sixth Street. His residence is listed as 439 North Fifth Street. The second Daniel is listed as a salesman with a
residence on the north side of Mason opposite Eighth Street.
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Fifth Street (Building A), and does not extend any further north than the center of that building—
which closely corresponds to the north property line of Lot 15. These three buildings, which
appear to represent the same structures documented on the 1873 Bird's Eye View as well as the
1876 city map, are all depicted as small, two-story, brick structures.

The 1890 Sanborn fire insurance illustrates well the two buildings at 316 and 318 North
Fifth Street. By this date, the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that the brick
commercial structures at 316-318 North Fifth Street had been modified with a substantial new
addition onto the rear of both structures.—greatly increasing the square footage of the
commercial space. At this time, the building at 318 North Fifth Street (Building A) was
identified as a “Boiler Compound Works” on the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map. The 1889-90
Springfield city directory suggests that this building was occupied by an L. Buckly at that time.
Lafayette Buckly was listed as a “grocer” in the city directory. The 1890-91 Springfield city
directory indicates that Frank B Blakesley and his son Randolph B. Blakesley operated the
Blakesley Boiler Compound Works at 318 North Fifth Street at that date (Building A).
Similarly, the 1890 Sanborn map suggests that the Chicago Steam Dye Works was located in the
adjacent 316 North Fifth Street (Building B) at that time. As noted earlier, the dye works was
operated by Edward Peel.

The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map also suggests that the dye works once located at
316 North Fifth Street (Building B) and operated by Edward Peel was now apparently occupied
by a tailor, and that the building had experienced the construction of yet another addition onto
the rear of the structure. In conflict with this information, the 1896 Springfield city directory
suggests that 316 North Fifth Street (Building B) was still occupied by Edward Peel and that
316½ North Fifth Street (the upper residential space) was occupied by Mrs. Mary Barry. The
1900-01 city directory indicates R. C. Schubert and Mrs. W. Smith—the later also “colored”—in
this space. The 1896 city directory indicates that 318 North Fifth Street (Building A) was still
occupied by Blakesley and Son, and, and Thomas J. Draper. The 1900-01 city directory
indicates three individuals within 318 North Fifth Street (Building A). These are J. M. Ornellas,
H. K. Wilson, and Frank Gomes.

The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance maps indicate a significant change in the footprint of
these two commercial buildings. Although the front portion of these two buildings appear to be
similar in size and configuration to that illustrated in 1896, all of the rear additions have been
removed. Inspection of later photographs of these two buildings (particularly Figure 19), would
suggest that these two buildings may have been completely torn down and re-built—or received
a drastic remodeling (including the complete rebuilding of the façades).47 As noted, by 1917, the
multiple frame and brick additions located on the rear of the structure had been removed, and a
two-story porch extending across the rear of both buildings was present. Although the footprint
of the main building appears to have remained the same, it seems likely that these two buildings
were either completely replaced by newer commercial structures, or they were substantially
remodeled—complete with new store fronts. Based on the 1912 photograph of the east side of
the 300 block of North Fifth Street, it would appear that this rebuilding took place sometime

47 This is reinforced by a circa 1950s-60s photograph of the newly opened A&P store on North Fifth Street which
illustrates the adjacent structure at 316 North Fifth Street—complete with an early twentieth century makeover (See
Figures 38 and 45).
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after 1912 and prior to 1917 (circa 1915). The 1917 Sanborn map indicates that Building A was
occupied by a tin shop, and that Building B was simply identified with an “S” for store. The
1915 city directory indicates that the commercial building at 316 North Fifth Street was occupied
by the Eureka Feather Mattress Company at this date. The potential upper story—identified as
316½ North Fifth Street—was occupied by C. Brashar (a colored man).

In the early 1940s, Building A, the newly constructed stores represented by Buildings E
and F, and the residence at 320 North Fifth Street were demolished for construction of the
Werner Motor Company’s truck showroom and service center. The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance
map depicts the newly constructed “Truck Sales and Service Building” at this location. This
building was noted as having a concrete floor and steel trusses, and represents the building
occupied by VALCO at the time of this project.48 As noted above, at this time, 314 and 316
North Fifth Street (Buildings C and B) apparently had been joined together and was being used
as a “Tin Shop”. The 1946-47 city directory indicates that 314-316 North Fifth Street (Buildings
C and B) were occupied by the Capitol Tire Shop, and 316½ North Fifth Street was occupied by
Harry Turner. The 1952 Sanborn fire insurance map illustrates a landscape similar to that on the
1941 plat for Building B, which was demolished sometime after that date. Based on an analysis
of the Springfield city directories, it would appear that this building was demolished in circa
1965. After that date, the address no longer appears in the city directories, and the lot
presumably was used as a surface parking lot from that time on.

312 North Fifth Street (Building D): Between 1884 and 1896, a fourth commercial brick
structure was constructed abutting the south side of 312 North Fifth Street (Building C). At the
time that this building was constructed, the building was assigned the street address of 312 North
Fifth Street to this newly constructed building (which we identify as our Building D). At this
time, the building addresses associated with the adjacent buildings to the north on this block
were also changed (e.g. the adjacent building previously identified as 312 North Fifth Street was
now listed as 314 North Fifth Street). The construction of this new structure resulted in the
creation of a row of four adjoining brick buildings fronting North Fifth Street. A flight of steps
off the rear of the building suggests that the upstairs had a separate entrance—thus dividing the
space into a lower commercial space and an upper domestic space. No outbuildings were located
behind this structure in 1890. This structure was noted as being vacant on the 1890 Sanborn
map—potentially suggesting that it had only recently been constructed. The 1890-91 city
directory indicates that Lafayette Buckley, a retail grocer, operated from 312 North Fifth Street
(Building D). Buckley’s residence was located a few blocks north at 629 North Fifth Street.
Additionally, a Mrs. Jennie Kelley was listed with a 312 North Fifth Street residence at this
date—suggesting that she occupied the upper story residence.

The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map illustrates a very similar structure as that illustrated
on the 1890 plat. This two-story structure was marked “S” for store at that time. By this date, a
long, narrow frame shed—similar to that located across the lot and associated with Building C—
was located in mid yard behind this structure. Additionally, a small, single story, frame carriage

48 In the 1960s, this building was converted into an A&P grocery store—at this time, the large service doors, main
entrance, and façade were re-configured. Building persisted through the present, having been demolished for the
construction of the parking garage.
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house was located at the alley. The 1896 city directory indicates that a Patrick Howley occupied
312 North Fifth Street. The 1900-01 city directory indicates that Howley still was located in this
building.

The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that Building D continued to be listed as a
store (“S). By this date, the carriage house on the alley had disappeared, and a small frame,
single story wing had been constructed onto the rear of the main building. Additionally, by this
date, the long rectangular outbuilding behind 312 North Fifth Street (Building D) had been
expanded and was identified as 312½ North Fifth Street, with the words “Marble Cutting”
associated with it. The 1915 city directories indicate that the Charles Miller Monument Works
occupied the commercial property at 312 North Fifth Street, and that an Albert Murrell occupied
312½ North Fifth Street. Perchance Murrell was a stonecutter who worked in conjunction with
the adjacent monument company.

Major changes occurred to this building and the associated yard between 1917 and 1941.
The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates Building D had been enlarged on the rear with a
large tile addition, and the earlier stone carver’s workshop had been demolished. The 1946-47
city directory indicates that 312 North Fifth Street (Building D) was occupied by four different
businesses (Cantebury Soil Testing, Eagle Picher Home and Building Insulation, Jefferson
Insulation, and the Rotary Club), and that 312½ North Fifth Street was occupied by Spyros
Tranos, Sr.

The 1952 Sanborn illustrates a similar structure as that illustrated on the 1941 map. At
this time, though, a very large single story outbuilding had been constructed on the rear of the
property. This outbuilding, which was attached to the buildings on the adjacent Lot 14 to the
south, was potentially associated with the adjacent business located on this adjacent lot. Based
on an analysis of the Springfield city directories, it would appear that this building was
demolished in circa 1965. After that date, the address no longer appears in the city directories,
and the lot presumably was used as a surface parking lot from that time on.

The Archaeology: During the Phase II investigations, it was decided to excavate in small
blocks as opposed to narrow test trenches, as this was an easier way to manage the backdirt—
which was a problem with the test trenching strategy used earlier. Using this strategy, the Phase
II archaeological testing resulted in the complete exposure of the rear 70 feet of Lot 15. Over
3,850 square feet of this lot was stripped of the overburden during the Phase II testing, exposing
a series of sixteen privy-like features arranged in a series of lines that corresponded with the
three commercial structures (Buildings B, C, and D) that were documented on the Sanborn fire
insurance maps. Additionally, although the majority of Lot 16 was located beneath the extant
VALCO building, a small block excavation on Lot 16 located on the north side of the building
was excavated. This block excavation unit was located in the front of the lot in hopes of locating
remains of the early house—which were located.

The Phase III investigations initially consisted of the excavation of the features located
during the Phase II testing, followed by the demolition of the VALCO building, and the
subsequent stripping of that area beneath the slab foundation of that structure. Although a small
portion of Lot 16 had been disturbed by the early twentieth century filling station and truck
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showroom, the stripping of the shallow fills beneath this slab foundation resulted in the exposure
of a variety of pre-1930s features—many of which dated to the initial period of occupation of
this lot. Finally, several additional backhoe trenches were excavated within the front half of Lot
15 to determine the integrity of the west half of the lot. It quickly became apparent from these
backhoe trenches that the integrity in this area was very poor, and the physical location of these
earlier structures had been compromised.

In conjunction with the archival research, several distinctive archaeological components
have been identified for these two lots, and the results of the archaeology conducted on these two
lots are discussed below in terms of the various buildings (as done above with the archival
research). The archaeological deposits uncovered on Lot 16 were considerably earlier than those
uncovered on the adjacent Lot 15. Similarly, whereas many of the earlier features on Lot 16
were of a domestic character, many of those from Lot 15 consisted of an interesting mix of
commercial and domestic components.

1. Early Domestic Component (Circa 1844-1865): Sometime during the middle 1840s
(potentially circa 1844), Lots 15 and 16 appear to have been developed—potentially by William
Brown, a dentist—as a single-family residence. Archival research suggests that the two-story,
gable-front brick house associated with this component was located along the north property line
of Lot 16. This building was to become known as 320 North Fifth Street. Although it is not
clear as to who occupied this structure during these years, William Brown is a likely candidate
for circa 1844-1851. The 1854 and 1858 city maps potentially suggest that both rear and side
(southern) extensions were present on this house at during the 1850s. Similarly, the 1867 bird’s
eye view seems to suggest that a shed-roof extension was located on the south side of the
building, or that a separate building was present along the south side of the structure. Placement
of the house at this location—hugging the north property line—appears to suggest that the
owners were intent on constructing another structure on this lot. As will be discussed later, the
possibility exists that two structures were indeed constructed on this lot during this time, but for
some reason the second structure (identified as Commercial Unit “C” below) was not illustrated
on the 1854 nor 1858 city maps. Figure 39 illustrates the archaeological features on these two
lots that date to this component.

The extant physical remains of this house consisted of a perimeter foundation wall
(Feature 101) and a rear porch foundation (Feature 100). The shallow perimeter brick
foundations documented a structure that measured 17’2” by 34’0” in size, and was set back 25’
from the Fifth Street property line. No cellar was located beneath this structure. The 1866 Fire
Underwriters note that this was a brick dwelling, and later Sanborn fire insurance maps
document that this structure was two stories in height. Considering the house was two–stories in
height, the dwelling would have contained approximately 1,156 square feet of living space (578
square feet per floor). This dwelling appears to represent a gable-front structure. Historic
correlates of this house in Springfield are few. A well (Feature 71), a cistern (Feature 72), and a
potential pavement (Feature 73) are located in close proximity to the house (within the Inner
Yard). Although the well clearly dates to the early component, the possibility exists that the
cistern was not constructed until somewhat later in time. Located within the mid-yard, along the
south property line of Lot 16, was a sheet refuse midden (Feature 119) and two pits (Features 7
and 66). Feature 7 appears to represent an early privy pit—potentially the first on the lot.
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Feature 66, located immediately west of Feature 7, is a relatively large, wood-lined box that
resembles a privy but did not contain the distinctive fecal material typical of a privy pit, and has
been interpreted as a mid-yard exterior cellar. Located within the mid-yard along the north
property line was a shallow rectangular depression (Feature 99) interpreted as the floor of a small
outbuilding, and two privy pits that probably date to this early component. These privies include
Features 78 and 84—which, with Features 85 and 86, probably form a continuous sequence of
privies from circa 1844 through 1880 with the earliest (Feature 79) being located closer to mid-
yard. The earliest privy at this location (Feature 78) was clearly associated with this early
component. The later privy (Feature 84) represents a slightly later privy that may also have been
associated with the later part of this component. Archival data (the 1854 and 1858 city maps)
suggests that a small, almost square carriage barn was located along the alley in the northeast
corner of Lot 16. These privies appear to have been constructed along the lot line within the
shadow of this carriage barn and on the opposite side of the lot as the exterior cellar (Feature 66).

How Brown utilized the adjacent Lot 15 is unknown. Although the majority of the early
domestic features are located on Lot 16, a few features potentially dating from this early mid-
century period appear to be located on Lot 15. The location of the midden (Feature 119) and
mid-yard cellar (Feature 66) located along the north side of the Lot 15-16 lot line might suggest
that Lot 15 was intended to be developed separately. No posts were present along this lot line
suggests the lack of a fence (or at least a post-in-ground fence). As will be discussed later,
although archival evidence suggests that Building C (at 314 North Fifth Street) on Lot 15 was
not constructed until circa 1865-70, the photograph of this building clearly depicts a traditional
brick structure that could have been constructed in the middle 1840s or early 1850s. Two pits
(Features 14 and 15), representing either two privies or a privy and an adjacent trash pit, may
also date from this early component. Materials within Features 14 and 15 place the abandonment
of these pits fairly late, and suggest that the construction of these pits may have occurred within a
later component. Features 9, 12, and 29 represent shallow trenches, which may have been
associated with this early component, too. Although the function of these trenches is unknown,
at least one of them (Feature 9) probably represents a water line trench, whereas the other two
may represent robbed structural foundations.

Interpreting the early history of these two lots has been difficult. Although the
cartographic evidence suggests only one structure on these two lots prior to the Civil War, the
photographic evidence (ie. Figure 19) of the structure identified here as Commercial Unit C
strongly suggests that this structure (along with 320 North Fifth Street) were both in place prior
to circa 1860. As such, there may have been two early structures on these two lots—one a
house, and another potentially a non-domestic or commercial structure. It is difficult to explain
why the second structure was not documented on the 1854 and 1858 city maps. The placement
of this structure immediately adjacent to the sidewalk—without any setback—strongly suggests
that it was intended to be part of a larger urban row building, or was an early commercial
structure. [Another potential interpretation is that Commercial Unit C represents an earlier
dwelling moved into this location in circa 1865-70.]

2. Mid-to-Late Nineteenth Century Commercial and Domestic Component (Circa 1865-
1900): Sometime shortly after the Civil War, between 1867 and 1873, at least two—if not
three—brick buildings were constructed along (and/or potentially relocated to) the Fifth Street
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frontage on Lots 15-16. Two of these buildings (Buildings A and B) were obviously newly
constructed commercial structures at that time, and the other building (identified as Building C
and discussed earlier) was residential. As noted above, Building C may have been constructed
earlier. Later, sometime between 1884 and 1900, Building D was constructed. By 1890,
substantial rear additions had been constructed on both Buildings A and B. We were fortunate to
have discovered a circa 1912 photograph illustrating the east side of the 300 block of North Fifth
Street (See Figure 19). The following discussion of the structures is based on that photograph.
This mix of commercial and domestic features found in the rear yard behind these buildings hint
at the duality of the residential and commercial functions of these early commercial buildings.
Figure 40 illustrates the various features associated with the multiple buildings present on these
two lots during this late nineteenth century component.

320 North Fifth Street: The house, as discussed above, remains little changed.
Located on the rear of the house was a long, narrow, single-story extension. The 1890
Sanborn fire insurance map does not depict a side (or southern) extension, as suggested
by the earlier maps. This rear extension was probably constructed within the earlier
period. Charles Lorch—a German-born butcher—occupied the house from circa 1878
through circa 1890. Sometime shortly after circa 1890, the use of the house shifts from
single family to multi-family—and perchance a commercial use develops for the ground
floor of the building at this time (if not earlier).

The Sanborn fire insurance maps indicate that major changes occurred to this
structure between 1890 and 1896—after the removal of the Lorch family from the
premises. In 1890 the rear extension was a two-room, long and narrow wing. By 1896,
the extension has been shortened and widened—and appears potentially as a single room
(suggesting that the rear extension had been removed and rebuilt during these years).
The earlier carriage barn, which was replaced by a small frame shed, seems to have
disappeared by 1890. This change suggests the loss of the family’s horse, and more
reliance on public transportation during these later nineteenth century years. The cistern
(Feature 72) may have been added during the earlier years of this period.

Privies continued to be constructed in a line along the north property line of Lot
16. Features 85 and 86 appear to represent two sequential privy pits that follow Features
78 and 84. Feature 84 contained a very distinctive German artifact assemblage. One
possibility is that this assemblage may be associated with the Thayer family occupation
of this lot. Although this assemblage appears to pre-date the circa 1878 Lorch family
occupation of this property, it is interesting to speculate that the debris in Feature 84 may
date to the late 1870s arrival of the Lorch family. It appears that Feature 86 was replaced
by Feature 93. Artifacts in Feature 93 are very reminiscent of those in the earlier Feature
86 (all probably associated with the Lorch family). Feature 96 cuts into Feature 93 and
post dates it. The contents of this feature (Feature 96) is distinctively different than that
in the earlier pits, and appears to document a shift from residential to commercial use of
this property at this time (and the presence of a restaurant?).

With the construction of the new commercial buildings immediately south of this
dwelling (Buildings A and B), the size of the yard associated with this structure was
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basically cut in half. A row of fence posts (Feature 114) appears to document a fence line
separating the north half of the lot from the south half of the lot (and Building A). As
noted above, two features (Features 93 and 96) are located on the far edge of the lot,
along the alley and adjacent to this fence line. Feature 93—the earlier pit—is a shallow
rectangular privy pit, whereas Feature 96—which cuts into Feature 93—is a circular,
barrel lined privy pit. Feature 96 contained artifacts that appear to represent non-
domestic materials—more specifically they seem to suggest the presence of a potential
restaurant within this building. Perchance, the lower story of the dwelling at 320 North
Fifth Street was converted into commercial restaurant use sometime during the middle
nineteenth century just prior to the construction of Buildings A and B (circa 1865).
Feature 93 may represent a privy in use immediately prior to the split in the property and
the construction of Buildings A and B. With the construction of Buildings A and B (circa
1868-72), the fence line was constructed, the earlier privy was abandoned, and a new
privy (Feature 96) was constructed on the appropriate side of the fence. Another potential
interpretation is that the two privies (Features 93 and 96) may have been associated with
the early (pre-fence line) years of Building A. Unfortunately no archival evidence has
been found to support the presence of a restaurant in either 320 North Sixth Street or
Building A (318 North Fifth Street).

318 North Fifth Street (Building A): This building was constructed, sometime
between 1867 and 1872, at the same time as the adjacent Building B—which was
identical in style and massing as Building A. Building A is situated entirely on Lot 16,
whereas Building B straddles the Lot 15-16 lot line (half of Building B is situated on Lot
16 and half of the building on Lot 15). As Building B (316 North Fifth Street) was
constructed straddling the lot line, these buildings had to have been constructed by an
individual that owned both lots together. As such, it seems likely that it was William D.
Ward who was responsible for the commercial development of these two structures. The
two structures at 316 and 318 North Fifth Street (Buildings B and A) as illustrated in the
circa 1912 photograph have a uniformity in style and massing that suggests that they may
have been designed and constructed at the same time, as a single episode of construction.
These buildings, with their flat roof, brick cornice, and three-bay commercial storefronts
were clearly constructed as a commercial building. The three upper story windows in
each structure had 2-over-2 double-hung sash with curved window hoods and lug sills
typical of the middle-nineteenth century vernacular Italianate style (common during the
late 1860s or 1870s). The lower floor storefronts, with their multiple large commercial
doors, are typical of the mid-century with multiple doors and lack of display windows.
This building potentially utilized cast-iron columns in its storefront design. It is
suspected that each of these buildings measured approximately 20’ wide by 40’ deep
(containing approximately 800 square feet per level). By the 1890s, substantial single
story additions had been constructed onto the rear of the buildings, more than doubling
the square footage of the commercial space. The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance maps
suggest that these two structures were completely rebuilt (consisting of the removal of the
rear additions and the re-facing of the commercial fronts—or the complete demolition
and rebuilding of the structures) sometime during the early years of the twentieth century.
Archival evidence suggests that this building was used as a grocery by the Robertson
family.
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Building A is the only one of the commercial structures identified as Buildings A-
D that contained any archaeological integrity. Feature 117 represents the remains of a
basement cellar that measured approximately 18’ by 44’ in size (outside foundation
dimensions). Although this cellar remained functional and incorporated into the
structural remains of the Werner Motor Company showroom during the circa 1940s, the
soft-mud brick used in its construction suggests that the cellar was a remnant feature of
the earlier—albeit early 1900s—commercial structure. As such, the ground floor of
Building A contained approximately 792 square feet of space. Considering the structure
was two stories in height, the commercial building contained approximately 1,584 square
feet of usable space. The size of this later building (constructed circa 1905-1915)
probably corresponds well with the earlier structure. Other than Feature 74, which may
represent a structural pier, no archaeological evidence of the later rear additions was
noted during the excavations.

Archaeological features associated with Building A were few in number. Except
for privy pits, no other features were encountered. As noted earlier, Feature 93 and
potentially Feature 96 may represent privy pits associated with the early years of this
structure—but it seems unlikely that this is the case. Feature 93, which was located
adjacent to the alley in the far northeastern corner of the lot, is in an odd Outer Yard
location for a privy of this age, and its location is unusual.

Four privies believed to date to the later nineteenth century (post 1870) are
located towards the rear of Commercial Units A and B. These are Features 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Feature 7 may represent the earliest—and short-lived—privy located behind Commercial
Units A and B. Feature 8 is centrally located behind the two commercial units, and
appears to represent a privy abandoned in the 1880s. The artifacts in this feature
represent a fairly upscale working class domestic assemblage. [At a later date, Feature 8
appears to have been replaced by Feature 1—located farther back on the lot towards the
alley.] Features 5 and 6 are located along the south property line associated with
Commercial Unit B. Feature 5 appears to pre-date Feature 6—although this
interpretation is questionable (and Feature 5 may post-date Feature 6).

Four potential interpretations of the privy pits located in the rear of this and the
adjacent commercial building to the south (Buildings A and B) have been formulated to
interpret the archaeological remains. The first interpretation is that the two commercial
units initially shared a mid-yard privy centrally located within the lot. Features 7 and 8
appear to fit this model—with Feature 7 being the earlier and very short term privy
(potentially constructed for the construction of these two buildings?). As such, Feature 8
(and to a lesser extend Feature 7) is a likely candidate to be the first privy to service the
combined Buildings A and B. The second potential interpretation is that each of the
commercial buildings had their own privies within the mid-yard located off the south
“property line” of each respective unit. Features 7 and 8 may have been associated with
Building A during the early years, and Features 5 and 6 may have been associated with
Building B during the same years (with Feature 5 pre-dating Feature 6). The third
potential interpretation is that the inhabitants of these two commercial units shared
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privies located along the south artificially created “property line” for this building
complex. Features 5 and 6 may represent sequential privy pits post dating Feature 8 and
associated with the shared use by the building’s various tenants. Similarly, with the
fourth potential interpretation, each tenant may have had their own privy located side-by-
side to one another along the south property line (with Features 5 and 6 being
contemporary). If so, the paired privy pits identified as Features 5 and 6 may represent
an earlier version of paired privy pits represented by later Features 2 and 4. It is currently
believed that Feature 8 was the early privy for both commercial units—and Feature 1
probably replaced it during the later nineteenth century. It is also possible that the large
commercial structure represented by Units A and B were initially serviced by one privy
(Feature 8), and sometime during the use-life of that privy, a second privy was
constructed solely for use by the occupants of Unit B. After that point in time, Units A
and B had separate privies.

316 North Fifth Street (Building B): This building appears to have been
constructed at the same time as Building A. Although it appears to be slightly larger in
plan, it was constructed with a similar massing and design. Both were constructed circa
1867-73. This building straddled the lot line, with half of the building situated on Lot 16
and half of the building on Lot 15. As discussed above, as the building at 316 North Fifth
Street was constructed straddling the lot line, it is possible that the same individual was
responsible for the commercial development of these three structures. The two structures
at 316 and 318 North Fifth Street have uniformity in massing and style to them that
suggest that they may have been designed and constructed at the same time, as a single
episode of construction. This building, with its flat roof, brick cornice, and three-bay
commercial storefronts was clearly constructed as a commercial building. The slightly
larger footprint of this building may be due to the presence of a central hallway between
the two units that allowed access from the street to the upper story space. The three
upper story windows in this structure have 2-over-2 double-hung sash with curved
window hoods and lug sills typical of the middle-nineteenth century (probably during the
late 1860s or early 1870s. The lower floor storefronts, with their multiple large doors, are
typical of the mid-century with multiple doors and lack of display windows. This
building potentially utilized cast-iron columns in its storefront design. It is suspected that
each of these buildings measured approximately 20’ wide by 40’ deep (containing
approximately 800 square feet per level). By the 1890s, substantial single story additions
had been constructed onto the rear of the buildings, more than doubling the square
footage of the commercial space. The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance maps suggest that
these two structures were completely rebuilt sometime during the early years of the
twentieth century.

No archaeological remains of Building B were identified during the
archaeological investigations. Presence of deep post-demolition sand fills in this area
suggests that the building had a cellar similar to that identified with Building A.
Although the location of the front half of this structure (the original portion) had been
disturbed, the rear half (the additions) remained undisturbed. Although the rear portion
of this structure remained relatively undisturbed, no structural features associated with
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the actual building were identified in the field—suggesting the relatively ephemeral
nature of these late nineteenth century commercial additions.

As discussed above with Building A, features associated with this structure
include only privy pits. Four privy pits (identified as Features 2, 4, 5, and 6) were located
in a line along the south property line. The earliest two privies appear to be represented
by Features 5 and 6, and it is not clear as to whether these two are contemporaneous or
sequential features—as there is some thought that Features 5-6 and 2-4 might represent
contemporary paired privy pits (see discussion above). If sequential, Feature 6 probably
pre-dates Feature 5—although the artifacts present in each privy might suggest just the
opposite. Nonetheless, both privies appear to date to this late nineteenth century
component (having been constructed and abandoned during the period circa 1885-1905.
The artifacts from these privy pits appear to document both domestic and non-
domestic/commercial activities within these two units.

A drain line (Feature 9) runs along the south property line, presumably from a
structure fronting Fifth Street to the alley in the rear. This drain line is cut through by
Features 2, 4, 5, and 6—and thus pre-dates all of these privy pits. It is not clear as to
whether this drain line was associated with Buildings A and B, or potentially pre-dated
this commercial structure (and potentially associated with the early Dwelling C, prior to
the construction of Buildings A and B during a slightly earlier period).

314 North Fifth Street (Building C): This building is an enigma. Based on the
circa 1912 photograph (Figure 19), this building was a two-story, side-gable brick
structure that appears to represent a circa 1840s (or earlier) brick dwelling. This dwelling
has a three-bay, side-hall plan. The upper story has three equally spaced windows with
six-over-six double hung sash with flat window hoods typical of early Federal style
structures. The lower story has two windows with a side door. The entrance door has a
transom above it. This building was not documented on the 1854 or 1858 plats—at least
at this location. Its presence on the 1867 bird’s eye view is problematic. The county
deed records do suggest, however, that the lot was substantially improved during the
1840s, and the circa 1912 photograph suggests that this was a traditional structure
reminiscent of an earlier period of construction. Unlike the commercial buildings on
each side of it (which have flat roofs sloping to the rear), this structure has a side gable
roof. Its height is shorter than the adjacent commercial buildings, and its general massing
is much smaller than the other mid-century commercial structures on each side of it. One
interpretation is that this building was constructed in circa 1865-70 and was extremely
conservative in design and use of materials—or that it was an older structure moved onto
this lot from another location during these years.49 This just does not seem to represent a
domestic building that would have been constructed in circa 1870. On the contrary, this
seems to represent a house that was already very old by this date. Several examples of
this early house form have survived in pictures of early Springfield.

49 The Klein Row was demolished about this same time—and it was initially thought that this building may have
represented one of the units associ ated with that row building. But subsequent research suggests that this is highly
unlikely—as the buildings facades were not similar.
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Although no structural remains were discovered of this structure during the
archaeological investigations, based on the Sanborn fire insurance maps, it would appear
that this building was approximately 20’ wide (along Fifth Street) by 32’ deep. The
presence of deep post-demolition sand fills at this location may suggest that this building
had a basement beneath it (or that the demolition activity associated with the removal of
this building and the adjacent two to the north, which clearly had basements—created a
rather large disturbance). The ground floor of this building would have contained
approximately 640 square feet. Assuming that the entire building was two-stories in
height, the house would have contained approximately 1,280 square feet—rather
substantial for an 1840 dwelling.

Although it is assumed that this building functioned during these early years as a
dwelling, the archival and/or documentary evidence for its use during these early years is
silent. By the early 1870s, the archival evidence points to the use of this building as a
dwelling. Archival evidence suggests that this house was occupied by the William
Gardner family from circa 1878(?) through circa 1883. Gardner was, among other things,
a deputy Sheriff, Sheriff of the Supreme Court, and notary. For a time, Gardner
apparently utilized this building as both an office and house. Although this property
apparently was rental property, it was rented as a single family dwelling during these
early years.

Lot 15 seems to lack features that date from a pre-1870 period, which would help
to collaborate the early age of this dwelling—or at least the age of the dwelling at this
location. Having said this, though, the joint ownership and potential use of Lots 15 and
16 complicates this discussion—as pre-1870s features are abundant on the adjacent Lot
16. As note above, one possible—albeit unlikely—interpretation is that Feature 7 may
represent an early pit associated with this structure—and potentially is contemporary with
Feature 79. Both Features 7 and 79 are in a similar mid-yard location on Lot 16, albeit on
opposite sides of the lot—and both seem to represent relatively contemporary privy pits.
If the lot line was of insignificance to the early occupants of the two structures located on
Lots 15 and 16, then potentially Feature 7 may represent an early privy associated with
Building C. If this is true, then it also raises questions as to which house the small
cellar—Feature 66—was associated with. As noted earlier, Feature 9 may represent a
drain associated with the early occupation of the inner yard activity area associated with
this early house.

By circa 1870, Building C is clearly in place at this location. The earliest features
clearly associated with this structure are Features 14 and 15, which are situated
approximately 25-30’ from the alley and centrally located behind Buildings C and D.
Although Feature 15 obviously represents a privy pit, the function of Feature 14 is less
clear. Features 14 and 15 may represent a pair of contemporaneous pits (privy and trash
pit) associated with the early years of this structure. Both features appear to document a
domestic component from this circa 1870s-80s period (and abandoned sometime during
the later 1880s with the construction of Commercial Unit D).
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Features 16 and 17 appear to represent two privy pits associated with the later
nineteenth century component associated with Building C. These features appear to
document a domestic component. Feature 17 was probably constructed sometime
between 1884 and 1890 (circa 1885) when Building D was constructed onto the south
side of this structure. With the construction of Building D and the reorganization of this
portion of the lot, the earlier of these two privy pits (Feature 17) may have been
constructed in circa 1885-90, and abandoned sometime shortly thereafter (during the later
1890s or 1900s). During this time, there appears to be a shift from single family to
multiple family occupations. [Does the artifacts between Features 14/15 and 16/17
reflect such a shift?]

312 North Fifth Street (Building D): This is the southern-most of the four
commercial buildings located on Lots 15 and 16. Archival research suggests that this
building was constructed sometime between 1884 and 1889. This building has a slightly
larger massing than the dwelling located adjacent to it on the north. Additionally, the
building has a flat roof with brick cornice, and commercial storefronts typical of the later
nineteenth century—and contrasts dramatically with those associated with 316-318 North
Fifth Street (Buildings A and B). The upper story has two large windows with one-over-
one double hung sash. In 1912, an awning—albeit rolled up—is present for use of the
commercial storefront. Also at that time, a small frame shed appears to sit alongside the
front of the building within the public thoroughfare. A stove-pipe flue projects from the
shed roof of this small shed. The function of this small sidewalk structure is unknown
(perchance housing a street vendor?). In the picture, a small frame privy can be seen in
the rear yard (and representing the above-ground structure of one of the privy pits eatures
located behind this structure).

The footprint of Building D is very similar in size and configuration to that of the
adjacent Building C—which has an approximate 20’ frontage on Fifth Street by 32’ in
depth for a total of 640 square feet per floor. With its second story, this building
contained approximately 1,280 square feet of space.

The archaeological investigations documented a series of eight features—mostly
privy pits—located along the south property line of Lot 15. All of these pits were
probably associated with this structure. Unlike the vast majority of the pits documented
on Lots 15 and 16—where little evidence of superpositioning was noted, two of these
privy pits located in this sequence exhibited evidence of being cut through by later pits.
These features appear to represent two separate sequences of features with actual super-
positioning taking place—something that was not common within the archaeology of this
block. From east (mid-yard) to west (outer yard), these include Features 18, 19, 20, 22,
21, 23, 24, and 25. Although it has been difficult to arrange these features in a
chronological order, the earliest features appear to be represented by Features 19 and
21—both of which were cut through by later pits. These two features may be
contemporary with Features 16 and 17—and represent the post circa-1885 years
Commercial Unit D first appears on Lot 15.
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3. Early Twentieth Century Commercial and Domestic Component (Circa 1900-1940):
During these years, the neighborhood saw some major changes in function (with a shift from
single family to multiple family housing, as well as a shift to more commercial and/or industrial
activities) and demographics (influx of more lower income families). This mix of commercial
and domestic features hint at these changes. Figure 41 illustrates the various features associated
with the multiple buildings present on these two lots during this late nineteenth century
component

320 North Fifth Street: The physical characteristics of the main house at this
location remained relatively unchanged during these years. However, new additions
were constructed onto both the rear and front of the early dwelling. The front of the
house was modified with additions to create two commercial store fronts (referred to here
as Buildings E and F) that emulate the commercial character of those buildings located
immediately to the south (the row created by Buildings A-D). These buildings were
constructed sometime after 1896 and prior to 1917—and probably correspond with the
circa 1905-1915 rebuilding of Buildings A and B. These buildings were two-story frame
structures with large second-story bay windows fronting Fifth Street. Such windows
were typical of second story apartments. Building E contained approximately 450 square
feet per floor. Building F contained approximately 350 square feet per floor. It is
suspected that both buildings were connected to the earlier structure and incorporated the
space in this earlier building into the newly constructed structure. As such, the lower
floor of this greater building probably functioned as commercial space whereas the upper
story functioned as rental apartment space. Another major change was the construction
of a very large, tin-clad, single-story frame structure fronting the rear alley. The function
of this large fireproofed building is unknown.

With the construction of the two new store fronts, the use of this older building
potentially shifted to more commercial activities—the lower floor of the building
probably functioned as an extension of the commercial store fronts—with the use of the
upper floors as rental residential space (multi-family).

Archaeological features from this component are few in number, but do include
the brick foundations of the two new store fronts (Feature 118), as well as three privy pits
located along the south “property line” and near the alley (Features 89, 91, and 92). All
three of these privy pits potentially date from the early twentieth century years. Feature
92 appears to represent a replacement for the earlier Feature 96 (both were barrel set pits
and potentially associated with a restaurant). Feature 91 appears to have been constructed
with the abandonment of Feature 92. Similarly, Feature 89—which probably represents
the last privy associated with this building—appears to have been constructed with the
abandonment of Feature 91.

No archaeological features appear to document the introduction of city services
(water and sewer) to these buildings. Utility trenches containing sanitary sewer lines
(Features 97 and 98) date from the construction of the Werner Motor Company building.
Although surely city water and sewer were added to these buildings, the presence of the
privy pits suggests that out-door facilities were used well into the twentieth century. At
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what point in time did these early commercial buildings get city water and sewer
services? No physical evidence of city services, which probably entered the building
from Fifth Street.

318 North Fifth Street (Building A) : This building was well illustrated in the circa
1946 photograph of the Werner Motor Company showroom (see Figure 38). At that
time, the sign on the front of the building advertised tire repair services. The building’s
storefront, with its stone lentils over the windows and brick cornice clearly does not
reflect the earlier circa 1912 photograph of the building—suggesting that an early
twentieth century rebuilding of the façade—or potentially the complete rebuilding of the
building—had taken place shortly after circa 1912. Based on the archival evidence, it
would appear that this rebuilding occurred sometime between 1912 and 1917 (circa
1915). The classical revival style of the building substantiates this date. Use during the
early twentieth century years consisted of commercial use of the downstairs (for many
years advertised as a “tin shop”) and rental residential units on the upper floor.

Features associated with this late component are few in number, but include
Features 1 and 90—both privy pits. Feature 1 appears to represent a late nineteenth
century component, whereas Feature 90 represents an early twentieth century component.
Feature 90 probably represents the last privy on this lot, being abandoned sometime
between 1910 and 1915—at the time that Commercial Units A and B were remodeled
and/or rebuilt.

No physical evidence of city services, which probably entered the building from
Fifth Street, were located during the archaeological investigations.

316 North Fifth Street (Building B): This building was probably re-built
sometime between 1910 and 1915 (see discussion above with Building A). During the
early twentieth century years this building functioned as commercial space on the ground
floor (for many years advertised as a “tin shop”) and rental residential units on the upper
floor.

Features associated with this late component are few in number, but include
Features 2 and 4—both privy pits. These privy pits appear to be replacements for Feature
5 and 6. Not sure if Features 2 and 4 are contemporary, or represent sequential
replacements—with Feature 2 pre-dating Feature 4. The last privy used with this
building was probably abandoned sometime between 1910 and 1915—the date suspected
for the rebuilding of this commercial structure. [Actually post-dates 1912 picture—if
picture truly dates to circa 1912]. No physical evidence of city services were noted in the
field, which probably entered the building from Fifth Street.

314 North Fifth Street (Building C): The Sanborn fire insurance maps indicate
that this building remained relatively the same throughout much of the early to middle
twentieth century years—being used as both a commercial structure (ground floor) and
rental apartments (upper floor). The circa 1912 photograph illustrates this building with
sign boards along the walk in front of the building, and suggests that the building was
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being used as a commercial structure by that date. Located in the far outer yard, along
the rear alley, Features 10 and 11 may represent contemporary features (privy and ash
pit?) associated with this component, and replacements for earlier Features 16 and 17.
Feature 10 appears to have been re-built over the years, with the rebuilding incorporating
the use of a large barrel. No physical evidence of city services, which probably entered
the building from Fifth Street, were noted during the archaeological investigations.

312 North Fifth Street (Building D): The Sanborn fire insurance maps indicate
that although the original portion of this building remained relatively the same throughout
much of the early to middle twentieth century years—being used as both a commercial
structure (ground floor) and rental apartments (upper floor), the rear portion of the
building exhibited substantial change during this period with the construction of several
additions. The circa 1912 photograph illustrates this building during these years. During
the early twentieth century years, a portion of the mid yard associated with this structure
was devoted to a small frame outbuilding which was used as a marble cutting business,
complete with its separate address.

Archaeological evidence of the rear additions was not uncovered. Six pit features,
located in a line along the south property line, were present within the mid and outer yard
of this lot. From mid-yard to outer yard, these consist of Features 25, 24, 23, 22, 20, and
18. Except for Feature 18 and 22, all of these pits probably represent privies. Feature 18
may represent a trash pit. Features 18 and 22 may represent non-privy pits (trash pits?)
paired with adjacent privy pits (Features 20 and 23, respectively)—something similar to
that suspected with the Features 14-15 and Features 10-11 pairs found on this same lot. It
is suspected that the pair of features identified as Features 19 and 21 represents the
earliest of these features. No physical evidence of city services, which probably entered
the building from Fifth Street, were found during the archaeological investigations.
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Figure 33. View of the back-side of the structure located at 320 North Fifth Street (left)
and 324 North Fifth street (right) in 1867. The building at 320 North Fifth Street appears
to represent a two-story, gable-front structure with a shed-roofed wing along its south side.

Figure 34. William Ward’s 1866 advertisement for watches, jewelry and other personal
items (1866 Springfield City Directory). It probably was William Ward that constructed the
commercial structures on Lots 15 and 16 sometime between 1867 and 1870 as investment
properties.
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Figure 35. Detail of commercial structure located 312 North Fifth Street (Building D), as it
appeared in circa 1912. This commercial structure, with living quarters located on the
second story, was constructed sometime after 1884 and prior to 1890. Note the privy in the
rear yard. Entire rear yard associated with this structure was excavated, exposing a series
of privies.
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Figure 36. Detail of commercial structure located 314 North Fifth Street (Building C), as it
appeared in circa 1912. This side gable structure appears to represent an early domestic
building. The building appears to be earlier in age than that suggested by the archival
research. The entire rear yard associated with this structure was excavated, exposing a
series of privies. During the late 1870s, the William Gardner family occupied this
structure.
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Figure 37. Detail of commercial structure located 316-318 North Fifth Street (Buildings B
and A, respectively), as they appeared in circa 1912. These two buildings were constructed
in circa 1870, at the same time, potentially by the Ward family. Entire rear yard associated
with this structure was excavated, exposing a series of privies.
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Figure 38. View of commercial structure located at 316-18 North Fifth Street (Buildings B
and A, respectively), as it appeared in circa 1945. Building A (318 North Fifth Street) is the
predominate building illustrated here.
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Figure 39. Commercial development along North Fifth Street on Lots 15 and 16
illustrating the buildings documented on the 1854 and 1858 city maps and archaeological
features from the early component. The building identified as “Dwelling ? (Unit “C”)”
represents a structure at this location that appears by circa 1870. Photographs of this
structure document an early vernacular dwelling that may represent an undocumented
structure at this location, or a structure moved into this location at a later date.
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Figure 40. Commercial development along North Fifth Street on Lots 15 and 16
illustrating the buildings documented on the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map (highlighted
in yellow) and archaeological features. Archaeological features represented by dashed lines
represent privies from the earlier component.
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Figure 41. Commercial development along North Fifth Street on Lots 15 and 16
illustrating the buildings documented on the 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map (highlighted
in yellow) and archaeological features. Archaeological features represented by dashed lines
represent privies from the earlier component.
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Lot 17

This lot is located immediately north of Lot 16, one lot south of the intersection of North
Fifth Street and what is now Mason Street (which was originally platted as a cross alleyway). At
the time of the field research, a single-story commercial building occupied by the VALCO
Corporation was present on the majority of this lot. Within more recent times, this location was
referred to as 324 North Fifth Street.

Deed records indicate that this lot was deed to Simeon Francis by Ninian Edwards on
April 23, 1833 (Deed Record Book P: Page 520). This transaction was not a typical land deed,
but was some form of a “bond” and did not list a transaction amount. In July 1843, deed records
document another transaction between Daniel Ragsdale (a 40-year old carpenter from Kentucky)
and John L. Peake, which suggests that Peake was deeded the property by Ragsdale for the sum
of $200—contingent on Ragsdale being paid by various creditors of Peake’s (Deed Record Book
U: Page 532). Similarly, the next spring (March 1844), Simeon Francis appears to have deeded
the same property to John L. Peake for the sum of $200 (Deed Record Book V: Page 254). No
transaction between Ragsdale and Francis was found. As such, it seems that this series of events
may document a form of “performance bond” by the carpenter Ragsdale, and document the
construction of the house on this lot--potentially for the Peake family. [The State Journal
Register index indicates that Ragsdale sold several lots for unpaid taxes in 1838 (Mr 3, 1838
2:7); that he opened a boarding house in 1839 at an unknown location (S 6 1839 3:1), that he
filed for bankruptcy in 1842 (Mar 4 1842), and that he joined the firm of Ragsdale and Hanna in
1849 (S 5 1849 4:1).]

The 1850 Federal Census indicates that John L. Peake was a 51-year old baker from
Maryland with a real estate value of $1,000. In that year, he was living with a 45-year old
woman named Catherine (presumably his wife; born in Washington, D. C.) and six individuals
believed to be their children. The children included William T. (a 22-year old carpenter),50

James L. (a 19-year old silver smith), Samuel J. (14 years of age with no occupation), George B.
(12 years old), Charles E. (8 years old), and Stephen L. (6 years old). The three older children
had been born in Washington City [now Washington, D.C.] whereas the younger three children
had been born in Illinois—suggesting that the Peake family had potentially been in Illinois for at
least 12 years [from circa 1838]. Additionally, an 18-year old male silversmith named Roff or
Robb Sanderson was also living within this household. Peake’s relatively high real estate value
suggests that he potentially was a homeowner—and one must question as to whether he may
have been residing in a house on Lot 17 in 1850. Unfortunately, we cannot be certain that John
L. Peake was living in this house in 1850, as a John W. Peake was listed within the same census
only three doors away. John W. Peake was listed as a 27-year old carpenter from Washington
City with a real estate value of $650. Living in this household at that time was Angeline
(presumably his wife, from Kentucky), their two children (William H, aged three years; and
three-month old Ellen), and a 7-year old girl by the name of Sarah Saunders. All three children
had been born in Illinois. What is also of interest is that John L. and John W. Peake are listed
each side of the listing for Richard Beach, and based on the location in the census, it might

50 One might wonder whether the young William Peake may have been working for Daniel Ragsdal e at this time,
and may have arranged with Ragsdale for the construction of a family home on Lot 17.
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appear that John W. Peake (potentially the son of John L. Peake) may have been residing in the
house south of Richard Beach—and thus the one occupying the house at 324 North Fifth Street.
Beach is located at the northeast corner of Mason and North Fifth Street.51

Table 6

CHAIN-OF-TITLE
LOT 17

WEST HALF, BLOCK 2, NINIAN EDWARDS ADDITION

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE
Ninian Edwards Simeon Francis Lot 17 Bond P:520 4/23/1833
Daniel Ragsdale John L. Peake Lot 17 $200.00 U:532 7/28/1843
Simeon Francis John L. Peake Lot 17 $200.00 V:254 3/26/1844
John L. Peake Emeline Owen Lot 17 $1,500.00 NN:491 3/11/1854
Emeline Owen Sarah Jane Owen Lot 17 $2,000.00 13:150 8/28/1860
Sarah J. Owen Emeline Owen Lot 17 $2,000.00 28:258 10/21/1864
Emeline Owen Elias Owen Lot 17 $1.00 35:572 8/11/1868
Chas. A. Keys M.C. Williams Sands Lot 17 $2,100.00 41:403 10/31/1870
William Sands Augusta Levi Lot 17 $2,400.00 40:351 11/10/1870
Augusta Levi William C. Waring Lot 17 $2,786.67 92:302 12/16/1892
(No other transactions are present through 1900.)

John L. Peake continued to own the property through the mid-1850s. In March 1854,
Peake sold this lot (and presumably a house with improvements) to Emeline Owen for the sum of
$1,500 (Deed Record Book NN: Page 491). The $1,500 sale price clearly suggests that the
house had already been constructed by this date, further corroborating the potential 1843-44 date
of construction. Both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps document a relatively large
brick structure on Lot 17. Neither John L. or John W. Peake are documented within the 1855-56
Springfield city directory—which is the first city directory.

Hart (n.d.) suggests that in 1860, an individual named A. P. Howell (a carriage maker)
was living at 76 North Fifth Street—which would probably place him in the Owen House. The
1860-61 city directory suggests that Elias K. Owen resided at “76 bet Madison and Gemini”—
which would be at this location. Similarly, Thomas Little was located within this city directory
at “78 between Madison & Gemini” (believed to be 330 N. Fifth Street), and William Foley at
“68 bet Madison and Gemini” (potentially located at 304 N. Fifth Street). Gemini Street was the
earlier name given to present-day Carpenter Street.

The 1850 Federal census suggests that Emeline Owen probably was living with her son
(Thomas J. V. Owen, Junior) in that year—at a different location than 324 North Fifth Street.
The 1855-56 Springfield city directory notes that Thomas Owen, Junior was living on Adams,

51 The 1855-56 city directory notes that Beach was living on the north end of Fifth Street, and later city directori es
place him immediately north of the project area across Mason Alley to the north.
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near 8th Street. This same city directory notes that Mrs. Emeline Owen had a separate listing,
with her residence listed at “Fifth near Madison”).52 It is assumed that Emeline Owen (also
known as Emma) moved into the large brick dwelling at 324 North Fifth Street shortly after the
family purchased it in 1854. As noted above, the 1855-56 Springfield city directory suggests
that Mrs. Emeline (Emma) Owen probably occupied this house at that date. The 1857-58 city
directory indicates that Mrs. Owen was a widow at that time. The 1859 Springfield City
Directory indicates that Mrs. E. Owen—a widow—resided on the east site of Fifth Street
between Mason and Madison Streets (which would correspond with the house at 324 North Fifth
Street). The widow Owen was still living in this house at this location by the time the 1860-61
city directory was published. The 1860-61 city directory lists both Mrs. Emeline Owen and her
son, Elias K. Owen (Lieutenant in the U.S. Navy) as living at 76 North Fifth Street, between
Madison and Gemini Street.

The 1860 Federal census enumerated an Emma Owens [sic] immediately adjacent to the
T. S. Little family—who was documented living in a house on the adjacent Lot 18 (see
discussion below). Illinois-born Emma Owens was listed as the head of the family with no
occupation, but with a real estate value of $19,000 (and a personal property value of only $300).
At that time (1860), a 40-year old Illinois-born woman named Felicita Kerchebell, a 37-year old
Ohio born woman named Catherine Kerchebell, and two minor children (Amelia Kerchebell,
aged 14 years and George Kerchebell, aged 13 years) were enumerated as living with the widow
Owen in her home.53 The 1860-61 city directory notes that Mrs. Felicite Kerchevall boarded at
Mrs. E. Owens [sic]. No listing was noted for the Kerchevall family in the 1859 city directory.

The 1860-61 city directory notes that her son Elias was a Lieutenant in the U.S. Navy,
and at that date the house is listed with an address of 76 North Fifth Street.54 Additionally, her

52 Based on the names of the surrounding families in the census document, it is not believed that the Owen family is
living in a house on Lot 17 at that time—and as such, in 1855, she apparently had only recently moved into the
house on this lot. The 1850 Federal census indicat es that Thomas J. V. Owen, Junior was a 24-year old druggist
with a real estate value of $850. Although he had been born in Illinois, his presumed 23-year old wi fe (Mary E.
Hurst) had been born in Kentucky. Beside Thomas’ mother (Emeline; enumerated as being 43 years of age and
Illinois born), the household also included two Illinois born children. One child (Mary; one year of age) was the
young couples daughter, whereas the family’s relations with the other child (14-year old George Waggoner) is
unknown.

53 The 1860 Federal C ensus indicates that her son, T. J. V. Owen was living in a separate house, apparently well
removed from the location of his mother. At that time, Thomas is listed as a 39-year old Druggist with a real estate
value of $2,500 and a personal property value of $1,000. He was living with his wife (Mary), one child (William H.,
aged 8 years), and three apparently unrelat ed individuals (John Brotherton, a 24-year old druggist from
Pennsylvania; Harmon Hofferkan, a 17-year old port er from Hanover, and C atherine Joi ce, a 22-year old domestic
from Irel and). Thomas Owen’s location within the census document is only four listings removed from the
American House—and suggests that he was living relatively close to his store (which was located on the south side
of the public square). The adjacent family names listed in the census include the B. N. Watson, Pascal Enos, and the
S. A. Corneau families. The 1855-56 Springfield city directory notes that TJV is living on Adams Street near 8th

Street; the 1863 city directory indicates Thomas was living on Adams, between 8th and 9th Streets.

54 Power (1876:552) notes that Elias Kent Owen “ entered the U. S. Navy in 1848, was taken from Springfield [to
Washington, D.C] by Abraham Lincoln, at that time member of congress from this district. He is yet in the navy.
He married, in Kaskaskia, to Sarah Jane Riley, and resides in Baltimore, Maryland.” Apparently, Elias Owen had
an illustrious career in the U.S. Navy. He entered the Navy as a midshipman on December 7, 1848. Commander
Elias Owen was the captain of the Iron Clad Union gunboat USS Louisville from December 1862 though September
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son Thomas J. V. Owen (Juniro) was listed in the 1860-61 Springfield city directory as a “Dealer
in Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oil, Fancy Articles, Books, Stationery, etc.”—with his shop on the
south side of the Public Square. The 1864 Springfield city directory also indicates that Mrs.
Owen is still living at 76 North Fifth Street.

Emeline Hotchkiss Owen was married to Thomas Jefferson Vance Owen, Senior (1801-
1835). Thomas’ father was Major Ezra Owen (1770-1859) of Halifax County, Virginia. The
Owen family settled early in Kentucky, and in 1809 moved to the newly established Illinois
Territory settling in Kaskaskia, center of the Illinois territorial government.55 It was in
Kaskaskia that Thomas Owen, Senior married Emeline Hotchkiss, and in July 1824 the young
couple had a child named Thomas Owen, Junior.56 Thomas Owen, Senior—Emeline Owen’s
husband—was a member of the Illinois legislature in 1831, “and during that year was appointed
Indian agent in Chicago, where he died Oct. 15, 1835” (Power 1876:552).57 Thomas Owen,
Junior was a successful Springfield druggist who apparently died in March 1876 in Decatur.
Power (1876:552) notes that, “soon after his death, his widow moved to Springfield, Illinois,
where she now resides” with his widowed mother, Mrs. Emeline Owen.”

In August 1860, Emeline deeded the house on Lot 17 to a Sarah Jane Owen for the sum
of $2,000 (Deed Record Book 13: Page 150). A few years later, in October 1864, Sarah Owen
deeded the house back to Emeline Owen for the same amount of money (Deed Record Book 28:
Page 258). This would appear to have documented a loan of $2,000 to the elder Emeline Owen,

1864 and was to have a World War II Fletcher class destroyer (the USS OWEN DD536) named in his honor.
During the Civil War years, Elias was probably “ heavily involved with the operations around Vicksburg and the Red
River campaign.” He retired from the U.S. Navy on June 9, 1876, and died on April 8, 1877. His highest rank
achieved was Commander, which he attained in July 1866 (Mark Jenkins at http://archiver.rootsweb.ancestry.com/
th/read/OWEN/2001-08/0998590348).

55 Thomas Jefferson Vance Owen was born on April 15, 1801 and died on October 15, 1835. He was buried in
Springfield’s Oakwood Cemetery. Thomas J. V. Owen (Senior) is also credited with being the fi rst mayor of
Chicago (see article “ Chicago’s True Founder—Thomas J. V. Owen” by James Ryan Haydon)
(http://listseraches.rootsweb.com/th/read/OWEN/2008-04/1209089550).

56 Thomas Owen, Junior “ was educated at St. Mary’s college, Perryville, Mo., and came to Springfi eld, June 4,
1840, where he commenced the study of medicine. He went with Gen. Ford’s army to Nauvoo, at the time the
Mormon prophet, Smith, was killed, in 1844. In 1846 he went to Bloomington, Illinois, and aided in organizing Co.
B, 4th Illinois Infant ry, was enrolled hospital Steward, and afterwards appointed assistant Surgeon to the regiment.
He served the full term of the regiment in Mexico, returned to Springfield, and engaged in the drug business. He
was married Aug. 15, 1848, in Jacksonville, Illinois, to Mary Eliza Hurst, eldest daughter of William S. Hurst, of
that city.” Thomas Owen, Junior had several siblings. One brother named William enlisted in the military in 1862,
was captured by enemy forces, and died at Libby Prison. Another brother, named George S., “ was assassinated in
Randolph county in 1864, during the rebellion.” Yet another brother was Elias K. Owen, who entered the U. S.
Navy in 1848 (Power 1876:552).

57 During Owen’s tenure as state legislature, the state capitol was located in Vandalia, not Springfield. In early
1837, shortly after Thomas’ death, an Ezra Madison Owen filed court papers in the Saline County, Arkansas Circuit
Court against “ Emeline Owen, widow of Thomas J. V. Owen, deceased, and Thomas Short Owen, William Owen,
George Owen, James Owen, and Elias Kane Owen, minor children and heirs at law of said Thomas J. V. Owen,
deceased” (http://www.arkansasties.com/Gazette/1837/May.htm). The reasons for this legal action, and the
outcome of this case, is not known.
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and the use of the house as collateral. In August, 1868, Emeline Owen deeded the house to an
Elias Owen for the sum of only $1 (Deed Record Book 35: Page 572).58 The next deed
transaction associated with this property was between the grantor Charles Keys (Master of
Chancery) and the grantee William Sands (Deed Record Book 10: Page 719). This transaction
documents a sale of the property “pursuant to a decree by the Sangamon County Court case of
William Officer and Robert Officer, Partners and Eli Kreigh versus Emeline Owen, Jacob Bunn,
and Elias Owen.” Although the elder Emeline Owen apparently had not, as yet, died, she may
have been incapacitated and in debt? [It seems unlikely as Thomas was her son.] Less than two
weeks later, on November 10, 1870, William Sands sold the property to Augusta Levi (Deed
Record Book 10:720). Based on the city directories, it would appear that the widow Emeline
Owen moved out of the family home at 324 North Fifth Street sometime after 1864 (the date of
the earlier city directory) and prior to 1869 (as the 1869 Springfield city directory does not list
Emeline Owen).

The 1866 Board of Fire Underwriters suggest that a Class C (brick) dwelling rated at
$0.60 was present on Lot 17 at that date. This structure is also well illustrated on the 1867 Bird’s
Eye View, which illustrates a structure that appears to represent a traditional I-house with a rear
service wing (Ruger 1867). It is interesting to note that the 1867 view does not illustrate a
carriage barn on the rear of the lot at this date. The 1873 Bird’s Eye View illustrates a similar
structure, but with several outbuildings along the rear alley (Koch 1873).

In 1866, although both A. Levi and S. Levi are noted as being in Springfield, they are not
listed within the city directories as living in the project area.59 The 1868-69 Springfield City
Directory is the first that indicates both a Simon and Samuel Levi as being located in
Springfield. At that time, Samuel Levi was listed under the heading “Levi S. & Co.” with a
business location on the west side of Fifth Street between Adams and Monroe Street. His
residence was noted as being on the east side of Fifth Street between Madison and Mason—
clearly within the project area. The listing for “S. Levi” indicated that his residence was at 101
North Fifth Street—which may, for this date, correspond to the house on Lot 17 in the project
area.

As noted above, it would appear that the Levi family moved into the vacated Owen
residence sometime after 1866 but prior to 1868 (circa 1867). The 1869-70 Springfield city
directory notes that Samuel Levi, a dry goods merchant, was living on Fifth Street near Mason
(which would be this location). The 1872-73 city directory indicates that “S. Levi” (presumably
Samuel) was a dry goods merchant and that Simon Levi was a salesman—with both having an
address of “5th bet Madison and Mason.” The 1875 Springfield city directory indicates that the

58 Sarah Jane Owen was the wi fe of Emeline’s son, Elias K. Owen, who was in the U.S. Navy, and was associat ed
with Abraham Lincoln’s U.S. Congressional career in the l ate 1840s. In 1875, Elias and Sarah were living in
Baltimore, Maryland (Power 1876:552). It is not understood as to why the first document was in Sarah’s name,
whereas the second document was in Elias’ name. Perhaps, Elias was off to sea with the navy when the elder widow
required the money?

59 The 1866 Springfield City Directory indicates that A. Levy [sic] and S. Levy [sic] were both living on the north
side of Madison Street between Eighth and Ninth Streets—which is not within the existing project area. At that
time, A. Levy was noted as being with the firm of “ Levy and Brothers.”
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merchant Samuel Levi was living at 324 North Fifth Street. At that date, a clerk by the name of
Simon Levi, presumably Samuel’s son (?), was also living at this same address. The 1876 city
directory indicates that the Levi family (at that time spelled Levy in the directory) was of
German descent. The 1877 Springfield City Directory is one of the more informative sources
regarding the Levi family. This directory notes that Samuel was a married dry goods merchant
with his residence at 324 North Fifth Street. Born in Prussia, he “came to this country in 1848,
and settled in Indiana; moved to Springfield in 1865; has been in present line about 11 years.”
The city directory also noted that there were seven members within his family, and an additional
ten individuals were apparently living in his house at that time. This directory notes that his
store was located at “107 ws square.”60

Little is known about the Levi family from published sources. Although Power
(1876:451) notes that a John M. Levi was one of the early settlers that immigrated to Ball
Township, it does not appear that this is the same family as that located within the project area.61

As the 1877 Springfield City Directory noted, Samuel Levi came to Springfield in 1865.
Documentary records from the credit reporting firm of R. G. Dun Company suggests that the dry
goods merchants came to Springfield during the later years of the Civil War to take advantage of
the multitude of Union soldiers camped out in and around that town. It would appear that the
firm was one of several relatively itinerant Jewish peddlers and/or merchants who relocated to
Springfield trying capitalize on the war.62

Although the Levi family is not enumerated in the 1860 Federal census for Sangamon
County, the family does appear listed within the 1870 Federal census for Springfield. At that
time, Samuel was listed as a 40-year old merchant born in Prussia. His presumed wife, Augusta,
was enumerated as a 30-year old woman whose occupation was simply “keeps house”. She, too,
was born in Prussia. The children enumerated at this time included Fannie (11 years old), Henry
(10-years old), David (8 years old), Frances (6 years old), Julius (4 years old), and Simon (18

60 In 1877, two other individuals with the Levi surname were noted in the directory. These included a Louis (a
“scourer” with his residence at 818 Washington Street) and Zadig (a salesman residing at 330 North 4th Street).

61 Apparently, John M. Levi had only female children. This John Levi’s second wife was a Fannie Clemons whom
he marri ed in May 1844. Apparently John M. Levi died in December 1872, and although Power (1876:206) notes
that Fannie lived in Rochester, the 1876 Springfi eld city directory lists a Fanny Levy as living at 324 North Fifth
Street in Springfi eld (which is the house on Lot 17). Nonetheless, the 1880 Federal census does list a Fanny Levi
(albeit only 11 years old at the time) as a child living within the Samuel Levi household. John and Fanny Levi did
not have any children named Samuel or Simon, and the relationship of these individuals to the Levi family that
occupied the house at 324 North Fifth Street is currently unknown (Power 1876:206, 451).

62 Olegario (1998:247) makes some very relevant observations regarding the arrival of several Jewish families into
Springfield during the Civil War years. She notes “the Civil War intensified anti-Semitic sentiments, as Jewish
entrepreneurs joined the rush to supply both armies with clothing and supplies.” At this time, “Springfield… saw a
large increase in Jewish clothing dealers who came to supply the soldiers camped outside of the capital.” The
reporting agent wrote of S. Levy and Brother, in 1865, that “there are some 25 Jew clothing firms here who have all
come to sell to soldiers. Soon as that business is over of course they will subside” (Olegario 1998:247). Although
the Dun Company “ declined to report on most of these establishments, perhaps concluding that their temporary stay
in Springfield did not render them at all creditworthy”, the company did report on the firm of S. Levy and Brother.
Speaking of the S. Levy and Brother firm, Dun Company reporters noted that their business “ was ‘almost
exclusively with soldiers’ and that the firm ‘are looked upon here as sharpers’” (Olegario 1998:247).
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years old). The oldest child, Simon Levi, was listed last and his occupation was noted as a being
that of a “clerk.” The order of his listing raises questions as to whether he is a son of Samuel and
Augusta, or another relative—maybe a brother of Samuel’s, as the business name for the firm
was “S. Levi and Brother.” Also listed as living within this household were a Christian Everly (a
20-year old female servant from Ohio), and August Schafer (a 28-year old male clerk from
Prussia). Excluding Simon, the eldest two children were born in Kentucky, the middle two
children were born in “Bd,” [Maryland?], and the youngest child was born in Missouri. The
family’s apparent neighbors at this time include the Lafayette Fisher family to the south
(presumably living within the house on the adjacent Lot 16; identified as 320 North Fifth Street),
and Erastus Wright (and his daughter) to the north (presumably occupying the house on Lot 18;
identified as 330 North Fifth Street). At this time, the Samuel Levi family is listed as owning no
real estate and having a personal property value of $5,000.63

Apparently, Augusta—the person in whose name the property was purchased—was the
wife of Samuel Levi. One must ask themselves as to why the property was in Augusta’s name,
and not in her husbands name? An agent for the credit-reporting firm of R. G. Dun Company
wrote in 1878 of his suspicion that “A. Levi” was running the retail dry goods business “for one
“S. Levi who is under indict[ment] for perjury in connection with Bankruptcy proceeding when
he failed” (Olegario 1998:241). These same reporting agents, speaking of their creditworthiness,
ended their entry with the words “They are bad to the core” (Olegario 1998:242). The fact that
the family home was purchased in Augusta’s name may be an effort to elude Samuel’s creditors,
and/or due to his impending perjury case and his bankruptcy.

The 1873-74 city directory makes note that the Levi family home was located on North
Fifth Street—“5 [houses] N[orth] of Madison”—implying that there were approximately 4 other
dwellings—or buildings—located between their family home and the corner house located at
Madison and North Fifth Street. The 1870 census notes the following individuals presumably
located south of the Levi residence: Lafayette Fisher (a printer, suspected as being located at 320
North Fifth Street), John McInnis (a harness maker; suspected as being located at 318 North
Fifth), William Monehan (a tobacconist; suspected as being located at 316 North Fifth Street),
John Craig (a cabinet maker, suspected as being located at 314 North Fifth Street), John Million
(a doctor, suspected as being located at 308 North Fifth Street), and—at the corner—William
Foley (a retired grocer). Unfortunately, this sequence of houses does not correspond well with
the 1870 census data—as there apparently is one too many residences located within this
sequence. As such, we may not have these families placed within their proper building.64

The 1876 Map of the City of Springfield, Ill. (Bird 1876) illustrates a house with a similar
footprint as that depicted on the earlier maps, but places the house straddling the Lot 17 and Lot

63 At this time, the house and lot were in Augusta Levi’s name—not Samuel’s. It is interesting to speculate that it is
in the wife’s name due to financial problems being faced by her husband, Samuel (see Olegario 1998).

64 The 1870 city directory lists Foley’s address as “ northeast corner Fifth and Madison”; Million’s address as “ North
Fifth near Madison”; Craig’s address as “ East Side Fifth between Madison and Mason”; and Levi’s as “ Fifth Near
Mason.” There is no listing for Monehan, McInnes, nor Fisher within this city directory. The 1872-73 city directory
indicates that McInnes address was “Fifth Street between Jefferson and Madison”, and Fisher’s address as “Fifth
Near Mason.” This city directory still does not have a listing for Monehan.
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18 property line. This depiction of the house location is difficult to explain, other than the map is
simply incorrect.

The Samuel Levi family is also enumerated within the 1880 Federal census, at a location
that is clearly within the existing project area. In 1880, the head of the household was listed as
Samuel Levi—a 50-year old dry goods merchant from Prussia. Also present within this
household at that time were his wife Augusta (a 44-year old female who “Keeps House”), their
seven children [Fannie (21-year old listed simply as “At home”), Henry (20-year old listed as
clerk), David (18-year old listed as clerk), Francis (15-year old listed as “at home”), Julius (14-
year old listed as “at school”), Morris (3-year old listed as “at home”), and Jannetta (2-year old
listed as “at home”). Besides these family members, three boarders (Siegfried Birhneim, Isaac
Switzer, and Morris Rothschild—all young clerks of Prussian descent)65 and two servants
(Hannah Brooks—a 29-year old American girl, and Mary Radigan—a very young girl of 12
years of age born of Irish parents) were listed as living with this family. This census notes the
presence of two other families (the Frank Franz, and Mary Howard households) as living within
this same structure—and suggests that besides the boarders living with the family, a portion of
this large dwelling may have been converted into two separate apartments by this date. Frank
Franz was a single bookkeeper and Mary Howard was a single schoolteacher.

The 1881-82 Springfield city directory suggests that the Levi family was not only living
at this address, but also operating a store from this same location. The 1881-82 city directory
documents four Levi family members (David, Fanny, Henry, and S. Levi) as living at 324 North
Fifth Street. This same directory notes that a Nellie Hanford, and William Wells—two potential
workers—were living at this same location (Mann 2000). These two “workers” may potentially
represent the two apartments noted earlier?

Samuel Levi died in early August 1881.66 Cemetery records indicate that he was buried
in the Jewish sector of Springfield’s Oakridge Cemetery. Additionally, a couple of young Levi
children—presumably related to Samuel Levi—also are buried in the Hebrew Grounds of Oak
Ridge Cemetery (Oak Ridge Cemetery Records). As these cemetery records indicate, the Levi
family were of the Jewish faith.67 These records suggest that Samuel died of a “disease of the
bowels.” Although Levi was initially buried in a Springfield cemetery, his remains were
relocated to a Chicago cemetery in May 1905.

Unfortunately, Lot 17 is not illustrated on the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map. The first
Sanborn fire insurance map to illustrate this lot is the 1890 plat. This map illustrates a two-story
brick dwelling typical of an I-house with a full two-story rear wing that is nearly as large as the
front portion of the house. A two-story porch extends the full length of the south side of the rear

65 One might suspect that these three clerks were potentially of Jewish heritage and working for Mr. Levi.

66 The card files in the Sangamon Valley Collection indicate that his obituary was published on page 6 of the August
9th, 1881 issue of the Illinois State Journal. Unfortunately, a search of this issue did not locate this obituary. This
index card notes that he died of“ Consumption of the Bowels.”

67 In 1878, agents of the credit reporting agency R. G. Dun Company noted that A. Levi (of Springfi eld) was
“ another of the tribe.”
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extension. By this date, a large two-story brick (?) carriage house extended across the entire rear
of the lot along the alley and an open one story structure—also extending the entire width of the
lot—was attached on the west side of this carriage house. This rear yard structure must have
created a relatively secluded mid-yard activity area for this large house. The 1889-90
Springfield city directory does not indicate any Levi family members as residing at this location.
The 1889-90 city directory lists a Mrs. Lizzie Walters as residing at 324 North Fifth Street.
Similarly, the 1890-91 city directory indicates a Miss L. James as residing at this address. This
would have been a very large house for either a widow (Mrs. Walters) or a single woman (Miss
James).

The Levi family continued to own the house and associated improvements on Lot 17
through the early 1890s. In early December 1892, Augusta Levi sold the property to William C.
Waring for the sum of $2,786.67 (Deed Record Book 92: Page 302). At that time, Augusta Levi
was listed in the deed as a widow residing in Cook County, Illinois (probably within the city of
Chicago). Currently, little is known about Waring. The Springfield city directories suggest that
William Waring probably purchased this house for investment property, and was not living
within this neighborhood. 68

The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map illustrates a dwelling similar in size and
configuration to that illustrated on the 1890 Sanborn map. Although the house had changed little
from 1890 to 1896, an interesting addition to the 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map is the addition
of a large “S” on the rear wing of the house—indicating the use of the rear wing as a store at that
date. This is consistent with the earlier 1880s city directory that suggests that the family was
operating a store from this address. By 1896, the large carriage house had been dismantled and a
smaller frame structure constructed within the southeast corner of the lot. The 1896 Springfield
city directory indicates that the house at 324 North Fifth Street was “vacant,”—perchance
because of modifications being undertaken to convert the house to multi-family use (i.e.
apartments)—and subsequent listings within the city directories may suggest that the house had
been divided into two apartments at that time. Research in the Springfield city directories
document several different families as living in the house at 324 North Fifth Street during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—suggesting that the house was probably
functioning as rental property during those years. The tenants listed in the various city
directories at this address include C. W. Collins and W. W. Crissey (1900-01), Mrs. S. Gillock
(1905), Mary Todd and William Hornbuckle (1910), Cyrus Kidder (1915 and 1920), Cyrus
Kidder and Samuel James (1925), and Mrs. Mora Keith (1930).

A circa 1912 panoramic photograph of the east side of the 300 block of North Fifth Street
nicely illustrates the house at the turn-of-the-century (see Figure 19). The picture depicts a
traditional I-house with a small central “cross gable” fronting the street.

68 Power (1876) contains no information on William Waring. The Waring family was not documented in the 1886-
87 city directory. In the 1891-92 city directory, William Waring was listed with a residence at 715 South Fifth
Street—clearly outside of the project area. He did not have an occupation listed at that time. The 1894 city
directory indicates Waring living at the same address and as being “ retired.” William Waring, was not living within
the neighborhood.
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The 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates that the building was used as a “rooming”
house at that time. After 1935, no listing is found in the city directories for this address,
suggesting that the building was demolished sometime between 1930 and 1935. The current
VALCO building was constructed on this lot as the Werner Motor Company showroom (for use
as a truck sales and service building) in circa 1946-47.69 In circa 1966, this building was
converted into an A&P grocery store. The last listing of the A&P food store in the Springfield
city directories for this address occurs in 1975 (see Figure 45).

The Archaeological Investigations: As noted earlier, the majority of Lot 17 was situated
beneath the footprint of the large VALCO building. During the Phase II investigations, a small
area of this lot located along the north side of the VALCO building was excavated with the aid of
a backhoe, and structural features associated with a large domestic building were uncovered.
Subsequent mitigation work consisted of the removal of overburden along the north edge of the
property—that area not located beneath the VALCO building—and the excavation of the
exposed features. After demolition of the VALCO building, and the removal of its concrete
floor, the entire area of Lot 17 was stripped of its overburden with a large backhoe. Although
some of the area beneath this structure, and immediately outside of the building’s walls had been
disturbed by the construction of the Werner Motor Company’s showroom, the integrity of the
earlier deposits were excellent, and a wide range of pre-1940s features were exposed and
subsequently excavated. During the combined Phase II and Phase III archaeological
investigations, nearly the entirety of Lot 17 was stripped of its overburden in search of
subsurface features.

The features uncovered on this lot are discussed in terms of the following components.
Figures 46-48 illustrate the various features associated with the buildings present on this lot
during these components.

1. The Early Component (Circa 1843-70): This component is associated with the initial
settlement of this lot, which probably occurred in 1843 by the Peake family—who remained in
the property through circa 1854. After that date, the Owen family occupied the house. As such,
features associated with this component probably were associated with either the Peake and/or
the Owen families.

The most obvious feature associated with this component was the remains of the brick
house (as represented by Features 103, 112, 113, and 214). Although impacted by later
construction, enough of the structure was intact to discern its shape and basic size. The footprint
of this house, which was “L-shaped,” is indicative of a traditional structure often referred to as an
I-house by cultural geographers. By definition, an I-house is a dwelling two rooms long, one
room deep, and either 1½ or two stories in height (Glassie 1968). The front portion of the house
was represented by a rectangular perimeter foundation that measured approximately 20’ wide by

69 The Werner Motor Company fi rst appears in the city directories in 1946-47. At that time, the street address for
the company is listed as 320 North Fi fth Street, which was the former location of the Dyke Mattress Company in
1940. The 1945 city directory is not available (missing?).
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an undetermined length.70 This portion of the house was minimally 36’ long, and may have been
as much as 40’ in length.71 It was two stories in height, and although no interior partition walls
were noted, it probably had a central hallway. The rear service wing measured was
approximately 18’ wide and 36’ in length. This section of the house was divided into two rooms.
The only portion of the house that had a cellar was the far eastern room of the rear service wing,
which had a cellar that measured approximately 16’ square and extended 4.5’ below grade. The
earliest house had a small front porch represented by Features 113A and B. A long work porch
was located along the south elevation of the rear service wing. This porch was represented by
Feature 214. The circa 1912 photograph of this house suggests that it had a front-facing wall
dormer typical of vernacular Gothic Revival architecture. Although no cisterns were found
associated with this house, a large, deep disturbance located immediately adjacent to the rear of
the service wing may, indeed, have resulted in the destruction of this feature.

One of the more interesting features associated with this very large dwelling was the
remains of a brick perimeter foundation wall and brick floor (Features 70a and b). This
outbuilding measured approximately 8’ by 12’ in size, and was located approximately 6-8 feet
east of the rear service wing and adjacent to the north property line. It is suspected that this
outbuilding functioned as a summer kitchen and/or washhouse.

Located approximately 22-23’ east of the summer kitchen, along this same property line,
was Feature 59. This brick-lined pit was oval in plan, measured approximately 5½’ by 7½’ in
size, and extended approximately 4’ in depth. An unusual trait of this pit was the character of the
out flaring walls—the plan of the feature at the base was substantially larger than the plan at the
scraped surface. The brickwork in this feature exhibited quality workmanship. Although the
initial thought was that this feature functioned as a privy, the lack of fecal material in the base of
the feature—as well as its location opposite the location of the early privies at this site—raises
questions regarding this interpretation. As such, there is some thought that this feature
functioned as an exterior cellar, or potentially a special use storage facility (such as an ice
house). Artifacts in this feature suggest that it was abandoned circa 1870 (or slightly later?).
This feature, which contained a wealth of artifacts dating from the circa 1850-90 period—clearly
was associated with the Levi family’s occupation of the property, but the presence of the earlier
material strongly suggests that it may also have been partially filled by the earlier Owen family.
Features 60, 61, and 69 may represent structural remains (robbed piers?) of a superstructure once
located over this pit.

Five sequential privy pits (Features 81, 82A, 82B, 83, and 79) were located along the
south property boundary—on the opposite side of the lot as Feature 59 (the potential storage
facility or cellar) and Feature 70 (the potential summer kitchen and/or wash house). It is not
clear as to the temporal sequence of these privies—suffice it to say that it appears that Feature 83
was probably the earliest, followed by Features 81, 82A, 82B, and finally 79. Feature 79 was
probably abandoned by circa the middle 1850s—when the adjacent Feature 78 was abandoned.

70 The south end of this foundation had been impacted by the early twentieth century construction of the Werner
Truck showroom.

71 Based on the Sanborn fi re insurance map, which suggests that there was 12’ distance between buildings on the
south end of this structure, it is estimated that this wing was 40’ in length.
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Artifacts within these pits document the lifeways of a fairly high status family—and probably
was associated with both the Peake family. All were located approximately 25’ from the rear
alley. Of particular interest was the presence of a couple of quality saucers located within
Feature 82B that were illustrated with the “Arms of Pennsylvania” in a central medallion. These
were rather unusual items attesting to the potential Pennsylvania heritage of the family
occupying this lot. Although the archival evidence suggests that the Peake family was from
Maryland, the family may have shown an affiliation for Pennsylvania? Also of interest was a
specialized kiln sagger that may have been used by the silversmith Roff Sanderson during the
very late 1840s or early 1850s. It is interesting to speculate that the earliest of these Features
(particularly Feature 83) potentially pre-dates the suspected 1843 date of construction of the I-
house on this lot—and raises questions as to the possibility that the property was improved by
Simeon Francis (who owned the combined Lots 16, 17, and 18) during the 1830s. Feature 79
probably represents materials used and discarded by the Owen family during the mid-to-late
1850s.

Feature 95 represents a distinctive concentration of surface artifacts (a midden) located
along the south property line and immediately outside of the rear service wing. This midden
contains numerous artifacts associated with the early years of occupation—and probably was
associated with the Peake family (circa 1843-1854)..

One of the more interesting aspects of this component is the lack of information—
archival and archaeological—for a carriage house. Additionally, no well nor cistern were found
during the archaeological investigations. The lack of these features (particularly the well and
cistern) probably was due to the partial destruction of the Inner Yard activity area by the early
twentieth century construction activity.

The artifacts and features from this component document a relatively upper class urban
family from the early 1840s (if not the 1830s) through the late 1860s. Of interest is the
substantial size of the house, presence of a substantial summer kitchen, potential icehouse, and
the apparent lack of a carriage barn. Artifacts from these features document a status family and
their quality life style.

2. The Late Nineteenth Century Component (Circa 1870-1890): This component is
probably associated with the Prussian Jewish immigrant Augusta Levi and his family. These dry
goods merchants operated a store on the public square, but also may have operated a store from
their house during the later years of their occupation. During these years, the family also took in
many boarders.

The house remains relatively little changed during these years—at least in regard to its
size and configuration. It is possible that interior re-organization was taking place, potentially
with the establishment of separate rental units (or apartments). It is suspected that the summer
kitchen had disappeared during this time period—as the function of this exterior building was
incorporated into the fabric of the main house sometime during the late century. Similarly, at an
early date, the icehouse was also abandoned—and potentially converted into a privy. A series of
new privy pits appear—this time located along the north property line adjacent to, and to the east
of, Feature 59.
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The privies dating from this component are represented by the converted Feature 59, and
the more recent Features 57 and 58—all located to the opposite side of the lot as the earlier
privies. Feature 58 represents a substantial brick-lined privy which was probably constructed
circa 1880 and abandoned circa 1890.

One of the more substantial differences noted during the early and later component
discussed here is the appearance of a large frame outbuilding that extended along the entire rear
of the lot. This outbuilding functioned, in part, as a carriage house. Later additions from the
1890s added a large open shed along the west side, doubling the area covered by a roof. This
structure created an enclosed courtyard that was private and protected from the alley. The
privies discussed above appear to have been located just inside this covered area. Potentially,
Features 59 appears to have been located just outside of this sheltered area. Feature 88 may
represent a trash pit located beneath this sheltered overhand and from this period.

Several artifacts attest to the German heritage of the Levi family—particularly the
preponderance of German hock-style wine bottles within Feature 59. The Levi family were
Orthodox Jews, and further research will focus on the analysis of the faunal assemblage. Did it
contain any pork, or hind quarter beef?

3. The Early Twentieth Century Component (circa 1890-1940): Like the adjacent lot to
the north, drastic change occurred to this building and the lot during the period circa 1890-1910
period. These changes were associated with the shift of the property from single family, owner-
occupied dwellings to multi-family, rental properties. These changes resulted in the drastic re-
organization of the rear yard and/or alley area. As noted earlier, the footprint of the house
remained relatively unchanged during these years. Nonetheless, several changes to the property
are known to have occurred during these years. By 1896, the large carriage barn was demolished
and replaced with a much smaller frame structure—a structure that probably was used for storage
and as well as for a carriage house. Associated with this structure was a sequence of three pit
features located along the north side of the building. All three of these features (Features 55, 56,
and 104) represent privy pits. It is unclear as to whether Feature 56 pre-dates Feature 55, or
simply represents a substantial sump pit contemporary with Feature 55. At any rate, the artifacts
in the base of Feature 56 were of the same age as those in Feature 55—and these two features are
discussed in terms of a single privy. With this in mind, Features 55-56 post-date Feature 104.
Features 55-56, which was probably abandoned during the later 1910s or 1920s, represents the
last privy associated with this house. City services or city utilities were also connected to the
house at this time. Features 115 and 116 represent utility line trenches. Also, during the early
years of the twentieth century, a city-wide, municipal steam heat system was connected to the
house. Feature 111 consists of two asbestos-wrapped iron pipes set into a wooden subsurface
box for distribution of the steam. Feature 111 represents a steam heat line that appears to
connect house on Lot 18 with the house on Lot 17

The excavations yielded a wealth of artifacts dating from this component. These artifacts
were recovered predominately from the privy pits, and document major change in the quality of
life of the occupants of the property during these years. Of particular interest is the
documentation of a major rise alcohol consumption during these years. The alcohol containers
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potentially document “maintenance drinking” of an individual or individuals addicted to alcohol
(an alcoholic). Additionally, the presence of an opium pipe and potential opium lamp document
the suspected use and abuse of narcotics. The presence of this material in these features is not
surprising considering the location of this boarding house near the edge of the city’s notorious
red-light district (the Levee). There is some thought that this house may have operated as a
illegal bar and/or “nightclub” during Prohibition years.

Figure 42. Advertisement of R. H. Beach’s clothing store (1866 Springfield city directory).
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Figure 43. View of the back-side of the houses located at 324 (left) and 330 (right) North
Fifth Streets in 1867. Note the presence of Mason Alley.

Figure 44. Detail view of dwellings located at 324 (right) and 330 (left) North Fifth Street
as they appeared in circa 1912. The large building at the right is a traditional I-house
occupied by the Peake, Owen and Levi families. It was probably constructed in circa 1843
for the Peale family. Note the central front-facing gable typical of vernacular Gothic-
Revival architecture. The two-story building on the left, albeit difficult to see, was
constructed in the 1850s for the Little family. It appears to have a cupola on its hip roof,
which would suggest that this house was constructed in the Italianate style. The entire rear
yard associated with both of these structures was excavated, exposing a series of privies
and other features.
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Figure 45. Two historic views of the Valco Building, then identified as being located at 320
North Fifth Street. This building was constructed as the Werner Motor Company’s
showroom and service building. The upper photograph dates from circa 1946-47. In circa
1966, the building was remodeled in an A&P Food Store (bottom photograph) (Werner
Family Photographs).
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Figure 46. Site plan for 324 North Fifth Street (Lot 17) illustrating the buildings
documented on the 1854 and 1858 city map (highlighted in yellow) and archaeological
features dating from the early to middle nineteenth century. No carriage barn was
documented at this time.
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Figure 47. Site plan for 324 North Fifth Street (Lot 17) illustrating the buildings
documented on the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map (highlighted in yellow) and
archaeological features dating from the later nineteenth century. By this date, a large two-
story carriage house fronted the rear alley. A large carriage shed, open to the west, was
attached to the carriage house and potentially enclosed the privy (or pri vies).
Archaeological features represented by dashed lines represent privies or other features
dating from an earlier component.
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Figure 48. Site plan for 324 North Fifth Street (Lot 17) illustrating the buildings
documented on the 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map (highlighted in yellow) and
archaeological features dating from the early twentieth century.
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Lot 18

This lot is located at the northeast corner of North Fifth Street and what is now Mason
Street (which was originally platted as a cross alleyway, and referred to as Mason Alley). At the
time of the field research, this lot was a surface parking lot. Within recent historical times, this
location was referred to as 330 North Fifth Street.

Deed records indicate that Simeon Francis purchased this lot from Ninian Edwards on
August 9, 1833 for the sum of $60 (Deed Record Book G, Page 310). At this time, Francis
would have owned Lots 16, 17, and 18. Francis apparently sold Lot 18 to John N. Ebey on May
17, 1834 for the sum of $100 (Deed Record Book G, Page 374).72 A few weeks later, on June
27, 1834, Ebey apparently sold (or mortgaged) his property to William Williams for the sum of
$100 (Deed Record Book G, Page 375). John Ebey’s wife, Rebecca, signed a similar document
in May 1836, deeding this property to the same William Williams (Deed Record Book J: Page
312). A slightly later, and partially illegible deed dated April 12, 1836 suggests that a Rebecca
Ebey owned this lot at that time (Deed Record Book J, Page 312).

Simeon Francis was an influential businessman who arrived in Springfield in 1831.
Shortly after arriving in Springfield, Francis and his brother established the Sangamo Journal,
which later became the Illinois State Journal. Simeon’s residence, and the location of the
newspaper’s office during the middle nineteenth century, was located on Block 12 (Original
Town Plat)—which is the current location of the Lincoln Presidential Library (Mansberger,
Stratton and Wresch 2000:70-73). It was on this same property, on Lots 3 and 4 of Block 12,
that the redware potter John Neff Ebey had established a pottery in circa 1830-31. The
relationship between Ebey and Francis on these two parcels of land is not completely
understood. It seems clear that Ebey operated his pottery on Block 12—but it is not clear as to
Ebey’s relationship with Lot 18 (Block 2), nor where his house may have been located.73 The
low sale price suggests that this lot was not developed during the Francis and Ebey ownership.

72 John Neff Ebey was born in September 1805 in Huntington County, Pennsylvania, and raised in Franklin County,
Ohio. He came to Sangamon County in November 1825 settling in Woodside Township, and eventually began
making redware from that location. He marri ed Mary “ Rebecca” Brunk in May 1826. Rebecca Ebey died in June
1873. As noted above, by the late 1820s, Ebey was producing redware pottery at a site located in rural Cotton Hill
Township, and in 1830 he moved his operation into Springfield—operating on lands he later sold to Simeon Francis
in Block 12 (see discussion, Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library Project Area report, Mansberger 2008). John
Ebey re-located to western Illinois by the mid-1830s where he began the production of saltglzaed stoneware (Power
1876:278).

73 Kiln wasters (representing discarded crockery that had been broken during the course of manufacture as well as
kiln furniture used to stack unfired greenware in a kiln) was found on the Lincoln Presidential Library Site (during
the testing and mitigation of Block 12, Original Town Plat). Many of these crockery sherds were bloated and/or
burned indicating that they represent waste produced during the pottery manufacturing process. One of these sherds
was inscribed “ 1831” suggesting that it had been produced at that date. This material suggests the presence of an
early pottery kiln dating from the period circa 1830-31. In circa 1831, John Ebey (a redware potter who had
established a pottery in rural Cotton Hill Township during the middle 1820s) relocated to Springfield and
established a new pottery where he began to experiment with stoneware production. Ebey remained at this urban
location for only a short while, relocating to adjacent Greene County where he began to manufacture salt-glazed
stonewares. As documentary records indicate, Ebey’s Springfield pottery was locat ed “ near the Public Square” on
Lot 4, Block 12, Original Town Plat. Although excavations on this lot did not uncover actual remains of the kiln,
the extensive waster deposits at this location argue for the fact that the pottery was, indeed, locat ed there. Simeon
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Table 7

CHAIN-OF-TITLE
LOT 18

WEST HALF, BLOCK 2, NINIAN EDWARDS ADDITION

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT
BOOK:

PAGE DATE

Ninian Edwards Simeon Francis Lot 18 $60.00 G:310 8/9/1833
Simeon Francis John N. Ebey Lot 18 $100.00 G:374 5/17/1834
John N. Ebey William Williams Lot 18 $100.00 G:375 6/27/1834
Rebecca Ebey William Williams Lot 18 $1.00 J:312 5/21/1836
Garrett Elkin,
Sheriff

William Butler Lot 18 $75.00 O:247 4/13/1839

William Butler Frederick Meyer Lot 18 $400.00 O:280 4/15/1839
Frederick Meyer Joseph Klein Lot 18 $400.00 T:415 9/1/1842
Joseph Klein Thomas S. Little Lot 18 $300.00 II:363 5/29/1852
Jno. Stewart,
Trustee

W.W. & B.A..
Watson

Lot 18 $1,500.00 10:353 7/28/1860

W.W. & B.A.
Watson

Ann M. Little Lot 18 $2,000.00 18:65 2/13/1864

A.M. Little WilliamThompson Lot 18 $4,500.00 20:538 10/11/1864
WilliamThompson Erastus Wright Lot 18 $8,000.00 37:436 6/8/1869
Lucy Wright
(widow)

Samuel D. Scholes Lot 18 $6,300.00 84:524 11/17/1888

S.D. Scholes R. L. McQuire Lot 18 $6,300.00 84:525 1/4/1889
(No other transactions are present through 1900.)

For some apparent reason, in mid-April 1839, the county sheriff (Garrett Elkin)
apparently sold the property at public auction, and based on the results of this sale deeded the
property to a William Butler (Deed Record Book O: Page 247).74 It is suspected that this
transaction was preceded by a public auction forced by the courts to settle debts and/or a
mortgage. William Butler apparently held onto the property for a short two days, selling the lot
to a Frederick Meyer for $400 on May 15, 1839 (Deed Record Book O: Page 280). Meyer held
onto the lot for almost 3½ years (in September 1842), at which time he sold it for the sum of
$400 to a prominent local real estate agent and developer named Joseph Klein (Deed Record
Book T: Page 415).75 Klein held title to the property for nearly ten years, finally selling it to

Francis’ arrival in Springfield in 1831, and his potential acquisition of this property shortly thereaft er, corresponds
well with Ebey’s removal to nearby Greene County–-lending credibility to the idea that this was the location of the
Ebey pottery.

74 The 1849 directory Business Men of Springfield, Illinois indicates that Butler’s residence was located on…
between Second and Third Streets.

75 Speaking of Joseph Klein, the 1849 directory Business Men of Springfield, Illinois notes that Kleine [sic] was “ an
early settler of this country, and we think, success ful in business. Formerly, he made several improvements in this
city. We would be glad to see him resume an employment which we think would benefit himself as we are sure it
would our city.” The 1850 Federal census indicat es that Joseph Klein was a 71-year old male from New York. At
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Thomas Little for the some of $300 in May 1852 (Deed Record Book II: Page 363). At that
time, this property was appraised at $250 for the court. Apparently Simeon Francis had a claim
against William Williams for $4.93¾ —which caused the courts to order a sale of the property.,
which was sold at public auction in 1837. P. C. Latham, acting for William Butler, was the
highest bidder at $75. The previous owner (William Williams) had 15 months to redeem the
land—or pay money owed to Butler. Fifteen months came and went and the land was not
redeemed by Williams. At that time, the land was thus deeded to Butler, free and clear for $75—
a bargain. Appraisal value of $250 may suggest that the property was minimally improved at
that time?

The 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps both indicate the presence of a brick
structure on this lot fronting North Fifth Street at that time. Nestled in the northeast corner of the
lot created by the intersection of the two alleyways was a small frame building (presumably a
carriage house). Both plat maps prominently display the name “T. S. Little” beside this house.
Based on the archival research, it would appear that the brick residence on Lot 18 was
constructed either 1) by Joseph Klein during the early to middle 1840s as an investment property,
or 2) by/for Thomas Little in circa 1852. Based on the relatively low sale price to Little in 1852,
it would appear that the lot was unimproved at that date. As such, the house on Lot 18 probably
was constructed for the Thomas Little family in circa 1852.

The 1849 directory entitled Business Men of Springfield (1849:15) notes that Thomas
Little was a

Tailor and Dealer in ready-made clothing, south side of the square—Sales of
ready made clothing are made in Springfield yearly to a large amount. Mr. Little
does his share of their business. He is now on his way to the east for the purpose
of procuring a fall and winter stock of Goods and Clothing.

Power (1876:461) indicates that Thomas Little was born on March 16, 1820 in Northampton,
Massachusetts, and that he had arrived in Springfield in August 1838. He married Ann Watson
on May 30th, 1844. According to Power (1876:461), Little became a merchant tailor and clothier
in 1844.

The 1855 Springfield city directory indicates that Thomas S. Little was located on “Fifth
Street, north of Madison”—suggesting that he was living at this location at that date. How early
he occupied this house is not known, and he may have only recently moved into this house. The
1859 Springfield city directory indicates that the clothier Thomas S. Little was residing on the
southeast corner of Fifth and Mason Street—clearly making reference to the house at 330 North
Fifth Street. The 1866 city directory makes reference to his house being located at “No. 78 N.

that time, his profession was listed as “ stock dealer” and he had a real estate value of $10,500. In that year, he was
living with Louisa Hosea (a 40-year old female from Washington D.C.) and her apparent two children (Helen, 9
years of age; and William, 7 years of age). Both children had been born in Illinois. [Curtis Mann notes that Klein
was from St. Louis, and his daughter married into the Hoffman family—developers of Hoffman Row.] The 1855-56
Springfield city directory indicat es that Klein’s offi ce was in Klein’s Row (located on Fifth Street, near Madison—
immediately across the street from the proj ect area) and that his residence was locat ed on Madison, near Third
Street.
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5th.”76 By 1868, the city directory is making note that Little’s residence is on North Fifth Street,
“near limits”—suggesting his relocation to North Grande by this date. The 1872-73 city
directory states that Little was a “merchant tailor and dealer in clothing and gents’ furnishing
goods” and clarifies the earlier statement regarding the location of his residence by noting that
the residence at this time was at Fifth and North Grand at this time. The 1874 plat of Sangamon
County carries a lithograph view of the T. S. Little residence at this new location (see Figure 50).

Little does show up in the 1850 Federal census in Springfield, but it is unclear as to
where he is living in the city at that time. The Little family at this time is living within a building
that houses two families. The second family is named Campbell, and two of the family members
are attorneys. In 1850, Thomas Little was listed, albeit probably incorrectly, as a 38-year old
male from Massachusetts. Although his occupation is listed in the census, it is eligible
(potentially a clerk?). Thomas is living with a 25 year-old female from Tennessee (presumably
his wife, name is eligible) and three female children. The children are Maria (aged 4), Cleo
(aged 2), and Emma (less than one year old). Another young girl named Susan (13-years old;
last name eligible) also was living with the family at that time. By 1860, Thomas Little is
definitely living within the house within the project area. The 1860 Federal census indicates him
living at a location immediately adjacent to Emma Owens (who was the occupant of the house
immediately to the south of the Little residence, on Lot 17). In 1860, this census lists T. S. Little
as a clothing merchant, and although Thomas Little is the apparent owner of the property in
1860, the 1860 Federal census indicates that he owned no real estate. At that time, his personal
property assessment was also low, being assessed at only $300. Little was living with a 35-year
old woman who is presumed to be his wife (listed as “A. M. Little”), and three female children
(A. M. Little, aged 14; Ella Little, aged 12; Emma Little, aged 10). The census indicates that
Thomas was born in Massachusetts, whereas his wife was born in Tennessee. All three of their
children were born in Illinois. Additionally, a 16-year old Irish-born girl named Nancy
Carmody(?) was living in the household and working as a domestic servant. Apparently, Little
retired due to poor health in the spring of 1876 (Power 1876:461).

Although a couple of transactions potentially representing mortgages occur in July 1860
and February 1864, the Little family maintained ownership of the property through October 1864
(Deed Record Book 10: Page 353; Book 18: Page 65).77 In late 1864, Ann Little sold the lot and
its improvements to William Thompson for the sum of $4,500 (Deed Record Book 20:538).

76 The 1866 Springfield City Directory carri ed an advertisement for T. S. Little “ Dealer in every description of
Ready-Made Clothing, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, Trunks, Valises, Bags, Umbrellas, &c., &c.” Of interest is his
comment that there was “ only one price for goods”—no dickering for price on goods.

77 These transactions were between Jonathan Stewart—listed as a trustee—and W.W. and B.A. Watson. The 1850
Federal census indicates that William W. Watson was a 52-year old confectioner from New Jersey with a real estate
value of $800. No B.A. Watson appears in the 1850 census. The Illinois State Journal index suggests that William
W. Watson was a Springfield confectioner and/or baker in town by 1836 and very involved in politics, and he
apparently formed a partnership with Benjamin A. Watson—presumably his son—in early 1840. By the late 1840s,
Benjamin had immigrated to California. Perhaps this represents a mortgage? The 1860 Census does not appear to
document William W. Watson or a B. A. Watson. There is a 41-year old male confectioner named B. N. Watson
listed in this census—and it is interesting to note that his neighbor was Thomas J. V. Owen (see discussion of Lot 17
above). Additionally, it is interesting to speculate that the individuals associated with this transaction were relatives
of Thomas Little’s wife—as her maiden name was Watson.
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William Thompson, in turn, sold the property to Erastus Wright in June 1869 for the sum of
$8,000 (Deed Record Book 37:436). The nearly doubling in price in five years, although it may
indicate substantial improvements to the property, also may simply represent inflationary gain
during the Civil War years.

The 1866 Board of Fire Underwriters suggests that a Class C (brick) dwelling was
present at this location at that time; similarly, the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield illustrates
a relatively large structure at this location (Ruger 1867). The 1867 view appears to document a
two-story gable-front building fronting North Fifth Street with a smaller (in both height and plan)
rear kitchen extending to the east.

The 1870 Federal census strongly suggests that Erastus Wright was living within this
structure at that time. The census notes that Wright, who was born in Vermont, was 80 years old
at that time. The census does not indicate that Wright has any real estate nor personal property
value. It also notes that he was living with a Mary Wright (36-year old female born in Ohio
whose occupation was listed as “keeps house”). The Wright neighbors appear to have been the
Levi family to the south and the Richard Beach family to the north.

The 1870 Federal Census indicates that Erastus Wright was an 80-year old Vermont-born
male living in the project area—and probably within the house at 330 North Fifth Street.78

Living with Erastus was his presumed daughter, 36-year old Mary Wright whose occupation was
listed as “keeps house.” No real estate value nor personal property value was noted for Wright at
this time. Wright was a colorful character that had a long history with Sangamon County and
central Illinois. The earlier family home was located along the northwest outskirts of the
community, near the intersection of North Walnut and Jefferson Streets.79 Apparently, Wright
must have sold his family home and relocated closer to the downtown in circa 1869.

It is interesting to note that the 1870 Federal Census strongly suggests that Wright was
living at this location that year (as his neighbor was Samuel Levi), yet the 1869-70 city directory
indicates his residence at the corner of Third and Alley. The next city directory, from 1872-73,
simply lists Lucy F. Wright, “widow of Erastus” with an address of 103 North Fifth Street—
which would correspond to the house in the project area. Although this seems to be somewhat
contradictory data, it might suggest it was in that year (1869) that the family moved to this
location.

The circa 1873 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield indicates a large two story structure
fronting Fifth Street, with a kitchen wing extending to the rear (Koch 1873). This view contains
substantially more detail than the earlier bird’s eye view, and suggests that the house has a side
gable or hip roof and that the rear extension may have been constructed in two episodes. By this
date, the carriage house (and/or rear outbuilding) extended across the entirety of the rear lot line.
The 1876 Map of the City of Springfield, Ill. (Bird 1876) illustrates the location of the house but
not of the carriage house on the rear of the lot.

78 His neighbors in the Federal census were Richard Beach (presumably to the north), and Samuel Levi (to the
south).

79 See both the 1854 and 1858 city maps.
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Although owned by the Wright family in 1880, the 1880 Federal census does not indicate
that the Wright family was residing in this building. It is not known where Lucy Wright was
living in 1880. The 1880 Federal census suggests that the house at 330 North Fifth Street was
occupied by the Culp family. The head of the household was listed as Mary Culp—a 52-year old
female born in Ohio whose occupation was simply listed as “at home.” She was living with her
son (Harry, 21 years of age and listed as a “wkwtch”, and Sadie, an 18-year old who was ‘at
school”). Additionally, living within the household were Fanny Glidden (a 28-year old
daughter), Rose Hill (a 23 year old black servant), and Charles Harris (a 19 year old black
servant). Both servants were born in Missouri.

The Wright family continued to own the property through November 1888, at which time
Lucy Wright sold the house to an S. D. Scholes for the sum of $6,300 (Deed Record Book 84:
Page 524). A couple of months later, in January 1889, Scholes sold the house to R. L. McQuire
also for the sum of $6,300 (Deed Record Book 84:525). These last two deed records, although
transacted many months apart, were filed on the same day. During these later nineteenth century
years, it is not clear if the house was owner occupied or rental property.

This lot is first illustrated on the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map, which documents a
two-story brick dwelling with two rear wings (1½ and 2-stories in height). It is interesting to
note that the normal progression of the lowering in height of the rear extensions as one moves
towards the rear of the house is not practiced in this location. The two-story rear extension is
located towards the rear of the dwelling—which would have made for an awkward looking
structure. A single-story work porch, presumably located adjacent to the kitchen, was located
along the south side of the house towards the rear of the building. This map also indicates a
large two-story brick carriage house that extended the entire width of the lot. Although the 1896
Sanborn fire insurance map documents a similar landscape, it appears that the house had been
partially re-worked during the intervening years. The most dramatic change appears to be the
removal and re-building of the two-story rear extension, which shifts from brick to frame
construction during these years. By 1896, the footprint of this rear service wing had changed
shape slightly, and was now listed as only a single story in height and of frame construction.
Additionally, the carriage house was now noted as being only 1½-stories in height (not two-
stories as noted earlier). This difference may only represent a difference in height definitions
between the two map delineators. The 1917 map indicates that each of the two rear extensions
had been pushed an additional ½-story in height—both in frame construction. A second porch
appears on the far rear extension at this date, also facing south. The large carriage house
previously illustrated has disappeared and was replaced by a small single-story frame structure
located within the southeast corner of the lot. A circa 1912 panoramic photograph of this North
Fifth Street just barely includes a depiction of this house (see Figure 19).

By the early 1890s, this large single-family dwelling was being used as a boarding house
run by a Mrs. Millie Buck (1889-90 City Directory). A sampling of the Springfield city
directories have identified a variety of families living at this location through the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century years, and include James Adams (1896), J. M. Knox (1900-01, a
plumber by trade), Mrs. Cora Truckenmiller (1905), and J. F. Murphy (1910, 1915, 1920, and
1925). The 1930 city directory indicates two families (Paul Bollman and Mrs. Lorraine Graham)
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associated with the property—suggesting that it may have finally become a multi-family
dwelling sometime after 1925.80

Sometime between 1917 and 1941, this early brick dwelling was demolished and a
gasoline “filling station” was constructed on the lot. The 1935 Springfield city directory
indicates that the Champion Service Center was located at 330-334 North Fifth Street at that
time—and suggests that the brick house constructed on this lot was demolished sometime
between 1930 and 1935. The 1940 city directory associates both the Champion Service Station
and the Jesse Werner name with this address. The last mention of the Champion Service Station
at 330 North Fifth Street is in the 1948 Springfield city directory. It is assumed that the building
was demolished shortly after that date (circa 1950). From that time on, the lot functioned solely
as a surface parking lot.

The Archaeological Investigations: During the combined Phase II and Phase III
archaeological investigations, nearly the entirety of Lot 18 was stripped of its overburden in
search of subsurface features. The remains of the early twentieth century “filling station” are
centrally located within the lot, and have impacted a small portion of the earlier archaeological
resources. Nonetheless, these archaeological investigations uncovered nearly the complete
foundation remains of the house, as well as a variety of well preserved features representing both
mid-yard and rear-yard activity areas on this lot. At least nine privy pits (three of which are
brick lined), two cisterns, a potential small side yard cellar, and several small pits were present.
Additionally, structural posts document the location of the early carriage barn. The
archaeological deposits document the tailor and clothing merchant Thomas Little’s occupation of
this lot beginning in the early 1850s and continuing throughout much of the.

The archaeological investigations conducted on this lot uncovered nearly the complete
foundation remains of the house, a substantial brick-floored outbuilding (summer kitchen/wash
house), as well as a variety of well preserved features representing both mid-yard and rear-yard
activity areas on this lot. At least five privy pits (three of which are brick lined), two cisterns, a
potential small side yard cellar, and several small pits were present. Additionally, structural
posts document the location of the early carriage barn. The archaeological deposits appear to
have been associated with the Little and post-little family occupations. The following discussion
is organized around three distinctive components, which consist of 1) an Early Component (circa
1852-1870), 2) A Late Nineteenth Century Component (circa 1870-1895), and 3) an Early
Twentieth Century Component (circa 1895-1935).

1. The Early Component (Circa 1852-70): This component is associated with the initial
settlement of this lot, which probably occurred during the early 1850s by the Thomas Little
family. As such, features associated with this component probably were associated with the
merchant Thomas Little. Figure 52 illustrates the various features associated with the multiple
buildings on this lot during this component.

80 It is interesting to note that many of the city directories during these years indicate that 336 North Fi fth Street is
also located south of Mason Street. It is not clear what this may be referring to, as the address appears to be located
north of Mason Street. As such, it is believed that this is simply an error in the city directory.
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The most obvious feature associated with this component was the central core of the
house (as represented by Feature 208), which was remarkably well preserved. This house was a
rectangular block that measured approximately 27’9” along its front elevation, by 33’9” deep.
The size and configuration of the original back extension is unknown—albeit clearly smaller
than the later nineteenth century wing. The foundations of this house suggest that it was of a
side-hall plan, similar to houses presently in the Lincoln Home neighborhood (such as the
Dubois, Lyon, Beedle, Miller, Robinson, and Morse houses). Based on hints present in the circa
1912 photograph of the house (predominately the presence of a potential cupola), it is suspected
that the house was constructed as an early Italianate structure. Potentially associated with this
early house was a shallow cistern (Feature 44). This cistern was of the mortar-lined variety.
Evidence for an early, below-floor cellar within this early house is not well documented. If
present, this cellar would have been located beneath the original service wing, which was
completely obliterated by the later construction of the larger service wing and basement cellar
(Feature 109A and 109B).

Two sequential privy pits (Features 32 and 33) were located along the north property
boundary. Feature 33 appears to be the earlier of the two, and was located approximately 30’
from the rear alleyway. This privy appears to represent the earliest privy pit on the lot. The
second privy appears to be represented by Feature 32, which is located approximately 15’ from
the rear alley. A series of post holes (Feature 125) represent the remains of a carriage barn or
other frame outbuilding that measured approximately 14’ wide by either 22’ or 30’ in length.
This outbuilding was nestled within the far northeastern corner of the lot. The privy represented
by Feature 33 probably abutted this middle nineteenth century structure.

Three other features were noted within close proximity to these two privy pits, and may
have been associated with this early component. Feature 31, although of unknown function, may
have functioned as a shallow exterior storage cellar relatively contemporaneous with the adjacent
privy (Feature 32) and the carriage barn. Similarly, two shallow and irregular pits (Features 34
and 35) located less than 10’ from Feature 33 were probably associated with this early
component also. The function of these two pits is unclear, although they may simply represent
the deposition of construction and/or remodeling debris in low-lying depressions in the yard.
Very few artifacts were found in these pits. Features 41 and 42 also represent shallow
depressions of unknown function in this same activity area.

Three additional features located on the opposite side of the yard also may have been
associated with this early component. Feature 51 appears to represent an early midden. This
midden, which was located within the outer yard, contained a low artifact density and a relatively
high concentration of wood ash.

Located more in a mid-yard location along the southern boundary of the lot were Features
53 and 54. Feature 53 was a relatively shallow basin-shaped pit and Feature 54 was a shallow
rectangular pit, which probably functioned as a storage cellar. Few artifacts were recovered from
either of these pits.

The artifacts and features from this component—no doubt associated with the Thomas
Little family—document a relatively upper class urban family from the 1850s and early 1860s.
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Of interest are the substantial size of the house and the presence of a carriage barn. The lack of a
summer kitchen is also noteworthy—with the function of this outbuilding having been
incorporated into the structure of the house by this early 1850s date. Additionally, there does not
appear to have been a relatively large number of privy pits associated with this component—
suggesting that the privies were well cleaned out over the years.

2. The Late Nineteenth Century Component (Circa 1870-1890): This component was
probably associated with the Erastus Wright family—during the twilight years of his life. Figure
53 illustrates the various features associated with the multiple buildings on this lot during this
component.

The archaeological evidence documents several changes to the house during these years.
The archival evidence suggests the major re-building of the rear kitchen wing during these years.
The archaeology suggests the slight enlarging of this service wing (see Features 109A and B, and
110), with the subsequent construction of a new cistern (Feature 43). Additionally, a full-length
front porch was probably constructed on the house at this time (Features 106 and 107) or during
the subsequent component. It does appear that the carriage barn was expanded during these
years—having been enlarged to span the entire width of the lot similar to that on the adjacent Lot
17 to the south. This expanded carriage barn created a relatively enclosed mid-yard, similar to
that to the south with improved privacy and protection from outsiders.

Few privy pits are present from this era. Feature 48, a brick lined oval pit with an
attached sump pit identified as Feature 45, were probably constructed in circa 1870 for the
Wright family. It is unclear as to whether Feature 45 represents an earlier wood-lined privy
converted into a sump at a later date. Feature 46 represents a replacement wood-lined sump pit
located to the north and east of Feature 48. Although constructed during these years, this feature
complex probably was abandoned after this component. Feature 30 appears to represent a small
cellar from this period. It is situated immediately adjacent to Feature 31 (a similar and
potentially earlier pit of similar function). Except for the contents of Feature 45 and 48. Few
artifact-rich features were documented from this component. As such, the artifact assemblage
from this component is poorly documented.

3. The Early Twentieth Century Component (circa 1890-1940) : Drastic change occurred
to this building and the lot during the period circa 1890-1910. These changes were associated
with the shift of the property from single family, owner-occupied dwelling to a multi-family
rental property.

Several changes to the house occurred during these years. These changes included the
addition of a full-length porch (Features 206 and 207) and reworked rear service wing (Features
209 and 210). The new service wing measured approximately 23’9” square. With this service
wing was a full basement cellar (Feature 37A). With the rebuilding of the larger service wing, a
new, much larger, brick-lined cistern (Feature 43) was constructed. This rebuilding occurred
sometime between 1890 and 1896 (or between 1896 and 1917). At even a later date (circa
1920s?), the basement was again expanded into that area located beneath the main body of the
house (Feature 37B). This expanded cellar was created by the removal of a portion of the
original foundation wall and excavation of a portion of the original crawlspace. This enlarged
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cellar was most likely constructed with the modification of the house’s central heating system—
and a shift from heating stoves to a coal-burning, gravity-fed, hot-air system (often referred to as
an “octopus” furnace). Such systems became common during the later part of the nineteenth
century, and were widespread by the first decade of the twentieth century. It is not clear as to
when this change occurred at this property.

The earlier carriage barn and/or large rear building was demolished and replaced by a
much smaller frame structure located within the far southeastern corner of the lot. This
outbuilding is not indicated as a carriage house. Of particular interest is the presence of four
deep shaft features (Features 45, 46, 47, and 48) within the footprint of this structure. It has been
somewhat difficult to interpret these four features. Features 47 and 48 are oval, brick-lined pits
that clearly functioned as privies. Based on the feature morphology and artifact content, it would
appear that Feature 48 pre-dated Feature 47. Features 45 and 46 were deep, wood-lined shafts
that at first glance appeared to represent privy pits. Upon excavation, these deep shafts did not
appear to have fecal material in their bases, and both were connected to the adjacent brick-lined
privy identified as Feature 48 by way of a shallow drain-line trench. As such, it would appear
that Features 45 and 46—both of which were substantially deeper than the adjacent Feature 48—
may represent sump pits to drain excess fluids off the primary privy (Feature 48). As noted
earlier, Feature 45 and 48 were probably constructed during the earlier component (circa 1870)
as a brick-lined oval privy with wood-lined sump pit. This feature complex was abandoned
sometime during the early years of this component (circa 1890s), and was replaced by Feature
47. It is not clear as to whether Features 45 and 46 were contemporaneous or not. One potential
interpretation is that Feature 45 is earlier than Feature 46, and was the original sump pit
associated with the earlier privy identified as Feature 48. Upon abandonment of Feature 48, the
earlier sump was not abandoned, but also utilized as a sump for the new privy pit (Feature 47).
Another possibility is that these four pits were actually contemporaneous—with Feature 47 being
constructed during the later years of Feature 48’s life, and that the large outbuilding documented
on the 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map in the corner of the lot was constructed as a large urban
privy and wash house for use by the occupants of the multi-family dwelling located on this lot.

Located immediately west and outside of this large outbuilding, and adjacent to the south
property line, was another brick-lined pit (Feature 50). Unlike the two privy pits located within
this frame structure, this pit was roughly square in plan, and was constructed in a haphazard
manner from small, fragmentary salvaged and/or re-used brick, and exhibited poor workmanship.
This feature clearly functioned as a privy, and it is suspected to be the last privy on this lot.

City services or city utilities were also connected to the house at this time. Feature 36
represents a sanitary and/or storm sewer line that was connected to the house. This feature
appears to be contemporaneous with the later cistern (Feature 43). An underground water line
also, no doubt, was connected to the house during this same period. Although this feature was
not identified, it may potentially be represented by Feature 38, a trench which runs along the
north side of the house. Also, during the early years of the twentieth century, a city-wide,
municipal steam heat system was connected to the house. Feature 111 consists of two asbestos-
wrapped iron pipes set into a wooden subsurface box for distribution of the steam.
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A wealth of artifacts dating from this component were recovered—predominately from
the five deep shaft pits located in the southeast corner of the lot (Features 45, 46, 47, 48, and 50).
The artifacts in these features document a major change in the quality of life of the inhabitants of
this property from the earlier periods. These components document the rise of alcohol
consumption.
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Figure 49. Thomas Little’s 1866 advertisement for his “Ready-Made Clothing” (1866
Springfield City Directory).

Figure 50. In the early 1870s, Thomas Little left the project neighborhood and relocated to
a newly constructed Italianate house situated on North Grand Avenue (Brink, McCormick
and Company 1874:102).
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Figure 51. Archaeological features associated with the house documented on Lot 18 (330
North Fifth Street). The archaeological features documented a structure that had been
constructed in several episodes.
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Figure 52. Site plan for 330 North Fifth Street (Lot 18) illustrating the buildings
documented on the 1854 and 1858 city map (highlighted in yellow) and archaeological
features dating from the early to middle years of the nineteenth century. A suspected
house and carriage barn were documented on this lot at that time. Privies were located
along Mason Alley, whereas a suspected exterior cellar was located on the opposite side of
the lot.
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Figure 53. Site plan for 330 North Fifth Street (Lot 18) illustrating the buildings
documented on the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map (highlighted in yellow) and
archaeological features dating from the later years of the nineteenth century. By this date,
a large carriage barn at the alley had been constructed across the entire width of the lot.
The privy pits appear to have been located within one corner of the expanded carriage
house.
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Figure 54. Site plan for 330 North Fifth Street (Lot 18) illustrating the buildings
documented on the 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map (highlighted in yellow) and
archaeological features dating from the early years of the twentieth century. By this date,
the large carriage house had been demolished and a much smaller outbuilding had been
constructed in the southeast corner of the lot. This frame outbuilding may have housed the
privies identified by the archaeology in this location. Archaeological features represented
by dashed lines represent privies dating from an earlier component.
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Table 5

Archaeological Features
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum

West Half Parking Garage Project Area
(Block 2, Ninian Edwards Addition, Springfield)

Feature Suspected Approximate City Lot
Number Description Function Date Range Location

Phase II West Half of Block
(Existing Feature Numbers are Field Number Plus 100)

101 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 16
102 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
103 Shallow oval basin dog burial ca. 1880 15
104 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
105 Barrel set into rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
106 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
107 Shallow unlined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 16
108 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 16
109 Long narrow trench utility trench ca. 1880 15
110 Barrel set into rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
111 Shallow oval basin cinder disposal pit ca. 1880 15
112 Long narrow trench robbed foundation wall ca. 1880 15
113 Shallow oval basin trash pit ca. 1880 15
114 Rectangular basin trash pit or privy ? ca. 1880 15
115 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
116 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
117 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
118 Shallow, irregular basin unknown ? ca. 1880 15
119 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
120 Oval basin trash pit or privy ? ca. 1880 15
121 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
122 Oval basin trash pit or privy ? ca. 1880 15
123 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
124 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
125 Barrel set into rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 15
126 Unassigned number
127 Circular brick-lined pit cistern ca. 1880 14
128 Long, narrow trench drain line ca. 1880 14/15
129 Long, narrow trench robbed foundation wall ca. 1880 15
130 Rectangular pit pit cellar (or privy?) ca. 1870 18
131 Shallow rectangular basin pit cellar? ca. 1870 18
132 Wood-lined ? rectangular pit privy ca. 1870 18
133 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1870 18
134 Brick rubble concentration demolition discard ? ca. 1870 18
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135 Brick rubble concentration demolition discard ? ca. 1870 18
136 Irregular pit and/or trench sewer line ca. 1890 18
137A Brick wall perimeter foundation ca. 1850 18
137B Brick wall perimeter foundation ca. 1880 18
137B Concrete floor basement floor ca. 1920 18
138 Long, narrow trench utility line (drain?) ca. 1900 18
139 Unassigned number unknown
140 Large irregular pit removed fuel tank pit ca. 1980 18
141A Shallow oval basin unknown ca. 1900 18
141B Shallow irregular basin unknown ca. 1900 18
142 Shallow irregular basin unknown ca. 1900 18
143 Brick-lined circular pit cistern ca. 1870 18
144 Mortar-lined circular pit cistern ca. 1840 18
145 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy (or sump pit?) ca. 1880 18
146 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy (or sump pit?) ca. 1880 18
147 Brick lined ovoid pit privy ca. 1890 18
148 Brick lined oval pit privy ca. 1880 18
149 Unlined rectangular pit ash disposal pit ? ca. 1880 18
150 Brick-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1840 18
151 sheet midden refuse disposal area ca. 1860 18
152 Unassigned number
153 Shallow circular basin unknown ca. 1880 18
154 Shallow rectangular pit pit cellar ? ca. 1880 18
155 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 17
156 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 17
157 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 17
158 Brick-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1860 17
159 Brick-lined oval pit privy ca. 1860 17
160 Shallow irregular basin unknown ca. 1860 17
161 Shallow irregular basin unknown ca. 1880 17
162 Long, wide trench utility trench ca. 1920 17
163 Long, narrow trench utility trench ca. 1900 17
164 Large, deep irregular pit structure (demolished) ca. 1920 17
165 Irregular pit [and concrete wall?] builder’s trench ca. 1920 17
166 Wood-lined rectangular pit cellar (or privy?) ca. 1840 16

Phase III West Half of Block
167 unassigned number?
168 unassigned number?
169 Shallow square pit robbed post or pier? ca. 1880 17
170A Rectangular brick wall perimeter foundation ca. 1840 17
170B Brick pavement floor ca. 1840 17
171 Brick-lined shaft well ca. 1840 16
172 Brick-lined circular shaft cistern ca. 1840 16
173 Shallow rectangular pit outbuilding floor ? ca. 1840 16
174 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 16
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175 Shallow circular pit unknown ca. 1880 17
176 Shallow, narrow trench utility trench ca. 1880 17
177 Shallow oval pit unknown ca. 1880 17
178 Unlined rectangular pit privy ca. 1860 17
179 Unlined rectangular pit privy ca. 1860 16
180 long narrow trench utility line (drain) ca. 1920 17
181 Unlined rectangular pit privy ca. 1845 17
182A Unlined rectangular pit privy ca. 1850 17
182B Brick-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1855 17
183 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1840 17
184 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1870 16
185 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 16
186 Barrel set into round pit privy ca. 1890 16
187 Irregular pit unknown ca. 1920 16
188 Shallow oval basin trash pit ? ca. 1880 16
189 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 16
190 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1880 16
191 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1890 16
192 Barrel set into rectangular pit privy ca. 1890 16
193 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1890 16
194 Short, narrow trench robbed pier/foundation ca. 1860 16
195 Sheet midden refuse disposal area ca. 1840 17
196 Barrel set into round pit privy ca. 1870 16
197 Long, narrow trench utility trench (sewer) ca. 1920 16-17
198 Long, narrow trench utility trench (sewer) ca. 1920 16
199 Shallow rectangular pit outbuilding floor ? ca. 1880 16
200 Short brick wall foundation wall (porch) ca. 1850 16
201 Rectangular brick wall perimeter foundation ca. 1840 16
202 Small brick “wall” pier ca. 1840 16
203 Brick-walled pit basement cellar ca. 1840 17
204 Wood-lined rectangular pit privy ca. 1910 17
205 Shallow round pit post ? ca. 1910 16
206a brick wing walls step foundations ca. 1880 18
206b brick wing walls step foundations ca. 1880 18
207 U-shaped brick foundation porch foundations ca 1880 18
208 Brick foundation wall house foundation ca. 1840 18
209 Brick foundation wall house foundation ca. 1880 18
210a brick wing wall step foundations ca. 1880 18
210b brick wing wall step foundations ca. 1880 18
211 Wood lined trench steam heat lines ca. 1890 18
212 Brick foundation wall house foundation ca. 1840 17
213a Square brick pad porch pier (2) ca. 1840 17
213b Square brick pad porch pier (2) ca. 1840 17
214 Brick foundation wall porch foundation ca. 1840 17
215 Long, narrow trench utility line (steam?) ca. 1890 17
216 Long, narrow trench utility line ca. 1890 17
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217 Brick walled pit basement cellar ca. 1870 16
218 Brick foundation wall building foundation ca. 1870 16
219 Sheet midden refuse disposal area ca. 1880 16
220 Brick foundation wall warehouse foundation ca. 1900 16-17
221 Deep sand-filled pit unknown ca. 1930 17
222 Concrete foundation wall warehouse foundation ca. 1930 17
223 Concrete foundation wall filling station wall ca. 1910 17-18
224 line of square posts (multiple) fence ca 1890 16
225 line of square posts (multiple) post-in-ground building ca. 1850 18
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APPENDIX I

LOT PROVENIENCES
PARKING GARAGE (WEST 1/2)

Feature 1
F1-1 South ½, Level 1
F1-2 South ½, Level 2
F1-3 South ½, Level 3
F1-4 South ½, Level 4
F1-5 South ½, Level 5 (fecal)
F1-6 South ½, Level 6 (fecal)
F1-7 South ½, Level 7 (base)
F1-8 North ½, (very base black

soil)
F1-9 North ½, Zone I
F1-10 South ½, Zone II Upper Fecal

(Profile Wall)
F1-11 North ½, Zone II
F1-12 South ½, Builder’s Trench
F1-13 South ½, Unidentified Level

Feature 2
F2-1 Scraped Surface
F2-2 West ½, Level 1
F2-3 West ½, Level 2
F2-4 West ½, Level 3
F2-5 West ½, Level 5
F2-6 West ½, Level (6)
F2-7 West ½, Level (7)

(Base/Fecal)
F2-8 East ½, Zone III

Feature 3
F3-1 All levels

Feature 4
F4-1 Scraped Surface
F4-2 South ½, Level 1
F4-3 South ½, Level 2
F4-4 South ½, Level 3

F4-5 South ½, Level 4
F4-6 South ½, Level 5
F4-7 North ½, Zone-Upper Fecal
F4-8 North ½, Zone Lower Fecal

Feature 5
F5-1 Scraped Surface
F5-2 South ½, Level 1
F5-3 South ½, Level 3
F5-4 South ½, Barrel/Lower Fill,

Below Barrel
F5-5 South ½, Barrel/Builder’s

Trench
F5-6 South ½, in Barrel/Profile
F5-7 North ½, Zone? Upper Fecal
F5-8 North ½, Zone 5 Fecal
F5-9 North ½, Zone? Lower Fecal

Feature 6
F6-1 Scraped Surface
F6-2 East ½, Level 1
F6-3 East ½, Level 2
F6-4 East ½, Level 3
F6-5 East ½, Level 4 (Fecal)
F6-6 West ½, Zone ? (Upper Fills)
F6-7 West ½, Zone V
F6-8 West ½, Lower Fecal
F6-9 East ½, Builder’s Trench

Feature 7
F7-1 Scraped Surface
F7-2 East ½, Level 1
F7-3 East ½, Level 2 (Base of

Feature)
F7-4 West ½, Zone I
F7-5 West ½, Zone II
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Feature 8
F8-1 Scraped Surface
F8-2 South ½, Level 1
F8-3 South ½, Level 2
F8-4 South ½, Level 3
F8-5 South ½, Level 4
F8-6 South ½, Level 4
F8-7 South ½, Level 5
F8-8 South ½, Level 5
F8-9 South ½, Level 6
F8-10 South ½, Level 6
F8-11 North ½, Zone I
F8-12 North ½, Zone III (Upper

fills)
F8-13 North ½, Zone III (Mid-level

fills)
F8-14 North ½, Zone III (Lower

fills)
F8-15 North ½, Zone IV

Feature 10
F10-1 West ½, Level 1
F10-2 West ½, Level 2
F10-3 West ½, Level 3
F10-4 West ½, Level 4
F10-5 West ½, (Level 5)
F10-6 West ½, (Level 6) (base)
F10-7 West ½, (Level 7)
F10-8 West ½, Level 7 (back dirt)
F10-9 East ½, Profile Wall
F10-10 East ½, Zone IV (Fill behind

barrel in Wood Box)
F10-11 East ½, Zone VI (Lower

Fecal at Base of Barrel)

Feature 11
F11-1 Scraped Surface

Feature 12
F12-1 Scraped Surface

Feature 13

F13-1 Scraped Surface

Feature 14
F14-1 Scraped Surface
F14-2 East ½, Level 1
F14-3 East ½, Level 2
F14-4 East ½, Level 3
F14-5 East ½, Level 4
F14-6 West ½, Zones I and II
F14-7 West ½, Zone III
F14-8 West ½, Zone IV (Fecal)
F14-9 Posthole [or connector] South

West Corner

Feature 15
F15-1 Scraped Surface
F15-2 West ½, Level 1
F15-3 West ½, Level 2
F15-4 West ½, Level 3
F15-5 West ½, Level 4
F15-6 West ½, Level 5
F15-7 West ½, Level 6
F15-8 East ½, Zones II and III
F15-9 East ½, Zone IV
F15-10 East ½, Zone V
F15-11 East ½, Zone VI
F15-12 East ½, Zones VIII and IX
F15-13 East ½, Zone X
F15-14 East ½, Zone XI
F15-15 West ½, Builder’s Trench
F15-16 East ½, Zone ? (Base Fecal)
F15-17 Builder’s Trench along East

Wall

Feature 16
F16-1 Scraped Surface
F16-2 East ½, Level 1
F16-3 East ½, Level 2
F16-4 East ½, Level 3
F16-5 West ½, Post Along West

Side of Feature
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Feature 17
F17-1 South ½, Level 1
F17-2 South ½, Level 2
F17-3 South ½, Level 3

(Base/Fecal)
F17-4 North ½, Zone I
F17-5 North ½, Zone II
F17-6 North ½, Builder’s Trench

(Base)

Feature 18
F18-1 Scraped Surface
F18-2 East ½, Level 1

Feature 19
F19-1 Scraped Surface
F19-2 North East ½, Level 1
F19-3 North East ½, Level 2
F19-4 North East ½, Level 3
F19-5 Profile Wall
F19-6 South West ½, Upper Fills

(Zones I, II, III)
F19-7 South West ½, Top of Fecal

Zone (Zone V)
F19-8 South West ½, Fecal Zone

(Zones V and VI)

Feature 20
F20-1 North ½, Level 1
F20-2 North ½, Level 2
F20-3 South ½

Feature 21
F21-1 Scraped Surface
F21-2 South ½, Level 1
F21-3 South ½, Level 1 (Builder’s

Trench)
F21-4 South ½, Level 2
F21-5 South ½, Level 3
F21-6 South ½, Level 4
F21-7 South ½, Level 5
F21-8 South ½, Level 6

F21-9 North ½, Zone III

Feature 22
F22-1 South West ½, Level 1
F22-2 South ½, Level 1
F22-3 South West ½, Level 3

(Base/Fecal)
F22-4 South West ½, Level 3

(Base/Fecal)

Feature 23
F23-1 Scraped Surface
F23-2 North ½, Level 1
F23-3 North ½, Level 2
F23-4 North ½, Level 3
F23-5 North ½, Level 4
F23-6 North ½, Level 5
F23-7 North ½, Base
F23-8 South ½, Zone IV

Feature 24
F24-1 Surface
F24-2 North ½, Level 1
F24-3 North ½, Level 2
F24-4 North ½, Level 3 (Fecal)
F24-5 South ½, Zones I and II

(Upper Fills)
F24-6 South ½, Zone IV (Fecal)
F24-7 North ½, Builder’s Trench

Feature 25
F25-1 North ½, Level 1
F25-2 North ½, Level 2
F25-3 North ½, Level 3
F25-4 South ½, Zones I through III

(Upper Fills)
F25-5 South ½, Zones IV and V

(Fecal)

Feature 27
F27-1 Scraped surface
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Feature 30
F30-1 South ½, Level 1
F30-2 South ½, Level 2
F30-3 South ½, Level 3
F30-4 South ½, Level 4
F30-5 South ½, Level 5
F30-6 North ½, Zone I

Feature 31
F31-1 Scraped Surface
F31-2 West ½, Level I

Feature 32
F32-1 South ½, Level I
F32-2 South ½, Level 2
F32-3 South ½, Level 3 (Builders

Trench)
F32-4 South ½, Level 4
F32-5 South ½, Level 5
F32-6 South ½, Level 6
F32-7 South ½, Level 7
F32-8 North ½, Zone II
F32-9 North ½, Zone III
F32-10 North ½, Zone IV
F32-11 North ½, Zones V and VI

Feature 33
F33-1 South ½, Level 1
F33-2 South ½, Level 2
F33-3 South ½, Level 3
F33-4 South ½, Level 4
F33-5 South ½, Level 5
F33-6 South ½, Level 6 (base)
F33-7 North ½, Zone I
F33-8 North ½, Zone III
F33-9 North ½, Fecal Zone

Feature 36
F36-1 Scraped Surface

Feature 41
F41-1 Scraped surface
F41-2 South ½, Zone II

Feature 42
F42-1 East ½

Feature 43
F43-1 Surface
F43-2 South ½, Fill Above Dome
F43-3 South ½, Level 1
F43-4 South ½, Level 2
F43-5 South ½, Level 3
F43-6 South ½, Level 4
F43-7 South ½, Level 5
F43-8 South ½, Level 6
F43-9 South ½, Level 7 (Base)

Feature 44
F44-1 Surface
F44-2 South ½, Zone I
F44-3 South ½, Zone IV

Feature 45
F45-1 Scraped Surface; (between

Features 45 and 48)
F45-2 Scraped Surface

(Surrounding features)
F45-3 South ½, Level I
F45-4 South ½, Level 2
F45-5 South ½, Level 3
F45-6 South ½, Level 4
F45-7 South ½, Level 5
F45-8 South ½, Level 6
F45-9 South ½, Level 7

Feature 46
F46-1 Scraped Surface
F46-2 East ½, Level 1
F46-3 East ½, Level 2
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F46-4 East ½, Level 3
F46-5 East ½, Level 4
F46-6 East ½, Level 5
F46-7 West ½, Zone IV
F46-8 West ½, Zone V

Feature 47
F47-1 Scraped surface
F47-2 West ½, Level 1
F47-3 West ½, Level 2
F47-4 West ½, Level 3
F47-5 West ½, Level 4
F47-6 West ½, Level 5
F47-7 West ½, Level 6
F47-8 East ½, Zone I
F47-9 East ½, Zone II
F47-10 East ½, Zone III
F47-11 East ½, Fill in Drain Tile

(probably Zone III)
F47-12 East ½, Zones III and IV
F47-13 East ½, Zone IV
F47-14 Post in North West Corner of

Feature

Feature 48
F48-1 Southeast ¼, Level 1
F48-2 Southeast ¼, Level 1

(Builder’s Trench)
F48-3 Southeast ¼, Level 2
F48-4 Southeast ¼, Level 3
F48-5 Southeast ¼, Level 4
F48-6 Southeast ¼, Level 5
F48-7 Southeast ¼, Level 6
F48-8 Southeast ¼, Level 7
F48-9 Southeast ¼, Level 8
F48-10 Southeast ¼, Level 9
F48-11 Southeast ¼, Level 10

Feature 49
F49-1 Top of Builder’s Trench

(Midden)
F49-2 West ½, Level 1

Feature 50
F50-1 Surface
F50-2 South 2/3, Level 1
F50-3 South 2/3, Level 2
F50-4 South 2/3, Level 3
F50-5 South 2/3, Level 4
F50-6 North 1/3, Zone I
F50-7 North 1/3, Zones III and IV
F50-8 North 1/3, Zone III
F50-9 North 1/3, Zone IV

Feature 51
F51-1 Scraped Surface

Feature 52
F52-1 Scraped Surface

Feature 54
F54-1 North ½, Level 1

Feature 55
F55-1 Surface
F55-2 East ½, Level 1
F55-3 East ½, Level 2
F55-4 East ½, Level 3
F55-5 East ½, Level 3?
F55-6 East ½, Level 4
F55-7 East ½, Zone II (Profile

Wall)
F55-8 East ½, Zone III (Profile

Wall)
F55-9 West ½, Zone ? (Fecal)

Feature 56
F56-1 East ½, Level 1
F56-2 East ½, Level 2
F56-3 East ½, Level 3
F56-4 East ½, Level 4
F56-5 East ½, Level 5
F56-6 East ½, Level 6
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F56-7 East ½, Level 7 (Base)
F56-8 Profile Wall

Feature 57
F57-1 West ½, Level 1
F57-2 West ½, Level 2
F57-3 East ½
Unknown Provenience

Feature 58
F58-1 Scraped Surface
F58-2 East ½, Level 1
F58-3 East ½, Level 2
F58-4 East ½, Level 3
F58-5 East ½, Level 4
F58-6 East ½, Level 5
F56-7 West ½, Zone I, II, and III
F58-8 West ½, Zone IV
F58-9 West ½, Zone V
F58-10 West ½, Zone VI (Fecal)

Feature 59
F59-1 North ½, Level 1
F59-2 North ½, Level 2
F59-3 North ½, Level 3
F59-4 North ½, Level ?
F59-5 North ½, Level 4
F59-6 North ½, Level 5
F59-7 South ½, Zone I
F59-8 South ½, Zone II
F59-9 South ½, Zone III
F59-10 South ½, Zone IV
F59-11 South ½, Zone V
F59-12 North ½, Base of pit
F59-13 Back dirt

Feature 60
F60-1 Scraped Surface
F60-2 South ½, Level 1
F60-3 South ½, Level 1
F60-4 North ½, Zone I

Feature 61
F61-1 Scraped Surface
F61-2 West ½, Level 1
F61-3 West ½, Level 2

Feature 65
F65-1 Level 1

Feature 66
F66-1 South ½, Level 3
F66-2 South ½, Level ? (Base)
F66-3 North ½, Zone I
F66-4 North ½, Zone ? (Base)
F66-5 North ½
F66-6 North ½
F66-7 North ½

Feature 67
F67-1 East ½, Level 1
F67-2 East ½, Level 2

Feature 69
F69-1 South ½, Level 1

Feature 70
F70-1 Scraped Surface
F70-2 Builder’s Trench

Feature 71
F71-1 Level 1

Feature 74
F74-1 Scraped Surface
F74-2 West ½, Level 1
F74-3 West ½, Level 2

Feature 75
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F75-1 Scraped Surface
F75-2 East ½, Level 1

Feature 76
F76-1 Level 1

Feature 77
F77-1 Profile Wall

Feature 78
F78-1 Scraped Surface
F78-2 West ½, Level 1
F78-3 West ½, Level 2
F78-4 West ½, Level 3
F78-5 East ½, Zone I
F78-6 East ½, Zone ? (Upper fills)
F78-7 East ½, Zone ? (Lower fills)

Feature 79
F79-1 West ½, Level 1
F79-2 West ½, Level 2
F79-3 West ½, Level 3
F79-4 East ½, Zone I
F79-5 East ½, Zone II to base

Feature 81
F81-1 Scraped Surface
F81-2 East ½, Level 1
F81-3 Drain Line Fill (Features 81

and 82 Mixed)

Feature 82
F82-1 Scraped Surface
F82-2 East ½, Level 1 (Area A)
F82-3 East ½, Level 1 (Area B)
F82-4 East ½, Level 2 (Area B)
F82-5 West ½, Area A, Zone ?

(Upper Fills)
F82-6 West ½, Area A, Zone ?

(Lower Fills)

F82-7 West ½, Area B, Zone I
F82-8 West ½, Area B, Zones II-IV
F82-9 Back Dirt

Feature 83
F83-1 Scraped Surface
F83-2 East ½, Level 1
F83-3 West ½, Zone I
F83-4 West ½, Zone ? (Cinder Cap)
F83-5 West ½, Zone ? (Dark Cap

Fill above Ash)
F83-6 West ½, Zone ? (Ash Fill)
F83-7 West ½, Zone ? (Dark Fill at

Base)

Feature 84
F84-1 Scraped Surface
F84-2 South ½, Level 1
F84-3 South ½, Level 2
F84-4 South ½, Level 3
F84-5 South ½, Level 4
F84-6 North ½, Zone I
F84-7 North ½, Zone ? (Upper

Fecal)
F84-8 North ½, Zone ? (Lower

Fecal)

Feature 85
F85-1 South ½, Level 1
F85-2 South ½, Level 2
F85-3 South ½, Level 3
F85-4 South ½, Level 4
F85-5 South ½, Level 5
F85-6 South ½, Level 6
F85-7 South ½, Level 6 (West Half

Topsoil Fill)
F85-8 Zone I
F85-9 Zone ?
F85-10 Zone ?

Feature 86
F86-1 South ½, Level 1
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F86-2 South ½, Level 2
F86-3 South ½, Level 3
F86-4 South ½, Fill behind and

beneath barrel
F86-5 North ½, Zone I
F86-6 North ½, Zone II
F86-7 North ½, Zone III
F86-8 North ½, Zone IV

Feature 87
F87-1 South ½, Level 1
F87-2 South ½, Level 2

Feature 88
F88-1 Scraped Surface
F88-2 East ½, Level 1

Feature 89
F89-1 South ½, Level 1
F89-2 South ½, Level 2
F89-3 South ½, Level 3
F89-4 South ½, Level 4
F89-5 South ½, Level 5

Feature 90
F90-1 South ½, Level 1
F90-2 South ½, Level 2
F90-3 South ½, Level 3
F90-4 South ½, Level 4
F90-5 South ½, Level 5
F90-6 South ½, Level 6
F90-7 North ½, Zone I
F90-8 North ½, Zone IV

Feature 91
F91-1 South ½, Level 1
F91-2 South ½, Level 2
F91-3 South ½, Level 3
F91-4 South ½, Level 4

Feature 92
F92-1 South ½, Level 1
F92-2 South ½, Level 2
F92-3 South ½, Level 3
F92-4 South ½, Level 4

Feature 93
F93-1 Surface
F93-2 East ½, Level 1 (to Base)
F93-3 West ½, Zone I
F93-4 West ½, Zones II and III
F93-5 West ½, Zone IV (Fecal

Zone)
F93-6 West ½, Zone ? (Fecal Zone)
F93-7 Feature 93 and 96 mixed fills

Feature 94
F94-1 Cross section trench

Feature 95
F95-1 Scraped surface

Feature 96
F96-1 Scraped Surface
F96-2 East ½, Level 1
F96-3 West ½, Fecal Zone

Feature 99
F99-1 Surface
F99-2 South ½, Level 1
F99-3 North ½, Zone I

Feature 100
F100-2

Feature 103
F103-1 Level 1 (Trench)
F103-2 Level 1
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Feature 104
F104-1 West ½, Level 1
F104-2 West ½, Level 3 (Fecal)
F104-3 East ½, Zone III (Fecal)

Feature 105
F105-1 North ½, Level 1

Feature 106
F106-1 West ½, Level 3
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APPENDIX II

LOT INVENTORIES
PARKING GARAGE (WEST 1/2)

[Numbers in parenthesis represent ceramic or glass vessel number; refer to Appendix IV
for description of that vessel.]

Feature 1
Lot F1-1
40 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
9 milk glass lamp chimney?
6 salt glazed stoneware
3 metallic Albany slipped stoneware
1 toy porcelain saucer
1 (F1-1)
1 (F1-2)
2 (F1-3)
4 (F1-4)
1 (F1-5)
1 (F1-6)
8 (F1-37)
1 (F1-38)
1 (F1-39)
1 (F1-40)
1 (F1-41)
6 (F1-42)
1 (F1-43)
1 (F1-44)
2 (F1-45)
14 clear container glass
1 clear container glass, melted
2 amber container glass
6 aqua container glass
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
1 Kelly green container glass
1 aqua container glass (frosted)
3 kaolin pipe bowl
1 mica sheet
1 leather
2 calcined bone
1 wire drawn nails (1¼” long)

71 machine cut nail fragments
3 sheet metal/iron container rim
1 machine cut nail (3½” long)
2 machine cut nail (2½” long)
4 aqua window glass

coke
19 bone

Lot F1-2
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain (burned)
5 undecorated milk glass (chimney

globe?)
2 (F1-7)
1 (F1-8)
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
6 Albany slipped earthenware
1 salt glazed stoneware
5 (F1-37)
1 (F1-40)
31 (F1-44)
7 (F1-45)
1 (F1-46)
2 (F1-47)
28 clear container glass
1 (F1-48)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.66”

diameter)
1 kaolin pipe bowl and stem (with a

heel spur)
1 wood dowel (approximately ¼”

diameter; painted green)
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10 rubberized fabric
1 wire drawn nail fragment
7 machine cut nails
36 machine cut nail fragments
11 iron container fragments
2 unidentified iron
20 aqua window glass
1 coke/coal
32 bone

Lot F1-3
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F1-9)
23 (F1-10)
1 (F1-11)
1 (F1-12)
1 (F1-13)
1 stoneware drain tile (extruded)
1 (F1-42)
1 (F1-44)
1 (F1-49)
1 (F1-50)
5 clear container glass
1 dark green container glass
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.68”

diameter)
1 milk glass cuff link (.4” diameter)
1 lined writing slate
4 wood rattan (painted green)
26 rubber
45 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 iron container base (round) (2¼”

diameter)
3 unidentified iron
7 aqua window glass
1 clinker
2 limestone
21 bone

Lot F1-4
1 redware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 child’s toy porcelain saucer
1 (F1-6)

1 (F1-14)
1 (F1-15)
1 (F1-16)
1 (F1-17)
2 (F1-18)
1 (F1-19)
2 (F1-42)
3 (F1-59)
1 (F1-51)
1 (F1-52)
3 (F1-53)
1 (F1-54)
6 (F1-55)
1 porcelain furniture knob (2”

diameter)
1 swirled red paste door knob
9 rubberized fabric
1 fabric
1 umbrella/parasol shaft (wood and

brass)
1 unidentified brass
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
15 machine cut nail fragments
7 unidentified iron
2 aqua window glass
3 wood

Lot F1-5
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F1-17)
2 (F1-20)
1 (F1-21)
1 (F1-22)
1 (F1-44)
3 (F1-53)
1 (F1-55)
1 (F1-56)
4 (F1-57)
1 (F1-58)
10 (F1-59)
2 (F1-60)
2 (F1-61)
18 (F1-62)
1 (F1-63)
1 (F1-64)
1 (F1-65)
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1 (F1-66)
2 blue container glass
1 milk container glass
2 aqua container glass
22 clear container glass
1 slate writing pencil
1 pipe stem (bone)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.5”

diameter)
5 blue pigment
3 shoe heels
1 fabric
37 machine cut nail fragments
4 machine nails (4” long)
4 unidentified iron
1 large diameter kettle rim (cast iron)
10 aqua window glass
4 lime
1 shaley coal
1 newsprint
23 bone

Lot F1-6
1 child’s toy porcelain saucer
2 (F1-23)
3 (F1-24)
2 (F1-25)
8 (F1-26)
26 clear chimney glass
3 (F1-62)
1 (F1-63)
5 (F1-67)
1 (F1-68)
1 (F1-69)
4 (F1-70)
2 (F1-71)
1 (F1-72)
3 (F1-73)
2 aqua container, glass melted
3 amber container glass
2 clear container glass
2 spectacle lenses
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust decoration (.36” diameter)
1 hard rubber rod (…ABER) (3/16”

diameter)

1 brass shell casing (.61” diameter)
(mechanical pencil)

1 shoe heel
1 brass boot clip (with rubberized

fabric)
13 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails
3 unidentified iron (furnace/hot air

vent grill)
4 iron container fragments
11 aqua window glass

coal
shaley coal

2 wood
57 bone

Lot F1-7
1 milk glass (chimney globe?)
1 (F1-24)
1 (F1-26)
1 clear chimney glass
1 (F1-57)
5 (F1-74)
2 (F1-72)
1 (F1-75)
11 newsprint
1 spectacle lens
1 brass/copper ring fragment (glasses)
1 machine cut nail fragment
12 aqua window glass
1 coal
4 wood
20 bone

Lot F1-8
8 (F1-27)
1 (F1-52)
1 (F1-73)
1 (F1-76)
1 aqua container glass
1 white glazed/porcelain marble (.74”

diameter)
1 glass loop shank button (blue) (.44”

diameter)
1 iron button (.41” diameter)
1 machine cut nail (4¼” long)
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1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 aqua window glass
18 bone

Lot F1-9
6 undecorated whiteware
1 Albany slipped earthenware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
3 (F1-17)
1 (F1-21)
1 (F1-28)
2 (F1-29)
2 (F1-30)
1 (F1-31)
1 salt glazed hand turned drain tile
6 (F1-45)
1 (F1-52)
4 (F1-57)
1 (F1-77)
2 (F1-79)
1 (F1-78)
1 (F1-80)
3 (F1-81)
7 aqua container glass
12 clear container glass
3 clear chimney glass
2 aqua container glass melted
1 4-hole milk glass button with

piecrust (.61” diameter)
1 porcelain and brass window lock

decoration arm
2 roofing slate
1 brass shell casing (.61” diameter)

(center fire)
6 machine cut nail fragments
11 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F1-10
1 (F1-59)

Lot F1-11
1 undecorated creamware (?)
7 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated ironstone

1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
(extruded but with hand cut end)

1 (F1-4)
1 (F1-9)
1 (F1-22)
7 (F1-32)
2 (F1-33)
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 (F1-34)
1 aqua container glass melted
1 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F1-50)
2 (F1-62)
1 (F1-82)
1 (F1-83)
1 (F1-84)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 writing slate fragment
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 nearly whole aqua windowpane

(3.40 millimeter thick; 9” width)
6 aqua window glass
14 bone

Lot F1-12
1 unglazed red paste earthenware

(hand turned)
1 undecorated yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F1-16)
1 (F1-35)
2 (F1-36)
2 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bone

Lot F1-13
1 extruded stoneware drain tile (5¼”

outside diameter), hand trimmed
edges (minimally 18” long)

1 limestone (discarded; not worked)
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Feature 2
Lot F2-1
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F2-36)
1 glass
1 bone

Lot F2-2
15 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated milk glass
2 (F2-1)
1 (F2-2)
2 (F2-3)
3 (F2-4)
3 (F2-5)
1 (F2-6)
1 (F2-7)
3 (F2-8)
9 (F2-9)
8 aqua container glass
11 clear container glass
1 Kelly green container glass
8 (F2-28)
17 (F2-29)
1 (F2-30)
18 (F2-31)
6 (F2-32)
1 (F2-33)
19 (F2-34)
1 porcelain animal (horse) figurine leg
1 porcelain doll arm
1 glazed marble (.58” diameter)

(burned Rockingham glazed)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.47”

diameter)
1 iron strap clothing clasp
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified cast iron (with letters)
7 aqua window glass
1 wood
2 bone

Lot F2-3

7 (F2-4)
1 (F2-10)
7 (F2-11)
1 (F2-12)
2 undecorated whiteware
2 (F2-28)
1 iron bolt with nut (4" long,

approximately ¾” diameter)
4 aqua window glass

Lot F2-4
1 (F2-3)
2 (F2-12)
4 (F2-13)
5 (F2-14)
1 (F2-15)
2 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 iron container fragment
6 aqua window glass

Lot F2-5
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile

(extruded)
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
3 undecorated porcelain
1 (F2-13)
1 (F2-14)
2 (F2-15)
1 (F2-16)
1 (F2-17)
3 (F2-18)
10 (F2-19)
2 (F2-20)
8 (F2-21)
9 (F2-22)
2 (F2-23)
8 (F2-24)
2 (F2-27)
52 clear container glass
4 clear lightening glass
17 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F2-37)
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1 (F2-38)
3 (F2-39)
2 (F2-40)
1 (F2-41)
1 (F2-42)
1 (F2-43)
1 (F2-44)
1 (F2-45)
1 (F2-46)
1 (F2-47)
1 (F2-48)
3 (F2-49)
2 (F2-50)
2 (F2-51)
1 (F2-52)
1 (F2-53)
1 (F2-54)
3 (F2-55)
3 (F2-56)
2 (F2-57)
10 (F2-58)
10 (F2-59)
1 brass teaspoon
3 brass/copper electrical wire (fabric

coated)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.62”

diameter)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.68”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edge (.64” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.5”

diameter)
1 milk glass cuff link (.47” diameter)
1 peach pit
1 fabric
6 leather shoes (6 adult shoes)
1 leather shoe (child)
20 leather shoe fragments
9 iron container fragments (enameled

pan)
1 iron/brass parasol/umbrella glide
1 iron band
4 unidentified iron

3 machine cut nail fragments
2 wire drawn nails (2½” long)
56 aqua window glass
11 bone

Lot F2-6
1 (F2-23)
10 (F2-57)
2 (F2-58)
10 (F2-60)
10 (F2-61)
13 (F2-92)
1 (F2-62)
10 (F2-64)
21 (F2-65)
1 (F2-66)
1 (F2-68)
3 (F2-69)
1 (F2-70)
1 (F2-71)
1 (F2-76)
1 (F2-77)
4 (F2-78)
1 (F2-79)
1 (F2-80)
1 (F2-81)
1 (F2-83)
1 (F2-84)
1 (F2-85)
1 undecorated porcelain
1 white/milk glass
18 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
1 leather shoe (adult)
1 leather shoe (child)
5 bone

Lot F2-7
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 painted porcelain
3 (F2-19)
1 Albany slipped earthenware
1 salt glazed stoneware
6 (F2-27)
5 (F2-32)
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2 (F2-39)
1 (F2-49)
3 (F2-56)
1 (F2-58)
2 (F2-59)
4 (F2-66)
1 (F2-67)
34 (F2-69)
10 (F2-73)
1 (F2-74)
1 (F2-75)
2 (F2-77)
1 (F2-82)
1 (F2-83)
1 (F2-86)
4 (F2-87)
2 (F2-88)
1 (F2-89)
3 (F2-90)
4 (F2-91)
2 (F2-93)
9 (F2-94)
30 (F2-95)
1 (F2-96)
6 (F2-97)
1 (F2-98)
15 (F2-99)
2 aqua window glass
40 aqua container glass
123 clear container glass
6 clear lightening glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 porcelain doll face (painted)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.62”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.5”

diameter)
1 milk glass cuff link (.33” diameter)
1 fabric
8 leather (1 male shoe/boot)
1 wire drawn nail
1 machine cut nail
2 unidentified metal
1 aqua window glass
3 wood
46 bone

Lot F2-8
1 Bristol glazed/Albany slipped

stoneware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 milk glass
2 (F2-23)
1 (F2-22)
1 (F2-25)
1 (F2-26)
3 (F2-27)
1 (F2-33)
12 (F2-90)
1 (F2-100)
1 (F2-101)
1 (F2-102)
1 (F2-103)
3 (F2-104)
1 (F2-105)
1 (F2-106)
1 (F2-107)
1 blue Rockingham glazed marble

(.68” diameter)
5 4-hole milk glass buttons (.5”

diameter)
1 milk glass cuff link (.5” diameter)
1 fabric
1 wheel engraved (floral) aqua flat

glass (1.77 millimeters thick) (clock)
3 aqua window glass
17 bone

Feature 3
Lot F3-1
12 bone

Feature 4
Lot F4-1
3 thick Bristol glazed stoneware
1 undecorated porcelain
2 (F4-1)
1 (F4-2)
2 (F4-3)
2 (F4-4)
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Lot F4-2
6 (F4-4)
10 (F4-5)
1 (F4-6)
18 (F4-7)
4 (F4-8)
2 (F4-9)
16 (F4-10)
1 (F4-11)
6 (F4-12)
1 (F4-13)
1 (F4-15)
2 (F4-16)
4 (F4-17)
1 (F4-18)
1 (F4-19)
1 (F4-20)
2 (F4-21)
5 (F4-22)
1 (F4-23)
1 (F4-24)
2 (F4-219)
1 (F4-220)
2 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
27 undecorated whiteware
1 painted (blue, spray) Bristol glazed

stoneware
5 undecorated ironstone
1 Peoria Glazed stoneware with

impressed “F…”
12 Peoria Glazed stoneware
5 Bristol glazed stoneware
9 salt glazed stoneware
2 extruded salt glazed stoneware drain

tile (late, thick walled)
3 (F4-75)
3 (F4-76)
2 (F4-77)
3 (F4-78)
2 (F4-79)
2 (F4-80)
1 (F4-81)
5 (F4-82)
3 (F4-83)

3 (F4-84)
2 (F4-85)
2 (F4-86)
1 (F4-87)
1 (F4-88)
1 (F4-89)
1 (F4-90)
1 (F4-91)
2 (F4-92)
6 (F4-93)
2 (F4-94)
27 (F4-95)
3 (F4-96)
4 (F4-97)
2 (F4-98)
2 (F4-99)
2 (F4-100)
2 (F4-101)
24 amber container glass
233 clear container glass
42 aqua container glass
4 milk glass body
6 dark green/black container glass
5 clear chimney glass
1 yellow/light amber container glass?
1 rose colored melted glass
1 clear pressed glass
9 shoe leather (1 sole)
1 brass eyelet
1 copper wire (.098” diameter; bent)
1 copper wire (.082” diameter;

twisted)
1 cast iron handle (6½” long) (silver

plate handle or cast iron skillet
handle)

37 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (4 1/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (4” long)
1 wire drawn nail (1 7/8” long)
1 unidentified brass fastener
170 aqua window glass

coal sample
1 clinker
7 bone

Lot F4-3
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4 (F4-25)
1 (F4-26)
8 (F4-27)
3 (F4-28)
1 (F4-29)
1 (F4-30)
3 (F4-31)
1 (F4-32)
1 (F4-33)
2 (F4-34)
2 (F4-35)
6 undecorated whiteware
3 salt glazed stoneware
3 Albany slipped stoneware
1 salt glazed drain tile
1 molded, bell end, hand trimmed with

hole cut in center for “tap”)
5 wire drawn nails
5 unidentified brass
1 unidenified iron
14 aqua window glass
3 coal
1 brick
5 bone

Lot F4-4
5 (F4-36)
2 (F4-37)
1 (F4-38)
1 (F4-39)
1 (F4-40)
2 (F4-41)
1 (F4-42)
1 (F4-43)
1 (F4-102)
1 (F4-103)
1 (F4-104)
1 (F4-105)
1 (F4-106)
1 (F4-107)
1 (F4-108)
1 (F4-109)
2 (F4-110)
1 (F4-111)
1 (F4-112)
1 (F4-113)

3 (F4-114)
1 (F4-115)
6 (F4-116)
1 (F4-117)
1 salt paste porcelain
2 salt glazed stoneware drain
1 Bristol glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped earthenware
1 porcelain electrical insulator (knob

and tube wiring)
2 aqua window glass
1 clear glass tableware
5 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
3 clear chimney glass
1 (F4-118)
1 cork
2 rubberized fabric
1 loop shank milk glass button (8-point

star design on front) (.87” diameter)
1 iron container (enameled)
1 machine cut nail

shaley coal
4 bone

Lot F4-5
4 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 unglazed buff paste earthenware with

“scale” decoration
1 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
13 clear container glass
8 clear chimney glass
1 (F4-9)
2 (F4-28)
1 (F4-29)
3 (F4-36)
5 (F4-37)
5 (F4-44)
1 (F4-45)
5 (F4-47)
2 (F4-53)
1 (F4-85)
1 (F4-80)
1 (F4-116)
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1 (F4-119)
1 (F4-120)
1 (F4-121)
1 (F4-123)
1 (F4-124)
2 (F4-125)
2 (F4-126)
3 (F4-127)
2 (F4-128)
1 (F4-129)
1 (F4-130)
2 (F4-131)
1 (F4-132)
1 (F4-133)
1 (F4-134)
1 (F4-135)
1 (F4-136)
1 (F4-137)
1 (F4-138)
1 (F4-139)
1 (F4-140)
2 (F4-141)
19 (F4-142)
10 (F4-143)
1 4-hole milk glass button with

piecrust edges (.64” diameter)
1 porcelain doll
2 cork
1 writing slate
1 rubber (FEB / 80X…)
46 rubberized fabric
1 peach pit
1 fabric
3 wood
4 aqua window glass
9 bone

Lot F4-6
50 aqua canning jar
9 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 Kelly green container glass
2 amber container glass
7 clear chimney glass
13 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware

1 hand painted (polychrome) porcelain
1 (F4-60)
1 (F4-54)
4 (F4-61)
3 (F4-63)
1 (F4-64)
9 (F4-65)
1 (F4-27)
1 (F4-46)
7 (F4-66)
8 (F4-67)
1 (F4-56)
1 (F4-9)
1 (F4-68)
3 (F4-69)
1 (F4-70)
3 (F4-144)
1 (F4-138)
3 (F4-139)
1 (F4-145)
1 (F4-146)
1 (F4-147)
1 (F4-148)
1 (F4-149)
1 (F4-150)
1 (F4-150)
2 (F4-151)
1 (F4-152)
1 (F4-153)
1 (F4-154)
1 (F4-155)
1 (F4-156)
1 (F4-157)
1 (F4-158)
1 (F4-159)
1 (F4-160)
3 (F4-160)
3 (F4-161)
1 (F4-162)
3 (F4-163)
3 (F4-164)
5 (F4-165)
1 (F4-166)
1 (F4-167)
1 (F4-168)
3 (F4-169)
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4 (F4-170)
1 (F4-170)
6 tar (roofing?)
4 shoe leather
2 harness leather
1 cork
1 iron/brass spoon
1 wood knife handle (3½” long; table

knife)
1 iron container fragment
1 iron wire (.134” diameter)
2 wire drawn nail fragments
2 rubber balls (toys)
94 aqua window glass
4 small clinkers
1 brick
9 coal
14 bone

Lot F4-7
2 (F4-49)
1 (F4-50)
5 (F4-51)
1 (F4-52)
2 (F4-53)
6 (F4-37)
2 (F4-44)
1 (F4-54)
1 (F4-55)
2 (F4-56)
6 (F4-57)
6 (F4-58)
29 (F4-59)
1 (F4-82)
8 (F4-169)
1 (F4-168)
1 (F4-126)
6 (F4-168)
6 (F4-170)
5 (F4-171)
2 (F4-172)
1 (F4-173)
1 (F4-174)
1 (F4-175)
19 clear container glass
3 aqua window glass

10 clear chimney glass
1 (F4-176)
1 9f4-177)
1 (F4-178)
1 (F4-179)
1 (F4-180)
1 (F4-181)
1 (F4-182)
1 (F4-183)
2 (F4-184)
5 (F4-185)
3 (F4-186)
2 (F4-187)
6 (F4-188)
1 (F4-189)
7 (F4-189)
7 (F4-218)
2 rubber
5 iron wire

lime
coal

2 bone

Lot F4-8
1 (F4-15)
1 (F4-37)
4 (F4-53)
1 (F4-57)
1 (F4-58)
6 (F4-59)
1 (F4-61)
3 (F4-69)
1 (F4-72)
15 (F4-73)
2 (F4-74)
1 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware
1 porcelain doorknob
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile

(thick)
7 aqua container glass
17 amber container glass
82 clear container glass
22 clear chimney glass
1 (F4-126)
1 (F4-138)
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2 (F4-142)
14 (F4-143)
2 (F4-161)
4 (F4-165)
4 (F4-166)
1 (F4-170)
1 (F4-174)
1 (F4-184)
1 (F4-185)
1 (F4-188)
4 (F4-190)
3 (F4-191)
1 (F4-192)
1 (F4-193)
1 (F4-194)
1 (F4-195)
1 (F4-196)
4 (F4-197)
1 (F4-198)
2 (F4-199)
7 (F4-217)
1 (F4-200)
4 (F4-201)
4 (F4-202)
10 (F4-203)
10 (F4-204)
1 (F4-205)
6 (F4-206)
1 (F4-207)
1 (F4-208)
1 (F4-209)
1 (F4-210)
1 (F4-211)
1 (F4-212)
1 (F4-213)
4 (F4-214)
1 (F4-215)
2 (F4-216)
25 shoe leather (3 soles; 1 boot; 2 heels)
2 fabric
1 brass harmonica
1 4-hole milk glass button (.58”

diameter)
4 peach pits
1 unidentified iron
2 iron container fragments

3 blop top closure wire
1 brass/copper screw “ring”-lamp

reservoir “cap”
1 wood
1 slate pencil (4” long; 3/16” diameter)
1 aqua window glass
49 aqua window glass
2 small clinkers
4 coal
3 bone

Feature 5
Lot F5-1
1 (F5-1)
1 (F5-2)
1 (F5-16)

Lot F5-2
3 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted whiteware

(polychrome)
2 (F5-3)
3 (F5-4)
3 (F5-5)
1 (F5-6)
1 Peoria glazed stoneware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F5-7)
1 amber container glass
4 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
3 milk glass chimney globe
4 (F5-17)
1 (F5-18)
1 (F5-19)
1 (F5-20)
1 (F5-21)
1 (F5-22)
1 iron change purse
1 white porcelain doorknob
1 brass wire drawn nail (roofing)
1 wire drawn nail fragment
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 large carriage bolt head
1 iron spike (4½” long)
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1 iron square stock (7” long)
5 aqua window glass
1 shaley coal
2 bone

Lot F5-3
2 (F5-8)
24 clear container glass
1 (F5-23)
1 (F5-24)
1 (F5-25)
1 (F5-26)
1 (F5-27)
1 (F5-28)
2 (F5-29)
3 (F5-30)
4 (F5-31)
5 (F5-32)
1 leather belt
1 leather shoe heel
1 wood pencil
1 4-hole milk glass button (.64”

diameter)
1 battery core (2” diameter)
1 wire drawn nail
1 iron container rim fragment
1 metal container with lid (¾”

diameter, 2 3/8” tall, with holes in it)
10 bone

Lot F5-4
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with British

registration stamp
1 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated yellowware
1 (F5-9)
1 (F5-10)
4 (F5-11)
2 (F5-32)
1 (F5-33)
1 amber container glass
1 clear container glass
2 machine cut nails
1 aqua window glass
3 bone

Lot F5-5
1 undecorated whiteware
3 (F5-12)
1 (F5-13)
1 (F5-14)
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F5-34)
1 (F5-35)
1 mussel shell
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 Rockingham glazed marble (½”

diameter) (blue)
1 iron wire

Lot F5-6
1 (F5-23)
3 (F-36)

Lot F5-7
1 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped earthenware
8 aqua container glass
1 (F5-37)
2 (F5-38)
9 (F5-39)
7 (F5-40)
11 (F5-41)
1 leather shoe (adult)
1 machine cut nail
1 iron container fragment
6 aqua glass
1 clinker
3 bone

Lot F5-8
1 (F5-39)
1 (F5-42)
1 (F5-43)

Lot F5-9
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F5-15)
1 (F5-44)
7 (F5-45)
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1 machine cut nail

Feature 6
Lot 6-1
1 (F6-1)

Lot F6-2
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 blue glazed whiteware
10 undecorated whiteware
3 salt/salt glazed stoneware
2 Albany/Albany glazed stoneware
1 (F6-2)
2 (F6-3)
1 (F6-4)
1 (F6-5)
1 (F6-6)
1 (F6-7)
1 (F6-35)
1 (F6-36)
3 (F6-37)
1 (F6-38)
1 (F6-53)
3 aqua window glass
3 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
5 clear chimney glass
2 glass post’s for lamp reservoir’s
1 iron wire
1 wire drawn nail
30 machine cut nail
1 unidentified iron
2 aqua window glass
2 clinkers
4 wood
20 bone
1 mussel shell

Lot F6-3
1 undecorated yellowware
6 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 (F6-8)
3 (F6-3)
3 (F6-39)

1 (F6-40)
2 (F6-41)
1 (F6-43)
1 (F6-44)
3 (F6-53)
3 aqua container glass
5 clear container glass
1 porcelain doll head
1 glass stopper
1 Rockingham glazed marble (½”

diameter) (blue)
20 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron container fragment
5 aqua window glass
1 weathered marble

shaley coal
2 wood
13 bone
1 mussel shell

Lot F6-4
1 porcelain doll part
1 undecorated whiteware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 (F6-37)
1 (F6-53)
2 aqua container glass
12 clear chimney glass
2 wood
1 aqua window glass
3 bone

Lot F6-5
1 spectacle glass lens
3 (F6-10)
3 (F6-11)
2 (F6-12)
4 (F6-13)
3 (F6-14)
3 (F6-16)
1 (F6-17)
3 (F6-70)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F6-45)
12 (F6-46)
8 (F6-47)
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1 (F6-48)
1 (F6-49)
1 (F6-50)
4 (F6-51)
4 (F6-52)
1 aqua electrical insulator
7 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
2 fabric
1 cork
1 iron/pewter sieve
2 leather shoes (adult)
4 shoe leather
7 machine cut nail fragments
2 iron containers
2 aqua window glass
4 clinkers

shaley coal
1 wood
58 bone

eggshell

Lot F6-6
1 (F6-5)
3 (F6-19)
1 (F6-20)
1 (F6-21)
1 (F6-22)
1 (F6-23)
1 (F6-24)
1 (F6-25)
1 (F6-26)
1 decal decorated whiteware
6 undecorated whiteware
2 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 salt/salt glazed drainage tile
3 Albany/Albany glazed stoneware
5 aqua container glass
5 clear container glass
2 clear chimney glass
2 (F6-53)
1 (F6-54)
5 (F6-55)
1 (F6-56)
1 (F6-57)

1 (F6-58)
1 (F6-59)
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron railroad spike (5” long)
4 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F6-7
1 porcelain doll part
5 (F6-10)
1 (F6-27)
2 (F6-28)
3 (F6-29)
6 (F6-30)
4 (F6-31)
4 (F6-32)
3 (F6-33)
1 salt/unglazed drainage tile (molded

with bell shaped end)
35 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
2 (F6-48)
2 (F6-60)
3 (F6-61)
1 (F6-62)
1 (F6-63)
4 (F6-64)
6 (F6-65)
1 (F6-66)
1 hard rubber syringe
1 leather shoe
1 peach pit
2 wire drawn nails
1 machine cut nail
1 iron tube
1 iron container rim fragment
1 iron container fragment
1 shaley coal
7 clinkers

Lot F6-8
1 (F6-9)
4 (F6-13)
4 (F6-14)
1 (F6-27)
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8 (F6-34)
1 (F6-35)
7 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F6-67)
1 (F6-68)
1 aqua window glass
2 bone

Lot F6-9
1 (F6-9)

Feature 7
Lot F7-1
1 (F7-10
1 clear container glass

Lot F7-2
1 (F7-1)
22 (F7-2)
2 (F7-3)
4 undecorated whiteware
1 painted porcelain
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass, melted
1 slate writing pencil
14 machine cut nails
8 iron container fragments
1 iron band
2 aqua window glass
1 clinker
14 bone

Lot F7-3
3 undecorated whiteware
1 child’s porcelain toy basket
1 (F7-10)
1 (F7-11)
6 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass, melted
25 clear chimney glass
1 (F7-15)
1 (F7-16)
1 (F7-17)

22 (F7-18)
10 (F7-19)
3 (F7-20)
2 (F7-21)
8 (F7-22)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.5”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.53”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.59”

diameter)
1 brass spoon
1 brass harmonica
1 brass shell casing (rim fire; .38”

diameter)
1 shoe heel

brass/copper wire
15 machine cut nail fragments
7 iron container fragments
1 iron utensil handle (spoon)
1 lead rod
8 aqua window glass
1 unidentified rock
70 bone

Lot F7-4
1 (F7-12)
1 (F7-13)
2 aqua container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F7-5
1 redware
1 undecorated creamware
1 red paste stoneware (slat glazed?)
2 (F7-5)
3 (F7-10)
1 (F7-14)
14 (F7-19)
10 (F7-20)
3 (F7-21)
1 (F7-23)
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1 (F7-24)
24 (F7-25)
1 (F7-26)
2 (F7-27)
2 (F7-28)
1 (F7-29)
1 eyeglass spectacle
2 watch glass face
1 painted 4-hole milk glass button

(.44” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.57”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
1 whetstone
1 brass eyelet
1 brass cap for lamp reservoir
1 brass lamp burner
1 melted glass
2 elbow pipe bowls
1 brass and wood harmonica
18 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentified iron
7 iron band fragments
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
8 aqua window glass
59 bone

Feature 8
Lot F8-1
5 (F8-1)
1 (F8-2)
1 clear container glass (painted)
1 (F8-52)
1 (F8-53)
1 bone

Lot F8-2
9 undecorated whiteware

1 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 (F8-3)
1 (F8-4)
1 (F8-5)
4 (F8-7)
5 (F8-8)
1 (F8-9)
1 (F8-10)
1 (F8-11)
2 (F8-13)
1 (F8-51)
13 clear container glass
2 clear lamp chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
10 (F8-53)
1 (F8-54)
1 (F8-55)
2 (F8-56)
1 (F8-57)
1 (F8-58)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.58”

diameter)
1 lead wire
3 brass utensil handle
13 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron wire
10 iron container (pan)
13 iron container fragments
8 aqua window glass
60 bone

Lot F8-3
1 undecorated whiteware
1 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 porcelain toy saucer
5 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F8-55)
1 (F8-59)
4 (F8-60)
1 (F8-61)
4 (F8-62)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron band/strap (½” wide)
4 iron band /strap (1 ¾” wide)
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15 iron container fragments
1 clinker
1 shaley coal
1 brick fragment
8 wood (painted/white washed)
10 bone

Lot F8-4
3 porcelain toy saucer
3 porcelain toy cups
4 undecorated whiteware
1 aqua glass electrical insulator (pole

type)
2 (F8-14)
1 (F8-15)
3 (F8-16)
1 (F8-17)
6 (F8-18)
2 (F8-19)
1 (F8-20)
3 (F8-21)
2 (F8-29)
10 clear lamp chimney glass
1 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F8-63)
1 (F8-64)
3 (F8-65)
3 (F8-66)
4 (F8-67)
1 (F8-68)
2 (F8-69)
1 (F8-70)
1 hand painted porcelain doll leg
1 4-hole milk glass button (.49”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
7 iron container fragment
1 iron container fragment
1 iron container (approximately 2”

diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron wire (.093” diameter)
7 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment

25 bone
10 marine shells
11 coral

Lot F8-5
3 clear container glass
4 clear lamp chimney glass
3 (F8-71)
1 (F8-72)
1 (F8-73)
2 (F8-74)
8 (F8-75)
1 (F8-81)
4 aqua window glass
36 bone

Lot F8-6
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F8-3)
1 (F8-9)
5 (F8-15)
2 (F8-22)
3 (F8-23)
4 (F8-24)
2 (F8-25)
5 (F8-26)
5 (F8-27)
1 (F8-28)
1 (F8-30)
1 (F8-31)
3 (F8-32)
1 (F8-34)
2 (F8-43)
1 dark purple window/flat glass

(cottage window)
2 aqua container glass
7 clear container glass
10 clear lamp chimney glass
8 aqua window glass
3 (F8-58)
1 (F8-62)
1 (F8-65)
1 (F8-73)
5 (F8-74)
15 (F8-75)
1 (F8-76)
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1 (F8-77)
1 (F8-78)
1 (F8-79)
1 (F8-80)
5 (F8-81)
2 (F8-82)
2 (F8-83)
1 (F8-84)
1 (F8-85)
1 (F8-86)
1 (F8-87)
1 (F8-128)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.46”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.45” diameter)
1` 4-hole bone button (.68” diameter)
1 brass loop shank button (.86”

diameter)
2 kaolin pipe stems
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 porcelain figurine (lion)
3 writing slates
3 unidentified brass
2 iron container fragments
19 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
98 aqua window glass
1 eggshell
4 coal
5 clinkers
44 bone

Lot F8-7
1 (F8-33)
2 aqua container glass
1 (F8-117)
3 iron container fragments
2 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
40 bone

Lot F8-8
2 (F8-13)

2 (F8-24)
1 (F8-32)
1 (F8-34)
1 (F8-35)
1 (F8-36)
2 (F8-37)
1 (F8-44)
7 aqua window glass
5 aqua container glass
12 clear container glass
1 (F8-71)
14 (F8-73)
2 (F8-80)
1 (F8-81)
6 (F8-85)
2 (F8-87)
10 (F8-88)
1 (F8-89)
3 (F8-90)
1 (F8-91)
1 (F8-92)
1 (F8-93)
1 (F8-94)
1 (F8-95)
10 (f8-96)
1 (f8-97)
2 slate writing pencils
1 wood utensil handle (3 ¾” long)

(table knife)
1 graphite rod/pencil lead
1 iron boiler “ grate”
4 iron container fragments
1 iron band/strap (1” wide)
5 machine cut nail fragments)
2 unidentified iron
11 aqua window glass
1 shaley coal
37 bone

Lot F8-9
1 amber container glass
1 (F8-62)
1 aqua window glass
1 wood
6 bone
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Lot F8-10
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F8-5)
1 (F8-6)
1 (F8-18)
3 (F8-36)
1 (F8-38)
1 (F8-47)
2 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
1 (F8-85)
12 (F8-88)
1 (F8-89)
1 (F8-91)
1 (F8-99)
1 (F8-100)
3 (F8-101)
2 (F8-102)
3 (F8-103)
13 (F8-104)
4 (F8-105)
6 (F8-106)
2 (F8-107)
1 (F8-108)
1 (F8-109)
53 (F8-110)
1 writing slate
1 porcelain doll leg
1 porcelain doll head
1 4-hole milk glass button (.53”

diameter)
1 wooden pencil
1 brass/copper spoon (flattened)
1 brass/copper sieve
16 unidentified iron
8 machine cut nail fragments
165 aqua window glass
2 burned brick fragment
3 clinkers (large)
4 coal
1 piece granite
24 bone

Lot F8-11

1 stove/boiler tile liner (impressed
“G/cl”?)

1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 salt-glaze/unglazed stoneware
2 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 (F8-7)
4 (F8-37)
1 (F8-117)
2 fabric
5 unidentified brass/copper (small

bands)
2 iron container fragments
1 mussel shell
3 bone

Lot F8-12
5 porcelain toy saucers
2 porcelain toy cups
1 porcelain toy teapot
1 clear glass electrical insulator (pole

type)
1 clear glass wax seal (?) (w/eagle and

stars, 1¼” diameter)
3 undecorated whiteware
1 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 (F8-1)
1 (F8-5)
2 (F8-15)
2 (F8-19)
1 (F8-24)
1 (F8-25)
2 (F8-27)
1 (F8-32)
6 (F8-40)
2 (F8-41)
1 (F8-42)
12 (F8-43)
5 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
5 clear container glass
1 (F8-52)
1 (F8-55)
2 (F8-71)
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1 (F8-73)
2 (F8-74)
2 (F8-75)
2 (F8-85)
1 (F8-86)
3 (F8-87)
1 (F8-96)
1 (F8-97)
4 (F8-111)
4 (F8-112)
2 (F8-113)
1 (F8-114)
3 (F8-115)
3 (F8-116)
2 (F8-117)
1 (F8-118)
1 (F8-119)
12 (F8-120)
1 (F8-121)
1 (F8-122)
1 (F8-123)
1 (F8-124)
1 (F8-125)
1 (F8-126)
1 (F8-127)
7 (F8-128)
20 (F8-129)
1 (F8-149)
1 porcelain toy tea cup/bowl
1 shell (marine)
1 glass marble (.84” diameter)

(swirled)
1 4-hole painted milk glass button

(.43” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
1 writing slate
1 unidentified brass
1 iron wire
1 unidentified iron
1 copper font cap (lamp)
4 machine cut nails
1 iron lid (hole in center)
1 unidentified iron
2 limestone
1 mortar with whitewash

7 rubber “bulb”
8 aqua window glass (thick)
1 angular chert fragment

coal
1 egg
1 plate glass (trimmed waste)
92 bone

Lot F8-13
1 undecorated whiteware
1 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 (F8-6)
1 (F8-15)
1 (F8-19)
1 (F8-25)
1 (F8-27)
1 (F8-34)
2 (F8-40)
1 (F8-42)
5 aqua mirror glass (1.72 mm, 1.75

mm, 1.59 mm, 1.73 mm, 1.64 mm)
3 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
2 clear container glass
2 (F8-58)
1 (F8-90)
11 (F8-128)
9 (F8-129)
1 (F8-130)
1 (F8-131)
2 (F8-132)
1 (F8-133)
1 (F8-134)
1 (F8-135)
2 (F8-136)
1 (F8-137)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.34”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.38”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
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1 4-hole milk glass button (.45”
diameter)

2 4-hole milk glass button (.55”
diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”
diameter)

1 hard rubber comb
4 slate writing pencils
1 leather shoe heel (child)
1 rat tail antler handle
1 rat tail antler bone utensil handle
1 wire drawn nail
7 machine cut nail fragments
2 iron container fragments
1 iron strap with wood handle brush

coal sample
9 aqua window mirror glass
12 aqua window glass
125 bone

Lot F8-14
1 stove/boiler tile liner
3 (F8-15)
2 (F8-18)
3 (F8-27)
5 (F8-29)
4 (F8-37)
1 (F8-38)
4 (F8-44)
2 (F8-45)
2 (F8-46)
16 (F8-47)
1 (F8-48)
1 (F8-49)
1 (F8-50)
4 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
2 (F8-61)
1 (F8-71)
1 (F8-87)
1 (F8-96)
1 (F8-98)
1 (F8-106)
1 (F8-107)
5 (F8-108)
1 (F8-116)

3 (F8-121)
2 (F8-123)
14 (F8-129)
1 (F8-139)
1 (F8-140)
1 (F8-141)
1 (F8-142)
1 (F8-143)
1 (F8-144)
1 (F8-145)
1 (F8-146)
1 (F8-148)
3 writing slates
1 roofing slate
1 porcelain doll leg
1 glass marble (.69” diameter)

(swirled)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.63” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
1 sheet mica with brass along edges

(stove “plate”)
1 iron boiler grates
1 iron spike (5” long)
1 iron spike (7” long)
1 iron spike fragment
1 unidentified iron (large nodule)
8 brass container
1 brass lamp burner
1 eggshell
69 aqua window glass
6 coal
3 large clinkers (4 ½” by 3 ½”

approximately)
58 bone

Lot F8-15
5 (F8-51)
2 (F8-85)
1 (F8-147)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.45” diameter)
20 aqua window glass
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Feature 10
Lot F10-1
12 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
3 (F10-1)
3 (F10-2)
3 (F10-3)
3 (F10-5)
1 (F10-6)
1 (F10-7)
2 (F10-8)
2 (F10-9)
1 (F10-10)
12 (F10-11)
1 (F10-12)
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 salt glazed stoneware drain tile

(extruded) hand trimmed
2 (F10-44)
1 (F10-45)
9 (F10-46)
6 (F10-47)
2 (F10-48)
4 (F10-49)
3 (F10-50)
1 (F10-51)
1 (F10-52)
2 (F10-53)
1 (F10-54)
2 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 (F10-87)
1 aqua container glass (soda water

bottle)
4 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (3 ¼” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
4 iron furniture springs (approximately

3” to 3 ½” diameter)
1 marble slab (4 ¾” by 3” by 1” high)
5 aqua window glass
7 bone

Lot F10-2

4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 (F10-13)
2 (F10-11)
4 (F10-14)
1 (F10-55)
1 (F10-56)
3 (F10-57)
2 (F10-58)
1 (F10-59)
2 (F10-60)
1 (F10-61)
2 (F10-62)
1 (F10-63)
8 aqua container glass
5 clear container glass
2 decorated copper tubing (3/8”

diameter)
3 iron wire (.156” diameter)
10 aqua window glass
3 bone

Lot F10-3
1 (F10-6)
29 (F10-64) (plus or minus, many small

pieces)
3 iron cap or reservoir fitting
5 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F10-4
1 (F10-5)
1 (F10-6)
1 (F10-15)
2 Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F10-65)
1 (F10-66)
1 (F10-67)
1 (F10-68)
1 (F10-69)
30 (F10-70)
11 (F10-71)
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 decorated painted 4-hole glass button

(.43” diameter)
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1 peach pit
3 shoe heels
5 leather shoe fragments
2 machine cut nails
3 iron container fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 large unidentified iron (sheet metal;

discarded)
1 aqua window glass

coal sample
23 bone

Lot F10-5
4 undecorated whiteware
1 (F10-16)
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
1 (F10-59)
1 (F10-61)
2 (F10-71)
1 (F10-72)
1 (F10-73)
2 (F10-74)
1 (F10-75)
3 (F10-76)
2 (F10-77)
1 (F10-78)
1 (F10-79)
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
18 shoe leather (3 soles)
1 harness leather
1 rubber bulb with brass valve
1 fabric fragment
2 corks
1 4-hole milk glass button (.62”

diameter)
1 3-hole milk glass button (.31”

diameter)
1 ROCKINGHAM glazed stoneware

marble (.82” diameter) (blue)
1 glazed stoneware marble (.63”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.32” diameter)
1 iron safety pin
1 brass enema device (4½” long)

7 iron rings (approximately 3/8”
diameter)

13 iron container fragments
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 wire drawn nail (1½” long)
1 wire drawn nail (1” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
8 aqua window glass

eggshell
7 peach pits
2 wood
3 coal
309 bone

Lot F10-6
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F10-17)
2 (F10-18)
14 (F10-19)
1 (F10-20)
1 (F10-21)
1 (F10-57)
3 (F10-80)
1 (F10-81)
6 (F10-82)
1 (F10-83)
1 (F10-84)
3 (F10-85)
1 leather shoe (adult)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 large nodular iron
1 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F10-7
1 (F10-19)
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (large

diameter, 8”-10”?)
1 (F10-79)
1 (F10-85)
1 amethyst container glass (melted)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.51”

diameter)
1 leather shoe sole (adult)
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1 leather shoe heel (adult)
5 leather shoe fragments
1 piece fabric
1 wood handle and iron shovel blade

fragment
3 wood
1 unidentified iron (large)
1 machine cut nail fragment
4 unidentified metal
1 aqua window glass
1 clinker
8 bone

Lot F10-8
1 (F10-12)
11 (F10-19)
3 (F10-20)
1 (F10-22)
1 (F10-23)
1 (F10-24)
1 (F10-26)
1 (F10-27)
1 (F10-33)
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped earthenware
2 salt-glazed stoneware drain tile
2 (F10-80)
1 (F10-86)
4 (F10-88)
8 (F10-89)
15 (F10-82)
1 (F10-90)
6 (F10-91)
13 (F10-92)
18 aqua container glass
47 clear chimney glass
1 porcelain doll torso
1 brass saltshaker lid
1 brass buckles (7/8” x 7/8”)
1 iron screw top lid
1 iron pocket knife
5 iron container fragments
4 leather shoe soles
26 leather shoe fragments
47 aqua window glass
10 unknown seeds/pits

20 peach pits
1 plum pit
1 peanut shell
20 watermelon seeds
110 bone

Lot F10-9
1 (F10-6)
1 (F10-14)
2 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 (F10-93)
1 (F10-94)
1 (F10-95)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.57”

diameter)
2 aqua window glass

Lot F10-10
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F10-4)
4 (F10-20)
4 (F10-26)
5 (F10-28)
1 (F10-30)
2 (F10-31)
5 (F10-32)
3 (F10-113)
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
2 (F10-92)
1 (F10-97)
1 (F10-98)
5 (F10-99)
6 (F10-100)
9 aqua “flat” glass (1 1/8” thick plate

glass)
3 corks
1 machine cut nail fragment
19 aqua window glass
57 peach pits
2 clinkers
21 bone

Lot F10-11
1 (F10-27)
1 (F10-28)
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2 (F10-29)
8 (F10-33)
1 (F10-34)
1 (F10-35)
2 (F10-36)
1 (F10-37)
1 (F10-38)
1 (F10-39)
1 (F10-40)
1 (F10-41)
1 (F10-42)
1 (F10-43)
1 (F10-50)
1 (F10-62)
1 (F10-77)
10 (F10-90)
1 (F10-101)
1 (F10-102)
1 (F10-103)
1 (F10-104)
1 (F10-105)
1 (F10-106)
1 (F10-107)
1 (F10-108)
1 (F10-109)
1 (F10-110)
1 (F10-111)
12 (F10-112)
2 Albany slipped stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
4 aqua container glass
1 porcelain doll leg
1 piece leather
3 unidentified iron
10 wood fragments
25 aqua window glass
21 bone

Feature 11
Lot F11-1
1 aqua container glass
1 (F11-1)

Feature 12
Lot F12-1
2 (F12-1)
1 (F12-2)
2 (F12-3)
1 (F12-4)
1 bone

Feature 13
Lot F13-1
17 bone

Feature 14
Lot F14-1
1 (F14-1)

Lot F14-2
1 amber container glass
1 (F14-3)
2 (F14-4)
4 (F14-5)
2 (F14-6)
1 (F14-7)
1 (F14-8)
1 (F14-10)
6 writing slates
6 machine cut nail fragments
6 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
34 bone

Lot F14-3
1 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
4 (F14-5)
2 (F14-6)
4 (F14-8)
1 (F14-9)
2 (F14-10)
1 (F14-11)
1 slate writing pencil
10 writing slate
4 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
64 bone
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Lot F14-4
3 bone

Lot F14-5
1 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 (F14-7)
1 (F14-8)
2 (F14-11)
1 (F14-12)
1 aqua glass (melted)
1 (F14-16)
1 (F14-17)
2 (F14-18)
1 (F14-19)
2 lined writing slates
1 decorated 4-hole milk glass button

(.5” diameter)
1 painted 4-hole milk glass button

(.43” diameter)
33 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron head rail fastener
1 small shoe sole (child’s)
22 leather shoe fragments
2 clinkers
2 shaley coal
8 aqua window glass
2 burned brick fragments
1 brick fragment
35 bone
7 eggshell fragments

Lot F14-6
2 undecorated whiteware
1 salt-glazed/Albiny-slipped stoneware
1 (F14-5)
1 (F14-6)
1 (F14-8)
1 (F14-11)
1 porcelain doll arm
4 aqua window glass
3 bone

Lot F14-7
1 undecorated whiteware
6 (F14-4)

5 (F14-5)
12 (F14-8)
3 (F14-10)
4 (F14-19)
5 worked bone (handle)
1 porcelain doll
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron pipe or tubing (¼” diameter)
8 bone

Lot F14-8
3 (F14-5)
1 (F14-20)
1 (F14-21)
1 loop shank milk glass button

(.44”diameter)
3 tar paper roofing
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
2 aqua window glass
5 bone

Lot F14-9
3 (F14-12)
1 (F14-13)
1 (F14-14)
1 (F14-15)
2 shoe leather (1heel; child’s shoe)

Feature 15
Lot F15-1
3 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
4 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 unglazed stoneware
1 (F15-1)
2 (F15-2)
1 (F15-3)
1 (F15-4)
1 (F15-5)
1 (F15-6)
2 (F15-7)
3 clear container glass
2 clear chimney glass
1 (F15-45)
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12 (F15-46)
1 (F15-47)
1 (F15-57)
1 clinker
1 coke/clinker
2 aqua window glass
8 bone

Lot F15-2
1 black glass loop shank button
10 undecorated whiteware
2 redware
1 Albany/Albany glazed stoneware
1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
8 (F15-5)
3 (F15-8)
1 (F15-9)
1 (F15-10)
1 (F15-11)
1 (F15-12)
2 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 amber container glass
3 clear container glass
10 clear chimney glass
1 (F15-47)
1 (F15-48)
1 (F15-49)
3 (F15-50)
1 (F15-51)
1 brass lamp burner (circular wick

with center hole)
9 machine cut nail fragments
4 iron container fragments
1 iron wire clip (bent; .161” diameter)
14 aqua window glass
8 coal coke
2 coal
2 clinkers
2 brick fragments
3 shaley coal
44 bone

Lot F15-3
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware

1 salt/salt glazed stoneware
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
4 (F15-11)
2 (F15-13)
2 (F15-14)
1 (F15-15)
1 (F15-37)
1 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F15-52)
2 (F15-53)
1 (F15-58)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.51”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
1 iron utensil handle
1 unidentified iron
1 wire drawn nail fragment
7 machine cut nail fragments

unidentified lead
4 clinkers
1 glazed brick fragment
7 shaley coal
12 coal
104 aqua window glass
63 bone

Lot F15-4
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 redware
2 (F15-9)
1 (F15-10)
1 (F15-16)
1 (F15-17)
1 (F15-18)
3 (F15-19)
1 (F15-20)
2 (F15-21)
3 clear chimney glass
1 (F15-51)
1 (F15-54)
1 (F15-55)
1 (F15-56)
3 shoe leather (1 heel)
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1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”
diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”
diameter)

1 writing slate
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron fireplace scoop or shovel
51 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
1 peach pit

eggshell
6 coal
5 shaley coal
29 bone

Lot F15-5
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F15-5)
1 (F15-9)
1 (F15-18)
2 (F15-22)
1 (F15-23)
1 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F15-59)
4 (F15-60)
1 (F15-61)
1 porcelain doll’s leg
7 aqua window glass trim pieces

(approximately 1” width)
2 machine cut nails
4 unidentified metal
1 fabric
4 clinkers
7 aqua window glass
1 refractory brick fragment
13 clinker/coke
2 shaley coal
2 coal
1 burned wood
39 bone

Lot F15-6
2 (F15-24)
1 (F15-25)
2 clear container glass

2 (F15-62)
1 (F15-63)
1 container rubber seal (2 ¼” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
1 machine cut nail
1 refractory brick fragment
9 coal
2 clinkers
11 bone

Lot F15-7
1 (F15-18)
1 (F15-25)

2-holed milk glass button (.5”
diameter)

1 doorknob (swirled red paste)
4 heels (adult shoe)
2 leather sole (child shoe)
8 leather shoe fragments
1 bone

Lot F15-8
1 (F15-18)
1 (F15-26)
8 (F15-37)
2 (F15-38)
1 (F15-39)
1 (F15-40)
1 (F15-41)
6 undecorated whiteware
54 clear chimney glass
1 clear window glass
1 clear container glass
1 (F15-47)
1 (F15-48)
1 (F15-57)
1 (F15-64)
1 (F15-65)
1 (F15-66)
1 (F15-67)
4 (F15-68)
4 (F15-69)
26 tarpaper roofing
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1 slate writing pencil
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 loop shank porcelain button (.42”

diameter)
8 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
16 bone

Lot F15-9
4 porcelain doll parts
1 porcelain castor wheel
1 porcelain doorknob
4 undecorated whiteware
1 (F15-4)
1 (F15-11)
1 (F15-16)
1 (F15-20)
1 (F15-27)
2 (F15-28)
10 (F15-29)
2 (F15-30)
1 (F15-31)
3 (F15-21)
3 (F15-32)
1 (F15-33)
1 (F15-34)
1 (F15-35)
17 clear chimney glass
4 aqua container glass
1 (F15-55)
2 (F15-58)
1 (F15-70)
1 (F15-71)
5 (F15-72)
4 (F15-73)
3 slate writing pencils
1 porcelain figurine
1 decorated black glass button with

metal back (.87” diameter)
41 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentified metal
1 fabric
17 aqua window glass
1 clinker
28 bone

Lot F15-10
1 (F15-4)
1 (F15-9)
1 (F15-22)
1 (F15-28)
1 (F15-32)
1 (F15-36)
2 annular decorated yellowware
5 clear chimney glass
1 porcelain doll (missing head)
1 porcelain toy cup (relief decorated)
19 machine cut nails
1 unidentified iron
1 fabric
2 shaley coal
1 coal
1 wood
24 bone

Lot F15-11
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F15-32)
3 clear chimney glass
1 porcelain doll arm or leg
1 machine cut nail fragment
12 bone

Lot F15-12
33 machine cut nails
2 unidentified iron
2 aqua window glass trim piece

(approximately 1” wide)
1 clinker
2 shaley coal
12 bone

Lot F15-13
1 relief decorated yellowware
1 (F15-9)
4 (F15-18)
2 (F15-25)
1 (F15-32)
3 (F15-42)
1 (F15-43)
1 (F15-44)
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8 clear chimney glass
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass (melted)
1 (F15-74)
1 (F15-75)
1 slate writing pencil
1 stone marble (.66” marble)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 clear glass loop shank button (.60”

diameter)
10 machine cut nails
1 unidentified iron
1 fabric
4 aqua window glass trim pieces

(approximately 1” diameter)
3 aqua window glass
2 burned brick fragments
1 peach pit fragment
90 bone

Lot F15-14
1 clear container glass
1 4-hoe milk glass button with piecrust

edges (.34” diameter)
7 shoe leather
1 iron container fragment
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 7/8” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
3 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
11 bone

Lot F15-15
1 undecorated whiteware
6 machine cut nails
1 iron container lid (2 ¼” diameter)
1 aqua window glass
13 bone

Lot F15-16
1 (F15-76)
4 bone

Lot F15-17
1 redware
1 (F15-55)
2 machine cut nail fragments

Feature 16
Lot F16-1
1 undecorated ironstone
1 (F16-1)
1 (F16-2)
1 (F16-3)
2 (F16-4)
6 (F16-5)
1 (F16-6)
2 (F16-7)
2 (F16-8)
1 (F16-9)
1 (F16-10)
5 (F16-11)
1 amber container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F16-33)
1 (F16-34)
1 (F16-35)
1 (F16-36)
4 (F16-37)
2 (F16-38)
5 (F16-39)
1 iron rod/wire (½” diameter)
1 bone

Lot F16-2
1 aqua privacy glass (straight prism

pattern)
1 porcelain doll
4 undecorated whiteware
4 undecorated ironstone
3 undecorated porcelain
2 salt-glazed/salt-glazed stoneware
1 salt-glazed/salt-glazed stoneware

(embossed “…EN…”)
1 Bristol-glazed/Bristol-glazed

stoneware
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14 salt-glazed extruded stoneware drain
tile

1 (F16-2)
2 (F16-6)
1 (F16-11)
1 (F16-12)
1 (F16-13)
1 (F16-14)
1 (F16-15)
3 (F16-16)
1 (F16-17)
1 (F16-18)
1 (F16-19)
1 (F16-20)
1 (F16-21)
1 (F16-22)
1 (F16-23)
2 (F16-24)
1 (F16-25)
3 (F16-26)
1 (F16-27)
71 clear container glass
8 clear lamp chimney glass
4 amber container glass
4 amethyst container glass
17 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass (embossed

“[S]e[ipp’s]”
3 aqua container glass (embossed

“CON…”)
1 clear container glass (embossed

“…[B]OTTLE…/…”)
3 (F16-37)
1 (F16-40)
1 (F16-41)
1 (F16-42)
2 (F16-43)
2 (F16-44)
2 (F16-45)
2 (F16-46)
5 (F16-47)
2 (F16-48)
1 (F16-49)
1 (F16-50)
7 (F16-51)
3 (F16-52)

3 (F16-53)
2 (F16-54)
1 (F16-55)
1 (F16-56)
9 (F16-57)
1 (F16-58)
1 (F16-59)
3 (F16-60)
1 (F16-61)
2 (F16-62)
1 (F16-63)
3 (F16-71)
1 (F16-72)
1 (F16-73)
1 (F16-74)
2 (F16-76)
2 granite chips
1 cork
6 shoe leather
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
2 dried red rubber
7 machine cut nail fragments
3 wire drawn nail fragments
6 iron container fragments
1 iron can or fragments (1 ½”

diameter)
1 iron pipe (½” diameter by 5 ½” long)
1 slate lamp base
32 aqua window glass
2 burnt wood
1 brick fragment
13 coal
14 bone

Lot F16-3
5 undecorated whiteware
1 relief-decorated ironstone
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 Bristol-glazed/Bristol-glazed

stoneware
1 salt-glazed extruded stoneware drain

tile
1 porcelain figurine
1 (F16-3)
1 (F16-11)
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1 (F16-20)
1 (F16-24)
1 (F16-26)
1 (F16-27)
2 (F16-28)
1 (F16-29)
1 (F16-30)
5 aqua container glass
3 amber container glass
1 clear glass (melted)
14 clear container glass
1 (F16-35)
4 (F16-50)
2 (F16-53)
1 (F16-64)
1 (F16-65)
1 (F16-66)
1 (F16-67)
1 (F16-68)
1 (F16-69)
1 (F16-75)
1 (F16-77)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button fragment

(.68” diameter)
1 wood belt buckle
3 machine cut nails
20 metal container fragments
5 metal containers (approximately 2”

high, 1.5” diameter)
8 metal containers (stacked

approximately 3” high, 2” diameter)
7 aqua window glass

wood sample
1 chunk limestone
13 bone

Lot F16-4
1 (F16-31)
2 clear container glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron spike (6 ½” long)
3 iron container fragments
1 iron spoon (7 ¼” long)
1 aqua window glass

Lot F16-5
1 (F16-32)
1 (F16-70)

Feature 17
Lot F17-1
2 unglazed redpaste earthernware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 relief-decorated whiteware
1 (F17-1)
1 (F17-2)
1 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F17-15)
1 kaolin pipe bowl
18 machine cut nail fragments
8 aqua window glass
2 plaster
1 coal
1 clinker
31 bone

Lot F17-2
1 extruded unglazed stoneware drain

tile (7½” outside diameter)
1 porcelain furniture caster/wheel

(approx. 1¾ “ diameter)
1 (F17-3)
1 (F17-4)
1 clear large chimney glass
2 (F17-16)
1 wooden knife handle (3 ¾” long;

table knife)
2 iron wire (.096” diameter)
9 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
2 iron bands/straps (1 ½” wide)
59 aqua window glass
1 clinker
16 bone

Lot F17-3
2 undecorated whiteware
1 extruded unglazed stoneware drain

tile (7½” outside diameter)
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2 (F17-3)
2 (F17-5)
1 (F17-6)
17 (F17-7)
13 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
8 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F17-17)
1 (F17-18)
1 (F17-19)
1 (F17-20)
1 (F17-21)
1 (F17-22)
1 (F17-23)
1 (F17-24)
1 (F17-25)
3 (F17-26)
1 (F17-27)
1 (F17-28)
1 (F17-29)
1 (F17-30)
1 (F17-31)
1 (F17-32)
1 (F17-33)
2 (F17-34)
1 (F17-35)
6 (F17-36)
2 (F17-37)
1 (F17-38)
1 (F17-39)
2 (F17-40)
2 kaolin pipe stems
3 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 elbow pipe
1 cork
1 4-hoe milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 loop shank black button (.70”

diameter)
25 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 bag of red ochre (or red paint

pigment)
149 aqua window glass
1 wood

8 bone

Lot F17-4
4 toy plate
1 (F17-8)
1 (F17-9)
5 clear container glass
1 clear glass (melted)
5 (F17-16)
1 (F17-41)
1 (F17-42)
1 (F17-53)
1 clear glass chandelier pendant or

stopper
1 porcelain doll’s leg
47 machine cut nail fragments\
2 unidentified iron
8 iron container fragments
2 adult shoe heels
24 aqua window glass
48 bone

Lot F17-5
1 porcelain doll fragment
9 toy plate fragments
1 undecorated ironstone
3 undecorated whiteware
6 extruded unglazed stoneware drain

tiles (7½” diameter)
2 (F17-3)
3 (F17-5)
1 (F17-6)
9 (F17-10)
3 (F17-11)
3 (F17-12)
2 (F17-13)
2 (F17-14)
13 clear container glass
19 clear large chimney glass
1 (F17-24)
2 (F17-37)
10 (F17-38)
2 (F17-39)
2 (F17-40)
3 (F17-41)
1 (F17-43)
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1 (F17-44)
1 (F17-45)
1 (F17-46)
1 (F17-47)
2 (F17-48)
2 (F17-49)
2 (F17-50)
9 (F17-51)
1 (F17-54)
1 porcelain loop shank button (.33”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.60”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 2-hole brown glass button (.53”

diameter)
23 machine cut nail fragments
10 iron container fragments
2 adult shoe soles
7 shoe leather fragments
1 wood
86 aqua window glass
55 bone

Lot F17-6
1 (F17-52)
1 aqua window glass (trim piece) (5/8”

width)

Feature 18
Lot F18-1
2 Bristol-glazed/Bristol-glazed

stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F18-1)
1 (F18-2)
1 (F18-3)
1 (F18-4)
2 clear container glass
1 clear glass (melted)
1 (F18-8)
1 (F18-9)

1 (F18-10)
1 (F18-11)
1 (F18-12)
16 (F18-13)
2 (F18-14)
1 zinc/pewter saltshaker lid
8 iron container fragment
1 iron & copper electrical lamp socket
1 unidentified brass
12 coal
7 window glass

Lot F18-2
1 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 (F18-5)
1 (F18-6)
1 (F18-7)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F18-15)
6 (F18-16)
1 (F18-17)

Feature 19
Lot F19-1
2 undecorated ironstone
1 salt-glazed stoneware
1 (F19-1)
4 (F19-2)
1 (F19-3)
2 (F19-4)
3 (F19-5)
1 (F19-6)
4 (F19-7)
1 (F19-8)
1 (F19-9)
2 (F19-10)
6 (F19-11)
1 (F19-49)
1 (F19-50)
1 (F19-51)
1 (F19-52)
1 (F19-53)
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1 (F19-54)
1 porcelain doll leg
1 porcelain doll torso arm
3 coal
7 bone

Lot F19-2
14 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 porcelain doll head
1 porcelain doll leg
2 redware
2 Albany-slipped earthernware
1 drain tile (extruded)
5 (F19-1)
1 (F19-4)
1 (F19-5)
4 (F19-7)
1 (F19-12)
1 (F19-13)
4 (F19-14)
2 (F19-15)
1 (F19-16)
5 (F19-17)
2 (F19-18)
2 (F19-19)
1 (F19-20)
2 milk glass lamp chimney
9 aqua container glass
10 clear container glass
3 blue container glass
1 (F19-55)
1 (F19-56)
4 (F19-57)
2 (F19-58)
1 (F19-59)
2 (F19-60)
1 (F19-61)
1 (F19-62)
5 (F19-63)
10 (F19-64)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

curst edge (.39” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.39”

diameter)
1 hard rubber clothing stay

1 porcelain doll arm or leg fragment
1 brass lamp reservoir cap with burner
1 unlined writing slate
1 lined writing slate
20 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
22 aqua window glass

wood sample
2 weathered marble

coal sample
86 bone

Lot F19-3
1 undecorated porcelain
6 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 salt-glazed stoneware
1 Rockingham Glazed yellowware
1 (F19-7)
1 (F19-14)
1 (F19-20)
1 (F19-21)
2 (F19-23)
1 (F19-24)
1 (F19-25)
1 (F19-26)
1 (F19-27)
1 (F19-28)
2 milk glass chimney glass
9 lamp chimney glass
6 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F19-61)
1 (F19-62)
1 (F19-65)
1 (F19-66)
1 (F19-67)
1 (F19-68)
1 (F19-78)
3 (F19-107)
1 small brass screw (machine)
1 small machine cut nail
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
2 2-hole milk glass buttons (.43”

diameter)
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1 porcelain doll arm
7 machine cut nails
3 unidentified iron
1 leather
19 aqua window glass
1 coke/coal

coal sample
20 bone

Lot F19-4
4 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
3 undecorated yellowware
2 salt-glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F19-29)
2 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 (F19-57)
1 (F19-68)
1 hand painted porcelain doll face
2 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with painted

edges (.46” diameter)
1 porcelain doll fragment
1 rubber bulb or ball
2 machine cut nail fragments
7 aqua window glass
1 plaster/mortar
3 bone

Lot F19-5
1 (F19-8)

Lot F19-6
8 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain (burned)
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone with

backstamp “Imperial / Ironstone
China / … & Carter”

2 Albany-slipped stoneware
2 salt-glazed stoneware
1 salt-glazed stoneware drain tile
22 (F19-1)

2 (F19-2)
1 (F19-11)
1 (F19-13)
1 (F19-14)
1 (F19-19)
1 (F19-23)
5 (F19-27)
4 (F19-28)
1 (F19-31)
1 (F19-32)
1 (F19-33)
1 (F19-34)
1 (F19-35)
1 (F19-36)
2 (F19-38)
20 aqua container glass
18 clear container glass
3 dark green/black container glass
3 amber container glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
15 lamp chimney glass
4 (F19-57)
2 (F19-61)
5 (F19-69)
13 (F19-70)
1 (F19-71)
1 (F19-72)
1 (F19-73)
1 (F19-74)
9 (F19-75)
6 (F19-76)
1 (F19-77)
1 (F19-79)
1 (F19-80)
1 (F19-81)
1 (F19-82)
1 (F19-83)
32 (F19-84)
2 (F19-102)
1 fabric fragment
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.37” diameter)
1 hard rubber comb (7” long)
1 hard rubber clothing stay
1 iron wire (.211” diameter)
1 brass clothing clasp
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19 aqua window glass
1 walnut
14 bone

Lot F19-7
2 undecorated whiteware
1 salt-glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F19-7)
4 (F19-13)
2 (F19-20)
1 (F19-21)
3 (F19-30)
2 (F19-39)
2 (F19-40)
1 (F19-41)
1 (F19-42)
4 (F19-43)
1 (F19-44)
1 (F19-45)
1 (F19-46)
4 (F19-47)
3 dark green/black container glass
5 aqua container glass
15 clear container glass
55 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F19-65)
1 (F19-75)
2 (F19-76)
2 (F19-78)
25 (F19-84)
1 (F19-85)
1 (F19-86)
1 (F19-87)
1 (F19-88)
1 (F19-89)
3 (F19-90)
2 (F19-91)
1 (F19-92)
1 (F19-93)
1 (F19-94)
1 (F19-95)
1 (F19-96)
1 (F19-97)
1 (F19-98)
6 (F19-99)

2 (F19-100)
1 (F19-101)
5 (F19-102)
5 (F19-103)
2 (F19-104)
1 (F19-105)
1 (F19-106)

(F19-107)
3 (F19-108)
4 (F19-109)
1 (F19-110)
3 (F19-112)
1 cork
1 peach pit
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.35”

diameter)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.27”

diameter)
1 fabric
1 wooden handle
1 porcelain doll leg/arm
1 writing slate
1 iron barrel hoop
1 wood dowel (1” diameter) with iron

attachment
4 unidentified iron
7 machine cut nail fragments
56 aqua window glass
1 coal

shaley coal
15 bone

Lot F19-8
1 (F19-9)
1 (F19-13)
3 (F19-48)
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
2 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F19-111)
1 (F19-113)
3 (F19-114)
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1 (F19-115)
1 hard rubber clothing stay (.27”

width)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” width)
3 bone

Feature 20
Lot F20-1
1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated ironstone
3 undecorated whiteware
1 electrical (?) porcelain (4½”

diameter circular plate
approximately ¼” thick with small
central hole)

50 (F20-1)
2 (F20-2)
1 (F20-3)
1 (F20-4)
2 (F20-9)
2 amber container glass
2 clear container glass
24 clear lamp chimney glass
1 amethyst glass right (2¼” diameter,

approximately ¾” thick)
1 (F20-10)
1 (F20-11)
5 (F20-12)
1 (F20-13)
1 (F20-14)
1 (F20-15)
1 (F20-16)
1 (F20-17)
1 lead toy canoe (2 ¾” long)
1 bone handle (2 ¾” long) (vat tail

type)
1 bone handle (4” long; utensil)
1 enameled iron pot (8” diameter; 5”

tall)
1 iron container (7” diameter)
1 iron wire (.16” diameter)
2 rolled iron
1 twisted iron wire
2 wire drawn nail fragments
17 iron container fragments

85 aqua window glass
7 aqua plate glass (¼” thick)
23 bone

Lot F20-2
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 painted (monochromatic, green)

whiteware
1 relief decorated porcelain
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 salt-glazed extruded drain tile
2 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
3 (F20-1)
1 (F20-4)
1 (F20-5)
1 (F20-6)
1 (F20-7)
2 aqua container glass
2 amber container glass
1 blue/cobalt container glass
1 (F20-17)
1 (F20-18)
1 (F20-19)
1 (F20-20)
3 (F20-21)
1 (F20-22)
1 copper coin (illegible cent sign or

corroded)
1 porcelain pipe stem (or figurine leg)
2 machine cut nails
1 iron container fragment
1 unidentified iron fragment
2 aqua safety glass (with chicken wire)
5 aqua window glass
2 peach pit fragments
1 writing slate fragment
1 charcoal
18 bone

Lot F20-3
4 (F20-8)
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Feature 21
Lot F21-1
1 stoneware floor tile
1 floor tile (embossed “…RSON IND

U.S…”)
4 (F21-1)
2 (F21-2)
1 (F21-3)
3 (F21-4)
1 (F21-37)
1 (F21-38)
2 (F21-39)
1 graphite rod lobed with attachment

hole (electric lighting)
1 aqua safety glass (with chicken wire)

Lot F21-2
2 undecorated whiteware
1 Bristol-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 (F21-5)
1 (F21-6)
1 (F21-7)
1 (F21-8)
1 (F21-40)
1 (F21-41)
1 (F21-42)
1 porcelain doll’s leg
1 writing slate
1 4-hole milk glass button (.60”

diameter)
1 mica sheet
9 machine cut nail fragments
2 wire drawn nail fragments
2 iron band/straps (¾” wide)
1 unidentified iron
10 aqua window glass
8 bone

Lot F21-3
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F21-9)
1 (F21-10)
1 (F21-11)
2 (F21-12)
1 (F21-13)
1 (F21-14)

1 (F21-15)
1 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 clear large chimney glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F21-40)
1 (F21-43)
1 (21-44)
1 (F21-45)
1 (F21-77)
1 (F21-78)
1 4-hole milk glass button
1 iron/rod (¼” diameter)
2 iron wire
31 iron container fragments
4 iron band (¾” wide)
9 machine cut nails
1 aqua window glass

coal
1 brick
45 wood/bark
1 clinker
53 bone

Lot F21-4
2 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated ironstone
1 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 porcelain doll head
1 (F21-3)
7 (F21-5)
2 (F21-8)
2 (F21-12)
1 (F21-13)
3 (F21-16)
5 (F21-17)
3 (F21-18)
2 (F21-19)
1 (F21-20)
4 (F21-21)
1 (F21-22)
7 (F21-23)
2 (F21-24)
2 (F21-25)
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1 (F21-26)
1 (F21-27)
2 (F21-35)
2 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
6 aqua container glass
32 clear large chimney glass
3 (F21-41)
1 (F21-46)
1 (F21-47)
1 (F21-48)
5 (F21-49)
1 (F21-50)
1 (F21-51)
1 (F21-52)
3 (F21-53)
2 (F21-54)
15 (F21-55)
7 (F21-56)
1 (F21-57)
2 (F21-58)
4 (F21-59)
4 (F21-79)
5 shoe leather (1 heel)
1 porcelain doll head & chest (hand

painted)
1 slate writing pencil
1 porcelain doll’s arm
1 porcelain doll’s arm or leg
1 stoneware marble (.66” diameter;

painted)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.57”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.45”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.50”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
20 iron container fragment
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 unidentified brass/copper
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.37”
diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button with pie
crust edges (.45” diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button with pie
crust edges (.43” diameter)

2 2-hole milk glass buttons (.42”
diameter)

72 aqua window glass
4 writing slates (one is lined)
5 weathered marble or limestone
56 bone

Lot F21-5
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 porcelain doll head
1 (F21-6)
1 (F21-9)
1 (F21-19)
1 (F21-24)
2 (F21-25)
1 (F21-26)
1 (F21-28)
2 (F21-29)
1 (F21-30)
2 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
10 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F21-53)
3 (F21-54)
3 (F21-58)
1 (21-59)
1 (f21-60)
1 (F21-61)
1 (F21-62)
1 (F21-63)
1 (F21-64)
1 (F21-65)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.53”

diameter)
1 pewter utensil handle fragment
3 machine cut nails
4` unidentified iron
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4 metal container fragments
1 iron teapot spout
1 iron bed rail hook
57 aqua window glass
1 charcoal

coal sample
4 clinkers
35 bone

Lot F21-6
2 porcelain doll head
1 (F21-28)
1 (F21-51)
1 (F21-55)
3 (F21-58)
1 (F21-66)
2 (F21-67)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.49”

diameter)
4 fabric fragments
16 aqua window glass
1 clinker
5 coal
4 bone
1 hand painted porcelain doll (Frozen

Charlotte)
1 iron can (approximately 1 ¾” by 1

¾” by 2 ¾” high)
1 clinker
2 writing slates
5 aqua window glass
7 coal
8 bone

Lot F21-7
6 (F21-67)
1 (F21-68)
3 (F21-76)

Lot F21-8
1 porcelain doll (Frozen Charlotte)
1 wood handle with brass/copper

ferrule
1 worked leather
2 coal
5 bone

Lot F21-9
2 undecorated whiteware
1 porcelain doll head
3 (F21-3)
4 (F21-8)
1 (F21-12)
1 (F21-17)
1 (F21-23)
1 (F21-24)
1 (F21-25)
1 (F21-27)
1 (F21-28)
3 (F21-31)
3 (F21-32)
1 (F21-33)
1 (F21-34)
2 (F21-35)
1 (F21-36)
8 clear lamp chimney glass
2 clear container glass
2 (F21-53)
4 (F21-56)
4 (F21-59)
2 (F21-67)
1 (F21-68)
1 (F21-69)
1 (F21-70)
1 (F21-71)
5 (F21-72)
1 (F21-73)
5 (F21-74)
1 (F21-75)
1 porcelain doll’s leg/arm
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
8 shoe leather (1 heel)
45 aqua window glass
1 clinker

coal sample
1 brick fragment
15 bone
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Feature 22
Lot F22-1
1 redware
1 undecorated porcelain
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F22-1)
1 (F22-2)
1 (F22-3)
3 (F22-4)
1 (F22-5)
1 (F22-6)
1 clear container glass (ribbed)
2 clear container glass
1 amethyst container glass
2 amber container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 white/milk glass container glass
3 (F22-10)
1 (F22-11)
1 (F22-12)
1 (F22-13)
2 (F22-14)
1 (F22-15)
2 machine cut nails
3 wire drawn nails
1 aqua window glass
2 granite flakes
5 bone

Lot F22-2
1 (F22-7)
1 (F22-8)
2 machine cut nail fragments
4 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¼” long)
1 granite flake
1 aqua window glass
1 wood (burnt)
4 bone

Lot F22-3
1 undecorated whiteware
1 porcelain doll leg
1 (F22-5)
1 (F22-9)
1 (F22-16)

2 (F22-17)
1 machine cut nail fragment
6 aqua window glass

Lot F22-4
2 aqua container glass
1 (F22-16)
1 porcelain doll (FROZEN

CHARLOTTE
1 2-hole milk glass button
1 machine cut nail
8 aqua window glass
2 bone

Feature 23
Lot F23-1
8 aqua container glass
40 clear container glass
13 milk glass
1 (F23-35)
11 (F23-36)
1 (F23-37)
1 (F23-38)
3 (F23-39)
5 (F23-40)
5 (F23-41)
7 (F23-42)
2 (F23-43)
3 (F23-44)
1 (F23-45)
2 (F23-46)
3 (F23-47)
2 (F23-48)
1 (F23-49)
2 (F23-50)
2 (F23-51)
4 (F23-52)
1 (F23-53)
1 (F23-54)
1 (F23-55)
1 (F23-56)
1 (F23-57)
1 (F23-58)
3 (F23-59)
2 (F23-60)
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5 (F23-61)
3 (F23-62)
2 (F23-63)
2 (F23-64)
2 (F23-65)
2 (F23-66)
2 (F23-67)
1 (F23-68)
2 (F23-69)
10 (F23-70)
1 (F23-71)
4 (F23-72)
11 iron container fragments
1 shaley coal
2 clinker
8 coal

Lot F23-2
2 porcelain electrical insulator
1 porcelain doll part
1 architectural marble (3/8” thick)
2 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 Majolica relief decorated
1 painted (monochrome) whiteware
1 unglazed/clear glazed stoneware
4 undecorated porcelain
32 undecorated whiteware
1 relief decorated whiteware
1 salt/salt-glazed stoneware
1 Albany/Albany-glazed stoneware
3 (F23-1)
2 (F23-2)
1 (F23-3)
1 (F23-4)
2 (F23-5)
4 (F23-6)
4 (F23-7)
4 (F23-8)
1 (F23-9)
3 (F23-10)
1 (F23-11)
2 (F23-12)
1 (F23-13)
2 (F23-14)

1 (F23-15)
4 (F23-16)
3 (F23-17)
1 (F23-18)
2 (F23-19)
2 (F23-20)
1 (F23-21)
2 (F23-22)
2 shoe leather
1 harness leather
1 porcelain electrical insulator switch

plate (embossed “B.E. / &CO.”)
5 iron wire (.10” diameter)
1 iron staple
2 copper wire (.065” diameter)
1 copper wire (.115” diameter)
1 iron container fragment
3 wire drawn nail fragments
2 wire drawn nails (3 1/8” long)
1 iron
6 aqua safety plate glass (with inset

chicken wire; 3/8” thick)
9 aqua window glass
1 wood
1 plaster
22 bone

Lot F23-3
3 undecorated whiteware
1 relief decorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 decal decorated porcelain
1 undecorated porcelain
2 Bristol/Bristol-glazed stoneware
2 (F23-2)
1 (F23-7)
1 (F23-23)
1 (F23-24)
1 (F23-25)
1 (F23-26)

opaque milk glass ribbed vase (?)
7 clear container glass
2 milk glass container glass
1 yellow glass
1 (F23-73)
1 (F23-74)
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2 (F23-75)
2 (F23-76)
1 (F23-77)
2 (F23-78)
3 (F23-79)
1 (F23-80)
5 (F23-81)
3 (F23-82)
1 fabric fragment
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 wire drawn nail (3” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 1/8” long)
2 unidentified iron
3 aqua window glass
17 bone

Lot F23-4
1 (F23-2)
1 (F23-25)
6 (F23-27)
1 (F23-28)
1 (F23-29)
1 (F23-30)
9 clear container glass
1 (F23-83)
1 (F23-84)
1 (F23-85)
1 (F23-86)
1 (F23-87)
1 (F23-88)
1 (F23-89)
1 (F23-90)
1 (F23-91)
1 (F23-92)
1 (F23-93)
1 (F23-94)
1 (F23-95)
4 (F23-96)
4 (F23-97)
4 (F23-98)
1 (F23-99)
1 (F23-100)
2 (F23-101)
1 (F23-102)
1 (F23-103)
6 shoe leather (2 soles)

17 iron tin nail fragments
2 wire drawn nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
3 bone

Lot F23-5
2 (F23-8)
1 (F23-31)
5 clear container glass
1 (F23-41)
1 (F23-70)
6 (F23-104)
1 (F23-105)
2 (F23-106)
1 (F23-107)
1 (F23-108)
1 (F23-109)
1 (F23-110)
1 (F23-111)
1 (F23-112)
1 (F23-113)
1 hard rubber syringe plunger
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 thick window glass (3.33mm thick)
1 weathered stone marble
20 bone

Lot F23-6
1 porcelain doll part
1 large stoneware drainage tile w/bell-

shaped end (11” diameter)
1 (F23-8)
1 (F23-31)
1 (F23-32)
1 (F23-33)
16 (F23-34)
1 (F23-60)
1 (F23-114)
1 (F23-115)
1 (F23-116)
2 (F23-117)
15 (F23-118)
1 (F23-119)
24 (F23-122)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63”

diameter)
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2 iron container fragments
2 wire drawn nail fragments
1 copper wire (.07” diameter)
18 aqua safety glass with inset chicken

wire (3/8” thick)
25 bone

Lot F23-7
1 (F23-120)
1 aqua safety glass (with inset chicken

wire; 3/8” thick)
1 bone

Lot F23-8
2 (F23-28)
1 (F23-32)
2 (F23-35)
1 (F23-36)
1 (F23-59)
1 (F23-75)
1 (F23-101)
1 (F23-121)
12 cork fragments

Feature 24
Lot F24-1
1 salt-glazed stoneware
1 green glazed whiteware

(?)(Majolica)
3 (F24-1)
3 clear container glass
6 (F24-13)
1 (F24-14)
1 (F24-15)

Lot F24-2
2 Albany-slipped earthernware
1 Bristol-glazed stoneware
5 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (monochrome blue)

porcelain
1 (F24-2)
17 clear container glass
1 blue container glass
5 aqua container glass

1 amethyst container glass
1 clear tableware glass
1 melted light green glass
7 (F24-14)
1 (F24-15)
3 (F24-16)
1 (F24-17)
1 (F24-18)
1 porcelain doorknob (approximately 2

¼” diameter)
4 iron container fragments
19 wire drawn nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 unidentified brass lock plate
10 aqua window glass
1 mortar
2 shaley-coal
4 brick fragments
2 clinkers
50 bone

Lot F24-3
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated yellowware
4 porcelain doll head
2 (F24-3)
1 (F24-4)
1 (F24-5)
1 (F24-6)
1 (F24-7)
2 clear container glass
1 (F24-20)
2 fabric fragment
1 ROCKINGHAM glazed stoneware

marble (.57” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.49”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.48”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 iron container fragment
4 machine cut nail fragments
4 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (1 ½” long)
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3 iron wire (.056” diameter)
1 shaley coal
2 clinkers
6 window glass
1 peach pit
1 wood
150 bone

Lot F24-4
1 (F24-8)
5 (F24-9)
1 (F24-10)
2 (F24-11)
2 clear container glass
4 (F24-21)
1 (F24-22)
1 clear glazed swirled red paste door

knob
1 lead musket ball (.31” diameter)
1 stoneware marble (.54” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.64”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.50”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.35”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.35”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.44” diameter)
35 iron container fragment
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 coal
2 peach pits
2 clinker
3 wood
10 bone

Lot F24-5
1 undecorated whiteware
1 Albany-slipped stoneware
1 Bristol-glazed stoneware

3 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F24-16)
1 (F24-23)
1 iron and brass clock
3 aqua window glass
1 coal

Lot F24-6
11 (F24-8)
1 (F24-9)
1 aqua container glass
1 iron sharp hinge (stamped)
1 bone

Lot F24-7
1 (F24-12)

Feature 25
Lot F25-1
1 undecorated ironstone
3 (F25-1)
1 (F25-5)
5 machine cut nail fragments
2 aqua window glass

Lot F25-2
2 undecorated ironstone
1 aqua container glass
15 clear container glass
23 (F25-6)
2 writing slates
2 iron container fragments
6 wire drawn nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
2 iron
5 bone

Lot F25-3
3 (F25-2)
14 (F25-3)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F25-7)
2 (F25-8)
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3 (F25-9)
3 shoe leather (1 sole)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.62”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.60”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
1 brass harmonica sound board
3 iron container fragments
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 aqua window glass
2 coal
41 bone

Lot F25-4
1 undecorated ironstone
2 undecorated porcelain (hotelware?)
1 painted (?) porcelain doll head
1 (F25-2)
1 clear container glass
1 (F25-10)
1 (F25-11)
1 (F25-12)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 writing slate
1 porcelain furniture castor wheel
1 iron cannonball (approximately 3

½”-4” diameter)
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 aqua window glass
6 bone

Lot F25-5
1 undecorated ironstone
1 stoneware drain tile, extruded
7 (F25-3)
3 (F25-4)
1 aqua window glass
5 bone

Feature 27
Lot F27-1
1 (F27-1)
1 (F27-2)
1 (F27-3)

Feature 30
Lot F30-1
1 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 salt-glazed drain tile (extruded)
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware

w/painted highlights
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 porcelain figurine (?)
1 (F30-1)
1 (F30-2)
2 (F30-3)
1 (F30-4)
1 (F30-5)
1 (F30-6)
1 (F30-7)
1 (F30-9)
1 white/milk glass container glass
7 clear container glass
3 clear lamp chimney glass
1 clear container glass (embossed

“…RNE…”)
1 pink/rose layered glass
2 aqua glass (melted)
20 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed

“…PRIET…”)
1 (F30-17)
1 (F30-18)
1 (F30-19)
1 (F30-20)
4 (F30-21)
5 (F30-22)
1 (F30-23)
1 (F30-24)
3 (F30-25)
1 (F30-26)
1 (F30-27)
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1 (F30-28)
1 (F30-29)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 hard rubber comb
1 shoe leather (1 heel)
1 porcelain doll face (painted)
1 brass Jew’s harp
9 iron coil/spring fragments (furniture)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 seal
1 unidentified brass fitting (gas

lighting fixture)
9 aqua window glass
2 shaley coal
14 bone

Lot F30-2
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 extruded drain tile
2 (F30-5)
3 (F30-7)
2 (F30-8)
1 (F30-9)
1 (F30-10)
1 (F30-11)
1 amber container glass
10 aqua container glass
13 clear lamp chimney glass
2 clear glass (melted)
2 white/milk container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed

“…RD…”)
1 clear container glass (embossed

“…PPED HANDS”)
1 (F30-17)
1 (F30-19)
1 (F30-24)
1 (F30-28)
2 (F30-30)
1 (F30-31)
1 fabric fragment

1 bone toothbrush handle (4 ¾” long)
1 unidentified brass/copper
1 iron stove plate handle
1 iron container fragment
1 iron wire (.115” diameter)
17 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
1 unidentified iron leg
5 zinc metal
6 window glass
2 shaley coal
32 bone

Lot F30-3
1 undecorated ironstone
1 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 salt-glazed drain tile (extruded)
1 (F30-7)
2 (F30-12)
1 amber container glass
1 aqua container glass
4 clear container glass
2 clear lamp chimney glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed

“…FORD…”)
3 (F30-32)
1 (F30-33)
1 hard rubber comb
1 zinc tube (1” diameter)
1 iron container fragments
2 wire drawn nail fragments
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron/spring fragment
1 unidentified iron
8 iron wire
6 bone

Lot F30-4
1 (F30-1)
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F30-20)
1 (F30-32)
1 (F30-36)
3 wire drawn nail fragments
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2 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F30-5
1 undecorated whiteware
1 relief-decorated yellowware
2 (F30-13)
1 (F30-14)
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 clear large chimney glass
2 (F30-34)
6 (F30-35)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
15 bone

Lot F30-6
1 transfer print (red, overglaze)

whiteware
3 undecorated whitewhare
2 porcelain doll head
2 (F30-1)
2 (F30-15)
7 (F30-16)
3 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass (paneled)
1 aqua container glass (melted)
1 amethyst container glass
2 amber container glass
5 clear container glass
1 pink/rose layered glass
1 (F30-19)
1 (F30-29)
2 (F30-37)
1 (F30-38)
6 rubberized fabric straps
3 rubberized fabric
6 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron wire (.096” diameter)
1 brick fragment
1 shaley coal
3 aqua window glass
4 bone

Feature 31
Lot F31-1
2 undecorated whiteware
2 (F31-1)
1 (F31-2)
1 (F31-4)

Lot F31-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F31-3)
2 machine cut nail fragments
2 wire drawn nail fragments
16 bone

Feature 32
Lot F32-1
1 amber container glass
1 (F32-1)
1 (F32-2)
1 (F32-11)
10 machine cut nail fragments
8 bone

Lot F32-2
1 glass marble (chipped; .60”

diameter)
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 bone

Lot F32-3
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)

Lot F32-4
1 (F32-3)
1 aqua window glass
6 bone

Lot F32-5
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F32-6
3 (F32-11)
1 (F32-12)
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3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 bone

Lot F32-7
1 (F32-4)
1 (F32-13)
1 (F32-14)
5 (F32-11)
1 (F32-19)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
4 brick fragments
25 bone

Lot F32-8
1 salt glazed/Albany stoneware
2 (F32-2)
1 (F32-15)
1 (F32-16)
3 machine cut nail fragments
5 aqua window glass

Lot F32-9
1 salt/Albany slipped stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F32-5)
1 (F32-6)
2 (F32-17)
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bone

Lot F32-10
1 salt/unglazed stoneware
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
3 iron container fragments
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 bone

Lot F32-11
1 redware
1 (F32-7)

1 (F32-8)
1 (F32-9)
1 (F32-10)
1 (F32-5)
1 (F32-11)
1 (F32-18)
7 (F32-19)
1 (F32-20)
9 (F32-21)
1 4-hole milk glass button with

piecrust edges (.44”diameter)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
6 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
3 mussel shell
24 bone

Feature 33
Lot F33-1
47 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 Manganese-Glazed buff paste

earthernware
1 (F33-1)
1 (F33-2)
1 (F33-3)
1 (F33-4)
1 (F33-5)
22 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
1 Kelly green container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
2 rose container glass
26 aqua container glass
1 clear lamp chimney glass
1 light blue container glass
2 melt glass
1 amethyst container glass
2 (F33-24)
1 (F33-25)
1 (F33-26)
2 (F33-27)
1 (F33-28)
1 (F33-29)
1 (F33-30)
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1 sunflower seed
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
6 machine cut nail fragments
31 aqua window glass
1 clinker
2 coal
9 bone

Lot F33-2
11 undecorated whiteware
1 (F33-4)
1 (F33-6)
1 (F33-7)
2 aqua container glass
13 clear container glass
1 clear//teal tableware glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…

ALLAN’S / … ANT 1 …”)
1 (F33-29)
2 (F33-31)
1 (F33-32)
1 (F33-33)
1 kaolin pipe stem
5 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
22 thick aqua window glass (3.44

millimeters thick)
1 coal
27 bone

Lot F 33-3
1 porcelain figurine (bird)
5 undecorated whiteware
2 unglazed red paste earthernware
1 undecorated ironstone (impressed

“T. & G. MEA [KIN]”)
1 (F33-2)
1 (F33-8)
1 (F33-9)
1 (F33-10)
3 clear container glass
2 frosted lamp chimney glass
3 aqua container glass
9 (F33-31)
1 (F33-34)

1 (F33-35)
13 machine cut nail fragments
22 bone

Lot F33-4
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 (F33-9)
2 aqua container glass
2 (F33-31)
1 (F33-34)
1 (F33-36)
3 brass/copper container fragments
1 iron container fragment
8 machine cut nail fragments
2 brick
68 bone

Lot F33-5
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 aqua container glass
1 (F33-37)
5 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 3/8” long)
1 unidentified iron (6 ¼” long)
1 glazed brick
3 bone

Lot F33-6
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
3 (F33-11)
2 (F33-12)

(F33-13)
2 dark green/black container glass
` clear/teal container glass
1 (F33-38)
2 (F33-39)
1 kaolin pipe bowl (face pipe; HENRY

CLAY)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
7 machine cut nail fragments
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1 plaster with finish white coat
13 bone

Lot F33-7
2 undecorated ironstone (backstamp

“ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / …
MEAKIN”)

1 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
\2 (F33-7)
2 (F33-15)
1 (F33-16)
1 (F33-17)
1 (F33-18)
1 layer red/clear tableware glass
3 (F33-40)
1 (F33-41)
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 bone

Lot F33-8
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F33-8)
1 (F33-19)
3 dark green/black container glass
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 (F33-29)
1 (F33-30)
18 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 slab marble (15/16” thick; heavily

weathered)
1 aqua window glass
1 glazed brick/kiln fragment
1 plaster
3 bone

Lot F33-9
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F33-8)
11 (F33-11)
2 (F33-12)
2 (F33-13)
6 (F33-20)

1 (F33-21)
4 (F33-22)
2 (F33-23)
12 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 (F33-42)
4 (F33-43)
2 (F33-44)
1 (F33-45)
1 (F33-46)
2 (F33-47)
8 (F33-48)
7 (F33-49)
6 (F33-50)
1 (F33-51)
1 (F33-52)
4 (F33-53)
2 clear glass beads (.30” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.62”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.39”

diameter)
1 loop shank milk glass button (.39”

diameter)
1 slate writing pencil
3 slate writing pencil fragments
3 unidentified copper/brass
26 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼”diameter)
1 cast iron sprocket (15” diameter, 12

½” long) (shaft chain well
mechanism)

Feature 36
Lot F36-1
1 (F36-1)
5 (F36-2)
4 (F36-3)
1 (F36-4)
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1 bone

Feature 41
Lot F41-1
1 (F41-1)
9 bone

Lot F41-2
2 undecorated whiteware
1 porcelain doll
2 (F41-1)
1 (F41-2)
1 (F41-3)
8 clear container glass
6 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 opaque light blue container glass
1 (F41-4)
1 fabric fragment
1 brass clasp/clip
9 machine cut nail fragments
24 aqua window glass
3 thick aqua window glass (3.55

millimeters thick)
32 bone

Feature 42
Lot F42-1
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated pearlware?
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
5 clear chimney glass
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass embossed

“…GES…”
14 machine cut nail fragments
29 aqua window glass
1 clinker
12 bone

Feature 43
Lot F43-1

1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (slow blue) whiteware
1 porcelain doll head
8 salt-glazed/salt-glazed extruded

stoneware drain tile
1 salt-glazed/unglazed extruded

stoneware drain tile
2 unglazed/unglazed extruded

stoneware drain tile
1 salt-glazed/salt-glazed extruded

stoneware drain tile (impressed
“…ACO…”)

1 (F43-1)
1 (F43-2)
1 (F43-3)
1 (F43-4)
1 clear container glass (embossed

“…OBI…”)
1 (F43-22)
1 (F43-23)
1 (F43-24)
4 bone

Lot F43-2
1 salt-glazed/unglazed extruded

stoneware drain tile w/illegible
impressed work

2 unglazed/unglazed extruded
stoneware drain tile/thimble

1 (F43-3)
1 (F43-5)
1 amber container glass
1 (F43-25)

Lot F43-3
2 undecorated whiteware
1 unglazed/unglazed extruded

stoneware drain tile/thimble (4”
diameter)

1 yellowware
1 (F43-6)
1 amber container glass
1 clear container glass

Lot F43-4
2 (F43-7)
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1 (F43-8)
1 (F43-9)
4 (F43-10)
1 white/milk glass
1 (F43-26)
1 felt fragment
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified tin scrap (sheet metal

wiring)
1 mortar
5 bone
1 mussel shell
1 asbestos fabric
1 4-hole shell button (.41” diameter)
4 brass/copper bands (1 ¼” wide)
1 wire drawn nail (4 3/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (1 ½” long)
1 unidentified iron
21 aqua window glass
5 wood
1 clinker
3 mussel shell
14 bone

Lot F43-5
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 undecorated porcelain (burned)
1 salt-glazed stoneware “knob” (from

“knob and tube” wiring)
1 (F43-6)
2 (F43-11)
2 (F43-12)
1 (F43-13)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 (F43-27)
1 (F43-28)
1 (F43-29)

Lot F43-6
1 (F43-15)
1 (F43-16)
1 (F43-17)
1 (F43-18)

2 clear container glass
3 dark green/black container glass
1 clear container glass (embossed

“…ILL…”)
1 clear container glass (embossed

“…D…/…”)
1 (F43-25)
1 (F43-30)
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
2 clinkers
6 aqua window glass
2 plaster
1 brick with mortar
4 coal
1 wood
10 bone
1 unidentified iron
1 unidentified brass (1 7/8” long; ½”

diameter)
20 aqua window glass
1 plaster/mortar
11 bone

Lot F43-7
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F43-7)
4 (F43-16)
2 (F43-19)
3 aqua container glass
5 clear container glass
1 white/milk glass container glass
1 (F43-26)
2 (F43-31)
3 (F43-32)
1 (F43-33)

Lot F43-8
3 electrical porcelain light fixture

switch (MNV=1)
1 (F43-9)
1 (F43-15)
2 (F43-17)
1 (F43-20)
1 (F43-21)
1 (F43-33)
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1 4-hole milk glass button (.59”
diameter)

1 hard rubber hair pin (approximately
6” long)

1 brass/copper “coin” (1.25” diameter;
one side says “HEADS I WIN / CCC
/ CASCARETS / ALWAYS WIN /
BEST FOR THE BOWELS”, other
side says “TAILS YOU LOOSE /
CCC / CASCARETS/ ALWAYS
WIN / BEST FOR THE BOWELS”)

1 iron “grate” (10.5” long x 5” wide)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron wire .09” diameter
1 wood with nails approximately 9”

long
1 aqua window glass
1 aqua plate glass ¼”
7 bone

Lot F43-9
1 (F43-34)
1 (F43-35)

Feature 44
Lot F44-1
1 molded salt-glazed stoneware drain

tile (bell end, 5” diameter base)
3 (F44-1)
2 (F44-2)
7 (F44-3)
1 clear container glass (smoked)
1 aqua container glass
2 (F44-8)
1 (F44-9)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.60”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.50”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass with pie crust

edges (.42” diameter)
3 bone

Lot F44-2
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware

2 molded salt-glazed stoneware drain
tile (bell end, approx. 6” diameter
base)

2 (F44-4)
1 (F44-5)
2 (F44-6)
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed)
1 white/milk glass container glass
1 (F44-10)
1 (F44-11)
1 bone handle (toothbrush;

approximately 4” long)

Lot F44-3
1 (F44-7)
1 2-hole shell button (.32” diameter)
1 2-hole shell button (.36” diameter)
1 iron wire (.065” diameter)
12 aqua window glass
19 bone

Lot F44-4
1 blue glass bead (approximately ¼” x

¼”)

Feature 45
Lot F45-1
2 undecorated whiteware
2 unglazed red paste earthernware
1 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 (F45-1)
1 (F45-2)
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F45-9)
1 (F45-10)
1 (F45-11)
12 (F45-12)
4 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F45-2
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1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
35 (F45-3)
1 (F45-4)
1 machine cut nail fragment

Lot F45-3
2 undecorated whiteware
2 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 porcelain furniture caster wheel
1 (F45-2)
1 (F45-5)
1 (F45-6)
1 (F45-7)
1 clear container glass
1 (F45-11)
1 (F45-13)
2 machine cut nail fragments
6 aqua window glass
3 wood
2 bone

Lot F45-4
1 (F45-8)
1 (F45-15)
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
2 bone

Lot F45-5
1 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass

Lot F45-6
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed

“…SON/…[PHILADELPH?]IA”)
1 (F45-16)
1 (F45-17)
1 cork

Lot F45-7
1 (F45-18)
4 (F45-19)

11 (F45-20)

Lot F45-8
1 mortar

Lot F45-9
1 clear container glass
1 (F45-14)
1 aqua window glass
1 bone

Feature 46
Lot F46-1
4 (F46-24)
1 machine cut nail (2 7/8” long)
1 mussel shell
5 bone

Lot F46-2
3 undecorated ironstone
2 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 (F46-1)
1 (F46-2)
1 (F46-3)
1 (F46-15)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F46-25)
1 (F46-26)
1 (F46-27)
1 unidentified brass/copper
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 blue pigment (can base)
1 wood
1 peach pit
3 writing slates
1 aqua window glass
3 coal
2 bone

Lot F46-3
2 porcelain doll head (engraved “698 x

6.”)
2 undecorated whiteware
12 (F46-2)
2 (F46-4)
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4 (F46-5)
1 (F46-6)
1 (F46-7)
1 (F46-8)
4 clear container glass
13 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F46-26)
5 (F46-27)
1 (F46-28)
1 (F46-29)
1 (F46-30)
1 (F46-31)
3 (F46-32)
1 (F46-33)
1 (F46-34)
1 (F46-35)
1 (F46-36)
1 (F46-37)
1 (F46-38)
2 (F46-39)
3 (F46-40)
1 (F46-41)
7 (F46-42)
4 (F46-43)
1 (F46-44)
5 (F46-45)
1 (F46-46)
6 (F46-47)
6 (F46-48)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.62”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 black glass loop shank button (.53”

diameter)
1 graphite rod (.25” diameter)
1 writing slate (with music scale)
3 machine cut nail fragments

38 aqua window glass
2 mortar
1 coal
1 seed
1 wood
8 bone

Lot F46-4
1 toy porcelain plate
2 porcelain doll heads
1 yellowware
1 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 undecorated ironstone
18 (F46-2)
2 (F46-4)
3 (F46-8)
2 (F46-9)
1 (F46-10)
1 (F46-11)
4 (F46-12)
1 (F46-13)
4 (F46-14)
1 (F46-15)
1 (F46-16)
3 amber container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
6 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
7 clear container glass
4 clear lamp chimney glass
1 white/milk glass container glass

(embossed “…MAC…/[B?]…”
16 (F46-27)
2 (F46-41)
1 (F46-43)
22 (F46-45)
1 (F46-46)
3 (F46-47)
1 (F46-49)
1 (F46-50)
2 (F46-51)
2 (F46-52)
1 (F46-53)
1 (F46-54)
2 (F46-55)
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1 (F46-56)
2 (F46-57)
1 (F46-58)
1 (F46-59)
3 (F46-60)
1 (F46-61)
3 (F46-62)
2 (F46-87)
7 (F46-88)
1 fabric fragment
4 shoe leather (2 soles; 1 heel)
1 lined writing slate (music scale)
1 cork
1 copper coin (.75” diameter)
1 2-hole decorated shell button (.67”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button

(.67’diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.51”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button
1 bone toothbrush (6 ¼” long) (THE

LADIES / LOOME… / PARIS /…;
with emblem of “L” in a 6 pointed
star)

1 glass pendant (chandelier piece;
early pressed glass and cut)

1 brown hard rubber lid (threaded
inside; 2 7/8” diameter) (baby’s
bottle)

1 silver plated brass enema device
9 machine cut nail fragments
1 lead seal
21 aqua window glass
2 peach pits

coal
2 brick fragment
2 wood
10 bone

Lot F46-5
1 undecorated ironstone
1 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware

3 (F46-8)
1 (F46-10)
1 (F46-11)
11 (F46-14)
1 (F46-16)
6 (F46-17)
3 (F46-19)
2 (F46-20)
2 (F46-21)
1 (F46-22)
1 amber container glass
7 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
14 clear container glass
1 white/milk glass
1 (F46-26)
1 (F46-40)
7 (F46-45)
5 (F46-47)
1 (F46-63)
1 (F46-64)
2 (F46-65)
1 (F46-66)
1 (F46-67)
1 (F46-68)
1 (F46-69)
1 (F46-70)
1 (F46-71)
1 (F46-72)
1 (F46-73)
2 (F46-74)
1 (F46-75)
3 (F46-76)
1 (F46-77)
1 (F46-78)
1 (F46-79)
1 (F46-80)
1 (F46-81)
1 wooden drumstick
1 harmonica
19 shoe leather (1 heel; 8 soles)
6 fabric fragments
1 rubber bulb and hose with enema

attachment
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4 rubber hose and metal bulb
attachments

1 wood clothespin
1 bone toothbrush head
2 cork
1 copper tube (¼” diameter;

approximately 10 ½” long)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 iron band/strap (¾” wide)
11 iron container fragments
1 walnut shell
7 peach pits
5 peanut shells
2 brick fragment

coal sample
12 bone
66 aqua window glass
1 aqua mirror glass
19 bone
19 lead can seals
4 unidentified iron

Lot F46-6
1 Rockingham-glazed yellowware
1 (F46-7)
2 (F46-14)
2 (F46-17)
1 (F46-18)
4 (F46-23)
2 clear container glass
6 clear lamp chimney glass
1 clear and rose layered glass (pattern,

molded)
2 (F46-77)
1 (F46-83)
1 (F46-84)
4 fabric fragments
3 shoe leather (1heel; small; child’s

shoe)
3 iron bands/straps (7/8” wide)
16 iron container fragments
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 iron pintel
2 wood

1 cherry pit
coal sample

9 window glass
5 brick
1 peach pit
1 pumpkin seed
2 peanut shells
3 bone

Lot F46-7
1 (F46-2)
1 (F46-85)
2 (F46-86)

Lot F46-8
1 (F46-82)

Feature 47
Lot F47-1
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
1 iron wire (.24” diameter)
1 thick aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F47-2
1 electrical porcelain “knob” (1½”

diameter, embossed “… .16. 11”)
7 undecorated ironstone
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F47-1)
1 (F47-2)
1 (F47-3)
2 (F47-4)
1 (F47-5)
1 (F47-6)
1 (F47-7)
23 clear container glass
15 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
2 (F47-35)
2 (F47-36)
2 (F47-37)
2 (F47-38)
1 (F47-39)
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3 (F47-40)
1 (F47-41)
1 (F47-42)
3 (F47-43)
2 copper electrical wire (.065”

diameter)
1 iron wire (.098” diameter)
1 iron fork without handle
2 iron bands/straps (½” wide)
9 machine cut nail fragments
19 wire drawn nail fragments
2 wire drawn nail (4 ¼” long)
1 wire drawn nail (4” long)
1 wire drawn nail (6 ¾” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)

wood sample
1 plaster/mortar

coal sample
1 shaley coal
28 bone fragments

Lot F47-3
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F47-9)
1 (F47-10)
3 clear container glass
1 clear lamp chimney glass
4 aqua container glass
2 (F47-37)
13 (F47-41)
1 (F47-44)
1 (F47-45)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 aqua window glass
3 peach pits
3 wood
4 coal
12 bone

Lot F47-4
1 (F47-37)
1 (F47-46)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 wire drawn nail (3” long)
10 aqua window glass

Lot F47-5
1 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 salt-glazed/salt-glazed stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F47-11)
4 (F47-12)
1 (F47-13)
1 (F47-14)
2 (F47-15)
3 (F47-16)
1 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
5 clear large chimney glass
3 (F47-39)
1 (F47-47)
3 (F47-48)
1 (F47-49)
1 (F47-50)
1 (F47-51)
1 (F47-52)
1 (F47-53)
1 (F47-54)
1 (F47-55)
2 (F47-56)
1 (F47-84)
1 fabric fragment
1 hard rubber comb (4” long)
1 lined writing slate
2 cork seals (7/8” diameter)
1 iron container fragments
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¼” long)
1 unidentified iron ball
1 iron rod (door stop) (3” long)
37 aqua window glass
31 peach pits
1 shaley coal

coal sample
4` clinkers
1 brick fragments

wood sample
218 bone
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Lot F47-6
2 undecorated whiteware
2 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 Albany-slipped/Albany-slipped

stoneware (burned)
2 (F47-6)
5 (F47-7)
3 (F47-8)
2 (F47-10)
7 (F47-11)
2 (F47-13)
9 (F47-15)
10 (F47-16)
4 (F47-17)
1 (F47-18)
3 (F47-19)
1 (F47-20)
8 (F47-21)
3 (F47-22)
5 (F47-23)
1 (F47-24)
2 aqua flat glass (circular, 2” diameter,

beveled edges)
1 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
102 clear lamp chimney glass
25 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 cork
1 white/milk glass
6 (F47-39)
1 (F47-42)
8 (F47-56)
1 (F47-57)
1 (F47-58)
1 (F47-59)
6 (F47-60)
1 (F47-61)
1 (F47-62)
1 (F47-63)
3 (F47-64)
1 (F47-65)
1 (F47-66)
1 (F47-67)
1 (F47-68)

1 (F47-69)
4 (F47-70)
7 (F47-71)
1 (F47-72)
1 (F47-73)
1 (F47-74)
1 (F47-75)
1 (F47-76)
1 (F47-77)
2 (F47-78)
2 (F47-80)
5 (F47-81)
1 (F47-82)
11 (F47-83)
4 (F47-84)
13 shoe leather (1 heel; 7 soles)

fabric sample
9 corks
1 hard rubber or plastic lid

(SANFORD’S INKS) (1 1/8”
diameter)

2 pencil fragments
3 pencil leads
1 2-hole shell button (.41” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.53”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.34” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.33” diameter)
2 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 1/8” long)
4 wire drawn nail fragments
3 machine cut nail fragments
4 iron container fragments
1 iron spike (9” long)
1 iron band/strap (1 ¼” wide)
1 unidentified iron

plaster sample
2 unidentified copper/brass
8 aqua window glass
2 matchstick fragments
114 peach pits
5 clinkers
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wood sample
coal sample

1 brick fragment
163 bone

Lot F47-7
1 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 (F47-17)
8 (F47-20)
2 (F47-21)
2 glass eyedropper tubes
1 rubber eyedropper bulb
3 aqua window glass (construction

refuse)
101 large chimney glass
1 (F47-80)
1 (F47-85)
1 (F47-86)
1 (F47-87)
1 (F47-88)
1 (F47-89)
1 (F47-90)
1 (F47-91)
4 (F47-92)
23 (F47-93)
1 (F47-94)

fabric sample
10 shoe leather (4 soles; 5 heels)
2 corks
2 cork or rubber seals (1” diameter)
2 newspaper fragments
5 matchsticks
1 bone toothbrush (6” long) (circular

stamp with writing around it;
EXTRA FINE
PARIS)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.69”
diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.50”
diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.49”
diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”
diameter)

1 shell button (.71” diameter)
1 brass/copper washer (.54” diameter)

1 wood
1 peanut shell
1 plaster mortar
10 peach pits
28 bone

Lot F47-8
3 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer printed (green) whiteware
1 (F47-34)
5 clear container glass
1 clear container glass (embossed,

“…wel…1…lin…”)
1 amber container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F47-36)
2 (F47-37)
1 (F47-41)
2 brass boot eyelets

rubber fabric
1 graphite rod (melted)
1 graphite rod
3 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (4” long)
1 iron rod (approximately 12” long;

.26” diameter)
4 aqua window glass
1 coal
7 bone

Lot F47-9
3 (F47-9)
1 roofing slate
1 wire drawn nail (bent; approximately

4” long)
13 bone

Lot F47-10
5 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
5 porcelain doll head
1 porcelain doll head (impressed “78

4”)
9 (F47-14)
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4 (F47-17)
8 (F47-25)
2 (F47-26)
10 (F47-27)
4 (F47-28)
9 (F47-29)
10 (F47-30)
10 (F47-31)
1 (F47-45)
1 (F47-60)
5 (F47-83)
1 (F47-95)
3 (F47-96)
4 (F47-97)
6 (F47-98)
3 (F47-99)
1 (F47-100)
1 (F47-101)
1 (F47-102)
1 (F47-103)
1 (F47-104)
7 (F47-105)
5 (F47-106)
18 (F47-107)
2 (F47-108)
2 (F47-109)
3 (F47-110)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.65”

diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
8 aqua window glass
7 peach pits

wood sample
1 clinker
4 coal
1 plaster/mortar
87 bone

Lot F47-11
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F47-19)
1 fabric sample
1 glass syringe with plunger (2 ¾”

long)

Lot 47-12
1 molded salt-glazed stoneware drain

tile (bell end, 6”diameter)

Lot F47-13
1 porcelain doll head
1 (F47-17)
1 (F47-32)
10 clear lamp chimney glass
21 clear container glass
1 (F47-36)
13 (F47-109)
1 (F47-110)
1 iron safety pin

fabric sample
13 shoe leather (2 soles)
3 asphalt roofing
1 4-hole button (.60” diameter)

(painted)
1 worked bone disk fragment (1 ¼”

diameter) (poker chip)
2 aqua window glass
3 nut shells
10 peach pits

fish scales
seeds

1 brick fragment
wood sample

11 bone

Lot 47-14
1 (F47-33)

Feature 48
Lot F48-1
1 transfer print (blue/gray) whiteware
2 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
2 (F48-1)
3 (F48-2)
2 lightbulb (glass/metal)
1 clear container glass (acid etched (?);

floral pattern)
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[probably same as vessel on Feature
46-46]

1 (F48-13)
1 (F48-14)
1 (F48-15)
1 (F48-16)
2 machine cut nail fragments
3 wire drawn nail fragments
6 aqua window glass
2 peach pits
8 bone

Lot F48-2
1 (F48-3)
2 aqua container glass
1 (F48-17)
1 (F48-18)
1 unidentified iron (possibly a chain)

Lot F48-3
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified lead
6 bone

Lot F48-4
1 iron spike (approximately 5” long)
3 aqua window glass

Lot F48-5
1 (F48-19)
1 machine cut nail fragment

Lot F48-6
1 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 (F48-20)
2 wire drawn nail fragments

Lot F48-7
2 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F48-3)
1 (F48-4)
1 (F48-5)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F48-21)

1 bone toothbrush handle
(approximately 4 ½” long ;
embossed [SPRINGF]IELD, ILLS.)

4 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
1 plaster
2 bone

Lot F48-8
1 (F48-3)
1 (F48-6)
1 (F48-7)
1 (F48-8)
1 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…

OF L …”)
2 (F48-22)
22 (F48-23)
1 (F48-24)
1 (F48-25)
1 (F48-26)
3 machine cut nail fragments
2 wire drawn nail fragments
6 coal
4 bone

Lot F48-9
2 yellowware
5 (F48-7)
1 (F48-8)
1 (F48-9)
19 clear container glass
1 aqua electrical insulator (pole type)
3 clear lamp chimney glass
2 amber container glass
1 (F48-27)
1 (F48-28)
1 (F48-29)
1 (F48-30)
1 (F48-31)
1 (F48-32)
1 (F48-33)
1 (F48-34)
1 (F48-35)
1 (F48-36)
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1 (F48-37)
1 (F48-38)
1 (F48-39)
1 (F48-40)
2 (F48-41)
1 (F48-42)
10 (F48-43)
2 (F48-44)
1 (F48-45)
1 (F48-46)
2 (F48-47)
1 (F48-59)
13 shoe leather (2 soles; 1 heel)
5 iron container fragments
4 aqua window glass
2 bone

Lot F48-10
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F48-8)
5 amber container glass
14 clear container glass
1 (F48-34)
1 (F48-42)
6 (F48-44)
3 (F48-47)
1 (F48-48)
1 (F48-49)
1 (F48-50)
1 (F48-51)
2 (F48-52)
1 (F48-53)
1 (F48-54)
1 (F48-55)
1 (F48-56)
1 (F48-57)
1 (F48-58)
1 (F48-59)
9 (F48-60)
1 (F48-61)
1 (F48-62)
13 (F48-63)
3 (F48-64)
13 shoe leather (3 soles)
2 corks
1 unidentified brass gas jet

1 iron container fragment
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bolt with swivel (iron)
3 aqua window glass
2 soft mud brick fragments

Lot F48-11
1 (F48-10)
1 (F48-11)
1 (F48-12)
2 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
14 clear container glass
4 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F48-44)
9 (F48-47)
3 (F48-60)
2 (F48-61)
2 (F48-63)
1 (F48-65)
1 (F48-66)
1 (F48-67)
1 (F48-68)
4 (F48-69)
1 (F48-70)
4 (F48-71)
1 (F48-72)
3 (F48-73)
4 (F48-74)
2 (F48-75)
1 (F48-76)
3 (F48-77)

fabric sample
2 rubber fabric fragments
1 bone lice comb fragment
1 brass bell (handled; 2 1/2” tall, 3 ¼”

diameter base)
9 writing slates (6 lined)
3 shoe leather
2 iron container fragments
15 aqua window glass
1 stone
1 wood

coal sample
40 bone
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Feature 49
Lot F49-1
1 (F49-2)
1 (F49-3)
1 (F49-4)
1 (F49-5)
1 (F49-6)
1 (F49-10)

Lot F49-2
1 aqua glass, melted/burned
1 iron container fragment
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron rod (8 ¼” long)
2 plaster/mortar
2 bone

Feature 50
Lot F50-1
1 (F50-1)
1 (F50-2)
1 (F50-3)
3 (F50-32)
1 (F50-33)
1 brass ring (approximately ¾”

diameter)
4 zinc cap (screw top)

Lot F50-2
1 faceted black glass bead (large)
2 salt glazed stoneware
10 undecorated whiteware
1 glazed structural building tile
1 (F50-4)
1 (F50-5)
1 (F50-6)
1 (F50-7)
1 (F50-8)
1 (F50-9)
1 (F50-10)
1 (F50-23)
2 pressed glass tableware
12 clear container glass
1 milk glass tableware

2 aqua container glass
2 (F50-34)
1 (F50-35)
1 (F50-36)
5 (F50-37)
1 (F50-38)
1 (F50-39)
1 (F50-40)
2 (F50-142)
4 rubber fragments
1 rubberized fabric fragment
2 unidentified iron
1 iron band/strap (1” wide)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail fragments
1 iron band (¼” wide)
1 wood
1 glazed brick fragment
1 aqua window glass
2 brick fragments
3 coal
1 plaster
8 bone

Lot F50-3
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 undecorated whiteware
12 (F50-11)
7 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 pressed glass tableware
1 (F50-41)
1 (F50-42)
1 (F50-43)
1 (F50-44)
1 (F50-45)
3 (F50-46)
1 (F50-47)
2 (F50-48)
1 iron band/strap (1 ¼” wide)
7 iron container fragments
5 container seal fragments
7 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 1/8” long)
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1 iron bolt with square nut at one end
(4” long)

13 aqua window glass
1 wood
4 coal
134 bone

Lot F50-4
1 undecorated whiteware
6 (F50-4)
3 (F50-11)
1 (F50-12)
1 (F50-13)
28 clear container glass
3 (F50-38)
1 (F50-45)
2 (F50-46)
1 (F50-49)
1 (F50-50)
1 (F50-51)
1 (F50-52)
1 (F50-53)
10 (F50-54)
1 (F50-55)
1 (F50-56)
1 (F50-57)
1 (F50-58)
1 (F50-59)
1 (F50-60)
2 (F50-61)
3 (F50-62)
1 (F50-63)
1 (F50-64)
3 (F50-65)
6 (F50-66)
2 (F50-67)
1 wood pipe
1 bone pipe stem
1 hard rubber pipe stem (solid rubber)
1 iron spring (approximately ½”

diameter; approximately 2 ¼” long)
18 iron container fragments
5 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¼” long)

1 wire drawn nail (2 1/8” long)
2 iron wire (.12” diameter)
2 iron staple
1 iron ring (3” diameter)
16 aqua window glass
6 bone

Lot F50-5
35 hand painted porcelain figurine
1 undecorated whiteware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
2 blue glazed whiteware
3 (F50-6)
3 (F50-14)
1 (F50-15)
1 (F50-16)
1 (F50-17)
1 (F50-18)
1 (F50-19)
4 (F50-20)
324 clear container glass
8 aqua container glass
4 clear tableware glass
1 (F50-36)
2 (F50-42)
1 (F50-68)
1 (F50-69)
1 (F50-70)
1 (F50-71)
1 (F50-72)
1 (F50-73)
1 (F50-74)
1 (F50-75)
1 (F50-76)
3 (F50-78)
1 (F50-79)
1 (F50-80)
1 (F50-81)
1 (F50-82)
1 (F50-83)
1 (F50-84)
2 (F50-85)
2 (F50-86)
2 (F50-87)
2 (F50-88)
2 (F50-89)
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2 (F50-90)
2 (F50-91)
2 (F50-92)
2 (F50-93)
1 (F50-94)
3 (F50-95)
2 (F50-96)
1 (F50-97)
1 (F50-98)
1 (F50-99)
1 (F50-100)
8 (F50-101)
7 (F50-102)
12 (F50-103)
1 (F50-104)
1 (F50-105)
1 (F50-106)
1 (F50-107)
1 (F50-108)
1 (F50-109)
7 (F50-110)
1 (F50-111)
2 (F50-112)
2 (F50-113)
3 (F50-114)
2 (F50-115)
6 (F50-116)
7 (F50-117)
1 (F50-143)
8 corks

fabric sample
1 wood pipe bowl
1 harness, leather (½” wide)
1 Rockingham glazed stoneware

marble (.48” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.59”

diameter)
1 copper coin (.87” diameter)
3 brass cartridge fragments (.50”

diameter)
1 brass fork (approximately 7 ¼” long)
2 hard rubber syringe with plunger

attachment (5 ¼” long ; embossed “I.
.R. COMB CO. GOODYEAR
1851”)

1 hard rubber

1 hard rubber
1 pewter bottle cap (1” diameter;

threaded interior)
8 aqua window glass
1 coal
1 brick fragment
7 plaster/mortar
1 clinker
5 peach pits
2 wood
69 bone
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 wire drawn nail fragments
1 iron wire (.12” diameter)
1 copper wire (.11” diameter)
1 unidentified copper/brass
2 tin container fragments
1 iron key
2 graphite rods (batteries or lighting)

Lot F50-6
5 undecorated whiteware
1 (F50-5)
4 (F50-21)
1 (F50-22)
5 clear container glass
1 iron container fragment

(approximately 3 ½” diameter)
1 iron wire (.128” diameter)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified zinc/galvanized iron

bracket
bone

Lot F50-7
2 (F50-20)
12 clear container glass
1 Kelly green container glass
1 (F50-118)
6 (F50-119)
1 bone

Lot F50-8
2 (F50-4)
1 (F50-5)
3 (F50-15)
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2 (F50-24)
1 (F50-25)
1 (F50-26)
1 milk glass
18 clear container glass
1 (F50-67)
1 (F50-120)
5 (F50-121)
1 iron/tin container (3 1/8” wide by 4

¼” long by 1” high) (sardine like
container)

1 iron container (2 7/8” diameter)
1 iron container (2 ¾” diameter)
1 tin container bottom/lid (2 ½”

diameter)
68 iron container fragments
4 iron screen fragments
2 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
3 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
1 wood
1 peach pit
2 bone

Lot F50-9
2 undecorated whiteware
1 blue glazed whiteware
1 gilded porcelain (early ware)
2 (F50-5)
2 (F50-6)
1 (F50-7)
1 (F50-14)
2 (F50-18)
1 (F50-19)
1 (F50-20)
3 (F50-27)
7 (F50-28)
1 (F50-30)
2 (F50-31)
1 milk glass
6 clear container glass
111 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
3 dark green/black container glass
5 aqua container glass

5 aqua window glass
2 glass pocket watch bezel (one watch)
1 (F50-42)
1 (F50-77)
1 (F50-94)
8 (F50-101)
1 (F50-103)
1 (F50-110)
3 (F50-115)
1 (F50-120)
1 (F50-121)
2 (F50-122)
2 (F50-123)
3 (F50-124)
3 (F50-125)
1 (F50-126)
1 (F50-127)
1 (F50-128)
1 (F50-129)
1 (F50-130)
1 (F50-131)
1 (F50-132)
1 (F50-133)
1 (F50-134)
2 (F50-135)
25 (F50-136)
2 (F50-138)
1 (F50-139)
6 (F50-140)
1 (F50-141)
1 fabric fragment
1 wood pipe with plastic celluloid stem
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 cork
5 wire drawn nail fragments
17 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron band/strap (¾” wide)
17 iron container fragments
1 unidentified iron
7 peach pits
2 clinkers
56 bone

Feature 51
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Lot F51-1
2 (F51-1)
5 (F51-2)
1 (F51-3)
3 (F51-4)
1 (F51-5)
1 writing slate
1 machine cut nail fragment
15 bone

Feature 52
Lot F52-1
1 bone
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63”

diameter)

Feature 54
Lot F54-1
1 extruded unglazed stoneware drain

tile
1 (F54-1)
1 dark green/black container glass
2 bone

Feature 55
Lot 55-1
4 (F55-1)
1 (F55-2)

Lot F55-2
1 printed (green) whiteware
148 undecorated whiteware
10 undecorated porcelain
5 painted porcelain
3 salt glazed stoneware
4 Albany slipped earthenware
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile

(approximately 4” diameter,
extruded, hand cut)

1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp
“…UGHLIN / …UDSON”)

1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp
“ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)

1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp
“ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)

1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp
“…[M]OOREY / CHINA” with
crown and dragon motif)

1 kaolin pipe stem
1 buff paste elbow pip bowl
2 porcelain doll head fragments
1 toy porcelain cup
1 door knob (red paste marginally

glazed)
1 decorative tin-glazed architectural

tile (pink, embossed )…LTD.”, 2”
wide)

1 decorative tin-glazed architectural
tile (blue, 1 ½” wide)

1 decorative tin-glazed architectural
tile (green, embossed “ALTC…” 1”
wide)…LTD.”, 2” wide)

1 decorative tin-glazed architectural
tile (pink (1 ½” wide)

2 electrical porcelain (knob and tube
wiring)

1 electrical porcelain (switch)
1 porcelain figure (dog or lion?)
1 (F55-3)
1 (F55-4)
3 (F55-5)
3 (F55-6)
2 (F55-7)
1 (F55-8)
4 (F55-9)
1 (F55-10)
1 (F55-11)
1 (F55-12)
10 (F55-13)
1 (F55-14)
6 (F55-15)
2 (F55-16)
1 (F55-17)
2 (F55-18)
1 (F55-19)
1 (F55-20)
1 (F55-21)
1 (F55-22)
7 (F55-23)
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1 (F55-24)
4 (F55-25)
1 (F55-26)
7 (F55-27)
2 (F55-28)
2 (F55-29)
4 (F55-30)
1 (F55-31)
1 (F55-32)
3 (F55-33)
3 (F55-34)
1 (F55-35)
7 (F55-36)
1 (F55-37)
5 (F55-38)
2 (F55-39)
1 (F55-40)
2 (F55-41)
1 (F55-42)
2 (F55-43)
3 (F55-44)
2 (F55-45)
1 (F55-46)
1 (F55-47)
4 (F55-48)
2 (F55-49)
1 (F55-50)
1 (F55-51)
1 (F55-52)
2 (F55-53)
1 (F55-54)
1 (F55-55)
1 (F55-56)
1 (F55-57)
1 (F55-58)
1 (F55-59)
1 (F55-60)
1 (F55-61)
3 (F55-62)
2 (F55-63)
1 (F55-64)
1 (F55-65)
3 (F55-66)
98 aqua container glass
146 clear container glass
3 clear container glass (burned)

35 clear chimney glass
8 aqua window glass
7 amber container glass
6 dark green/black container glass
1 cobalt blue container glass
1 cobalt blue container glass (burned)
1 yellow glass bracelet?
2 black glass button (approximately 1”

diameter)
1 black glass button (approximately

5/8” diameter)
1 beveled window glass (clear)
1 safety glass (clear, diary pattern)
1 (F55-136)
1 (F55-137)
1 (F55-138)
1 (F55-139)
1 (F55-140)
1 (F55-141)
1 (F55-142)
1 (F55-143)
1 (F55-144)
3 (F55-145)
1 (F55-146)
11 (F55-147)
1 (F55-148)
1 (F55-149)
1 (F55-150)
1 (F55-151)
1 (F55-152)
1 (F55-153)
7 (F55-154)
3 (F55-155)
4 (F55-156)
4 (F55-157)
1 (F55-158)
1 (F55-159)
1 (F55-160)
1 (F55-161)
1 (F55-162)
1 (F55-163)
1 (F55-164)
1 (F55-165)
1 (F55-166)
1 (F66-167)
2 (F55-168)
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2 (F55-169)
3 (F55-170)
2 (F55-171)
1 (F55-171)
1 (F55-172)
1 (F55-173)
1 (F55-174)
3 (F55-175)
1 (F55-176)
1 (F55-177)
4 (F55-178)
1 (F55-179)
2 (F55-180)
1 (F55-181)
1 (F55-182)
4 (F55-184)
2 (F55-185)
1 (F55-186)
2 (F55-187)
2 (F55-188)
1 (F55-189)
1 (F55-190)
1 (F55-191)
1 (F55-192)
6 (F55-193)
1 (F55-194)
1 (F55-195)
2 (F55-196)
1 (F55-197)
4 (F55-198)
2 (F55-199)
4 (F55-200)
2 (F55-201)
7 (F55-202)
1 (F55-203)
2 (F55-204)
2 (F55-205)
4 (F55-206)
4 (F55-207)
1 (F55-208)
1 (F55-209)
1 (F55-210)
1 (F55-211)
1 (F55-212)
1 plastic comb
1 crystal teardrop chandelier

2 eyeglass lenses with metal connector
noses (1” wide)

1 porcelain knob (knob and tube)
(impressed [T]HOMAS)

1 lead toy horse leg
2 twisted wire
9 iron wire
1 iron tubing (.36” diameter)
1 iron rod (.41” diameter)
1 iron container
1 iron band with holes, strainer (¾”

wide x3 ½” diameter)
1 iron utensil spoon handle (3 ¾” long)
1 bent iron rod
1 iron wing nut
1 unidentified iron (pulled)
1 graphite rod (lighting) (1.30”

diameter x 4” long)
1 graphite rod (lighting) (.86” diameter

x 2 3/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (3 ½” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
5 machine cut nail fragments
18 machine cut nail fragments
65 aqua window glass
14 aqua window glass
226 bone
2 hard rubber cylinders with holes

(douche) (28” to 55” diameter)
1 graphite cylinder (1” wide x 2” long)
1 iron loop shank button (.89”

diameter)
1 crown bottle cap (1.18” diameter)
1 soft rubber button (1.19” diameter)
7 leather shoe
1 leather shoe heel with nail (adult) (1

¾” wide)
1 leather shoe heel with nail (child) (1”

wide)
1 fabric (cotton)
1 rope (¼”wide)
2 hard rubber
1 whetstone (1 ¼” wide)
1 glazed brick
3 slate
2 brick
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1 wood
15 peach pits
2 clinkers
2 coal

Lot F55-3
7 undecorated porcelain
6 undecorated ironstone
2 Bristol glazed earthenware
5 undecorated whiteware
6 undecorated burned whiteware
1 blue painted Bristol glazed

earthenware
1 printed (flow blue) whiteware
1 printed (brown) whiteware
2 printed (gray) whiteware
2 decal decorated whiteware
3 salt glazed stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp

“…AUGHLIN / …SS”)
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp

“MADE IN / CANNONSBURG
POTTERY / U. S. A. / AVON” with
shield and banner motif)

1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp
“..INSTONE CHINA /
[WARRAN]TED”)

2 electrical porcelain (square knob and
tube, embossed “U. S. / PATD.”)

3 (F55-6)
1 (F55-10)
4 (F55-12)
2 (F55-13)
2 (F55-17)
1 (F55-25)
1 (F55-30)
3 (F55-31)
2 (F55-32)
5 (F55-33)
2 (F55-34)
1 (F55-35)
2 (F55-36)
2 (F55-41)
4 (F55-51)
2 (F55-56)
1 (F55-63)

4 (F55-64)
1 (F55-67)
1 (F55-68)
4 (F55-69)
1 (F55-70)
1 (F55-71)
2 (F55-72)
1 (F55-73)
3 (F55-74)
9 (F55-75)
12 (F55-76)
2 (F55-77)
1 (F55-78)
6 (F55-79)
4 (F55-80)
6 (F55-81)
2 (F55-82)
7 (F55-83)
3 (F55-84)
2 (F55-85)
1 (F55-86)
3 (F55-87)
6 (F55-88)
1 (F55-89)
1 (F55-90)
1 (F55-91)
1 (F55-92)
3 (F55-93)
1 (F55-94)
273 clear container glass
105 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
6 amber container glass
31 clear chimney glass
1 white textured window glass

(architectural cottage glass)
1 glass syringe with plunger

(approximately 4 ½” long)
1 elbow pipe
1 porcelain doll arm
1 Rockingham glazed marble (.51”

diameter) (blue, green &white)
1 4-hole milk glass cufflink (.41”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
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25 aqua window glass
1 (F55-147)
2 (F55-148)
1 (F55-181)
2 (F55-182)
1 (F55-213)
1 (F55-214)
1 (F55-215)
1 (F55-216)
1 (F55-217)
1 (F55-218)
1 (F55-219)
1 (F55-220)
1 (F55-221)
1 (F55-222)
1 (F55-223)
1 (F55-224)
1 (F55-225)
1 (F55-226)
1 (F55-227)
1 (F55-228)
1 (F55-229)
1 (F55-230)
1 (F55-231)
1 (F55-232)
1 (F55-233)
1 (F55-234)
1 (F55-235)
1 (F55-236)
1 (F55-237)
1 (F55-238)
1 (F55-239)
1 (F55-240)
1 (F55-241)
1 (F55-242)
1 (F55-243)
1 (F55-244)
1 (F55-245)
1 (F55-246)
1 (F55-247)
1 (F55-248)
1 (F55-249)
1 (F55-250)
1 (F55-251)
1 (F55-252)
1 (F55-253)

2 (F55-254)
2 (F55-255)
2 (F55-256)
2 (F55-257)
2 (F55-258)
5 (F55-259)
2 (F55-260)
4 (F55-261)
2 (F55-262)
2 (F55-263)
4 (F55-264)
2 (F55-265)
3 (F55-266)
2 (F55-267)
2 (F55-268)
2 (F55-269)
2 (F55-270)
2 (F55-271)
4 (F55-272)
2 (F55-273)
2 (F55-274)
2 (F55-275)
2 (F55-276)
3 (F55-277)
2 (F55-278)
2 (F55-279)
2 (F55-280)
5 (F55-281)
1 (F55-282)
1 (F55-283)
3 (F55-284)
1 (F55-285)
1 (F55-286)
1 (F55-287)
1 (F55-288)
1 (F55-289)
1 (F55-291)
1 (F55-292)
1 (F55-293)
1 (F55-294)
1 (F55-295)
1 (F55-296)
4 (F55-297)
6 (F55-298)
1 (F55-299)
1 (F55-300)
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1 (F55-301)
2 (F55-302)
2 (F55-303)
2 (F55-304)
2 (F55-305)
1 (F55-306)
1 (F55-307)
1 (F55-308)
1 (F55-309)
1 (F55-310)
1 (F55-311)
1 (F55-312)
1 (F55-313)
1 (F55-314)
1 (F55-315)
1 (F55-316)
1 (F55-317)
2 (F55-318)
3 (F55-319)
1 (F55-320)
1 (F55-321)
1 (F55-322)
2 (F55-323)
2 (F55-324)
2 (F55-325)
2 (F55-326)
1 (F55-327)
3 (F55-328)
1 (F55-329)
1 (F55-330)
1 (F55-331)
1 (F55-332)
1 (F55-333)
1 (F55-334)
1 (F55-335)
1 (F55-336)
1 (F55-337)
2 (F55-338)
1 (F55-339)
1 (F55-340)
1 (F55-341)
1 (F55-342)
1 (F55-343)
1 (F55-344)
1 (F55-345)
1 (F55-346)

1 (F55-347)
1 (F55-348)
2 (F55-349)
7 (F55-350)
1 (F55-351)
1 (F55-352)
1 (F55-353)
1 (F55-354)
2 (F55-355)
2 (F55-356)
1 (F55-357)
3 (F55-358)
3 (F55-359)
1 (F55-360)
7 (F55-361)
1 (F55-362)
2 (F55-363)
1 (F55-364)
1 fabric fragment
1 copper spoon (5 ¾” long)
1 wood table knife handle (3 7/8”

long)
1 wood pencil
6 corks
1 hard rubber hair barrette
1 brass cartridge (center fire; .60”

diameter)
1 iron can opener (twist type)
1 ceramic electrical socket
13 shoe leather (2 soles; approximately

10 ½” long)
4 iron wire (.108” diameter)
2 iron wire (.132” diameter)
4 iron wire (.083” diameter)
1 iron wire (.051” diameter)
1 iron band/strap (approximately ¾”

wide)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
20 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire nail (4 3/8” long)
3 wire drawn nails (3 3/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
4 wire drawn nail (2 5/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¼” long)
2 wire drawn nails (1 5/8” long)
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1 iron bolt (with nut at on e end; 3”
long)

8 iron container fragments
4 unidentified iron
1 unidentified stoneware grates
1 crown bottle cap
2 peach pits
3 clinkers

coal sample
wood sample

242 bone

Lot F55-4
1 electrical porcelain switch
2 printed (brown) whiteware
1 majolica (tin-glazed earthenware)
2 Bristol glazed stoneware
1 buff paste earthenware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 salt glazed drain tile
1 undecorated ironstone with

backstamp “HOMER LAUGH… /
HUD…”)

1 undecorated porcelain with
backstamp “…P. K. / SILESIA”)

44 undecorated whiteware
11 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated porcelain burned
1 (F55-38)
3 (F55-40)
1 (F55-43)
1 (F55-45)
2 (F55-63)
4 (F55-64)
1 (F55-67)
6 (F55-69)
2 (F55-71)
2 (F55-73)
6 (F55-74)
14 (F55-76)
4 (F55-80)
4 (F55-83)
2 (F55-84)
1 (F55-88)
4 (F55-95)
2 (F55-96)

2 (F55-97)
1 (F55-98)
1 (F55-99)
7 (F55-100)
8 (F55-101)
3 (F55-102)
6 (F55-103)
1 (F55-104)
2 (F55-105)
9 (F55-106)
3 (F55-107)
2 (F55-108)
17 (F55-109)
7 (F55-110)
6 (F55-111)
4 (F55-112)
12 (F55-113)
1 (F55-117)
3 (F55-118)
1 (F55-119)
1 (F55-120)
1 (F55-121)
1 (F55-122)
3 (F55-124)
20 aqua container glass
211 clear container glass
3 clear container glass (burned)
75 clear chimney glass
3 dark green/black container glass
4 amber container glass
1 opaque white chimney glass
1 (F55-206)
1 (F55-302)
4 (F55-352)
1 (F55-365)
1 (F55-366)
1 (F55-367)
1 (F55-368)
1 (F55-369)
1 (F55-370)
1 (F55-371)
1 (F55-372)
1 (F55-373)
1 (F55-374)
1 (F55-375)
1 (F55-376)
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1 (F55-377)
1 (F55-378)
1 (F55-379)
1 (F55-380)
1 (F55-381)
1 (F55-382)
1 (F55-383)
1 (F55-384)
4 (F55-385)
1 (F55-386)
1 (F55-387)
1 (F55-388)
1 (F55-389)
1 (F55-390)
1 (F55-391)
1 (F55-392)
1 (F55-393)
1 (F55-394)
1 (F55-395)
1 (F55-396)
1 (F55-397)
1 (F55-398)
1 (F55-399)
2 (F55-400)
1 (F55-401)
1 (F55-402)
1 (F55-403)
1 (F55-404)
1 (F55-405)
1 (F55-406)
1 (F55-407)
1 (F55-408)
1 (F55-409)
1 (F55-410)
1 (F55-411)
2 (F55-412)
1 (F55-413)
2 (F55-414)
2 (F55-415)
2 (F55-416)
2 (F55-417)
3 (F55-418)
2 (F55-419)
2 (F55-420)
2 (F55-421)
3 (F55-412)

2 (F55-423)
2 (F55-424)
5 (F55-425)
1 (F55-426)
1 (F55-427)
2 (F55-428)
1 (F55-429)
1 (F55-430)
1 (F55-431)
2 (F55-432)
1 (F55-433)
1 (F55-434)
1 (F55-435)
3 (F55-436)
2 (F55-437)
3 (F55-438)
3 (F55-439)
3 (F55-440)
1 (F55-441)
2 (F55-442)
1 (F55-443)
1 (F55-444)
1 (F55-445)
2 (F55-446)
4 (F55-447)
1 (F55-448)
1 (F55-449)
1 (F55-450)
7 (F55-451)
3 (F55-452)
1 (F55-453)
1 (F55-454)
2 (F55-455)
1 (F55-456)
1 (F55-457)
1 (F55-458)
2 (F55-459)
1 (F55-460)
2 (F55-461)
6 (F55-462)
30 peach pits
1 walnut
1 hard rubber hair clip (or comb) (3 ¼”

wide by 3” long)
1 hard rubber lice comb fragment (I. R.

COMB…/ EXTRA…)
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1 bone comb handle (approximately 5
¼” long)

1 bone toothbrush head
1 4-hole bone button (.49” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with painted

edges (.49” diameter)
1 milk glass button fragment
10 shoe leather (1 sole with heel

approximately 10” long) (3 heels
child’s shoe)

1 glass pipette or syringe
7 wood fragments (with erasers)
2 copper spoon fragments
1 brass utensil handle (3” long)
1 wood table knife handle (3 ¼” long)
1 fabric
2 porcelain doll arm
3 porcelain toy cup
1 Rockingham glazed marble (.58”

diameter) blue
1 10-cent piece (1903)
4 corks
2 rubber bulbs (indistinguishable

writing on one)
14 rubber hose fragments
1 hard rubber
1 wood “stopper” with center hole
1 hard rubber “with a tip”
11 iron wire
6 iron container fragments
4` machine cut nail fragments
20 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (3” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 7/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
2 wire drawn nail (1 5/8” long)
1 unidentified brass/copper (1 ¾”

long)
4 unidentified iron
3 matchsticks
2 slate writing pencils
2 stones

coal sample
96 aqua window glass

wood
451 bone

Lot F55-5
1 undecorated porcelain
1 annular decorated yellowware
3 Bristol glazed stoneware
1 red paste stoneware
1 undecorated ironstone
7 undecorated whiteware
1 (F55-50)
1 (F55-60)
2 (F55-75)
1 (F55-103)
9 (F55-112)
1 (F55-118)
1 (F55-125)
1 (F55-126)
2 (F55-127)
2 (F55-128)
36 aqua window glass
39 clear container glass
4 amber container glass
6 dark green/black glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F55-173)
1 (F55-355)
1 (F55-432)
1 (F55-455)
3 (F55-463)
2 (F55-464)
2 (F55-465)
1 (F55-466)
1 Rockingham glazed stoneware

marble (.67” diameter)
1 Rockingham glazed stoneware

marble (.65” diameter)
1 Rockingham glazed stoneware

marble (.56” diameter)
1 Rockingham glazed stoneware

marble (.54” diameter)
1 porcelain doll leg
1 ceramic button (½” diameter)

(drilled)
1 blue glass heart
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1 glass marble (.69” diameter)
(swirled)

1 glass marble (.57” diameter)
9 shoe leather
1 leather strap
2 egg membrane and shell fragments
1 rubber hose (approximately ¼”

diameter)
1 iron wire (.079” diameter)
1 copper tube (3 1/8” long; 5/8”

diameter)
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
1 iron container fragment
1 iron container fragment (¾”

diameter)
1 brass bucket “pail”
2 unidentified brass (clock works)
1 lead seal (1” diameter)
4 shaley coal
2 peach pits
2 walnuts

coal sample
112 bone

wood sample
1 clinker
6 matchsticks

Lot F55-6
1 majolica (tin-glazed earthenware)
1 undecorated milk glass
1 undecorated porcelain
2 undecorated whiteware
1 Bristol glazed stoneware
1 hexagonal porcelain floor tile
1 porcelain burned
2 (F55-38)
1 (F55-97)
1 (F55-111)
1 (F55-112)
2 (F55-114)
2 (F55-118)
3 (F55-125)
2 (F55-128)
2 (F55-129)

1 (F55-130)
1 (F55-131)
1 (F55-132)
1 (F55-133)
1 (F55-134)
19 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 citron container glass
9 clear chimney glass
5 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
9 aqua window glass
1 (F55-413)
1 (F55-427)
2 (F55-432)
1 (F55-441)
1 (F55-456)
2 (F55-467)
2 (F55-468)
2 (F55-469)
1 (F55-470)
1 (F55-471)
1 (F55-472)
1 (F55-473)
1 (F55-474)
1 (F55-475)
1 (F55-476)
1 (F55-477)
1 (F55-478)
1 (F55-479)
1 (F55-480)
1 (F55-481)
1 (F55-482)
1 (F55-483)
1 (F55-484)
1 (F55-485)
1 (F55-486)
1 (F55-487)
1 (F55-488)
6 peach pits
1 leather strap with hole (reins) (1”

wide x approximately 10” long)
1 rubber hose (approximately 19” long

x ¼” diameter)
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1 hard rubber lice comb (1¼” long x
1” wide; impressed with
“[GOODYEA]R 1851 / …TY”)

1 wooden pencil
1 glass syringe (.42” diameter x 4”

long)
1 Rockingham glazed marble (brown)

(.77” diameter)
3 Rockingham glazed marbles (blue &

green) (.54” diameter)
1 Rockingham glazed marble (blue)

(.50” diameter)
1 Rockingham glazed marble (blue)

(.46” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 brass bell (sleigh) (2” diameter)
1 1 unidentified iron (leaf spring) (10

½” long)
1 unidentified iron (2” diameter)
1 iron pipe with lead coating (.62”

diameter)
3 iron wire
1 rectangular wood (1” wide x 1 7/8”

long)
2 brick
3 coal
3 shaley coal
2 clinker
89 bone

Lot 55-7
1 (F55-135)
1 (F55-489
1 (F55-490)
1 (F55-491)
1 (F55-492)
1 (F55-493)

Lot 55-8
1 (F55-128)
1 (F55-494)
1 (F55-495)

Lot F55-9
1 (F55-496)

1 (F55-497)
1 (F55-498)
1 leather shoe
1 glass marble (.60” diameter) (with

swirled interior)
7 bone

Feature 56
Lot F56-1
1 unglazed buff paste earthenware
1 painted (polychrome ?) ironstone
1 undecorated ironstone (backstamp

British Coat of Arms)
1 (F56-1)
2 (F56-2)
1 (F56-3)
1 (F56-4)
1 (F56-19)
1 clear container glass (melted)
8 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 (F56-24)
4 (F56-25)
5 (F56-26)
1 (F56-27)
2 (F56-28)
1 leather harness with copper/brass

rivet
8 machine cut nail fragments
4 wire drawn nail fragments
3 wire drawn nail fragments
2 unidentified iron
5 aqua window glass
1 stone
1 bone

Lot F56-2
1 salt-glazed/Albany-slipped

stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp

British Coat of Arms)
1 (F56-5)
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1 (F56-6)
1 (F56-19)
1 clear tableware glass
3 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
2 (F56-29)
1 (F56-30)
1 (F56-31)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 1/16” long)
9 wire drawn nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (4” long)
2 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
1 aqua window glass
3 bone

Lot F56-3
1 undecorated ironstone
1 (F56-6)
1 (F56-7)
1 (F56-8)
2 (F56-9)
1 (F56-19)
1 clear tableware glass
2 aqua container glass
1 clear lamp chimney glass
4 (F56-25)
1 (F56-32)
27 rubberized cloth (boot?)
2 machine cut nail fragments
3 wire drawn nail fragments
1 peach pit
2 aqua window glass
2 coal
2 bone

Lot F56-4
1 porcelain doll
1 yellowware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F56-5)
1 (F56-10)
1 (F56-11)
1 (F56-19)

(F56-23)
1 clear lamp chimney glass
1 clear tableware
2 aqua container glass
1 (F56-33)
1 (F56-34)
1 bone toothbrush (5 7/8” long)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 fabric
1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
2 wire drawn nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
2 machine cut nail fragment
1 limestone
1 wood
7 bone

Lot F56-5
2 (F56-22)
4 clear lamp chimney glass
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 (F56-35)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ¾” long)
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 hard rubber comb (1” wide)
2 shaley coal

Lot F56-6
3 (F56-7)

Lot F56-7
1 unglazed red paste earthernware
1 undecorated whiteware
6 (F56-4)
1 (F56-11)
3 (F56-12)
3 (F56-13)
2 (F56-14)
1 (F56-15)
1 (F56-16)
1 (F56-17)
6 clear container glass
5 clear lamp chimney glass
1 (F56-26)
1 (F56-31)
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1 (F56-36)
1 (F56-37)
1 (F56-38)
1 (F56-39)
1 (F56-40)
1 (F56-41)
1 (F56-42)
1 (F56-43)
1 (F56-44)
1 (F56-45)
2 (F56-46)
1 (F56-47)
1 (F56-48)
1 (F56-49)
2 (F56-50)
2 (F56-51)
2 (F56-52)
1 (F56-53)
2 (F56-54)
3 (F56-55)
4 (F56-56)
6 (F56-57)
2 (F56-58)
2 (F56-59)
1 (F56-60)
1 leather shoe sole (adult) (8” long)
6 bottle corks
1 peanut shell
3 matchsticks (burned)
1 wood plank (1/8” x 4 ¾” wide x 7

¾” long)
1 bone

Lot F56-8
5 undecorated whiteware
1 (F56-2)
2 (F56-10)
3 (F56-18)
1 (F56-20)
2 (F56-21)
1 (F56-61)
1 (F56-62)
2 (F56-63)
2 (F56-64)
1 (F56-65)
7 (F56-66)

Feature 57
Lot 57-1
1 salt-glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 (F57-1)
1 (F57-2)
1 (F57-3)
3 clear container glass
1 clear container glass
1 (F57-5)
1 (F57-6)
1 (F57-7)
1 writing slate (lined)
1 iron container “can” (2 ½” diameter)
11 machine cut nail fragments
11 bone

Lot 57-2

1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F57-3)
2 (F57-4)

Lot 57-3
1 salt-glazed/salt-glazed stoneware

molded drain tile (curved/90° bend)

Feature 58
Lot F58-1
3 undecorated whiteware
1 toy porcelain plate
6 aqua container glass
4 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F58-42)
1 iron container fragment
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 wire drawn nail (3 3/8” long)

Lot F58-2
3 undecorated whiteware
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1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp “
… STONE CHINA / … IN,
BURSLEM”)

1 Albany-slipped stoneware
1 redware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 (F58-1)
1 (F58-2)
2 (F58-3)
1 (F58-4)
4 clear lamp chimney glass
3 aqua container glass
4 clear container glass
3 clear tableware glass
1 milk glass
1 amber container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 black glass button faceted loop shank
15 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
19 bone

Lot F58-3
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp

“[MEA]KIN / [HAN]LEY /
[ENG]LAND”)

1 redware
1 undecorated porcelain
2 (F58-5)
2 (F58-6)
1 (F58-7)
1 (F58-8)
3 (F58-9)
1 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 porcelain doll leg (1 1/8” long)
34 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 7/8” long)
1 unidentified metal
1 shaley-coal
1 aqua window glass
1 mortar
23 bone

Lot F58-4
6 undecorated whiteware
1 salt-glazed stoneware
1 toy porcelain plate
1 (F58-2)
1 (F58-6)
1 (F58-8)
1 (F58-10)
1 (F58-11)
1 (F58-12)
1 (F58-13)
1 (F58-14)
7 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
2 (F58-43)
2 (F58-44)
1 (F58-45)
1 (F58-46)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 2-hole shell button (.70” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.50”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
6 iron containers
1 unidentified zinc (ANAL)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
34 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
1 wood
1 plaster
26 bone

Lot F58-5
1 undecorated ironstone
8 undecorated whiteware
1 salt-glazed stoneware
1 (F58-4)
1 (F58-9)
13 (F58-15)
2 (F58-16)
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1 (F58-17)
1 (F58-18)
1 (F58-19)
2 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
3 aqua window glass
1 (F58-42)
1 (F58-43)
1 (F58-45)
8 (F58-47)
1 (F58-48)
1 (F58-49)
2 (F58-50)
3 (F58-51)
18 (F58-52)
1 (F58-53)
1 (F58-54)
1 (F58-55)
1 (F58-56)
1 bone toothbrush (“EXTRA FINE”)

(6 ¼” long)
1 slate pencil
1 porcelain doll’s tea cup
1 2-hole milk glass button (.38”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.24”

diameter)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
4 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail (2” long)
2 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
19 machine cut nail fragments
3 coal
1 wood
1 mortar
54 bone

Lot F58-6
1 porcelain figurine
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 redware
5 (F58-15)
4 (F58-16)
1 (F58-18)
3 (F58-19)

2 (F58-20)
1 (F58-21)
1 (F58-22)
5 (F58-23)
6 (F58-24)
1 (F58-25)
3 (F58-26)
1 (F58-27)
1 (F58-28)
2 (F58-29)
2 (F58-30)
1 (F58-31)
13 (F58-32)
22 clear container glass
7 aqua container glass
2 clear tableware glass
2 dark green/black container glass
12 amber container glass
2 (F58-50)
1 (F58-51)
14 (F58-57)
7 (F58-58)
4 (F58-59)
6 (F58-60)
3 (F58-61)
2 (F58-62)
5 (F58-63)
1 (F58-64)
1 (F58-65)
1 (F58-66)
1 (F58-67)
1 (F58-68)
1 (F58-69)
1 (F58-70)
15 (F58-71)
1 (F58-72)
1 (F58-73)
16 (F58-74)
26 (F58-75)
3 (F58-122)

fabric sample
1 wood table knife handle

(approximately 3 ¾” long)
1 ceramic doorknob (2 ¼” diameter)

(red paste)
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1 ceramic hand painted knick knack
(figure)

1 brass
2 metal backed hair comb
27 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¼” long)

wood sample
1 writing slate
139 aqua window glass
5 brick fragments
2 coal
3 shaley-coal
1 mortar

Lot F58-7
3 undecorated whiteware
1 salt-glazed stoneware drain tile
1 salt-glazed stoneware
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp “

… Stone China”)
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 (F58-33)
1 (F58-34)
1 (F58-35)
18 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 blue tableware glass
1 clear window glass (window,

beveled edge)
1 (F58-43)
1 (F58-76)
1 (F58-77)
4 (F58-78)
1 (F58-79)
2 (F58-122)
5 iron container fragments
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
7 aqua window glass
1 coal

wood sample
29 bone

Lot F58-8
1 Albany-slipped stoneware

1 salt-glazed stoneware drain tile
2 (F58-28)
1 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
4 iron container fragments
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
2 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot F58-9
8 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp “

… & Chetwynd”)
1 salt-glazed stoneware drain tile
1 (F58-4)
1 (F58-8)
1 (F58-16)
1 (F58-36)
1 (F58-37)
10 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
5 (F58-45)
3 (F58-80)
1 (F58-81)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.55”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 iron bolt (5” long)
3 machine cut nail fragments
13 aqua window glass
15 bone

Lot F58-10
35 clear lamp chimney glass
87 clear container glass
1 light blue (opaque) container glass
11 aqua container glass
1 burned aqua container glass
4 (F58-20)
5 (F58-30)
12 (F58-31)
4 (F58-36)
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1 (F58-38)
1 (F58-39)
1 (F58-40)
3 (F58-41)
3 (F58-42)
1 (F58-60)
6 (F58-59)
1 (F58-68)
6 (F58-69)
3 (F58-70)
1 (F58-72)
12 (F58-74)
3 (F58-80)
3 (F58-81)
4 (F58-82)
9 (F58-83)
4 (F58-84)
2 (F58-85)
1 (F58-86)
1 (F58-87)
4 (F58-88)
7 (F58-89)
6 (F58-90)
7 (F58-91)
2 (F58-92)
2 (F58-93)
4 (F58-94)
6 (F58-95)
2 (F58-96)
8 (F58-97)
1 (F58-98)
1 (F58-99)
1 (F58-100)
1 (F58-101)
1 (F58-102)
4 (F58-103)
13 (F58-104)
2 (F58-105)
1 (F58-106)
10 (F58-107)
1 (F58-108)
1 (F58-109)
1 (F58-110)
1 (F58-111)
1 (F58-112)
3 (F58-113)

8 (F58-114)
1 (F58-115)
1 (F58-116)
17 (F58-117)
26 (F58-118)
1 (F58-119)
3 (F58-120)
2 (F58-121)

fabric sample
1 wood knife handle (4” long; table

knife)
1 porcelain doll’s head/face
1 4-hole milk glass button (.68”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.58”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.53”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.50”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with painted

edges (.49” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with painted

edges (.43” diameter)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.32”

diameter)
4 unidentified containers
1 sponge fragment
4 pumpkin seeds
1 coffee bean
5 peach pits
89 aqua window glass
5 coal
1 clinker
1 shaley coal
3 brick fragments
107 bone

Feature 59
Lot F59-1
1 hand painted (flow blue) whiteware
47 undecorated whiteware
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1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp
“THOMAS FURNI…”)

1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp
“CHAR… / ENGL[AND]”)

1 hand painted porcelain
33 Albany slipped stoneware
1 Albany slipped / unglazed stoneware
3 unglazed red earthenware
1 glazed brick
6 (F59-1)
1 (F59-2)
3 (F59-3)
3 (F59-4)
1 (F59-5)
1 (F59-6)
6 (F59-7)
8 (F59-8)
1 (F59-9)
2 (F59-10)
1 (F59-11)
2 (F59-12)
1 (F59-13)
1 (F59-14)
2 (F59-15)
4 (F59-16)
1 (F59-18)
1 (F59-19)
1 (F59-20)
1 (F59-85)
1 (F59-86)
28 (F59-87)
8 (F59-88)
89 (F59-89)
1 (F59-90)
3 (F59-91)
3 (F59-92)
3 (F59-93)
1 (F59-95)
6 (F59-96)
1 (F59-97)
3 (F59-98)
17 (F59-99)
5 (F59-100)
2 (F59-101)
2 (F59-111)
1 clear chimney globe glass

3 Kelly green glass
66 clear container glass
38 aqua container glass
1 (F59-110)
1 (F59-111)
1 (F59-112)
4 (F59-113)
2 (F59-114)
2 (F59-115)
1 (F59-116)
5 (F59-117)
3 (F59-118)
4 (F59-119)
2 (F59-120)
3 (F59-121)
5 (F59-122)
1 (F59-123)
4 (F59-124)
2 (F59-125)
4 (F59-126)
19 (F59-127)
7 (F59-128)
10 (F59-129)
3 (F59-130)
12 (F59-131)
1 (F59-132)
1 (F59-133)
2 (F59-134)
4 (F59-135)
2 (F59-136)
5 (F59-137)
2 (F59-138)
2 (F59-139)
7 (F59-140)
2 (F59-141)
2 (F59-142)
1 (F59-143)
14 (F59-144)
3 (F59-145)
5 (F59-146)
1 (F59-147)
10 (F59-148)
1 (F59-149)
2 iron
1 lead rolled and flattened
2 electrical wire (rubber coated)
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1 cast iron bracket
1 iron (with eyelet)
2 iron rods (approximately ¾”

diameter)
2 parasol “slide” or “glide”
1 iron utensil handle
1 iron strap (¼” wide)
1 iron wire
1 iron container fragment
1 iron band (1” wide)
1 iron band (½” wide)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4¼” long)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1½” long)
1 plaster with a finish coat
2 “asphalt” roofing shingles
2 writing slates
4 brick fragments
6 aqua window glass
4 coal
1 clinker
2 electrical porcelain socket
1 Jew’s harp/mouth harp
2 kaolin pipe stems
1 porcelain toy lid
1 porcelain Frozen Charlotte doll
2 porcelain doll parts
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
1 iron snap or button (“CHICAGO

MARLER & …”) (.65” diameter)
1 clear glass bottle stopper
81 aqua window glass

wood sample
4 mussel shell
89 bone

Lot F59-2
1 undecorated yellowware
1 Albany slipped stoneware
1 redware
2 (F59-86)
1 (F59-88)
1 (F59-90)

1 (F59-85)
1 (F59-92)
13 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
5 cobalt blue container glass
1 (F59-133)
2 (F59-128)
1 (F59-150)
1 (F59-151)
1 (F59-152)
1 (F59-153)
2 (F59-154)
4 (F59-155)
1 (F59-156)
6 (F59-157)
5 (F59-158)
4 (F59-159)
3 (F59-160)
7 (F59-161)
8 (F59-162)
2 (F59-163)
1 glass tube (hexagonal shape; 1¾”

long)
1 writing slate
92 aqua window glass
5 brick fragments
1 bone

Lot F59-3
24 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (with partial

backstamp)
1 undecorated whiteware (backstamp

“…E SHAPE”)
1 undecorated whiteware (unidentified

backstamp)
1 (F59-21)
3 (F59-22)
2 (F59-23)
3 (F59-24)
4 (F59-25)
1 (F59-26)
2 (F59-6)
8 (F59-27)
1 (F59-1)
2 (F59-4)
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3 (F59-28)
15 (F59-29)
2 (F59-30)
5 (F59-31)
5 (F59-32)
13 (F59-33)
2 (F59-34)
10 (F59-35)
6 (F59-36)
4 (F59-37)
5 (F59-38)
2 (F59-39)
2 (F59-40)
2 (F59-41)
4 (F59-42)
2 (F59-43)
8 (F59-44)
8 (F59-45)
1 (F59-46)
1 (F59-47)
6 (F59-85)
2 (F59-86)
4 (F59-90)
2 (F59-88)
7 (F59-92)
2 (F59-102)
3 (F59-103)
2 (F59-104)
63 clear container glass
4 dark green / black container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 (F59-133)
1 (F59-154)
2 (F59-160)
4 (F59-155)
1 (F59-136)
3 (F59-128)
1 (F59-127)
1 (F59-164)
1 (F59-165)
1 (F59-166)
1 (F59-167)
1 (F59-168)
1 (F59-169)
1 (F59-170)
1 (F59-171)

1 (F59-172)
1 (F59-173)
1 (F59-174)
1 (F59-175)
1 (F59-176)
1 (F59-177)
1 (F59-178)
1 (F59-179)
1 (F59-180)
1 (F59-181)
2 (F59-182)
3 (F59-183)
6 (F59-184)
17 (F59-185)
2 (F59-186)
1 (F59-187)
1 (F59-188)
2 (F59-189)
1 (F59-190)
1 (F59-191)
2 (F59-192)
2 (F59-193)
4 (F59-194)
4 (F59-195)
6 (F59-196)
1 (F59-197)
1 (F59-198)
4 (F59-199)
2 (F59-200)
2 (F59-201)
2 (F59-202)
5 (F59-203)
4 (F59-204)
2 (F59-205)
4 (F59-206)
4 (F59-207)
1 (F59-208)
1 (F59-209)
1 (F59-210)
7 (F59-211)
12 (F59-212)
14 (F59-213)
12 (F59-214)
2 (F59-215)
10 (F59-216)
1 (F59-217)
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1 (F59-218)
17 (F59-219)
142 bone (1 bone burned)
6 bone lice comb fragments
1 porcelain doll part
2 unidentified slate
1 boot lace
1 hard rubber anal applicator
1 unidentified hard rubber pen

(approximately 7¼” long)
1 loop shank shell button (.51”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.57”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.55”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust decoration (.43” diameter)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
1 milk glass loop shank button (.44”

diameter)
1 iron container fragment
6 machine cut nail fragments
6 machine cut nails (3 1/16” long)
1 unidentified iron
2 iron coil fragments
1 peach pit
241 aqua window glass
2 aqua mirror glass
13 brick fragments

Lot F59-4
1 undecorated whiteware (with partial

English backstamp)
4 undecorated whiteware
2 (F59-24)
6 (F59-6)
1 (F59-8)
1 (F59-44)
1 (F59-48)
1 (F59-49)

1 (F59-85)
1 (F59-86)
1 (F59-90)
1 bootlace/shoelace
1 hard rubber hair pin
1 iron band (½” wide)
3 iron container fragments
1 machine cut nail (5” long)
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2¼” long)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 writing slate
1 aqua window glass
49 bone

Lot F59-5
20 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 (F59-50)
1 (F59-1)
1 (F59-24)
1 (F59-35)
1 (F59-51)
? (F59-52)
3 (F59-30)
2 (F59-53)
3 (F59-54)
3 (F59-55)
6 (F59-33)
6 (F59-34)
1 (F59-56)
2 (F59-57)
3 (F59-58)
1 (F59-59)
5 (F59-29)
4 (F59-60)
4 (F59-61)
2 (F59-62)
3 (F59-63)
9 (F59-64)
10 (F59-65)
5 (F59-66)
9 (F59-67)
4 (F59-68)
5 (F59-69)
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3 (F59-70)
3 (F59-71)
? (F59-72)
? (F59-73)
? (F59-74)
2 (F59-5)
4 (F59-75)
1 (F59-92)
12 (F59104)
1 (F59-105)
2 (F59-106)
1 (F59-107)
1 (F59-108)
60 clear container glass
21 aqua container glass
33 clear container glass (burned)
1 (F59-128)
1 (F59-211)
1 (F59-200)
2 (F59-217)
1 (F59-120)
2 (F59-221)
2 (F59-222)
3 (F59-223)
6 (F59-224)
3 (F59-225)
4 (F59-226)
14 (F59-227)
1 (F59-228)
1 (F59-229)
1 (F59-230)
1 (F59-231)
1 (F59-232)
1 (F59-233)
1 (F59-234)
1 (F59-235)
1 (F59-236)
1 (F59-237)
1 (F59-238)
1 (F59-239)
1 (F59-240)
2 (F59-241)
2 (F59-242)
3 (F59-243)
1 (F59-244)
4 (F59-245)

1 (F59-246)
2 (F59-247)
1 (F59-248)
1 (F59-249)
1 (F59-250)
2 (F59-251)
1 (F59-252)
1 (F59-253)
1 (F59-254)
2 (F59-255)
5 (F59-256)
2 (F59-257)
1 (F59-258)
4 (F59-259)
2 (F59-260)
2 (F59-261)
2 (F59-262)
2 (F59-263)
2 (F59-264)
2 (F59-265)
2 (F59-266)
4 (F59-267)
6 (F59-268)
2 (F59-269)
2 (F59-270)
5 (F59-271)
3 (F59-272)
4 (F59-273)
9 (F59-274)
1 (F59-275)
6 (F59-276)
2 (F59-277)
2 (F59-278)
3 (F59-279)
1 (F59-280)
8 (F59-281)
1 (F59-282)
1 (F59-283)
2 (F59-284)
2 (F59-285)
2 (F59-286)
10 (F59-287)
4 (F59-288)
2 (F59-289)
2 (F59-290)
1 (F59-291)
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1 (F59-292)
1 (F59-293)
5 (F59-294)
1 (F59-295)
1 (F59-296)
1 (F59-297)
1 (F59-298)
1 (F59-299)
3 (F59-301)
3 (F59-302)
1 (F59-303)
1 hard rubber comb (approximately 3”

long; I .R. COMB CO.
GOODYEARS / PATENT May 6,
1851)

1 bone handle (3¾” long)
2 bone toothbrush heads
1 kaolin pipe bowl, partial stem
3 porcelain toy tea cups
1 porcelain toy dish
1 porcelain knob (approximately ¾”

diameter)
1 glass marble (.63” diameter)
1 stoneware marble (.63” diameter)
1 wood handle (3” long)
2 wood
1 shoe leather (heel; small; child’s

shoe)
1 straight pin
1 fabric
1 fabric netting (hair net)
1 brass bell
1 hard rubber hair pin
1 brass/copper cap (1 3/8” diameter)

glass lamp reservoir
2 iron wire (.09” diameter)
1 iron wire (twisted; .102” diameter)
1 iron band/strap (1” wide)
1 iron band/strap (½” wide)
9 iron container fragments
2 unidentified iron
33 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 1/8” long)
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 iron

1 iron
5 brick fragments
1 grinding stone (crank operated)
3 porcelain doll parts
1 glass jewelry (?)
1 1-hole bone button (.83” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.71”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.69”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.62”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.57”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.55”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.51”

diameter)
4 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button

(.40’diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.38”

diameter)
1 2-hole milk glass button with painted

edges (.51” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with a pie

crust decoration (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with a pie

crust decoration and painted edges
(.43” diameter)

1 2-hole decorated blue glass button
(.65” diameter)

1 loop shank milk glass button (.39”
diameter)

1 loop shank milk glass button (.33”
diameter)

1 loop shank button (.43” diameter)
1 brown glass button (approximately

½” by ½”)
2 peach pits
2 coffee beans
179 aqua window glass
1 aqua mirror glass
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2 mussel shells
139 bone

Lot F59-6
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with

backstamp
3 (F59-58)
1 (F59-57)
1 (F59-55)
1 (F59-70)
1 (F59-54)
1 (F59-72)
1 (F59-49)
1 (F59-76)
1 (F59-67)
4 (F59-77)
7 (F5978)
1 (F59-106)
3 (F59-109)
103 clear chimney glass
30 clear chimney glass (burned)
12 clear container glass
1 (F59-188)
1 (F59-208)
2 (F59-251)
1 (F59-255)
3 (F59-256)
8 (F59-262)
2 (F59-265)
3 (F59-273)
9 (F59-275)
1 (F59-292)
1 (F59-293)
6 (F59-295)
4 (F59-281)
1 (F59-258)
4 (F59-301)
1 (F59-304)
1 (F59-305)
1 (F59-306)
3 (F59-307)
2 (F59-308)
1 (F59-309)
1 (F59-310)

1 (F59-311)
1 (F59-312)
1 (F59-313)
3 (F59-314)
1 (F59-315)
1 (F59-316)
1 (F59-317)
9 (F59-318)
14 (F59-319)
1 (F59-320)
1 (F59-321)
12 (F59-322)
17 (F59-323)
1 (F59-324)
1 (F59-325)
2 (F59-326)
3 (F59-327)
1 (F59-328)
1 (F59-329)
2 (F59-330)
2 (F59-331)
1 (F59-332)
1 (F59-333)
1 faceted/hexagonal tube (.158”

diameter)
1 faceted/hexagonal tube (.158”

diameter)
1 worked bone disc (approximately 1”

diameter) poker chip
1 porcelain toy tea cup
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 slate writing pencils
2 shoe leather (2 heels; small child’s

shoe)
6 peach pits

fabric sample
1 brass key (2 5/8” long)
1 bone lice comb (3 1/8” long)
1 4-hole bone button fragment
1 4-hole milk glass button (.69”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.50”

diameter)
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2 4-hole milk glass button (.43”
diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button with pie
crust decoration (.45” diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button with pie
crust decoration (.43” diameter)

1 loop shank milk glass button (.47”
diameter)

1 loop shank milk glass button (.48”
diameter)

1 milk glass button fragment (.40”
diameter)

1 4-hole green glass button fragment
(.41” diameter)

1 loop shank decorated black glass
button (.79” diameter)

1 4-hole hard rubber button (.67”
diameter; “GOODYEARS N. R.
CO., P=10 1851”)

130 aqua window glass
39 bone
1 egg (shell and membrane)
7 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 iron container fragment
1 iron rod with bent end

(approximately 12” long)
2 straight pins
1 twisted machine cut nail
2 coal
2 coffee beans
6 brick fragments
1 plaster

wood sample

Lot F59-7
21 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 salt glazed stoneware
3 (F59-16)
1 (F59-79)
7 (F59-32)
3 (F59-86)
2 (F59-88)

3 (F59-90)
3 (F59-99)
27 clear container glass
16 aqua container glass
3 dark green / black container glass
3 amber container glass
1 cobalt blue container glass
2 (F59-334)
6 (F59-335)
1 (F59-336)
3 (F59-337)
1 (F59-338)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (2 5/8” long)
15 aqua window glass
1 plaster/mortar
31 bone

Lot F59-8
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F59-80)
1 (F59-4)
1 (F59-31)
1 (F59-85)
2 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green / black container glass
3 (F59-160)
3 (F59-339)
6 machine cut nail fragments
2 aqua window glass
1 mussel shell
44 bone

Lot F59-9
2 undecorated whiteware
2 Albany slipped stoneware
2 (F59-31)
4 (F59-88)
4 (F59-85)
1 (F59-90)
2 aqua container glass
1 clear window glass
1 (F59-185)
1 (F59-340)
1 (F59-341)
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1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”
diameter)

3 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
3 brick
89 bone

Lot F59-10
1 hand painted (polychrome)

whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
9 undecorated whiteware
3 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F59-30)
3 (F59-81)
1 (F59-82)
1 (F59-67)
1 (F59-74)
1 (F59-69)
1 (F59-109)
5 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
6 clear chimney glass
4 clear chimney glass (burned)
2 (F59-340)
1 (F59-319)
11 (F59-324)
2 (F59-251)
1 (F59-342)
1 (F59-343)
2 (F59-345)
1 (F59-346)
1 (F59-347)
1 (F59-348)
2 (F59-349)
1 (F59-350)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.50” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust edges (.40” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.38”
diameter)

1 iron wire
1 cast iron clothes hook
3 iron container fragments
1 copper clothing stay
1 wire drawn nail (2¾” long)
1 wire drawn nail (1¾” long)
2 wire drawn nail fragments
44 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 5/8” long)
5 machine cut nail (1½” long)
1 screw (2” long; blunt-ended)
1 screw (1½” long; blunt-ended)
1 pointed screw (1¼” long)
1 soft mud fragment
2 coffee beans
8 peach pits
6 aqua window glass

wood sample
4 brick fragments
2 clinkers
1 mussel shell
266 bone

Lot F59-11
2 undecorated whiteware
2 (F59-54)
2 (F59-67)
32 clear chimney glass
2 clear chimney glass (burned)
11 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
5 dark green / black container glass
1 (F59-348)
1 (F59-251)
1 (F59-318)
2 (F59-319)
1 (F59-291)
1 (F59-209)
1 (F59-273)
1 (F59-351)
1 (F59-352)
3 (F59-353)
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1 (F59-354)
10 (F59-355)
15 (F59-356)
1 (F59-357)
4 (F59-358)
3 (F59-359)
25 black fabric (cotton)
1 hard rubber hair comb
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 wooden handle knife
1 slate pencil
2 stone marbles (.64” diameter)
5 4-hole milk glass buttons (.53”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.55”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.37”

diameter)
2 iron strap with rivets (½” wide)
1 iron band (¾” wide)
1 brass lampshade support (4½”

diameter)
2 glass tubing (.22” diameter)
1 wound bead (0.24” diameter)

machine cut nail (3” long)
machine cut nail (2 ½” long)

9 machine cut nail fragments
6 machine cut nails (1” long)
22 coffee beans
26 peach pits
1 burned wood
103 aqua window glass
2 clinkers
1 worked bone (rectangular) (5/8”

wide x 1¾” long)
7 calcified bone
100 bone

Lot F59-12
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F59-57)
1 (F59-72)
3 clear container glass (burned)
10 clear container glass

8 clear chimney glass (burned)
15 clear chimney glass
8 aqua container glass
6 dark green / black container glass
3 (F59-273)
1 (F59-277)
2 (F59-256)
1 (F59-262)
1 (F59-348)
1 (F59-330)
1 (F59-332)
3 (F59-319)
2 (F59-251)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments (burned)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
2 peach pits
30 aqua window glass
6 bone

Lot F59-13
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F59-72)
1 (F59-83)
1 (F59-84)
1 (F59-96)
2 clear container glass
1 clear chimney glass (burned)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F59-281)
1 (F59-358)
1 (F59-338)
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 shoe leather (2 heels; children’s

shoes)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41”

diameter)
15 bone

Feature 60
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Lot F60-1
1 (F60-1)

Lot F60-2
1 redware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 machine cut nail (1½”long)
2 machine cut nail fragments
2 aqua window glass
11 bone

Lot F60-3
1 sandstone
1 brick fragment
69 bone

Lot F60-4
1 aqua container glass
1 unidentified iron
24 bone

Feature 61
Lot F61-1
3 undecorated whiteware
1 decal decorated, gilded porcelain
3 amber container glass
25 aqua container glass
1 clear lightening glass
1 clear lightening glass, smoked
14 clear container glass
5 (F61-1)
1 (F61-2)
4 (F61-3)
2 (F61-4)
7 (F61-5)
1 (F61-6)
1 (F61-7)
2 (F61-8)
3 (F61-9)
4 (F61-10)
3 (F61-11)
2 (F61-12)
1 (F61-13)
3 (F61-14)

1 (F61-15)
1 (F61-16)
1 unidentified porcelain
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63”

diameter)
1 rubberized fabric
1 copper electrical wire (coated)
3 aqua window glass (2.60

millimeters)
1 bone

Lot F61-2
1 undecorated porcelain
3 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
1 (F61-5)
1 (F61-11)
3 (F61-15)
3 (F61-17)
1 brass cap with interior threads (open

ended)
1 glazed brick fragment
1 mussel shell

Lot F61-3
1 dark green/black container glass
1 brass/pewter utensil handle
1 mussel shell

Feature 66
Lot F66-1
2 Albany slipped/Albany slipped

stoneware
2 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated ironstone
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
15 clear container glass
1 (F66-1)
1 (F66-2)
2 (F66-3)
1 (F66-4)
2 (F66-5)
1 (F66-13)
3 (F66-14)
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1 (F66-15)
1 (F66-23)
1 large caliber brass rifle casing with

wood plug
1 porcelain furniture caster wheel
1 leather shoe heel
1 iron square stock (½”square; nail)
1 machine cut nail (3 ¾”)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½”)
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron band (¾” width)
4 unidentified iron
1` aqua window glass
1 brick
1 limestone
1 clinker
1 coal
111 bone

Lot F66-2
3 clear container glass
1 clear container glass with starburst

pattern
1 (F66-1)
2 (F66-6)
1 (F66-7)
1 (F66-16)
1 (F66-17)
2 (F66-18)
5 (F66-19)
2 (F66-20)
3 (F66-21)
1 (F66-23)
1 bone toothbrush
1 iron stock (½” square; nail)
3 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
10 bone

Lot F66-3
1 undecorated ironstone
1 clear container glass
2 (F66-8)
1 (F66-9)
1 machine curt nail fragment
1 aqua window glass

Lot F66-4
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F66-2)
1 (F66-3)
1 (F66-5)
1 (F66-17)
1 (F66-22)
1 (F66-23)
21 (F66-24)
1 (F66-25)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 4-hole milk glass button (.55”

diameter)
1 writing slate
1 shoe heel
1 iron rod/bolt (½” diameter, 9” long)
1 iron hook
1 machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail fragments
4 unidentified brass
6 aqua window glass
57 bone
1 mussel shell

Lot F66-5
2 undecorated ironstone
15 unidentified iron
7 plaster (with white coat; rived lathe

impression)
1 coal
1 shaley coal
18 bone

Lot F66-6
1 (F66-11)

Lot F66-7
1 salt glazed/salt glazed stoneware
6 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
3 (F66-4)
1 (F66-10)
10 (F66-12)
1 (F66-26)
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1 coal
26 bone

Feature 67
Lot F67-1
1 undecorated ironstone
4 undecorated whiteware
3 amber container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass with embossed

“..[A]YERS”
12 clear container glass
5 clear lightening glass
1 (F67-1)
1 (F67-2)
1 (F67-3)
1 (F67-4)
1 (F67-5)
2 (F67-6)
1 (F67-7)
1 (F67-8)
1 (F67-9)
1 (F67-10)
1 (F67-11)
1 (F67-13)
1 (F67-14)
1 (F67-15)
1 (F67-16)
1 (F67-17)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 cork
1 peach pit
1 iron wire (twisted)
2 wire drawn nails (2 ½” diameter)
1 machine cut nail (3” diameter)
1 iron container
10 iron container fragments (cans)
4 iron cans (1 ¾” diameter base, 2 ¾”

tall) (with a removable top lid)
7 aqua window glass
11 bone

Lot F67-2

2 (F67-5)
1 (F67-7)
1 (F67-11)
1 (F67-12)
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
2 (F67-17)
1 (F67-18)
1 (F67-19)
1 (F67-20)
1 (F67-21)
1 amber container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass, burned
9 clear container glass
3 clear lightening glass
1 iron wire
3 aqua window glass
4 bone

Feature 69
Lot F69-1
1 writing slate (lined)
1 stone marble (swirled)
1 yellowware
1 clear container glass
1 (F69-1)

Feature 70
Lot F70-1
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 aqua container glass
7 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 extruded drain tile (impressed

“KINSCHER”, hand applied bell, cut
ends)

1 (F70-1)
1 (F70-2)
3 (F70-3)
1 (F70-4)
1 (F70-5)
2 (F70-6)
2 (F70-7)
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2 (F70-8)
9 (F70-9)
2 (F70-10)
2 (F70-11)
12 (F70-13)
1 (F70-14)
3 (F70-15)
3 (F70-16)
1 (F70-17)
3 (F70-18)
1 (F70-19)
3 (F70-20)
1 (F70-21)
2 (F70-22)
5 (F70-23)
2 (F70-24)
1 (F70-25)
1 hard rubber hairpin (3” long)
1 brass straight pin (1 ½” long)
1 mortar/plaster
5 bone

Lot F70-2
1 plaster with white coat

Feature 71
10 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated ironstone
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 redware
1 yellowware
1 undecorated porcelain
2 (F71-1)
2 (F71-2)
1 (F71-3)
1 (F71-4)
2 (F71-5)
2 (F71-6)
1 (F71-7)
1 (F71-8)
1 (F71-9)
1 (F71-10)
1 (F71-11)
1 (F71-12)

14 clear container glass
1 clear container glass embossed

“…NO”
6 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 porcelain electrical insulator (knob

and tube wiring)
1 brass broach/clothing clasp
1 salt glazed molded drain tile (bell-

shaped end)
1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
1 wire drawn nail (3 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 brass wire
2 unidentified wire
2 unidentified iron/brass wire
1 unidentified iron
24 aqua window glass
1 bone

Feature 74
Lot F74-1
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F74-1)
1 (F74-2)
1 (F74-6)

Lot F74-2
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated pearlware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 redware
1 (F74-3)
1 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass, melted
1 clear container glass
1 clear container glass, melted
2 bone

Lot F74-3
1 redware
1 (F74-4)
1 (F74-5)
1 stone marble (.65” diameter)
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4 machine cut nail fragments
1 limestone
6 bone

Feature 75
Lot F75-1
3 (F75-1)
1 (F75-3)

Lot F75-2
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 clear container glass
1 (F75-2)
6 aqua window glass
1 glazed brick fragment
1 mortar
4 bone

Feature 76
Lot F76-1
2 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 dark green/black container glass
2 (F76-1)
1 (F76-2)
1 (F76-3)
1 (F76-4)
1 bone

Feature 77
Lot F77-1
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 annular decorated yellowware
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
1 bone

Feature 78
Lot F78-1

1 (F78-1)
1 (F78-2)
1 (F78-3)
1 (F78-4)
clear/lead tableware glass
1 dark green/black container glass

Lot F78-2
9 undecorated whiteware
1 yellowware
1 undecorated porcelain
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F78-5)
1 (F78-6)
1 (F78-7)
1 (F78-22)
1 (F78-32)
1 (F78-33)
5 (F78-34)
2 (F78-35)
1 (F78-36)
5 (F78-37)
1 (F78-38)
4 (F78-39)
9 (F78-41)
4 (F78-42)
5 (F78-43)
1 (F78-56)
80 clear chimney glass
6 dark green/black container glass
1 writing slate
1 hard rubber comb/barrette (I.

R.COMB C…)
1 machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
17 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
62 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
11 bone

Lot F78-3
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
29 (F78-8)
6 (F78-9)
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1 (F78-10)
4 (F78-11)
2 (F78-12)
1 (F78-13)
2 (F78-22)
25 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
104 dark green/black container glass
1 (F78-27)
16 (F78-28)
3 (F78-38)
32 (F78-39)
1 (F78-44)
1 (F78-45)
1 (F78-46)
1 (F78-47)
2 (F78-48)
2 (F78-49)
3 (F78-50)
1 (F78-51)
3 (F78-52)
3 (F78-53)
3 (F78-55)
14 (F78-56)
15 (F78-57)
9 (F78-58)
10 (F78-59)
41 (F78-60)
14 (F78-61)
8 (F78-67)
1 gunflint (honey colored)
2 brass utensil handles (2 teaspoons)
1 clay marble (.61” diameter)
1 writing slate
1 slate writing pencil
1 brass key escutcheon
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40”

diameter)
1 black glass bead
1 brass (unidentified; with finial gun)
1 condensed mass of brass and bone

buttons

1 brass straight pin
1 unidentified brass bar
53 machine cut nail fragments (3” long)
78 aqua window glass
1 mortar with whitewash
45 bone
2 eggshell

Lot F78-4
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 aqua container glass

clear chimney glass
1 (F78-2)
1 (F78-10)
31 (F78-12)
2 (F78-14)
4 (F78-15)
1 (F78-16)
4 (F78-17)
1 (F78-18)
12 (F78-19)
8 (F78-23)
4 (F78-25)
3 (F78-24)
1 (F78-25)
2 (F78-27)
1 (F78-51)
1 (F78-53)
2 (F78-64)
14 (F78-63)
5 (F78-64)
34 (F78-66)
2 (F78-67)
1 (F78-68)
1 (F78-69)
1 (F78-70)
3 (F78-71)
1 (F78-72)
11 (F78-73)
6 (F78-76)
1 clay/stone marble (1.0” diameter)
1 clay/stone marble (.63” diameter)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 small screwdriver (4” long)
10 unidentified iron
4 iron table spoon
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2 aqua window glass
3 limestone
65 bone

Lot F78-5
1 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
4 machine cut nail fragments
3 melted lead
14 aqua window glass
6 bone

Lot F78-6
6 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 (F78-11)
1 (F78-16)
1 (F78-22)
1 (F78-25)
3 (F78-28)
2 (F78-29)
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F78-5)
2 (F78-8)
1 (F78-13)
1 (F78-31)
1 (F78-56)
2 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass, melted
51 aqua container glass
58 dark green/black container glass
1 bone button mass
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
28 machine cut nail fragments
33 bone

Lot F78-7
1 (F78-10)
2 (F78-18)
1 (F78-19)
1 (F78-21)
1 (F78-24)

13 (F78-25)
1 (F78-66)
11 (F78-74)
10 (F78-75)
6 aqua container glass
3 clear chimney glass
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
10 machine cut nail fragments
8 unidentified iron
5 aqua window glass
1 limestone
12 bone

Feature 79
Lot F79-1
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
6 (F79-1)
4 (F79-2)
5 (F79-3)
6 (F79-4)
1 (F79-14)
5 (F79-15)
2 (F79-16)
3 (F79-17)
2 (F79-23)
1 aqua container glass
1 (F79-22)
6 machine cut nail fragments
54 aqua window glass (1.63” 1.90”

millimeters)
1 burned soil/lightly fired brick
1 mortar (soft line)
1 bone

Lot F79-2
4 (F79-4)
2 (F79-5)
5 (F79-6)
1 (F79-7)
1 (F79-8)
5 (F79-17)
10 (F79-20)
6 (F79-21)
6 (F79-22)
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5 (F79-23)
8 clear chimney glass
2 glass (melted)
1 pipe stem
1 cork
1 4-hole milk glass button (.38”

diameter)
1 worked bone inlay
13 machine cut nail fragments
61 aqua window glass
2 aqua window glass trim pieces (1/4”

width)
6 aqua window glass trim pieces (1/8”

width)
5 mortar with whitewash (no finish

coat)
charcoal

1 brick fragment
5 bone

Lot F79-3
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
5 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 (F79-1)
7 (F79-5)
4 (F79-6)
2 (F79-9)
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 (F79-21)
2 (F79-22)
1 (F79-23)
1 (F79-24)
2 (F79-25)
1 (F79-26)
5 aqua container glass
25 clear container glass
5 (F79-3)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.38”

diameter)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 cork
27 machine cut nail fragments (mortar

or ash encrusted)
7 unidentified iron

3 aqua window glass trim pieces
(3/16”)

2 aqua window glass trim pieces (1/8”)
16 aqua mirror glass
3 brick fragments
1 mortar with whitewash
2 mortar

charcoal
4 aqua window glass
8 bone

Lot F79-4
1 redware
1 (F79-10)
1 (F79-23)
1 amber container glass
5 clear chimney glass
1 dark green container glass
1 stone marble
2 writing slate
7 machine cut nail fragments
3 aqua window glass
9 bone

Lot F79-5
4 salt glazed stoneware
2 redware
1 hand painted (purple) whiteware
5 undecorated whiteware
4 (F79-1)
1 (F79-2)
9 (F79-3)
6 (F79-4)
7 (F79-6)
4 (F79-9)
1 (F79-11)
1 (F79-12)
1 (F79-13)
17 (F79-19)
3 (F79-21)
16 (F79-22)
16 (F79-23)
7 (F79-25)
2 (F79-27)
11 (F79-28)
1 (F79-29)
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4 (F79-30)
18 (F79-31)
12 (F79-32)
13 (F79-33)
3 aqua window glass
1 aqua container glass, melted
59” container glass
14 clear chimney glass
6 aqua mirror
3 aqua window glass
1 pipe bowl
46 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron tube (7 ½” long)
2 unidentified iron
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
147 aqua window glass
1 mortar with white wash
1 limestone
45 bone

Feature 81
Lot F81-1
5 undecorated whiteware
3 redware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome)

whiteware
5 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F81-1)
1 (F81-2)
1 (F81-3)
1 (F81-4)
2 (F81-5)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 wire drawn nail (3 ½” long)
9 bone

Lot F81-2
3 undecorated whiteware
1 yellowware
2 salt-glazed stoneware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
5 clear container glass

5 dark green/black container glass
(crossmends with F82-53)

1 dark green/black container glass
(crossmends with F32-56)

1 (F81-6)
1 (F81-7)
1 writing slate
1 machine cut nail fragment
8 aqua window glass
1 limestone
5 burned soil/low-fired brick
6 bone

Lot F81-3
7 undecorated whiteware
1 dark green/black container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F81-8)
1 (F81-9)
1 (F81-10)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 aqua window glass
6 bone

Lot F81-4
2 redware
2 salt-glazede/unglazed stoneware
13 undecorated whiteware
7 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
1 clear tableware glass
6 dark green/black container glass (put

with Feature 82)
1 (F81-4)
1 (F81-11)
1 (F81-12)
1 (F81-13)
1 (F81-14)
1 (F81-15)
2 (F81-16)
1 (F81-17)
2 (F81-18)
1 (F81-19)
1 (F81-20)
2 (F81-21)
2 (F81-22)
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1 4-hole bone button (.54” diameter)
1 iron wire
2 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
3 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long
6 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
15 machine cut nail fragments
5 unidentified iron
1 forged nail (clenched)
37 aqua window glass
24 bone

Feature 82
Lot F82-1
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
3 redware
3 salt-glazed stoneware
3 porcelain doll head
23 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
15 (F82-1)
1 (F82-2)
1 (F82-3)
1 (F82-4)
1 (F82-5)
5 (F82-6)
8 (F82-7)
1 (F82-8)
3 (F82-9)
2 (F82-10)
1 (F82-11)
1 (F82-12)
1 (F82-13)
2 (F82-14)
1 (F82-15)
1 (F82-16)
5 dark green/black container glass
13 clear container glass
6 amber container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 milk glass container glass
3 (F82-42)

2 (F82-43)
4 (F82-44)
1 (F82-45)
2 (F82-46)
1 (F82-47)
2 (F82-48)
1 bone handle
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
4 machine cut nail fragments
7 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
25 bone
1 mussel shell

Lot F82-2
2 salt-glazed stoneware
4 redware
1 soft mud brick (small)
6 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 (F82-1)
1 (F82-6)
1 (F82-16)
1 (F82-17)
1 (F82-18)
1 (F82-19)
15 (F82-20)
5 aqua window glass (very thin)
3 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
2 (F82-42)
36 (F82-45)
1 (F82-49)
1 (F82-50)
2 (F82-51)
7 (F82-52)
1 (F82-53)
1 (F82-54)
9 (F82-55)
21 (F82-56)
15 (F82-57)
4 (F82-58)
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5 (F82-75)
6 shoe leather (heel)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron band
87 aqua window glass
19 bone

Lot F82-3
7 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
2 (F82-6)
1 (F82-14)
2 milk glass (?)
2 (F82-58)
1 (F82-59)
8 (F82-60)
1 (F82-61)
2 (F82-62)
1 coin (illegible)
1 iron ice skate blade
1 machine cut nail (3”)
8 machine cut nail fragments
20 aqua window glass

Lot F82-4
1 redware
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F82-21)
1 (F82-22)
1 milk glass (?)
9 (F82-60)
4 machine cut nail fragments
45 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
2 mortar
1 bone

Lot F82-5
1 soft mud brick
1 M.C. nail
6 undecorated whiteware
1 (F82-14)
2 aqua container glass
10 milk glass container glass
1 (F82-49)
1 (F82-60)

7 aqua window glass

Lot F82-6
3 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 (F82-23)
3 (F82-24)
1 milk glass (?)
5 milk glass container glass
6 clear container glass
9 aqua container glass
1 (F82-49)
1 (F82-58)
3 (F82-63)
4 (F82-64)
28 (F82-65)
1 brass teaspoon (decorated handle)
1 brass pin
2 shoe heel leather
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
2 machine cut nail (1 3/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 7/8” long)
1 iron container can lid (removable)

(3” diameter)
98 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment

charcoal

Lot F82-7
3 salt-glazed stoneware
\1 redware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware

with backstamp
“…JACKSON…/Warranted”

1 undecorated whiteware with illegible
impressed mark

2 (F82-9)
2 (F82-13)
2 (F82-25)
1 (F82-26)
1 (F82-28)
1 (F82-29)
2 (F82-30)
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2 aqua container glass
1 (F82-43)
2 (F82-47)
3 (F82-48)
6 (F82-53)
1 (F82-54)
1 (F82-65)
1 (F82-66)
1 (F82-67)
1 (f82-68)
1 (F82-69)
1 glass thermometer
1 4-hole glass button (.45” diameter)
1 writing slate
1 brass furniture handle or pull
1 brass ring (1 ½” diameter)
1 iron key (3 ½” long)
1 brass/iron pocket knife
1 melted lead
1 iron eyelet (4” long)
3 iron wire
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
16 machine cut nails
1 unidentified iron
22 aqua window glass
2 mortar
18 bone

Lot F82-8
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 transfer print (red) whiteware
4 undecorated whiteware
5 redware
1 redware, with intentional punched

hole in base (flower pot?)
1 (F82-2)
2 (F82-3)
6 (F82-6)
2 (F82-10)
3 (F82-14)
1 (F82-31)
1 (F82-32)

1 (F82-33)
47 (F82-34)
1 (F82-35)
1 (F82-36)
3 (F82-37)
1 (F82-38)
8 (F82-39)
7 (F82-40)
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
13 (F82-53)
24 (F82-57)
2 (F82-58)
9 (F82-60)
1 (F82-66)
3 (F82-70)
1 (F82-71)
2 (F82-72)
1 (F82-73)
18 (F82-74)
1 5-hole bone button (.66” diameter)
1 brass loop
1 iron wire
3 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 7/8” long)
3 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron container (can base, 5”

diameter)
31 aqua window glass
1 soft mud brick (oval depression

chiseled in center; 4” x 3 ½” x 1 ¼”
deep)

19 bone
2 oyster shell

Lot F82-9
3 (F82-7)
1 (F82-41)

Feature 83
Lot F83-1
1 (F83-30)
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1 (F83-31)
10 (F83-34)

Lot F83-2
8 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
3 (F83-1)
1 (F83-2)
1 (F83-3)
2 (F83-4)
1 (F83-5)
1 (F83-6)
1 (F83-7)
2 (F83-8)
2 (F83-9)
1 (F83-10)
1 (F83-11)
1 (F83-12)
6 (F83-13)
3 (F83-14)
2 (F83-15)
4 (F83-23)
3 aqua window glass
20 aqua container glass
3 (F83-32)
4 (F83-33)
42 (F83-34)
25 (F83-35)
1 (F83-36)
1 brass ring (1 ¾” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.63” diameter)
1 unidentified iron brass band
1 forged iron latch (7”)
1 iron rod worked (¾” x ¾”)
28 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (5” long)
94 aqua window glass
8 bone

Lot F83-3
1 aqua window glass
1 (F83-15)
2 (F83-16)
9 (F83-37)

Lot F83-4
2 salt-glazed stoneware
5 undecorated whiteware
1 toy saucer
2 undecorated ironstone
4 clear container glass
1 (F83-31)
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 bone

Lot F83-5
1 salt-glazed stoneware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 (F83-17)
1 (F83-18)
3 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
2 clear container glass
1 (F83-36)
1 (F83-38)
3 iron wire
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)

Lot F83-6
1 undecorated whiteware
2 (F83-1)
2 (F83-4)
1 (F83-5)
4 (F83-6)
1 (F83-19)
1 (F83-20)
1 (F83-21)
2 (F83-22)
1 (F83-24)
2 (F83-25)
1 (F83-26)
2 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 glass (melted)
13 (F83-34)
1 (F83-38)
1 (F83-39)
1 kaolin pipe stem
16 machine cut nail fragments

(encrusted with ash)
1 unidentified iron
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9 aqua window glass
1 glazed brick fragment
2 limestone
5 bone

Lot F83-7
2 (F83-1)
5 (F83-2)
49 (F83-4)
1 (F83-6)
2 (F83-8)
2 (F83-9)
3 (F83-13)
3 (F83-26)
14 (F83-27)
1 (F83-28)
2 (F83-29)
10 (F83-30)
68 (F83-41)
4 (F83-42)
2 writing slate
1 glass cameo (badly disintegrated)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
3 machine cut nail fragments
4 unidentified iron
15 aqua window glass
1 bone

Feature 84
Lot F84-1
1 salt glazed stoneware
8 aqua container glass
1 clear chimney glass
1 (F4-1)
2 (F4-2)
1 (F4-42)

Lot F84-2
5 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 milk glass
2 undecorated yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F84-4)
9 (F84-43)

4 (F84-44)
1 (F84-45)
4 aqua container glass
4 clear container glass
2 copper band (1/8” wide by

approximately 8 ½” long)
1 porcelain doll leg
1 coke/coal
15 bone

Lot F84-3
1 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 (F84-5)
1 wire drawn nail fragment
1 bone

Lot F84-4
2 salt glazed stoneware
4 undecorated whiteware
23 clear chimney glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 clear tableware container glass
4 (F84-6)
1 (F84-7)
1 (F84-8)
1 (F84-9)
1 (F84-10)
1 (F84-11)
1 (F84-12)
6 (F84-13)
1 (F84-14)
5 (F84-15)
4 (F84-16)
4 (F84-46)
2 (F84-47)
12 (F84-48)
6 (F84-49)
3 (F84-50)
6 (F84-51)
3 (F84-104)
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 machine cut nail (3” long)
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2 machine cut nail (3½” long)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified brass
65 aqua window glass
58 bone

Lot F84-5
8 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 redware
1 (F84-16)
1 (F84-17)
1 (F84-18)
6 (F84-24)
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 (F84-14)
9 (F84-11)
2 (F84-19)
1 (F84-20)
1 (F84-21)
9 (F84-22)
1 (F84-23)
3 (F84-26)
3 (F84-25)
13 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F84-47)
4 (F84-52)
1 (F84-46)
1 (F84-53)
1 (F84-54)
1 (F84-55)
1 (F84-56)
1 (F84-57)
1 (F84-58)
1 (F84-59)
1 (F84-60)
3 (F84-61)
1 (F84-62)
1 (F84-63)
1 (F84-64)
1 (F84-65)
1 (F84-66)
3 (F84-67)
3 (F84-68)

2 (F84-69)
3 (F84-70)
8 (F84-71)
11 (F84-72)
1 fabric
1 bone-handle (razor)
1 hard rubber comb/barrette
1 2-hole milk glass button (.63”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.57”

diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.68” diameter)
5 machine cut nail fragments
2 iron container fragment (can)
8 aqua window glass
1 shaley coal
2 clinkers
60 bone

Lot F84-6
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
6 undecorated whiteware
3 salt glazed stoneware
1 redware
1 (F84-27)
1 (F84-28)
2 (F84-29)
1 (F84-30)
1 (F84-31)
3 (F84-32)
1 (F84-33)
3 dark green/black container glass
10 aqua container glass
5 clear tableware glass
1 glass (melted)
1 iron file (11” long)
2 iron wire
2 copper wire
4 machine cut nail fragments
6 aqua window glass
25 bone

Lot F84-7
2 redware
9 undecorated whiteware
1 (F84-3)
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5 (F84-11)
1 (F84-13)
2 (F84-14)
13 (F84-16)
10 (F84-19)
3 (F84-25)
12 (F84-26)
1 (F84-34)
1 (F84-35)
4 (F84-36)
5 (F84-37)
1 (F84-38)
1 (F84-39)
4 (F84-44)
1 (F84-71)
1 (F84-75)
1 (F84-76)
1 (F84-81)
21 clear chimney glass
7 aqua container glass
5 dark green/black container glass
51 amber container glass
1 hard rubber comb (7½” long) (I .R

.C. CO.)
1 fabric
1 worked bone inlay
1 4-hole bone button (.55” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button printed

(brown) (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button with pie

crust decoration (.68” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 loop shank milk glass button (.7”

diameter)
1 machine cut nail (4½” long)
1 machine cut nail (5½” long)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified brass
1 unidentified iron
1 mortar (hard)
97 bone
3 oyster shell

Lot F84-8
4 undecorated whiteware
2 redware
1 hand painted (polychrome)

whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 (F84-32)
1 (F84-33)
1 (F84-37)
10 (F84-40)
1 (F84-41)
1 amber container glass
32 (F84-120)
1 clear chimney glass
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 slate writing pencil
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 loop shank milk glass button (.50”

diameter)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 machine cut nail (3¼” long)
13 machine cut nail fragments
54 aqua window glass
1 mortar (hard)
89 bone

Lot 84-9
2 (F84-71)
1 (F84-77)
1 (F84-78)
3 (F84-79)
3 (F84-80)
1 (F84-82)
5 (F84-83)
1 (F84-84)
1 (F84-85)
1 (F84-86)
1 (F84-87)
1 (F84-88)
1 (F84-89)
1 (F84-90)
1 (F84-91)
1 (F84-92)
2 (F84-93)
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1 (F84-94)
1 (F84-95)
1 (F84-96)
1 (F84-97)
1 (F84-98)
1 (F84-99)
1 (F84-100)
1 (F84-101)
1 (F84-102)
2 (F84-103)
1 (F84-105)
1 (F84-106)
1 (F84-107)
1 (F84-108)
1 (F84-109)
1 (F84-111)
2 (F84-112)
5 (F84-113)
3 (F84-114)
2 (F84-115)
3 (F84-116)
1 (F84-117)
1 (F84-118)
3 (F84-119)
1 (F84-120)

Feature 85
Lot F85-1
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 (F85-20)
1 (F85-21)
2 limestone chips
2 bone

Lot F85-2
2 aqua container glass
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 amber container glass
1 (F85-1)
2 (F85-22)
4 bone

Lot F85-3
3 undecorated whiteware

1 undecorated yellowware
1 (F85-2)
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
11 bone

Lot F85-4
1 annular decorated yellowware
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated creamware?
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 redware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 child’s toy saucer (whiteware)
1 (F85-3)
1 (F85-4)
1 (F85-5)
1 (F85-10)
1 (F85-20)
3 (F85-23)
1 (F85-24)
1 (F85-25)
1 clear chimney glass
2 aqua container glass
1 unidentified iron
17 aqua window glass
20 bone

Lot F85-5
19 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
6 transfer print (blue) whiteware
4 redware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 (F85-1)
3 (F85-5)
2 (F85-6)
1 (F85-7)
3 (F85-8)
1 (F85-9)
2 (F85-10)
2 (F85-11)
1 (F85-12)
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1 (F85-20)
6 (F85-25)
3 (F85-26)
6 (F85-27)
2 (F85-28)
5 amber container glass
16 clear chimney glass
4 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
2 porcelain doll legs
1 2-hole hard rubber button

(GOODYEAR’S P=T / N. R. CO.)
(.56” diameter)

1 writing slate
1 kaolin pipe stem
14 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 unidentified iron
121 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
2 limestone chips
1 coal
1 shaley coal
41 bone

Lot F85-6
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 redware
3 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 amber container glass
2 (F85-1)
11 (F85-4)
2 (F85-8)
9 (F85-10)
1 (F85-14)
1 (F85-15)
1 (F85-16)
2 (F85-20)
11 (F85-25)
5 (F85-27)

7 (F85-29)
3 (F85-30)
15 (F85-31)
8 (F85-32)
3 (F85-33)
3 (F85-34)
5 (F85-36)
1 (F85-42)
1 porcelain doll head (painted)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.37”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 brass hoop (.34” diameter)
1 iron rod (6 ¾” long)
13 machine cut nail fragments
124 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
2 plaster with finish coat
1 limestone clip
1 coal
1 shaley coal
31 bone

Lot F85-7
1 (F85-11)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
2 brick fragments
1 clinker (large)
4 limestone flakes or chips
9 bone

Lot F85-8
1 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 (F85-12)
10 (F85-37)
1 (F85-38)
1 aqua container glass
3 (F85-26)
4 (F85-27)
7 (F85-31)
1 (F85-32)
6 (F85-34)
2 (F85-36)
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6 (F85-39)
2 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
4 clear chimney glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
6 bone

Lot F85-9
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 buff paste stoneware stove “lining”

(?)
2 (F85-1)
8 (F85-4)
2 (F85-5)
3 (F85-10)
2 (F85-13)
4 (F85-18)
1 hard rubber barrette
1 chert flake
1 iron spike (6” long) (railroad spike)
1 machine cut nail fragment
57 aqua window glass
1 limestone
2 plaster with whitewash
12 bone

Lot F85-10
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
2 (F85-1)
1 (F85-19)
1 amber container glass
1 porcelain doll arm
1 brick fragment
2 limestone chips
1 clinker

shaley coal
1 plaster
6 bone

Feature 86
Lot F86-1
6 undecorated whiteware

4 salt/unglazed stoneware [quality
early wares]

2 undecorated yellowware
2 redware
1 (F86-1)
3 amber container glass
2 clear container glass
1 (F86-37)
2 (F86-38)
1 (F86-39)
1 slate writing pencil
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 limestone chip or flake
6 bone

Lot F86-2
2 undecorated whiteware
1 decal decorated milk glass
1 Albany slipped earthenware
1 porcelain doll head
1 (F86-2)
5 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 (F86-40)
1 (F86-51)
1 slate pencil (burned)
4 machine cut nail fragments
6 aqua window glass fragments
2` limestone
70 bone

Lot F86-3
1 (F86-3)
3 (F86-3)
2 (F86-4)
11 (F86-42)
2 undecorated yellowware
70 chimney glass
1 amber container glass
2 clear container glass
18 (F86-50)
5 (F86-44)
6 (F86-45)
2 (F86-46)
2 (F86-47)
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1 (F86-48)
1 (F86-49)
3 (F86-51)
1 gourd seed
1 iron shovel with wood handle
10 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 limestone
16 aqua window glass
53 bone

Lot F86-4
8 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 (F86-6)
2 (F86-7)
1 (F86-8)
1 (F86-9)
1 (F86-10)
1 (F86-11)
1 (F86-12)
1 (F86-13)
1 (F86-14)
1 (F86-15)
1 (F86-16)
1 (F86-17)
2 (F86-18)
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
8 salt/Albany stoneware [quality early

ware]
5 salt/Albany stoneware
2 aqua container glass
1 machine cut nail (2½” long)
10 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 aqua window glass
23 bone

Lot F86-5
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F86-3)
1 (F86-20)
3 (F86-21)
1 porcelain toy cup?

1 salt glazed elbow pipe
2 aqua container glass (melted)
1 clear container glass
3 (F86-39)
1 (F86-61)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
8 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentified cast iron
1 unidentified brass
1 cast iron rim (large pot/pan)
4 aqua window glass

shaley coal
2 clinkers (large)
11 bone

Lot F86-6
2 undecorated whiteware

(burned/melted)
1 Albany slipped earthenware
2 (F86-22)
1 (F86-21)
4 (F86-23)
1 (F86-24)
2 (F86-25)
1 (F86-26)
6 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 clear chimney glass
1 (F86-37)
1 (F86-40)
1 (F86-49)
2 (F86-54)
1 (F86-55)
1 (F86-56)
1 (F86-57)
1 (F86-58)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.5”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)
1 porcelain doll leg
2 iron wire
17 machine cut nail fragments
4 unidentified iron
3 aqua window glass
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1 aqua mirror glass
coal

118 bone

Lot F86-7
1 (F86-2)
3 (F86-3)
1 (F86-4)
1 (F86-26)
4 (F86-27)
18 (F86-28)
9 (F86-29)
1 (F86-30)
2 (F86-42)
3 (F86-47)
3 (F86-49)
5 (F86-51)
18 (F86-54)
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware burned
1 porcelain doll head
71 clear container glass
9 aqua container glass
31 clear chimney glass
1 (F86-59)
2 (F86-60)
1 (F86-61)
1 (F86-63)
3 (F86-64)
3 (F86-65)
13 (F86-66)
2 (F86-67)
1 porcelain doll head (painted)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
9 iron container fragments (can; 3 5/8”

diameter)
13 aqua window glass
127 bone

Lot F86-8
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
13 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated whiteware burned
3 undecorated yellowware
4 redware

4 salt glazed stoneware
2 salt glazed stoneware (early wares)
1 undecorated porcelain
2 (F86-9)
1 (F86-10)
1 (F86-12)
1 (F86-15)
1 (F86-24)
2 (F86-31)
2 (F86-32)
1 (F86-33)
1 (F86-34)
1 annular decorated with decorative

mocha whiteware
7 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 dark green container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 clear chimney glass
1 lead ring or grommet (1½” diameter)
18 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 unidentified iron
5 aqua window glass
2 limestone
1 charcoal
1 clinker
18 bone

Feature 87
Lot F87-1
2 clear container glass
1 (F87-1)
1 (F87-2)
1 (F87-3)
1 aqua window glass
1 limestone chip

Lot F87-2
6 undecorated whiteware
2 yellowware
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 amber container glass
2 aqua container glass
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1 clear container glass
2 (F87-1)
2 (F87-4)
1 (F87-5)
1 (F87-6)
1 (F87-7)
1 rubberized fabric
5 multi-strand electrical wire
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron bolt (1” diameter)
2 unidentified iron
1 asbestos exterior tile or siding
2 copper multi-strand rubber coated

electrical wire

Feature 88
Lot F88-1
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
2 (F88-1)
1 (F88-2)
1 (F88-7)
1 bone

Lot F88-2
1 undecorated porcelain
6 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F88-1)
1 (F88-2)
2 (F88-3)
1 (F88-4)
2 (F88-5)
1 (F88-6)
10 (F88-7)
1 (F88-8)
5 (F88-9)
1 brass wire/pin
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56”

diameter)
1 iron horse shoe
7 machine cut nails (3” long)
3 machine cut nails (2¾” long)
5 machine cut nails (2¼” long)
2 machine cut nails (2” long)
66 machine cut nail fragments

25 wire drawn nail fragments (finish
nails) (from nail concentration)

4 unidentified iron
21 aqua window glass

coal
shaley coal

1 plaster
175 bone
3 oyster shell

Feature 89
Lot F89-1
1 toy porcelain cup?
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
1 porcelain (burned)
1 milk glass
13 (F89-1)
3 (F89-2)
1 (F89-3)
1 (F89-4)
1 (F89-60)
2 aqua container glass
12 (F89-18)
13 (F89-19)
2 (F89-20)
18 (F89 21)
1 porcelain tube (knob and tube

wiring)
3 iron bands (1 ½” width)
1 machine cut nail (3 5/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (3¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (3½” long)
1 machine cut nail (4¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2¾” long)
15 machine cut nail fragments
9 aqua window glass (privacy glass;

¼” thick)
1 aqua window glass
5 bone

Lot F89-2
1 undecorated whiteware
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1 undecorated whiteware (with back
stamp “JOHNSON…/ ENG[LAND]
/ PAT…” and crown)

1 (F89-3)
1 aqua container glass
2 (F89-22)
1 (F89-23)
1 aluminum wire (twisted)
1 iron rake
5 iron wire
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron sheet metal
1 cast iron pipe fragment
2 aqua window glass
4 bone

Lot F89-3
5 undecorated whiteware
2 (F89-5)
1 (F89-6)
5 (F89-7)
1 (F89-8)
1 (F89-9)
1 (F89-23)
1 (F89-24)
3 (F89-25)
3 (F89-26)
1 (F89-27)
17 (F89-28)
1 (F89-29)
1 (F89-30)
3 (F89-21)
4 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
1 celluloid button
1 peach pit
1 fabric
1 leather shoe sole with heel
1 leather shoe heel
5 shoe leather
1 brass cap
1 brass wire
1 iron door rim lock
1 iron band (1 ½” width)
1 iron wire mop head
1 iron

2 iron tube (electrical conduit)
1 unidentified rubber
11 iron container fragments
1 lead container rim/seal
1 iron railroad spike (5 ¾” long)
2 iron wire
1 wire drawn nail (6 ½” long)
2 wire drawn nail (4 ½” long)
16 wire drawn nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
8 machine cut nail fragments
3 plaster
1 aqua window glass
8 aqua window glass
12 bone

Lot F89-4
5 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware with illegible

back stamp
1 transfer print (green?) (burned)

whiteware
2 sponge decorated (green) whiteware
1 Albany/Albany earthenware
1 (F89-5)
1 (F89-7)
1 (F89-10)
1 (F89-12)
1 (F89-13)
1 (F89-14)
1 (F89-15)
1 (F89-16)
1 (F89-21)
1 (F89-30)
1 (F89-31)
4 (F89-32)
1 (F89-33)
1 (F89-34)
2 (F89-35)
1 (F89-36)
1 (F89-37)
2 (F89-38)
1 (F89-39)
2 (F89-40)
12 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
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1 milk glass
1 faceted glass drop pendant
1 leather shoe (complete)
6 leather shoe fragments (1shoe)
1 unidentified lead (chisel cut)
1 cast iron stove leg
2 cast iron barrel hoop
1 iron wire
9 wire drawn nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
1 zinc jar cap (screw top)
3 aqua window glass
5 plaster (white coat; round lathe

impressions)
11 bone

Lot F89-5
1 transfer print (green) iron ware
1 (F89-3)
1 (F89-10)
5 (F89-16)
7 (F89-17)
17 clear chimney glass
2 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
4 (F89-35)
1 (F89-41)
1 (F89-42)
1 (F89-43)
1 (F89-44)
1 (F89-45)
1 (F89-46)
1 (F89-47)
1 (F89-48)
1 (F89-49)
6 (F89-50)
3 (F89-51)
3 (F89-52)
2 (F89-53)
1 (F89-54)
7 (F89-55)
2 (F89-56)
3 (F89-57)
6 (F89-58)
2 (F89-59)
1 milk glass tube (stem pipette)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.5”
diameter)

1 leather shoe heel
1 shoe leather
1 brass tube (¼” diameter)
1 iron container fragment (enameled)
1 iron wire
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron
1 rubber electrical wire sheathing
2 aqua mirror glass
40 bone

Feature 90
Lot F90-1
6 undecorated whiteware
1 relief decorated whiteware handle
2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
3 aqua window glass
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 clear container glass, embossed

“…AR…/…O…”
1 amber container glass
1 opaque green/gray glass
1 (F90-1)
3 (F90-2)
1 (F90-3)
19 (F90-4)
1 (F90-15)
1 (F90-16)
5 (F90-17)
1 (F90-18)
1 cork
1 brass clip (electrical)
1 glass flashbulb
1 brass rod (¼” diameter)
4 unidentified brass scrap (sheet metal

working) (flashing or gutter work)
1 unidentified iron
2 machine cut nails (4½” long)
1 machine cut nail (5½” long)
8 machine cut nail fragments
4 aqua window glass
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3 plaster (thick white coat only; no
brown coat)

5 bone

Lot F90-2
2 (F90-2)
1 (F90-3)
2 (F90-4)
2 (F90-5)
1 (F90-6)
1 (F90-19)
5 (F90-20)
5 (F90-21)
2 (F90-22)
2 (F90-23)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63”

diameter)
1 zinc can/container lid/liner
1 iron can cap
4 brass scrap trim pieces (sheet metal

working)
3 iron rod wrapped with sheet iron
2 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 iron sheet metal (4” x 5”)
1 circular/oval sheet metal (5 ½” x 4

½”) (bottom of container)
1 iron band
14 aqua window glass
3 bone

Lot F90-3
1 ceramic tile, burned (1/4” x 1 3/8” x

unknown length)
6 undecorated whiteware
4 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated whiteware with back

stamp “…[CH]INA / …[ME]AKIN.
LTD”

2 Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed
stoneware

1 Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed
stoneware, sponge decorated, blue

11 clear container glass
1 (F90-6)
2 (F90-7)
1 (F90-8)

2 (F90-9)
1 (F90-10)
1 (F90-11
3 (F90-18)
1 (F90-24)
1 (F90-25)
1 (F90-26)
1 (F90-27)
1 (F90-28)
1 (F90-29)
1 (F90-30)
3 (F90-31)
1 (F90-32)
3 (F90-33)
2 porcelain doll head (painted)
1 glass syringe (2½” long)
1 iron lamp reservoir burner ring
1 iron sheet metal (trim work)
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
5 unidentified iron
8 machine cut nail fragments
18 aqua window glass
10 bone

Lot F90-4
1 porcelain doll head
20 clear chimney glass
2 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 (F90-17)
1 (F90-33)
1 (F90-34)
1 (F90-35)
1 (F90-36)
1 (F90-37)
3 (F90-38)
3 (F90-39)
1 (F90-40)
1 (F90-41)
1 (F90-42)
1 (F90-43)
1 (F90-44)
1 (F90-45)
1 (F90-46)
1 (F90-47)
1 (F90-48)
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1 (F90-49)
1 (F90-50)
1 (F90-51)
1 (F90-52)
2 peach pits
1 2-hole shell button (.54” diameter)
1 rubber jar lid gasket
1 cork
1 unidentified iron
5 aqua window glass
29 bone

Lot F90-5
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
6 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 amethyst container glass
2 clear chimney glass
1 (F90-12)
1 (F90-13)
2 (F90-18)
4 (F90-37)
1 (F90-39)
1 (F90-53)
1 (F90-54)
1 (F90-55)
1 (F90-57)
1 (F90-58)
1 4-hole black glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 graphite rod (with attachment;

lighting)
1 rubber ball
3 shoe leather
1 cork
1 iron tube
3 unidentified iron
19 aqua window glass
20 bone
1 mussel

Lot F90-6
1 undecorated ironstone
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

1 Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed
stoneware, sponge decorated

1 clear container glass
1 (F90-59)
1 (F90-60)
1 (F90-61)
1 (F90-62)
1 wood utensil handle
7 aqua window glass
1 clinker
10 bone

Lot F90-7
1 (F90-63)

Lot F90-8
1 (F90-14)
1 (F90-56)
1 (F90-64)
1 (F90-66)
1 (F90-67)

Feature 91
Lot F91-1
7 undecorated whiteware
3 (F91-1)
1 (F91-2)
2 (F91-3)
1 (F91-4)
1 (F91-5)
1 (F91-13)
7 (F91-14)
1 (F91-15)
1 (F91-16)
2 (F91-17)
1 (F91-18)
1 (F91-19)
10 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 iron can (soldered hole)
1 iron table spoon
1 machine cut nail (5” long)
1 unidentified iron (clinker)
3 aqua window glass
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1 large clinker
12 bone

Lot F91-2
5 undecorated whiteware
1 Albany slipped earthenware
1 (F91-6)
3 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 (F91-20)
1 (F91-21)
1 brass tube (spout)
1 iron/wood utensil handle
1 iron ring (3 ¼” diameter) with iron

staple
4 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
1 mortar
1 clinker (large)
5 bone

Lot F91-3
4 undecorated whiteware
2 salt/Albany slipped stoneware
1 (F91-7)
12 (F91-8)
1 (F91-9)
1 (F91-10)
13 (F91-11)
1 (F91-3)
1 (F91-12)
1 (F91-13)
1 (F91-21)
1 (F91-23)
1 (F91-24)
1 (F91-25)
26 (F91-26)
1 (F91-27)
1 (F91-28)
6 (F91-29)
11 (F91-30)
1 (F91-31)
2 (F91-32)
12 (F91-33)
1 (F91-35)

2 (F91-36)
11 (F91-50)
79 clear container glass
12 aqua container glass
8 aqua window glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 Rockingham glazed marble (blue)

(.55” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.45”

diameter)
1 hard rubber syringe with plunger
1 coin
1 rubber doll head
2 brass wire
1 iron and wood umbrella glide
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 leather shoe heel
7 shoe leather
20 aqua window glass
1 coke/coal
14 bone

Lot F91-4
1 undecorated whiteware
1 (F91-21)
1 (F91-25)
1 (F91-32)
1 (F91-36)
1 (F91-37)
1 (F91-38)
1 (F91-39)
1 (F91-40)
1 (F91-41)
10 (F91-42)
17 (F91-43)
5 (F91-45)
5 (F91-46)
3 (F91-47)
5 (F91-48)
1 (F91-49)
1 (F91-50)
1 (F91-51)
4 (F91-52)
1 (F91-53)
6 (F91-54)
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10 (F91-55)
1 (F91-56)
36 (F91-57)
1 porcelain caster wheel
1 graphite rod (½”diameter)
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 drain tile
1 bakelite/hard rubber smoking pipe

stem (short stemmed, 3 3/8” long
with screws on bowl attachment)

1 bone
35 aqua window glass
2 white/milk glass
56 aqua container glass
139 clear container glass
2 white/milk glass container glass
1 graphite rod electrical lighting
4 4-hole milk glass buttons (.44”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 coin
1 shoe leather
1 iron band (1” width)
10 machine cut nail fragments
1 brass tube
3 iron tube
1 bone utensil handle
1 iron container lid
6 unidentified iron
23 aqua window glass
180 bone

Feature 92
Lot F92-1
10 undecorated ironstone
2 undecorated ironstone, burned
1 undecorated ironstone, with back

stamp “…CHINA”
2 Albany slipped/Albany slipped

stoneware
2 (F92-1)
13 (F92-2)
1 (F92-3)
6 (F92-4)

1 (F92-5)
1 (F92-6)
1 (F92-7)
2 (F92-8)
1 (F92-9)
2 (F92-14)
1 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
6 white/milk/milk container glass
31 clear container glass
3 clear container glass, burned/melted
8 aqua container glass
2 aqua container glass, burned/melted
11 amethyst container glass
11 amethyst container glass
3 (F92-15)
1 (F92-16)
1 (F92-17)
3 (F92-18)
1 (F92-19)
1 (F92-20)
1 (F92-21)
1 (F92-22)
1 (F92-23)
1 (F92-24)
1 (F92-25)
4 (F92-26)
1 graphite rod (electrical lighting)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.67”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.6”

diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.45”

diameter)
1 plastic (NOT / CINC…/ LOOSE & /

DIA…)
1 plastic (…OUNTED / NDS / CUT.)
1 brass lamp wick burner
1 slate pencil
21 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron tube (electrical conduit)
1 unidentified iron
1 iron ax head
87 aqua window glass
1 coal
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1 weathered marble (slab cut at
minimally 2½” thick)

18 bone

Lot F92-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 green glazed redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 milk/white container glass
7 clear container glass
2 (F92-10)
1 (F92-11)
2 (F92-14)
1 (F92-25)
1 (F92-27)
2 (F92-28)
2 (F92-29)
1 (F92-30)
2 (F92-31)
8 (F92-32)
1 (F92-52)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.65”

diameter)
1 iron handle (skillet)
1 iron pipe/tube (1” diameter)
1 brass tube (¼” diameter)
1 iron wire
8 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentified iron
3 aqua window glass
1 shaley coal
18 bone

Lot F92-3
2 extruded drain tile/thimble
7 clear container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
8 (F92-12)
1 (F92-13)
1 (F92-25)
1 (F92-30)
1 (F92-33)
2 (F92-34)
1 (F92-35)

2 (F92-36)
2 (F92-37)
1 (F92-38)
2 (F92-39)
49 (F92-40)
28 (F92-41)
1 (F92-42)
1 (F92-49)
1 brass shell casing (short.34”

diameter)
1 elbow pipe
1 metal douche apparatus
1 4-hole milk glass button (.54”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.51”

diameter)
1 leather shoe sole (complete)
2 leather shoe heels
61 shoe leather
1 iron wire
1 iron band (1 1/8” width)
3 machine cut nail fragments
147 aqua window glass
5 bone

Lot F92-4
2 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
18 clear container glass
1 (F92-14)
1 (F92-43)
1 (F92-44)
3 (F92-45)
1 (F92-46)
2 (F92-47)
1 (F92-48)
12 (F92-49)
36 (F92-50)
36 (F92-51)
2 shoe leather
1 writing slate
1 iron railroad spike (short; 2 ¾” long)
1 unidentified iron
5 aqua window glass
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Feature 93
Lot 93-1
1 (F93-1)
1 (F93-2)
1 (F93-19)
1 (F93-20)
1 (F93-21)

Lot F93-2
1 (F93-3)
1 (F93-4)
4 (F93-5)
2 (F93-6)
1 (F93-22)
1 (F93-23)
7 (F93-24)
17 (F93-25)
1 (F93-26)
1 (F93-27)
1 (F93-28)
1 (F93-29)
3 (F93-30)
6 (F93-31)
1 porcelain doll head
2 aqua container glass
3 aqua window glass
1 hard rubber comb/barrette
1 stone marble (polychrome striped)

(1.15” diameter)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nail fragments
15 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
6 plaster (thin white coat; rived lathe

impressions)
6 bone

Lot F93-3
1 undecorated yellowware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 undecorated whiteware
3 redware
1 (F93-7)
1 (F93-24)

1 machine cut nail fragment
1 iron candle wick trimmer
1 aqua window glass
1` plaster with white coat
11 bone

Lot F93-4
2 (F93-6)
1 (F93-8)
3 (F93-32)
4 clear chimney glass
2 aqua container glass
1 machine cut nail (3 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nail fragment
1 aqua window glass
5 bone

Lot F93-5
2 (F93-9)
4 (F93-10)
1 (F93-11)
1 (F93-33)
1 Rockingham glazed marble (brown)

(.77” diameter)
63 bone

Lot F93-6
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware
2 hand painted (polychrome, small

floral) porcelain
1 (F93-12)
1 (F93-13)
1 (F93-14)
1 (F93-5)
1 (F93-8)
1 (F93-4)
3 (F93-23)
1 (F93-27)
4 (F93-30)
4 (F93-25)
2 (F93-32)
28 (F93-31)
1 dark green/black container glass
5 aqua container glass
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6 clear container glass
1 hard rubber lice comb (I. R. COMB

CO GOODYEAR’S / PATENT
MAY 6 1851)

5 hard rubber comb/barrette fragments
1 broken pocket knife
14 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
1 iron container lid
1 iron band (1 ½” wide)
1 iron band (1” wide)
2 unidentified iron
7 aqua window glass
1 ¼” brick (approximate)
3 brick fragments (clear; construction

debris)
7 plaster (thin white coat; rived lathe

impressions)
coal

Lot F93-7
1 (F93-15)
1 (F93-16)
1 (F93-17)
1 (F93-18)
1 pontil porcelain doll leg/arm
2 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
1 painted (monochrome green)

whiteware
1 (F93-40)
1 (F93-41)
1 (F93-42)
1 (F93-43)
1 (F93-44)
1 (F93-45)
1 bone

Feature 94
Lot F94-1
3 undecorated whiteware
1 (F94-1)
3 aqua container glass

1 (F94-2)
1 4-hole milk glass button (fragment)
2 plaster/soft mortar

Feature 95
Lot F95-1
34 redware
179 undecorated whiteware
14 transfer print (red) whiteware
22 transfer print (purple) whiteware
71 transfer print (blue) whiteware
7 hand painted (polychrome, small

floral) whiteware
33 clear container glass
34 (F95-1)
7 (F95-2)
10 (F95-3)
4 (F95-4)
1 (F95-5)
11 (F95-6)
16 (95-7)
2 (F95-8)
14 (F95-9)
2 (F95-10)
7 (F95-11)
37 (F95-12)
8 (F95-13)
2 (F95-14)
29 (F95-15)
1 (F95-16)
2 (F95-17)
3 (F95-18)
11 (F95-19)
2 (F95-20)
2 (F95-21)
5 (F95-22)
1 (F95-23)
4 (F95-24)
11 (F95-25)
11 (F95-26)
12 (F95-27)
18 (F95-28)
1 (F95-29)
1 (F95-30)
1 (F95-31)
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1 (F95-32)
3 (F95-33)
2 (F95-34)
25 (F95-35)
25 (F95-36)
2 (F95-37)
2 (F95-38)
15 (F95-39)
21 (F95-40)
7 (F95-41)
42 (F95-42)
21 (F95-43)
4 (F95-44)
1 (F95-45)
1 (F95-46)
1 (F95-47)
20 (F95-48)
19 (F95-49)
32 (F95-50)
8 (F95-51)
1 (F95-52)
9 (F95-53)
7 (F95-54)
9 (F95-55)
10 (F95-56)
4 (F95-57)
1 (F95-58)
1 (F95-59)
1 (F95-60)
4 (F95-61)
4 (F95-62)
5 (F95-63)
3 (F95-64)
2 (F95-65)
1 (F95-66)
1 (F95-67)
1 (F95-68)
32 (F95-69)
13 (F95-70)
2 (F95-71)
1 salt glazed stone ware marble (.65”

diameter)
1 glass bead (.46” diameter)
2 4-hole shell button (.36” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.58”

diameter)

2 5-hole bone button (.63” diameter)
1 polychrome porcelain pipe bowl
1 bone lever-action handle
2 pewter spoons
4 pewter/pot metal finial shaped stem
1 bone tooth brush head
1 bone tooth brush handle
1 kaolin pipe bowl fragment
1 brass/copper loop shank button with

floral decoration (.5” diameter)
1 bone tooth brush handle
57 aqua window glass
13 bone

Feature 96
Lot 96-1
1 (F96-1)

Lot 96-2
2 lamp chimney
1 porcelain toy sugar bowl?
1 (F96-2)
1 (F96-3)
1 (F96-4)
1 (F96-5)
1 (F96-6)
1 (F96-7)
1 (F96-8)
2 (F96-9)
1 (F96-10)
1 (F96-11)
2 (F96-12)
6 aqua window glass
9 bone

Lot F96-3
7 (F96-12)
3 (F96-13)
1 (F96-14)
7 (F96-15)
2 (F96-16)
13 (F96-17)
2 (F96-18)
9 (F96-19)
3 (F96-20)
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1 (F96-21)
6 (F96-22)
4 (F96-23)
2 (F96-24)
1 (F96-25)
4 (F96-26)
2 undecorated whiteware
4 aqua container glass
60 clear lamp chimney glass
1 brass pin (½” long)
1 brass lid
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
5 machine cut nail fragments
139 bone

Feature 99
Lot F99-1
1 undecorated pearlware
1 (F99-1)
1 (F99-2)
1 (F99-6)
1 (F99-7)
17 (F99-13)
32 (F99-14)
3 (F99-15)
1 bone

Lot F99-2
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated ironstone
1 undecorated yellowware
2 redware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 (F99-7)
1 (F99-8)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail fragments
2 unidentified iron/brass
7 aqua window glass
1 glazed brick fragment
9 bone

Lot F99-3
8 undecorated whiteware

1 hand painted (indeterminate)
whiteware

1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated milk glass
1 undecorated yellowware (hard paste

stoneware)
1 (F99-3)
2 (F99-4)
4 (F99-5)
4 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
7 clear chimney glass
1 (F99-9)
2 (F99-10)
1 (F99-11)
1 (F99-12)
14 (F99-14)
1 (F99-15)
4 redware
1 lead/pot metal rod (¼” x 3/8”)
3 brass bells (sleigh bells)
2 iron bands (1” width)
1 iron sheet metal
9 machine cut nail fragments
4 unidentified iron
11 aqua window glass

Feature 100
Lot F100-1
2 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated ironstone
1 redware
1 (F100-1)
2 (F100-2)
1 (F100-3)
1 (F100-4)
3 (F100-5)
1 (F100-6)
1 (F100-7)
1 (F100-8)
1 (F100-9)
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2 (F100-10)
1 (F100-15)
1 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 (F100-16)
2 (F100-17)
1 (F100-18)
1 (F100-19)
2 (F100-20)

Lot F100-2
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware
2 (F100-11)
1 (F100-12)
4 (F100-13)
3 (F100-14)
1 bone

Feature 103
Lot F103-1
1 electrical porcelain (embossed “P E

R I”)
1 redware
1 Bristol-glazed stoneware
2 undecorated ironstone
2 undecorated whiteware
1 (F103-1)
1 (F103-2)
8 (F103-3)
1 (F103-4)
1 (F103-5)
1 (F103-6)
2 (F103-7)
1 (F103-8)
9 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass (ribbed)
6 aqua window glass
6 clear container glass
1 clear lamp chimney glass
3 amber container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 (F103-14)
2 (F103-15)

1 (F103-16)
1 (F103-17)
2 (F103-18)
1 (F103-19)
1 (F103-20)
2 (F103-21)
1 slate writing pencil
1 graphite square/tile (¾” square)
1 brass key
1 crown cap bottle opener
6 iron wire
1 iron band (1 ½” width)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron band (1” width)
9 aqua window glass
3 plaster (with white coat and blue

calcimine paint)
74 bone

Lot F103-2
4 undecorated ironstone
3 undecorated whiteware
2 (F103-2)
1 (F103-5)
2 (F103-6)
1 (F103-9)
2 (F103-10)
1 (F103-11)
6 (F103-12)
1 (F103-13)
4 amber container glass
1 dark green/’black container glass
3 aqua window glass
21 aqua container glass
1 clear lamp chimney glass
15 clear container glass
1 clear container glass

(ribbed/paneled)
1 (F103-19)
1 (F103-22)
1 (F103-23)
3 (F103-24)
1 (F103-25)
1 (F103-26)
2 (F103-27)
1 (F103-28)
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2 (F103-29)
8 (F103-30)
1 (F103-31)
1 rod swirl paste clear glaze door knob
1 small light bulb
1 light blue bead (.35” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.52”

diameter)
1 2-hole shell button (.6” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.5” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.35” diameter)
1 electricity insulator
1 iron key
1 stamped copper candlestick holder

with cast brass riveted handle
1 brass electrical wire
1 unidentified brass
2 iron bands (1 ½” width)
1 iron stock/rod (6 ½”)
1 iron rod with circular awl (10”)
10 machine cut nail fragments
20 aqua window glass
1 brick fragment
1 plaster
1 limestone
18 bone

Feature 104
Lot F104-1
7 (F104-1)
11 (F104-2)
1 (F104-3)
1 (F104-4)
10 (F104-5)
1 (F104-7)
1 (F104-8)
1 (F104-9)
3 (F104-10)
7 (F104-11)
8 (F104-13)
6 (F104-32)
1 (F104-44)
1 (F104-45)
1 (F104-46)
1 (F104-47)

1 (F104-48)
1 (F104-49)
10 (F104-50)
1 (F104-51)
5 (F104-52)
2 (F104-53)
8 (F104-54)
15 (F104-55)
42 (F104-56)
6 (F104-57)
2 (F104-58)
8 (F104-59)
10 undecorated whiteware
3 porcelain doll head fragments
2 ironstone toy saucer
2 ironstone toy cup
1 glazed pink terra cotton decorative

tile, embossed on back “…TED” (art
tile)

1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
176 clear container glass
1 clear container glass, melted/burned
1 white/milk container glass
1 amber container glass
14 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 blue Rockingham glazed marble

(.64” diameter)
2 circular aqua flat glass (1 7/8”

diameter) (glides)
45 peach pits
1 slate pencil
1 hard rubber comb
1 porcelain doll head
2 porcelain doll fragments
1 4-hole milk glass button (.5”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.61”

diameter)
1 light bulb (porcelain base, hand

blown)
1 light bulb base (porcelain)
1 brass/copper loop shank button

(1.11” diameter)
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2 kerosene reservoir cap
1 fabric
1 leather shoe heel
1 shoe leather
1 brass bell (like an early phone bell
1 iron horseshoe
1 brass nail
3 iron wire
1 iron spike (broken; railroad spike)
1 machine cut nail (6” long)
9 machine cut nail fragments
36 wire drawn nail fragments
366 aqua window glass

coal
shaley coal

41 bone

Lot F104-2
2 (F104-10)
2 (F104-5)
4 (F104-116)
2 (F104-19)
7 (F104-24)
2 (F104-120)
2 (F104-29)
2 (F104-21)
2 (F104-25)
2 (F104-41)
2 (F104-139)
5 (F104-34)
2 (F104-35)
1 (F104-152)
5 (F104-153)
2 (F104-109)
1 (F104-133)
1 (F104-122)
1 (F104-136)
1 (F104-154)
1 (F104-155)
1 (F104-156)
1 (F104-157)
1 (F104-158)
1 (F104-159)
1 (F104-160)
1 (F104-161)
1 (F104-162)

1 (F104-163)
1 (F104-164)
1 (F104-165)
1 (F104-166)
1 (F104-167)
1 (F104-168)
5 (F104-169)
12 (F104-170)
1 (F104-171)
1 (F104-172)
1 (F104-173)
1 (F104-174)
1 mirror (aqua)
237 clear container glass
4 aqua window glass
11 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass embossed

“[1]85[8]”
1 aqua container glass embossed

“…N’S”
1 bone?
1 undecorated porcelain
2 ironstone toy saucers (MNV=1)
1 Albany slipped earthenware
275 clear container glass
8 aqua window glass
4 aqua container glass
1 cork
1 (F104-12)
4 (F104-13)
10 (F104-14)
2 (F104-15)
2 (F104-16)
4 (F104-17)
4 (F104-18)
1 (F104-19)
1 (F104-20)
2 (F104-21)
4 (F104-22)
1 (F104-23)
3 (F104-24)
1 (F104-25)
4 (F104-26)
1 (F104-27)
3 (F104-28)
1 (F104-29)
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3 (F104-31)
2 (F104-33)
1 (F104-34)
1 (F104-35)
1 (F104-36)
8 (F104-37)
3 (F104-38)
12 (F104-39)
1 (F104-40)
1 (F104-41)
2 (F104-42)
1 (F104-43)
1 (F104-60)
1 (F104-61)
1 (F104-62)
1 (F104-63)
1 (F104-64)
1 (F104-65)
1 (F104-66)
1 (F104-67)
1 (F104-68)
1 (F104-69)
1 (F104-70)
1 (F104-71)
1 (F104-72)
1 (F104-73)
1 (F104-74)
1 (F104-75)
1 (F104-76)
1 (F104-77)
1 (F104-78)
1 (F104-79)
1 (F104-80)
1 (F104-81)
1 (F104-82)
1 (F104-83)
1 (F104-84)
1 (F104-85)
2 (F104-86)
4 (F104-87)
1 (F104-88)
1 (F104-89)
1 (F104-90)
1 (F104-91)
1 (F104-92)
1 (F104-93)

1 (F104-94)
1 (F104-95)
1 (F104-96)
1 (F104-97)
1 (F104-98)
1 (F104-99)
1 (F104-100)
1 (F104-101)
1 (F104-102)
1 (F104-103)
1 (F104-104)
1 (F104-105)
1 (F104-106)
4 (F104-107)
5 (F104-108)
4 (F104-109)
1 (F104-110)
1 (F104-111)
1 (F104-112)
1 (F104-113)
1 (F104-114)
7 (F104-115)
7 (F104-116)
1 (F104-117)
2 (F104-118)
3 (F104-119)
1 (F104-120)
9 (F104-121)
1 (F104-122)
3 (F104-123)
3 (F104-124)
6 (F104-125)
6 (F104-126)
1 (F104-127)
2 (F104-128)
5 (F104-129)
3 (F104-130)
1 (F104-131)
2 (F104-132)
1 (F104-133)
1 (F104-134)
1 (F104-135)
1 (F104-136)
2 (F104-137)
1 (F104-138)
3 (F104-139)
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2 slate writing pencil
2 porcelain doll heads (MNV=2)
3 porcelain doll fragments
1 iron ring (¾”)
1 glass darning egg
1 hard rubber straight razor handle
1 seed
6 peach pits
12 corks
1 eggshell (whole egg)
1 coconut shell/husk
12 rubberized fabric (boot)
1 lead can seal
1 brass button (1 ¼” diameter)
1 mass of fabric
3 shoe soles (ladies)
4 adult shoe soles (men)
1 child’s shoe heel
3 machine cut nail fragments
4 aqua mirror glass
24 aqua window glass
139 bone

Lot F104-3
4 (F104-15)
5 (F104-17)
2 (F104-27)
1 (F104-34)
1 (F104-43)
3 clear container glass
1 (F104-140)
1 (F104-141)
1 (F104-142)
1 (F104-143)
6 (F104-144)
1 (F104-145)
1 (F104-146)
1 (F104-147)
1 (F104-148)
1 (F104-149)
1 (F104-150)
1 (F104-151)
1 porcelain doll head
3 corks
8 bone

Feature 105
Lot F105-1
1 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
1 clear container glass, melted
1 undecorated ironstone
1 (F105-2)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”

diameter)
1 peach pit
18 machine cut nail fragments
7 aqua window glass
220 bone

Feature 106
Lot F106-1
4 corks
1 hard rubber syringe
1 bone toothbrush “FRANCE / THE

MONMOUTH”
1 rubber squeeze bulb (hygiene)
1 rubberized fabric
1 hard rubber handle
1 slate writing pencil
1 celluloid pipe stem
1 porcelain doll head
1 2-hole bone button (.62” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.46”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42”

diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.4”

diameter)
1 cast brass cuff link (.36” diameter)
1 milk glass cuff link (.38” diameter)
1 bone cuff link (.54” diameter)
3 leather shoe heels
9 shoe leather
1 fabric
1 decorated brush handle (rubber)
55 peach pits
5 hickory nut shells
14 seeds
3 iron pipe/tubing (¾” diameter)
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1 lead can seal
1 unidentified iron
1 brass shotgun shell
3 machine cut nail fragments
9 aqua window glass
7 aqua mirror glass
1 coal
313 bone

eggshell
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APPENDIX III

CERAMIC AND GLASS VESSELS BY FEATURE
PARKING GARAGE (WEST 1/2)

Feature 1
F1-1 S large bowl/wash basin (undecorated, whiteware)
F1-2 S indeterminate hollowware (undecorated, whiteware, large “Can like” vessel)
F1-3 S strainer (hand painted, gilded, double lined edge, porcelain) [very similar to one

in Feature 59]
F1-4 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F1-5 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, heavy bodied)
F1-6 P salve jar? (undecorated, yellowware or possibly burned whiteware?, 2” diameter

base, 1 1/8” tall, burned)
F1-7 S bowl (undecorated? whiteware, S-curve shape)
F1-8 S cup (hand painted, polychrome, floral, porcelain)
F1-9 S bowl/saucer (relief decorated, whiteware) [odd vessel form]
F1-10 P small jar (redware, 3 3/8” diameter base, approximately 5” tall, 4” rim diameter)
F1-11 S bottle (salt glazed/unglazed stoneware, approximately 3” diameter body, body

only)
F1-12 S jar (salt glazed/Albany stoneware, small sized)
F1-13 S mixing bowl (salt glazed/salt glazed stoneware, jigger molded)
F1-14 S soap dish (undecorated, porcelain, heavy bodied ware)
F1-15 S saucer/small plate (majolica)
F1-16 S bottle (salt/salt glazed stoneware; faceted body, body only)
F1-17 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F1-18 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, printed back stamp “ROYAL… / IRON[STONE] /

…GES…”)
F1-19 S large mug? (Rockingham glazed, approximately 6” diameter rim, minimally 4½”

tall)
F1-20 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6½” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F1-21 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2” diameter base)
F1-22 S lid? (transfer print, blue, whiteware, Gothic style)
F1-23 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3¼” tall,

handled)
F1-24 P small plate (relief decorated, Boote’s 1851 round pattern, impressed back stamp

“T. & R. BOOTE” with impressed registration mark for Sept 19, 1851)
F1-25 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8¼” diameter, impressed oval, back stamp

illegible)
F1-26 P child’s plate (transfer print, hand painted, woman riding 2-wheeled bicycle while

eating a candy cane, hand painted blue, red and green highlights, entire rim of
Alphabet in relief around the edge, 6 7/8” diameter)
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F1-27 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 1¾” diameter base, 3½” rim diameter, 3” tall,
handled)

F1-28 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, handled)
F1-29 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, lightly scalloped edge)
F1-30 S flowerpot (unglazed red paste earthenware, approximately 4” diameter rim, hand

turned, potting size)
F1-31 S bottle (salt glazed/unglazed stoneware, approximately 2½” diameter, body only)
F1-32 P lid or compote liner? (undecorated, whiteware, round, 7½” diameter, unusual

shape lacks handle and difficult to pick up) [may be component of vessel F1-59]
F1-33 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F1-34 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F1-35 S pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F1-36 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter)
F1-37 S canning jar (clear, round, molded, embossed “M[AS]SON / … 3 / …”)
F1-38 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece bottom mold,

embossed “…SON / [SPRINGF]IELD / ILLS”)
F1-39 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2½” base)
F1-40 S condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool lip finish, bulbous neck, added ring on body, unpontiled
base, embossed “HEINZ 14 / PAT MAR 14 88”)

F1-41 S small jar or bottle (aqua, round, approximately 1¾” diameter base)
F1-42 P condiment/food jar (aqua, Hopkins square, 2” square base, & tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool lip finish, wide mouth, unpontiled, embossed
“YARNALL / BROS. // ST LOUIS / MO”)

F1-43 P lamp chimney (clear, 2½” diameter rim, hand crimped; no base)
F1-44 P bitters bottle (amber, French square, approximately 2¼” square, minimally 8” tall,

3 piece plate bottom mold ring or oil string lip finish, embossed “E. BUCK…N &
CO / CHICAG[O] [IL]L // …LL… TRIC / BITTERS”)

F1-45 P chemical bottle (Kelly green, round, minimally 9” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish)

F1-46 S lamp chimney (milk glass, painted)
F1-47 S tableware bowl (clear, press molded, handled)
F1-48 S canning jar (aqua, round, approximately 4” diameter base)
F1-49 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool lip finish, bulbous neck, added ring on body, unpontiled
base, embossed “HEINZ 14 / PAT MAR 14 88”)

F1-50 S medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1¾” square base, improved tool
prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F1-51 P whiskey flask (clear, plain oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic style, unpontiled)

F1-52 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 3” x 1 7/8” base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
brandy lip finish, diamond mesh pattern body, Coffin style, unpontiled)

F1-53 P stemware (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 5” tall, press
molded, honey comb pattern, bottom ½” exterior, paneled stem)

F1-54 P tableware footed bowl (milk glass, round, 3¼” diameter base, press molded,
paneled stem)
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F1-55 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 7/8” square base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F1-56 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 2 1/8” x 2 1/8” square base, 6” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F1-57 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, kick up with large mamelon)
F1-58 P chemical? bottle (aqua, 1 7/8” diameter, minimally 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, embossed “ STAR / PER’F W’KS NY” base embossed with open star
“”)

F1-59 P large stemware bowl/compote (clear, round, 4” diameter base, minimally 6¾” tall,
press molded, paneled bottom ½” exterior, paneled stem) [may have had ceramic
liner; see F1-32]

F1-60 S food/canning jar (clear, round, approximately 5” diameter base)
F1-61 S food/canning jar (aqua, round, 4¼” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F1-62 P medicine bottle (amber, plain oval, 3¼” x 2¼” base, minimally 8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “D. FAHERNEY &
SONS / CHILL CU[RE] / HAGERSTOWN MD”)

F1-63 P stemware (clear/lead, round, 2¾” diameter base, 3¼” diameter rim, minimally 5
½” tall, press molded)

F1-64 S lamp chimney (clear, hand crimped rim)
F1-65 P furniture knob (clear, 2” diameter, press molded)
F1-66 S tumbler (clear, wheel engraved bands)
F1-67 P lamp chimney (clear, 2½” diameter rim, hand crimped, straight base)
F1-68 P whiskey flask? (aqua, elixir, 2½” x 1½” base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool double ring string finish, unpontiled)
F1-69 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, paneled sides, embossed
“DR. S. PITCHER’S // CASTORIA” unpontiled)

F1-70 P footed bowl (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 4½” diameter rim, 2¾” tall, press
molded, Egyptian scene pattern)

F1-71 P knife supporter/stand (clear, cut glass, 3 sided, 3¼” long)
F1-72 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, paneled sides, embossed
“DR. S. PITCHER’S // CASTORIA” unpontiled)

F1-73 S footed bowl/compote (clear, press molded, floral decoration)
F1-74 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1¼” x 5/8” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed L. M. GREEN //
WOODBURY N.J.”, base embossed “1”)

F1-75 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, paneled sides, embossed
“DR. S. PITCHER’S // CASTORIA” unpontiled)

F1-76 P chemical bottle (aqua, plain oval, 2¼” x 1 1/8” base, 5¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, long neck, bluing/ginger
style bottle)

F1-77 S condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool lip finish, bulbous neck, added ring on body, unpontiled
base, embossed “HEINZ 14 / PAT MAR 14 88”)
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F1-78 S tumbler (clear/lead, round, approximately 4” diameter base)
F1-79 P medicine/extract bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 7/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, ball neck, paneled sides, base
embossed “S”)

F1-80 S indeterminate bottle (clear, irregular polygon base)
F1-81 S indeterminate liquor bottle (amber, long necked)
F1-82 S indeterminate bottle (clear, round, approximately 2½” diameter base)
F1-83 P whiskey flask (clear, plain oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 6¼”tall, 3 piece plate bottom,

improved tool double ring lip finish, unpontiled, picnic style)
F1-84 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2 1/8” x 1½” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription, unpontiled)

Feature 2
F2-1 S plate/serving vessel (undecorated, porcelain, base only, heavy bodied “Hotel

ware”)
F2-2 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, base only, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F2-3 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter rim)
F2-4 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, back stamp, “STONE CHINA /

T.P.C. CO / DRESDEN” around British coat of arms)
F2-5 S saucer (relief decorated, flowers at rim, ironstone? 6” diameter)
F2-6 S saucer (relief decorated, straight sided with ribbed interior, ironstone, 6”

diameter)
F2-7 S small plate (undecorated, ironstone)
F2-8 S small mixing bowl (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded)
F2-9 S ginger bottle (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed stoneware, yellow shoulder, distinctive

body sherds only)
F2-10 P shot glass/cup (transfer print, blue, under glaze, porcelain, 1” diameter base,

Japanese porcelain)
F2-11 P small plate (transfer print? brown over glaze, whiteware, 7¾” diameter, lightening

scalloped edge, back stamp “IRON STONE CHINA / V & B / WARRANTED”
around seal with two rampant lions) [same pattern as F2-20, F2-27, F5-1]

F2-12 S small plate/saucer (decal decorated, gilded, over glaze, porcelain, distinctive body
sherds only) [art pottery]

F2-13 P plate (undecorated, ironstone, 8¾” diameter back stamp “ROYAL PREMIUM /
SEMI- PORCELAIN / T & R. BOOTE / ENGLAND”

F2-14 P saucer (transfer print, blue, relief decorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, scalloped
edge)

F2-15 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, 4” diameter rim)
F2-16 P butter pate plate/cup plate (undecorated, ironstone or porcelain, 3” diameter rim,

back stamp “K.T. & K / CHINA” heavy bodied “Hotel” ware)
F2-17 P saucer (transfer print, flow blue, relief decorated, ironstone, approximately 6”

diameter, polygonal rim, impressed mark “69”? on base)
F2-18 P soap dish (undecorated, whiteware? 5¾” x 4” rim, oval rim, impressed mark

“HOTEL” on base, thick bodied “Hotel” ware)
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F2-19 P saucer (relief decorated, sponge gilded, whiteware, 5” diameter, scalloped edge,
back stamp “LA BELLE. / CHINA.”)

F2-20 P cup (transfer print, brown over glaze, whiteware, 3¾” diameter rim, handled,
London Urn shape) [same pattern as 2-11, F2-20]

F2-21 P footed bowl (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter rim, 3” foot ring, 3 1/8” tall,
back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / JOHNSON BROS / ENGLAND” 
around British coat of arms)

F2-22 P small plate (relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter rim, scalloped
edge, back stamp “SEMI-PORCELAIN / TRADE M[ARK] / W.H. GRINDLEY
& CC ENG[LAND]” around boat on top of world? Illegible impressed mark)

F2-23 P small plate (decal decorated, whiteware, 8” diameter, back stamp “[illegible] /
IRONSTONE CHINA / W [B & K] CO” around eagle)

F2-24 P small bowl (decal decorated, relief decorated, porcelain, approximately 7”
diameter rim, 1¾” tall)

F2-25 S jar (salt glazed/Albany stoneware, hand turned? 8” diameter rim)
F2-26 S bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned? distinctive body sherd only)
F2-27 P plate (transfer print? brown over glaze, whiteware, 7¾” diameter, lightening

scalloped edge, back stamp “IRON STONE CHINA / V & B / WARRENTED”
around seal with two rampant lions) [same pattern as F2-11, F2-20, F5-1]

F2-28 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 2½” x 1 5/8” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panel? embossed
“…[SPRINGFI?][ELD]” / IL[L.]” on side. “H…” on base)

F2-30 S stemware/cordial (clear, press molded, fluted stem, approximately 2” diameter
base)

F2-31 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 8½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished, small mouth external thread lip finish,
embossed “E.R. DUR[?]EE & CO. / …D DRESSING / NEW [Y]ORK.” On
sides, “BOTTLE PATENTED / APRIL [17?] 1877” around British registration
mark) [S.A.]

F2-32 P jelly glass (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter base, press molded,
approximately 3” diameter rim, short flutes/roulettes at base)

F2-33 S canning jar (aqua, round, blow over mold, ground/wide mouth external thread lip
finish, lip only)

F2-34 P beer bottle? (light aqua, round, 3” diameter base, turn molded, no lip)
F2-35 P beer/liquor bottle? (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

string lip finish, cork present)
F2-36 S stemware (clear, bulbous stem, stem only)
F2-37 P tumbler (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 2 ¾” diameter rim, 4” tall, press

molded, rouletted, short flutes/roulettes near base)
F2-38 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 2¾” diameter rim, 3¼” tall,

press molded)
F2-39 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 2¾” diameter rim, 3 5/8”

tall, press molded, wheel engraved, five bands near rim)
F2-40 S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter base, press molded,

approximately 3” diameter rim, short flutes/roulettes at base, base only)
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F2-41 P chemical/medicine/extract bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 7” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels
embossed “SYRUP OF FIGS // CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO. / SAN
FRANCISCO CAL. // SYRUP OF FIGS” on panels, “12” on base)

F2-42 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 4¾” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F2-43 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 1¾” x 1 1/8” base, 5” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool collard ring lip finish, embossed “212 N-5TH ST
/ Wm ZUPF / SPRINGFIELD” on front “PAT. DEC. 13 / 87 / 3 / C.L.G. CO.”

F2-44 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 2¼” x 1¼” base, 5 3/8”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels,
“A.S. HINDS // PORTLAND, ME” on side panels “B [D?] / 441” on base, interior
of neck ground to receive stopper)

F2-45 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool double ring lip finish, Picnic shape, half pint sized)

F2-46 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool double ring lip finish, Picnic shape, half pint sized)

F2-47 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 7/8” x 1 3/8” base, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, pint
sized) [S.A.]

F2-48 P chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, cork present)

F2-49 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1½” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F2-50 P whiskey flask (clear, amethyst, oval, 2 3/8” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished brandy lip finish, coffin shape, half pint size)
[S.A.]

F2-51 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2¾” x 1 3/8”base, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F2-52 P soda water bottle (aqua, 10 sided polygonal, 2¼” wide base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool blop lip finish, short flutes/panels near base,
embossed “M.A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” on front “D. O. C.” on back
near base)

F2-53 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “GRANT & CO. / SPRINGFIELD
/ ILL.” in half circle on front, “I. G. CO. 366” on back near base, “REGISTERED
/ G” on base, Hutchison stopper present)

F2-54 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “JOHN LATERBACH /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” in half circle on front, back embossed reads “D. O. C.”,
“L” on base, Hutchison stopper present)

F2-55 P medicine bottle (clear, approximately 1” x 2” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, embossed “…A…[B]RO’S /
DR[UGGI]STS / S[PRINGFIEL]D, ILL.” on front, “AM · & CO / NO 33” on
base)
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F2-56 P liquor/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 3” square base, 9½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish) [The 1906 Illinois Glass
Catalog illustrates “French Square Liquor Bottles” with Patent lip finishes (page
166), and notes that they can be ordered with a Brandy finish, if desired.
Perchance this is a gin bottle?]

F2-57 P liquor bottle (clear, Hopkins square, 3 3/8” square base, body is 6 ¼” tall; spiral
molded neck with improved tool brandy finish, approximately 10” tall with neck;
3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed “193” in Owens-Illinois diamond on base)
[The 1906 Illinois Glass Company Catalog (page 125) notes this as a “Squat
Square Brandy” style bottle that was sold in small 2 and 3 ounce sizes, or larger
sizes with 4, 5, or 8 bottles to the gallon. It is the same as vessel F2-95.]

F2-58 P liquor/wine (?) bottle (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, applied string
lip finish, kick up with pronounced mamelon)

F2-59 P liquor/beer (?) bottle (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, improved tool
ring/oil lip finish)

F2-60 P liquor/beer (?) bottle (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, improved tool
ring/oil lip finish)

F2-61 P liquor/beer (?) bottle (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, improved tool
ring/oil lip finish)

F2-62 P food jar? (aqua, round, approximately 3” diameter base, narrow mouthed, dip
molded, improved tool patent (?) lip finish)

F2-63 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 11 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, embossed “J. H. CUTTER / OLD
BOURBON” on front above “J. H. C.” in embossed barrel above “J.H. CUTTER /
OLD / BOURBON” in circle over crown next to “TRADE / MARK” next to “J.
H. CUTTER / PURE / OLD RYE” in circle over crown above “C. P.
MOORMAN / MANUFACTURER / LOUISVILLE, KY.” on front, “CUTTER /
WHISKEY” on back)

F2-64 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 11 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, embossed “J. H. CUTTER / OLD
BOURBON” on front above “J. H. C.” in embossed barrel above “J.H. CUTTER /
OLD / BOURBON” in circle over crown next to “TRADE / MARK” next to “J.H.
CUTTER / PURE / OLD RYE” in circle over crown above “C. P. MOORMAN /
MANUFACTURER / LOUISVILLE, KY.” on front, “CUTTER / WHISKEY” on
back, cork present)

F2-65 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3½” x 1 7/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, quart sized)

F2-66 P wine? bottle (dark green/black, round, 2” diameter base, dip molded, improved
tool, lightening lip finish, small sized wine bottle)

F2-67 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool
prescription lip finish)

F2-68 P bar glass/mug (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, press molded, ground base?
Short flutes near base, molded handle)

F2-69 P liquor/chemical bottle (amber, round, 4¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish)
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F2-70 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 3” x 1¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “REX” on base)

F2-71 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2½” x 1½” ” diameter base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “REX” on base)

F2-72 P stopper (clear, round, 1¼” diameter top, 2” tall, press molded)
F2-73 P liquor/soda water bottle (Kelly green, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool crown lip finish)
F2-74 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round cornered Blake, 3” x approximately 1”

base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, recessed panels, embossed “…[J]OHN F. H…”
on side panels)

F2-75 P canning jar (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold, ground wide mouth exterior thread lip finish, embossed “BALL /
MASON’S / PATENT / 1858” on side, “8G” on base)

F2-76 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2” diameter base, dip molded, improved
tool, lightening lip finish, small sized wine bottle)

F2-77 P liquor/beer (?) bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 11” tall, dip/turn molded,
improved tool ring/oil lip finish)

F2-78 P liquor/beer (?) bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, dip/turn molded, improved
tool ring/oil lip finish)

F2-79 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 7/8” base, 5¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“DR’S PITCHER’S // CATORIA” on side panels, “H” on base)

F2-80 P serving bowl (clear, press molded, four footed, rectangular rim, 7 1/8” x 5 1/8
rim, 2” tall, octagonal pattern on base)

F2-81 S measuring/dosage cup (clear, round, 1” diameter base, 1 ½” diameter rim, 2” tall,
machine made, embossed “TEMM’S / 2 / DRUGSTORES / FRANKLIN AVE.”
on front in circle, “TABLE / DESSERT / TEA” on back, “W. T. & CO. / AA / U.
S. A.” on base)

F2-82 P whiskey flask (clear, amethyst, oval, 2 3/8” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished brandy lip finish, coffin shape, half pint size)
[S.A.]

F2-83 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded, short
flutes/panels near base)

F2-84 P P salve bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made
patent lip finish, embossed “CHESEBROUGH MFG CO / VASELINE” on front)

F2-85 S wine bottle (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, with kick up, base only)
F2-86 S liquor/soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool crown lip finish, finish only)
F2-87 P liquor/beer (?) bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed “A. B. C. M. CO.” on base) [similar to
vessel F2-77]

F2-88 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2½” x 1½” ” diameter base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “REX” on base)

F2-89 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 1/8” x ½” base, 2 7/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “DP &
CO.” on base)
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F2-90 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool
string lip finish, with kick up)

F2-91 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool stacked ring lip finish, embossed “CITRATE OF
MAGNESIA” in circle on front)

F2-92 P liquor/beer (?) bottle (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, improved tool
ring/oil lip finish)

F2-93 P measuring/dosage cup (clear, round, approximately 1” diameter base, 1 ¾”
diameter rim, 1 5/8” tall, press molded)

F2-94 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded, short
flutes/panels near base)

F2-95 P liquor bottle (clear, Hopkins square, 3 3/8” square base, body is 6 ¼” tall; spiral
molded neck with improved tool brandy finish, approximately 10” tall with neck;
3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed “193” in Owens-Illinois diamond on base)
[The 1906 Illinois Glass Company Catalog (page 125) notes this as a “Squat
Square Brandy” style bottle that was sold in small 2 and 3 ounce sizes, or larger
sizes with 4, 5, or 8 bottles to the gallon. It is the same as vessel F2-95.]

F2-96 P lamp chimney (clear, round, straight base, 2½” diameter rim, machine crimped
rim)

F2-98 S stopper/lid (clear, press molded, seashell shape/pattern, handle only)
F2-99 P lid liner (white/milk glass, round)
F2-100 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 11 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, embossed “J. H. CUTTER / OLD
BOURBON” on front above “J. H. C.” in embossed barrel above “J. H. CUTTER
/ OLD / BOURBON” in circle over crown next to “TRADE / MARK” next to
“J.H. CUTTER / PURE / OLD RYE” in circle over crown above “C. P.
MOORMAN / MANUFACTURER / LOUISVILLE, KY.” on front, “CUTTER /
WHISKEY” on back)

F2-101 P liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter base, 9¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold? improved tool blop? lip finish, embossed “Y” on base)

F2-102 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 3 piece plate bottom mold) [possibly
bluing/whitening bottle]

F2-103 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1¼” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, embossed “1” on base, half pint
size)

F2-104 P indeterminate/condiment bottle (clear, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool English ring/packer lip finish)

F2-105 P lamp base/compote? (clear, round, 4 5/8” diameter base, press molded)
F2-106 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5” tall, 2 ½” diameter

rim)
F2-107 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 3¾” tall, 2 5/8” diameter

rim)

Feature 4
F4-1 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 6” diameter, heavy-bodied “Hotel ware”)
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F4-2 S hollowware/bowl? (undecorated, whiteware, oval base approximately 3” wide,
back stamp “IRONSTON[E]… / M….” with British Coat of Arms)

F4-3 S hollowware (green glazed, ironstone, bowl?)
F4-4 S plate (decal decorated, relief decorated, ironstone, scalloped edge)
F4-5 S large pitcher (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, sponge decorated, blue,

distinctive body sherds only)
F4-6 S saucer (relief decorated, gilded, spray painted rim, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F4-7 P small pitcher (transfer pitcher (transfer print, red, ironstone, 2½” diameter base,

approximately 6” tall)
F4-8 P serving bowl (undecorated, ironstone, oval, approximately 8” x 5”)
F4-9 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F4-10 P small bowl (decal decorated, highlights, gilded, whiteware, scalloped edge, back

stamp “ANCHOR POTTE[RY] / J. E. N. / TRENTON. N. J. / SEMI-
PORCELA[IN]” around anchor)

F4-11 P saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F4-12 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F4-13 S small plate (undecorated, ironstone, 7” diameter)
F4-14 _ no number assigned
F4-15 S cup (decal decorated, porcelain, 1¾” diameter base)
F4-16 S toy saucer/bowl? (painted, banded rim, green? relief decorated, porcelain,

scalloped edge)
F4-17 S indeterminate vessel (Majolica/tin glazed earthenware, body sherd only)
F4-18 S bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, 3” diameter base, impressed mark “J.

D…SON / PATENTEES / DENBY POTTERY / NEAR DERBY / P. & J.
ARNOLD / LONDON” on side; probably an ink bottle)

F4-19 S spittoon? (redware, hand turned, unglazed exterior and interior reddish slip
glazed)

F4-20 S jar (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, large sized crock)
F4-21 S bottle (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, molded, impressed mark “…& CO”

on distinctive body sherd’s only)
F4-22 S flowerpot (unglazed, buff paste, earthenware, jig-molded)
F4-23 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7” diameter base, base

only)
F4-24 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned? Approximately 9”

diameter base)
F4-25 P plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F4-26 s chamber pot lid (undecorated, whiteware, 10” diameter)
F4-27 P chamber pot lid (relief decorated, ironstone, 10” diameter)
F4-28 S teapot? (relief decorated, handled, sieved at spout base, distinctive body sherds

only)
F4-29 P saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter, heavy bodied, “Hotel ware”)
F4-30 P small bowl (undecorated, porcelain, 6” diameter rim, 2¼” tall, heavy bodied

“Hotel ware”)
F4-31 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, 2½” diameter rim, thick bodied)
F4-32 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F4-33 s saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter rim)
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F4-34 S mixing bowl (salt glazed & Albany slipped/Albany slipped stoneware, jigger
molded, approximately 9” diameter rim)

F4-35 S jug (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, strap handled, gallon
sized?)

F4-36 P chamber pot (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, sponge decorated, blue)
F4-37 P mixing bowl (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, 11”

diameter rim, 5” tall, approximately 6” diameter base, probably Macomb Pottery
Company?)

F4-38 P jug (Bristol glazed and Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded,
handled, 2 piece construction, shouldered)

F4-39 P mug (painted, polychrome, over glaze, gilded, lined, porcelain, 2 5/8” diameter
rim, 3¼” tall, 2¾” base, back stamp “H & C0”)

F4-40 S cup (gilded, lined rim, porcelain)
F4-41 S sugar bowl? (transfer print, brown, painted highlights, relief decorated,

whiteware)
F4-42 S platter (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F4-43 S small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 8” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F4-44 P flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, jigger rim, 7” diameter rim, 5½” tall,

4½” diameter base)
F4-45 S flowerpot (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, hand turned)
F4-46 P serving vessel (relief decorated, fluted patterns, whiteware, oval/rectangular rim,

scalloped edge, impressed mark “HO[TEL?]” on base)
F4-47 S saucer (decal decorated, relief decorated, whiteware, 5” diameter)
F4-48 P small/child’s chamber pot (annular decorated, yellowware, beaded handle, 8”

diameter rim, 4½” tall)
F4-49 P pitcher (transfer print, flow blue, relief decorated, gilded, ironstone,

approximately 7” tall, scalloped edge, scalloped foot ring, back stamp “ASTORIA
/ ROYAL / SEMI-PORCELAIN / JOHNSON BROS. / ENGLAND” around
crown, impressed mark “RD, NO. 28 3?? / PTD, DECR 7.97”)

F4-50 P chamber pot lid (undecorated, ironstone, 9” diameter, scalloped edge)
F4-51 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, with

form of fish scales on body, burned base, for use on a stove top, base only)
F4-52 P jug (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, 5¾” diameter base, 2

piece construction, jigger molded, shouldered)
F4-53 P mixing bowl (Bristol/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, 5” diameter base,

10 ¾” diameter rim, 4 5/8” tall, impressed mark “[MA]COMB STONEWARE
CO / [M]ACOMB / ILL” on base)

F4-54 P small pitcher/creamer (undecorated, ironstone, approximately 2¾” tall, heavy
bodied “Hotel ware”)

F4-55 S “soap” dish (undecorated, ironstone, oval rim, back stamp “KT & K / CHINA”)
F4-56 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 4¼” diameter rim, impressed mark “HOTE[L]”,

heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F4-57 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “CROWN / HOTEL /

CHINA” heavy bodied)
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F4-58 P platter (undecorated, ironstone, oval, 11” x 7¾” rim, back stamp “ROYAL
IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND” With British coat of
arms)

F4-59 P wash basin (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge, 6” diameter base,
approximately 16” diameter rim, 4½” tall, back stamp “ALLIANCE”)

F4-60 P serving bowl (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter rim, 2 5/8” tall, back stamp
“W[A?]…”)

F4-61 P chamber pot lid (relief decorated, ironstone, 8¾” diameter rim, handled)
F4-62 P small plate/creamer (undecorated, ironstone, approximately 2¾” tall, heavy

bodied “Hotel ware”)
F4-63 P small plate (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 7” diameter)
F4-64 S small/shallow bowl (pink glazed; Fiesta ware? monochrome pink, whiteware, 6”

diameter, 1¼” tall, partial back stamp)
F4-65 P small plate (decal decorated, relief decorated, painted highlights, green, porcelain,

6 ¾” diameter, scalloped edge)
F4-66 P serving bowl (relief decorated, single band pattern, whiteware, 8” diameter,

scalloped edge, back stamp “C. & C. / 1[?]” in Pennsylvania “Keystone” motif)
F4-67 P pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone, handled, 7” tall, 3¾” base, back stamp

“LEEDS / TRADE MARK / FORD CHINA CO / FORD CITY, PA” around
monogram “F. C. CO”)

F4-68 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F4-69 P small plate (transfer print, brown, over glaze, whiteware, 7” diameter, back stamp

“IRON S[TONE CHINA] / B & V / WARRANTED” around stylized British coat
of arms)

F4-70 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter, scalloped edge)
F4-71 S small bowl/waster bowl (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F4-72 P small plate (undecorated, porcelain, 7” diameter, thick bodied “Hotel ware”)
F4-73 P jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7¾” diameter rim, 7”

diameter base, 8” tall)
F4-74 P jar (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7¼” diameter base,

base only, small sized)
F4-75 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, elixir, 2½” x 1½” base, approximately 6 ½” tall,

3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “℥ 
viii”, base embossed “M” or “W” inside a diamond, unpontiled)

F4-76 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, elixir, 2½” x 1½” base, approximately 6½” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “℥ viii”,
base embossed “M” or “W” inside a diamond, unpontiled)

F4-77 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, elixir, 2½” x 1½” base, approximately 6½” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “℥ viii”,
base embossed “M” or “W” inside a diamond, unpontiled)

F4-78 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, elixir, 2½” x 1½” base, approximately 6 ½” tall,

3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “℥ 
viii”, base embossed “M” or “W” inside a diamond, unpontiled)

F4-79 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 2¾” x 1½” base, minimally 5½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled)
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F4-80 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool double ring
lip finish)

F4-81 P small vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 1 ¾” tall, dip molded, improved tool
lip finish, wide mouth, unpontiled, small mamelon)

F4-82 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CH…” base embossed
“PROPERTY OF / THE CONRAD SEIPP / BRG CO / CHICAGO”)

F4-84 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, improved tool crown/double ring lip finish)
F4-85 S lantern globe (aqua, round, approximately 4” diameter lip, ground lip)
F4-86 P whiskey flask (clear, excelsior, approximately 2¼” x 1 1/8” base, minimally 5”

tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled,
embossed “HARVARD / RYE”)

F4-87 S whiskey flask (amethyst, paneled body, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool
brandy lip finish)

F4-88 S whiskey flask (clear, blow over mold, fire polished, threaded lip finish)
F4-89 P whiskey (clear, elixir, 2¾” x 1 3/8” base, minimally 6” tall, 3 piece place bottom

mold, improved brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALFPINT /
FULLMEASURE” base embossed “DESIGN PATENTED / PAT AUG 9 1898”)

F4-90 S condiment bottle (clear, blow over mold, fire polished, threaded lip finish)
F4-91 S whiskey flask? (clear, brandy lip finish)
F4-92 S food jar (clear, round, probably machine made)
F4-93 S food/pickle jar (clear, round, with paneled body, approximately 3” diameter base,

approximately 3” diameter rim, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool bead lip
finish, ball neck)

F4-94 S canning jar lid (milk glass)
F4-95 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, machine

made threaded lip finish, embossed “MA[S]ON”, same embossed symbol as F4-
51, base embossed “1”)

F4-96 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, machine
made threaded lip finish, embossed “MA[S]ON”, same embossed symbol as F4-
51, base embossed “1”)

F4-97 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, approximately 5” tall, press molded,
unpontiled)

F4-98 S tumbler (clear, round)
F4-99 S tumbler (clear, round)
F4-100 S lamp chimney (clear, 2¾” diameter rim, machine crimped rim)
F4-101 S lamp chimney (clear, 2¾” diameter rim, machine crimped rim)
F4-102 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, excelsior, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 4 7/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “N” inside a square)

F4-103 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Salamander oval, 2” x 1¼” base, 5½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “M. P. & CO.”)

F4-104 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 5/8” x 1 5/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “B”)
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F4-105 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, elixir, 1¼” x ¾” base, 3” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “½”base
embossed “BEARD”)

F4-106 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, excelsior, 2½” x 1 7/8” base, 5 5/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“WHITTEMORE / BOSTON / U. S. A.)

F4-107 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 2 3/8” x 1¼” base, 6¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled, Coffin style)

F4-108 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “LAUTERBACH
& REISCH / REGISTERED / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” base embossed “L & R”)

F4-109 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “LAUTERBACH
& REISCH / REGISTERED / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” base embossed “L & R”)

F4-110 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “F X REISCH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” base embossed “R”)

F4-111 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSO[N] /
SPRINGFIELD”)

F4-112 P food/condiment jar (aqua, round, 2½” base diameter, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, base embossed
“M”)

F4-113 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2¾” base diameter, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, machine made lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, base embossed “D. B.
MFG CO.”) [Dodson and Braun, St. Louis]

F4-114 S chemical bottle (aqua, long neck, improved tool ring lip finish, bluing bottle)
F4-115 S medicine bottle (clear, embossed “…TEUX… / …LE”, body only)
F4-116 P serving bowl (clear, oval, press molded, studded diamond design)
F4-117 S scent bottle? (light green, pressed glass, design is of an ear of corn)
F4-118 S food jar? (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base)
F4-119 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, machine molded, wide

mouthed, base embossed “ARMOUR AND COMPANY / 2 / PAT FEB 10 03”)
(meat product)

F4-120 P ink/mucilage bottle (aqua, Hopkins square, 2” square base, 4” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, exterior folded bead style lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“PATENTED MCH 6 83”, base embossed “B/ BIXBY / 5”)

F4-121 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 2¾” x 1 3/8” base, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool flared ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT /
FULL MEASURE” base embossed” “DESIGN PATENTED / PAT AUG 9
1898”)

F4-122 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch or Eric Oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “REX”)

F4-123 P chemical bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 5/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “B”)
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F4-124 P milk bottle (clear, round, 3¾” diameter base, minimally 8 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “SANITARY MILK / W. A. TALBOTT // THIS
BOTTLE TO BE WASHED / AND RETURNED / NOT TO BE BOUGHT OR
SOLD”, base embossed “CREAMERY PACKAGE MFG CO. / CHICAGO / 2
IDEAL”)

F4-125 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded, unpontiled,
pressed ribs at bottom to base)

F4-126 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded, unpontiled,
pressed ribs at bottom to base)

F4-127 P tumbler (clear/lead, 11 sided, fluted, 2½” diameter base, 4½” tall, press molded,
unpontiled)

F4-128 P small medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, approximately ¾ x 5/8” base, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled
sides, embossed “…CO / …A”)

F4-129 S food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2¾” base diameter, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, machine made lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, base embossed “D. B.
MFG CO.”, neck and lip only) [Dodson and Braun, St. Louis]

F4-130 P whiskey flask (clear, slender Handy, 2 5/8” x 1” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled)

F4-131 P indeterminate bottle (clear, Hopkins square, 1¾” square, 6 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, concave base, unpontiled) [scent
bottle?]

F4-132 P salt/pepper shaker (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold with ground lip finish, ground lip, unpontiled)

F4-133 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled with mamelon)

F4-134 P vial (aqua, round, ¾” diameter base, 3¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over lip finish, concave base, unpontiled)

F4-135 S condiment bottle (clear, blow over mold, fire polished threaded lip finish)
F4-136 S salve jar/scent bottle (blue milk glass, rounded square base)
F4-137 P canning jar lid (milk glass, 2½” diameter, embossed “CONSOLIDATED FRUIT

JAR COMPANNY / NEW YORK”)
F4-138 P decorative plate/saucer (milk glass, 7¼” diameter, press molded, molded three

kitten decoration)
F4-139 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded, unpontiled,

pressed ribs at bottom to base)
F4-140 _ no number assigned
F4-141 P shot glass (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, minimally 2½” tall, press molded)
F4-142 p canning jar (clear, round, approximately 4” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, machine made threaded lip finish, ground lip, unpontiled, embossed
“MASON / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”)

F4-143 P pitcher (clear, round base, 4” diameter base, 12¼” tall, press molded, wheel
engraved, floral pattern, handled)

F4-144 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 10” tall, 3 piece plate bottle mold,
improved tool ring or oil lip finish, embossed “19” base embossed “SB & C CO. /
C”, unpontiled)
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F4-145 P food jar (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool lip finish, wide mouthed, embossed “THE / HYMAN PICKLE CO.
// LOUISVILLE, KY.” unpontiled)

F4-146 P condiment bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2¼” x 1¾” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, blow over mold, ground threaded lip finish, ground lip,
tapered body, embossed “ALPHA SALAD CREAM” on 2 sides, unpontiled)

F4-147 P indeterminate bottle/jar (clear, round, bulbous, 1½” diameter base, 3¾” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, base
embossed “M W & S”)

F4-148 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “F X REISCH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” base embossed “R”)

F4-149 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 6 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “C. J.
PETERSON / SPRINGFIED ILL.” Base embossed “P”)

F4-150 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “ED.
PINAUD / PARIS”, base embossed “ED PINAUD” in flowing script)

F4-151 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter base, minimally 7” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold ground threaded lip finish, ground lip, embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858, stylized overlapping letter symbol /
logo on other side)

F4-152 P perfume bottle (clear, excelsior, 1¼’ x ¾” base, 3 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled)

F4-153 P salve jar (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 2½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, unpontiled, embossed “CHESEBROUGH / VASELINE /
MANUFACT’G CO”)

F4-154 P salve jar (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 2½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, unpontiled, embossed “CHESEBROUGH / VASELINE /
MANUFACT’G CO”)

F4-155 P extract bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1” diameter base, 5 ¾” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR
PRICE’S / DELICIOUS / FLAVORING EXTACTS”)

F4-156 P large chemical bottle (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, 9¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F4-157 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “WOOSTER /
2”)

F4-158 P large food jar (aqua, round, 6” diameter base, 9 1/3” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold, ground threaded lip finish, unpontiled)

F4-159 P vial (aqua, round, ¾” diameter base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over lip finish, concave base, unpontiled)

F4-160 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “F X REISCH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” base embossed “R”)
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F4-161 P serving bowl (clear, round base, 3 7/8” diameter base, 9” diameter rim, press
molded, sunburst design on base, various patterns on body, scalloped rim)

F4-162 P serving bowl/compote (clear, round base, 5” diameter base, press molded) [may
mend with F4-165]

F4-163 S extract bottle (clear, square or rectangular, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved
tool prescription lip finish, embossed “…RED / [GURAN]TEED /
[ABSOLU]?TELY / [PUR]?E”)

F4-165 P compote (clear, approximately 6” diameter rim, press molded) [may mend with
F4-162]

F4-166 P bitters bottle (amber, Union oval, 3” x 1¾ base, minimally 7” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F4-167 S extract/condiment bottle (clear, Hopkins square, 1½” x 1½” square base,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “CUST. FE[IST]? &
CO. / GALVESTON / TEXAS”)

F4-168 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter base, minimally 7” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold ground threaded lip finish, ground lip, embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858, stylized overlapping letter symbol /
logo on other side)

F4-169 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter base, minimally 7” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold ground threaded lip finish, ground lip, embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858, stylized overlapping letter symbol /
logo on other side)

F4-170 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter base, minimally 7” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold ground threaded lip finish, ground lip, embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858, stylized overlapping letter symbol /
logo on other side)

F4-171 S food jar (aqua, round, 4 ½” diameter base, minimally 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold ground threaded lip finish, ground lip, embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858, stylized overlapping letter symbol /
logo on other side, base embossed “15”)

F4-172 S beer bottle (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool crown lip finish)
F4-173 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 2¾” x 1 3/8” base, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool flared ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT /
FULL MEASURE” base embossed” “DESIGN PATENTED / PAT AUG 9
1898”)

F4-174 S medicine bottle (clear, French square, approximately 1¾” square, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F4-175 P lamp chimney (clear, 2¾” diameter rim, machine crimped rim)
F4-176 P food/canning jar lid (milk glass, 1 7/8” diameter, embossed “BOYD’S GENUINE

PORCELAIN LINED”)
F4-177 P bowl lid (blue milk glass, 3 7/8” x 2 7/8” press molded, handle in form of cut

logs, pressed fruit design)
F4-178 P food jar (milk glass, round, 2” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, base embossed “MACLAREN’S IMPREIAL CHEESE / TRADE MARK /
R. C. S. D.”)
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F4-179 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 2¾” tall, Rickett’s mold, improved
tool patent lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled)

F4-180 P slat/pepper shaker (clear, round base, 1½” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, press
molded, blow over mold, ground threaded lip finish)

F4-181 P food/canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, threaded lip finish, unpontiled, machine made)

F4-182 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter base, 11¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool crown lip finish, base embossed “R & CO / 47”, unpontiled)

F4-183 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded, unpontiled,
pressed ribs at bottom to base)

F4-184 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press molded base
embossed with backward “6” or “9”)

F4-185 P food/condiment jar (clear, 12 sided, 3½” diameter base, minimally 5½” tall, press
molded, base embossed “DODSON & BRAUN / ST LOUIS, MO”) [similar to
vessel f4-217]

F4-186 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2¾” base diameter, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, machine made lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, base embossed “D. B.
MFG CO.”) [Dodson and Braun, St. Louis]

F4-187 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2 ¾” base diameter, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, machine made lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, base embossed “D. B.
MFG CO.”) [Dodson and Braun, St. Louis]

F4-188 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2¾” base diameter, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, machine made lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, base embossed “D. B.
MFG CO.”) [Dodson and Braun, St. Louis]

F4-189 P food/condiment jar (clear, 12 sided, 2½” diameter base, minimally 4” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, base embossed “5” in a circle)

F4-190 P beer/liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, concave base with small
mamelon, base embossed “1075 / A”)

F4-191 S beer bottle (amber, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “WOOSTER /
2”)

F4-192 S footed bowl? (milk glass, base only)
F4-193 P shot glass (clear, 6 sided, 1½” diameter base, minimally 2” tall, press molded,

pontiled, concave base)
F4-194 S indeterminate/chemical bottle (amber, round, approximately 1¾” diameter base)
F4-195 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 2 7/8” x 1 1/8”, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled)
F4-196 S food jar (aqua, round, 4½” diameter base, minimally 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, blow over mold ground threaded lip finish, ground lip, embossed
“MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858, stylized overlapping letter symbol /
logo on other side, base embossed “15”)

F4-197 P perfume/lotion bottle (clear, Hopkin’s square, 1 3/8” square base, minimally 2¾
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled, embossed “CARKIN SOAP CO. /
BUFFALO, N. Y.,” base embossed “3”)

F4-198 S serving bowl (clear, pressed glass)
F4-199 S medicine bottle (aqua, paneled sides, embossed “LOW… / MASS…”)
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F4-200 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2¾” base diameter, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, machine made lip finish, wide mouthed, unpontiled, base embossed “D. B.
MFG CO.”) [Dodson and Braun, St. Louis]

F4-201 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “F X REISCH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” base embossed “R”)

F4-202 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 3” diameter base, dip
molded, improved tool lightening stopper lip finish)

F4-203 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 9½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “C / 17”, foil on lip)

F4-204 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 3¼” x 1½” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F4-205 P salve jar (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, minimally 2½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, unpontiled, embossed “CHESEBROUGH / VASELINE /
MANUFACT’G CO”)

F4-206 P liquor/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 2¾” square base, 9” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool lip finish, unpontiled) [possibly a gin bottle]

F4-207 P soda water bottle (aqua, 10 sided, 2 5/8” diameter base, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, paneled around bottom,
unpontiled, embossed “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

F4-208 P stemware (clear, round, 2 7/8”diameter rim, minimally 6” tall, press molded)
F4-209 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “F X REISCH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” base embossed “R”)

F4-210 S mineral waster bottle (Kelly green, round, 3” diameter base, embossed
“…CO…G.CO / SARATOGA NY”)

F4-211 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “F X REISCH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” base embossed “R”)

F4-212 S food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2¼ ” diameter rim, machine made threaded lip
ground lip)

F4-213 P salve jar (milk glass, round, 1½” diameter base, 1½” tall, press molded, blow over
mold, ground threaded lip)

F4-214 P glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 5¼” tall, press molded, unpontiled)
F4-215 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 4½” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed
“S”)

F4-216 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2 7/8” x 1¼” base, 6¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled
sides)

F4-217 P food/condiment jar (clear, 12 sided, 3½” diameter base, minimally 5½” tall, press
molded, base embossed “DODSON & BRAUN / ST LOUIS, MO”) [similar to
vessel f4-217]

F4-218 S small mixing bowl (Bristol glazed, Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded,
approximately 6½” to 7” diameter rim, rim only) (distinctive white interior,
probably Macomb Pottery CO.)
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F4-219 S plate (decal decorated, relief decorated, porcelain)
F4-220 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)

Feature 5
F5-1 S plate (transfer print, brown, over glaze? whiteware, scalloped edge) [pattern

matches F2-11, F2-20, and F2-27]
F5-2 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed/unglazed, stoneware, jigger molded, yellow

neck and shoulder)
F5-3 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, base only, thick bodied “Hotel ware”)
F5-4 S cup/hollowware (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F5-5 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, approximately ½” diameter rim, thick bodied “Hotel

ware”)
F5-6 S saucer (painted, polychrome? gilded, porcelain, scalloped edge, art pottery)
F5-7 S bottle (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, distinctive body sherd only)
F5-8 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3¼” diameter rim, 3¼” tall, handled)
F5-9 S cup (painted, gilded, bands, porcelain)
F5-10 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter)
F5-11 P jug (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, gallon sized)
F5-12 S bottle (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, molded, approximately 5” diameter

base, fluted/paneled sides)
F5-13 S chamber pot? (annular decorated, yellowware, distinctive body sherd only)
F5-14 S food jar (redware, paneled/fluted sides, barrel shape, distinctive body sherd only)
F5-15 S plate (undecorated, ironstone, 9” diameter)
F5-16 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 3” diameter base, dip mold?

embossed “…EL…” on base)
F5-17 S canning/food jar (clear, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, machine made, wide

mouth, exterior thread lip finish)
F5-18 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 1 3/8” wide base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, embossed “…[EN?]GLISH” on base in script)
F5-19 S lamp globe (white/milk glass, round, approximately 3½” diameter base, molded,

painted, bands)
F5-20 S medicine/chemical bottle (amber, improved tool patent lip finish)
F5-21 S soda water bottle (clear/light aqua, round? embossed “C. J. … / SPR[INGFIELD]

…” on side, distinctive body sherd only)
F5-22 S food jar/bottle? (clear, round, 3-piece plate bottom mold)
F5-23 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 3/8” x 1¼” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold fire polished lip finish, Coffin shape, half pint size) [S.A.]
F5-24 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾” x 1 1/8” base, 4” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “M” or “V” on
base)

F5-25 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” x 7/8” base, 3½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F5-26 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2” x 1” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
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F5-27 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 1/8” x ¾” base, 2 1/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F5-28 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 2 ½” x 1 3/8” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed anchor on
base)

F5-29 P whiskey flask (clear, blow over mold fire polished lip finish, Coffin shape, half
pint size) [S.A]

F5-30 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved
tool double ring lip finish, Picnic shape, half pint size)

F5-31 P liquor bottle (clear, oval, approximately 1½” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish)

F5-32 S liquor/medicine bottle (Kelly green? large French square, embossed “G.
WISH[MAN?]” on side)

F5-33 S serving bowl? (clear, press molded, floral pattern, interior shelf for lid? scalloped
edge)

F5-34 S cordial/stemware (clear, round, 2” diameter base, press molded, base only)
F5-35 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round)
F5-36 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 3/8” x 1 1/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, Coffin

shape, half pint size)
F5-37 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾” x 1 1/8” base, 4” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “M” or “V” on
base)

F5-38 medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F5-39 P soda water bottle (aqua, round? improved tool blop lip finish, short panels/flutes

near base, embossed “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” on front)
F5-40 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, approximately, 3” x 2” base, long neck improved tool

ring/oil lip finish) [possibly bluing/whitening bottle]
F5-41 S serving bowl (bright blue, press molded, star burst and octagon pattern, base

only? distinctive body sherds only?)
F5-42 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool double ring lip finish picnic shape, half pint size)
F5-43 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” x 7/8” base, 3½” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F5-44 S soda water bottle (aqua, round? embossed “…& PETE[RSON]…” on side.

Distinctive body sherd only)
F5-45 S serving bowl (clear, round, press molded, 7” diameter rim, diamond pattern)

Feature 6
F6-1 S cup (relief decorated, Asia or New York shape, whiteware, approximately 3”

diameter rim) [Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:84]
F6-2 S saucer (relief decorated, porcelain)
F6-3 S (undecorated, whiteware)
F6-4 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F6-5 S tankard/mug (salt glazed, stoneware cobalt blue, decorated)
F6-6 S mixing bowl (Albany/Albany glazed earthenware jigger molded)
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F6-7 S jug (Albany/Albany glazed stoneware, handle only)
F6-8 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F6-9 S jar (Bristol glazed stoneware)
F6-10 P spittoon (unglazed/salt glazed earthenware, jigger molded, 6 ½” diameter rim, 5”

tall)
F6-11 S flowerpot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F6-12 P cup (decal decorated?, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 2 ½” tall, handled)

[possibly transfer print with painted highlight?]
F6-13 P cup (decal decorated?, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 2 ½” tall, handled)

[possibly transfer print with painted highlight?]
F6-14 P cup (decal decorated?, whiteware, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 2 ½” tall, handled)

[possibly transfer print with painted highlight?]
F6-15 no number assigned
F6-16 P saucer (painted, brown tea, whiteware, 6” diameter, printed, back stamp

“CARTWRIGHT BROS. / SEMI-GRANITE”)
F6-17 S cup (relief decorated, whiteware)
F6-18 no number assigned
F6-19 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter, lightly scalloped edge)
F6-20 S saucer (painted, pink lined rim, porcelain)
F6-21 S chamber pot? (undecorated, yellowware, rim only)
F6-22 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F6-23 S chamber pot lid (relief decorated, whiteware)
F6-24 S inkbottle (salt/unglazed stoneware)
F6-25 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F6-26 no number assigned
F6-27 P saucer (undecorated porcelain, 5 ½” diameter, back stamp “GREENWOOD

CHINA / TRENTON N.J.)
F6-28 P saucer (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 5 ½” diameter)
F6-29 S saucer (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 5 ½” diameter)
F6-30 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, printed back stamp “IRONSTONE

CHINA / WARRANTED”)
F6-31 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¼” tall, handled,

printed back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA”)
F6-32 P chamber pot (transfer print, brown, whiteware, 8” diameter rim, approximately 5”

tall, handled)
F6-33 P mixing bowl (slat and Albany glazed stoneware, 8 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,

jigger molded, base embossed “PEORIA POTTERY CO / [MA] COMB ILL”)
F6-34 P small plate (transfer print green, whiteware, 7” diameter, printed, back stamp

“HANLEY / J & C. MEAKIN / ENGLAND / SEMI-PORCELAIN / GEM”)
F6-35 P vial (aqua, round, 5/8” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, 2 piece plate bottom mold, blow

over fire polished lip finish, unpontiled) (very unusual vial)
F6-36 P butter pat dish (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter, embossed “…R’S / [M]USTARD”)
F6-37 S tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, press molded)
F6-38 S canning jar (aqua, round, blow over mold, lip finish, threaded, ground lip)
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F6-39 P medicine bottle (clear, crown, oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HOGAN’S /
DRUG STORE / TAYLORVILLE, ILL.” base embossed “D. F. & CO.”)

F6-40 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool collard ring lip finish, lip and neck only)
F6-41 S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter base)
F6-42 S tumbler (clear, round, machine made)
F6-43 S lamp chimney (clear, hand crimped rim)
F6-44 S beer bottle (amber, base only)
F6-45 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 ¾” x 1 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F6-46 P canning jar (clear/amethyst, round, 3 ½” diameter base, approximately 10” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold, ground, threaded lip, embossed
“MASON’S / PATNENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”, base embossed “H 36”0)

F6-47 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 4” tall, press molded, wheel-engraved?
Bands around top half, small ribs/flutes around bottom, unpontiled)

F6-48 P stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 6½” tall, press molded, wheel engraved
floral design)

F6-49 S tumbler or stemware (clear/lead, press molded)
F6-50 S small bowl (clear, 4” diameter, 1” tall)
F6-51 S tumbler (clear, round, fluted)
F6-52 P lamp chimney (clear, 3” diameter rim, 3” diameter base, hand crimped rim,

straight base)
F6-53 S medicine bottle (cobalt blue, Blake Variant 1 or French square, body only)
F6-54 S vial (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 piece mold)
F6-55 S medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1 or French square)
F6-56 S bitters bottle (amber, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed “…EST…” base

embossed “W 11”)
F6-57 S tumbler (clear, round, press molded, honey comb like pattern)
F6-58 S tumbler (clear, round, press molded, sunburst design on base)
F6-59 S indeterminate bottle (light aqua, round, embossed menorah design, body only)
F6-60 P tumbler (clear, 9-sided, 2¼” diameter base, 3½” tall, press molded sides, sunburst

design on base, unpontiled)
F6-61 P tumbler (clear, 9-sided, 2¼” diameter base, 3½” tall, press molded sides, sunburst

design on base, unpontiled)
F6-62 P soda fountain glass/footed tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, press

molded, ribbed sides)
F6-63 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “C. J. PETERSON
/ SPRINGFIELD / ILLS.” base embossed “P”)

F6-64 P lamp chimney (clear, 3” diameter rim, 3” diameter base, hand crimped rim,
straight base)

F6-65 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, approximately 10” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold, ground, threaded lip, embossed “MASON’S /
PATNENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”, base embossed “H 36”0)

F6-66 S serving bowl (clear/lead, round, press molded, 4½”-5½” diameter, approximately
2” tall, lidded)
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F6-67 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “RULE BROS. /
BOTTLERS / SODA WATER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” base embossed “R”)

F6-68 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, embossed “JOHN LAUTE[RBACH /
SPRINGFIELD ILL.]”)

F6-69 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, improved tool string/champagne style lip
finish)

F6-70 S spittoon (?) (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, jigger molded)

Feature 7
F7-1 S waster bowl (painted, polychrome, broad floral pattern, whiteware, London Urn

shape)
F7-2 P chamber pot (undecorated, ironstone, 8 ¾” diameter rim, 5 1/8” tall, handled,

back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J & C. MEAKIN” with stylized British Coat
of Arms) [fits with F7-14]

F7-3 S cup (painted, polychrome, broad floral pattern broad blue lined rim, whiteware)
F7-4 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter) [crossmends with F8-42]
F7-5 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 6 ½” diameter, impressed mark “… / GODD

… / PATE[NT] … / IRONSTON[E]”)
F7-6 S serving bowl/hollowware (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve shape)
F7-7 number not assigned
F7-8 S cup? (relief decorated, molded flower, creamware?)
F7-9 S cup (ironstone, handled, handle only)
F7-10 P refined tableware bowl (redware, hand turned, 6” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, Ebey

wares?)
F7-11 P? jug (salt glazed/Albany slipped and unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, half gallon

size)
F7-12 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F7-13 S pitcher (annular decorated, whiteware, spout only)
F7-14 P chamber pot lid (undecorated, ironstone, 6” interior rim, 8 ½” exterior rim,

handled)
F7-15 P lamp reservoir (clear, round, 2” diameter, 3” tall, molded rouletted/fluted base)
F7-16 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2¼” x 1 3/8” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F7-17 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 1 ½” x 7/8”base, 3 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F7-18 P? stemware/cordial (clear, press molded)
F7-19 P food/canning jar (aqua, round, 4” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool wax seal ground blow over mold, embossed “…SEPT… 1860”)
F7-20 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, approximately 2 ½” diameter, straight base,

hand crimped rim)
F7-21 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, ground base and top, approximately 1½”

diameter base, Argand style)
F7-22 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, ground base and top, approximately 1½”

diameter base, Argand style)
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F7-23 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 3” x ½” base, 7 5/8” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool
string lip finish, Pike’s Peak style, embossed “FOR PIKE’S PEAK / OLD RYE”
on front with walking man, “PITTSBURGH PA” on back with eagle)

F7-24 P food jar (aqua, applied tool bead lip finish, simplified Cathedral Gothic shape)
[crossmends with F8-80]

F7-25 P bar glass/mug (clear, round, 2¾” rim, 5¾” tall, 3” diameter base, press molded,
molded base)

F7-26 P jar lid (clear, round, 3” diameter rim, 3” diameter base, ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold? stippled interior base, embossed “PATENTED / 4 / MAY 13 1873”
on interior base)

F7-27 S stemware/wineglass (clear, press molded, stippled band on bowl, fluted below
band)

F7-28 S chemical bottle (aqua, oval, approximately 2” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold? embossed “A & D” on base, bluing style bottle)

F7-29 P indeterminate hollowware (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, indented
flutes/panels, embossed “G & D” on base)

Feature 8
F8-1 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter, impressed mark “[T]URNER, /

[GODDA] RD & CO. / …NT / …E” on base)
F8-2 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, over glaze, porcelain,

approximately 3 ½ diameter irm0
F8-3 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9’ diameter)
F8-4 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F8-5 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6’ diameter)
F8-6 P cup (undecorated, ironstone)
F8-7 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F8-8 S plate (relief decorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F8-9 S hollowware/pitcher? (undecorated, ironstone, oval base, back stamp

“…[IMPE]RIAL PA…”)
F8-10 S bowl/hollowware (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter rim)
F8-11 S serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 11” diameter rim)
F8-12 no number assigned
F8-13 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded,

approximately 9” diameter rim)
F8-14 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8¼” diameter, back stamp “WARRANTED

/ IRON STONE CHAIN / ETRURIA POTTERY CO” with British coat of arms)
F8-15 P small pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, 2¾” foot ring, 5’ tall, handled, impressed

mark “B & C / [BURSLEM?]”) [possibly Bridgewood and Clark]
F8-16 P pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone, handled, 4¼” diameter base, 8¼” tall,

impressed mark “JOHN MADLOCK & SONS / STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIS”
with British coat of arms)

F8-17 P saucer (undecorated, 6” diameter, back stamp “…E CHINA / … & F.”)
F8-18 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7¼” diameter, back stamp “WARRANTED

/ IRON STONE CHAIN / ETRURIA POTTERY CO” with British coat of arms)
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F8-19 P plate (relief decorated, paneled, Gothic shaped, 9” diameter, octagonal rim,
impressed mark “REAL / IRONSTONE”, illegible registry mark with “8679”?
impressed along side)

F8-20 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, approximately 4” diameter rim)
F8-21 S missing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 9”

diameter rim)
F8-22 P cup plate (unidentified floral pattern, relief decorated, ironstone, 4¾” diameter

impressed mark “[B?] W / IRONSTONE / CHINA / W. B. & CO”)
F8-23 P small plate (relief decorated, “Bordored Hyacinth (Lily shape)” ironstone, 6 7/8”

diameter) [W. Baker & CO, ca 1860; Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:109]
F8-24 P plate (relief decorated, 9½” diameter back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA /

BAKER & CO” with British coat of arms impressed mark “POTOMAC SHAPE /
W. BAKER & CO / FENTON” WITH REGISTRY MARK FOR YEAR 1862)
[Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:92; says registered in 1863]

F8-25 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3¾” diameter rim, 3” tall, St. Dennis shape,
handless)

F8-26 P soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, illegible/partial back stamp)
F8-27 P waster(?) bowl (undecorated, whiteware, 5½” diameter rim, 3½” tall, back stamp

“…OD & SON”)
F8-28 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter back stamp “ROYAL … /

IRO[NSTONE]…/ BURGES…” with British coat of arms)
F8-29 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 6½” diameter, impressed mark “J & G

ME[AKIN?]…/ IRONSTONE / CHINA / [illegible]”)
F8-30 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone)
F8-31 S hollowware/pitcher (relief decorated, whiteware, 3” foot ring, base only)
F8-32 P flowerpot (buff pate earthenware, hand turned, 3½” diameter rim, 3½” tall, 2¼”

diameter base)
F8-33 S indeterminate vessel/serving bowl? (yellowware, small rim sherd only)
F8-35 S saucer (relief decorated, ironstone)
F8-37 P bowl? (relief decorated, simple ribbed pattern, ironstone, straight sided, octagonal

form, 4 5/8” x 3 5/8” rim, 3 3/8” tall, 2 floral knots on short sides ) [unique vessel
form]

F8-38 P pitcher (relief decorated, ribbed, ironstone, oval base, approximately 4” x 3” base,
handled, back stamp “ROYAL PATENT / IRONSTO[NE] / TURNER,
[GODDARK & CO]” with British coat of arms)

F8-39 S jar (slat glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 9”
diameter rim)

F8-40 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3¾” diameter rim, 3” tall, St. Dennis shape,
handless)

F8-41 P mug (relief decorated? porcelain, 3 1/8” diameter base, handled, base only)
F8-42 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter) [crossmends with F7-4]
F8-43 P vase, (painted, polychrome, broad floral pattern, over glaze, gilded, relief

decorated, porcelain, body and rim floral shaped, oval base, 3” x 2 3/8” base, 7
1/8” tall, 5½” x 3 1/8” rim, applied leaves on each side form handless, impressed
mark “18” on base)
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F8-44 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern width leaves around rim reminiscent of
“Wheat and Hops” pattern, ironstone, 3½” diameter rim, 3 1/8”tall, handle less)

F8-45 P shallow serving bowl (relief decorated, ribbed, ironstone, 7” diameter rim, 1 5/8”
tall, scalloped edge, impressed mark “EL[SMORE & [FO]RSTER / P…AND /
SHAPE / TURNST[ALL]”)

F8-46 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed ironstone, 1 5/8” diameter base, similar to F8-44)
F8-47 P plate (relief decorated, “Wheat and Hops” pattern, ironstone, 8½” diameter,

printed back stamp “PEARL CHINA” with British coat of arms impressed mark
“2”) [Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:127, J & G Meakin ca. 1875]

F8-48 S hollowware (relief decorated, ironstone, oval base, base only)
F8-49 P pie plate/nappie (yellowware, molded, approximately 10½” diameter rim)
F8-50 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, molded, yellow

slipped neck and shoulder, distinctive body sherd only)
F8-51 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware? 6” diameter, impressed mark “*”) (eight pointed

asterisk)
F8-52 S beer mug (clear, round, fluted, molded handle)
F8-53 P medicine/bitters bottle (amber, oval, improved tool/lightening lip finish,

embossed “WARNER’S / SAFE / [KIDN]EY & LIVER / CURE” on front with
embossed safe) [introduce in 1879; to circa 1910] [Fike 1987:107]

F8-54 S lamp base (white/milk glass, square pedestal, ground base)
F8-55 S wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3 3/8” diameter base, 3 piece press mold?

approximately 3¼” diameter rim, fluted stem)
F8-56 S chemical/medicine bottle (clear, Hopkin’s square or round cornered Blake,

improved tool patent lip finish)
F8-57 S indeterminate bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, embossed “LP” on base in

“KEYSTONE” machine made?)
F8-58 S cordial/small stemware (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, press molded, fluted

stem)
F8-59 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, recessed panels, embossed “W [M C?] & CO” on base)
F8-60 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1¾” diameter, applied tool patent lip

finish, approximately 4½” tall)
F8-61 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1¼” diameter, 2 piece mold improved tool

patent lip finish, approximately 3½” tall)
F8-62 S lamp chimney (clear, round, straight base, sheared fire polished top, 1 1/8”

diameter rim)
F8-63 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 7 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool blop lip finish, sire present on neck, embossed “P.
SCHILLE / COLUMBUS / O.” on front, “P” on base)

F8-64 P large stemmed vase (clear, 4¼” diameter rim, 5¾” tall bowl, fluted stem,
scalloped rim, minimally 8-9” tall)

F8-65 S wine glass/stemware (clear, round, press molded approximately 3” diameter base,
starburst pattern on base)

F8-66 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2¼” x 1” base, 2 piece mold, applied tool ring/oil lip
finish, bluing/whitening shape)

F8-67 S apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, approximately 5” diameter base, pontiled)
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F8-68 P ink bottle (aqua, octagonal, 2 1/8” wide base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
pyramidal shape)

F8-69 S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2¾” diameter base, internal vertical
ribbing?)

F8-70 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)
F8-71 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 2¾” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall,

press molded, internal vertical ribbing)
F8-72 P vial (clear, round, 3/8” diameter base, 1¾” tall, dip molded, folded/fragile lip

finish)
F8-73 P lamp chimney? (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, straight base)
F8-74 P indeterminate/liquor bottle (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, Ricketts mold)
F8-75 P condiment/food bottle (aqua, polygonal base, 2¼” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, alternate indented & raised panels/flutes)
F8-76 P medicine/pill bottle (clear/lead, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3¼” tall, Rickett’s

mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F8-77 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F8-78 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 5” tall, 2 piece mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “S. H. MELVIN / SPRINGFIELD /
ILL.”)

F8-79 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¼” x 1”base, 4” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish recessed panels,
ball/spool neck)

F8-80 P food jar (aqua, French square, 3” square base, 2 piece mold, simplified Cathedral
Gothic shape) [crossmends with F7-24]

F8-81 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round cornered Blake? 2¼” x 1 1/8”base, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish recessed panels embossed
“M CC” on base)

F8-82 P pill bottle (clear/lead, round, 7/8” diameter base, 2¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold? folded external lip finish, embossed “[J]THAYER & C” on side
unpontiled)

F8-83 P bar glass/small tumbler (clear, fluted, round, 1½” diameter base, approximately 2”
rim, ground base)

F8-84 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, French square, 1½” square base, 2 piece mold)
F8-85 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3¼” diameter rim, 3¾” tall bowl, press

molded, diamond pattern, fluted stem) [same pattern as F8-111]
F8-86 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F8-87 P compote (clear, 8¼” diameter rim, scalloped rim, press molded, thumb print like

pattern, missing base)
F8-88 P food/canning jar (aqua, round, 4¼” diameter base, 7½” tall, Rickett’s mold, blow

over mold, wax seal lip finish, unground rim)
F8-89 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 ¾ deep

bowl, 6” tall, bulbous stem, press molded)
F8-90 P wine glass (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 5½” tall, 3¼” deep bowl, hand

blown bulbous stem, 2 piece construction)
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F8-91 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1½” x ¾” base, 4¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved patent lip finish, recessed panels, embossed “USE
RENNE’S / PAIN KILLING / MAGIC OIL” on front panel)

F8-92 P medicine bottle (aqua, oval, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 ½ tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “F. BROWN’S / EGG OF /
JAMAICA GINGER / PHILADA” on front)

F8-93 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 1¼” diameter base, 2¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold?, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “TALLMAN / MUSK” on
front)

F8-94 P bar glass/small tumbler (clear, fluted 9 sided polygonal, 1 1/8” wide base, 3” tall,
approximately 2¾” diameter rim, short flutes/panels at base)

F8-95 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, distinctive body sherd only?)
F8-96 P lamp chimney (clear/amethyst, round, 2 3/8” diameter, flanged base, fire polished

base, 1 1/8’ diameter rim, straight fire polished rim, oval bodied)
F8-97 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, press molded, short flutes on bowl and stem,

stippled band across bowl)
F8-98 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels,

ball/spool neck)
F8-99 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval 1½” x ¾” base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F8-100 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 4” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F8-101 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 piece mold, 2 3/8” diameter base, ground base, 1

3/8” diameter rim, sheared and fire polished rim, embossed on base “N. G.
MFG.”)

F8-102 P small serving bowl or large salt? (clear/lead glass, press molded, oval,
approximately 3½” x 1 7/8” base, 1 5/8” tall, approximately 4½” x 2¾” rim,
thumbprint like pattern)

F8-103 P tumbler (clear, fluted, 9 sided, polygonal, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3½” tall, 3¼”
diameter rim, short panels/flutes near base, starburst pattern on base)

F8-104 P pedestaled lamp reservoir (clear, approximately 5” diameter, stars and strips
shield pattern, brass fixture on lip, 2 piece construction, base missing)

F8-105 P water goblet/large stemware (clear, 3 7/8” diameter rim, approximately 4” deep
bowl, grapevine pattern, fluted stem)

F8-106 P wine glass/water goblet (clear / lead, 3¼” diameter rim 4” deep bowl, pattern,
fluted stem, thumbprint-like pattern)

F8-107 P perfume bottle (clear, oval, 2” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved
tool patent lip finish, violin shaped body, embossed “GLENN & CO /
PERFUMERS / PH[IL]ADA” on front)

F8-108 P compote (clear, 7 1/8” diameter rim, approximately 2½” deep bowl, press molded,
grapevine pattern, rouletted rim, internal shelf for lid, missing base)

F8-109 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear/amethyst, French square, 1 3/8” square base)
F8-110 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter straight base, 1 1/8” diameter rim,

sheared and fire polished rim)
F8-111 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3¼” diameter rim, 3¾” tall bowl, press

molded, diamond pattern, fluted stem)
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F8-112 P medicine/chemical bottle (amber, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 1” base, 4½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed M[CKE]SSON
// & ROBBINS”) (Fike 1987:172)

F8-113 P compote/lamp base (clear, round, 4½” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, 2 piece mold,
base only)

F8-114 P indeterminate liquor bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2¾” diameter base,
approximately 8” tall, Rickett’s mold, improved tool bead lip finish)

F8-115 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 ½ diameter base, dip molded, Hock style/shape, with
kick up, no lip)

F8-116 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3¾” tall, approximately 3” diameter
rim, internal vertical ribbing)

F8-117 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, approximately 3” diameter
rim, starburst pattern on base)

F8-118 S whiskey flask (aqua, applied tool string lip finish, potentially “Eagle with Banner
motif)

F8-119 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 7/8” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold)

F8-120 P pedestaled lamp reservoir (clear, 5” diameter reservoir, 1 1/8” diameter rim, brass
fixture on lip, 2 piece mold, base missing / pedestal)

F8-121 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 2 piece mold,
improved patent lip finish, burned/melted)

F8-122 S canning jar (aqua, round, embossed “PATEN[T]…/…[OC]T 18 . /…on side,
distinctive body sherd only)

F8-123 P wine glass (clear, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 5/8” deep bowl,
press molded, bulbous stem)

F8-124 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, spool/ball neck)
F8-125 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1½” x 7/8”base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold)
F8-126 P footed bowl (clear, round, press molded, 2¼” diameter base, floral pattern)
F8-127 P vial (clear / lead, round, ½” diameter base, dip molded, folded/fragile lip finish)
F8-128 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 3/8” straight diameter base, 1¼” uncrimped

trumpet style diameter rim) [similar to vessel F8-70 but uncrimped]
F8-129 P lamp chimney (clear, round, approximately 2½” diameter base, straight fire

polished base, 1 1/8” diameter sheared and fire polished rim)
F8-130 P footed tumbler (white/milk glass, round, 2½” diameter base, molded,

ribbed/fluted, embossed “PATD NOV 8 1870” on base with reverse “7”)
F8-131 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1”base, 5 7/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool? double ring lip finish, recessed panels,
embossed “RENNE’S // “IT WORKS / LIKE / A CHARM” // MAGIC OIL //
PAINKILLING” on panels with logo)

F8-132 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter straight base, 2¼” diameter sheared
and fire polished rim, oval bodied)

F8-133 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2½” diameter base, molded, fluted/paneled,
thumbprint like pattern) (same pattern as vessel F8-106)

F8-134 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 1 3/8” x 7/8” base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, stirrup shaped)
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F8-135 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, dip molded, blow over mold? fire
polished lip finished)

F8-136 P lamp chimney (clear, 1¾” diameter straight ground base, Argand style)
F8-137 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval? improved tool patent lip finish)
F8-138 no vessel assigned
F8-139 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 1¾” x 7/8” base, 4 5/8”

tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels,
ball/spool neck)

F8-140 P medicine chemical bottle (aqua, French square, 1 7/8” square base, 5 5/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F8-141 P soda water bottle (aqua, clear, 2¼” diameter base, 2 piece mold, embossed
“JOHNSON & PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILL” on front, “L & W” on back)

F8-142 P medicine chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F8-143 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1½” x ¾” base, 4¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved patent lip finish, recessed panels, embossed “USE
RENNE’S / PAIN KILLING / MAGIC LIL” on front panel)

F8-144 P lamp base (clear, 4 1/8” diameter base, scalloped base, missing bowl)
F8-145 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 4¾” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “MCC”
on base)

F8-146 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round?)
F8-147 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2¼” tall, dip molded, folded/fragile lip

finish)
F8-148 S pedestal lamp reservoir (clear, molded, distinctive body sherd only)

Feature 10
F10-1 P saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “TRADE

MARK / E.M. & CO / B / CHANG” with dog, illegible impressed mark)
F10-2 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F10-3 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F10-4 S cup (relief decorated, gilded, lined rim and pontil panel, porcelain, 3 ½” diameter

rim) [same pattern as F10-29, and F10-30?]
F10-5 S soup bowl (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 10” diameter, thick bodied,

“Hotel ware”)
F10-6 P saucer (undecorated. whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “…B & Co.”)
F10-7 S knick knack/vase? (Majolica, relief decorated, basket weave pattern, whiteware,

oval rim? burned)
F10-8 S serving bowl (relief decorated, whiteware, handled, handle only)
F10-9 S bottle (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware, molded, paneled sides)
F10-10 S platter/serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware, thick bodied, base only)
F10-11 P mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 10½”

diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall)
F10-12 S mixing bowl (porcelain glazed/porcelain glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, 10”

diameter rim)
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F10-13 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, handled, approximately 3½” diameter rim)
F10-14 P jug/jar (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7” diameter base)
F10-15 P saucer (undecorated, ironware, hand turned, 7” diameter base)
F10-15 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F10-16 S plate/small plate (relief decorated, whiteware)
F10-17 P soap dish (undecorated, porcelain, 3½” x 2 5/8” rim, 1” tall, thick bodied “Hotel

ware”)
F10-18 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3½” tall, handless)
F10-19 P pitcher (relief decorated, 5” x 4 ¼” base, approximately 8¼” to 9” tall, oval base,

handled, back stamp “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK /
ENGLAND” with British Coat of Arms)

F10-20 P dessert plate (painted, polychrome, fruit pattern, gilded, relief decorated,
porcelain, pierced rim, 8” diameter rim)

F10-21 S plate (painted, polychrome, over glaze, broad floral pattern, giled, porcelain, 9”
diameter)

F10-22 S sugar bowl? (relief decorated, ironstone, internal shelf for lid)
F10-23 S serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware, thick bodied)
F10-24 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F10-25 S saucer/child’s plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter,

“LADIES ALL…” printed on interior base)
F10-26 P cup (decal decorated, over glaze, gilded, porcelain, 3¼” diameter rim, handled,

gilded “THINK OF / ME”)
F10-27 S pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone)
F10-28 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F10-29 P cup (relief decorated, gilded, lined rim and pontil panels, 3¼” diameter rim,

handled) [same pattern as F10-4 and F10-30?]
F10-30 P saucer (relief decorated, gilded, lined rim and pontil panels, porcelain, 6”

diameter)
F10-31 S cup (painted, polychrome, broad floral pattern, gilded, porcelain, approximately 3

½” diameter)
F10-32 P saucer (painted, polychrome, broad floral pattern, gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 6”

diameter, scalloped edge)
F10-33 P saucer (pontil, flowers and lined, gilded, porcelain, 6” diameter)
F10-34 S washbasin (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 13” diameter rim)
F10-35 S bowl (decal decorated, polychrome, small floral pattern, whiteware, 6” diameter

rim)
F10-36 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3¼” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled)
F10-37 P saucer (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 6” diameter)
F10-38 P small saucer (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 4½” diameter)
F10-39 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F10-40 S cup (undecorated, ironstone)
F10-41 P cup (painted, polychrome, broad floral pattern, over glaze, gilded, porcelain, 3½”

diameter rim)
F10-42 P small platter (undecorated, porcelain, oval rim, 8¼” x 5½” rim, heavy bodied

“Hotel” ware)
F10-43 S teapot (Rockingham glazed, yellowware, spout only)
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F10-44 S tumbler (rose colored, round, press molded, 3” diameter rim, pressed wood grain
pattern)

F10-45 S small plate/serving vessel (clear, round, 1¾” foot ring, press molded, embossed
pattern of stippled circles)

F10-46 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
embossed “…NSON & [PE]TERSON / [SPR]INGFIELD / ILLS” on side)

F10-47 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “[J?]… / SPRINGFIE[LD] / ILL[S]”)

F10-48 S bar glass/mug (clear, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, press molded)
F10-49 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 3” x 1¾” base, 2 piece mold,

improved tool double ring lip finish, recessed side panels, embossed
“…[B]IGELOW” on side panel)

F10-50 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, 3 piece plate bottom mold, recessed panels,
embossed “…S” “…O…” and “…ISAM / INGS” on panels)

F10-51 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, improved tool bead lip finish)
F10-52 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, approximately 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, embossed “…A… /
…ARLE[S?]…. / … TIMOR…” and “CO… / U.S.A.” on side)

F10-53 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded)
F10-54 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, recessed panels, embossed “…R… /

…[P?]HILA[DELPHIA?]… / …ST…” on panel, distinctive body sherd only)
F10-55 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, stirrup
shaped)

F10-56 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, slug plate, stirrup shaped,
embossed “F & F Co” on base)

F10-57 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 2” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F10-58 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “JOH[N]… / S[PRINGFIELD]…”

F10-59 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2½” diameter base, ringed
neck/body)

F10-60 S tableware/serving vessel (honey colored, press molded)
F10-61 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1½” square base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “H” on base)
F10-62 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾ x 1” base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “F & F Co” on base)
F10-63 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, approximately 2” x 1” base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, embossed “F & F C[o]” on base)
F10-64 P lamp reservoir (clear, round, press molded, hollow pedestal base)
F10-65 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 1 ¼” x 7/8” base, 2¾” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, stirrup style)
F10-66 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 6 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, cork present)
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F10-67 P chemical bottle medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2¼” x 1 1/8”
base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish,
embossed “EVANS CHEMICAL CO / PROPRIETORS / G / CINCINNATI /
OHIO” on slug plate)

F10-68 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2 ¼ ” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent finish, bluing style bottle)

F10-69 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2 ¼ ” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent finish, bluing style bottle)

F10-70 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, improved tool patent lip finish, picnic shape)
F10-71 P dessert plate (clear, press molded, fan and or sea shell shaped, approximately 7” x

7”)
F10-72 P chemical/medicine/pill bottle (amber, Hopkin’s square, 1¾” square base, 5 1/8”

tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed double
row of dots on base)

F10-73 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom,
improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, embossed “ ” on base, half pint
size)

F10-74 P whiskey flask/medicine bottle (amber, Union oval, 2 ½” x 1 3/8” base, 6 ¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool, double ring lip finish, stirrup shaped,
embossed “S” on base, half pint size, unusual bottle)

F10-75 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom,
improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half pint size)

F10-76 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom,
improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half pint size)

F10-77 S liquor? bottle (dark green/black, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F10-78 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 3” x 1½” base, 2 piece mold? embossed

“AYER/C 34” on base, bluing style bottle)
F10-79 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, applied tool patent lip finish, recessed panel,

embossed “…O. ILL.” on panel)
F10-80 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 2 piece mold, applied

tool patent lip finish)
F10-81 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 7/8” square base, 6 ¼” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F10-82 P pitcher (clear, round, 4” diameter base, press molded, leaf and twig pattern,

handled, applied handle)
F10-83 P lid? (clear, horse shoe shaped base, 4 ¼” x 3 7/8” base, press molded, rouletted,

stippled, starburst pattern)
F10-84 P lamp reservoir (clear, round, pedestal, press molded, 5½” diameter, depressed dot

and line pattern)
F10-85 P small bowl (clear, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, press molded, dot

pattern)
F10-86 P ink well (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, 1 5/8” tall, hand blown, fire polished,

folded/fragile lip, pontiled)
F10-87 S darning egg (milk/white glass)
F10-88 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 1/8” x 1 3/8” base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, pint sized)
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F10-89 S lamp/compote stand (clear, round, faceted stem, approximately 4” diameter base,
press molded)

F10-90 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 1½” diameter rim, straight fire
polished rim and base)

F10-91 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool
patent lip finish, bluing style bottle)

F10-92 P ketchup/sauce bottle (aqua, round, 2”diameter base, improved tool double ring lip
finish, paneled/fluted, double? ball/spool neck)

F10-93 P soda water bottle (aqua, 10 sided polygonal, 2 3/8” diameter base, 7¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool blop /lightening lip finish, wire on neck,
embossed “M A FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL” on front, “D.O.C.” on back
near base, short flutes/panels near base)

F10-94 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 5¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom,
improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half pint size)

F10-95 P medicine/liquor bottle? (dark green/black, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, Rickett’s
mold, embossed “DR J.G.B. SIEGERT & HIJOS.” on shoulder and base)

F10-96 P soda water bottle (aqua, 10 sided polygonal, 2 3/8” diameter base, 7¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool blop /lightening lip finish, embossed “M
A FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL” on front, “D.O.C.” on back near base, short
flutes/panels near base)

F10-97 P ink bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, pyramid shape)

F10-98 P large stemware/lamp base (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, bulbous stem)
F10-99 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 2½” diameter rim,

ground rim, blow over two piece construction)
F10-100 S lamp/compote base (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, hollow stem)
F10-101 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 5/8” x 1 ½” base, 6 3/8” tall,

3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F10-102 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2” x 1” base, 5¾” tall, improved ring/oil lip finish,

bluing/whitening bottle)
F10-103 P small pitcher (clear/lead, round, 3 1/8 diameter base, approximately 6” tall, press

molded, blow over mold with cracked off rim, and attached pewter pouring spout
and lid, applied handle, starburst on base, fluted/paneled)

F10-104 P cruet (clear, round, 1 5/8 diameter base, Rickett’s and 3 piece mold?, wheel
engraved fluted decoration)

F10-105 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom,
improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half pint size, embossed
“IGCO” on base)

F10-106 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom,
improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half pint size)

F10-107 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2 ¾” x 1 5/8” base, 8 ½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, recessed panels,
cork present, embossed “AYER’S // COMPOUND EXT // LOWELL / MASS.
U.S.A. // SARSAPRILLA” on sides, “31” on base)
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F10-108 P medicine/chemical/pill bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 5” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “TARRANT
& CO / DRUGGISTS / NEW YORK” on front)

F10-109 P lamp/compote base (clear, round, 4 3/8” diameter base, press molded, pedestal)
F10-110 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¾” diameter rim)
F10-111 P lamp base (white/milk glass, 4¼” diameter base, 4 3/8” tall, press molded, fluted,

threaded top)
F10-112 P lamp/compote base (clear, round, 5½” diameter base, fluted stem)
F10-113 P saucer (painted, monochrome gray, over glaze, gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 6”

diameter)

Feature 11
F11-1 P cup (undecorated, porcelain, handled, 3” tall)

Feature 12
F12-1 P wine bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F12-2 S wine bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F12-3 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool blop top lightening finish)
F12-4 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool blop top lightening finish)

Feature 14
F14-1 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F14-2 _ no number assigned
F14-3 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F14-4 P bowl (green-glazed, redware, hand turned, 9” diameter rim, rim style emulates

jigger molded wares)
F14-5 P jar (redware, hand turned, 7” diameter rim, 5” diameter base)
F14-6 S bowl/jar (redware, hand turned, 6” diameter base)
F14-7 S saucer (ironstone, relief decorated, ribbed pattern)
F14-8 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter rim)
F14-9 S mixing bowl (undecorated?, yellowware, approximate 9” diameter rim)
F14-10 S lidded pitcher/coffee pot? (undecorated, ironstone, handled, interior lip for lid,

back stamp with rampart lion)
F14-11 P mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 7”

diameter base)
F14-12 P small platter (relief decorated, “Ball and Stick with Arch” pattern, whiteware,

oval rim, 9¾” by 7½” rim, illegible impressed mark)
F14-13 S serving bowl (relief decorated, unidentified floral pattern, ironstone, oval rim)
F14-14 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter rim)
F14-15 cup (undecorated, ironstone, 2” diameter base)
F14-16 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, fluted oblong variation 2, 3” by 1¾” base, 5 3/8”

tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, recessed front and
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back panels, embossed “FRED’K STEARNS // COCO OLEINE” on sides)
[Established in 1855, Detroit, Michigan; Fike 1987:73]

F14-17 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1” diameter base, 2½” tall, 2-piece mold,
applied tool Patent lip finish)

F14-18 S footed tumbler (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, molded, thumbprint pattern)
F14-19 S small lidded bowl (clear, approximate 6” diameter rim, press molded, leaf pattern,

interior shelf for lid)
F14-20 S serving bowl (clear, round, 6” diameter rim, press molded, leaf and berry pattern)
F14-21 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, distinctive body sherd only)

Feature 15
F15-1 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve style)
F15-2 P tea pot/sugar bowl lid (relief decorated, whiteware)
F15-3 S saucer (transfer print, green, scalloped edge)
F15-4 S plate (relief decorated, Wheat pattern, whiteware)
F15-5 S bowl (salt/salt glazed stoneware, approximately 8” diameter rim, hand turned)
F15-6 S mixing bowl (salt/unglazed stoneware, approximately 12” diameter rim, hand

turned, rim emulates jigger molded wares)
F15-7 S jug (salt/salt glazed stoneware, hand turned)
F15-8 P toy saucer/cup plate (relief decorated, porcelain, 3 ½” diameter)
F15-9 P cup (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim, handled)
F15-10 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F15-11 P chamber pot lid (undecorated, whiteware)
F15-12 S serving dish (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve shape)
F15-13 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter)
F15-14 S vase (applied floral decoration, gilded, porcelain)
F15-15 S bowl (redware, approximately 7” diameter rim, hand turned, rim emulates jigger

molded wares)
F15-16 P small serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 7¼” x 5” diameter rim, 1½”

tall, printed back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J. & G. MEAKIN.”)
F15-17 P salt? (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 1¾” square)
F15-18 P serving bowl (relief decorated edge, whiteware, oval, approximately 6¾” x 8¾”

diameter rim, impressed back stamp “…SHAPE / BURGESS / BURSLEM”
unidentified pattern reminiscent of framed leaf)

F15-19 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, London Urn shape)
F15-20 S knick-knack (unglazed porcelain/stoneware, Parian-ware)
F15-21 P jar (salt/Albany stoneware, 7” diameter base)
F15-22 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3” tall)
F15-23 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol/Bristol glazed stoneware with yellowish slipped top)
F15-24 S saucer (painted, polychrome floral, whiteware, approximately 7” diameter rim)
F15-25 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F15-26 P canning jar (redware, molded, wax seal)
F15-27 S cup (painted, polychrome, large floral, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter rim,

St. Dennis shape)
F15-28 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter rim, small impressed “X” on base)
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F15-29 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter rim)
F15-30 S plate (relief decorated, stick and ball pattern, whiteware)
F15-31 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F15-32 P flower pot pan (unglazed red paste earthenware, 5” diameter rim, 1 ½” tall, hand

turned, lined exterior rim)
F15-33 S flowerpot (unglazed red earthenware, approximately 2 ½” diameter, hand turned)
F15-34 S mixing bowl (Albany/Albany glazed stoneware, approximately 7” diameter base,

jigger molded)
F15-35 S bowl (redware, approximately 9” diameter rim, hand turned)
F15-36 S serving dish (relief decorated, whiteware)
F15-37 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 6½” diameter, impressed back

stamp “IRONSTONE / RICHARD [A.L.]COCK / BUR.[S.L.EM] / C[HINA]”)
F15-38 S large lidded bowl/jar (undecorated, whiteware, polygon/paneled shape, interior lip

for lid)
F15-39 S lid (relief decorated, ribbed, whiteware, ribbed exterior and rim)
F15-40 S cup (relief decorated, Wheat pattern, whiteware, approximately 3½” diameter)
F15-41 S small plate (relief decorated, Wheat pattern? whiteware, approximately 5”

diameter)
F15-42 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3” tall)
F15-43 S jar (salt/salt glazed stoneware, approximately 11” diameter base, hand turned)
F15-44 S saucer (painted, polychrome, gilded, lined edge, pink luster, porcelain)
F15-45 P compote? (clear, square base, 3¼” square base, machine made) [intrusive]
F15-46 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, minimally 7 ½” tall,

machine made, base embossed “DURAGLASS” Owens mark on base) [intrusive]
F15-47 P stemware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter rim, paneled sides, machine

made) [intrusive]
F15-48 P medicine bottle (clear, Plain oval, 1 7/8” x 1 1/8” diameter base, 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F15-49 P tumbler (clear, 7 sided, 2½” diameter base, 3¼” tall, press molded, paneled sides,

unpontiled)
F15-50 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 2½” diameter base, flared base, oval body)
F15-51 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 2½” diameter base, flared base, oval body)
F15-52 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” square base, 5” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F15-53 P serving bowl lid (clear, round, 6” diameter base, press molded, grape vine design)
F15-54 P medicine/vial bottle (aqua, round 1” diameter base, 5¼” tall, 2 piece mold, patent

string lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR WINCHELLS / TEETHING SYRUP
/ EMMERT / PROPRIETARY CO / CHICAGO ILLS”, base embossed “L & W”)

F15-55 P medicine/vial bottle (aqua, round 1 1/8” diameter base, 5¼” tall, 2 piece mold,
patent string lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DR WINCHELLS / TEETHING
SYRUP / SNYDER & EILERT / PROPRIETORS”, all the embossed “N”s are
backwards on the bottle)

F15-56 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, neck and lip only)
F15-57 S serving bowl lid (clear, approximately 6” diameter base, machine made, ribbed

sides with floral design)
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F15-58 S serving bowl lid (clear, approximately 6” diameter base, press molded, floral
design)

F15-59 P medicine bottle (aqua, French square, 2¼” square base, 8¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, ring or oil string lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “D RִִCROOK’S //
WINE OF TAR”)

F15-60 P cruet (clear/lead, round, 1¾” diameter base, 5½” tall, pattern molded, improved
tool wide prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F15-61 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 1¼” diameter base, flared base, fire polished
straight rim, oval body)

F15-62 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2½” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, dip molded,
applied tool string lip finish, large mamelon)

F15-63 P canning/food jar lid (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter, machine made, top embossed
“PATENTED / OCT, 19 1858”, side embossed “HARTELL’S GLASS AIR
TIGHT COVER”)

F15-64 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2 7/8” diameter base, 10 ¼” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool ring or oil string lip finish, paneled sides,
unpontiled, embossed “J. R. NICHOLS & CO // CHEMISTS // BOSTON”)

F15-65 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, neck only)
F15-66 S stemware (clear, press molded)
F15-67 S serving bowl lid (clear, press molded)
F15-68 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 2¼” flared base, 1 7/8” diameter fire

polished straight rim, oval body)
F15-69 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 2” diameter straight base, oval body)
F15-70 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 2½” x 1¾” base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F15-71 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 2½” x 1¾” base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F15-72 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 1¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

unpontiled)
F15-73 P lamp chimney (clear, approximately 2” diameter straight base, oval body)
F15-74 P stemware (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, press molded, paneled sides,

unpontiled) [identical to one in F84; German glass ware?]
F15-75 S stemware (clear, round, approximately 2½” diameter base, press molded, ground

pontil)
F15-76 S tumbler (clear, press molded, ribbed body)

Feature 16
F16-1 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F16-2 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F16-3 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 2½” diameter rim, handled, heavy

bodied “Hotel ware”)
F16-4 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter)
F16-5 P plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter, heavy “Hotel ware”)
F16-6 P plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter, heavy “Hotel ware”)
F16-7 P plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter, heavy “Hotel ware”)
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F16-8 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 6” diameter)
F16-9 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 5½” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F16-10 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter, heavy “Hotel ware”)
F16-11 P plate (undecorated, porcelain, 8” diameter, heavy “Hotel ware”)
F16-12 lid (undecorated, whiteware, rectangular, possibly teapot or sugar bowl lid)
F16-13 P saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 5” diameter, heavy bodied, “Hotel ware”)
F16-14 S saucer (decal decorated, whiteware, base only)
F16-15 S small pitcher (decal decorated? relief decorated, gilded, lined rim, porcelain,

scalloped edge)
F16-16 S saucer (painted, monochrome, flow blue, lined rim, gilded, porcelain, 6” diameter,

enameled print)
F16-17 S cup (undecorated, ironstone)
F16-18 S plate (painted, monochrome, brown, band at rim, whiteware, “Brown Tea”)
F16-19 S bowl? (relief decorated, transfer print gold, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F16-20 S small pitcher/creamer (transfer print, red, ironstone, distinctive body sherds only)
F16-21 S saucer?/small bowl (spray painted, monochrome, blue, relief decorated,

whiteware, scalloped edge)
F16-22 S hollowware (relief decorated, beaded handle, ironstone, handled, handle only)
F16-23 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F16-24 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F16-25 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F16-26 S jar (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, hand turned, transfer print, blue,

possible mark, very large size)
F16-27 S jug (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 10” diameter base, strap

handled, gallon sized)
F16-28 S flowerpot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned, 2½” diameter base)
F16-29 S saucer (painted, sponge decorated, polychrome, whiteware)
F16-30 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, back stamp “IRO[NSTONE]…”, base only)
F16-31 S jar (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, approximately 7”

diameter rim)
F16-32 S small plate? (decal decorated, relief decorated, porcelain, rectangular base)
F16-33 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, 11½” tall, dip molded

applied tool ring/oil lip finish, foil present on finish, no kick up)
F16-34 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 11¾” tall, dip molded, applied tool

ring/oil lip finish, no kick up-possibly beer bottle?)
F16-35 S beer bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “…[PRO]PERTY… / THE CONRAD S… / BR…” on base)
F16-36 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 3” diameter base, dip

molded?)
F16-37 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾”diameter base, dip molded?)
F16-38 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels,

embossed “COU… / SPRING[FIELD]”)
F16-39 S liquor bottle (clear, improved tool brandy lip finish)
F16-40 p salve jar (white/milk glass, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 2” tall, machine made,

narrow mouth exterior thread lip finish, embossed “MENTHOLATUM / TRADE
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MARK / MENTHOLATUM CO / BUFFALO N. Y. / WITCHITA KAN” on
side)

F16-41 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2 1/8” x 1” base, 5 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, bluing/whiting style, bluing residue present)

F16-42 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, fluted/paneled shoulder,
embossed “MB” on base, dosage measure on front, panel in both cubic
centimeters and ounces)

F16-43 P bitters bottle (amber, French square, 2¼” square base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
recessed panels, embossed “ELECTRIC / BITTERS // …N & CO / …L” on
sides)

F16-44 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3¼” x 1½” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over
mold fire polished lip finish, pint sized [S.A]

F16-45 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2½” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “W” in diamond on base)

F16-46 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¾” ” x 1 1/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold fire polished lip finish, half pint sized)[S.A]

F16-47 S canning jar (aqua, round, blow over mold, ground lip finish, embossed
“…[N]O[V 30th ] 18[58]” on side)

F16-48 S lid (clear & white/milk layered glass, hobnail pattern/shape, 4” diameter rim,
serving bowl lid)

F16-49 S small bowl (clear, press molded, 4” diameter rim, star and cord pattern)
F16-50 S lamp chimney (clear, round, straight fire polished base, approximately 3”

diameter base, machine crimped rim)
F16-51 P milk bottle (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, machine made, ribbed neck, floral

pattern)
F16-52 P beer bottle (amber, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed “SEIPP’S /

EXPORT” on front, “7S ABCO” on back near base, “THE C[ONRAD]... / BR’G
CO CH[ICA]GO” on base)

F16-53 S food jar (clear, round, machine made, exterior threads)
F16-54 P lid liner (white/milk glass, round, 2½” diameter, embossed “[PO]RCELAIN

LINED BOYD’S GEN…” around rim, cross in center)
F16-55 S tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, dip molded)
F16-56 S salve jar (white/milk glass, round, machine made, wide mouth exterior thread lip

finish)
F16-57 S milk bottle (round, machine made, wide mouth, bead lip finish, interior lid

support, embossed “… / …E QU… / …[PR]OPERY … / … [IL]LINOIS DA… /
OF / … [SPRING]FIEL[D] … / … SOLD” on side, “TM…” on base)

F16-58 S tumbler (clear, 3” diameter base, press molded, base only)
F16-59 S food jar/indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold?)
F16-60 S indeterminate bottle (clear/amethyst, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, embossed “…E. R. D …” on side)
F16-61 S whiskey flask (amethyst, blow over mold, fire polished lip finish) [S.A.]
F16-62 S beer bottle (amber, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold?

embossed “TER… / BR… / …E…” on side, “636/C” on base)
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F16-63 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F16-64 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2½” x 1¾” base, 7 1/8” tall, machine

made, Collard ring lip finish, embossed “℥viii” on side panels, Owen’s of Illinois
mark on base, with dosage marks in both cubic centimeters and ounces)

F16-65 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¾” x 1 1/8” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold fire polished lip finish, half pint sized) [S.A.]

F16-66 S lid liner (white/milk glass, round, approximately 2½” diameter, embossed
“PORCELAIN…” around rim)

F16-67 S tumbler (clear, polygonal, 2½” wide base, fluted/paneled)
F16-68 S lid/bowl (clear, press molded, diamond and octagon pattern, distinctive body

sherd only)
F16-69 S lid (light blue, molded, knob only, serving bowl lid)
F16-70 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¾” x 1 1/8” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold fire polished lip finish, half pint sized) [S.A.]
F16-71 S wine bottle (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, impressed “…EN…”

on side, distinctive body sherds only)
F16-72 P pepper sauce stopper (light aqua, round, 1” diameter top, 1¼” tall)
F16-73 S tumbler? (clear, round, wheel engraved, distinctive body sherd only)
F16-74 S lamp globe (white/milk glass, round, painted, monochrome, red)
F16-75 S apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, applied exterior ring, distinctive body sherd

only)
F16-76 S canning jar (aqua, round, machine made, wide mouth external thread lip finish,

embossed “…ON” on side)
F16-77 S liquor bottle (clear, improved tool brandy lip finish)

Feature 17
F17-1 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F17-2 S saucer (painted, lined rim, blue, over glaze, gilded, porcelain)
F17-3 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 6 5/8” diameter, illegible impressed mark)
F17-4 S hollowware (undecorated, ironstone, handled, handle only)
F17-5 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9½” diameter, illegible impressed mark)
F17-6 p jar (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7” diameter rim)

[cross mends with F16-31]
F17-7 P preserve jar (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 5½” diameter base,

10” tall, 5 1/8” diameter rim)
F17-8 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger mold, 8½”

diameter rim)
F17-9 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, handled, handle only)
F17-10 P bowl (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 9 1/8” diameter rim, 3¼” tall,

scalloped edge, back stamp “TRADE MARK / IRONSTONE CHINA / W. B. JR.
C[O]” with Phoenix Motel)

F17-11 P cup (undecorated, porcelain, 3¾” diameter rim, 3¼” tall, St. Dennis shape,
handless heavy “Hotel ware”)

F17-12 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3’ tall, handled)
F17-13 S chamber pot (yellowware, handled, handle only)
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F17-14 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F17-15 S canning jar (aqua, round, distinctive body sherd only)
F17-16 P tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, 3” diameter rim)
F17-17 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 7/8” square base, 5¾” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F17-18 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 4¼” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F17-19 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1” square base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F17-20 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 1/8” square base, 3¼” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F17-21 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 1/8” square base, 3¼” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “PELS”
on side)

F17-22 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 7/8” square base, 2 5/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F17-23 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” x 7/8” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, cork
present, liquid present)

F17-24 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1 3/8” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “CHAS. RYAN JR / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD /
ILL.” on front, on front, with cartouche, “W. T. & CO. / D” on back)

F17-25 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¼” x ½” base, 4¼” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, recessed panels,
embossed “K” on base)

F17-26 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1” base, 5¾” tall, 3piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, ball/spool neck)

F17-27 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1 3/8” base, 5 1/8”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed
“M CC” on base)

F17-28 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1 3/8” base, 5 1/8”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed
“M CC” on base)

F17-29 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2” x 1¼” base, 5” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “FROM / CM
SMITH’S / RELIABLE / PHARMACY / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” On front, with
mortar and pestle motif “W. T. & CO / O” on base)

F17-30 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾ ” x 1 1/8” base, 4 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed
“M CC” on base)

F17-31 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾ ” x 1 1/8” base, 4 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed
“M CC” on base)

F17-32 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾ ” x 1 1/8” base, 4 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed
“M CC” on base)
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F17-33 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” x 7/8” base, 3 5/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “W. T.
& CO / O” on base)

F17-34 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2¾” x 1½” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F17-35 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter base, 2¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “M CC” on base)

F17-36 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2¼” x 1 1/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “…PRICE’S / …[S]PECIAL /
…RING EXTRACTS // …TURNER // …LL & …” on panels, recessed panels)

F17-37 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 7/8” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “M CC” on base)

F17-38 S lamp globe (white/milk glass, round, 4” diameter base)
F17-39 P cordial/small stemware (clear, round, fluted, 1 7/8” diameter base, 1 5/8” diameter

rim)
F17-40 P lamp chimney (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter base, straight base, 1½”

diameter rim, sheared and fire polished rim)
F17-41 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 ½ ” diameter base, fire polished base and rim,

straight base and top)
F17-42 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 1/8” square base, 3¼” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, base embossed
“H”)

F17-43 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 11” tall, dip molded, applied tool
ring/oil lip finish, embossed “3” on base, cork present, foil present on finish)

F17-44 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¾” x 1½” base, 7 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold, fire polished lip finish, Coffin style/shape) [S.A.]

F17-45 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1½” ” square base, 5 1/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “T” on
base)

F17-46 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 4¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F17-47 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 4¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F17-48 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 1/8” square base, 3¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F17-49 P footed bowl (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 2¼” tall, 4” diameter rim)
F17-50 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “M CC” on
base)

F17-51 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¼” x 1¼” base, 6 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved double ring lip finish, Picnic shape, embossed “B. B. CO.” on base,
embossed netting style pattern on vessel)

F17-52 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1½” ” x 1” base, 4¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, embossed “CEO C FRYE /
PORTLAND / ME” with mortar and pestle and laurel wreath on front)
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F17-53 S cup (painted, polychrome, over glaze, gilded, relief decorated, porcelain,
distinctive body sherd only)

F17-54 S hollowware (clear, press molded, handled, handle only)

Feature 18
F18-1 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, approximately 11”

diameter base, base only)
F18-2 S jar (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 6” diameter bade,

base only)
F18-3 P soap dish (undecorated, porcelain, oval, 5” x 3¾”, 1” tall, back stamp “K. T & K.

/ S——V / CHINA / [1?] 0 [8?]”, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F18-4 S saucer (decal decorated/transfer print? porcelain, distinctive body shred only)
F18-5 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F18-6 S platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval)
F18-7 S platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval)
F18-8 P olive oil? bottle (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 11” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, long neck improved tool patent lip finish, residue in bottle, foil present on
finish, paper label attached “…A…/…BR…/…OTTO…”, although form is an
olive oil, content residue doesn’t look like what one would expect for an oil)

F18-9 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1 1/8” base, 6 7/8” tall, machine made, Owen’s
scar, embossed “6” on front near base, Owen’s of Illinois mark on base, half pint
size, form is Ideal shape)

F18-10 P sauce/dressing bottle (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5 3/8” tall, machine made,
crown lip finish, Owen’s scar, embossed “YACHT / CLUB / SALAD
DRESSING” on front, “F” on back)

F18-11 P saucer/condiment bottle (clear/round, 1¼” diameter base 4½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished lip finish, embossed “T” on base)
[S.A.]

F18-12 P salt shaker (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 3 1/8” tall, machine made,
small mouth external thread lip finish)

F18-13 P sauce bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool modified crown lip finish, fluted/paneled, embossed “TOWLE
M[APLE] [PROD]UCTS [CO]” on shoulder) [Maple syrup from St. Johnsbury,
Vermont, see Zumwalt 1980:405 for bottle illustration] 1888-1927)

F18-14 S footed bowl (clear, round, press molded starburst pattern on base, scalloped rim,
internal shelf for lid)

F18-15 S tumbler (clear, fluted/paneled, body only)
F18-16 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, improved tool prescription lip

finish)
F18-17 S jelly glass (clear, rim only)
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Feature 19
F19-1 P wash basin (undecorated, porcelain, 5¼” tall, approximate 16” diameter rim, 7½”

diameter base, heavy bodied but not necessarily “hotel ware,” crossmends with
F21-37)

F19-2 P small serving bowl (relief decorated, fluted, whiteware, approximate 5” diameter,
2” tall)

F19-3 S cup/mug (relief decorated, porcelain, 2¼” diameter base, handled)
F19-4 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “PREMIUM STONE

CHINA / HOMER LAUGHLIN” with lion)
F19-5 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 3½” diameter rim)
F19-6 S indeterminate serving vessel (transfer print, blue, whiteware, polygonal base, base

only)
F19-7 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “IMPERIA[L] … / IRONSTONE

[CHINA] / RICHARD AL[LOCK] …”)
F19-8 P teapot (Rockingham-glazed/Rockingham-glazed, yellowware, molded, relief

decorated, handled, 3 5/8” diameter base, 5” tall, “Rebecca At The Well” pattern,
interior shelf for lid)

F19-9 S pie plate/nappie (Rockingham-glazed/Rockingham-glazed, yellowware, 8”
diameter rim, approximate 2½” tall)

F19-10 S flower pot pan (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned, 8” diameter rim,
1½” tall, 7” diameter base)

F19-11 P jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 9” diameter base, base
only)

F19-12 S platter (undecorated, whiteware)
F19-13 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, impressed mark “ … [MADD]OCK /

… ,” back stamp “MADDOCK & GATER / TRADEMARK / *
STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERIES *” with British coat of arms)

F19-14 P small plate (relief decorated, “Ribbed Raspberry with Bloom” pattern, whiteware,
7” diameter) [J. & G. Meakin; Dierenger & Dierenger 2001:71; ca 1860]

F19-15 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, 4” diameter rim)
F19-16 S vase/knickknack (relief decorated, painted highlights, over glazed,

porcelain/Parian ware, distinctive body sherd only)
F19-17 S pie plate/nappie (undecorated, yellowware, 10” diameter, 1½” tall)
F19-18 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned, small potting size)
F19-19 P mixing bowl (salt glazed and Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger

molded, 10” diameter rim, 8” diameter base, 4½” tall)
F19-20 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 8”

diameter base, base only)
F19-21 P water bowl (relief decorated, fluted pattern, whiteware, 5” diameter rim, 2½” tall)
F19-22 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp with British coat of

arms)
F19-23 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned, approximate 3½”

diameter rim, 4” diameter base)
F19-24 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned)
F19-25 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned)
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F19-26 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 7/8” diameter rim, 3¼” tall, 2 1/8” diameter base,
handled)

F19-27 S wine bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, impressed “48” and
“M. / Numbo …” on side, distinctive body sherds only)

F19-28 S wine bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, distinctive body sherds
only)

F19-29 S small jar (redware, hand turned, globular shape)
F19-30 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F19-31 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F19-32 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F19-33 S small plate (relief decorated, “Ceres” pattern, ironstone, 6” diameter) [D & D

2001:126, registered 1859 by Turner, Goddard and Forster]
F19-34 S saucer (sponge decorated, blue, whiteware, burned)
F19-35 S indeterminate vessel (majolica, relief decorated, distinctive body sherd only)
F19-36 S pitcher/hollowware (whiteware, large, handle only)
F19-37 _ no number assigned
F19-38 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, jigger molded, approximate 6”

diameter rim)
F19-39 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 1/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, handleless)
F19-40 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3¼” diameter rim, 3” tall, probably handleless)
F19-41 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 1/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, handleless)
F19-42 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, approximate 4” diameter rim)
F19-43 S chamber pot ? (undecorated, whiteware, beaded, handle only)
F19-44 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7½” diameter rim, back stamp “J. & G.

MEAKIN / HANLEY ENGLAND” with British coat of arms, small illegible
impressed marks)

F19-45 S jar/bowl (redware, hand turned, approximate 9” diameter rim)
F19-46 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 10”

diameter rim)
F19-47 P mixing bowl (salt glazed and Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger

molded, 9” diameter rim, 6½” diameter base, 3½” tall)
F19-48 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6½” diameter, back stamp “M & C. / IRON

STONE CHINA” with shield and garland) [Morley and Company 1879 to 1885;
Lehner 1988:304,510]

F19-49 P sauce bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 7 7/8” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, fluted/paneled, Owen’s scar?, embossed “8 f 672” on base)

F19-50 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 5/8” by 1 3/8” base, 6 78” tall, machine made,
ring/oil lip finish, ball/spool neck, Owen’s scar, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE,” half-pint size, shape is straight sided Imperial shape)

F19-51 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Union oval, 2 3/8” by 1¾” base, 5¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, embossed “POND’S
EXTRACT” on side, “1846” on base, stirrup shaped)

F19-52 P food jar (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2 1/8” by 1 5/8” base, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
ball/spool neck, simplified Cathedral shape)

F19-53 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” square base, 4 1/8”tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, cork present)
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F19-54 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” square base, 3¼” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-55 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/2” square base, 4 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-56 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F19-57 P tumbler (clear, polygonal base, 2¼” wide base, fluted/paneled, starburst pattern

on base)
F19-58 S tumbler (clear, round, approximate 3” diameter base, approximate 3” diameter

rim, non-fluted)
F19-59 S wine bottle (dark green/black, applied tool string lip finish)
F19-60 S serving bowl (clear, approximate 5” diameter rim, press molded, stippled with

berry? pattern)
F19-61 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool blob top

lip finish, short panels near bear, wire present on finish, embossed “ … D / … L”
on side)

F19-62 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2-piece mold, embossed “TRI[PPLE
STRENGTH?],” bluing/whiting style bottle)

F19-63 S liquor bottle ? (amber, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded?)
F19-64 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base, 1¼” diameter hand

crimped rim)
F19-65 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2½” diameter base, 10” tall, dip molded,

applied tool string lip finish, kick-up with large mammelon)
F19-66 S tumbler (clear, fluted)
F19-67 S small bowl (clear, press molded, scalloped edge)
F19-68 S chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “ … OR … / … BLUI[NG?] … / …” on side)
F19-69 P medicine/chemical bottle? (blue/cobalt, round, 3” diameter base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold?, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F19-70 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 3-piece plate bottom mold, embossed “[M. A.

F]ISCH[ER] … ANDER / … IS.”)
F19-71 S food jar (clear, round, Ricketts mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, wide mouth)
F19-72 S wine glass/stemware (clear, press molded, flower pattern)
F19-73 S beer mug (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, panels near base)
F19-74 S cordial/stemware (clear, approximate 3” diameter rim)
F19-75 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base, 2½” diameter rim, hand

crimped rim)
F19-76 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base, 2½” diameter rim, hand

crimped rim)
F19-77 P lamp chimney (clear, round, Argand style, 1 1/8” diameter top, ground base and

top)
F19-78 S jelly glass (clear, molded)
F19-79 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Patent lip finish, burned/melted)
F19-80 S whiskey flask (clear, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish) (s.a.)
F19-81 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” square, improved tool

Prescription lip finish)
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F19-82 S indeterminate bottle (clear, clear, improved tool Patent lip finish, ball/spool neck,
long neck, neck only)

F19-83 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, recessed panels, embossed “ …
[PR?]OTECTO[R?] …” on panel, distinctive body sherd only)

F19-84 P lamp globe (white/milk glass, round, 6½” diameter base, ground base)
F19-85 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2 3/8’ by 1¼”, 7½” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, recessed panels, embossed ‘H.
E. BUCKLEN & CO. // DR KING’S / NEW DISCOVERY / FOR
CONSUMPTION // CHICAGO, ILL.”

F19-86 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 7¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blob top lip finish, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILLS.” on front, “A & D H. C.” on back near base, “J & P” on
base)

F19-87 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 1¾” by 7/8” base, 5” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, recessed front panel, embossed “C
& I” on base)

F19-88 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 7/8” square base, 2 7/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-89 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” square base, 3¼” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-90 P medicine/salve jar (clear, oval, 2” by 1 1/8” base, 3¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool bead lip finish)

F19-91 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1¾” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom
mold)

F19-92 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” by 1 1/8” base, 5¼:” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape)

F19-93 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1½” by 1” base, 3 3/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, cork present)

F19-94 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” by 1 1/8” base, 4 5/8”
tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-95 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1½” square base, 4½” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-96 P perfume bottle (clear, Monarch or Erie oval, 1 3/8” by 1¼” base, 4¾” tall,
improved tool globular flare lip finish, embossed “FLORENTINE / PERFUME”
in diamond on front)

F19-97 perfume bottle (clear, round, ¾” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, embossed “AUSTEN’S / F. F. COLOGNE /
NEW YORK / AGENCY / BAKER & CLARK / 335 GREENWICH ST” on
front, double ball/spool neck?)

F19-98 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” by 7/8” base, 4¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, ball/spool neck, recessed panels,
embossed “GILLETS / CHEMICAL WORKS / CHICAGO” on front)

F19-99 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” by 1 1/8” base, 5 7/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, recessed panels,
ball/spool neck, embossed “R. W. D. … ER / VETERAN … / SPRING[FIELD]
…” on front, “W T & CO” on base)
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F19-100 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1½” square, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-101 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” square base, 3¼” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-102 P wine glass/stemware (clear, 3” diameter rim, press molded, fluted stem)
F19-103 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 2” square base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold)
F19-104 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/4” square base, 4” tall, 3-

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F19-105 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 5/8” square base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “G” on
base)

F19-106 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1½” square base, 4½” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F19-107 P lamp globe (clear/lead, round, 2½” diameter base, 4¼” diameter rim, flanged
base, 6” tall, wheel-engraved, stylized grape leave and fruit pattern, ground base
and rim)

F19-108 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 4 3/8” tall, embossed
“HEINZ’S JELLY MUSTARD & C.” backwards on interior base)

F19-109 P tumbler (clear, fluted 9-sided polygonal, 2¼” wide base, 3½” tall, press-molded,
starburst pattern on base)

F19-110 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2 1/8” by 1 1/8” base, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
embossed “IG CO” on base, bluing/white bottle)

F19-111 S food jar (clear, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F19-112 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2½” diameter straight base, 2¼” diameter rim, hand

crimped rim)
F19-113 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2 1/8” by 1 1/8” base, 5¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool Patent? lip finish, embossed “D. O. C.” on base,
blueing/whiting style)

F19-114 P bud vase/cordial flute (clear, approximate 1” diameter rim, 3¼” deep bowl, wheel
engraved stars and panel design)

F19-115 P lamp chimney (clear, 2 3/8” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)

Feature 20
F20-1 P jug (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed stoneware, jigger molded, blue stemmed

“…CINCINNATI, OHIO / DISTRUTORS.”, wide mouth; wire nail handle)
F20-2 P serving bowl (printed, gold, relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge, oval rim)
F20-3 S serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F20-4 S platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval)
F20-5 S jug (slat glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded construction, shoulder

jug)
F20-6 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F20-7 S saucer (decal decorated, relief decorated, whiteware, back stamp “…A / …CO.”)
F20-8 P flowerpot (unglazed red paste earthenware, jigger molded, 4 3/8” diameter base,

large sized)
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F20-9 S vase? (painted, monochrome blue, gilded, relief decorated, Parian ware)
F20-10 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1 1/8” x 5/8” base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool collard ring lip finish, embossed “SELL & COE /
DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD ILL” on front, “…O.” on base)

F20-11 P medicine bottle (clear, beveled ideal, 1¼” x ¾” base, 3¾” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, embossed “℥I” on
shoulder and dosage marks on front panel, measurements in cubic centimeters and
ounces)

F20-12 P small serving bowl (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter base, press molded,
starburst on base, hexagon/honeycomb pattern, scalloped rim)

F20-13 S canning jar (aqua, round, machine made wide mouth external thread lip finish)
F20-14 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, approximately 1” wide base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold)
F20-15 P sauce/dressing bottle (clear, oval, 1 7/8” x 1 1/8’ base, 5½” tall, machine made,

foil present on neck, Owen’s scar, embossed “YACHT / CLUB / SALAD
DRESSING / 506” on front, “F” on base)

F20-16 S salve jar (white/milk glass, round, approximately 2½” diameter base, machine
made)

F20-17 S footed serving bowl? (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, molded, ground rim)
F20-18 P slave jar (white/milk glass, round, 1¼” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, machine made

wide mouth external thread lip finish, metal lid present, salve present, embossed
“W. T. CO. / K / 692” on base)

F20-19 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, Picnic
shape)

F20-20 S food jar (aqua, oval, polygonal, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F20-21 P chemical/medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1½” base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, embossed “WM ZAPF / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” On front, “C. L. C.
CO / 4” on base)

F20-22 S tumbler/drinking glass (clear, acid etched, Circle and Dot pattern)

Feature 21
F21-1 P lidded jar (Bristol glazed and unglazed/Bristol glazed, jigger molded, buff paste

earthenware, rouletted and zigzag design near base, wire bail handled, interior
shelf for lid, 5 3/8” diameter rim, 5½” tall, 5¼” diameter base)

F21-2 P saucer (painted, monochrome blue, flow broad floral pattern, 6” diameter rim
back stamp “K…G / LUNEVILLE / FRANKE”)

F21-3 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3½” diameter rim, 2¾” tall, handless)
F21-4 P spittoon (Rockingham-glazed, yellowware, approximately, approximately 8”

diameter rim, 6” diameter base, 3½” tall, relief decorated, approximately 1½”
diameter hole in side)

F21-5 P wine bottle (slat glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, 11½” tall, 3 1/8”
diameter base, impressed mark “APPOLLINARIS-PRUNNE…” in circle around
anchor and sail motif on side, “GEORG KREUZBERG / AHRWEILERY RHEIN
PREUSSEN” on side, impressed “46” strap handled)

F21-6 S bowl (redware, hand turned, approximately 9” diameter rim)
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F21-7 S saucer/butter pat plate (undecorated, porcelain, 4” diameter rim)
F21-8 P cup (painted, polychrome, over glaze, porcelain, handled, 3” diameter rim)
F21-9 S bowl (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, ironstone, approximately 9’ diameter rim,

back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J. & G MEAKIN” with British coat of arms)
F21-10 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F21-11 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 5’ diameter rim)
F21-12 S lamp pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone, handled, scalloped edge, back stamp

“…PORCELAIN / …”)
F21-13 S canning jar (redware, molded, paneled/barrel-shaped, 2 piece construction,

distinctive body sherd only)
F21-14 S jar/bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 10” diameter rim)
F21-15 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, yellow glaze on

shoulder, distinctive body sherd only)
F21-16 p cup (undecorated, porcelain, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled, impressed “6”

on base)
F21-17 P chamber pot (undecorated, ironstone, 5¾” diameter base, 5” tall, 8½” diameter

rim, handled, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J & G. MEAKIN”. with
British coat of arms)

F21-18 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, impressed mark “11 / T. & R. B.”)
F21-19 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, handled)
F21-20 P saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F21-21 S wine bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, 3½” diameter base,

minimally 11” tall)
F21-22 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F21-23 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter rim, impressed mark “RICHARD

ALCOCK / back stamp “WARRANTED IMPERIAL IRONSTONE CHINA /
RICHARD ALCOCK / BURSLEM ENGLAND” with British coat of arms)

F21-24 P saucer (painted, gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 5” diameter rim)
F21-25 P soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter rim, back stamp “TRADE

MARK / EDWARD TUNSTALL CLARKE / OPAQUE PORCELAINE” with
two shields, illegible impressed mark)

F21-26 P soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter rim, back stamp “TRADE
MARK / EDWARD TUNSTALL CLARKE / OPAQUE PORCELAINE” with
two shields, illegible impressed mark)

F21-27 S cup (relief decorated, paneled, Gothic shaped, ironstone, handled)
F21-28 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter rim, impressed mark “RICHARD

ALCOCK / back stamp “WARRANTED IMPERIAL IRONSTONE CHINA /
RICHARD ALCOCK / BURSLEM ENGLAND” with British coat of arms)

F21-29 P small cup (painted, polychrome, floral pattern, whiteware, 3” diameter rim, 2”
tall, handled, double curve shape) [same pattern as F21-31 and F21-32] [Toys!!!!]

F21-30 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F21-31 P saucer (painted, polychrome, floral pattern, whiteware, 4½” diameter rim)
F21-32 P saucer (painted, polychrome, floral pattern, whiteware, 4½” diameter rim)
F21-33 P waster (undecorated, ironstone, 5½” diameter rim, London urn shape)
F21-34 S plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware)
F21-35 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 3/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, handled)
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F21-36 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall)
F21-37 S washbasin (undecorated, porcelain, heavy bodied, “Hotel ware”, cross mends with

F19-1)
F21-38 S apothecary/food jar (clear, round, 5” diameter base, machine made, base only)
F21-39 S wine glass/stemware (clear, molded stem, globular stem, stem only)
F21-40 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, approximately 1 ¼” wide base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F21-41 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall)
F21-42 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2” x 1” base, 2 piece mold,

bluing/whitening style/shape)
F21-43 S soda water bottle (aqua, improved tool blop top lip finish)
F21-44 p lid (clear, round, 4” diameter base, press molded, tassel pattern with strawberry

knob)
F21-45 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, 2 piece mold)
F21-46 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 1 7/8” x 1” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold)
F21-47 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1¼” square base, 4 1/8” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F21-48 P vial (clear, round, 3/8” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, dip molded, folded/fragile lip

finish)
F21-49 P small serving bowl/butter dish (clear, round, 7 3/8” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall, press

molded, grape leaf and hexagon pattern)
F21-50 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1¼” diameter base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F21-51 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8 x 1” base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball/spool neck,
embossed “RK’S / …NT / …T” on front panel)

F21-52 S tumbler (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base)
F21-53 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 5¾” tall, approximately 3½”

diameter rim, fluted stem, molded)
F21-54 P food jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool

patent lip finish)
F21-55 P lamp chimney (clear, round, straight fire polished base, 2” diameter base, hand

crimped rim)
F21-56 P canning jar (aqua, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, blow over mold, ground wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed
“MASON’S / 1/ PATNET / NOV 30TH / 1858” on side)

F21-57 S lamp chimney (clear, straight top with ground rim, 1¼” diameter rim, Argand
style)

F21-58 P lamp chimney, round, molded, straight base, 2½” diameter base, 1½” diameter
rim, ground top and base)

F21-59 S lamp chimney (clear, ground rim, 1¾” diameter rim, top only)
F21-60 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, wire present at finish, embossed “G.
SUDHOFF & CO / ST LOUIS MO” on front, “W M CC & CO” on back near base)
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F21-61 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 1” base, 4¾” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved toll patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball/spool
neck, embossed “GILLETS / CHEMICAL WORKS / CHICAGO” on front panel)

F21-62 p medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 1” base, 4¾” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball/spool
neck, embossed “GILLETS / CHEMICAL WORKS / CHICAGO” on front panel)

F21-63 S pitcher (white/milk glass, applied handle, handle only)
F21-64 P small serving bowl (clear, round, 2” diameter base, approximately 4½” diameter

rim, 7/8 tall, press molded, starburst on base, scalloped rim, possibly cross mends
with F19-67)

F21-65 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 3 piece plate bottle mold)
F21-66 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 5” tall, Ricketts mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “G W” on base)
F21-67 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow

over mold, ground rim, wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “PAT D

NOV 2 / 1869” on base, odd threads)
F21-68 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3” tall, 2 7/8” diameter rim, interior

flutes/panels)
F21-69 P medicine/chemical (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1 3/8” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F21-70 P vial (clear, round, ½ diameter base, 2½” tall, dip molded, fire polished, lip

finished)
F21-71 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2” x 1” base, 5¼” tall, 2 piece mold,

applied tool patent lip finish, bluing/whiting style)
F21-72 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¾” x 1½” base, 7¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold fire polished lip finish, Coffin shape, pint size)
F21-73 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool stacked ring lip finish, embossed “CITRATE / OF /
MAGNESIA” on front)

F21-74 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1¾” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F21-75 S indeterminate bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter base)
F21-76 P jelly glass (clear, round, 3” diameter rim)
F21-77 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, ribbed, square? Distinctive body sherd only)
F21-78 S stemware/lid (clear, molded, distinctive body sherd only)
F21-79 S jelly glass (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall)

Feature 22
F22-1 S cup (printed, gold, gilded rim, near East? geometric pattern, porcelain,

approximate 3¼” diameter rim, handled)
F22-2 S large mug?/jar (undecorated, porcelain, approximate 5” diameter base, heavy-

bodied, “Hotel ware”)
F22-3 S saucer? (painted, monochrome green?, gilded, relief decorated, porcelain,

distinctive body sherd only?) [strange rim/profile]
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F22-4 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “ALFRED M[EAKIN] /
[E]NGLAN[D]”)

F22-5 S serving vessel? (undecorated, whiteware)
F22-6 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 9”

diameter rim)
F22-7 S bowl/hollowware (undecorated, ironstone, scalloped edge)
F22-8 S saucer (decal decorated?, over glaze, whiteware) [very thinly potted]
F22-9 P? cup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 5” diameter)
F22-10 P? wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded)
F22-11 S indeterminate bottle (aqua/light aqua, improved tool/lightning lip finish, long

neck)
F22-12 S wine glass/stemware (clear, press molded, short flutes/panels, diamond pattern,

distinctive body sherd only)
F22-13 S serving bowl (clear, round, approximate 6” diameter rim, press molded, grapevine

pattern) [similar to F8-108]
F22-14 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1 or French Square, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F22-15 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, 3-piece plate bottom mold, embossed “I. G. CO.”

on base)
F22-16 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, rouletted bands at rim)
F22-17 S lamp chimney (clear, hand crimped rim)

Feature 23
F23-1 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, approximate 9” diameter, thick-bodied, “Hotel

ware,” printed back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN /
ENGLAND”)

F23-2 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F23-3 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, thick-bodied, “Hotel ware”)
F23-4 S saucer (transfer print, brown, over glaze, sprayed rim, gilded, scalloped edge,

whiteware, approximate 6” diameter)
F23-5 S saucer (relief decorated, gilded, lined edge, scalloped edge, approximate 6”

diameter)
F23-6 S saucer (transfer print, green, with painted highlights, gilded, lined edge, scalloped

edge, whiteware, approximate 6” diameter)
F23-7 S cup (decal decorated, relief decorated, porcelain, approximate 3¾” diameter rim,

handled)
F23-8 S large mug/jar (undecorated, porcelain, handled)
F23-9 S serving bowl (decal decorated, relief decorated, porcelain, approximate 8”

diameter rim)
F23-10 S cup (relief decorated, whiteware, approximate 4” diameter rim)
F23-11 S platter (undecorated whiteware)
F23-12 S jug (Bristol/Bristol-glazed, stoneware, two piece construction, shouldered, small

sized)
F23-13 S jug (Bristol/Bristol-glazed, stoneware, 1¾” diameter rim, handled, large sized)
F23-14 S jar (Bristol/Bristol-glazed, stoneware, approximate 7” diameter rim, small sized)
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F23-15 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, jigger molded, approximate 4”
diameter rim)

F23-16 S jug (Albany glazed, stoneware, handle only)
F23-17 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, approximate 10” diameter base)
F23-18 S bowl (unglazed/Bristol-glazed, stoneware, jigger molded)
F23-19 S serving bowl (undecorated, porcelain, printed back stamp “U. P. W.” with eagle

head motif) [Union Porcelain Works]
F23-20 S vase? (relief decorated, green glazed, majolica)
F23-21 S plate (relief decorated, gilded, lined edge, porcelain, approximate 8” diameter)
F23-22 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, rim only)
F23-23 S cup (gilded, lined edge, whiteware, rim only)
F23-24 P small plate (transfer print, blue, 8” diameter)
F23-25 P small plate (transfer print, green, 8” diameter, scalloped edge, printed back stamp

“JOHN MADDOCK & SONS / ENGLAND / ROYAL VITREOUS / LOUIS
XIV”)

F23-26 P preserve/food jar (Bristol/Bristol-glazed, stoneware, 4¾” diameter base, 6” tall,
bail handled, embossed “3” on base, internal lip for lid)

F23-27 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, approximate 3½” diameter rim)
F23-28 P jar lid (Bristol/Bristol-glazed, stoneware, 3 1/8” diameter) [probably for vessel

F23-26]
F23-29 S saucer (painted, green, lined rim, a gold-painted design?, porcelain)
F23-30 P cup (transfer print, green, 3½” diameter rim, 2¼” diameter base, handled, printed

back stamp “FLORENCE / NEW WHARF POTTERY / ENGLAND”) [1878-94;
Golden 1964:467]

F23-31 S large cup (transfer print, blue)
F23-32 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, rectangular, 10½” by 6½” rim, 1 7/8” tall,

printed back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / A. J. WIL[KINSON] /
ENGL[AND]”) [circa 1896 mark, Golden 1964:672] [“Ltd” added in 1896,
unfortunately not sure “Ltd” is on this vessel]

F23-33 P saucer (transfer print, green, with painted highlights, gilded, lined edge, scalloped
edge, whiteware, approximate 6” diameter, with painted back stamp
“LAFAYETTE PORCELAIN”)

F23-34 P jug (Albany/Albany-glazed, stoneware, 7¼” diameter base, 9 1/8” tall, handled)
F23-35 P soda water bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool blop/lightening lip finish, embossed “C. J. PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILLS.” In half circle on front, “N B B C CO” on back near base,
“P” on base, Hutchison stopper present)

F23-36 P food/canning jar (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 6 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, machine made wide mouth exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)

F23-37 P salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, approximately 2½” tall, machine
made, wide mouth exterior thread lip finish, embossed “VASELINE” /
CHESEBROUGH / NEW-YORK” on front, iron lid present) [quote is embossed]

F23-38 P medicine bottle (blue/cobalt, round, 1” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved bead lip finish, embossed “BROMO-SELTZER /
EMERSON / DRUG CO / BALTIMORE, MD” on front, “A B CO” on back near
base, “33” on base)
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F23-39 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
embossed “JOHN… / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” And “…ACH. / …LL.” On front,
“…BG CO” on back near base, “L” on base)

F23-40 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, improved tool blop top lip finish, embossed
“…LAUT[ERBAUCH] [SPRINGFIEL]D ILL.”)

F23-41 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2¼”diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool crown lip finish, embossed “R & CO / 23” on base)

F23-42 S beer/liquor bottle (amber, improved tool ring/oil lip finish)
F23-43 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 3” diameter base, improved

tool ring oil lip finish, embossed “B…” on side)
F23-44 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear/amethyst, beveled Ideal, approximately 2” x 1½”

base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold, fire polished lip finish],
embossed “…E / …[SPRINGFIEL]D, ILL.” on front panel) [S.A.]

F23-45 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, approximately 2¾” x 1 1/8 diameter base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold, fire polished lip finish) [S.A.]

F23-46 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, improved tool ring/oil lip finish)
F23-47 indeterminate bottle (clear/amethyst, oval, approximately 2” x 1” base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished lip finished, ball/spool neck,
embossed “…[illegible] 89 / [illegible] O” on base)

F23-48 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, 3 plate piece bottom mold, improved tool
prescription lip finish, embossed “THE P… / M. F. G …/ YONKER[S]…” on
base)

F23-49 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square/Blake 1, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, embossed “…[S]PRINGFIELD” on front, “…CO.” on back)

F23-50 P tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2¼” diameter base, 3¾” tall, short panels at
base, rouletted at rim)

F23-51 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 3” diameter rim, rouletted at base and rim)
F23-52 S jelly glass/tumbler (clear, approximately 3” diameter rim)
F23-53 S tumbler/beer mug (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, short panels at base)
F23-54 S tumbler/beer mug (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, short panels at base)
F23-55 S small tumbler/bar glass? (clear, round, 1½” diameter base)
F23-56 S small tumbler/bar glass (amethyst, round, approximately 2” diameter base,

embossed on base 306… / 09… / 41” on base and backwards)
F23-57 S food/canning jar (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F23-58 S bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F23-59 S food jar (clear, amethyst, round, machine made lip finish, interior shelf for lid)
F23-60 S food jar (clear, amethyst, round, 2¾” diameter base machine made lip finish,

interior shelf for lid, Owen’s scar)
F23-61 S canning jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, machine made, wide mouth exterior

thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)
F23-62 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

embossed, backward/reversed “32 O/B” on base)
F23-63 S food jar (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, machine made lip finish, Owen’s scar)
F23-64 P small serving bowl (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 1¼” tall, press molded,

lozenge and starburst pattern, scalloped rim)
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F23-65 S serving bowl (clear, approximately 7” diameter rim, press molded, fan and
diamond pattern)

F23-66 S serving vessel lid? (clear, stippled diamond and fan pattern, press molded,
distinctive body sherd only)

F23-67 S serving vessel? (clear, fan and lozenge pattern, press molded, distinctive body
sherd only)

F23-68 S food jar? (clear, machine made, wide mouth internal thread lip finish?)
F23-69 S vase (clear, gilded, irregular crimped rim, large sized)
F23-70 S lamp globe (white/milk glass, round, 4” diameter base, ground base, painted and

gilded)
F23-71 S small lidded vessel/tableware (opaque light blue, press molded, twig pattern,

scalloped rim, internal shelf for lid)
F23-72 S indeterminate vessel (opaque green and white layered glass, molded, textured,

melted)
F23-73 p perfume bottle (clear, oval, 7/8” x ¼” base, 2½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool patent lip finish embossed “LAYELL’S / PERFUME” in script on
front)

F23-74 P food/jar (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 5½” tall, machine made lip finish,
rouletted near base, embossed rectangle [possible for label] on front, “4” on base,
Owen’s scar)

F23-75 P wine glass/stemware (clear, 5” diameter rim, press molded, flower and dot
pattern, very large bowl)

F23-76 S small cup/toothpick holder (clear/lead, round, approximately 1½” diameter bade,
2¼” tall, 2” diameter rim, press molded, starburst on base, snowflake pattern,
scalloped rim)

F23-77 S lid liner (white/milk glass, 3” diameter base)
F23-78 S compote? (clear, press molded, approximately 5½” diameter rim)
F23-79 S medicine/chemical bottle (amber, recessed panels, distinctive body sherds only)
F23-80 S food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, machine made, Owen’s scar, embossed

‘8” on base)
F23-81 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, improved tool brandy lip finish?)
F23-82 S indeterminate bottle/vase? (clear and white layered glass, ribbed, distinctive body

sherds only)
F23-83 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)
F23-84 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)
F23-85 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)
F23-86 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)
F23-87 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)
F23-88 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)
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F23-89 P food/condiment bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1 5/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, ball/spool neck, simplified Cathedral shape, Owen’s scar, embossed “2” on
base)

F23-90 P food/condiment bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1 5/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, ball/spool neck, simplified Cathedral shape, Owen’s scar, embossed “3” on
base)

F23-91 P food/condiment bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1 5/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, ball/spool neck, simplified Cathedral shape, Owen’s scar, embossed “4” on
base, metal lid present)

F23-92 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth
exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)

F23-93 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth
exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)

F23-94 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth
exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)

F23-95 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth
exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar, metal screw lid present)

F23-96 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth
exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)

F23-97 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth
exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)

F23-98 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, wide mouth
exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)

F23-99 P food jar (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,
embossed “D. B. MFG. CO.” on base, recessed interior ledge for lid)

F23-100 P medicine bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 1¾” x ¾” base, 4½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “REX” on
base)

F23-101 S food jar (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 5¾” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,
embossed “2” on base)

F23-102 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2¼” x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, base only)

F23-103 S indeterminate bottle (clear, neck only)
F23-104 P canning/food jar (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, machine made wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar, small/odd sized)
F23-105 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 5” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,

embossed “4” on base)
F23-106 S food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 5” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,

embossed “1” on base)
F23-107 P condiment bottle (clear, triangular, 2¼” wide base, improved tool lip finish, short

panels? At base and on neck, embossed “PATENTED / AUG 20 / 1901” on base)
F23-108 P salve jar (white/milk glass, round, 1½” diameter base, 1 7/8 tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “REGSTD
TRADE / MARK / MENTHOLATUM / YUCCA CO / WITCHITA KAN” on
side)
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F23-109 P (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 5¾” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,
embossed “2” on base)

F23-110 P food jar (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,
embossed “D. B. MFG. CO.” on base, recessed interior ledge for lid)

F23-111 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 5” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,
embossed “3” on base)

F23-112 P food jar (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 5 5/8” tall, machine made, Owen’s
scar)

F23-113 P food jar (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,
embossed “D. B. MFG. CO.” on base, recessed interior ledge for lid)

F23-114 P (clear, round, 2¾” diameter base, 5” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar, embossed
“4” on base)

F23-115 P chemical bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter base, 7 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F23-116 P proprietary medicine bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, embossed
“212 N.-5TH ST. / WM. ZAPF / SPRINGFIELD” on slug plate, “W. T. CO. / T /
U. S. A. PAT JAN [?] 189[?]” on base)

F23-117 P beer bottle (aqua, improved tool brandy lip finish? 3 piece plate bottom mold,
9½” tall, round base)

F23-118 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, ground
wide mouth exterior thread lip finish, embossed “PAT NOV 26 07 / 433” on base,
“PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” on one side, MASON’S” on opposite side, with
Maltese cross)

F23-119 S lamp chimney (clear, machine crimped rim, 2 5/8” diameter rim)
F23-120 S tumbler? (clear, approximately 3½” diameter rim)
F23-121 P food jar (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine made, Owen’s scar,

embossed “D. B. MFG. CO.” on base, recessed interior ledge for lid)
F23-122 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, top not present)

Feature 24
F24-1 S hollowware (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, ironstone, octagonal? base, possible

chamber pot or large tureen)
F24-2 S plate (relief decorated, scroll pattern, porcelain)
F24-3 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned)
F24-4 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, back stamp “STONE CHINA / …”

around British coat of arms incorporating illegible cartouche)
F24-5 S indeterminate vessel (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 3” diameter rim,

possibly a small jar?)
F24-6 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve shape)
F24-7 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, approximate 4” diameter)
F24-8 P chamber pot (relief decorated, paneled pattern, ironstone, 5” diameter base, 9”

diameter rim, 6” tall, back stamp “GOODWIN BROS.”)
F24-9 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval rim, approximate 12” by 8½” rim, back

stamp “IRON STONE CHINA / WARRANTED” with British coat of arms)
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F24-10 P cup (transfer print, brown, over glaze, ironstone, approximate 4” diameter rim)
F24-11 P cup (transfer print, brown, over glaze, painted highlights, whiteware, handled, 3

3/8” diameter rim, 2½” tall)
F24-12 S plate (painted, gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 9” diameter)
F24-13 P whiskey flask (clear, amethyst, oval, 2¾” by 1” base, 3-piece plate bottom mold,

blow-over mold, fire polished, small mouth external thread lip finish, embossed
“Z” on base)

F24-14 S canning jar (aqua, round, embossed “[MASO]N’[S]” and “[NOV 3] O [th] /
[185]8” on side, distinctive body sherds only

F24-15 S soda water bottle (clear, improved tool blob/top lip finish, embossed “R … ” on
side)

F24-16 S food jar (clear, amethyst, round, 3” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck, embossed “ … LD” on side, “clim … /
36” on base)

F24-17 S tumbler (clear, approximate 2½” diameter rim)
F24-18 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F24-19 S tumbler (clear, wheel engraved lines around rim)
F24-20 S serving vessel (clear, press molded, diamond pattern)
F24-21 P footed sugar/spooner (clear, 3½” wide base, 5¾” tall, press molded, paneled)
F24-22 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1” square base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, embossed “McC” on base)
F24-23 S medicine/chemical bottle? (aqua, improved tool Double Ring lip finish)

Feature 25
F25-1 P flower pot pan (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned, 5” diameter base,

1 1/8” tall, approximate 5½” diameter rim)
F25-2 P serving bowl (transfer print, pink, over glaze, painted highlights, relief decorated,

rouletted rim, whiteware, oval rim, 9” by 7” rim, 1½” tall, illegible impressed
mark)

F25-3 P chamber pot (annular decorated with dendritic blue mocha, yellowware, 9”
diameter rim, 5¾” tall, 5” diameter base, handled)

F25-4 S chamber pot (yellowware, approximate 4” diameter base)
F25-5 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 2¼” by 1 1/8” base, 6 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, coffin shape, half-pint size)
F25-6 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2” by approximate 1¼” base, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half-pint size)
F25-7 P ketchup/sauce bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2 1/8” by 1½” base, 6” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, embossed “trade F & J
HEINZ, mark / PITTSBURG, PA” on front in circle with shield and key logo,
“HEINZ NO 37” on base)

F25-8 P tumbler (clear, fluted, 7-sided polygonal, 2½” wide base, 4 3/8” tall, 3 5/8”
diameter rim)

F25-9 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 5/8” by 1” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half-pint size)
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F25-10 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1¾” diameter base, 5” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “ … [M?] & CO”
on base)

F25-11 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” by 5/8” base, 2¾” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F25-12 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool Patent lip finish)

Feature 27
F27-1 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter rim)
F27-2 S jug/jar (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, approximately 9”

diameter base)
F27-3 S lamp? (clear, press molded, ribbed/paneled, ground rim/base, odd vessel)

Feature 30
F30-1 P saucer (gilded, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “MELLO …”)
F30-2 S hollowware/lidded bowl? (undecorated, ironstone, exterior shelf for lid?)
F30-3 S small plate (relief decorated, whiteware, Gothic shape, back stamp with British

coat of arms, impressed mark “SE …”)
F30-4 S small pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone)
F30-5 S serving bowl? (undecorated, whiteware, oval/rectangular rim and base, back

stamp “ … [CH]INA / … S. & CO.”)
F30-6 S jar/bowl (redware, hand turned, 8” diameter rim)
F30-7 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 3½” diameter rim)
F30-8 S cup (painted, polychrome, broad floral pattern, over glaze, gilded, porcelain)
F30-9 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 7½” diameter rim)
F30-10 S flower pot (unglazed, buff paste earthernware, jigger molded, 1 5/8” diameter

base, pottery size)
F30-11 S jug (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, strap handled)
F30-12 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F30-13 P small plate (painted, polychrome, floral pattern, over glaze, porcelain,

approximate 4” foot ring, pink luster)
F30-14 S small plate (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F30-15 S mixing bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, approximate

7” diameter rim)
F30-16 P flower pot (unglazed, buff paste earthernware, jigger molded, approximate 6”

diameter rim)
F30-17 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom mold,

embossed star on base)
F30-18 P lid liner (white/milk glass, round, 2½” diameter base, zinc lead present, embossed

“D” in center)
F30-19 S lamp globe (clear, round, approximate 7” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, everted

base, wheel engraved decorations)
F30-20 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 3-piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool Patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball/spool neck)
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F30-21 S liquor bottle (amber, round, approximate 3” diameter base)
F30-22 S soda bottle (Kelly green, round, 2” diameter base, machine made, Owen’s scar,

stippled base, embossed “[illegible] 14 I in circle 63 U / 3”)
F30-23 S jar lid liner (white/milk glass, round, approximate 2½” diameter base, embossed “

… [CO]NSOLIDAT[ED] … “)
F30-24 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, scalloped edge)
F30-25 S bitters bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, embossed “ S … /

HUNYADI / JANOS / BITTE[RS] … LE” on base)
F30-26 S liquor bottle? (dark green/black, round, approximate 3” diameter base, dip

molded)
F30-27 S measuring cup? (clear, embossed “3/4 / … 2 / ¼” on side, distinctive body sherd

only)
F30-28 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, French Square, 1 5/8” square base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, applied tool Patent lip finish, embossed “[illegible] CO /
[illegible]”)

F30-29 S food jar (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2¾” by 1 7/8” base, 2-piece mold?, improved tool
Patent lip finish, embossed “5” on base)

F30-30 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F30-31 S food jar? (clear, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F30-32 S ink bottle (aqua, improved tool Patent lip finish, school house shape)
F30-33 S bitters bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, embossed “ S … /

HUNYADI / JANOS / BITTE[RS] … LE” on base)
F30-34 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, fan patterns, scalloped edge)
F30-35 S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 1¼” diameter base, pip molded, embossed

seal “ … ILLAC / MEDOC” on base)
F30-36 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, embossed “ … & …” on base)
F30-37 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, polygonal rim)
F30-38 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” by 5/8” base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, recessed panels)

Feature 31
F31-1 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter rim, back stamp

“WARRENTE[D]…” with British Coat of Arms
F31-2 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 8” diameter)
F31-3 S plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, whiteware)
F31-4 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2¼” diameter base, 9¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed “DOC / 7” on base, cork
present)

Feature 32
F32-1 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, base only)
F32-2 S pitcher (undecorated, ironstone)
F32-3 S waster bowl? (annular decorated, whiteware)
F32-4 S waster bowl? (transfer print, blue, whiteware, Gothic shape)
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F32-5 S saucer? (undecorated/painted? whiteware, 6” diameter, illegible impressed mark)
F32-6 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned, approximately 2½”

diameter rim)
F32-7 P small vase (painted, polychrome, over glaze, relief decorated, porcelain,

approximately 2¾” x 2½” rim, 4” tall)
F32-8 S plate (transfer print, flow blue, base only)
F32-9 S saucer? (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F32-10 P saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 6” diameter rim)
F32-11 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2½” diameter rim, dip molded, applied

string lip finish, with kick up)
F32-12 S vial (aqua, round, 1” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled)
F32-13 p medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1? 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 6 1/8” tall, 2

piece mold, applied tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed “SANS’S //
SARSAPARILLA // NEW YORK” on front panel, pontiled)

F32-14 P ink bottle (aqua, 12-sided polygonal, 1 5/8” wide base, 2 1/8” tall, 2 piece mold,
folded lip finish? embossed “J.S. DUNHAM / ST. LOUIS”)

F32-15 S tumbler (clear, approximately 3” diameter rim)
F32-16 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “PEARL” on base, intrusive?)
F32-17 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed

“PAT ‘D DEC 17 ’61 NOV 4 ’62 … REIS’S SEPT ’68 JUNE 9 ’69 / PAT D NOV
26 / 74 / 1867” on base)

F32-18 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, 2 piece mold, folded
interior lip finish, embossed “DR THOMPSON S/ EYE WATER / NEW
LONDON / CONNT” on sides, pontiled)

F32-19 P footed cordial? (clear/lead, round, 2¼” diameter base, 4” tall, hand blown,
pontiled)

F32-20 S cup plate (dark blue, round, press molded, starburst pattern on base, scalloped
rim, Lacy style glass)

F32-21 P cruet/decanter (clear/lead, round, 2¾” diameter base, 9½” tall, fire polished lip
finished, applied string ring on neck, pattern molded/fire blown, pontiled)

Feature 33
F33-1 S plate (decal decorated, gilded, sprayed rim, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F33-2 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F33-3 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned)
F33-4 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, handled)
F33-5 S saucer (transfer print, blue/gray, whiteware)
F33-6 S large hollowware (undecorated, whiteware, handle only, pitcher or chamber pot?)
F33-7 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F33-8 P cup plate (relief decorated, whiteware, 4½” diameter, 1” tall, decorated “tiny oak

and acorn” pattern) [Registered by J. W. Parkhurst, ca 1860s; D & D 2001:89]
F33-9 S plate (relief decorated, ironstone)
F33-10 S hollowware (undecorated, whiteware, beaded, handle only, probably chamber pot)
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F33-11 P chamber pot (transfer print, blue, whiteware, 5½” diameter base, scalloped rim,
printed Registry mark for year 1846; Gothic shape)

F33-12 P preserve jar (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, 6” diameter base, 9½”
tall, 6½” diameter rim)

F33-13 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed, porcelain, 3½” diameter rim, 2½” tall, handled,
Gothic shape)

F33-14 P small plate (transfer print, brown, with painted highlights, whiteware, 8”
diameter)

F33-15 S hollowware (transfer print, blue, pearlware)
F33-16 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, jigger molded, 5” diameter rim)
F33-17 S mixing bowl (Bristol-glazed/Bristol-glazed, stoneware, jigger molded)
F33-18 S spittoon (unglazed/clear glazed?, buff paste earthernware, distinctive body sherd

only)
F33-19 S serving bowl (relief decorated, whiteware)
F33-20 P chamber pot (transfer print, flow blue, 6” tall, 9” diameter rim, Gothic shape, back

stamp “3”)
F33-21 P trivet? (undecorated, yellowware, 4½” diameter, ¼” base)
F33-22 P serving bowl (relief decorated, ironstone, oval, 9½” by 7¾” rim, 2¾” tall, two-

handled, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / JAMES EDWARDS” with British
coat of arms, impressed “JAMES EDWARDS / DALE HALL” and “S” on base)

F33-23 P pie plate/nappie (undecorated, yellowware, 10” diameter, 1½” tall)
F33-24 S beer bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved

tool modified brandy lip finish, embossed “AB / A4 … “ on base)
F33-25 S canning jar lid? (clear, round, 2” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall, press molded, internal

threads)
F33-26 S food/canning jar (clear, blow-over mold, ground wide mouth external thread lip

finish)
F33-27 S whiskey flask (clear/amethyst?, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish)
F33-28 S salve jar? (white/milk glass, oval base)
F33-29 S serving bowl? (clear, 6” diameter rim, press molded, scalloped edge, fluted with

exterior of flutes ground flat, internal shelf for lid)
F33-30 S tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, interior ribs/rouletting, distinctive body sherds

only)
F33-31 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool

brandy lip finish)
F33-32 S lid (clear, round, 4” diameter base, fluted, probably for vessel F33-29)
F33-33 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base)
F33-34 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 2-piece mold, applied

tool Patent lip finish)
F33-35 S tumbler (clear, round, 3” diameter rim, unfluted)
F33-36 S food bottle (aqua, 3-piece plate bottom mold, Cathedral shape, distinctive body

sherd only)
F33-37 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” by 7/8” base, recessed

panels)
F33-38 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” by 1” base, 6 1/8” tall, 2-piece mold,

applied tool ring/oil lip finish, pontiled, embossed “BARRY’S //
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TRICOPHEROUS / FOR THE SKIN / AND HAIR // NEW YORK //
DIRECTIONS / IN THE / PAMPHLET” on sides)

F33-39 S tumbler (clear/lead, thumbprint pattern, distinctive body sherd only)
F33-40 S footed bowl (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, press molded)
F33-41 S small bowl/hollowware (clear, hobnail pattern, distinctive body sherd only)
F33-42 S apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 6” diameter base, pontiled)
F33-43 P serving bowl (clear/lead, 10-sided, 4” wide base, 1 5/8” tall, 6¼” wide rim, press

molded, embossed lyre and cathedral window pattern, starburst on base, Lacy
style)

F33-44 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled)
F33-45 P medicine bottle? (aqua, 12-sided polygonal, 1 1/8” wide base, 2 5/8” tall, dip

molded, folded/fragile lip finish, pontiled)
F33-46 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2½” by 1½” base, 5¼” tall, 2-piece mold,

applied tool ring/oil lip finish, pontiled, embossed “OSGOOD’S // INDIA /
CHOLAGOGUE // NEW YORK”)

F33-47 P tumbler (clear/lead, 7-sided fluted/polygonal base, 2 3/8” wide base, 3 5/8” tall,
3¼” diameter rim, ground pontil, thumbprint pattern, distinctive body sherd)

F33-48 P tumbler (clear/lead, fluted/hexagonal, 2 3/8” wide base, 3¾” tall, 3” diameter rim,
ground pontil)

F33-49 P tumbler (clear/lead, fluted/hexagonal, 2 3/8” wide base, 3¾” tall, 3” diameter rim,
ground pontil)

F33-50 P tumbler (clear/lead, 3 5/8” tall, 3¼” diameter rim, ground pontil, thumbprint
pattern, distinctive body sherd only)

F33-51 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 1” diagonal flanged base, small sized)
F33-52 S lamp globe/serving bowl (red/rose, 9” diameter rim, colored lead glass)
F33-53 P tumbler (clear/lead, fluted/hexagonal, 2 3/8” wide base, 3¾” tall, 3” diameter rim,

ground pontil)

Feature 36
F36-1 S soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter rim)
F36-2 S indeterminate flatware (undecorated, pearlware)
F36-3 S food jar? (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved

tool patent lip finish, embossed “….’S” on shoulder)
F36-4 S lamp/lantern globe? (clear, round, ground base, approximately 4” diameter base)

Feature 41
F41-1 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F41-2 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped stoneware, jigger molded, 12”

diameter rim)
F41-3 S platter (undecorated, whiteware, illegible impressed mark? Base only)
F41-4 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” square base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold)
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Feature 43
F43-1 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, heavy bodied)
F43-2 S bowl/soup plate (transfer print/decal decorated, black, over glaze, painted

highlights?, whiteware) [same pattern as F43-6?]
F43-3 S pitcher/serving vessel (transfer print, blue, whiteware, polygonal base)
F43-4 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 10” diameter rim, strap

handled)
F43-5 S lid (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F43-6 S cup (decal decorated, whiteware, approximate 3½” diameter rim) [same pattern as

F43-2?]
F43-7 S platter (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, distinctive body sherd only)
F43-8 S pitcher? (undecorated, ironstone)
F43-9 S cup/small bowl (undecorated, ironstone, 2” diameter base)
F43-10 S saucer (painted, gilded, lined rim, porcelain)
F43-11 S saucer (relief decorated, ironstone, scalloped edge)
F43-12 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F43-13 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F43-14 _ no number assigned
F43-15 P saucer (relief decorated, whiteware, approximate 6” diameter, scalloped edge)
F43-16 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3½” diameter rim, 3¼” tall, handleless?)
F43-17 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F43-18 S soap dish (undecorated, whiteware, oval base, burned)
F43-19 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F43-20 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F43-21 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 10” diameter rim)
F43-22 S footed bowl/serving vessel (clear, round, press molded)
F43-23 S indeterminate vessel/lamp chimney (white/milk glass, round, 2” diameter base,

blow-over mold with ground rim)
F43-24 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F43-25 S salve/food jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, machine handle, small mouth

external thread lip finish)
F43-26 S indeterminate/condiment bottle (clear, French Square, 2 3/8” square base, blow-

over mold, fire polished, ring/oil lip finish)
F43-27 S wine glass/stemware (clear, press molded, cross pattern, distinctive body sherd

only)
F43-28 S? small bowl (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base)
F43-29 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, base only)
F43-30 S food/canning jar? (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “A” in circle on base)
F43-31 S canning jar (aqua, round, 4” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom mold?, embossed

“62” on base)
F43-32 P tumbler (clear, 2¾” diameter rim)
F43-33 P? indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximate 2¾” diameter base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, footed base?, embossed “ … ARP … “ on side, possibly seltzer
water bottle?)
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F43-34 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 9¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool crown lip finish, embossed “A3 / H3” on base, foil/label present on
neck)

F43-35 soda water bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 7½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold?, machine made crown lip finish, 8 recessed panels around body, embossed
with 6 “*’s” around shoulder, “SPRINGFIELD, ILL. / CONT’S 6 ½ FLU. OZ.”
on front near base, ‘NUGRAPE BOTTLING CO.” on back near base, “N. B. C. /
29 5” on base)

Feature 44
F44-1 S small plate (painted, monochrome, brown band at rim, whiteware, 7” diameter

rim, “Brown Tea” ware)
F44-2 S saucer (painted, monochrome, flow blue, whiteware)
F44-3 S small plate (transfer print, blue/gray, whiteware, back stamp “[WED]GWOOD &

CO / ENGLAND”, illegible impressed mark)
F44-4 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone)
F44-5 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 9” diameter rim)
F44-6 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F44-7 S hollowware/pitcher (relief decorated, transfer print? flow blue, ironstone)
F44-8 S tumbler (clear/lead, 7 sided flutes, 2 3/8” base, ground pontil)
F44-9 S tumbler/stemware (clear, round? press molded, palm leaf pattern, stipple and dot

border, distinctive body sherd only) [possibly same vessel as F103-14]
F44-10 S footed bowl (clear, round, molded 4” diameter base, base only)
F44-11 S canning jar (aqua, round, blow over mold, ground wide mouth external thread lip

finish)

Feature 45
F45-1 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F45-2 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F45-3 P serving bowl (edge decorated, unpainted, whiteware, rectangular, 9½” by 6¾”

rim, 2” tall, 5¾” by 3” base)
F45-4 S mug (transfer print, brown, over glaze, painted highlights, porcelain, distinctive

body sherd only)
F45-5 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 4” diameter rim)
F45-6 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 7” diameter rim)
F45-7 S cup (relief decorated, ironstone, Gothic shape, distinctive body sherd only)
F45-8 S plate (painted, flow blue, lined rim, whiteware, polygonal rim, Gothic shape)
F45-9 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden Gate oval?, 2½” by 1 5/8” base, 6¼” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, slug plate, embossed “8 /
CHAS. W. GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE”
on front with embossed mortar and pestle “PAT’D. MAY 15th 88 / D. F. & D. /
M” on base, cork present)

F45-10 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 2” by 1” base, 4 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, slug plate, stirrup shaped)
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F45-11 P stemmed beer glass? (clear, round, 3” diameter base, molded, fluted stem,
embossed “[ANHEISER] – BUSCH,” with logo on front)

F45-12 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, flanged base)
F45-13 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 3¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool Bead lip finish, interior of neck ground from stopper,
embossed “LUBIN / PARFUMEUR / PARIS”)

F45-14 P indeterminate bottle (aqua, oval, 3” by 1 3/8” base, 7½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, cork present, embossed “AYER” on
back, bluing style bottle)

F45-15 S food jar (aqua, round, short panels/flutes on body near base)
F45-16 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 2 3/8” square base, 7 7/8” tall, 3-

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, gin bottle?)
F45-17 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” by 1¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “F & F CO”
on base)

F45-18 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 1/8” by 1½” base, 6½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, blow-over mold, fire polished, double ring lip finish, picnic shape, pint-
size)

F45-19 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2” by 1” base, 5½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over mold, fire polished, double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half-pint-size)

F45-20 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 2” by 1” base, 4 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, slug plate, stirrup shaped)

Feature 46
F46-1 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-2 P pitcher (relief decorated, ribbed, ironstone, handled, 11½” tall, 4½” by 5¼” rim,

black back stamp “ … STONE”)
F46-3 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone?)
F46-4 P saucer (transfer print, over glaze, brown, painted highlights, pansy pattern, gilded

rim, whiteware, 6 1/8” diameter, back stamp “IRON STONE CHINA /
KNOWLES, TAYLOR / AND / KNOWLES” with eagle in medallion)

F46-5 P platter (relief decorated, fig/union pattern, ironstone, octagonal, 10¾” by 8½” rim,
impressed mark “ … IRON [STONE] … ,” and illegible registry mark)
[Registered by Wedgwood, November 1856, D & D 2001:91]

F46-6 S hollowware/chamber pot? (yellowware, beaded, handled, handle only)
F46-7 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware)
F46-8 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned, 4 1/8” tall, 2¾”

diameter base, 4” diameter rim)
F46-9 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F46-10 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7 1/8” diameter, black back stamp “IRON

STONE CHINA / WARRANTED” with British coat of arms)
F46-11 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F46-12 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3½” diameter rim, 3½” tall, handled)
F46-13 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
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F46-14 S plate (relief decorated, lily shape pattern, ironstone, Registered by Burgess, D &
D 2001:93)

F46-15 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F46-16 S pitcher/hollowware (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F46-17 P saucer (gilded, lined at rim, whiteware, 6” diameter, black back stamp

“PARISIAN GRANITE + / THE / T. P C” in circle)
F46-18 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F46-19 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, base

only)
F46-20 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthernware, hand turned, 4” diameter rim)
F46-21 S flower pot (unglazed, buff paste earthernware, hand turned, 3¾” diameter base,

base only)
F46-22 S wine bottle (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F46-23 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3” diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall, handled)
F46-24 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, machine made double ring lip

finish, ball/spool neck, recessed panels, embossed “… / PIN… / FOR CO…” on
front panel)

F46-25 S food jar (aqua, improved tool patent lip finish)
F46-26 S bitters bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 3” x 1 5/8” base, 2 piece mold, recessed

panels, embossed “…ND… / …[BI]TTERS” on side)
F46-27 p pitcher (clear/lead, round, 3½” diameter base, acid etched, pattern molded,

applied handle, pontiled)
F46-28 p food jar (aqua, round, 2 3/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “HORSFORD’S BAKING POWDER”
on shoulder)

F46-29 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 2½” x 1½” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, stirrup
shaped, embossed “F & F CO” on base)

F46-30 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2 1/8” by 1¼” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, slug plate)

F46-31 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, stirrup
shaped, embossed “F & F CO” on base)

F46-32 P medicine/chemical (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “F & F CO” on base)

F46-33 P perfume bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, ½” x 3/8” base, 2” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved bead lip finish, lozenge shape)

F46-34 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” x 7/8” base, 4 3/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “J. S. FISHER / JSF
/ PRESCRIPTION / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD” on front, “WT & CO / 1” on
base)

F46-35 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1¼” x 5/8” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool, recessed panels, embossed “L. M. GREEN //
WOODBURY, N. J.” on side panels, “1” on base, cork present)

F46-36 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” x 7/8” base, 3½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
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F46-37 S medicine/chemical (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “F & F CO” on base)

F46-38 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1” square base, 3 3/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F46-39 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1¾” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F46-40 P footed bowl (clear, round, 4” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 7½” diameter rim, fluted
stem, handled, embossed profile of Greek? Woman surrounded by dots on side)

F46-41 P small footed bowl (clear, round, press molded, approximately 4” diameter rim, 2”
tall, 2½” diameter base, scalloped edge)

F46-42 S indeterminate vessel (opaque, light blue glass, round, 2½” diameter base, figure
base?)

F46-43 S tumbler (clear, approximately 3” diameter rim, fluted/paneled)
F46-44 S indeterminate bottle? (clear, polygonal, short flutes/panels near base, maybe cruet

base?)
F46-45 P canning jar (aqua, round, 4½” diameter base, blow over mold ground wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858”
on front)

F46-46 S lamp globe (clear, round, flanged base, acid etched, floral design)
F46-47 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base, 2 5/8” diameter rim, hand

crimped rim)
F46-48 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2¾” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)
F46-49 P whiskey bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed “THE DUFFY MALT
WHISKEY COMPANY / ROCHESTER, N. Y. U. S. A.” on front with logo
“PAT. AUG. 24 / 86.” on base)

F46-50 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 6 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved blop top lip finish, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON
/ SPRINGFIELD / ILLS” on side, Hutchison stopper present)

F46-51 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5¼” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “H” on
base)

F46-52 P chemical bottle and/or shoe polish bottle (aqua, French square, 1½” square, base,
4 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed
front panel, embossed “ACME BLACK[ING] / TRADE MARK / [WOLFF &
RANDOLPH STS. / PHILADELPHIA” on front panel) [circa 1880s and 1890s
product—see newspaper advertisements]

F46-53 P perfume bottle (clear, lozenge shaped? 1¼” x 1 3/8” base, 4 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “FLORENTINE /
PERFUMES” on front in diamond)

F46-54 S birdcage waterer or feeder (clear, press molded, D-shaped base, 1 5/8” x 1 3/8”
base)

F46-55 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal? 1 1/8” x ¾” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “[CHAS.]…GILL /
[SPRINGF]IELD, ILLS / [N.E.] COR. SQUARE” on front, “PAT MAY 15 82 /
D. F. & D” on base)
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F46-56 P medicine/chemical/pill bottle (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F46-57 P tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, 2½” diameter base, 3¼” diameter rim, 3 3/8” tall,
starburst on base)

F46-58 P serving bowl (clear, oval, press molded, 1/8” tall, fan and square pattern)
F46-59 P small bowl (clear, round, press molded, 3” diameter base, 1 3/8” tall, scalloped

rim, fan and hexagon pattern, starburst on base)
F46-60 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2¼” x 1¼” base)
F46-61 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2½” x 1 5/8” base, 8½” tall, 2 piece mold,

improved tool double ring lip finish, recessed panels, embossed “AYERS //
COMPOUND EXT // LOWELL / MASS. U. S. A. // SARSAPARILLA” on
sides)

F46-62 S wine glass/stemware (clear, molded one piece)
F46-63 P food jar (aqua, round cornered Blake, 2 1/8” x 1 7/8” base, 5 5/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed side panels)
F46-64 P food jar? (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 3¼” diameter rim, 2¾” tall, external

shelf for lid embossed “2” on base, machine made)
F46-65 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 1/8” diameter rim, 3 3/8” tall)
F46-66 P salve jar (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 3” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool prescription lip finish)
F46-67 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved patent lip finish)
F46-68 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2” x 1” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom,

improved ring/oil lip finish, cork present, whiting/bluing style bottle, embossed
“S” in diamond on base, blue substance in bottle)

F46-69 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 7/8” x 1” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “M CC
3” on base)

F46-70 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 1/8” x 3/4” base, 2¾” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F46-71 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 3/8” x ¾” base, 4” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels)

F46-72 P ink bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 2½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, ball/spool neck? Pyramid shape)

F46-73 P ink bottle (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 2½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, ball/spool neck? Pyramid shape)

F46-74 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¼” x 1 3/8” base, 6 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool? double ring lip finish, picnic shape, pint size)

F46-75 S food jar (aqua, folded lip finish?)
F46-76 P compote/footed bowl (clear, press molded, scalloped edge, square, triangle &

drop prism)
F46-77 P wine glass/stemware (clear, press molded, diamond pattern, fluted stem)
F46-78 S tumbler (clear, press molded, thumbprint design)
F46-79 S indeterminate vessel (clear, round, 3” diameter rim, odd thin bodied and hand

blown)
F46-80 S tumbler? (clear, 3” diameter rim)
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F46-81 S lantern? chimney/apothecary jar? (clear, 6” diameter rim, straight sided)
F46-82 P wine/liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9 3/8” tall,

Rickett’s molded, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “X-K” on base, with
kick up)

F46-83 p ink bottle (clear, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 2¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish, indented body? Embossed “S. M. CO” on
base)

F46-84 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2” diameter base)
F46-85 p soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 6 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved blop top lip finish, embossed “JOHNSON & PETERSON
/ SPRINGFIELD / ILLS” on side, Hutchison stopper present)

F46-86 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 3” x 2” base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “CHAS. RYAN /
DRUGGIST / CR / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” on front)

F46-87 S tumbler (clear, round? pattern molded, acid etched, ground rim, approximately 3”
diameter rim)

F46-88 S canning jar (aqua, embossed “PAT[ENT] / NOV [30TH] on side, distinctive body
sherds only)

Feature 47
F47-1 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F47-2 S bowl (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 8” diameter base)
F47-3 S cup (gilded, band at rim, whiteware)
F47-4 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F47-5 S saucer (gilded, band at rim, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F47-6 S plate (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F47-7 P cup (transfer print, blue/gray, relief decorated, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter rim,

2½” tall, handled, back stamp “SMITH & FORD / GENOA / ENGLAND / RD NO

236942”) [same pattern as F47-12, F47-16, F47-17, F47-25, F47-28-31]
F47-8 P waster bowl (transfer print, blue, whiteware, 5 3/8” diameter rim, 3” tall, back

stamp “[L?] M / 1755 / BONN / CHRYSANTHEMUM / GERMANY”,
impressed mark...BP”)

F47-9 P trivet (sponge decorated, blue, yellowware, ½” tall, 4” diameter rim, hole in
center)

F47-10 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware)
F47-11 P saucer (transfer print, green, gilded, ironstone, 4 5/8” diameter, back stamp

“PORCELAINE DE TERRE / TRADE MARK / JOHN EDWARDS /
ENGLAND / VIRGINIA / RD NO 166345” with bird in cage illegible impressed
mark)

F47-12 S saucer (transfer print, blue/green, ironstone, 1¾” foot ring, impressed “G…” on
base) [same pattern as F47-7, etc.]

F47-13 P saucer/cup plate (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware, 4 7/8” diameter, scalloped
edge)

F47-14 P saucer (spray painted, monochrome, green, over glaze, gilded, porcelain, 6¼”
diameter, back stamp in script “Dec 60”)
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F47-15 P mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 11”
diameter rim, 5¾” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall)

F47-16 P cup (transfer print, blue/gray, relief decorated, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter rim,
2½” tall, handled, back stamp “SMITH & FORD / GENOA / ENGLAND / RD NO

236942”) [same pattern as F47-12, F47-16, F47-17, F47-25, F47-28-31]
F47-17 P saucer (transfer print, blue/gray, whiteware, 6” diameter, scalloped edge, back

stamp “SEMI PORCELAIN / SMITH & FORD / GENOA / ENGLAND / RD NO

236942 /1”) [same pattern as F47-7, etc.]
F47-18 P cup (transfer print, blue/gray, painted, highlights, relief decorated, rouletted near

base, gilded, whiteware, handled, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 2 5/8” tall)
F47-19 P soap dish (undecorated, ironstone, oval, 6” x 4” rim, back stamp “ROYAL

IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN. / ENGLAND” with British coat of
arms, impressed mark “P”, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)

F47-20 P bowl (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, round, ironstone, 2 7/8” tall, 7 7/8 diameter
rim, back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN. /
ENGLAND” with British coat of arms)

F47-21 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8 5/8” diameter rim, 5” tall, 5½” diameter
base, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J. & G. MEAKIN / HANLEY /
ENGLAND” WITH British coat of arms)

F47-22 P small flowerpot (unglazed buff paste, earthenware, jigger molded, 2¼” diameter
rim, 2 1/8” tall, small potting size)

F47-23 P trivet? (undecorated, whiteware, 3½” diameter hole in center)
F47-24 S spittoon (unglazed red paste earthenware, molded, painted? 6” diameter rim)
F47-25 P small plate (transfer print, blue/gray, relief decorated, whiteware, 7 ¾ diameter,

scalloped edge, back stamp “SEMI PORCELAIN / SMITH & FORD / GENOA /
ENGLAND / RD NO 236942 /1”) [same pattern as F47-7, etc.]

F47-26 P butter pat plate (painted, monochrome, brown, Brown Tea pattern, whiteware, 3”
diameter, back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN. /
ENGLAND” with British coat of arms)

F47-27 P cup (transfer print, over glaze, brown, gilded, ironstone, 3½” diameter rim, 2½”
tall, handled, painted highlights)

F47-28 P cup (transfer print, blue/gray, relief decorated, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter rim,
2½” tall, handled, back stamp “SMITH & FORD / GENOA / ENGLAND / RD NO

236942”) [same pattern as F47-12, F47-16, F47-17, F47-25, F47-28-31]
F47-29 P cup (transfer print, blue/gray, relief decorated, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter rim,

2½” tall, handled, back stamp “SMITH & FORD / GENOA / ENGLAND / RD NO

236942”) [same pattern as F47-12, F47-16, F47-17, F47-25, F47-28-31]
F47-30 P cup (transfer print, blue/gray, relief decorated, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter rim,

2½” tall, handled, back stamp “SMITH & FORD / GENOA / ENGLAND / RD NO

236942”) [same pattern as F47-12, F47-16, F47-17, F47-25, F47-28-31]
F47-31 S (undecorated, ironstone, approximately 3½” diameter rim)
F47-32 P spittoon (painted, monochrome, green, leaf pattern, relief decorated, stoneware,

6¾” diameter rim, 4” tall, 4¾” diameter base)
F47-33 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste, earthenware, hand turned, 1 7/8 diameter base,

small pottery size)
F47-34 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter rim)
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F47-35 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool collared ring lip finish)
F47-36 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold? improved tool patent lip finish)
F47-37 S canning jar (round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed logo,

body sherds only)
F47-38 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, improved tool patent lip finish)
F47-39 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, 2¾” diameter rim, wheel

engraved floral pattern, short flutes/panels at base)
F47-40 S jelly glass (clear, round? rouletted)
F47-41 S lamp globe (white/milk glass, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, ground base, molded,

holes in side)
F47-42 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” x 1” base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F47-43 S food jar (clear, machine made, wide mouth external thread lip finish)
F47-44 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3” x 1” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow

over mold, fire polished lip finish, embossed? M” in circle on base, half pint size,
external threads, ideal shape)

F47-45 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3½” tall, 2 7/8 diameter rim, short flute at
base)

F47-46 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3” x 1½” diameter base, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold, fire polished lip finish, Coffin shape, pint sized)

F47-47 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 4¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “S” in diamond on
base)

F47-48 _ tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, 2¾” diameter rim, short flutes
at base, rouletted near top, star burst on base)

F47-49 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3” x 1” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold, fire polished lip finish, embossed? M” in circle on base, half pint size,
external threads, ideal shape)

F47-50 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3” x 1” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold, fire polished lip finish, embossed? M” in circle on base, half pint size,
external threads, ideal shape)

F47-51 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3” x 1” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold, fire polished lip finish, embossed? M” in circle on base, half pint size,
external threads, ideal shape)

F47-52 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3” x 1” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold, fire polished lip finish, embossed? M” in circle on base, half pint size,
external threads, ideal shape)

F47-53 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 5/8” x 1½” base, 6½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold, fire polished lip finish)

F47-54 P lid liner (white/milk glass, round, 2½” diameter, embossed “…S GENUINE…”
around rim)

F47-55 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, improved tool ring/oil lip finish)
F47-56 P compote (clear, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 6½” diameter rim, 5” tall, fire

polished rouletted rim)
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F47-57 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, embossed “C. J. PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.S” on front, “P” on back shoulder, “P” on base, Hutchison
stopper present)

F47-58 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2¼” x 1 1/8” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, embossed “C [?]
O” on base)

F47-59 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 7/8 ” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“DESMOINES. IOWA // CHAMBERLAIN’S / COLIC / CHOLERA / AND /
DIARRHEA REMEDY // CHAMBERLAIN & CO” ON SIDES)

F47-60 P medicine bottle (aqua, oval, 3½” x 1¾” base, 8¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “LYDIA E.PINKHAM’S /
VEGETABLE COMPOUND” “C/13” on base)

F47-61 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F47-62 P medicine/chemical bottle (amber, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 4 3/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed diamond on
base, text illegible)

F47-63 S medicine/chemical bottle (amber, applied tool double ring lip finish)
F47-64 P medicine/extract bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1 3/8” base, 6½” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“SYRUP OF FIGS // CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO / SAN FRANCISCO CAL
// SYR[U]P OF FIGS” on panels)

F47-65 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool double ring lip finish, Picnic shape, cork present, half pint sized)

F47-66 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1¼” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“WAKEFIELD / BLACKBERRY / BALSAM” on front panel, “4” on base cork
present)

F47-67 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 1/8” x 5/8” base, 2 ¾” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F47-68 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square? 7/8” square base, 2¾” ” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved prescription lip finish)

F47-69 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 1” base, 4 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “FAHLEN &
KLEINSCHMIDT / PHARMACISTS / ST LOUIS AND MEMPHIS” on front,
“WT & CO / K U. S. A.” on base)

F47-70 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool double ring lip finish, Picnic shape, half pint sized)

F47-71 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F47-72 P small ointment jar? (white/milk glass, round cornered Blake, 1 1/8” x 7/8” base,
5/8” tall, 1” x ¾” oval depression in center)

F47-73 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2¼” tall, dip molded)
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F47-74 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2¼” tall, dip molded, improved tool patent
lip finish)

F47-75 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2¼” tall, dip molded, improved tool patent
lip finish

F47-76 P vial (clear, round, 1/2 ” diameter base, 1 7/8”’ tall, dip molded, improved tool
patent lip finish)

F47-77 P perfume/medicine bottle (clear, octagonal, 5/8” wide base, 2¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool? patent lip finish, fluted/paneled, embossed “A [I?]”
on base)

F47-78 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, no flutes, 2¼” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, 2¾”
diameter rim)

F47-79 no number assigned
F47-80 P tumbler (clear, round, no flutes, 2¾” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, 3 3/8” diameter

rim, starburst on base)
F47-81 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 2½” diameter straight base, machine crimped rim,

2½” diameter rim)
F47-82 S lamp globe (clear, round, acid etched, beveled rim)
F47-83 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” base, straight fire polished base, 2 7/8” diameter

rim, hand crimped rim)
F47-84 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 2½” diameter straight fire polished base, 2½”

diameter rim, hand crimped rim, painted polychrome, red and blue engraved?)
F47-85 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “J. M.
GOOD / JMG / ST LOUIS” on front with logo, “W. T. & CO / AN / USA” on
base)

F47-86 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” x 7/8” base, 5¾” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished ring/oil lip finish, recessed
panels, embossed “MORLEY BROS // ST LOUIS MO” on sides, cork present)

F47-87 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2½” x 1½” base, 5 7/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, cork present)

F47-88 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F47-89 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F47-90 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾” ” x 1” base, 4” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F47-91 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1” ” x ¾” base, 2 5/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F47-92 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 1/8” x 5/8” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “H” on base)

F47-93 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2½” diameter straight base, 1 3/8” diameter straight
sheared and fire polished rim)

F47-94 S small bowl? (clear, press molded)
F47-95 P tall tumbler/bar glass (clear, fluted base, 10 sided polygonal, 2” diameter base,

6¾” tall)
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F47-96 P small pitcher (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 5 7/8”tall, applied handle,
starburst pattern on handle base, metal rim and lid present, blow over mold with
unground rim)

F47-97 P small pitcher (clear, round, press molded, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4¼” tall, handled,
starburst on base)

F47-98 P small mug (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 2 1/8” diameter rim, 3½” tall,
molded handle, footed, molded flowers on stippled back ground with
paneled/fluted border)

F47-99 P small “tray” (white/milk glass, square, 2¾” square, 5/8” tall)
F47-100 P water goblet/stemware (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, 5 5/8” tall, 3 1/8”

diameter rim, 3¾” deep bowl, straight stem molded)
F47-101 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¼” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold fire polished lip finish, Coffin shape, half pint size)
F47-102 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “3” on
base)

F47-103 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 1 3/8” x ¾” ” base, 3 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “Rex” on base)

F47-104 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1½” ” x 7/8” base, 4½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F47-105 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Beveled ideal, 1¾” x 1” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool collard ring lip finish, embossed “212… / WM.
ZA[PF] / SPRINGFIELD” on front, “PAT DEC… / CLLCO. 3” on base)

F47-106 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, approximately 3¼” diameter rim, unfluted)
F47-107 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base, hand crimped rim, 2½”

diameter rim)
F47-108 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base, hand crimped rim, 2½”

diameter rim)
F47-109 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 5½” tall, 3” diameter rim,

3¼” deep bowl bulbous stem, molded)

Feature 48
F48-1 S small plate (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, approximate 6” diameter)
F48-2 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 9”

diameter rim)
F48-3 S jar (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, strap handled, impressed “4”

on side)
F48-4 S cup (painted, flow blue, whiteware, approximate 3” diameter rim)
F48-5 S small plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, 7” diameter)
F48-6 P cup (transfer print, brown, Indus pattern, whiteware, 3¼”diameter rim, 2¼” tall,

handled, back stamp “RIDGWAYS” incorporated into a bow and quiver design
with registry mark “for year 1877”) [similar to F48-7]

F48-7 P saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware, 5” diameter, back stamp “RIDGWAYS”
incorporated into a bow and quiver design, ‘INDUS” in banner over registry
mark) [same registry mark as F48-6]
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F48-8 S plate (relief decorated, lily shape pattern, whiteware, 9” diameter, Registered By
Burgess, D & D 2001:93)

F48-9 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F48-10 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, 9”

diameter rim)
F48-11 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F48-12 P small saucer (transfer print, over glazed, brown, with painted highlights, relief

decorated, gilded, ironstone, 4 5/8” diameter)
F48-13 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 1 3/8” by ¾” base, 3 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool collared ring lip finish, recessed front panel)
F48-14 P sauce bottle stopper (aqua, clear, 1” diameter top, 1¼” tall)
F48-15 S indeterminate bottle (Kelly green, octagonal base, 2¼” wide base, embossed

“PATENTED / MARCH 10 1868” on base, base only)
F48-16 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” wide base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, embossed diamond on base)
F48-17 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” by 7/8” base, 3½” tall,

3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “H”
on base)

F48-18 P pill bottle? (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, embossed “G” on base)

F48-19 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2 1/8” by 1 1/8” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F48-20 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, stirrup shaped, 2 1/8” by 1 1/8” base,
5 1/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish,
embossed “I. G. Co.” on base)

F48-21 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “F & F Co.”
on back)

F48-22 P whiskey flask (clear/amethyst, Elixir/Handy base, 2 3/8” by 1¼” base, 6¼” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, coffin shape,
half-pint size) (s.a.)

F48-23 P whiskey flask (clear, irregular polygon, 2½” by 1½” base, 7¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, embossed “ …
FITZGERALD / W[IN]ES & LIQUORS / WARRANTED PURE /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL” on front, coffin shape, pint-size) (s.a.)

F48-24 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” by 1” base, 5½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
folded? double ring lip finish, picnic shape, half-pint size)

F48-25 P small plate (clear, round, 3¾” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, press molded,
starburst pattern on base)

F48-26 S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2½” diameter base, press molded, faceted
pattern)

F48-27 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” by 1 1/8” base, 6 3/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“LYONS // KATHAIRON // FOR / THE / HAIR // NEW YORK” on sides)
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F48-28 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” by 1 1/8” base, 6 3/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“LYONS // KATHAIRON // FOR / THE / HAIR // NEW YORK” on sides)

F48-29 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” by 1 1/8” base, 6 3/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“LYONS // KATHAIRON // FOR / THE / HAIR // NEW YORK” on sides)

F48-30 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” by 1 1/8” base, 6 3/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“LYONS // KATHAIRON // FOR / THE / HAIR // NEW YORK” on sides, cork
present)

F48-31 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” by 1 1/8” base, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, recessed panels, embossed “PISO’S CURE // FOR /
CONSUMPTION // HAZELTINE & CO” on sides, “8” on base)

F48-32 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1¾” diameter base, 5¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed “B” on base)

F48-33 P chemical bottle? (aqua, round, 3 3/8” diameter base, 9” tall, 4-piece mold, applied
tool Patent lip finish)

F48-34 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” by 1¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed acorn on
base?)

F48-35 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” by 1¼” base, 5¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F48-36 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1 3/8” by 7/8” base, 31/2” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F48-37 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” by 7/8” base, 3½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed acorn on base)

F48-38 medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1 1/8” by 3/4” base, 2 3/4” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F48-39 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 1/8” by 5/8” base, 2 3/4” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F48-40 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, dip molded)
F48-41 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2 5/8” by 1 5/8” base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, embossed “NEWCOMB PHARMACY / 400 MAINE ST. /
QUINCY, ILL” on front panel, “W. T. & CO. / A / U. S. A.” on base)

F48-42 P medicine bottle (clear, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F48-43 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool

Prescription lip finish)
F48-44 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” by 1” base, 5¾” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball/spool neck,
white paint on exterior?)

F48-45 S serving bowl? (clear/lead, approximate 6”diameter, press molded, scalloped edge,
Lacy-Period glass)

F48-46 S indeterminate vessel (clear, 1” diameter rim, blow-over mold with ground rim,
oval cross-section, possibly a nursing bottle?)

F48-47 P chemical bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Patent lip finish)
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F48-48 P salve jar (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 2¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, embossed “CHESEBROUGH MFG CO /
VASELINE” on side, “100” on base)

F48-49 P salve jar (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 2¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, embossed “CHESEBROUGH MFG CO /
VASELINE” on side, “100” on base)

F48-50 P salve jar (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 2¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, embossed “CHESEBROUGH MFG CO /
VASELINE” on side, “9” on base)

F48-51 P pill bottle (blue/cobalt, round, 1” diameter base, 2½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, embossed “BROMO SELTZER /
EMERSON / DRUG CO / BALTIMORE MD” on front)

F48-52 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 2” square base, 6¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F48-53 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1½” square base, 5¼” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F48-54 P indeterminate bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” by 1 3/8” base, 5” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball/spool
neck, embossed “52” on base, possibly large scent/cologne bottle?)

F48-55 P medicine bottle (clear, beveled ideal, 1 3/8” by ¾” base, 3½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “CHAS. W. GILL /
DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE” on front with
mortar and pestle, “PAT MAY 15 88 / D. F. & D” on base)

F48-56 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” by 3/4” base, 3 3/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed acorn on
base?)

F48-57 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 2½” by 1 1/8” base, 5½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, slug plate, cork present, liquid
present)

F48-58 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 3/8” by 1” base, 4½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball/spool neck,
embossed “SPERM / SEWING MACHINE / OIL // UNION / SEWING
MACHINE / TOLEDO, O.” on sides, “McC” on base, residue present)

F48-59 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 2 1/8” by 1 1/8” base, 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, stirrup shaped)

F48-60 P lamp globe (yellow green, 4” diameter base, 8” wide rim, flanged base,
crenulated/folded rim)

F48-61 P darning egg (white/milk glass, 2½” long, 1 5/8” diameter)
F48-62 P lid (clear, round, 6 1/8” diameter, 4” tall, press molded, fluted knob, spiral dot and

line pattern)
F48-63 P chemical bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter base, 7” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool double ring lip finish)
F48-64 S medicine bottle (clear, oval, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool

Prescription lip finish)
F48-65 P chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2½” by 1 1/8” base, 5¼” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “THE EVANS /
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CHEMICAL / COMPANY / PROPRIETORS / BIG G / CINCINNATI, O / U. S.
A.” on front, cork present, liquid present)

F48-66 P salve jar (white/milk glass, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 2½” tall, machine made,
wide mouth external thread lip finish, metal lid present, paper label present)

F48-67 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2 1/8” by 1 1/8” base, 6 1/8” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool sheared ring lip finish, embossed “BURNETT
// BURNETT’S / COCOAINE // BOSTON”)

F48-68 P medicine bottle (clear, beveled ideal, 2 1/2” by 1 1/2” base, 5 3/4” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “CHAS. W.
GILL / DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / N. E. COR. SQUARE” on front
with mortar and pestle, “PAT MAY 15 88 / D. F. & D” on base, cork present)

F48-69 P perfume/lotion bottle? (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” by 1” diameter base, 4½”
tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, recessed front
panel, embossed “ESPEY’S / FRAGRANT CREAM” on front, cork present)

F48-70 P master salt? (clear/lead, 1 7/8” wide rim, rectangular rim, press molded)
F48-71 P tumbler (clear, round?, 3” diameter rim, 2¼” diameter base, 3½” tall, short

flutes/panels? at base)
F48-72 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 1 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F48-73 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 2 1/8” by 1¼” base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, stirrup shaped)
F48-74 S food jar (aqua, round, 2¾” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom mold, applied

tool? Ring lip finish, 3 embossed dots on base)
F48-75 S food jar (clear/amethyst, round, approximate 2 3/8” diameter base, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “ … ER /
PRESERVE CO” on base)

F48-76 S vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, dip molded)
F48-77 S medicine/chemical bottle? (aqua, 3-piece plate bottom mold, applied tool string

lip finish, long neck, recessed panels, embossed “ … BULL … “ on side)

Feature 49
F49-1 S chamber pot lid (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, spray painted,

monochrome, blue, relief decorated, approximately 9” diameter base)
F49-2 S soup bowl (relief decorated, whiteware, 10” diameter rim, Lily shape) (Burgess,

1864-1892)
F49-3 S jug (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, distinctive body sherd only)
F49-4 S salve jar? (tin-glazed or annular decorated, whiteware, distinctive body sherd

only)
F49-5 S canning jar (aqua, wide mouth external thread lip finish, machine made)
F49-6 S indeterminate bottle (clear, machine made, small mouth external thread lip finish)

Feature 50
F50-1 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, S-curve shape)
F50-2 S unidentified hollowware (relief decorated, porcelain)
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F50-3 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, approximate 1-gallon size)
F50-4 P saucer (relief decorated, porcelain, 6” diameter, 1 1/8” tall, printed “79” on base)
F50-5 P saucer (relief decorated, porcelain, 5” diameter, 1¼” tall, back stamp “HOMER

LAUGHLIN / HUS … “)
F50-6 P cup (transfer print, brown, hand painted highlights, whiteware, handled, 4”

diameter base, 2½” tall)
F50-7 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F50-8 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F50-9 S saucer (painted, over glaze, polychrome, porcelain – early ware)
F50-10 S indeterminate hollowware (undecorated, ironstone)
F50-11 P jug (Bristol-glazed/Albany slipped, shouldered, jigger molded, 2-piece

construction, 1-gallon size)
F50-12 S plate (hand painted, “Brown Tea,” whiteware)
F50-13 S cup (relief decorated, whiteware)
F50-14 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 5” diameter, 1” tall)
F50-15 P saucer (relief decorated, whiteware, 5½” diameter, 1 1/8” tall, back stamp

“MAJESTIC” in script)
F50-16 S serving bowl? (colored glaze, majolica, gilded)
F50-17 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F50-18 P small platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 5” by 7 3/8”, back stamp “SEMI /

VITREOUS / K. T. & K. Co.”)
F50-19 P small platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 4½” by 6¾”, impressed “DRESDEN

/ HOTEL CHINA / WARRANTED”)
F50-20 P small platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 5” by 7 3/8”, back stamp “SEMI /

VITREOUS / K. T. & K. Co.”)
F50-21 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, round, approximate 6-7” diameter, 2” tall,

S-curve shape)
F50-22 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F50-23 S pie plate / nappie (undecorated, yellowware, approximate 1¾” tall, approximate

9-10” diameter)
F50-24 S serving bowl (printed, gold, over glaze, painted highlights, whiteware, scalloped

edge)
F50-25 S saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F50-26 P mixing bowl (printed/glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, 9” diameter rim, 4” tall)
F50-27 P small platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 4½” by 6¾”, impressed “DRESDEN

/ HOTEL CHINA / WARRANTED”)
F50-28 P saucer (decal decorated, relief decorated, whiteware, approximate 5” diameter, 1”

tall)
F50-29 _ no number assigned
F50-30 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F50-31 P serving bowl? (yellow glazed, blue sponge decorated, buff paste earthenware, 5”

diameter rim, 2 3/8” tall, gilded lined rim)
F50-32 S wine bottle (dark green/black, applied tool brandy lip finish, neck only)
F50-33 S tumbler (clear, fluted)
F50-34 S canning jar (aqua, embossed “ … 30th … ) [Mason ‘s canning jar]
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F50-35 S whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-36 S medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾” by 3¼” base, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F50-37 S tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3” diameter mouth, 5” tall, straight
flutes) [tall tumbler]

F50-38 S whiskey flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1” by 2½” base, 6¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, pint size, Ideal shape)

F50-39 S soda bottle (light green, machine made, crown lip finish)
F50-40 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F50-41 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 11¼” tall, Ricketts mold, blow-

over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, embossed “M” in circle and “512”)
F50-42 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, approximate 2¾” diameter

rim, embossed star and horseshoe on bottom)
F50-43 P food/condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 5” tall, machine made

wide mouth external thread lip finish, straight flutes on sides, Owen’s scar)
F50-44 S condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 9 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, screw top finish) (s.a.)
F50-45 P medicine bottle (clear, Excelsior, 1” by 2”, improved tool Patent lip finish,

embossed “ … TH CO” // “ … A.”)
F50-46 S canning jar (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, machine made, wide mouth screw

top finish, Owen’s scar, embossed “AUTOMATIC / SEALER”)
F50-47 S tumbler (clear, rouletted rim, ribbed interior)
F50-48 S serving vessel/tableware (clear, press-molded, geometric pattern)
F50-49 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1½” by 3” base, 8½” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)
F50-50 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1½” by 3” base, 8½” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)
F50-51 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1½” by 3” base, 8½” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)
F50-52 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 4½” by 3¼” base, 8” tall, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, embossed “W / 5” on bottom,
quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-53 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1½” by 3” base, 8½” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-54 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, Ricketts mold, blow-
over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, scroll fluted shoulder)

F50-55 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, 11½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, embossed “DISTILLERS /
LEXINGTON / KY / STOLL / & / COMPANY” around neck)

F50-56 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, Ricketts mold, blow-
over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish)

F50-57 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-58 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)
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F50-59 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-60 P medicine bottle (aqua, Excelsior, ¾” by 1¾” base, 5¾” tall, improved tool stacked
ring lip finish, 2” straight neck, embossed “CASTORIA” and “CHAS H.
FLETCHER’S” on sides, “S 45.” on bottom)

F50-61 P food/condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine
made, wide mouth external thread lip finish, straight flutes on sides, Owen’s scar)

F50-62 P food/condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine
made, wide mouth external thread lip finish, straight flutes on sides, Owen’s scar)

F50-63 P lamp reservoir (clear, 1½” diameter cracked off rim, approximate 5” diameter
bowl)

F50-64 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1½” by 2½” base, 6” tall,
machine made Patent lip finish, Owen’s scar, embossed “N” on bottom)

F50-65 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, rouletted rim)
F50-66 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-

piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)
F50-67 S food/condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine

made, wide mouth external thread lip finish, straight flutes on sides, Owen’s scar)
F50-68 P food/condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall, machine

made, wide mouth external thread lip finish, straight flutes on sides, different
sized shoulders, Owen’s scar)

F50-69 P salve jar (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 2½” tall, machine made, small mouth
external thread lip finish, embossed “ “VASELINE” / CHESEBROUGH / NEW
YORK” on side)

F50-70 P salve jar (white/milk glass, round, 1¾” diameter base, 2¼” tall, machine made?,
external screw top lip finish, embossed “INGRAM’S MILK WEED CREAM”
around shoulder, “BOTTLE PAT’D NO. 481953” on bottom)

F50-71 P salve jar (white/milk glass, round, 2 1/4” diameter base, 3¼” tall, machine made?,
external screw top lip finish, embossed “INGRAM’S MILK WEED CREAM”
around shoulder, “BOTTLE PAT’D NO. 481953” on bottom)

F50-72 P medicine bottle (clear, Monarch/Erie oval, ¾” by 1½” base, 4½” tall, improved
tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “REX” on bottom)

F50-73 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, ¾” by 1¼” base, 3½” tall, embossed
“DODD’S / DRUG STORE / SPRINGFIELD, Ill.” on side, base embossed “ … /
U.S.A. / PAT DEC 11, 1894”)

F50-74 P medicine bottle (clear, clamshell base, 1” by 2¼” base, 5¾” tall, improved tool
reinforced extract lip finish, embossed “SELL & COE / DRUGGISTS /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” on side)

F50-75 P vial (clear, round, ¼” diameter base, 1” tall)
F50-76 P perfume bottle (clear, oval, ¾” by 1”, 3-piece plate bottom mold, embossed

“[DABR … / PER[FUME] / DET … with D”] on side)
F50-77 _ no number assigned
F50-78 P lamp chimney (clear, hand crimped rim)
F50-79 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3¾” tall, unfluted)
F50-80 P tumbler (clear, 2” diameter base, 4” tall, short flutes around base)
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F50-81 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-82 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-83 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-84 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-85 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape, 2”
long neck)

F50-86 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-87 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape, 2”
long neck)

F50-88 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-89 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape, 2”
long neck)

F50-90 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape, 2”
long neck)

F50-91 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-92 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-93 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-94 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-95 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-96 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-97 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” by 2½” base, 6¾” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool brandy lip finish)

F50-98 P whiskey flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1” by 2 3/4” base, 6 1/2” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-99 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¼” by 2¾” base, 6” tall, blow-over mold, fire
polished, screw top lip finish)

F50-100 P whiskey flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1¼” by 2¾” base, 6¼” tall, improved
tool reinforced extract, 1¾” long neck, embossed “DESIGN PATENTED / PAT.
AUG. 9 – 1898”)
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F50-101 P pitcher (clear, round, hand blown, gilded, enameled, acid etched, fluted/wheel
rim, applied handle)

F50-102 P canning jar lid liner (milk glass)
F50-103 P canning jar (aqua, round, machine made, wide mouth external thread lip finish,

not embossed)
F50-104 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 9 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, screw top finish) (s.a.)
F50-105 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 9 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, screw top finish) (s.a.)
F50-106 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, 4¼” long neck, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, embossed
“BROWN – FORMAN CO / LOUISVILLE, KY.,” “large one-fifth size”)

F50-107 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 12½” tall, approximate 5” long
neck, 3-piece plate bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish,
embossed “JAMES WALSH & CO. / DISTILLERS / PARIS, / BOURBON CO. /
KY.”, cork inside)

F50-108 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, 12” tall, 4¼” long bulbous neck,
3-piece plate bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, straight fluted
shoulder, embossed “HARVARD / RYE”, with logo incorporating “K” and “3”
into design)

F50-109 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, 12” tall, 4¼” long bulbous neck,
3-piece plate bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, straight fluted
shoulder, embossed “HARVARD / RYE”, with logo incorporating “K” and “3”
into design)

F50-110 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3½” diameter base, 11¾” tall, 3¼” long neck, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, fluted
panels, embossed “THE HAYNER DISTILLING CO. / DAYTON / ST. LOUIS /
ATLANTA / ST. PAUL / DISTILELRS” on side, “DESIGNED PATENTED /
NOV. 30th 1897” on bottom)

F50-111 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, approximate 4½” long
neck, Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish)

F50-112 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, approximate 4½” long neck,
Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish)

F50-113 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, approximate 4½” long neck,
Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish)

F50-114 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, approximate 4½” long neck,
Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish)

F50-115 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, approximate 4½” long
neck, Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish)

F50-116 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, approximate 4½” long
neck, Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish)

F50-117 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, approximate 4½” long
neck, Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, scroll fluted
shoulders)

F50-118 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, ½” by 1” base, 3” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
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F50-119 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, Ricketts mold, blow-
over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, 4½” long neck, embossed “404” on
bottom)

F50-120 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1” by 2¼” diameter base, 6” tall,
3-piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, embossed “PIX” on
bottom, small ½ pint “Ideal” shape)

F50-121 food jar (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter, 5 1/8” tall, 2½” diameter rim, machine
made, screw top lip finish, Owen’s scar)

F50-122 P whiskey flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-123 P whiskey flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-124 P whiskey flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-125 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, approximate 4½” long
neck, Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish)

F50-126 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, approximate 4½” long
neck, Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, scroll fluted
shoulder)

F50-127 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, 4¼” long neck, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, embossed
“BROWN – FORMAN CO / LOUISVILLE, KY.,” “large one-fifth size”)

F50-128 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 12” tall, approximate 4½” long
neck, Ricketts mold, blow-over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, embossed
“9” on bottom)

F50-129 P whiskey flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1” by 2 3/4” diameter base, 6 3/4” tall,
3-piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, pint size, “Ideal”
shape)

F50-130 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” diameter base, 8
1/2” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size,
“Ideal” shape)

F50-131 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-132 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

F50-133 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, 2” long neck, quart size,
Ideal shape)

F50-134 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, 2” long neck, quart size,
Ideal shape)

F50-135 P canning jar (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 5¼” tall, machine made, external
screw threaded lip finish, embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / NOV. 30th / 1858”)

F50-136 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, 3-piece plate bottom mold, ground
lip finish, embossed “314” on bottom)

F50-137 no number assigned
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F50-138 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 1¼” by 2½” base, 3-piece plate bottom mold,
blow-over mold, fire polished screw top lip finish)

F50-139 S stemware (clear, base only, small sized/cordial?)
F50-140 P lamp globe (clear/lead, 2 1/8” diameter base, 4” tall, approximate 4½”-4 38”

diameter rim, floral design, acid etched pattern)
F50-141 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, 12” tall, dip molded,

improved tool string lip finish, with kick-up)
F50-142 S condiment bottle (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 9 7/8” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, screw top finish) (s.a.)
F50-143 P whiskey bottle/flask (clear, oval/Slender Handy, 1 1/2” by 3” base, 8 1/2” tall, 3-

piece plate bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, quart size, Ideal shape)

Feature 51
F51-1 P plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, polygonal rim)
F51-2 P cup (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, whiteware, London Urn shape)
F51-3 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, whiteware, back stamp

“…E R & CO ST LOUIS”)
F51-4 S jug (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, strap handle, distinctive body

sherds only)
F51-5 S bowl (yellowware, approximately 8” diameter rim, S curve shape, un beaded

edge)

Feature 54
F54-1 S platter (undecorated, whiteware)

Feature 55
F55-1 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 3” diameter base, 5 ½” diameter, 1 ¼” tall)
F55-2 S serving bowl (edge decorated and molded, blue, whiteware)
F55-3 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 5 ¼” diameter rim, 3” base, 1 1/8” tall)
F55-4 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F55-5 P saucer (undecorated whiteware, 5” diameter, 3” diameter base, approximately 1

1/16” tall)
F55-6 P saucer (undecorated whiteware, 2 ¼” diameter rim 1 ½” diameter base, 1” tall)
F55-7 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 1 ¼” tall)
F55-8 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 1” tall, heavy bodied “hotel ware”)
F55-9 P small plate (printed, gilded pattern, whiteware, scalloped edge,7 ¼” diameter,

backstamp “Vodrey/China” with crown motif)
F55-10 S soup bowl (painted, monochrome brown, “Brown Tea”, whiteware, round)
F55-11 S Indeterminate flatware (painted, monochrome brown, “Brown Tea”, whiteware,

octagonal body)
F55-12 P serving bowl (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, round shape, 6 3/8” diameter rim, 1 ¾”

tall, painter marks on base)
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F55-13 P saucer (decal decorated, printed/gilded, whiteware, scalloped edge)[same style of
printed gilding as F55-9]

F55-14 P saucer (relief decorated, porcelain, scalloped edge)
F55-15 P saucer (painted, lined blue rim, decal, blued bird pattern whiteware)
F55-16 S plate(printed, gilded pattern, round, whiteware)
F55-17 S plate (undecorated whiteware)
F55-18 S small plate (undecorated ironstone)
F55-19 S small plate (undecorated ironstone)
F55-20 S serving bowl (undecorated whiteware)
F55-21 S serving bowl? (undecorated, whiteware)
F55-22 S saucer (relief decorated, whiteware)
F55-23 S pitcher (Bristol glazed, stoneware, handled)
F55-24 P jar lid (3 ¼” diameter, Bristol glazed stoneware, impressed “snuff” on bottom)
F55-25 S saucer (decal decorated, scalloped rim, floral pattern)
F55-26 S serving vessel/lid (gilded ironstone, handle only)
F55-27 S saucer (painted, large floral pattern, porcelain, edge decorated, scalloped

rim)[quality ware]
F55-28 S saucer (painted, floral pattern, porcelain)
F55-29 S plate (painted, lined rim, whiteware, gilded rim)
F55-30 S saucer (printed, brown with painted highlights?, floral pattern, scalloped edge)
F55-31 S saucer (decal decorated, whiteware, backstamp “perfect” and cartouche

incorporating….”N. C. Co.”; potentially National China Company, see Lehner
1988:311)[1899 to 1929]

F55-32 P saucer (spray painted blue, gilded rim; decal decorated floral center, 5 ¼”
diameter, 1 ¼” tall, backstamp “Limogos / China”?

F55-33 P salt shaker (painted polychrome, gilded porcelain, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 ¾” tall)
F55-34 P cup (decal decorated, large floral/rose pattern, printed gilded pattern?, whiteware,

handled, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 2 ¾” tall, 1 ¾” diameter base)
F55-35 S cup (printed gilded pattern, whiteware)
F55-36 P cup (painted, gilded rim, whiteware, handled)
F55-37 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F55-38 P cup (decal decorated, floral/rose pattern, whiteware, handle only)
F55-39 S cup (printed, flow blue, whiteware)
F55-40 P cup (painted, large floral pattern, porcelain, edge decorated, handled)
F55-41 P cup (decal, whiteware)[same pattern as vessel 10]
F55-42 S serving bowl (relief decorated, whiteware)
F55-43 S saucer platter (decal decorated, whiteware)
F55-44 S cup (printed, blue, whiteware)
F55-45 S flower pot (unglazed red paste, earthenware, hand turned)
F55-46 S mixing bowl (clear glazed, red paste stoneware with interior white slip, jigger

molded)
F55-47 S jar (Bristol glazed, small gallon sized, stoneware, jigger molded)
F55-48 P flower pot pan (unglazed, buff paste, earthenware, jigger molded)
F55-49 S flower pot (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, jigger molded)
F55-50 S saucer (painted, polychrome, gilded, porcelain)
F55-51 S saucer (printed, porcelain)
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F55-52 S saucer (printed, blue, porcelain, Japanese style willow)
F55-53 S saucer (printed, gilded, spray painted porcelain)
F55-54 S small plate (printed, blued, willow pattern, whiteware)
F55-55 S lid (decal decorated, porcelain, teapot size)
F55-56 P cup (decal decorated, porcelain, handled, with backstamp “OBERPFALZ CHINA

/ BAVARIA”)
F55-57 S saucer (printed, silver gilded pattern, whiteware)
F55-58 S cup (printed, red, whiteware)
F55-59 S cup (undecorated, porcelain)
F55-60 S lid (undecorated, Bristol glazed stoneware, chamber pot size)
F55-61 S serving bowl (undecorated, Bristol glazed stoneware)
F55-62 S salt shaker (printed, porcelain)
F55-63 S saucer (printed, porcelain)
F55-64 S platter (printed, gilded floral pattern, oval, 9” x 11 ½” rim, 5” x 7 ½” base,

backstamp “VODREY / CHINA”)
F55-65 S saucer (painted, green lined, gilded, porcelain)
F55-66 S cup (painted, lined and banded gilding, hand gilded, porcelain, handled)
F55-67 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F55-68 S cup (printed, blue, whiteware)
F55-69 P cup (same as #34)
F55-70 S cup (printed, green, painted gilding?, whiteware
F55-71 P cup(decal printed, floral/rose pattern, gilded sway pattern, spray painted rim blue,

whiteware, handled, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 ½” tall)
F55-72 S cup (decal, floral patterns with Greek “key”, whiteware)
F55-73 P cup (relief decorated, ironstone, handled, 3 ¾” diameter rim, 2 ½” tall, 1 ¾” base)
F55-74 P cup (undecorated whiteware, handled)
F55-75 P cup (undecorated whiteware, handled)
F55-76 P plate (printed, flow blue, whiteware)
F55-77 S saucer (printed, gilded floral pattern, whiteware)
F55-78 S saucer (printed, gilded pattern, whiteware)
F55-79 S serving bowl (decal, floral pattern, whiteware, s-curve shape)
F55-80 P plate (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1” tall, 5

½” diameter base, with backstamp “HRAWYLLIE / CHINA”?)
F55-81 P plate (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1” tall, 5

½” diameter base, with backstamp “HRAWYLLIE / CHINA”?)
F55-82 S jug (Albany slipped earthenware, spout/top only)
F55-83 P saucer (relief decorated porcelain)
F55-84 S saucer (relief decorated porcelain, gilded)
F55-85 S saucer (undecorated porcelain)
F55-86 S bric-a-brac (gilded porcelain)
F55-87 S saucer (decal, whiteware)
F55-88 S small pitcher (painted, polychrome, porcelain)
F55-89 S serving bowl (undecorated whiteware, small, s-curve shape)
F55-90 S cup (undecorated whiteware)
F55-91 S pitcher? (printed, brown, whiteware)
F55-92 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
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F55-93 S plate (undecorated whiteware)
F55-94 S plate (relief decorated, whiteware)
F55-95 P saucer (decal, floral/rose pattern, silver sprayed rim, gilded porcelain, 6”diameter

rim, 1” tall, 3 ¾” diameter base)
F55-96 P butter pad dish(painted, gilded floral pattern, whiteware, 3 3/8” diameter)
F55-97 P flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, potting size?, jigger molded; 1 5/8”

diameter base, 2 7/8” tall, 2 ¾” diameter rim, hole in base)
F55-98 S flower pot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned)
F55-99 S mixing bowl (salt glazed, stoneware, jigger molded)
F55-100 P saucer (decal, rose pattern, spray painted rim, printed gilded pattern, 5 ½”

diameter rim, 2 ¾” diameter base, 1 ¼” tall, backstamp “LIMOGES / CHINA”)
F55-101 p saucer (decal decorated, printed/gilded, whiteware, scalloped edge 6” diameter

base, 1” tall, backstamp “Homer Laughlin? / Hudson”) )[same style of printed
gilding as F55-9]

F55-102 P saucer (relief decorated, whiteware, backstamp “Semi Vitreous Porcelain / K.T &
K. CO. / 2211”)

F55-103 P saucer (undecorated whiteware, heavy bodied, 4 7/8” diameter rim, 1 ¼” tall, 2
¾” diameter base, “Hall ware”;

F55-104 S saucer (undecorated whiteware)
F55-105 P small plate (undecorated whiteware, 6 ¾” diameter rim, 4 ½” diameter base)
F55-106 P plate (undecorated whiteware, with backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA /

WARRANTED”)
F55-107 P cup (relief decorated, ironstone, handled, same as #73)
F55-108 P cup (decal decorated, porcelain, handled, backstamp of German “lion”)
F55-109 P cup (decal decorated, porcelain, handled)
F55-110 P cup (decal decorated, rose pattern, porcelain, handled, backstamp “C.T. /

ALTWASSER” with painter’s signature)
F55-111 P saucer (decal decorated, gilded, porcelain)
F55-112 P waster bowl? (decal decorated, floral/rose pattern, whiteware, 5 5/8” diameter

rim, 3 ½” tall, 2 7/8” diameter base, {illegible but suspected to be Homer
Laughlin backstamp})

F55-113 P small plate (decal decorated, floral/rose pattern with gilded pattern, painted
monogram “R” in center of plate, backstamp “STINTHAL / CHINA” whiteware,
7” diameter rim)

F55-114 P small lidded bowl (relief decorated, molded in form of shell, porcelain gilded,
painted “SOUVENIR of WATERLOO, IA” backstamp in red “GERMANY” and
impressed “157…” 3” diameter mouth, 2 “ tall)

F55-115 S small bowl (blue glazed exterior and white glazed exterior, earthenware)
F55-116 S indeterminate holloware (Bristol glazed, buff paste, stoneware, painted

“…HOTEL / …DIANA” with image of building; body only) [Souvenir ware,
potentially is from French Lick Hotel, West Baden, Indiana.]

F55-117 P large pitcher (undecorated ironstone, 4 ½” diameter base, unknown height,
backstamp “HALL CHINA”

F55-118 P plate (undecorated whiteware, 9” diameter, illegible backstamp)
F55-119 S chamber pot? (relief decorated, Bristol glazed, stoneware)
F55-120 S bric-a-brac or vase (painted, polychrome, porcelain)
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F55-121 S serving bowl (printed, green, scalloped edge, whiteware)
F55-122 S serving bowl (printed, gold/gilded pattern; small, s-curve style)
F55-123 S saucer (printed, gold/gilded floral pattern, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F55-124 S saucer (painted, porcelain)
F55-125 P Opium pipe (unglazed/burnished, red paste stoneware, 2 1/8” diameter,

approximately 1 ¼” tall, Chinese script in base)
F55-126 S saucer (painted, monochrome blue, whiteware)
F55-127 S saucer (painted, brown lined rim “Brown Tea” pattern, whiteware)
F55-128 P small plate (decal decorated, floral pattern, whiteware, backstamp “…ELAIN”,

gilded)
F55-129 P small plate (painted, brown lined rim, “Brown Tea” pattern, 8” diameter,

backstamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”
with two painters’ marks)

F55-130 P butter pad dish (undecorated, whiteware, 3” diameter)
F55-131 S plate (relief decorated, ironstone “lily” shape pattern)
F55-132 S saucer (painted, polychrome, porcelain)
F55-133 S cup (printed, brown, gilded, whiteware)
F55-134 S cup (relief decorated, ironstone)
F55-135 P serving bowl (decal decorated, floral/rose pattern, oval, approximately 6” x 8”,

backstamp “VIENNA”)
F55-136 P soda bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 8 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip

finish, unpontiled, base embossed “9”)
F55-137 P soda/mineral water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼’ diameter base, 8 ¼” tall, machine

made, crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “PLUTO” with horned
humanoid figure with sword and forked tail) [from French Lick Hotel, West
Baden, Indiana.]

F55-138 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-139 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 1/8” x 2 ½”” base, 7” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “I” within a diamond)

F55-140- P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed “1”, pint size, ideal style)

F55-141 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed “1” inside larger “I”, pint size, ideal style)

F55-142 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, embossed “PINT / FULL MEASURE”, base embossed “2”, unpontiled,
ideal style)

F55-143 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, embossed “PINT / FULL MEASURE”, base embossed “2”, unpontiled,
ideal style)

F55-144 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 1/8” x 2 ½” base, 7” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “369” within Owens-Illinois
trademark symbol)

F55-145 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 1/8 x 2 ½” base, 7” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “B”)
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F55-146 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 2 1/8”x 7/8” base, 6 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, fire polished, Brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HERE’S /
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH / AND / YOUR FAMILY’S GOOD HEALTH /
MAY THEY LIVE LONG / AND PROSPER,” base embossed “RIP” ideal style)

F55-147 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 3” x 1 ½” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed “3”, pint size, ideal style)

F55-148 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool, brandy lip
finish, ideal style)

F55-149 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 11” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “ONE QUART”)

F55-150 & 151 pickle/condiment jar 9aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2 ½” x 1 ½” base, machine
made, wide-mouth threaded lip, ball neck)

F55-152 P condiment/food jar (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, machine made, wide-
mouth threaded lip, unpontiled)

F55-153 P pickle/condiment jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, machine made,
wide-mouth, base embossed “T” within a shield/ “14”, unpontiled)

F55-154 P milk bottle (clear, round, 3 ¼” base, 9” tall, machine made, wide-mouth,
embossed “drops” around neck, embossed three leaf design on either side of neck,
embossed “ONE QUART / PROPERTY OF / ILLINOIS DAIRY CO. / OF /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL // THIS BOTTLE/NOT TO BE BOUGHT OR SOLD”)

F55-155 S canning jar (aqua, round 3 ½” base, machine made, wide-mouth threaded lip,
ground lip finish, unpontiled, two embossed dots on base)

F55-156 S soda/beer bottle (aqua, round, 3 “ diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool, crown lip finish, unpontiled, embossed, “…ERRE HA… /
[BR]EWING CO. / HAUT…” base embossed “ROOT”)

F55-157 S soda/beer bottle (aqua, round, 3 “ diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool, crown lip finish, unpontiled, embossed, “…ERRE HA… /
[BR]EWING CO. / HAUT…” base embossed “ROOT”)

F55-158 P mouthwash bottle (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made,
patent lip, embossed “LISTERINE / LAMBERT / PHARMACAL COMPANY”,
base embossed “I” within a diamond, unpontiled)

F55-159 P indeterminate bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 5 ¼” tall, machine made,
bead lip finish, base embossed “4”, unpontiled)

F55-160 P medicine bottle (clear, Excelsior, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 5 ½” tall, machine made, bead
lip, unpontiled, embossed “QUALITY / PURITY” back panel graduated
centimeters embossed “1/2/3/3//20/40/60/cc”, base embossed “BLUE RIBBON”)

F55-161 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¼” x 1 ¾’ diameter base, 5” tall,
machine made, patent lip, unpontiled, embossed “SLOAN’S LINIMENT”, base
embossed “686” within Owens-Illinois trademark symbol)

F55-162 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, ¾” x 1 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool, collared ring lip finish, unpontiled,
embossed “31”, base embossed “C”)

F55-163 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, ¾” x 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 “ tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool collared ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
graduated panel with graduated markings for cubic centimeters
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F55-164 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, ¾” x 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 “ tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool collared ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“QUALITY / PURE”)

F55-165 p chemical bottle ) clear, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall Rickett’s mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “PHENIQUE
CHEMICAL COMPANY ST LOUIS, MO.”)

F55-166 p vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, machine made, unpontiled,
patent lip finish)

F55-167 P chemical bottle (cobalt blue, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4” tall, machine made,
wide-mouth Bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “BROMO SELTZER /
EMERSON / DRUG CO. / BALTIMORE”)

F55-168 S medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool,
patent lip finish)

F55-169 S medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 3/4"” base, machine made, patent
lip finish, ball neck)

F55-170 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 2 ¼” base, 6 ½” tall, machine made,
double ring lip finish, paneled sides, unpontiled, embossed “HAMLIN’S /
WIZARD OIL / CHICAGO, IL // U. S. A.”, base embossed “484” within Owens-
Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-171 P medicine bottle (clear, Salamander oval, 1 ¼” x 2” base, minimally 6” tall,
machine made, collared ring lip, paneled front, unpontiled)

F55-172 S condiment bottle (clear, round, machine made, threaded lip)[catsup?]
F55-173 S condiment bottle (clear, round, machine made, threaded lip)[catsup?]
F55-174 S soda bottle (clear, round, machine made, crown lip finish, lip only)
F55-175 S extract bottle (amethyst, improved tool English ring lip finish)
F55-176 S medicine bottle (amethyst, improved tool collared ring lip finish, lip only)
F55-177 S chemical bottle (clear, machine made, patent lip finish, lip only, melted)
F55-178 S food jar (clear, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, polygon body, wide-

mouth, machine made threaded lip)
F55-179 S whiskey flask (amber, plain oval, approximately 2” x 3 ½” base, base embossed

“N/9”, base only, ideal style)
F55-180 S pickle/condiment jar (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, machine made, wide-

mouth, flared lip)
F55-181 S pickle/condiment jar (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, machine made, wide-

mouth, flared lip)
F55-182 S pickle/food jar (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, machine made, wide-mouth)
F55-183 S tumbler (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, press molded, 3-banded top

half, ribbed bottom half)
F55-184 S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter base, press molded, base only)
F55-185 S tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, press molded, rouletted rim 3-banded

body top half)
F55-186 S tumbler (clear, round, press molded, rouletted rim, rim only)
F55-187 S pitcher/serving bowl (clear, round, approximately 4” diameter base, press molded)
F55-188 S stemware (clear, round, 2” diameter base, wheel0engraved star burst design)
F55-189 S indeterminate vessel (clear, conceal ground top )[reminiscent of a Epergnes?]
F55-190 S stemware? (blue, base only)
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F55-191 S indeterminate vessel (green, pressed glass)
F55-192 S indeterminate vessel (aqua, round, string finished lip)
F55-193 S serving bowl (clear, round/oval, pressed glass)
F55-194 S vase? (purple, round/oval, scalloped edge, pressed glass)
F55-195 S indeterminate vessel (clear/lead, round, pressed glass)
F55-196 S serving bowl (milk glass, geometric pattern, oval scalloped edge, pressed glass)
F55-197 S serving bowl (milk glass, pressed, floral pattern)
F55-198 S lamp globe (milk glass, press molded, blow-over-mold)
F55-199 S lamp globe (milk glass, press molded)
F55-200 S lamp globe (milk glass, body only)
F55-201 P canning jar lid liners (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter)
F55-202 P canning jar lid liners (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter)
F55-203 P canning jar lid liners (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter)
F55-204 P canning jar lid liners (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter)
F55-205 P canning jar lid liners (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter)
F55-206 P canning jar lid liners (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter)
F55-207 S lamp chimney (clear, straight base, machine crimped rim)
F55-208 S lantern globe (clear, straight base, hand-crimped rim)
F55-209 P condiment bottle stopper (clear, 1” long, melted)
F55-210 S indeterminate tableware (clear, pressed glass, geometric pattern)
F55-211 no vessel assigned
F55-212 no vessel assigned
F55-213 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy

lip finish, unpontiled, at base embossed “12 FL. OZS.” Base embossed “3” pint
size, ideal style)

F55-214 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, at base embossed “12 FL. OZS.” Base embossed “B 13”
pint size, ideal style)

F55-215 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, at base embossed “12 FL. OZS.” Base embossed “5” pint
size, ideal style)

F55-216 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, at base embossed “12 FL. OZS.” Base embossed “9” pint
size, ideal style)

F55-217 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, at base embossed “12 FL. OZS.” Base embossed “9” pint
size, ideal style)

F55-218 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CONTENTS / 12 OUNCES” base embossed
“12 OUNCES” pint size, ideal style)

F55-219 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CONTENTS / 12 OUNCES” base embossed
“12 OUNCES” pint size, ideal style)

F55-220 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CONTENTS / 12 OUNCES” base embossed
“12 OUNCES” pint size, ideal style)
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F55-221 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled embossed “CONTENTS / 12 OUNCES” base embossed “12
OUNCES” pint size, ideal style)

F55-222 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ¼” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, front shoulder embossed “ONE PINT”, base embossed “17”,
ideal style)

F55-223 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ¼” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, front shoulder embossed “ONE PINT”, base embossed “7”,
ideal style)

F55-224 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 3/8” x 3 3/8” base 8 5/8” tall, machine
made, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “373” within
Owens-Illinois trademark diamond, pint sized, ideal style)

F55-225 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” diameter base, 8 1/8” tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, base embossed with large “I” and “s”)

F55-226 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 1/8” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed with large “I” and “s”)

F55-227 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 1/8” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed with large “I” and “s”)

F55-228 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 1/8” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed with large “I” and “s”)

F55-229 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 1/8” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, embossed “14 FL. OZ.,” base embossed “2”)

F55-230 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
fire polished, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, ideal style)

F55-231 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool brandy lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “2” ideal style)

F55-232 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ½” base, 8 1/8” tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “ONE PINT / 5A,” ideal style)

F55-233 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3 ¼” base, 7 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, fire polished, threaded lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, ideal style)

F55-234 P whiskey flask, (clear, elixir, 1 3/8” x 2 ¾” base, 6 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, ideal style)

F55-235 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-236 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-237 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-238 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)
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F55-239 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-240 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-241 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed at shoulder “HALF
PINT / FULL MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-242 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed at shoulder “HALF
PINT / FULL MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-243 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-244 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-245 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy lip,
unpontiled, embossed at shoulder “FULL ½ PINT,” base embossed “B 17,” ideal
style)

F55-246 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy lip,
unpontiled, embossed at shoulder “FULL ½ PINT,” base embossed “B 17,” ideal
style)

F55-247 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 ¾” base, 7” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, ball neck, unpontiled, embossed “7 FLD. OZS.” ideal style)

F55-248 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 ¾” base, 7” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, ball neck, unpontiled, embossed “7FLD. OZS.”,) IDEAL STYLE

F55-249 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 1/8” x 2 ¾” base, 7” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “FULL ½ PINT,” ideal style)

F55-250 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1” x 2 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, ideal style)

F55-251 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 1/8” x 2 ¾” base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “258,” ideal style)

F55-252 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1” x 2 3/8” base, 6 ½” tall, machine made,
straight brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “369” inside
Owens-Illinois trademark diamond, ideal style)

F55-253 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 2” x 4” base, 10 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
fire polished, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, embossed on front “FULL
QUART” inside a circle , ideal style)

F55-254 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¾” x 3 7/8” base, machine made, straight brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, base embossed “8”, ideal style)

F55-255 S medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 5/8” base, minimally 5” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, base
embossed “I” inside an Owens-Illinois trademark diamond, and “6”)
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F55-256 S whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, approximately 1 1/8” x 3” base, minimally 6
½” tall, machine made, brandy lip finish, base embossed “369” in an Owens-
Illinois trademark diamond, ideal style)

F55-257 S whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 3/8” x 3” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
fire polished, brandy lip finish, base embossed “I”, ideal style)

F55-258 S whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 3/8” x 3” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
fire polished, brandy lip finish, base embossed “I”, ideal style)

F55-259 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CONTENTS / 12 OUNCES” base embossed
“12 OUNCES” pint size, ideal style)

F55-260 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, minimally 7” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, base embossed “I” with a 4 inside
the “I”, unpontiled, ideal style)

F55-261 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CONTENTS / 12 OUNCES” base embossed
“12 OUNCES” pint size, ideal style)

F55-262 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 8”tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CONTENTS / 12 OUNCES” base embossed
“12 OUNCES” pint size, ideal style)

F55-263 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, minimally 7” tall, machine made, fire
polished, brandy lip finish, base embossed “I” with a 4 inside the “I”, unpontiled,
ideal style)

F55-264 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, fire
polished brandy lip finish, base embossed “FULL ½ PINT”, ideal style)

F55-265 S whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1” x 2 3/8” base, 6 ½” tall, machine made,
straight brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “369” inside
Owens-Illinois trademark diamond, ideal style)

F55-266 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 3” base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy lip,
unpontiled, embossed at shoulder “FULL ½ PINT,” base embossed “B 17,” ideal
style)

F55-267 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ¼” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, front shoulder embossed “ONE PINT”, base embossed “17”,
ideal style)

F55-268 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-269 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed “1”, pint size, ideal style)

F55-270 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed “1”, pint size, ideal style)

F55-271 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed “1”, pint size, ideal style)

F55-272 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed at shoulder “HALF
PINT / FULL MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)
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F55-273 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, approximately 1” x 2 ½” base, machine made, ideal
style)

F55-274 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, approximately, 1” x 3” base, fire polished threaded lip
finish, base embossed “12 OUNC[ES]”, ideal style)

F55-275 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, embossed “PINT/FULL MEASURE”, base embossed “2”, unpontiled,
ideal style)

F55-276 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-277 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ½” base, 8 1/8” tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “ONE PINT / 5A,” ideal style)

F55-278 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, embossed “PINT/FULL MEASURE”, base embossed “2”, unpontiled,
ideal style)

F55-279 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, embossed “PINT/FULL MEASURE”, base embossed “2”, unpontiled,
ideal style)

F55-280 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed “1”, pint size, ideal style)

F55-281 P whiskey flask, (clear, elixir, 1 3/8” x 2 ¾” base, 6 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, ideal style)

F55-282 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, base embossed “1”, pint size, ideal style)

F55-283 P whiskey flask (amber, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ¼” base, 8 ¼” tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “R / 78”, ideal style)

F55-284 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 ¾” base, 10 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“PFEIFFER CHEMICAL CO. / PHILADELPHIA / 8 ST. LOUIS.”)

F55-285 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 12” tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, swirl relief around shoulder, unpontiled, base embossed “B”)

F55-286 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 11” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, base embossed with stylized “N”)

F55-287 P liquor bottle 9clear, round 3 ¼” diameter base, 12” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “ONE QUART”, base embossed “ONE FULL
QUART / CAPACITY”, and “5” inside an Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-288 P beer bottle (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “SEIPP’S / CHICAGO / CONTENTS 12 FLUID
OUNCES 18 S J”, base embossed “PROPERTY OF / THE CONRAD SEIPP /
BRG. CO.”)

F55-289 P beer bottle (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “SEIPP’S / CHICAGO / CONTENTS 12 FLUID
OUNCES 18 S J”, base embossed “PROPERTY OF / THE CONRAD SEIPP /
BRG. CO.”)

F55-290 P beer bottle (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “SEIPP’S / CHICAGO / CONTENTS 12 FLUID
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OUNCES 18 S J”, base embossed “PROPERTY OF / THE CONRAD SEIPP /
BRG. CO.”)

F55-291 P beer bottle (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “SEIPP’S / CHICAGO / CONTENTS 12 FLUID
OUNCES 18 S J”, base embossed “PROPERTY OF / THE CONRAD SEIPP /
BRG. CO.”)

F55-292 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “1000”)

F55-293 P soda? bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, machine made, crown
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “H. W. DRESCH / SPRINGFIELD / ILL. / 7 ½
FLD OZ. // THIS BOTTLE NOT TO BE SOLD / 17 S 2”)

F55-294 P soda? bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, machine made, crown
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “H. W. DRESCH / SPRINGFIELD / ILL. / 7 ½
FLD OZ. // THIS BOTTLE NOT TO BE SOLD / 17 S 2”)

F55-295 P soda? bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, approximately 7 ½” tall, machine
made, unpontiled, embossed “THIS BOTTLE MUST BE RETURNED / TO /
JOHN HALL / SPRINGFIELD, ILLS. / 8 OZ.”)

F55-296 P soda? bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8 1/8” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, unpontiled, embossed “CAPITAL CITY / IHLENFELDT / & JURGENS /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. // BOTTLING WORKS”)

F55-297 S soda/beer/water bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, minimally 10” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed
“ROOT”)

F55-298 S soda/beer/water bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, minimally 10” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed
“ROOT”)

F55-299 P medicine bottle (clear, plain oval, 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” base, 6 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool collared ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “SELL
& COE / DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD ILL”, base embossed “C. L. G. CO.”)

F55-300 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled ideal, 1 ¼” x 2” base, 5 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, unpontiled, graduated numbers
embossed down side of bottle stylized ounces aside Roman numeral three with
graduated markings for cubic centimeters with Roman numerals “IV” at top of
bottle)

F55-301 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1” x 1 ½” base, 4 ¾” tall, machine made,
collared ring lip finish, unpontiled, graduated numbers embossed down sides of
bottle stylized ounce aside Roman numeral three with graduated markings for
cubic centimeters, embossed “QUALITY / PURITY”, base embossed “BLUE
RIBBON”)

F55-302 S canning jar (clear, round, 3 piece plate, bottom mold)
F55-303 S soda/water bottle 9clear, round, machine made, crown lip finish)
F55-304 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, approximately 1 ¼” x 2” base, minimally

4 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled,
embossed “UNCLE SAM’S NERVE & / BONE LINIMENT”)

F55-305 S medicine bottle (clear, French square or Blake Variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
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F55-306 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 1/8” square base, 4 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “W.
EDWARDS & SONS // ROCHE’S // EMBROCATION / FOR THE // HOOPING
COUGH”)

F55-307 S medicine bottle (clear, prescription lip finish, lip only)
F55-308 S soda/beer bottle (clear, machine made, crown lip finish, lip only)
F55-309 P chemical bottle (cobalt blue, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, wide-mouth, unpontiled)
F55-310 P condiment bottle (clear, 8-sided, 2 5/8” diameter base, 10 ½” tall, machine made,

threaded lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F”)[catsup?]
F55-311 P condiment bottle (clear, 8-sided, 2 1/4” diameter base, 8 ¾” tall, machine made,

threaded lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F”)[catsup?]
F55-312 P condiment bottle (clear, 8-sided, 2 5/8” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, machine made,

crown lip finish, unpontiled)[catsup]
F55-313 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, machine made, threaded

lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “F”)[catsup]
F55-314 P condiment bottle 9aqua, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 7” tall, machine made, triple

ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “DURKEE’S / CHALLENGE SAUCE”,
base embossed “C”)

F55-315 P condiment bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” square base, 5” tall, tapered body,
Godfrey cordial shape, machine made, bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“G94” within Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-316 S condiment bottle (clear, round machine made, threaded lip finish, lip and neck
only)[catsup]

F55-317 P food jar (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6”tall, machine made, threaded lip,
wide-mouth lip finish, unpontiled)[meat?]

F55-318 P food/condiment jar (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 1/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, threaded lip, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, Cathedral Gothic shape base
embossed “744” in an Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-319 P food/condiment jar (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 1/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, threaded lip, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, Cathedral Gothic shape base
embossed “744” within Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-320 P food/condiment jar (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 1/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, threaded lip, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, Cathedral Gothic shape, base
embossed “744” within Owen-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-321 P food/condiment jar (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 1/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, threaded lip, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, Cathedral Gothic shape base
embossed “744” within Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-322 P chemical/polenta? Jar (aqua, French aquare, 1 5/8” square base, 4 ¼” tall,
machine made, bead lip , wide-mouthed, unpontiled, embossed “3 ½ FLD OZS.”,
base embossed “888” within an Owen-Illinois trademark diamond / “7”)

F55-323 P food/condiment jar (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 1/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, threaded lip, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, Cathedral Gothic shape, base
embossed “744” within Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)
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F55-324 P food/condiment jar (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 1/8” base, 6” tall, machine
made, threaded lip, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, Cathedral Gothic shape, base
embossed “744” in an Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-325 S small jar (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, machine made, wide-mouthed)
F55-327 P salve jar (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, machine made, threaded lip,

wide-mouthed, embossed “TRADE MARK / VASELINE / CHESEBROUGH /
NEW-YORK”)

F55-328 S salve jar (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, machine made, threaded lip,
wide-mouthed, embossed “TRADE MARK / VASELINE / CHESEBROUGH /
NEW-YORK”)

F55-329 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 ¼” base, minimally 3” tall,
machine made, unpontiled, embossed “C. DAMS CHINSKY / LIQUID HAIR
DYE / NEW YORK”)

F55-330 P medicine/chemical bottle (amber, round, 1” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, machine
made, bead lip, unpontiled, embossed “BROWNATONE / KENTON PHARM
CO. / COVINGTON, KY.” Owens-Illinois trademark diamond on base)

F55-331 P medicine/chemical bottle (amber, round, 1” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, machine
made, bead lip, unpontiled, embossed “BROWNATONE / KENTON PHARM
CO. / COVINGTON, KY.” Owens-Illinois trademark diamond on base)

F55-332 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, molded)
F55-333 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, molded)
F55-334 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, molded)
F55-335 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, molded)
F55-336 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, molded)
F55-337 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, molded)
F55-338 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, molded)
F55-339 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 5” tall, molded)
F55-340 P vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, machine made, unpontiled, base

embossed “C”)
F55-341 P medicine bottle/vial (clear, round, ¾” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made,

bead lip, ball neck, paneled sides, unpontiled, base embossed “240”)
F55-342 P polish bottle (clear, round 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, machine made, bead lip,

wide-mouthed, ball neck, unpontiled)
F55-343 P salve jar (milk glass, Hopkins square, 2” square base, 2 3/8” tall, machine made,

threaded lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, embossed “POND’S” on 2 sides)
F55-344 P stopper (clear, 1” long)
F55-345 P stopper (clear, 1” long)
F55-346 P stopper (clear, 1” long)
F55-347 P stopper (clear, 1” long)
F55-348 P stopper (aqua 1” long)
F55-349 P lamp reservoir (clear, paneled sides, 4” tall, 5 ¼” diameter, molded)
F55-350 S canning jar (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter rim, minimally 7” tall, machine made,

threaded lip, embossed “…OOT / …MASON”)
F55-351 S canning jar (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter rim, minimally 7” tall, machine made,

threaded lip)
F55-352 P canning jar lid liner (milk glass, 2 ½” diameter)
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F55-353 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, 12-sided, 2” diameter base, 5” tall, molded, paneled
sides, base embossed “S”)

F55-354 P jelly glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, molded, unpontiled)
F55-355 S jelly glass (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter base, unpontiled)
F55-356 P cruet (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, minimally 2”tall, unpontiled, base only)
F55-357 P tumbler (clear, round, 3 ¾” diameter rim, press molded, sunburst design,

geometric design)
F55-358 S tumbler (clear, round, pressed glass, geometric design)
F55-359 S serving bowl (clear, round, pressed glass, geometric design)
F55-360 S tumbler (clear, round, pressed glass, geometric design)
F55-361 S lamp chimney (clear, approximately 3” diameter base, straight base, machine

crimped rim)
F55-362 S lamp chimney (clear, approximately 3” diameter base, straight base, machine

uncrimped rolled rim)
F55-363 no vessel assigned
F55-364 no vessel assigned
F55-365 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-366 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-367 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-368 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-369 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-370 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-371 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-372 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 1/8”x2 ¾” base, 7 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “ FULL ½
PINT” highly stylized lettering, ideal style)

F55-373 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy,1” x 2 ½” base, 6 1/4” tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “CONTENTS / 6 OUNCES”, base
embossed “6 OUNCES”, ideal style

F55-374 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1” x 2 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed, “7 FL. OZS.”, base embossed “B1”, ideal
style)
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F55-375 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy 1 1/8” x 2 ½” base, 7 “ tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, unpontiled, ideal style)

F55-376 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy 1 1/8” x 2 ½” base, 7 “ tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, unpontiled, ideal style, Owens-Illinois trademark diamond on
base)

F55-377 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy 1 1/8” x 2 ½” base, 7 “ tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, unpontiled, ideal style, Owens-Illinois trademark diamond on
base)

F55-378 P whiskey flask, (clear, elixir, 1 3/8” x 2 ¾” base, 6 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, ideal style)

F55-379 P whiskey flask, (clear, elixir, 1 3/8” x 2 ¾” base, 6 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, ideal style)

F55-380 P whiskey flask, (clear, elixir, 1 3/8” x 2 ¾” base, 6 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, ideal style)

F55-381 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed at shoulder “HALF
PINT / FULL MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-382 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 “ tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
fire polished brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “12 FL. OZ.”, ideal style,
pint size)

F55-383 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1” x 2 5/8” base, 7 ¾” tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, base embossed “PIX”, coffin style)

F55-384 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, ¾” x 1 ¾” base, 4 “ tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, embossed “1/10 PINT”, base embossed “B”, unpontiled, ideal style)

F55-385 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3 ¼” base ,minimally 9 “ tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, base embossed “PIX”, unpontiled,
ideal style, quart size)

F55-386 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, embossed “ONE HALF PINT”, base embossed “FULL ½ PINT”, ideal
style)

F55-387 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, embossed “REISCH / BEER / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”, base embossed “R”)

F55-388 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, base embossed “ROOT”)

F55-389 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, base embossed “ROOT”)

F55-390 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, base embossed “ROOT”)

F55-391 P beer bottle (amber, round, 2 1/4” diameter base, 9 ¾” tall, machine made, crown
lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “7”)

F55-392 P soda? bottle (aqua, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, machine made, crown
lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “H. W. DRESCH / SPRINGFIELD / ILL. / 7 ½
FLD OZ. // THIS BOTTLE NOT TO BE SOLD / 17 S 2”)
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F55-393 P soda/water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blob top lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “F. X. REISCH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. // 3 S AB CO” base embossed “R”)

F55-394 P medicine bottle (clear, excelsior, 1 ½” x 2” diameter base, 5 5/8” tall, machine
made, double ring lip, unpontiled, embossed graduated numbers for cubic
centimeters down sides of bottle, base embossed “C”)

F55-395 P whiskey flask (clear, monarch or Erie oval, 1 3/8” x 2 ½” base, 7” tall, machine
made, ball neck, Owen’s scar, embossed “1/2 PINT / FULL MEASURE” base
embossed “DESIGN PATENTED / PAT. AUG. 9 1898”, Ideal style)

F55-396 P medicine bottle (clear, clamshell, 1 ½” x 2 ½” base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed graduated numbers
down sides of bottle with stylized ounce aside Roman numeral three with
graduated markings for cubic centimeters)

F55-397 P medicine bottle (clear, beveled ideal, 1” x 1 ½” base, 4 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool lip finish, embossed graduated numbers down sides
of bottle with stylized ounce aside Roman numeral three with graduated markings
for cubic centimeters)

F55-398 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 3/8” x 2 5/8” diameter base, minimally
6” tall, paneled sides, unpontiled)

F55-399 P pickle/condiment jar (aqua, French square, 2” square base, 7 3/8” tall, machine
made, threaded lip finish, wide-mouthed, ball neck, paneled sides, Gothic stylized
Cathedral shape, unpontiled, embossed “891” within Owens-Illinois trademark
diamond)

F55-400 P pickle/condiment jar (aqua, excelsior, 1 5/8” x 2 ¼” diameter base, 5 ¼” tall,
machine made, threaded lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, Gothic stylized
Cathedral shape, base embossed “433” within Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-401 P polish jar (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, machine made, ball neck,
bead lip, neck embossed “3 FLUID OUNCES”)

F55-402 P polish jar (clear, round, 1 3/4” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, machine made, ball neck,
bead lip, neck embossed “2 1/2 FLUID OUNCES”)

F55-403 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made, wide-
mouthed, base embossed “N. Y. Q. / & C. W. L’D. / F)

F55-404 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made, wide-
mouthed, base embossed “N. Y. Q. / & C. W. L’D.) [New York Quinine and
Chemical Works, Limited, Brooklyn, New York. Bottles with this mark date
from circa 1890-1920 period.]

F55-405 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made, wide-
mouthed, base embossed “N. Y. Q. / & C. W. L. D.)

F55-406 P pill bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made, wide-
mouthed, base embossed “N. Y. Q. / & C. W. L. D.)

F55-407 P pill bottle (amber, 12-sided, 1” diameter base, 1 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool bead lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled)

F55-408 P pill bottle/vial (clear, 8-sided, ¾” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
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F55-409 P medicine/chemical bottle (amber, round, 1” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, machine
made, bead lip, unpontiled, embossed “BROWNATONE / KENTON PHARM
CO. / COVINGTON, KY.” Owens-Illinois trademark diamond on base)

F55-410 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, machine made, threaded
lip, embossed “BALL / MASON”)

F44-411 P canning jar ( aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, minimally 5 ½” tall, machine
made)

F55-412 P canning jar (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, minimally6 ½” tall, machine made)
F55-413 P canning jar (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, minimally6 ½” tall, machine made)
F55-414 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-415 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-416 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy 1 1/8” x 2 ½” base, 7 “ tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, unpontiled, ideal style)

F55-417 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 ¼” x 3” base, fire polished lip finish, base
embossed “HALF PINT / 98” ideal style)

F55-418 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-419 S beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, base embossed “ROOT”)

F55-420 S beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, base embossed “ROOT”)

F55-421 S beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, crown lip
finish, embossed “REISCH / BEER / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”, base embossed “R”)

F55-412 S canning jar (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, minimally6 ½” tall, machine made)
F55-423 S pickle/condiment jar (clear, round, approximately 2 ¼” diameter base, machine

made)
F55-424 S beer bottle (amber, round, 2 1/4” diameter base, 9 ¾” tall, machine made, crown

lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “7”)
F55-425 S medicine bottle (amber, French square or Blake Variant 1, paneled sides)
F55-426 S chemical bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish, lip only)
F55-427 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, excelsior, approximately 1 5/8” x 2 ¼” diameter

base, improved tool patent lip finish)
F55-428 S extract bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, ball neck)
F55-429 S extract bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, ball neck)
F55-430 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish, lip only)
F55-431 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, lip only)
F55-432 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 5/8” tall, press molded,

ribbed exterior at base)
F55-433 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, minimally 2 ½” tall, press

molded, fluted exterior at base)
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F55-434 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, press molded,
banded exterior)

F55-435 S tumbler/drinking glass (clear, 12-sided, 2” diameter base, 5” tall, molded, paneled
sides, base embossed “S”)

F55-436 S jelly glass/tumbler (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, press molded)
F55-437 S tumbler (clear, round, rim only)
F55-438 P water glass/stemware (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 5 ½” tall, press molded,

banded exterior, heavy)
F55-439 S tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, press molded, sunburst design on base)
F55-440 S medicine bottle (aqua, French square or Blake Variant 1)
F55-441 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, machine made, fire

polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-442 S nursing bottle? (clear, plain oval, embossed graduated volume markings, base
embossed “W T & CO.”)

F55-443 S whiskey flask (clear, elixir, base only)
F55-444 S whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1” x 2 ½” base, 6 ½” tall, machine made,

brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed, “7 FL. OZS.”, base embossed “B1”, ideal
style)

F55-445 P lamp chimney (clear, hand crimped rim, 2 ½” diameter rim)
F55-446 P lamp chimney (clear, machine crimped rim, 2 ½” diameter rim)
F55-447 S lamp chimney (clear, machine crimped rim)
F55-448 S lamp chimney (clear machine crimped rim)
F55-449 S lamp/globe chimney (clear, ground rim, quite thick )
F55-450 P salt shaker (clear, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, minimally 2 ½” tall, egg-shaped

body, press molded)
F55-451 P pitcher (clear, oval, 1 ¼” x 2 ½” diameter base, 2 3/8” x 3 7/8” diameter rim, 2 ¾”

tall, press molded, handled, sunburst design on base)
F55-452 P serving bowl (clear, oval, 3-4” x 5-6” 2 ¾” tall, press molded, wheel-engraved

floral design)
F55-453 S serving bowl/compote (clear, round press molded, floral/thistle motif)
F55-454 S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter base, ground exterior, base

only)
F55-455 S fuel bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base)
F55-456 S serving bowl lid? (clear, round, approximately 9” diameter, press molded)
F55-457 S indeterminate vessel (clear, press molded floral and sun design)
F55-458 S lidded bowl/pitcher (Kelly green, press molded floral design)
F55-459 S pitcher/vase (citron, press molded)
F55-460 S ink bottle (clear, round base, 2” diameter base, ink like substance in base)
F55-461 S salve jar (milk glass)
F55-462 P bric-a-brac (milk glass, 1 ¼” x 4 ¼” sole, 2 ¼” tall, press molded, in shape of

child’s shoe)
F55-463 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square or Blake Variant 1, improved tool

prescription lip finish)
F55-464 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, press molded,

fluted interior, rouletted rim)
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F55-465 P small tumbler/shot glass (clear/lead, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, fluted
exterior at base, flutes ground)

F55-466 S chemical bottle? (aqua, improved tool lip finish, lip only)
F55-467 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

fire polished, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, ideal style)
F55-468 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

fire polished, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, ideal style)
F55-469 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

fire polished, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, ideal style)
F55-470 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

fire polished, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, ideal style)
F55-471 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ½” x 3” base, 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

fire polished, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, ideal style)
F55-472 P whiskey bottle (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 11 ¾” tall, machine made, brandy

lip, fluted on neck and shoulder with a stylized “3K” symbol embossed on body,
also embossed “HARVARD RYE”)

F55-473 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 12” tall, machine made, brandy
lip finish, swirl relief around shoulder, unpontiled, base embossed “B”)

F55-474 P medicine bottle (clear, slender handy, ¾” x 2” base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool non standard lip finish, paneled front, unpontiled, embossed
“HANDMED CO. / PHILADELPHIA”, ideal style)

F55-475 P liquor bottle (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 11” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, unpontiled, base embossed with stylized “N”)

F55-476 P food/preserve jar (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 6 1/8” tall, machine made,
threaded lip, tapered body)

F55-477 P milk bottle (clear, round, 2 “ diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, machine made)
F55-478 P milk bottle (clear, round, 2 “ diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, machine made)
F55-479 P food/condiment jar (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¾” x 2 1/8” base, 6” tall, machine

made, threaded lip, wide-mouthed, unpontiled, Cathedral Gothic shape base
embossed “744” in an Owens-Illinois trademark diamond)

F55-480 P liquor bottle (clear, round 1 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” tall, machine made, long
neck, bulbous body, embossed “DAVID NICHOLSON / ST LOUIS”) [small,
individual serving bourbon bottle, or liquid yeast product identified as “Liquid
Bread”?]

F55-481 P ink well (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, machine made, base embossed
“SANFORD’S / 39 / 11”)

F55-482 P perfume bottle? (clear, 10-sided, dip mold, 1” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, improved
tool patent lip finish, tapered body)

F55-483 P chemical bottle (amber, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F55-484 P pill bottle (amber, 12-sided, 1” diameter base, 1 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool bead lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled)

F55-485 P pill bottle (amber, 12-sided, 1” diameter base, 1 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool bead lip finish, wide-mouthed, unpontiled)
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F55-486 P food jar (milk glass, round, 1 ¾” diameter rim, 2 1/8” tall, machine made,
embossed “ARMOUR & CO. / PACKERS / CHICAGO”)[processed meat
product]

F55-487 S serving bowl lid? (clear, press molded)
F55-488 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1 3/8” x 3 3/8” base 8 5/8” tall, machine

made, brandy lip finish, ball neck, unpontiled, base embossed “PINT / FULL
MEASURE”, pint sized, ideal style)

F55-489 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 3/8” x 3 1/8” diameter base, 8 ¾” tall, machine
made, brandy lip, embossed “14 FLD. OZS.”, ideal style)

F55-490 P whiskey flask (clear, monarch or erie oval, 1 5/8” x 2 ¾” diameter base, 8 ¼” tall,
fire polished brandy lip finish, coffin style)

F55-491 P whiskey flask (clear, slender handy, 1” x 2 5/8” base, 7” tall, machine made,
brandy lip finish, base embossed “PIX”, coffin style)

F55-492 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, improved
tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “1000”)

F55-493 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, improved
tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “1000”)

F55-494 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, machine made, improved
tool crown lip finish, unpontiled, base embossed “1000”)

F55-495 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir, 1 ¼” x 2 7/8” base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, fire polished, brandy lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “HALF PINT / FULL
MEASURE” at base, embossed “2”, ideal style)

F55-496 P food jar (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 5” tall, machine made, base embossed
“D. B. MFG. CO. / 2”)

F55-497 P salt shaker (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, press molded)
F55-498 not assigned
F55-499 S waster bowl? (decal decorated, floral/rose pattern, whiteware, 5 5/8” diameter

rim, 3 ½” tall, 2 7/8” diameter base, {illegible but suspected to be Homer
Laughlin backstamp})

Feature 56
F56-1 S cup (painted, monochrome, blue, oriental, floral pattern, over glaze, porcelain,

approximately 3” diameter rim, 2½” tall, Chinese tea bowl shape, hard paste
oriental porcelain)

F56-2 S cup (transfer print, brown, over glaze, hand painted highlights, ironstone, 3”
diameter rim)

F56-3 S mug (Rockingham glazed, yellowware, approximately 3” diameter rim)
F56-4 P saucer (relief decorated, ironstone, 6” diameter, scalloped rim, back stamp

“ROYAL / SEMI-PORCELAIN / JOHNSON BR[OTHERS?] / ENGLAN[D]”
with crown)

F56-5 S cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware)
F56-6 S small plate (transfer print, brown, Indus pattern whiteware, scalloped edge,

burned)
F56-7 P waster bowl (undecorated, whiteware, 5¼” diameter rim, 3 3/8” tall)
F56-8 S serving bowl (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter rim, internal shelf for lid)
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F56-9 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped? Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded,
approximately 6” diameter rim)

F56-10 S serving bowl (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter base, 9” diameter rim)
F56-11 S plate (relief decorated, Lily shape pattern, ironstone, 9” diameter rim)
F56-12 P saucer (transfer print, blue/gray, relief decorated, gilded, whiteware, 5” diameter

rim, black back stamp)
F56-13 P chamber pot (undecorated, ironstone, 10” diameter rim, 5½” tall, handled)
F56-14 S small plate (undecorated, ironstone, 8’ diameter, with black back stamp “T. & R.

BOOTE. / RO[YAL] PATENT / I[R]ONSTONE.” with dog)
F56-15 S soup plate? (gilded, lined rim, ironstone, 7” diameter rim)
F56-16 P small plate (transfer print, brown over glaze, gilded, painted highlights, porcelain,

6” diameter)
F56-17 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, approximately 4” diameter)
F56-18 P saucer (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 6” diameter)
F56-19 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3½” diameter)
F56-20 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 5½” diameter)
F56-21 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F56-22 S cup? (transfer print, blue/gray, whiteware, base only)
F56-23 S serving bowl? (undecorated, yellowware, jigger molded)
F56-24 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1” x 1”, 3 7/8” tall, improved tool

prescription lip finish, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed “BOERICK &
TAFEL”)

F56-25 P ink bottle (aqua, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, 2 7/8” diameter, minimally
6½’ tall, without neck/lip, ringed base and top, embossed “HALLEY INK CO)

F56-26 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir base, 1½” x 3 1/8”, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool brandy lip finish, fire polished, Coffin shape, pint size, 7 5/8” tall)

F56-27 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter, improved tool patent lip finish,
neck only)

F56-28 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, improved tool brandy lip finish, neck only)
F56-29 S indeterminate tableware (clear, press molded, geometric pattern with

swag/garland)
F56-30 S serving bowl? (clear/lead, press molded, ribbed)
F56-31 P lamp chimney (clear, hand crimped rim, no base, 2¾” diameter rim)
F56-32 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, geometric pattern)
F56-33 S medicine bottle (aqua, rectangular embossed panel “…CRATH…” body sherd

only)
F56-34 S chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 3 piece plate bottom mold, bluing style bottle, body

only)
F56-35 P compote/lamp? (clear, press molded 2 piece construction probably lamp, 5”

diameter base, 5¾” tall to reservoir or to “bowl”)
F56-36 P nursing bottle (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, oval, 1¾” x 3”, embossed body

“THREE STAR / NURSER” with three stars in circular panel, embossed base
“PAT …1? 1894? / WT & CO / A / USA.” with graduated capacity marks in
ounces on opposite side, lip finish missing)

F56-37 P ink bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter, pyramidal, 2 3/8” tall, improved tool bead
lip finish)
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F56-38 P medicine bottle (clear, Golden oval, 3 piece plate bottom mold, 7/8” x 1½” x 3½"
tall, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-39 P whiskey flask (clear, elixir base, 1½” x 3 1/8”, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool brandy lip finish, fire polished, Coffin shape, pint size, 7 5/8” tall)

F56-40 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½ diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool blop top lip finish, embossed panel “M. A. FISHER /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL” and “F” on base)

F56-41 P salve jar/pill bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 1½” tall, Ricketts mold, improved
tool patent lip finish)

F56-42 P salve jar/pill bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 1½” tall, Ricketts mold, improved
tool patent lip finish)

F56-43 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” x 2¼”, 5¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-44 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 3/8” x 2 1/8”, 4 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-45 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, ¾” x 1 1/8”, 2¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-46 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½ diameter base, approximately
7” tall, improved tool ring lip finish, tapered body, embossed near base “H.
WICHERT / CHICAGO”)

F56-47 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” x 2¼”, 5¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-48 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” x 2¼”, 5¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-49 P medicine/pill bottle (clear, round, 1¼” diameter base, 3” tall, improved tool bead
lip finish, 3 piece plate bottom mold, with contents)

F56-50 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, unknown diameter, approximately 1
1/8” x 2” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-51 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom mold, 1” x 1½”
unknown height, base embossed with “S” in diamond, improved tool prescription
lip finish, approximately 4 3/8” tall)

F56-52 P medicine bottle (clear Blake Variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom mold, 1” x 1½”
unknown height, base embossed with “S” in diamond, improved tool prescription
lip finish, 4 3/8” tall)

F56-53 S medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, unknown height, approximately 1½” x
2¼” base, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-54 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1” x 2” base, unknown height, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, base only, Picnic style)

F56-55 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, Philadelphia oval,
1½” x approximately 2½” unknown height, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F56-56 P salve jar/pill bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 1½” tall, Ricketts mold, improved
tool patent lip finish)

F56-57 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1½” x 2½”, unknown height, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool double bead lip finish, Picnic style, pint size)

F56-58 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, hand crimped rim, 2½” diameter rim)
F56-59 P lamp chimney (clear, straight base, hand crimped rim, 2½” diameter rim)
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F56-60 S indeterminate hollowware vessel (clear, lamp globe or reservoir?)
F56-61 P scent bottle (clear, square, 5/8” x 5/8”, 1 5/8” tall, molded)
F56-62 P food jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 5¼” tall, Ricketts mold, improved tool

bead lip finish, embossed base “C. S. & CO / 189”)
F56-63 P salve jar/pill bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter, 1½” tall, Ricketts mold, improved

tool patent lip finish)
F56-64 S small serving footed bowl (clear, press molded, approximately 4” diameter rim)
F56-65 P medicine bottle (clear, clam shell base, 1 5/8” x 2½” 5 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “HENNINGER &
GORDON / THE DRUGGISTS / HAVANA, ILL” on front panel, and “M /
PAT’D MAY 15, 88 / D. F. & CO”) [Toulouse 1972:160; maker unknown, ca.
1890-1900)

F56-66 P indeterminate vessel (clear/lead, press molded, geometric design, 3 1/8” diameter
base, pyramidal shape, unknown height, possible ink well/bottle?)

Feature 57
F57-1 S saucer (decal decorated, ironstone)
F57-2 S hollowware (relief decorated, colored glazed, distinctive body sherd only,

Majolica) [possibly same vessel as F69-1]
F57-3 P plate (undecorated, ironstone, 9” diameter rim, back stamp “ROYAL

IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND” with British coat of
arms)

F57-4 S plate (undecorated, ironstone0
F57-5 P perfume? Bottle (clear, 10 sided, polygonal, 1” wide base, 4¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, paneled/fluted, embossed
“SANTAL DE MIDY // PARIS” on sides)

F57-6 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, ball/spool neck,
melted)

F57-7 S stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter base)

Feature 58
F58-1 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “J. & G. ME[AKIN] /

ENG[LAND]”)
F58-2 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F58-3 S small plate (relief decorated, scalloped edge, ironstone)
F58-4 S small serving bowl (multi colored glaze, buff paste, majolica)
F58-5 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F58-6 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “ROGERS BROS. /

ENGLAND”)
F58-7 S mixing bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, earthenware, jigger molded)
F58-8 S jar (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, earthernware, 1-gallon size)
F58-9 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F58-10 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F58-11 S plate (relief decorated, lily shape pattern, whiteware)
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F58-12 S cup (undecorated?, porcelain, handled)
F58-13 S flower pot (undecorated, red paste earthernware, hand turned)
F58-14 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F58-15 P large pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone)
F58-16 S saucer (transfer print, brown, Indus pattern, whiteware)
F58-17 S cup (hand painted, over glaze, porcelain)
F58-18 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, handled)
F58-19 S chamber pot (undecorated?, yellowware, beaded handle, small child’s size)
F58-20 P egg cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2 1/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” diameter rim, 3

7/8” tall)
F58-21 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 4½” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F58-22 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 2 3/8” tall, 3 5/8” diameter, handled)
F58-23 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6¼” diameter, back stamp “STONE

PORCELAIN / J. M. & Co.” with eagle and shield motif)
F58-24 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 8¾” by 12½”,

impressed oval mark, illegible)
F58-25 P serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 7” by approximate 10” diameter,

back stamp “ROYAL / STONE CHINA/ MADDOCK & CO. / BURSLEM
ENGLAND / TRADE MARK”)

F58-26 P soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 10” diameter, back stamp “PARISIAN
PORCELAIN / HENRY ALCOCK & Co.” with crest and impressed “PG” and
“94”)

F58-27 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
F58-28 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximate 8½” diameter)
F58-29 P plate (undecorated, ironstone, 9” diameter, back stamp “ALFRED MEAKIN /

TUNSTALL, ENGLAND”)
F58-30 P mixing bowl (salt glazed/Albany glazed, earthernware, jigger molded, 6” diameter

base, 9” diameter rim, 3¾” tall)
F58-31 P mixing bowl (salt glazed/Peoria-glazed, stoneware)
F58-32 P chamber pot (hand painted, green lined body, whiteware, 5 5/8” diameter base, 8

7/8” diameter rim, 5 3/8” tall, back stamp “ETRURIA / STONE CHINA”)
F58-33 S cup (hand painted, brown tea, whiteware)
F58-34 S saucer (hand painted, gilded, lined rim, porcelain)
F58-35 S soap dish? (undecorated, porcelain, oval, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F58-36a P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 4¾” diameter rim, 2 5/8” diameter base, 1” tall,

F58-36b back stamp “ROYAL STONE CHINA / WEDGWOOD &
CO.”)

F58-37 S jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F58-38 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “PORCELAINE OPAQUE /

BRIDGWOOD & SON” with coat of arms identical to that of F58-26, impressed
circular mark partially legible with “PG” in center)

F58-39 S serving bowl/tray (undecorated, ironstone)
F58-40 S plate (transfer print, brown, Indus pattern, whiteware)
F58-41 P chamber pot (relief decorated, arched panels, whiteware)
F58-42 S food jar (clear, round, approximate 2½” diameter base, blow-over mold, ground

lip finish)
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F58-43 S tumbler (clear, straight fluted)
F58-44 S chemical bottle (aqua, paneled, embossed “GILLET[E] / [CHE]MICAL / [CO] /

[C]HICA[GO]”)
F58-45 P lotion bottle (aqua, oval, 1½” by 2¼” base, straight fluted, embossed “1846” on

bottom) [Pond’s bottle]
F58-46 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
F58-47 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3¼” diameter base, 6” tall, 3¼” diameter rim,

press molded, one piece construction, bulbous stem)
F58-48 P whiskey flask (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¼” by 2¼” base, 6¼” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, blow-over mold, fire polished lip finish, one-half pint size, Coffin
style)

F58-49 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 1/16” by 1 11/16” base, 5½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, double oil/mineral lip finish, Picnic style)

F58-50 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 3-piece plate bottom mold, improved tool
Patent lip finish)

F58-51 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter base, approximate 10” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, applied tool ring/oil lip finish, embossed “N” in star on
bottom)

F58-52 P lamp chimney (clear, oval, 1 5/8” by 2 5/8” base, approximate 6” tall, 1¾” by
1½” top, top and bottom blow-over mold and ground)

F58-53 S tumbler (clear, interior straight fluted to rim)
F58-54 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1¼” square, 4” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F58-55 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1¼” by 2” base, 4½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool Patent lip finish)
F58-56 P medicine bottle (amber, French Square, 5/8” square base, 2 1/8” tall, improved

tool Prescription lip finish)
F58-57 P wine glass/stemware (clear, press molded, one piece construction, straight plain

stem, wheel engraved bands at rim) [same design as vessel 58]
F58-58 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 6½” tall, press molded, one

piece construction, straight plain stem, wheel engraved bands at rim)
F58-59 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3 5/8” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, press molded,

one piece construction, bulbous stem)
F58-60 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 5¾” tall, press molded,

fluted base and body, embossed raised “dot” pattern)
F58-61 P jelly glass/tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2” diameter base, 3¾” tall)
F58-62 P tumbler (clear, 12-sided, round, 2½” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, narrow flutes,

ground base)
F58-63 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 1½” square, 4½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F58-64 P shoe blackening bottle (aqua, French Square, 1 5/8” square, 4½” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, embossed “FRANK / MILLERS / GROWN / DRESSING/ NEW
YORK / U.S.A.” on body with crown motif)

F58-65 P medicine bottle (clear, French Square, 7/8” square, 2¾” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)
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F58-66 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 1¾” tall, dip molded, improved tool Patent
lip finish)

F58-67 S medicine bottle (aqua, improved tool Patent lip finish)
F58-68 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, straight interior flutes around base)
F58-69 P serving bowl (blue, round, 2½” diameter base, 2½” tall, approximate 3½”

diameter rim, painted, gilded, lined rim)
F58-70 S liquor/wine bottle (amber, 2½” diameter base, applied tool string lip finish)
F58-71 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, 2 7/8” diameter rim, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, applied tool wax seal lip finish)
F58-72 S wine glass/stemware (clear, straight stem, outflaring lip, wheel engraved lines, 4

equally sized near rim)
F58-73 S tableware (clear/lead, honeycomb pattern, body only)
F58-74 P “apothecary” jar (clear, approximate 6” diameter base, free blown,

globular/bulbous shape, outflaring rim, large pontil)
F58-75 S indeterminate vessel (clear, pedestaled, compote?)
F58-76 S stemware? (clear, wheel engraved floral pattern, body only)
F58-77 P serving bowl (clear, 4¼” diameter rim, 1 3/8” tall, press molded, beaded rim,

geometric pattern)
F58-78 P serving bowl (clear, 6” diameter rim, 2½” tall, press molded, large floral pattern

in stippled background)
F58-79 S tumbler (clear)
F58-80 P tumbler (clear, round, 3½” tall, short flutes)
F58-81 P lamp reservoir (clear, approximate 4½” – 5” diameter, press molded)
F58-82 P footed bowl (clear, oval, approximate 4” by 8” rim, 3 7/8” tall, press molded)
F58-83 P smoke bell (milk glass, 4” diameter bell, 5¾” tall, painted red rim)
F58-84 P syrup pitcher (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, blow-over mold, rough lip finish,

metal pouring spout missing) (applied handle)
F58-85 S medicine bottle (aqua, paneled, embossed “ELECT …”)
F58-86 P tableware lid (3” diameter, press molded, ground rim/base)
F58-87 P beer mug (clear, round, 3 7/8” diameter base, 5¼” tall, 2¼” diameter rim, press

molded, handled, straight panels on base, 2½” tall flutes, trumpet style)
F58-88 P indeterminate bottle (clear, Union oval, 1¾” by 2¼” base, 6¼” tall, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, long neck, unique shaped bottle,
nursing bottle?)

F58-89 P champagne glass/stemware (clear, round, approximate 2½” diameter base,
approximate 5” tall, press molded, fluted shoulders, wheel engraved bands at rim)

F58-90 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, approximate 4” diameter base, 6½” tall, press
molded, short flutes around stem, straight stem)

F58-91 P wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 6” tall, press molded, fluted
stem, wheel engraved leaf pattern)

F58-92 P tableware/stemware (clear, round, 3 5/16” diameter base, 5½” tall, press molded,
honeycomb pattern, fluted stem)

F58-93 P tumbler/bar glass (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, approximate 3¾” – 4” tall,
2½” diameter rim, press molded, unfluted)

F58-94 P lamp chimney (clear, 2¼” diameter rim, hand crimped, straight base)
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F58-95 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 2 7/8” tall, press molded,
narrow internal flutes)

F58-96 P tumbler (clear, round, 12-sided, 2½” diameter base, 4 1/16” tall, press molded,
ground base, short flutes)

F58-97 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3½” tall, press molded, short flutes,
starburst base)

F58-98 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2” by 3¼” base, 8¼” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “E. H. SARGENT /
EXPERTO CREDE / PHARMACIST / CHICAGO”) [Proprietary medicine
bottle].

F58-99 P chemical/bluing bottle (aqua, oval, 1 5/8” by 2¾” base, 7½” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, bluing bottle)

F58-100 P medicine/pill bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1½” by 2 5/16” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool lip finish, embossed “TARRANT & CO. /
DRUGGISTS / NEW YORK”)

F58-101 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1” by 1¾” base, 5½” tall, press molded, improved tool
double bead lip finish, geometric “web-like” pattern, embossed “S” on bottom,
picnic style)

F58-102 P lotion bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” by 2¾” base, 5¼” tall, blow-over
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “COURANDS //
ORIENTAL / CREAM // NEW YORK”)

F58-103 P lotion bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” by 2¾” base, 5¼” tall, blow-over
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “COURANDS //
ORIENTAL / CREAM // NEW YORK”)

F58-104 P lotion bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” by 2¾” base, 5¼” tall, blow-over
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “COURANDS //
ORIENTAL / CREAM // NEW YORK”)

F58-105 P lotion bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” by 2¾” base, 5¼” tall, blow-over
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “COURANDS //
ORIENTAL / CREAM // NEW YORK”)

F58-106 P lotion bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” by 2¾” base, 5¼” tall, blow-over
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish, embossed “COURANDS //
ORIENTAL / CREAM // NEW YORK”)

F58-107 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, applied tool string finish, long
necked, 5¾” long neck, Hock style bottle)

F58-108 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1” by 1¾” base, 4¾” tall, improved tool
Prescription lip finish, embossed “T” on bottom)

F58-109 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” by 1¾” base, 4½” tall, improved tool
Prescription lip finish, ring neck)

F58-110 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 5½” tall, dip molded,
improved tool Patent lip finish)

F58-111 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, long neck, embossed “L & W” on base)

F58-112 P ink bottle (aqua, French Square, 1¼” square, 2½” tall, improved tool lip finish,
school house style)
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F58-113 P shoe blackening bottle (aqua, French Square, 1½” square, approximate 4 7/8” tall,
3-piece plate bottom mold, embossed “JETTINE / ORVEL, HOLDEN & CO. /
CHICAGO” on side)

F58-114 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1¾” square, 3-piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F58-115 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1¼” square, 4” tall, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F58-116 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1¼” square, 4¼” tall, 3-piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool Prescription lip finish)

F58-117 P canning jar (aqua, blow-over mold, ground lip finish, external thread screw top,
embossed “88A” on bottom, “[MASO]N’S / [PI]NT / PATE[NT] / NOV … 18
…” on sides)

F58-118 P wine glass/stemware (clear, press molded, one piece construction, straight plain
stem, wheel engraved bands at rim) [same design as vessel 58]

F58-119 S serving bowl/lamp globe (clear/lead, round, approximate 6” diameter rim)
F58-120 S indeterminate vessel (clear, blow-over mold, lamp chimney?)
F58-121 S stemware? (clear, wheel engraved star pattern)
F58-122 S pitcher (relief decorated, ironstone)

Feature 59
F59-1 S pitcher? (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ¼” diameter rim, 5” diameter base, handled,

backstamp “ROYAL PATENT / IRONSTONE / T. & R. BOOTE”)
F59-2 S circular wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 14” diameter rim)
F59-3 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, oval, approximately 6”x 8”, 2” tall)
F59-4 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, base impressed “T. & R.B.”)
F59-5 S serving platter (relief decorated, hard paste porcelain)
F59-6 P soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter rim, backstamp “ROYAL

STONE CHINA / WEDGWOOD & CO” / and impressed mark ‘STONE
GRANITE / WEDGWOOD & CO.”)

F59-7 S small plate (backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / J. & G. MEAKIN”)
F59-8 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F59-9 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter)
F59-10 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim)
F59-11 S saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter, aesthetic

style pattern)
F59-12 S mug / salve jar (painted, polychrome, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter rim,

black lined rim with bands)
F59-13 S cup/small pitcher (relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim)

[early ware]
F59-14 S serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware)
F59-15 S cup (painted, large floral, polychrome, porcelain)
F59-16 S plate (transfer print, green, painted highlights, approximately 9” diameter) [late

ware]
F59-18 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F59-19 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain)
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F59-20 S saucer (painted, monochrome, gold small floral, porcelain, gilded rim)
F59-21 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 7/8” diameter, impressed “P.G.”, and illegible

number)
F59-22 P saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 6 ½” diameter, impressed “J.

EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL”)
F59-24 P platter (undecorated, whiteware, oval, 14 ½” x 10 ½”)
F59-25 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, backstamp “ROYAL. PATENT. /

IRONSTONE. / TURNER. GODDARD & CO”)
F59-26 P lidded serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware6 ¾” diameter, 2 ¼’ tall, footed base

illegible impressed base) [possibly JAS. EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL”
with registration mark?]

F59-27 P soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 7/8” diameter, 1 7/8” tall, backstamp
“ROYAL. PATENT. / IRONSTONE. / TURNER.GODDARD & CO”)

F59-28 P small plate ((undecorated, whiteware, 7 ¾’ diameter, backstamp “STONE
CHINA / PANKHURST & CO. HANLEY’)

F59-29 P teapot (undecorated, whiteware, 4 ½” diameter base, 8” tall, backstamp S[TON]E
CHINA /[P]an[K]HURST & CO / [H]ANLEY’)

F59-30 P serving bowl (relief decorated, ribbed, round, scalloped edge, whiteware, 6 ½”
diameter rim, 2 ½” tall, backstamp “IRONSTONE CHINA / T. G. & CO”)

F59-31 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 6 ¾” diameter, impressed mark)
F59-32 P small plate, (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½” diameter)
F59-33 P soup plate (relief decorated, ribbed, whiteware, 9 7/8’ diameter)
F59-34 P spittoon (relief decorated, unidentified pattern, whiteware, 8” diameter, 4” tall)
F59-35 P chamber pot lid (relief decorated, whiteware, 9 ½” diameter, handled)
F59-36 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3 ½” diameter rim, handled, distinctive “cut” foot)
F59-37 P knick-knack “box” (molded in shape of a piano, 3’ x 2 ¼”, minimally 2” tall, base

engraved, “472/11”, lid missing)
F59-38 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, backstamp” STONE CHINA /

PANKHURST & CO / HANLEY”)
F59-39 P soup plate (undecorated whiteware, 9 ½” diameter, 1 ¾’ tall, illegible impressed

oval mark)
F59-40 P small saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 4 ¾’ diameter,

impressed “JAS. EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL”)
F59-41 P small saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 4 ¾’ diameter,

impressed “JAS. EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL”)
F59-42 P small saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 4 ¾’ diameter,

impressed “JAS. EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL”)
F59-43 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, backstamp” STONE CHINA /

PANKHURST & CO / HANLEY”)
F59-44 P Small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7 12” diameter, backstamp “IRONSTONE

CHINA / FURNIVAL & CO” with impressed “FURNIVAL / P S G”)
F59-45 P chamber pot lid (relief decorated, whiteware, 9 ¼’ diameter, handled)
F59-47 P cup (whiteware, handle only)
F59-48 S small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware)
F59-49 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 10’ diameter)
F59-50 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8’ diameter rim, 5 ¼” tall, handled)
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F59-51 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F59-52 P small plate (relief decorated, whiteware, 8 3/8” diameter, impressed registration

mark and “DAVENPORT / IRON STONE CHINA”)
F59-53 P small plate (relief decorated, whiteware, 8 3/8” diameter, impressed registration

mark and “DAVENPORT / IRON STONE CHINA”)
F59-54 P small plate (relief decorated, whiteware, 7 ¾” diameter, embossed backstamp “J.

RIDGWAY BATES & CO / GAEDON PLACE / GIRARD SHAPE”)
F59-55 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¼” diameter rim, 5 5/8’ tall, handled)
F59-56 P salve jar lid (undecorated, whiteware, 3 1/8’ diameter)
F59-57 P salve jar lid (undecorated, whiteware, 3 5/8” diameter)
F59-58 P soap dish or strainer (undecorated, porcelain, gothic rectangular shape, 4 ½’ x 3

½”, 1 ½” tall)
F59-59 P Serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter rim,)
F59-60 P cup (relief decorated, same pattern as F59-52, whiteware, approximately 3 ¼”

diameter rim, minimally 3” tall, handled)
F59-61 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, same

style as F59-76)
F59-62 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7 ¾’ diameter, impressed “… /

IRONSTONE CHINA”)
F59-63 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¾” diameter, backstamp “IRONSTONE

CHINA / FURNIVAL & CO” with British lion and unicorn crown and shield, and
impressed illegible mark)

F59-65 P serving bowl (relief decorated, ironstone, oval, approximately 10 ½” x 8”, 2 3/3”
tall, backstamp British lion and unicorn with crown and illegible round impressed
mark)

F59-66 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter, impressed backstamp
[S]EVRES / B. & C.”)

F59-67A P soup plate (relief decorated, ribbed, whiteware, 9 7/8’ diameter)
F59-67B P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ½’ diameter, backstamp “[CHINA] / JAMES

EDW[ARDS] / DALE HALL”)
F59-68 P small soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter, impressed “JAS.

EDWARDS 7 SON / DALE HALL”)
F59-69 P small soup plate (undecorated, brown, whiteware, 8” diameter, backstamp

“PORCELAINE OPAQUE / BRIDGWOOD & SON., impressed “LIMOGES / P
G” in a garter)

F59-70 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7 1/4'” diameter)
F59-71 saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, impressed backstamp “JAS

EDWARDS & SON / DALE HALL”)
F59-72 P small saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 4 ¾” diameter,

impressed “JAS. EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL”)
F59-73 P small saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 4 ¾” diameter,

impressed “JAS. EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL”)
F59-74 P small saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 4 ¾” diameter,

impressed “JAS. EDWARDS & SON / DALEHALL”)
F59-75 P indeterminate hollowware (undecorated, whiteware, 4” diameter base,

backstamp” PRIZE MEDAL 1851 / T. J. 7 MAYER / DALE HALL POTTERY /
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LONGPORT / IMPROVED BERLIN IRONSTONE”, with registration from
1851)

F59-76 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 1/8” diameter rime, 2 ¾” tall, handled)
F59-77 P plate (relief decorated, ribbed, gothic shape, whiteware, approximately 10”

diameter, backstamp with British lion and unicorn with crown and shield)
F59-78 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 9 1/2'” diameter rim, 6” tall, banded,

handled)
F59-79 S mug? (painted, overglaze, gilded, gilded, polychrome, banded, porcelain)
F59-80 S saucer? (undecorated, porcelain, rim only)
F59-81 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6 ¼” diameter, backstamp “STONE GRANITE /

WEDGWOOD & CO”)
F59-82 S saucer (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware, paneled / ribbed edges, scalloped

edge)
F59-83 S cup (undecorated, porcelain, approximately 3” diameter)
F59-84 S indeterminate hollowware (painted, monochrome, green, scalloped edge, rim

only)
F59-85 P mixing bowl (salt/salt glazed stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 11”

diameter rim, approximately 5”tall)
F59-86 P mixing bowl (Albany slipped/salt glazed, stoneware, jigger molded,

approximately 11” diameter rim, approximately 7” diameter base, 4 ½” tall
F59-87 P mixing bowl (Albany / Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, approximately

8” diameter base, 4 ½” tall)
F59-88 P mixing bowl (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 11”

diameter rim, approximately 7” diameter base, 4 ½” tall)
F59-89 P mixing bowl (Peoria/Peoria glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 10”

diameter rim)
F59-90 S mixing bowl (Albany / Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, approximately

11” diameter rim, approximately 8” diameter base, 5” tall)
F59-91 S mixing bowl (Albany/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded)
F59-92 P bowl (Redware, hand-turned, approximately 9” diameter rim, 4 ½” diameter base,

3 ½” tall, older rim style, charred base)
F59-93 P ink bottle (salt glazed/unglazed stoneware, hand-turned, 1 ¾” diameter base,

minimally 4” tall)
F59-95 P ink or wine bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand-turned, approximately 2

¾” diameter base)
F59-96 P flower pot (redware, hand-turned, approximately 4” diameter rim)
F59-97 S flower pot? (redware, hand-turned, rim only, same as F59-102)
F59-98 S jar (salt glazed / Albany slipped, stoneware, hand-turned, approximately 5 ½”

diameter base)
F59-99 P jug (Peoria / Peoria glazed, stoneware, minimally 8” tall, handled)
F59-100 S jar (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, hand-turned, approximately 12” diameter base)
F59-101 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped, stoneware approximately 7” diameter base, jigger

molded)
F59-102 P flower pot (redware, hand-turned, 3” diameter rim, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3” tall,

small potting / seed pot)
F59-103 P jar lid (yellowware, 6 ¾” diameter, hand-turned, knob-handled)
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F59-104 P bowl (redware, hand-turned, 10” diameter rim, approximately 7” diameter base,
late)

F59-105 P mixing bowl (salt/salt glazed, stoneware, approximately 10”diameter rim, jigger
molded)

F59-106 P bowl (redware, hand-turned approximately9”diameter rim, approximately 6”
diameter base, hand-turned, late)

F59-107 P bowl (redware, hand-turned, approximately 8” diameter rim 6” diameter base, 5”
tall, late)

F59-108 P plate/nappie (yellowware, undecorated, 8” diameter, 1” tall)
F59-109 S jug (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, approximately 7” base)
F59-110 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 ¾” square, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F59-111 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 1 ½” x 1 1/8” base, 3 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F59-112 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1” square base, 2 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F59-113 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 ½” square base, 3” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
F59-114 S medicine bottle (French square or Blake variant 1, improved tool prescription lip

finish, embossed “…WH…S…M / [C]LEVELAND / U.S.A”)
F59-115 P food bottle (Aqua, French square, approximately 1 ¾” square base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “DRESSI[NG] / NEW
YORK / U.S.A.”)

F59-116 P pill / polish bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter, 3 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “X. BAZIN / PHILADA”,
unpontiled)

F59-117 P medicine bottle (aqua Excelsior, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 5 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool ring or oil lip finish, embossed “GARGLING OIL /
LOCKPORT. NY”, unpontiled)

F59-118 S medicine bottle (aqua, French square or Blake variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F59-119 S medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 1” base, improved tool prescription
lip finish, embossed “…RAUD…”)

F59-120 S indeterminate bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, improved tool unusual lip
finish)

F59-121 P Bluing bottle (Aqua, oval, 2” x 1” base, 5 ½” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool ring
or oil lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-122 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 3”diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, long
neck, unpontiled) [beer?]

F59-123 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, improved tool ring or oil lip finish, unpontiled)
F59-124 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, French square, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved

tool patent lip finish) [potentially a dressing bottle similar to F59-115)
F59-125 S ink bottle / well (aqua, round, 2 ½’ diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool stacked ring lip finish, 2 small mamelons on base, pyramidal
shape)
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F59-126 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, improved tool crown lip finish, embossed “…Y
CO… / [CHI]CAGO”)

F59-127A S wine bottle (dark green / black, round, 3” diameter base, minimally 11” tall,
applied tool string lip finish)

F59-127B P liquor bottle (dark green / black, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, base embossed “ I G CO L / 4) [beer?]

F59-128 P wine bottle (dark green / black, round, 2 ¾” diameter base minimally 10” tall, dip
molded, string lip finish, with kick-up and large mamelon)

F29-129 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base
embossed “W & CO”) [beer?]

F30-130 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base
embossed “W & CO”) [beer?]

F59-131 P medicine / chemical bottle (cobalt blue, round, approximately 3” diameter base,
improved tool patent lip finish)

F59-132 P tall tumbler / bar glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 2 3/8” rim, 4 3/8” tall,
ground base)

F59-133 P small tumbler/bar glass (clear/lead, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 7/8” tall, ground
base) [bar glass / shot glass]

F59-134 S small tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, ribbed interior)
F59-135 S small tumbler / drinking glass (clear, round, fluted sides)
F59-136 P tumbler (clear, polygon, 2 ½” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, 3 ¼” diameter rim, short

flutes at base, pressed sunburst pattern on base, rough plunger scar on base)
F59-137 P stemware (clear, round, 3 ½” diameter base, bulbous stem, wheel-engraved floral

pattern, molded)
F59-138 P stemware (clear, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, bulbous stem, molded)
F59-139 P stemware (clear, round, tapered stem, molded)
F59-140 P stemware (clear, round, wheel-engraved 3 bands and small star pattern)
F59-141 P stemware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, faceted stem, press

molded, base embossed “A FISC… & CO / CIN. O…)
F59-142 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round approximately 3” diameter base, faceted stem,

press molded)
F59-143 P stemware/wine glass (clear, round approximately 3” diameter base, faceted stem,

press molded)
F59-144 P canning jar (aqua, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, blow over mold,

threaded, ground lip, embossed “[MASON / PATENT / NOV]30TH”, base
embossed “PAT NOV 20 / 162”)

F59-145 S pitcher (clear, round, ornate starburst pattern, press molded, handled) [late]
F59-146 S serving bowl(?) (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, globular shape, ground

pontil, burned) [early quality glass, similar to F59-295]
F59-147 S stemware (light blue, round, press molded, approximately 4” diameter base)
F59-148 S Lamp / globe (milk glass, approximately 4” diameter base)
F59-149 S canning jar lid liner (milk glass, embossed “…ASO…”) [probably MASON]
F59-150 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, Rickett’s mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, base embossed “McC”)
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F59-151 P perfume bottle clear, plain oval, 1 3/8” x 1 1/8” base, 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold, ground lip finish, embossed “E. COUDRRAY / A
/ PARIS / DC”, unpontiled)

F59-152 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant1, 1 ¾”x 7/8’ base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish with Ball neck, paneled sides,
unpontiled)

F59-153 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 7/8” base, 4 5/8” tall, improved
tool patent lip finish with Ball neck, paneled sides, unpontiled)

F59-154 P stemware (clear / lead, round, 3” diameter base, 2 ¾” diameter rim, 5 ¼” tall,
press molded, honeycomb pattern bottom ½)

F59-155 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter rim, 4 ¾”
tall, press molded, fluted sides, ground pontil, burned)

F59-156 P stemware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, press
molded, studded band exterior, faceted stem)

F59-157 P stemware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, press
molded, studded band exterior, faceted stem)

F59-158 P stemware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, press
molded, studded band exterior, faceted stem)

F59-159 P tumbler / bar glass (clear / lead, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 4 ¾” tall, press
molded) [same as F59-132]

F59-160A P tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, 3” tall, ribbed interior,
press molded)

F59-160B S tumbler (clear, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, 3” tall, ribbed interior,
press molded)

F59-161 S wine bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, dip molded with kick-up,
unpontiled)

F59-162 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 7”tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blob lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON &
PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILL // L & W”)

F59-163 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 7”tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool blob lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON &
PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILL // L & W”)

F59-164 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool English ring lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-165 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-166 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 5” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-167 P medicine / pill bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-168 P medicine bottle (aqua, Union oval, 2 3/8” x 1 ¾” base, 5 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “PONDS
EXTRACT”) [cream or lotion]

F59-169 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 ½” square base, 3 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled
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F59-170 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 3/3” x 1 ½” base, 7 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, double ring string lip finish, paneled sides, unpontiled)

F59-171 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish with Ball neck, paneled sides,
unpontiled)

F59-172 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x ¾” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, paneled sides, unpontiled,
embossed “RENNE’S / IT WORKS LIKE A CHARM // PAIN KILLING //
MAGIC OIL”)

F59-173 P medicine / chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 ¾” square, 5” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-174 P food jar / pill bottle? (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 1 ¾” diameter rim, 5” tall,
Rickett’s mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-175 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 4 ¾” tall, Rickett’s
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-176 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear/lead, round, plain oval, 2” x 1 ½” base, 4 ¾” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-177 P pill/polish bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 2 piece mold,
improved too patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “X. BAZIN / PHILADA)

F59-178 P pill/polish bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter, 2 ¾” tall Rickett’s mold, improved
tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled) [similar to F59-177]

F59-179 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F59-180 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 ¾” square base, 3 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-181 P perfume? bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, Ball neck, decorated
shoulder and base)

F59-182 P medicine bottle (clear/lead, Blake variant 1, approximately1 ¾” x 1” base, 4 ½”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, paneled sides,
embossed “BURNETT”, unpontiled)

F59-183 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 2 ¾” x 1 ¾” base, 5 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“ORIENTAL CREAM>//>GO…AUDS // [NEW] YORK”)

F59-184 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2” x 1 ¼” base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, double ring string lip finish, unpontiled, paneled sides, embossed
“CHALYBEATE /COUGH SYRUP // NORMAN’S // ST LOUIS”)

F59-185 P whiskey flask (aqua, plain oval, 4” x 2” base, minimally 8 ½’ tall, 2 piece mold,
applied string lip finish, Union shield, scroll design, unpontiled)

F59-186 P food/medicine jar (Aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 6” tall, dip molded,
improved tool bead lip finish, pontiled, white carbonate substance for contents)

F59-187 P food/medicine jar (Aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 6” tall, dip molded,
improved tool bead lip finish, pontiled, white carbonate substance for contents,
rim and neck only)

F59-188 P whiskey flask (aqua, applied string lip finish, neck only)
F59-191 P stemware (clear, round, straight stem, press molded, stem only)
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F59-192 P stemware / wine glass (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 5 ½”tall,
press molded, straight stem)

F59-193 P stemware / wine glass (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 5 ½”tall,
press molded, straight stem)

F59-194 P stemware / wine glass (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 5 ½”tall,
press molded, straight stem)

F59-195 P stemware / wine glass (clear, round, 3 3/8” diameter base, approximately 3”
diameter rim, 6” tall press molded, diamond-honeycomb pattern exterior, fluted
stem)

F59-197 P stemware/cordial glass (clear/lead, round, 2 1/8” diameter base,2 piece
construction, bulbous stem, pontiled) [early]

F59-198 P stemware/cordial glass (clear / lead, round1 7/8” diameter base, press molded,
fluted stem, burned) [quality early glass]

F59-199 P tumbler clear, round, 2 12/2” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall, press
molded, ribbed exterior, sunburst design base)

F59-200 P tumbler Clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, approximately 2 ¾” diameter rim, 3”
tall, press molded, ribbed interior, base embossed “DUCKWALL & CO. / CIN. /
O.”)

F59-201 P tumbler / bar glass (clear / lead, round 1 7/8” diameter base, 4 ¼” tall, 2 3/8”
diameter rim, press molded) [similar to F59-159]

F59-202 P tumbler / bar glass (clear / lead, round 1 7/8” diameter base, 4 ¼” tall, 2 3/8”
diameter rim, press molded) [similar to F59-159]

F59-203 P condiment/food jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 1 ¾” diameter rim,
approximately 4” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, rolled extruded lip finish,
pontiled) [very unusual jar]

F59-204 P Tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
press molded, ribbed interior, distinctive base scar with rough pontil?)

F59-205 P tumbler (clear / lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, approximately 3” diameter rim, 3
¾” tall, dip molded) [bar glass?]

F59-206 P tumbler (clear/lead, polygon, 2” diameter base, #’ diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, press
molded, fluted exterior at base) [bar glass?]

F59-207 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, minimally 11” tall, dip molded
with kick-up, unpontiled, hock-style)

F59-208 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 3/4 ‘ diameter base, 13 1/2'” tall, dip molded with
kick-up, applied string lip finish, graphite pontil, hock-style)

F59-209 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, dip molded, hock-style)
F59-210 S wine bottle (amber, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, dip molded, hock-style)
F59-211 P pitcher (clear / lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, molded base, banded,

applied handle) [quality mid century glass]
F59-212 p lantern globe (clear, approximately 3” diameter base ground base and rim,

burned)
F59-213 p Lamp chimney (clear, approximately 2” diameter base, 1 ¼” diameter rim,

flanged base, sheared and fired rim)
F59-214 P cruet (clear, round, 1 3/3” diameter base, minimally 6” tall, blow over mold lip

finish)
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F59-215 P cruet (clear, round, 1 3/3” diameter base, minimally 6” tall, blow over mold lip
finish)

F59-216 P canning jar (aqua, round, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, threaded, ground lip,
embossed “[MASON / PATENT / NOV]30TH”, base embossed “PAT NOV 20 /
162”)

F59-217 P footed tumbler (clear / lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 5” tall, press molded,
honeycomb pattern exterior, burned)

F59-218 S stemware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, faceted stem, press
molded, base embossed “A FISC… & CO / CIN. O…)

F59-219 P stemware / vase? (Blue, trumpet-shaped bowl, burned)
F59-220 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 3/4 ‘ diameter base, 13 1/2'” tall, dip molded with

kick-up, applied string lip finish, graphite pontil, hock-style)
F59-221 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 3/4 ‘ diameter base, 13 1/2'” tall, dip molded with no

kick-up, applied string lip finish, graphite pontil, hock-style)
F59-222 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 3/4 ‘ diameter base, 13 1/2'” tall, dip molded with

kick-up, applied string lip finish, graphite pontil, hock-style)
F59-223 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 3/4 ‘ diameter base, 13 1/2'” tall, dip molded with

kick-up, applied string lip finish, graphite pontil, hock-style)
F59-224 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 3/4 ‘ diameter base, 13 1/2'” tall, dip molded with

kick-up, applied string lip finish, graphite pontil, hock-style)
F59-225 P wine bottle (dark green / black, round, 3’ diameter base, dip molded, applied

string lip finish, kick-up with large mamelon)
F59-226 P wine bottle (dark green / black, round, 3’ diameter base, dip molded, applied

string lip finish, kick-up with large mamelon)
F59-227 P bitters bottle (amber, Blake variant 2, 3 ½” x 2 ¾” base, 10 ½” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, applied tool ring or oil lip finish, unpontiled, embossed [J] A.
GILKA / BERLIN // SCHULZEN STR NO 9”)

F59-228 P medicine bottle (clear / lead Blake variant 1, 2 ¼” x 1 ¼” base, 6” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold improved tool patent lip finish with Ball neck, paneled sides,
unpontiled)

F59-229 P medicine bottle (clear / lead Blake variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/4” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold improved tool patent lip finish with Ball neck, paneled
sides, unpontiled)

F59-230 P medicine bottle (aqua / lead Blake variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 3/4” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold improved tool patent lip finish, paneled sides,
unpontiled)

F59-231 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 ¼” x 1 ¼” base, 6 3/4 “ tall, applied tool
double ring lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “WORLDS HAIR / BALSAM //
MRS S A ALLENS // NEW YORK”)

F59-232 P chemical bottle (clear / lead, Blake variant 1, 1 ¾” x ¾” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, paneled sides,
embossed “ROCHESTER // CHEMICAL WORKS”)

F59-233 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4” tall, Rickett’s mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-234 P medicine bottle or vial (aqua, polygon, 1 5/8” diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, dip
molded, applied tool prescription lip finish, unpontiled)
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F59-235 P polish jar (clear, round 2” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, machine-made, bead lip finish,
unpontiled) [intrusive?]

F59-236 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 11/2” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “S.H.
MELVIN / SPRINGFIELD / ILL.)

F59-237 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-238 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-239 P vial (aqua, round1” diameter base, 2 3/8” tall, dip molded, fragile lip finish,
pontiled)

F59-240 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1”, diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, 2 piece mold, applied
tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-241 P medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 ¼” tall, Rickett’s mold,
applied tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-242 P medicine bottle (aqua, round diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
applied tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-243 P medicine bottle (clear / lead, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 5 ¾” tall, 2 piece mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “S. H. MELVIN /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.”)

F59-244 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, minimally 7 ½” tall, Rickett’s
mold, ring or oil string lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-245 P medicine bottle (clear, Excelsior, 1 ¾” x 1” base, minimally 4 ½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-246 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-247 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F59-248 S vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 ½ diameter base, fragile lip finish, pontiled)
F59-249 P vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 ½ diameter base, fragile lip finish, pontiled)
F59-250 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish, Ball neck, neck and lip

only)
F59-251 P medicine bottle (milk glass, Blake variant 1, 2 ¼” x 1 ¼’ base, minimally 5 ½”

tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F59-252 P cruet (clear / lead, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, minimally 5 ½” tall, modified

Rickett’s mold, wheel engraved dot/circles, unpontiled)
F59-253 P cruet (clear / lead, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, minimally 5 ½” tall, modified

Rickett’s mold, wheel engraved dot/circles, unpontiled)
F59-254 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 1/8” diameter rim, 3 3/8” tall press

molded, ribbed interior, large suction scar)
F59-255 P tumbler (clear / lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 4” tall, press molded, circle-in-

square exterior pattern, ground pontil)
F59-256 P tumbler (clear / lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 4” tall, press molded, circle-in-

square exterior pattern
F59-257 P stemware / wine glass (clear / lead, round 3 3/8” diameter base, approximately 3”

diameter rim, 6” tall, press molded, hexagon-honeycomb exterior pattern, faceted
stem)
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F59-258 P stemware / wine glass (clear / lead, round 3 3/8” diameter base, approximately 3”
diameter rim, 6” tall, press molded, hexagon-honeycomb exterior pattern, faceted
stem)

F59-259 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter rim, 4 ¾”
tall, press molded, fluted sides, ground pontil, burned)

F59-260 P stemware / wine glass (clear / lead, round, 3 3/8” diameter base, approximately 3”
diameter rim, minimally 6 ½” tall, press molded, large honeycomb pattern
exterior, faceted stem)

F59-261 P stemware / wine glass (clear / lead, round, 3 3/8” diameter base, approximately 3”
diameter rim, minimally 6 ½” tall, press molded, large honeycomb pattern
exterior, faceted stem)

F59-262 P stemware / wine glass (clear / lead, approximately 3” diameter rim, ribbed
exterior, fluted stem, burned) [similar to ribbed one in the Dover catalog]

F59-263 P stemware / wine glass (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 5 ½”tall,
press molded, straight stem)

F59-264 P stemware/wine glass (clear, #’ diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 4 7/8” tall, short,
fluted stem, press molded)

F59-265 P tumbler (clear / lead, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 4” tall, press
molded, ribbed exterior) [quality early glass]

F59-266 P small tumbler / bar glass (clear / lead, polygon, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 7/8”
diameter rim, 3 1/8” tall, fluted sides with rough molded base, rough suction scar)

F59-267 P tumbler (clear / lead, polygon, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall,
fluted sides, rough surface scar)

F59-268 P footed tumbler (clear / lead, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 4 ½” tall,
press molded, raised diamond pattern exterior, pontiled)

F59-269 P small tumbler / bar glass (clear / lead, polygon, 2” diameter base, approximately
3” diameter rim, fluted sides)

F59-270 P stemware / wine glass (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 5 ½”tall,
press molded, straight stem)

F59-271 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 12/2” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall, press
molded, ribbed exterior, sunburst design base)

F59-272 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall, press molded,
ribbed exterior, sunburst design base)

F59-273 P whiskey flask (aqua, ova, 3 ¼” x 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 piece mold, embossed
“…SBURGH PA // OLD RYE”)

F59-274 P whiskey flask (Aqua, oval, 3 ¼” x 1 ½” base, 2 piece mold, embossed “UNION”
with eagle, flag, shells and cannon design elements, pint size)

F59-275 P pickle jar (aqua, French square, 2 ½” square base, minimally 8” tall, press
molded, rolled exterior lip finish, paneled sides, gothic style with wreath-like
design, unpontiled)

F59-276 P food jar (Aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, minimally 8 ½”tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool lip finish, wide-mouthed, interior lip for lid, quart
size)

F59-277 P food jar (aqua, round, paneled shoulder, wide-mouthed, quart size, interior lip for
lid, rolled to exterior lip first)
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F59-278 P salve jar (milk glass, polygon, 2 ½” diameter base, 1” tall, paneled, decorated
sides, press molded”)

F59-279 P salve jar (milk glass, polygon, 2 ½” diameter base, 1” tall, paneled, decorated
sides, press molded”)

F59-280 P lid (clear / lead, round, 5 ¼”diameter, 4” tall, press molded, fluted pattern, burned,
early)

F59-281 P serving bowl (clear / lead, round, approximately 2 3/8” diameter base, ground
pontil, fluted pattern, early tableware, approximately 4” tall, interior shelf for lid)

F59-282 P salve jar (milk glass, polygon, 2 ½” diameter base, 1” tall, paneled, decorated
sides, press molded)

F59-283 P perfume bottle (clear / lead, plain oval, 1 ½” x 1” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, Ball neck, paneled neck and sides,
unpontiled)

F59-284 P lamp chimney (clear, fire polished straight rim, 1 1/8” diameter rim, flanged base)
F59-285 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, base only)
F59-286 P lamp chimney (clear / lead, 1 ¾” diameter base, flanged base, ¾” diameter rim)
F59-287 P lamp chimney (clear / lead, 1 ¾” diameter base, flanged base, ¾” diameter rim)
F59-288 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, base only, burned)
F59-289 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, base only, burned)
F59-290 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, base only, burned)
F59-291 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, base only, burned)
F59-292 P Lamp (clear / lead, round, 23/4” diameter base, 4” tall with attached metal burner,

blown in mold, sunburst design on base, handled)
F59-293 P Lamp (clear / lead, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 5” tall, press molded, paneled

sides with Lyte decoration, polygon neck applied handle, metal ring for attaching
burner contact)

F59-294 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter rim, 4 ¾”
tall, press molded, fluted sides, ground pontil, burned)

F59-295 P serving bowl (clear / lead, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 4 ½” diameter rim, 3” tall,
blown, wheel engraved floral design with band and dots along border, ground
base)

F59-296 P large pitcher (clear / lead, hand blown, handle only)
F59-297 P lamp? (clear / lead, polygon, 3” base, press molded sunburst design on base)
F59-298 P stopper (clear, 1 ½” diameter top, 1 ½” long, ground stem)
F59-299 P stopper (clear)
F59-301 P small bowl lid (aqua marine, round, 2 ½” diameter base, press molded, knob

handle) [late?]
F59-302 P small bowl lid (aqua marine, round, 2 ½” diameter base, press molded, knob

handle) [late?]
F59-303 P indeterminate tableware (green, round, approximately 4” diameter, ribbed body)
F59-304 P condiment bottle (aqua, round, enamel decorated scalloped base, 2 ¾”diameter

base, 9 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, applied tool double ring lip finish, 3
ring Ball neck, wide-ribbed body, pontiled, shoulder embossed “WELLS /
MILLER / PROVOST”) [early decorative glass]

F59-305 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1, 2 14” x 1 ¼” base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece place
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, paneled side, unpontiled)
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F59-306 P medicine/extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 7/8” base, 4” tall, 3 piece
place bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, Ball neck, paneled sides,
unpontiled)

F59-307 P medicine/extract bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 7/8” base, 4” tall, 3 piece
place bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, Ball neck, paneled sides,
unpontiled, embossed “BOSTON”)

F59-308 P vial (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, dip molded, fragile lip finish,
pontiled)

F59-309 P vial (aqua, round, 1 1/2” diameter base, 3 3/4” tall, dip molded, fragile lip finish,
pontiled)

F59-310 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-311 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear/ lead, plain oval, 2” x 1 ¼” base, 3 1/*” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled, embossed
“X. BAZIN / PHILADA” [hair removal cream?]

F59-312 P perfume/pill bottle (clear / lead, round, 1” diameter base, 1 ¾”tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “J. HAUEL /
PHILAD”)

F59-313 P Vial (Aqua, polygon, 1 ½” diameter base, 31/2” tall dip molded, fragile lip finish,
pontiled)

F59-314 S medicine bottle (clear, round, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip
finish, embossed “S H MELVIN / [SPRING]FIELD / ILL.”)

F59-315 P whiskey flask 9aqua, plain oval, 2 ¾” x 1 3/8” base, minimally 5” tall, Union
eagle with scale design on both sides, embossed “G.A. / H…RRY & CO” or
“G.A. / R…RRY & CO”, ½ pint size)

F59-316 P vial (aqua, round, 1 3/4” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled)
F59-317 P vial(clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unpontiled)
F59-318 P stemware / wine glass (clear / lead, round 3 3/8” diameter base, approximately 3”

diameter rim, 6” tall, press molded, hexagon-honeycomb exterior pattern, faceted
stem)

F59-319 P stemware / wine glass (clear / lead, round 3 3/8” diameter base, approximately 3”
diameter rim, 6” tall, press molded, hexagon-honeycomb exterior pattern, faceted
stem)

F59-320 p tumbler (clear/lead, polygon, 2” diameter base, #’ diameter rim, 3 ½” tall, press
molded, fluted exterior at base) [bar glass?]

F59-321 P knick-knack / toy pitcher? (clear / lead, round, ¾” diameter base, minimally 1”
tall, press molded, unpontiled)

F59-322 P chemical bottle (Aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 7 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, applied tool patent lip finish, graphite pontil)

F59-323 P liquor bottle (dark green / black, round, 3” diameter base, 10”tall, dip molded,
applied tool Brandy lip finish, unpontiled, small mamelon)

F59-324 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, dip molded, applied
tool string lip finish, pontiled with kick-up)

F59-325 P wine bottle (dark green / black, round, 3”diameter base, dip molded, applied tool
string lip finish unpontiled with kick-up)
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F59-326 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, 1 1.4”diameter straight rim,
burned)

F59-327 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, 1 1.4”diameter straight rim)
F59-328 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, 1 1.4”diameter straight rim)
F59-329 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, 1 1.4”diameter straight rim)
F59-330 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, 1 1.4”diameter straight rim)
F59-331 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, 1 1.4”diameter straight rim)
F59-332 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, 1 1.4”diameter straight rim)
F59-333 P lamp chimney (clear, 1 5/8” diameter flanged base, 1 1.4”diameter straight rim)
F59-334 P wine bottle (dark green / black, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool

string lip finish, unpontiled with kick-up)
F59-336 S small serving bowl? (clear)
F59-337 S canning jar lid (milk glass)
F59-338 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 7”tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool blob lip finish, unpontiled, embossed “JOHNSON &
PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILL // L & W”)

F59-339 S tumbler (clear / lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ground base)
F59-340 S tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3”tall, press molded, ribbed interior)
F59-341 S vase? (milk glass)
F59-342 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2’ diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, 2piece mold,

applied tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F59-343 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 5 3/8” tall, 2 piece

mold, applied tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)
F59-344 P Vial (aqua round, ¾” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, dip molded, fragile lip finish,

pontiled)
F59-345 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1” square base, 3 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, paneled sides, unpontiled, base
embossed “McC”)

F59-346 P medicine bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter base, approximately 2 5/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, unpontiled)

F59-347 S vial (aqua, round, 1” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled)
F59-348 P tumbler (clear, 2” diameter base, 3” tall, scalloped base, press molded, rough

suction scar, ribbed exterior)
F59-349 S tumbler (clear, polygon, fluted)
F59-350 P wine bottle (dark green / black, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 10” tall, dip molded,

applied tool string lip finish, unpontiled, kick-up)
F59-351 P medicine/extract bottle (clear, excelsior, 2 ¼” x 1 ¼” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, paneled sides, unpontiled)
F59-352 S medicine bottle (clear, French square or Blake variant 1, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “…OUR A…”)
F59-353 S condiment bottle? (aqua, round, improved tool ring or oil lip finish, lip only)
F59-354 P vial (aqua, polygon, 1 ½” diameter base, minimally 3 ½” tall, dip molded, fragile

lip finish, pontiled)
F59-355 P vial (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, dip molded, fragile lip finish, pontiled)
F59-356 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, lip only) [whiskey flask?]
F59-357 S lamp chimney? (aqua, straight base, 1 1/8” diameter base, ground base)
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F59-358 S medicine bottle (milk glass, Blake variant 1, 2 ¼” x 1 ¼’ base, minimally 5 ½”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, unpontiled)

F59-359 P food jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, minimally 8 “ tall, paneled shoulder,
wide-mouthed, quart size, interior lip for lid, rolled to exterior lip first)

F59-360 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 3/4 ‘ diameter base, 13 1/2'” tall, dip molded with
kick-up, applied string lip finish, graphite pontil, hock-style)

F59-361 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2 3/4 ‘ diameter base, 13 1/2'” tall, dip molded with
kick-up, applied string lip finish, graphite pontil, hock-style)

Feature 61
F61-1 P cup (transfer printed, bluish green, relief decorated, whiteware, 3 ¼” diamerter

rim, 2 ¾” tall, handled)
F61-2 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F61-3 P saucer (decal decorated, relief decorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F61-4 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, 2 1/8” diameter base)
F61-5 P saucer (relief decorated, starburst pattern on base, gilded, porcelain, 6” diameter)
F61-6 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, London Urn shape, distinctive body sherd only)
F61-7 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed

“REISCH BREWING CO. / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” on shoulder, “R” on base, no
lip)

F61-8 P beer bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed
“A. B. CO. / E6” on base, no lip)

F61-9 P beer bottle (light aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, no
lip)

F61-10 P beer bottle? (light aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool crown lip finish, embossed “W. F. & S / MIL” on base, foil present
on neck)

F61-11 P milk bottle (clear, round, 3” diameter base, machine made bead lip finish,
embossed “… INE… / RE… RE… / TRA[DEMARK] / [R]EFILLI[NG
PRO]HIBITED / B[Y LAW]” on side near base)

F61-12 S whiskey flask (clear, oval, approximately 2½” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold)

F61-13 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F61-14 P indeterminate bottle (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “…WASH AND…” on body near base, “PATENTED / 8 / APRIL 9
1898” on base)

F61-15 P condiment bottle (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
screw top lid, catsup bottle?)

F61-16 S salve jar (white/milk glass, round, approximately 2” diameter base, embossed “…
/ CHEE[SEBOUROUGH]”)

F61-17 S beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
embossed “W. F. & S. / MIL” on base)

Feature 66
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F66-1 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6½” diameter, impressed mark “H.[?] & G”)
F66-2 P small serving bowl (undecorated, ironstone, 7¼” x 5¼” rim, 1½” tall, oval shape,

back stamp “STONE CHINA / PANKHURST & CO / HANLEY” with lion,
unicorn, & shield)

F66-3 P plate (undecorated, ironstone, 9” diameter, back stamp “ROYAL / STONE
CHINA / MADDOCK & CO / BURSLEM ENGLAND / TRADE MARK”
around crown)

F66-4 P small plate (undecorated, whiteware, 7” diameter, back stamp “IRONSTO[NE
CHI]NA / MEAK[IN…] CO” with variant of British coat of arms, illegible
impressed mark)

F66-5 P cup (undecorated, ironstone, 3 3/8” diameter, 3” tall, handless)
F66-6 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, whiteware)
F66-7 S small plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, scalloped edge, Gothic shape)

[Caledonia pattern?]
F66-8 S indeterminate serving vessel (porcelain, leaf shape, handle
F66-9 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, base only)
F66-10 S jar/bowl (redware, hand turned)
F66-11 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F66-12 P lidded serving vessel/sugar bowl? (relief decorated, leaf pattern, ironstone, 4”

diameter rim, 5” tall, 3¾” diameter base, internal shelf for lid, handled, impressed
mark “T. & R. BOOT[H] …/ GRENADE…shape”)

F66-13 P medicine bottle (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 4¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “CAPITOL /
DRUGSTORE / L.SOMMER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL. on front with emboss of
mortar and pestle)

F66-14 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 1½” diameter rim, straight fire polished rim)
F66-15 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, applied tool patent lip finish)
F66-16 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1” base, 5 5/6” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels ball neck)
F66-17 P sauce bottle (aqua, lobed or fluted French square? pepper sauce, 1 ¾” square base,

2 piece mold, applied tool? lip finish, single recessed panel)
F66-18 P medicine chemical bottle (clear, oval. approximately 2¼” x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold)
F66-19 P tumbler (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 5/8” tall, ground

base)
F66-20 S wine glass/stemware? (clear, press molded)
F66-21 S wine glass/ fluted stemware (clear, press molded)
F66-22 P? lamp chimney (clear, molded, 2 3/8” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)
F66-23 P? medicine/chemical bottle (clear, improved patent lip finish, stirrup shaped)
F66-24 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, sheared and ground base, 1

5/8” diameter rim, fire polished rim, molded, trumpet/flared base)
F66-25 S jelly glass? (clear, rim only)
F66-26 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2¼” x 1¼” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
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Feature 67
F67-1 S small plate (decal decorated, relief decorated, gilded, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F67-2 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter)
F67-3 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 9” diameter)
F67-4 S saucer (painted, polychrome, over glaze, porcelain, 6” diameter)
F67-5 S small plate/plate (relief decorated, gilded, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F67-6 S hollowware (transfer print, brown, painted highlights, gilded rim, whiteware)
F67-7 S indeterminate hollowware (relief decorated, beaded, porcelain)
F67-8 S indeterminate serving vessel/plate (undecorated, porcelain, heavy-bodied “Hotel

ware”, distinctive body sherd only)
F67-9 S canning jar (redware, molded, barrel shape, wax sealed)
F67-10 S bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, jigger molded, impressed “[K?]ITR… /

J… / DEN…” on side, distinctive body sherd only)
F67-11 S ginger beer bottle? (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed stoneware, jigger molded, 3”

diameter base, painted blue design on body)
F67-12 S indeterminate hollowware/serving vessel (undecorated, whiteware)
F67-13 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 ¾” x 1 1/8” base, 6 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool English ring/packer lip finish)
F67-14 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 11” tall, dip molded, improved

tool brandy lip finish)
F67-15 S indeterminate bottle/jar (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, embossed

“…lip finish” on base)
F67-16 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, approximately 1 ½” wide

base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F67-17 S indeterminate bottle (amethyst, round, approximately 2” diameter base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold?)
F67-18 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1 1/8” x 5/8” base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool collard ring lip finish, slug plate, embossed “SELL & COE /
DRUGGISTS / SPRINGFIELD ILL.” on front, “C. C. G. CO”)

F67-19 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear/amethyst? oval, 2¾” x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “PEARL” on base)

F67-20 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¾” x 1 1/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F67-21 S medicine/chemical bottle? (aqua, round, improved patent lip finish)

Feature 69
F69-1 S plate (relief decorated, painted highlights, whiteware, base only)

Feature 70
F70-1 S small plate (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware)
F70-2 S saucer (transfer print, brown lined, “Brown Tea”, whiteware)
F70-3 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F70-4 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F70-5 S cup plate/child’s soup plate? (undecorated, whiteware, impressed

“[IRONS]TONE / [WED]GWOOD / [CH]INA / 7”)
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F70-6 S soup plate (relief decorated, Vine pattern, whiteware) [Henry Burgess, 1864-
1892; Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:93)

F70-7 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F70-8 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F70-9 S mixing bowl (annular decorated yellowware)
F70-10 P bed pan? (undecorated yellowware)
F70-11 P bowl (redware, burned base)
F70-12 P bowl (slip decorated, redware, burned base)
F70-13 S indeterminate vessel (unglazed, red paste earthenware; potential “bowl” for grease

lamp?)
F70-14 S indeterminate vessel (cobalt blue decorated, salt glazed stoneware)
F70-15 S mixing bowl (Albany slipped, jigger molded, base only)
F70-16 P bitters bottle (amber, molded, Log Cabin, shape, embossed “KELLY’S / OLD

CABIN / BITTERS” on roof of cabin, and “PATENTED / 1863” on gable end)
F70-17 P medicine bottle (milk glass, Blake Variant 1, 1½” x 2” x 9½” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “MAGNOLIA / BALM”)
F70-18 P wine bottle (ambler, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, turn molded, Hock style, base

only)
F70-19 P food/condiment jar (clear/lead, round, 2” diameter base, dip molded, improved

tool bead lip finish, 5” tall)
F70-20 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, 2¾” diameter base, round, ground base, press molded,

fluted sides)
F70-21 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, 2¾” diameter base, round, ground base, press molded,

fluted sides)
F70-22 S vial (aqua, dip molded, potential round, ¾”diameter)
F70-23 S wine bottle (dark green/black, body sherds only)
F70-24 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, embossed “[PATEN]T”, body sherds only)
F70-25 S tumbler (clear, round, no flutes)

Feature 71
F71-1 S jar (redware, hand turned, 7½” diameter)
F71-2 S mixing bowl (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded)
F71-3 S saucer (indeterminate decoration, whiteware, 6” diameter, burned)
F71-4 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F71-5 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)`
F71-6 S small pitcher (undecorated, ironstone, handled)
F71-7 S large hollowware/chamber pot? (undecorated, whiteware, 4” diameter base)
F71-8 S soda water bottle (Kelly green, round, approximately 3” diameter base)
F71-9 S medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold)
F71-10 S small bowl? (clear/lead?, press molded, scalloped rim, hobnail pattern)
F71-11 S hollowware/small bowl? (clear, press molded, starburst pattern, distinctive body

sherd)
F71-12 S lamp/chimney (clear, round, molded, approximately 3” diameter base, ground

base)
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Feature 74
F74-1 S cup (relief decorated, Gothic shape, ironstone)
F74-2 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware, base only)
F74-3 S plate/platter (indeterminate decoration whiteware, burned)
F74-4 S small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F74-5 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, whiteware, distinctive body sherd

only)
F74-6 S plate/saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware)

Feature 75
F75-1 P? figurine (painted, monochrome, blue, over glaze, gilded, porcelain, base only)
F75-2 S cup (transfer print, purple, whiteware)
F75-3 S vial (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled)

Feature 76
F76-1 S chamber pot (annular decorated, whiteware, approximately 10” diameter rim)
F76-2 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F76-3 S pitcher? (annular decorated, whiteware)
F76-4 S flatware/child’s plate (hand painted, child’s verse with script, ochre color)

Feature 78
F78-1 S plate (transfer print, blue, Sirus pattern, whiteware, 9” diameter) [cross mends

with Feature 79]
F78-2 S platter (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, polygonal rim, unscalloped edge)
F78-3 S child’s cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, printed “… / FASTER THA[N]… /

WH… HE…” on side, distinctive body sherd only) [cross mends with F95-28]
F78-4 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware)
F78-5 S jar (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, everted rim)
F78-6 S cup (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, porcelain)
F78-7 S saucer (painted, gilded, lined rim, porcelain)
F78-8 P pitcher (transfer print, red, painted highlights, copper luster, engine

turned/rouletted rim, red paste stoneware, handled, 4½” diameter rim, 6¾” tall,
copper luster)

F78-9 P cup (relief decorated, undocumented Gothic Arch panel and Dot pattern,
whiteware, 3¼” diameter rim, 3” tall, handless)

F78-10 S teapot/sugar bowl (transfer print, black, whiteware, Gothic shape, 4 ½” wide rim,
internal shelf for lid)

F78-11 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, back stamp “[OPAGUE] CHINA /
MESINA / W & C”)

F78-12 P chamber pot (undecorated, pearlware, 5¾” tall, 9 ½” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter
base)
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F78-13 S jar/bowl (redware, hand turned, 7” diameter base, base only)
F78-14 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, whiteware, 3½” diameter rim,

2½” tall, handless)
F78-15 S plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, polygonal rim)
F78-16 S mug/cup (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware, 3¾” diameter rim, 3½” tall,

handled) [cross mends with F79-6]
F78-17 S saucer (transfer print, purple, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F78-18 P child’s toy plate (slip decorated, whiteware, 2” diameter rim, illegible back stamp)
F78-19 P saucer (transfer print, green, over glaze, porcelain, scalloped edge, 5½” diameter

rim)
F78-20 S cup (undecorated or hand painted? whiteware, Double Curve shape?)
F78-21 S saucer (painted, polychrome, broad floral pattern, whiteware, 6” diameter rim)
F78-22 P plate (transfer print, blue, Sirus pattern, whiteware, 9” diameter) [cross mends

with Feature 79]
F78-23 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 4¾” tall, 7¾” diameter rim, beaded handle,

child’s size?)
F78-24 S pie plate/nappie (undecorated, yellowware, 10” diameter rim, 1” tall)
F78-25 P mug (undecorated, engine turned, bands, 3 7/8” tall, 4” diameter rim, 4” diameter

base, handled)
F78-26 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste, earthenware, hand turned, 7” diameter rim,

curvilinear swiggles as possible decoration)
F78-27 S jar (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, 8” diameter rim)
F78-28 S washbasin (undecorated, whiteware, 4” tall, possibly octagonal/Gothic shaped)
F78-29 S plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, whiteware)
F78-30 P large serving vessel lid (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, leaf

pattern, ironstone, 8 ¼” x 9 ½” rim)
F78-31 S jar (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F78-32 P medicine/chemical bottle? (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x ¾” base, 5 5/8” tall, 2

piece mold, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “J. R. STAFFORD’S //
OLIVE TAR” on sides, pontiled)

F78-33 P vial (aqua, round, ¾” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, dip molded, folded/fragile lip
finish, pontiled)

F78-34 P vial (aqua, round, ¾” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, dip molded, folded/fragile lip
finish, pontiled)

F78-35 P vial (aqua, round, ½” diameter base, dip molded, folded/fragile lip finish,
pontiled)

F78-36 S vial (aqua, round, dip molded, distinctive body sherd only)
F78-37 P vial (aqua, polygonal, approximately 2” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled)
F78-38 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2 ½” x 1 ¼” base, 5 ¾ ” tall, 2 piece

mold, applied tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed “NERVE TONIC
// CHROMOTHERMAL / REMEDY // NEW YORK” on sides, pontiled, the “N”
in tonic is backwards)

F78-39 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2½” x 1½” base, approximately 7” tall, 2 piece mold,
folded and fire polished lip finished, scroll style)

F78-40 [number not assigned]
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F78-41 P lamp chimney (clear, round, flanged base, straight, fire polished top 1 ¼” fire
polished rim)

F78-42 S lamp chimney (clear, round, flanged base, straight, fire polished top 1 ¼” fire
polished rim, smoked)

F78-43 S lamp chimney (clear, round, flanged base, straight, fire polished top 1 ¼” fire
polished rim)

F78-44 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2½” x 1¼” base, 5¾” tall, 2 piece mold,
applied tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed “NERVE TONIC //
CHROMOTHERMAL / REMEDY // NEW YORK” on sides, pontiled, the “N” in
tonic is backwards)

F78-45 P medicine bottle medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1¾” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, interior or folded lip finish, neck melted, pontiled)

F78-46 P vial (aqua, round, 7/8” diameter base, 4” tall, 2 piece mold, folded/fragile lip
finish, pontiled, embossed “DR. M CMUNN’S / ELIXIR OF OPIUM” on side)

F78-47 P vial (clear/lead, round, 1” diameter, 5” tall, dip molded, folded/fragile lip finish,
pontiled)

F78-48 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” diameter base, applied tool brandy lip
finish, ringed base, dip molded)

F78-49 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, applied tool brandy
lip finish, dip molded, domed and graphite pontil base)

F78-50 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¾” diameter base, 11½” tall, applied tool
brandy lip finish, ringed base, dip molded)

F78-51 P wine bottle (dark green/black, with kick up round, 2¾” diameter base, sheared lip
with applied tool string lip finish, ringed base, dip molded)

F78-52 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, 11½” tall, Rickett’s
molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, ringed base, dip molded, embossed
“PATENT” on shoulder “ringed” base, no pontil)

F78-53 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, 11½” tall, Rickett’s
molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, ringed base, dip molded, embossed
“PATENT” on shoulder “ringed” base, no pontil)

F78-54 number not assigned
F78-55 P lamp reservoir (clear/lead, round? hand blown, applied handle, blow over mold

fire polished lip finish)
F78-56 P medicine bottle (black/dark amethyst, Blake Variant 1, 2 5/8” x 1 5/8” base, 7

1/2” tall, 3piece plate bottom mold, applied tool prescription lip finish, recessed
panels, unpontiled, embossed “M RS S. A. ALLEN’S // WORLD’S HAIR /
RESTORER // 333 BROOME ST / NEW YORK”)

F78-57 P medicine bottle (black/dark amethyst, Blake Variant 1, 2 5/8” x 1 5/8” base, 7
1/2” tall, 3piece plate bottom mold, applied tool prescription lip finish, recessed
panels, unpontiled, embossed “M RS S. A. ALLEN’S // WORLD’S HAIR /
RESTORER // 333 BROOME ST / NEW YORK”)

F78-58 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, dip molded, 2½” diameter base, 3¼” tall, pontiled)
F78-59 P tumbler (clear/lead glass, fluted, octagonal base, 2” wide base, 3” diameter rim, 3

¾” tall, paneled/fluted, pontiled)
F78-60 P small pitcher (clear/lead pattern, molded, applied handled, 3 ½” diameter rim,

approximately 6” tall, missing base)
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F78-61 P indeterminate bottle (clear/lead glass, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 5 3/8” tall,
pontiled, fluted, dip molded/pattern molded, sheared and fire polished lip finish)

F78-62 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¼” diameter base, dip molded? applied
tool brandy lip finish, pontil? Cone style base [similar to vessel F78-72]

F78-63 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2½” diameter base, dip molded, with kick
up, no lip finish present, pontiled)

F78-64 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, pontiled, unfluted)
F78-65 _ no number assigned
F78-66 P small apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 2½” diameter base, pontiled, dip molded,

odd shaped rim)
F78-67 P tumbler (clear/fluted, 9 sided polygonal, 2½” wide base, press molded,

fluted/paneled)
F78-68 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2½” x 1¼” base, 5¾” tall, 2 piece mold,

applied tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed “NERVE TONIC //
CHROMOTHERMAL / REMEDY // NEW YORK” on sides, pontiled, the “N” in
tonic is backwards)

F78-69 P medicine/chemical bottle? (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x ¾” base, 5 5/8” tall, 2
piece mold, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “J. R. STAFFORD’S //
OLIVE TAR” on sides, pontiled)

F78-70 P medicine/chemical bottle? (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x ¾” base, 5 5/8” tall, 2
piece mold, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “J. R. STAFFORD’S //
OLIVE TAR” on sides, pontiled)

F78-71 P vial (aqua, round, 1” diameter base, dip molded, folded/fragile lip finish, pontiled)
F78-72 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2¼”diameter base, 9½” tall, Rickett’s

mold, applied tool brandy lip finish, foil on neck, cone style base, pontiled?)
F78-73 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 3” x 1¾” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

applied tool? ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels, embossed “DR KENNEDY’S //
MEDICAL / DISCOVERY / ROXBURY, MASS” on sides)

F78-74 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, Rickett’s mold, applied
tool string lip finish, foil on finish, 11½” tall, embossed “PATENT” on shoulder,
“ringed” base, non-pontiled)

F78-75 P short liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 8” tall,
Rickett’s mold, applied tool brandy lip finish, pontiled; “cone-style” base)

F78-76 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2¼” x 2” base, 2 piece mold, recessed
panels, embossed “AYER’S // CHERRY / LOWELL / MASS // PECTORAL” on
sides, pontiled, no lip present)

Feature 79
F79-1 P plate (transfer print, gray, whiteware, 9” diameter, back stamp “SIRRIUS”)
F79-2 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, 5” foot ring, base half only)
F79-3 P plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, whiteware, 9” diameter,

polygonal rim, impressed mark “27”)
F79-4 P wash basin (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, whiteware, polygonal

rim, approximately 12” diameter rim, modified S-curve shape)
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F79-5 P cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, whiteware, 3 7/8” diameter
rim, 3” tall, handless)

F79-6 P mug/cup (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware, 3¾” diameter rim, 3½” tall,
handled)

F79-7 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware, burned)
F79-8 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7” diameter base, base

only)
F79-9 P small serving bowl (relief decorated, Gothic shape, ironstone, oval, 7” x 5½” rim,

1¾” tall, octagonal rim, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA. / J. F.” with British
coat of arms, impressed mark “BEST / 7”)

F79-10 S narrow mouthed jar (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, strap handled,
handle and body only)

F79-10 S narrow mouthed jar (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, strap handled,
handle and body only)

F79-11 S platter (transfer print, blue, whiteware? polygonal rim, Gothic shape)
F79-12 S plate/small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 8” diameter)
F79-13 S cup (transfer cup, brown, whiteware)
F79-14 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 2¾” x 1½”, sheared fire polished lip finish, pontiled

scroll style, 7½” tall, 2 piece mold, pint size)
F79-15 P medicine bottle (clear/lead, French square, 1½” square base, 5” tall, 2 piece mold,

external, rolled/folded lip finish, pontiled, embossed “BUTLER’S /
EFFERVESCENT // MAGNESIAN / APERIENT / PREPARED BY // H.
BUTLER / CHEMIST LONDON” on sides)

F79-16 S footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2¼” diameter base, hand blown, applied handle,
pontiled)

F79-17 P lamp chimney (clear, round, Argnand style, approximately 2½” straight base, and
1¾” diameter straight top)

F79-18 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, unfluted, 2½”diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, pontiled)
F79-19 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, 3” x 1 3/8” base, height unknown, 2 piece mold,

sheared lip finish, Washington style, pontiled, pint sized)
F79-20 P vial (aqua, round, ¾” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled, minimally 4”-5” tall)
F79-21 P tumbler (clear/lead, 10-sided, fluted, 2¼” diameter base, 3½” tall, 3” diameter

rim, press molded, rough pontil?)
F79-22 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 2½” diameter base, dip molded, deep kick

up, base only)
F79-23 P cruet (clear/amethyst, round, 2¾” diameter base, 4” to 4½” diameter body,

molded, applied handled, with spout, pontiled, 8’ tall)
F79-24 P vial (aqua, round, 7/8” diameter base, 4” tall, 2 piece mold, folded to exterior lip

finish, pontiled, embossed “B. A. / FAHNESTOCK’S / VERMIFUGE” on sides)
F79-25 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear/lead, 1½” diameter base, 2 piece mold, folded to

interior prescription lip finish, pontiled, embossed “…ROUSSEL / [PHI]L A “ on
side)

F79-26 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 1¼” diameter rim, straight rim, potentially Argand
style?)

F79-27 P tumbler (clear/lead, hexagonal, fluted, 2 1/8” wide base, 3¾” tall, 3½” diameter
rim, press molded, rough pontil?)
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F79-28 P apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 3” diameter base, 2 3/8” dip molded, fire
polished, pontiled, pint sized?)

F79-29 S tumbler (clear/lead, octagonal, 2¼” wide base, press molded, paneled/fluted)
F79-30 S tumbler (clear/lead, octagonal, 2¼” wide base, press molded, paneled/fluted)
F79-31 P bitters/liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded,

applied tool brandy lip finish, pontiled)
F79-31 S apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 2 3/8” dip molded, fire polished, pontiled, pint

sized?)
F79-32 P vial (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, dip molded, folded/fragile lip finish,

unknown height)

Feature 81
F81-1 S serving vessel/tureen (relief decorated, whiteware, ribbed patter? Gothic shape)
F81-2 S plate (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware)
F81-3 S saucer (hand painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware)
F81-4 S vial (aqua, dip molded, round, 7/8” diameter, pontiled)
F81-5 S apothecary jar? (clear/lead, dip molded, pontiled, approximately 3”-4” diameter

size, base only)
F81-6 S cup (hand painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware)
F81-7 S whiskey flask (aqua, scroll variety, body only, possibly same vessel as F82-57)
F81-8 S plate (transfer print, black and yellow, same as vessel in F95)
F81-9 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F81-10 S liquor bottle (amber, improved tool lightening finish, lip only)
F81-11 S jar (slat glazed/salt glazed stoneware, narrow mouthed with everted rim)
F81-12 S chamber pot (Rockingham glazed, yellowware, small rim fragment only)
F81-13 S saucer (hand painted, over glazed, polychrome, porcelain)
F81-14 S saucer (hand painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware)
F81-15 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, double curve shape)
F81-16 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 10 5/8” diameter, round, unscalloped

edge)
F81-17 S cup (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware)
F81-18 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, same as vessel in F95 Midden)
F81-19 S plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, same as vessel in F95 Midden)
F81-20 S plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, same as vessel in F95 Midden)
F81-21 S ink well/lamp reservoir (clear, round, 2¾” diameter body, central hole ¾”

diameter in top)
F81-22 P cup plate (clear/lead, pressed glass, star burst pattern, cross mends with fragment

in F95-Midden)

Feature 82
F82-1 P plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 9¾” diameter, round, unscalloped edge)
F82-2 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F82-3 S child’s plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, relief decorated daisies?, proverb in

center of plate “ … ERS”)
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F82-4 S water bowl (hand painted, polychrome, large floral, whiteware)
F82-5 S plate/small plate (transfer print, black, whiteware, scalloped and beaded edge)
F82-6 P saucer (transfer print and hand painted, blue lined rim, 1 3/8” tall, 6” diameter,

pattern is “an eagle over two horses,” Gothic shaped and slightly ribbed, One –
impressed “13”)

F82-7 P saucer (transfer print and hand painted, blue lined rim, 1 3/8” tall, 6” diameter,
pattern is “an eagle over two horses,” Gothic shaped and slightly ribbed, Second –
impressed illegible marks with British coat of arms / Lion and words “PAT …”)

F82-8 S pie plate/nappie (undecorated, yellowware)
F82-9 S plate (relief decorated, whiteware)
F82-10 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware)
F82-11 S serving vessel/pitcher (undecorated, ironstone)
F82-12 S lid (relief decorated, ironstone, small diameter, tea pot or sugar bowl lid)
F82-13 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned, ogee style rim)
F82-14 P jug (salt glazed, stoneware, hand turned, approximate gallon size)
F82-15 S bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F82-16 S bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F82-17 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F82-18 S bowl/wine cooler (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware, Gothic shaped)
F82-19 S saucer (transfer print, purple, whiteware)
F82-20 P plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 10 5/8” diameter, round, unscalloped

edge)
F82-21 S platter (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F82-22 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral, whiteware)
F82-23 S cup (painted?, whiteware)
F82-24 S decorative urn? (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, hand turned, very unusual

ware, large sized)
F82-25 S saucer (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware)
F82-26 S serving vessel? (transfer print, blue, whiteware, body only)
F82-27 _ no number assigned
F82-28 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol-glazed, stoneware, base only)
F82-29 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone)
F82-30 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F82-31 S plate? (transfer print, black and yellow, same as vessel in F95)
F82-32 S plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F82-33 S saucer (hand painted, stylized “dot” floral pattern, whiteware)
F82-34 P cup (hand painted, small floral pattern, whiteware, handleless, London Urn shape)
F82-35 S serving vessel? (undecorated?, ironstone, back stamp “J. Mayer / … VED …”,

base only)
F82-36 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware)
F82-37 S bowl (redware, with hole deliberately punched into base to convert it to a flower

pot?)
F82-38 S pitcher (slip decorated and hand painted, red paste stoneware, lusterware, body

only)
F82-39 P cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, handleless, Gothic shaped)
F82-40 S jar (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, narrow mouthed with everted rim)
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F82-41 S bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F82-42 P apothecary jar (clear/lead)
F82-43 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, plain oval, fluted sides, 2½” x 1¾” base, dip

molded, applied tool string lip finish, pontiled)
F82-44 P tumbler (clear/lead, fluted, 6 sided, 2 5/8” diameter base, minimally 3” tall, press

molded, paneled sides, rough base)
F82-45 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, applied tool champagne style string lip

finish, medallion embossed “MEDOC” with grape vine design)
F82-46 P vial (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 2 piece mold, pontiled)
F82-47 S indeterminate vessel/cruet (light blue pressed glass, ribbed/paneled pattern,

lidded)
F82-48 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, ribbed exterior, folded interior lip finish)
F82-49 P tumbler (clear/lead, fluted, 6 sided, 2 5/8” diameter base, minimally 3” tall, press

molded, paneled sides, rough base)
F82-50 P tumbler (clear/lead, fluted, 8 sided, 2½” base diameter, press molded, paneled

sides)
F82-51 P decanter (clear/lead, round, folded exterior lip finish laid on neck rings, hand

blown, wheel engraved panels/flutes)
F82-52 P ink well or small lamp reservoir (clear/lead, round, 1½” base, 2½” shoulder

diameter, ¾” mouth diameter, approximately ½” tall, dip molded, hand blown,
round base, ground pontil) [mends with 81-21] [probably an ink well]

F82-53 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3¾” diameter base, 11½” tall, dip molded,
applied tool champagne style string lip finish, pontiled kick up, bulbous body)

F82-54 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, minimally 12” tall, dip
molded, pontiled, kick up) (possibly long necked, hock style?)

F82-55 P apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 3” diameter base, 2½” diameter rim, minimally
5” tall, dip molded, pontiled)

F82-56 P porter/ale bottle (dark green/black, 3” diameter base, 7½” tall, stove pipe string lip
finish, dip molded with kick up, bulbous neck)

F82-57 P whiskey flask (aqua, plain oval, 2¼” x 1¾” base, minimally 6” tall, 2 piece mold,
scroll design, pontiled; cross mends with F81-7)

F82-58 P liquor/condiment/food bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2½” diameter base,
minimally 7” tall, dip molded, applied tool string lip finish, kick up with pontil)

F82-59 P tumbler (clear/lead, fluted, 8 sided, 2¼” diameter base, paneled sides, press
molded)

F82-60 P apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 3” diameter base, 2½” diameter rim, minimally
5” tall, dip molded, pontiled)

F82-61 P apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 3” diameter base, 3½” diameter rim, minimally
5” tall, dip molded, pontiled)

F82-62 P vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 7/8” diameter, pontiled)
F82-63 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, 3/8” diameter base, minimally 2½” tall)
F82-64 P tumbler (clear/lead, fluted, 9 sided, 2½” diameter, 3¼” tall, press molded, paneled

sides, ground base)
F82-65 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 5/8” diamond base, approximately 3” diameter rim,

minimally 3½” tall, hand blown, unfluted, pontiled)
F82-66 P vial (aqua, dip molded, fragile lip finish)
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F82-67 P vial (aqua, dip molded, fragile lip finish)
F82-68 S unidentified tableware/lamp? base (clear/lead, round, approximately 4” diameter)
F82-69 S tumbler (clear/lead, fluted, polygon base, paneled sides, unusual flutes and ridge

design)
F82-70 S tumbler (similar to but slightly different rim, like F82-69)
F82-71 P vial (clear/lead, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2¼” tall, hand blown,

fragile lip finish, pontiled)
F82-72 P vial (clear/lead, dip molded, round, 5/8” diameter base, minimally 3½” tall, hand

blown, pontiled)
F82-73 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round)
F82-74 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, minimally 12” tall, dip

molded, pontiled, kick up) (possibly long necked, hock style?)
F82-75 P liquor/condiment/food bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2½” diameter base,

minimally 7” tall, dip molded, applied tool string lip finish, kick up with pontil)
[similar to F82-58]

Feature 83
F83-1 S platter (edge decorated, blue, pearlware, no foot ring, scalloped edge)
F83-2 P plate (edge decorated, blue, molded floral design with beads, pearlware, scalloped

edge, approximately 10½” diameter)
F83-3 S plate? (transfer print, red, whiteware, farm scene)
F83-4 P pitcher (annular decorated with worm mocha, quart size, pearlware, beaded

handle, 4¼” diameter mouth, 6¾” tall, 4 3/8” diameter base)
F83-5 S plate (transfer print, green, whiteware [same pattern as in F95 Midden]
F83-6 S tureen/under tray (transfer print, brown, whiteware, beaded and scalloped edge)
F83-7 S serving bowl/tureen (transfer print, brown, whiteware, small pattern as F83-6)

[similar wares in F95 Midden]
F83-8 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F83-9 S plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, scallped edge, back stamp “THE /

WINDSOR / STONE WARE / D”; same pattern in F95 Midden)
F83-10 S trinket box? (undecorated? whiteware, burned)
F83-11 S small pitcher (annular decorated, red paste stoneware, lusterware, body only)
F83-12 S lid (transfer print, blue, whiteware, knob only)
F83-13 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, unbeaded handle)
F83-14 S jar (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, big handle, globular shaped) [not a jug; large

food jar but unglazed interior?]
F83-15 S bowl (redware, hand turned)
F83-16 S cup (painted, gilded, lined rim and body, porcelain, handled, London urn shape)
F83-17 S saucer (hand painted, polychrome? Whiteware, green lined rim)
F83-18 S platter? (transfer print, blue, whiteware, thick body sherd only, back stamp “…E /

…OCK / …GE”)
F83-19 S saucer (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F83-20 S lid (painted, gilded, lined rim and floral details, porcelain, oval for serving

vessel/tureen)
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F83-21 S lid (painted, polychrome, small floral pattern, whiteware, round, teapot or sugar
bowl) [potentially cross mends with sherds from F95 Midden)

F83-22 S pitcher (annular decorated with worm mocha, quart size, pearlware, beaded
handle, 4¼” diameter mouth, 6¾” tall, 4 3/8” diameter base, dendrite mocha and
rouletted rim)

F83-23 S pitcher (annular decorated, worm mocha, whiteware, cross mends with F95
Midden)

F83-24 S saucer? (painted? small rim only)
F83-25 S platter/serving vessel? (undecorated, whiteware, burned)
F83-26 S platter (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F83-27 P saucer (painted, gilded, lined rim, and body, porcelain)
F83-28 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral, black lined rim, whiteware)
F83-29 S chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, small child’s size, rim only)
F83-30 S apothecary jar? (clear/lead, dip molded, round, 3½” diameter base, pontiled, base

only)
F83-31 S whiskey flask (aqua, scroll type, body only)
F83-32 P vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 4/8” diameter, pontiled, fragile lip finish)
F83-33 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, rectangular, 1 3/8” x 2” base, pontiled, dip

molded? rolled to exterior lip finish, approximately 5” tall) [similar to F82-43]
F83-34 P apothecary jar (clear/lead same as F30)
F83-35 P indeterminate bottle (aqua, Rickett’s molded, starburst pattern on base, applied

tool, brandy finish)
F83-36 S tumbler (clear/lead, fluted)
F83-37 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, unfluted, 3 3/8” tall, 2½” diameter base, pontiled)
F83-38 S vial (aqua, dip molded, pontiled, 1” diameter base)
F83-39 S tumbler (clear/lead, fluted)
F83-40 S vial (aqua, dip molded, pontiled, 1¼” diameter base, burned/melted)
F83-41 P food jar? (aqua, dip molded; approximately 5”-5½” diameter body, 3¾” diameter

mouth, rolled to exterior lip finish, dip molded, unknown height)
F83-42 P vial (aqua, dip molded, pontiled fragile lip finish, 7/8” diameter base, unknown

height)

Feature 84
F84-1 S waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware, 5” diameter rim)
F84-2 S jar (salt glazed, hand turned, stoneware, strap handled, handle only)
F84-3 S soup plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F84-4 S unknown hollowware/vase, child’s cup, or coffee can? (painted, polychrome, over

glaze, gilded, porcelain, distinctive body sherd only) [central medallion with
landscape scene; ornate Continental decorative porcelain]

F84-5 S flowerpot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned small pottery pot size)
F84-6 P jar (redware, hand turned, 7” diameter rim, straight sided)
F84-7 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 12” diameter rim)
F84-8 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F84-9 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F84-10 S mug/cup (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware) [possibly same pattern as F79-6]
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F84-11 P pitcher (undecorated, whiteware, 3¼” diameter foot ring, whiteware, handled, 7”
tall, beaded handle)

F84-12 S cup (whiteware, handled, handle only)
F84-13 P chamber pot (yellowware, annular decorated, 4¾” foot ring, 8¼” rim, 4¾” tall,

handled) [cross mends with F85-10]
F84-14 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “ROYAL PATENT …E

/ ARTHUR J. WILKINSON / LATE R. ALLOCK. / BURSLEM. ENGLAND”
with British coat of arms)

F84-15 P chamber pot (relief decorated, simple panel design, whiteware, handled, 4¾”
diameter base, 5½” tall, 8½” diameter rim)

F84-16 P pipkin (lightly Rockingham glazed/yellowware, hand turned, straight hollow
handle, internal shelf for lid, pouring spout, 7¼” diameter rim, 5 ½” tall, burned
base)

F84-17 S bowl/jar (redware, hand turned)
F84-18 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned, odd paste)
F84-19 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, handless, 3½” diameter rim, 3 ¼” tall)
F84-20 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F84-22 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, impressed mark “[ILLEGIBLE…/

31” cut foot ring)
F84-23 P cup (relief decorated, Sharon Arch/Erie shape ironstone, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3”

tall, handled,) [registered April 1861 Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:136]
F84-24 P pipkin (undecorated yellowware, hand turned, 4¼” tall, strap handled, interior

shelf for lid)
F84-25 S small bowl (relief decorated, round, fluted, whiteware, 6½” diameter rim,

scalloped edge, cut foot ring, S-curve style) [cross mends with F85-1]
F84-26 P charger (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 1¾” tall, 12¾” decanter

scalloped edge, blue back stamp, ‘WAECHTERSACH / W. ST.?” and impressed
four squares forming circle, no foot ring) [cross mended with F85-1]

F84-27 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F84-28 S saucer (painted? over glaze, porcelain)
F84-29 S saucer (painted, polychrome, small floral, “dot” pattern, whiteware, 6” diameter

rim)
F84-30 S hollowware (Rockingham glazed/yellowware, distinctive body sherd only)
F84-31 S hollowware serving vessel (transfer print, blue, whiteware, handled, handle only)
F84-32 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, yellow

slipped shoulder, distinctive body shreds only)
F84-33 S cup (undecorated/painted, whiteware, 1 7/8” foot ring)
F84-34 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste, earthenware, hand turned, 4” diameter rim)
F84-35 S jug (redware, hand turned, distinctive body sherd only)
F84-36 P saucer (relief decorated, round, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F84-37 S plate (relief decorated, unidentified floral pattern, whiteware)
F84-38 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, base only)
F84-39 S unidentified hollowware/serving vessel (transfer print, red, whiteware, distinctive

body sherd only)
F84-40 P bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7¼” diameter base,

4¾” tall, 10” diameter rim)
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F84-41 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, Willow pattern distinctive body sherd only)
F84-42 S indeterminate bottle/tableware (amber, round, 2½” diameter base, pattern molded,

base only)
F84-43 P lamp globe (white/milk glass, round, 3¾” diameter base)
F84-44 P wine glass (clear, 3¼” diameter rim, press molded)
F84-45 S liquor bottle (dark green/black, applied tool ring/oil lip finish, lip only)
F84-46 P tumbler (clear, round? 2” base, 3 ½” tall, 3” diameter rim, ribbed, pontiled?)
F84-47 P lamp chimney (clear, round? 2” base, 3½” tall, 3” diameter rim, ribbed, pontiled?)
F84-48 P lamp chimney (clear, round? 2” base, 3½” tall, 3” diameter rim, ribbed, pontiled?

fire polished base)
F84-49 S lamp chimney (clear, round? 2” base, 3½” tall, 3” diameter rim, ribbed, pontiled?

fire polished base)
F84-50 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, straight fire polished base, hand

crimped rim, 2¾” diameter rim)
F84-51 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, straight fire polished base, hand

crimped rim, 2¾” diameter rim)
F84-52 P wine glass/water goblet (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 6” tall, 3” diameter rim, 3

½” tall bowl, press molded, fluted stem and bowl)
F84-53 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2¾” diameter base, 2 piece blown construction;

ground base, similar to F84-83)
F84-54 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1½” square base, 5¼” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “M CC” on base)
F84-55 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F84-56 P medicine/ chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall,

3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F84-57 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 7/8” square base 2 7/8” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F84-58 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 7/8” square base 2 7/8” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F84-59 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 1/8” square base 3½” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F84-60 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1½” square base 4½ ” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F84-61 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F84-62 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, 2 piece

mold, applied tool patent lip finish)
F84-63 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾ diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, 2 piece

mold, applied tool patent lip finish)
F84-64 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 2 piece

mold, applied tool patent lip finish)
F84-65 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 2 piece

mold, applied tool patent lip finish)
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F84-66 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base, 2 piece mold
with base emboss)

F84-67 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base, 2 piece mold
with base emboss)

F84-68 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 2 piece mold)
F84-69 P wine bottle (ambler, round, 2¾ ” diameter base, 14” tall, dip molded, applied

string lip finish, Hock style with kick up)
F84-70 P wine bottle (ambler, round, 2¾” diameter base, 14” tall, dip molded, applied

string lip finish, Hock style with shallow kick up)
F84-71 P wine bottle (ambler, round, 2¾” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool finish

emulating string, Hock style with shallow kick up)
F84-72 P food jar (aqua, round, 3¼” diameter base, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold, ground lip finish, odd threaded lip finish)
F84-73 S indeterminate hollowware (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, possibly

bowl?)
F84-74 S indeterminate bottle (clear/amethyst, improved tool patent lip finish, long necked)
F84-75 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 1¾” 1 1/8” base, 4¾” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool

ring/oil lip finish, recessed front panel) [blue/white style bottle]
F84-76 P chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 1¾” x 1 1/8” base, 4¾” tall, 2 piece mold, applied

tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed front panel) [blue/white style bottle]
F84-77 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 6 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “JOHNSON &
PETERSON / SPRINGFIELD / ILL” on front, “B. F. G CO” on back near base,
“J & P” on base, foil on finish)

F84-78 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F84-79 P wine bottle (ambler, round, 2¾ ” diameter base, 14” tall, dip molded, applied

string lip finish, Hock style with kick up)
F84-80 P wine bottle (ambler, round, 2¾ ” diameter base, 13” tall, dip molded, applied

string lip finish, Hock style with kick up)
F84-81 P saucer (relief decorated, unidentified floral pattern, ironstone)
F84-82 p cordial (clear, 2” diameter rim, 2¼” tall bowl, press molded, floral pattern)
F84-83 P wine glass/water goblet (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, ground base,

press molded, ground fluted, ground rim, barrel shaped, odd non-traditional style,
German or Continental manufacture?)

F84-84 S ink well/lamp (clear, pressed, oval bowl with blow over molded and unground
small opening on top, offset from center) [possibly also bird cage waterer or
feeder?]

F84-85 S tumbler? (clear, press molded, fluted)
F84-86 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1” square base, 3 1/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, applied tool patent lip finish)
F84-87 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 1/8” square base 3½” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
F84-88 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 7/8” square base 2 7/8” tall, 3

piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
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F84-89 P medicine/ chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F84-90 P medicine/ chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F84-91 P medicine/ chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 5/8” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F84-92 P medicine/ chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1¾” square base, 5 7/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F84-93 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 2½” x 1 7/8” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, stirrup shaped)

F84-94 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish)

F84-95 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish)

F84-96 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish)

F84-97 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish)

F84-98 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base, 2 piece mold
with base emboss)

F84-99 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base, 2 piece mold with base
emboss)

F84-100 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base, 2 piece mold with base
emboss)

F84-101 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base, 2 piece mold with base
emboss)

F84-102 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base, 2 piece mold
with base emboss)

F84-103 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish, embossed “L & W” on base, 2 piece mold
with base emboss)

F84-104 S chamber pot lid? (yellowware, mocha, dendrite pattern, distinctive body shreds
only)

F84-105 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish)

F84-106 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 5½” tall, 2 piece
mold, applied tool patent lip finish)[possibly Ricketts molded]

F84-107 P vial (clear, round? dip molded, folded/fragile lip finish)
F84-108 P vial (aqua, round, ¾ diameter base, 2 piece mold, pontiled)
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F84-109 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter base, 2¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “PHALON & SON / NEW
YORK” on front, stopper present, liquid present)

F84-110 no number assigned
F84-111 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 2 ½ ” diameter base, 7” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool V-shaped lip finished, embossed “CITRATED / OF /
MAGNESIA” on front, “MCG” on base)

F84-112 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1½” x 7/8” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, recessed panels)

F84-113 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1¾” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F84-114 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “MCG” on base)

F84-115 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x ¾” base, 4 5/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball
neck)

F84-116 S chemical bottle (aqua, oval, improved tool? ring/oil lip finish) [possible
bluing/whiting bottle]

F84-117 S bottle (aqua, applied tool, stacked ring? lip finish)
F84-118 P bottle stopper (clear/lead, stem only, small sized)
F84-119 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 1 5/8” diameter base, flanged base, ground

rim, 1 ¼” diameter rim)
F84-120 P lamp chimney (clear, molded, fire polished rim, 1¼” diameter rim)

Feature 85
F85-1 P small bowl (relief decorated, Gothic shape, whiteware, 6” diameter rim, 2¼” tall,

scalloped edge)
F85-2 P? salve jar? (undecorated, whiteware, 3” diameter rim, 3¼” diameter base, 1 5/8”

tall, external shelf for lid)
F85-3 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim)
F85-4 P batter bowl (yellowware, hand turned, 5 3/8” diameter base, 6¼” diameter rim,

4¼” tall, strap handled, pouring spout 90 f̊rom handle, internal shelf for lid)
F85-5 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, yellow

slipped shoulder neck and finish, 3” diameter base)
F85-6 P jar lid (redware, hand turned? 3 7/8” diameter, 7/8” tall)
F85-7 S jar (redware, hand turned)
F85-8 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter, back stamp “IRONSTONE / CHINA

/ POWELL & BISHOP” with crown and swag)
F85-9 S saucer (relief decorated, Fig/Union shape, ironstone, 6” diameter) [registered by J.

Wedgwood in November 1856, Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:91)
F85-10 P chamber pot (yellowware, annular decorated, 8” diameter rim)
F85-11 S pie plate/nappie (yellowware, base only)
F85-12 S saucer (transfer print, green, over glaze, porcelain, scalloped edge)
F85-13 S saucer (relief decorated, fluted/ribbed pattern, whiteware)
F85-14 S small plate? (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, ironstone)
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F85-15 S small cup/mug? (yellowware, handled, handle only)
F85-16 S saucer (transfer print, blue, painted highlights, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F85-17 S plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, back stamp “THE…”)
F85-18 S jug? (redware, hand turned, strap handle)
F85-19 S saucer/small plate (transfer print, brown, dot pattern, white ware, scalloped edge)
F85-20 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 2” diameter straight base, fire polished base, hand

crimped rim)
F85-21 S soda water bottle? (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, embossed “…RY SP…” on

side)
F85-22 S canning jar (aqua, round, approximately 3½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold)
F85-23 S tumbler (clear, fluted, distinctive body sherds only)
F85-24 P cruet (clear, polygonal, 1½” diameter base, 6 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold?

spout, entire body ribbed)
F85-25 P wine bottle (dark green/black, 2½” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool string

lip finish, kick up)
F85-26 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 3½” tall, 2 5/8” diameter rim, press

molded? wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “PATD MAY 31ST

1870” in circle around “C” on base)
F85-27 P tumbler (clear, round? 2 3/8” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded, deep flutes)
F85-28 S tableware? (aqua/bluish green, press molded, very small fragment)
F85-29 P condiment/food jar (aqua, French square, 2 1/8” square base, 2 piece mold,

applied tool bead lip finish, ball neck, simplified Gothic shape)
F85-30 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 3½” tall, 2 5/8” diameter rim, press

molded? wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “PATD MAY 31ST

1870” in circle around “D” on base)
F85-31 P tumbler (clear, 9 sided, 2½” wide base, press molded, short flutes, star burst on

base)
F85-32 S tumbler (clear, 9 sided, 2½” wide base, press molded, short flutes, star burst on

base)
F85-33 P tumbler (clear, 9 sided, 2¼” wide base, 3¼” tall, press molded, short flutes, star

burst on base)
F85-34 P tumbler (clear, round? straight round flutes, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3½” tall, 3”

diameter rim, press molded, ribbed, blow over mold with unground rim)
F85-35 S whiskey flask (aqua, scroll type distinctive body sherd only)
F85-36 P lamp globe (clear, round, 2” diameter straight base, fire polished base, 1”

diameter sheared rim)
F85-37 S indeterminate vessel (clear/amethyst, round, 3” diameter rim, ground rim,

possibly a lantern globe?)
F85-38 S lamp base? (clear, round, molded)
F85-39-S wine bottle (dark green/black, round, dip molded, applied string lip finish)
F85-40 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, applied tool ring/oil lip finish, small lip only)

[possibly blueing bottle]
F85-41 S whiskey flask? (aqua, applied tool string lip finish, small lip only)
F85-42 S tumbler (clear, round? straight round flutes, 3” diameter rim, press molded,

ribbed, blow over mold with unground rim)
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Feature 86
F86-1 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, 9” diameter, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F86-2 S cup plate/child’s toy soup plate? (undecorated, whiteware, 5” diameter rim)
F86-3 P small platter (undecorated, porcelain, oval shape, heavy bodied, “Hotel ware”)
F86-4 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA

/ OP. CO” with eagle over shield flanked by human figures and word
“EXCELSIOR”)

F86-5 number not assigned
F86-6 S small plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware)
F86-7 S plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F86-8 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F86-9 P mug/”can” (yellowware, 2¾” tall, 4” diameter base, handled, annular decorated,

blue, with cut “bail” on rim, slipped white interior, rectangular hole near rim)
[“bail” is for strap handle as with small bucket?]

F86-10 S mug/small pitcher (annular decorated, whiteware) [odd vessel]
F86-11 S saucer (painted, monochrome, red, over glazed, porcelain)
F86-12 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, London Urn shape) [probably hand painted)
F86-13 S jug (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, 10” diameter base)
F86-14 S jar (salt glaze/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger molded, approximately 10”

diameter rim, quality early wares)
F86-15 S pie plate/nappie (yellowware, approximately 10” diameter rim)
F86-16 S flowerpot (unglazed, red paste earthenware, hand turned, 6” diameter rim)
F86-17 S flowerpot pan (unglazed, red paste earthenware, jigger molded)
F86-18 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, yellow slipped

shoulder and neck, distinctive body sherds only)
F86-19 S inkbottle (Albany slipped/unglazed, stoneware, jigger molded, distinctive body

sherd only)
F86-20 P cup (transfer print, brown, painted high lights, ironstone, handled)
F86-21 S serving vessel (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F86-22 S plate (undecorated, porcelain, heavy bodied “Hotel ware”)
F86-23 P plate (undecorated, ironstone, 8½” diameter)
F86-24 S plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F86-25 S? small pitcher? (undecorated, ironstone)
F86-26 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3½” diameter rim, 3¼” tall, handless)
F86-27 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA

/ OP. CO” with eagle over shield flanked by human figures and word
“EXCELSIOR”)

F86-28 P small plate (relief decorated, Sharon Arch/Eagle Shape, 7 ½” diameter, impressed
registration mark for 1861 “IRONSTONE / J. WEDGEWOOD / CHINA”
registered by J. Wedgewood April 1861) [Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:136]

F86-29 P small plate (relief decorated, Sharon Arch/Eagle Shape, 7½” diameter, impressed
registration mark for 1861 “IRONSTONE / J. WEDGEWOOD / CHINA”
registered by J. Wedgewood April 1861) [Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:136]

F86-30 S small cup/knick knack (relief decorated, pebbled exterior, gilded, porcelain)
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F86-31 S jar (salt glazed/salt glazed and unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, narrow
mouthed, quality ware)

F86-32 S plate/small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F86-33 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F86-34 S toothpaste jar lid (undecorated, whiteware, 4” diameter)
F86-35 number not assigned
F86-36 number not assigned
F86-37 P large salt (clear/lead, 4” diameter rim, press molded)
F86-38 S lamp chimney (clear, round, approximately 2” diameter straight base, ground

base)
F86-39 S? P? whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved

tool double ring lip finish, Picnic Shape)
F86-40 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 1 3/8” square base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold)
F86-41 S medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1? approximately 1 3/8” wide base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold? embossed “[FLEURY] & CO / [PHARM]ACISTS /
[SPRIN]GFIELD. IL[L]”

F86-42 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 7/8” x 1¾” base, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, Coffin Shape) [S.A.]

F86-43 unassigned number
F86-44 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 2½” base, straight fire polished base, 2¾”

rim, hand crimped rim)
F86-45 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, approximately 2” diameter base, straight fire

polished base, 2” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)
F86-46 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, straight fire polished base, 2¾” rim, hand

crimped rim)
F86-47 S ketchup/sauce bottle? (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, blow over mold, fire polished lip finished, embossed “NO. 36” on base)
[S.A.]

F86-48 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1? approximately 1¼” x 7/8” base, 3 3/8”
tall, improved tool patent lip finish, 3 piece plate bottom mold? embossed
“[FLEURY] & CO / [PHARM]ACISTS / [SPRIN]GFIELD, IL[L]”

F86-49 P butter lid/cover (blue, round, press molded, 5” diameter base, 3”tall, “handle” is
star shaped and 5/8” long, “handle” is reminiscent of “{“Studs” set into stand like
with lamps)

F86-50 P beer? bottle (clear/light aqua, 2¾” diameter base, turn molded, improved tool
blob/lightening lip finish)

F86-51 S? lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 2½” base, straight fire polished base, 2 ¾”
diameter rim, hand crimped rim)

F86-52 P? salt ? (blue/cobalt glass, round, approximately 1¾” diameter base, press molded,
Lacy Period design)

F86-53 _ [number not assigned]
F86-54 P food/canning jar (aqua, round, approximately 3½” diameter base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, embossed “…ARS” in script on side)
F86-55 S wine bottle (amber, applied tool string lip finish)
F86-56 S mustard jar (clear, round? blow over mold ground lip finish, barrel shaped)
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F86-57 S lamp globe (white/milk glass, decal decorated)
F86-58 S hollowware? (white/milk glass, round? Press molded)
F86-59 P wine bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter base, 14” tall, turn molded, applied

string lip finish, shallow kick up, Hock/Rhme style)
F86-60 P fluted beer glass (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, press molded, 2¾” diameter

rim, hollow stem, Champagne style, fluted stem, short flutes on bell, embossed
BUDWEISER / C. C. & CO” on front “[MONDAY?] [JU?]NE / 10TH [18]79.” on
back, both in script [celebratory souvenir] [Patented June 10, 1879]

F86-61 P champagne flute/wine glass (clear, short panels on bowl, press molded)
F86-62 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1 1/8” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic style)
F86-63 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1¾” x 1 1/8” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool double ring lip finish, picnic style)
F86-64 P liquor bottle (amber, round, 2¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold?

applied tool/lightening lip finish, embossed “A. G. W. L / 1” on base)
F86-65 P ketchup/sauce bottle (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold, fire polished lip finished, embossed “NO. 36” on base) [S.A.]
F86-66 P ketchup/sauce bottle (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold, fire polished lip finished, embossed “TRADE & J.
HEINZ…[MAR]K / PITTSBURGH U.S.A.” on front in circle with picture of a
key and keystone, embossed “NO. 36” on base) [S.A.]

F86-67 P food/canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, 2 piece mold, applied tool lip
finish, for interior lid)

F86-68 S lid (clear/lead, round, approximately 4” diameter base, press molded)

Feature 87
F87-1 S (edge decorated blue, whiteware, back stamp “…[ROYA]L PATENT

IRO[NSTONE]…” with British Coat of Arms)
F87-2 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed stoneware, distinctive body sherd

only)
F87-3 S jar/bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7” diameter base)
F87-4 S saucer (transfer print, black, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter)
F87-5 S jar/bowl (redware, hand turned)
F87-6 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2” base, machine made,

embossed “G-18151” on base)
F87-7 S hollowware serving vessel (clear, press molded, diamond pattern, distinctive body

sherd only)

Feature 88
F88-1 S plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, 9” diameter rim, single painted band over

lightly embossed edge)
F88-2 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, Gothic shape)
F88-3 S saucer (undecorated/painted? whiteware, 6” diameter)
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F88-4 S serving vessel (painted, polychrome? whiteware, handled, distinctive body sherd
only)

F86-5 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed, whiteware, approximately 6” diameter)
F86-6 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, base only)
F88-7 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, approximately 3” diameter base, dip molded,

graphite pontiled)
F88-8 S vial? (aqua, round, approximately 1” diameter, 2 piece mold)
F88-9 P condiment bottle (aqua, fluted base, 2 1/8’ diameter base, 8½” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, applied tool ring/oil lip finish, three rings on neck, graphite
pontiled)

Feature 89
F89-1 P saucer (pontiled, gilded, relief decorated, porcelain, scalloped edge, 6” diameter)
F89-2 P saucer (transfer print, flow blue, relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F89-3 S jar? (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, sponge decorated,

blue, hole in side for handle?)
F89-4 S serving bowl? (painted, monochrome blue, whiteware, burned)
F89-5 P? saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F89-6 S platter? (relief decorated, whiteware)
F89-6 S platter? (relief decorated, whiteware)
F89-7 P? small plate (decal decorated, gilded, ironstone, scalloped edge, back stamp

“TORIN… / …FORD CHINA CO”
F89-8 S cup (undecorated, ironstone)
F89-9 S platter? (undecorated, ironstone, thick bodied “Hotel” ware)
F89-10 S saucer (decal decorated, porcelain)
F89-11 S small bowl (relief decorated, whiteware, 2” foot ring)
F89-12 S child’s cup? (undecorated, porcelain, 2” diameter rim)
F89-13 S chamber pot? (yellowware, mocha decorated, distinctive body sherd only)
F89-14 S flowerpot (red paste earthenware, jigger molded, 4” diameter rim, burned)
F89-15 S jug/jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware, hand turned? approximately 10”

diameter base, base only)
F89-16 P saucer (painted, gilded, lined porcelain, 6” diameter)
F89-17 P serving bowl (relief decorated, whiteware, 7” diameter rim, 2 ½” tall, scalloped

edge, back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKKIN /
ENGLAND” with British Coat of Arms)

F89-18 P small bowl/custard (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, press
molded, curvilinear pattern)

F89-19 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, press molded? acid
etched, leaf pattern)

F89-20 S cup? (clear, applied handle, handle only)
F89-21 P? liquor? bottle (amber, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “R & CO / 29” on base)
F89-22 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, recessed panels, embossed “…ILLED”on front)
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F89-23 S soda water bottle (aqua, round, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “[J]OHN
[LAUTERBACH] / [S] PRINGFIE[LD]” on front)

F89-24 P chemical bottle (amber, Hopkins square, 2½” square base, 7 5/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed front panel, embossed
“PEPTONOIDS / THE ARLINGTON CHEMICAL CO / YONKERS N. Y.” on
front panel, “6” on base)

F89-25 S sauce/ketchup bottle (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, blow over
mold fire polished? brandy lip finish.) [S.A]

F89-26 S soda water/beer bottle? (aqua, round, 2 ¼”diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, embossed “…SO…”on side, “HERRIOTT BROS… / ST. LOU[IS]…” on
base)

F89-27 S soda water/beer bottle (aqua, distinctive body sherd only, long neck)
F89-28 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over

mold ground wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “MASON’S /
[P]AT [E]NT / [NOV] 30TH / 1858” on side, “1…” on base)

F89-29 S lamp chimney (clear, molded, hand crimped rim, 2” diameter rim)
F89-30 P chemical bottle (amber, oval, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed

“…LSIO…”and “…OMO…”on side panel)
F89-31 S chemical bottle (amber, round? Improved tool prescription lip finish)
F89-32 P footed bowl? (clear, round, 4 ½” diameter base, press molded, 8” diameter rim?)
F89-33 P food/condiment jar (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1½” base, 6” tall, 2 piece mold,

improved tool patent lip finish, simplified Cathedral shape)
F89-34 P? indeterminate bottle (clear, irregular hexagon, 2” wide base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold?)
F89-35 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, press molded, narrow flutes at base)
F89-36 S tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, press molded, narrow flutes at base)
F89-37 P shot glass (clear, 10-sided, 1” wide base, approximately 1¼” diameter rim, ground

panels/flutes, ground base)
F89-38 P food jar (clear/amethyst, round, tapered, 2½” diameter base, improved tool patent

lip finish, ball neck, embossed “…MFG. CO.” on base)
F89-39 S medicine/chemical bottle? (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base)
F89-40 S lid liner (white/milk glass, round, embossed “LI…” around rim)
F89-41 P food jar (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 7 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool patent lip finish)
F89-42 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 5/8” base, 2 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “I” on base)
F89-43 P chemical bottle (amber, round, 1¾” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “M.C.W. / 5 OZ / T.Z” on base)
[possible negative of label on side, 2 3/8” x 2”)

F89-44 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1¼” base, 6 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, coffin shape, half pint size.)
[S.A.]

F89-45 P salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2¾” tall, machine made wide mouth
exterior thread lip finish, Owen’s scar)
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F89-46 P perfume bottle (clear, rectangular, 1¾” x 1 3/8” base, 3½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, ground interior neck for
stopper, star burst pattern on base)

F89-47 P liquor bottle (clear/amethyst? round cornered Blake, 2 1/8”x 1” base, 3 7/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, embossed
“HARVARD / “RYE” on front with interlocking “K” and “B”, cork present)

F89-48 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 5/8” x 1” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold fire polished double ring lip finish? picnic shape, half pint size)
[S.A.]

F89-49 P sauce/ketchup bottle (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 9½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished small mouth external thread lip finish)
[S.A.]

F89-50 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 3” x 2” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
recessed front panel, embossed “…Y. K. WAMPOLE & CO /
[P]HILADELPHIA” on front panel).

F89-51 P wine glass (clear, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, 5¾” tall, 3¼” diameter rim, press
molded)

F89-52 S? tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, press molded?)
F89-53 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, press molded, rouletted short flutes on

base, star burst pattern on base)
F89-54 P tumbler (clear, fluted hexagonal, 2 7/8” wide base, 3¾” tall, 3¼” diameter rim,

press molded, fluted/paneled, starburst pattern on base, out flange rim)
F89-55 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 4¾” tall,

approximately 3” diameter rim, narrow flutes)
F89-56 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3¼” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “4” on base, base only)
F89-57 S medicine bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 2” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, embossed “I” on base)
F89-58 P? lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, fire polished base, 3” diameter straight base,

hand crimped rim, 2½” diameter rim)
F89-59 S lamp chimney (clear, molded, machine molded, crimped rim, 2¾” diameter rim)
F89-60 S sauce (painted, over glaze, porcelain)

Feature 90
F90-1 S ink? Bottle (salt glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, approximately 3”

diameter base)
F90-2 S tea “caddy”/jar? (undecorated, hard paste, porcelain, approximately 3” diameter

base)
F90-3 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter, back stamp “…/ E[NGLAND]”)
F90-4 P crock/jar lid (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, jigger molded,

approximately 9” diameter rim, relief decorated? handled)
F90-5 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware)
F90-6 S saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware, scalloped edge)
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F90-7 P small bowl (decal decorated, floral pattern, beaded at rim, whiteware, 6” diameter
rim, scalloped edge, 1¼” tall, back stamp “SEMI-VITREAS PORCELAIN / K.T.
& K. CO.” beneath eagle)

F90-8 P small bowl (painted/gilded floral pattern, beaded at rim, 5” diameter rim, 1 1/8”
tall, scalloped edge, illegible back stamp)

F90-9 S? small vase/pitcher (relief decorated, gilded, porcelain, approximately 3” diameter
rim, scalloped edge)

F90-10 S lid (undecorated, ironstone, approximately 4” diameter rim, teapot/sugar bowl?)
F90-11 S bowl? (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, molded, approximately 8”

diameter rim, relief decorated)
F90-12 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter, back stamp “[WARRAN]TED”
F90-13 S saucer (transfer print, bluish green, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F90-14 P spittoon (sponge decorated, blue, earthenware, 5” tall, 7” diameter rim, 5 “

diameter base, relief decorated, molded stars around body)
F90-15 P food/condiment jar (clear, octagonal 2” x 1¾” base, 6¼” tall, machine made,

recessed rim for lid liner, ball neck, Owen’s scar, embossed “5” on base)
F90-16 P small jug/pouring bottle (clear, polygonal, 2¾” diameter base, 5½ tall, machine

made, with pouring spout, handled, embossed “670 / T / 6” on base) [syrup or
vinegar] [The “T” after 670 is inside a triangle with the point facing down]

F90-17 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, embossed “[NOV 3]0TH / [185]8” on
side, “L / 9” on base, base only)

F90-18 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 4” tall,
press molded, internal flutes, rouletted near rim)

F90-19 P jar lid liner (white. Milk glass, round, 2½” diameter, embossed with a reversed
“17” on back side)

F90-20 P bottle/vase? (clear/amethyst, round, 1 7/8”diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold)

F90-21 P tumbler (clear, octagonal, 2” wide base, 4” tall, 3” diameter rim, press molded,
fluted, starburst pattern on base)

F90-22 S food jar (clear, octagonal, 2” wide base, 2” x 1¾”, base, machine made, Owen’s
scar, embossed “O” on base)

F90-23 S medicine bottle (clear, oval? machine made patent lip finish, embossed “4” on
front shoulder)

F90-24 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 2 3/8” x 1½ base, 7 1/8 tall, improved tool

collard ring lip finish, embossed “℥viii” at top of front panel, “G” (?) on base)
F90-25 P medicine bottle medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 2 3/8” x 1½ base, 7 1/8 tall,

improved tool prescription lip finish embossed “℥viii” at top of front panel, “G”
(?) on base)

F90-26 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3” x 1¼” base, 7¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, pint sized) [S.A.]

F90-27 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1” base, 6¾” tall, machine made, Owens scar,
embossed “2” on front near base, “I” in diamond on base, ½ pint size, “modern”
flask size)

F90-28 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1” base, 6 3/8” tall, machine made, brandy lip
finish, no ball neck, Owens scar, embossed “6 OZ.” on front near shoulder, “B”
on front near base, and “B Z” on base, ½ pint size, “modern” flask size)
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F90-29 P specialized food jar? (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made
wide mouth external thread lip finish, impressed starburst pattern on base, Owens
scar, glass tube attached to interior base in center, open at top, top is flush with
vessel rim)

F90-30 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-31 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, embossed “1” on base)
F90-32 S whiskey flask (clear, amethyst, improved tool, brandy lip finish)
F90-33 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base, fire polished base, 2¾”

diameter rim, machine made crimped rim)
F90-34 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 2½” x 1¼” base, 6 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool collard ring lip finish, embossed “C/B” on base)
F90-35 P medicine bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 2½” x ½” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “&” on base)
F90-36 P medicine bottle (clear, oblong prescription, 3¼” x 1½” base, 8¾” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool brandy lip finish, slug plate, stirrup shaped)
F90-37 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, press molded? wheel

engraved starburst pattern on side)
F90-38 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall)
F90-39 S lamp chimney (clear, round, 3” diameter straight base, fire polished base, 2 ¾”

diameter rim, hand crimped rim)
F90-40 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-41 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-42 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-43 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-44 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-45 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-46 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-47 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-48 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-49 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-50 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish,

base only)
F90-51 [number not assigned]
F90-52 P vial/medicine bottle (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ½” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “MURINE / EYE
REMEDY” on base)

F90-53 P condiment/food jar (clear, octagonal, 2 5/8” wide, 6¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved bead lip finish, clear glass lid liner present, 1 ¾” diameter,
paneled body) [reminiscent of vessel F90-15]

F90-54 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2¼” x 1¼” base, 7 1/8” tall, improved
tool ring/oil lip finish)

F90-55 S lamp chimney (clear, machine made crimped rim, 2 5/8” diameter)
F90-56 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¾” x 1¼” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool? brandy lip finish, pint size)
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F90-57 P vial/pill bottle (clear, round, ¾” diameter base, 3 3/8” base, dip molded, improved
tool patent lip finish)

F90-58 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-59 P salve jar (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 2½” tall, machine made, wide mouth

exterior thread lip finish, embossed “VASELINE” / CHESEBROUGH / NEW
YORK” on front)

F90-60 P food jar (clear, octagonal, 2 5/8” wide, 6¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved bead lip finish, clear glass lid liner present, ¾” diameter, paneled body,
liquid and black residue present) [reminiscent of vessel F90-15]

F90-61 P food jar (clear, octagonal, 2 5/8” wide, 6¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved bead lip finish, clear glass lid liner present, 1¾” diameter, paneled
body, black residue present) [reminiscent of vessel F90-15]

F90-62 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)
F90-63 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “TRADEMARK” on base with
picture of an owl)

F90-64 P food jar (clear, octagonal, 2 5/8” wide, 6¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved bead lip finish, clear glass lid liner present, metal band is holding lid
liner on, 1¾” diameter, paneled body, black residue present) [reminiscent of
vessel F90-15]

F90-65 P food jar (clear, octagonal, 2 5/8” wide, 6¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved bead lip finish, clear glass lid liner present, 1¾” diameter, paneled
body) [reminiscent of vessel F90-15]

F90-66 P food jar (clear, octagonal, 2 5/8” wide, 6¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved bead lip finish, clear glass lid liner present, metal band is holding lid
liner on, 1¾” diameter, paneled body, black residue present) [reminiscent of
vessel F90-15]

F90-67 P vial (clear, round, dip molded, ½” diameter base, 2” tall, folded/fragile lip finish)

Feature 91
F91-1 S cup (relief decorated, whiteware, 2 1/8” foot ring)
F91-2 S cup (undecorated, ironstone, 1 7/8” foot ring)
F91-3 S small serving bowl (undecorated, whiteware, 1 5/8” tall, scalloped edge? oval

shape, S-curve)
F91-4 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F91-5 S saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F91-6 S saucer (painted/gilded, porcelain, 6” diameter)
F91-7 P small pitcher (undecorated, ironstone, 2 ¾” x 2 ½” base, 5 ¼” tall, handled)
F91-8 P cup (decal decorated, gilded, porcelain, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 2” tall, handled)
F91-9 S saucer (gilded, porcelain, scalloped edge)
F91-10 S saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter)
F91-11 P jug (Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, 7 ¼” diameter base,

8 ½” tall, strap handled, gallon size)
F91-12 S narrow mouthed jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F91-13 S tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, press molded, ground rim, 3” diameter rim)
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F91-14 P liquor/beer bottle? (amber, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
embossed “PO 60 / 202” on base) [intrusive?]

F91-15 S liquor/beer bottle (amber, improved tool lightening lip finish)
F91-16 S soda water bottle (clear, improved tool blop lip finish)
F91-17 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F91-18 S indeterminate bottle (clear, oval, approximately 3” x 2” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold)
F91-19 S whiskey flask (amethyst, oval, 2 ¾”x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

Coffin shape)
F91-20 P salve jar (white/milk glass, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter rim, 2

3/8”tall, machine made, wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “C /
604” on base)

F91-21 P serving bowl (clear, round, approximately 6” diameter base, press molded)
F91-22 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 ¾” x 1 ½” base, 7 ½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, pint sized?) [S.A.]
F91-23 p soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH /
SPRINGFIELD” in half circle on front, “L” on base, “D.O.C.G” on back near
base)

F91-24 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 1” x 5/8” base, 2 ¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, embossed “212 N. -
5th ST. / WM. ZAPF / SPRINGFIELD” on front, illegible emboss on base?)

F91-25 P serving bowl (clear, rectangular, 5 ¾” x 4” base, 2 ¼” tall, 11” x 7 ½” rim, press
molded, diamond pattern embossed on base backwards (to read looking down on
the vessel) “GIVE US THIS / DAY OUR / DAILY BREAD” in Gothic lettering)

F91-26 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 5/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold grown wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “MASON” on
front, “148” on base, quart size)

F91-27 S lid? (clear, round, approximately 6” diameter base, press molded, honey comb
pattern)

F91-28 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool patent lip finish)
F91-29 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, approximately 3” x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, blow over mold fire polished brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, pint size, cork
present) [S.A]

F91-30 P tumbler (clear, round, unfluted, 2¼” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded,
rouletted rim)

F91-31 P whiskey flask (clear/amethyst, oval, approximately 2¼” x 1” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, half
pint size) [S.A.]

F91-32 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, straight fire polished base,
molded, 1” diameter rim, fire polished straight rim)

F91-33 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, straight fire polished base,
molded, 3” diameter rim, machine crimped rim, acid etched design on body,
parallel line and ivy like floral motif)

F91-34 number not assigned
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F91-35 S lamp chimney (clear, molded, 2” diameter base, straight fire polished base, base
only)

F91-36 P jelly glass (clear, round? 3” diameter rim, ground rim?)
F91-37 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾” x 7/8” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F91-38 P ink well (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow

over mold fire polished lip finish, ball neck? Pyramid shape, embossed “w” on
base)

F91-39 P chemical bottle (amber, French square, 1 7/8” square base, 6 ¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “O. D. CHEM. CO.
/ NEW YORK” on front)

F91-40 P liquor/beer bottle (aqua, round, 2½” diameter base, 9½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool? lightening lip finish)

F91-41 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2¼” x 1 1/8” base, 6 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, ½ pint size)
[S.A.]

F91-42 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over
mold ground wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT” on front, “PAT NOV 26 67 / 480” on base, quart sized)

F91-43 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over
mold ground wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT” on front, “PAT NOV 26 67” on base, quart sized)

F91-44 number not assigned
F91-45 P medicine bottle (aqua, oval, 3½ x 2” base, 2 piece mold, improved tool patent lip

finish, embossed “…NDES / …BIAN CATAR[AH] …/” “[REM]EDY / [NEW]
YORK” on sides)

F91-46 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over
mold fire polished brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, half pint size?) [S.A.]

F91-47 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish)

F91-48 P? lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 3” diameter base, fire polished base, 3”
diameter rim, hand crimped rim)

F91-49 S lamp reservoir (clear, press molded, relief on inside of vessel)
F91-50 S lampshade (white/milk glass, 11” diameter rim, straight)
F91-51 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 1/8” x ¾” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “M C C” on base)
F91-52 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over

mold fire polished brandy lip finish, Coffin shape, half pint size?) [S.A.]
F91-53 S lamp? (white/milk glass molded? ground base, 2” diameter straight base) [same as

in vessel in Feature 92!]
F91-54 P medicine/chemical bottle? (clear, round cornered Blake, 3½” x 1¾” base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished small mouth exterior thread lip
finish, stirrup shaped, embossed “IGCO” in diamond on base) [S.A.]

F91-55 P serving bowl/vase (clear, press molded, starburst pattern, unusual canoe-like
shape?)

F91-56 S beer/soda bottle (aqua, round? improved tool (crown lip finish)
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F91-57 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over
mold, ground lip finish, embossed “MASON / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1858” on
front, “…NOV / 89” on base, quart size)

F91-58 S tumbler (clear, round, press molded, distinctive body sherd only, short flutes on
base)

Feature 92
F92-1 S plate (decal? Brown, over glaze, ironstone)
F92-2 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F92-3 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F92-4 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, back stamp “EXT… /

IRO[NSTONE]…/…& CO.” with British coat of arms)
F92-5 S flatware (painted, polychrome, over glaze butterfly, porcelain, Chinese characters

on back, distinctive body sherd only)
F92-6 S saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F92-7 S small jar (salt glazed/salt glazed, stoneware, jigger molded, 4” diameter rim)
F92-8 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F92-9 S jar/bowl (redware, hand turned)
F92-10 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, back stamp “SEBRING POTTERY

CO. / KOKUS / CHINA”)
F92-11 S saucer? (undecorated, whiteware)
F92-12 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8 ¾” diameter, back stamp “IRON STONE

CHINA / WARRANTED” with British Coat of Arms)
F92-13 S ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed/Bristol glazed, stoneware, approximately 3”

diameter base)
F92-14 S jug? (Albany slipped/Albany slipped? stoneware, hand turned, painted cobalt

gallon mark on exterior?)
F92-15 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear/amethyst? French square, 3” square base, 3-piece

plate bottom mold)
F92-16 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base)
F92-17 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, cornered Blake, 2¼” x 1¼” base, 3-piece

plate bottom mold, slug plate, embossed “W. B. M. CO” on base)
F92-18 S wine/liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, approximately 2½” diameter base,

with kick up)
F92-19 S indeterminate bottle/jar (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold)
F92-20 S medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, approximately 3” x 1½” base, 3 piece

plate bottom mold)
F92-21 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval? 1¼” wide base, 3 piece plate bottom mold)
F92-22 S lamp chimney? (white/milk glass, round, ground base, 2” diameter base, painted)
F92-23 S slave jar (white/milk glass, machine made, external thread lip finish)
F92-24 S small lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, ground base, 1” diameter base, short,

straight base)
F92-25 S slave/ketchup bottle (aqua, round, applied tool brandy lip finish) [same as Heinz

butter in other features]
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F92-26 S liquor bottle (amber, oval, 3½” x 2¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, embossed
“…O. /…. CO.” on front, “PRIVATE MOULD / PATENTED APRIL 19-1898.”

F92-27 P medicine bottle (clear, Union oval, 1 ¼” x 7/8” base, 2 ½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, stirrup shaped)

F92-28 P food/preserve jar (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, 3¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold, ground lip finish, embossed “CAMPBELL PRESERVE
CO. / CAMDEN / PATENT[ED] / AU[G]…1898 / N.J.” on base)

F92-29 P jelly glass (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3¼” tall, 2 ¾” diameter rim, press
molded)

F92-30 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, French square, 2 1/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish)

F92-31 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, French square, 2” square base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold)

F92-32 P serving bowl (clear, round, 4¼” diameter base, 2¾” tall, 8¼” diameter rim, press
molded, wheat leaf and fruit pattern, scalloped rim, basket weave base) [rim
poorly made excess glass from mold present]

F92-33 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool blop lip finish, embossed “JOHN LAUTERBACH /
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.” on front in half circle, “D. O. C.” on back near “ base, “L”
on base, Hutchison stopper present)

F92-34 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3¾” tall, 2 ¾” diameter rim, press
molded, small flutes at base)

F92-35 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Union oval, 2 5/8” x 1¼” base, 6½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished brandy lip finish, slug plate,
stirrup shaped, embossed “IGCO” on base in diamond)

F92-36 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, approximately 3” x 1½” base, 6½” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F92-37 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3¾” tall, press molded, short flutes at
base)

F92-38 S liquor bottle? (amber, round, approximately 2¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, embossed “P. D. & [CO?]” on base)

F92-39 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 1 5/8” x 1” base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, picnic
style, half pint size)

F92-40 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold, ground wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858” around Maltese cross on front, “PAT NOV 26 67 /
“4H” on base)

F92-41 P lamp chimney (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, straight fire polished base, 2
½” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)

F92-42 S tumbler (clear, paneled/fluted, distinctive body sherd only)
F92-43 S sauce/ketchup bottle (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, embossed “PAT. MAR. 14TH 1882 / H / HEINZ / 7” on base)
F92-44 S jelly glass (amethyst, round) [matches F92-29]
F92-45 P water goblet/wine glass (clear, 3 1/8”diameter rim, 3½” tall bowl, press molded)
F92-46 S jelly glass (clear, spiraling internal flutes/panels)
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F92-47 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 2 3/8” diameter base, straight fire polished
base, 2 3/8” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)

F92-48 P tumbler (clear, round, non fluted, approximately 3” diameter base, 4” tall,
approximately 3¼” diameter rim, press molded)

F92-49 P lantern globe (clear, round, molded, ground base and rim, 2 7/8” diameter rim, 3
3/8” diameter base, 6 ¼” tall)

F92-50 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold, ground wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858”, on front there is a logo of interlocking letters,
“PAT NOV 26 67 / “Z” on base)

F92-51 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3¾” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow
over mold, ground wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed “MASON’S /
PATENT / NOV. 30TH / 1858” and “PAT NOV 26 67 / “E124” on base)

F92-52 p medicine bottle (white/milk glass, embossed “…NOL…/…LM..” on side,
distinctive body sherd only)

Feature 93
F93-1 S large? pitcher (transfer print, blue, molded flowers at rim, whiteware)
F93-2 S bowl (salt glazed/Albany slipped and unglazed, stoneware, hand turned)
F93-3 S platter (relief decorated, Fig/Union shape border, ironstone, Gothic shape)

[Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:91] [1856]
F93-4 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, 8” diameter)
F93-5 P saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, whiteware, 6” diameter, illegible

impressed back stamp “IMPROVED / …”)
F93-6 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, approximately 5”

diameter base)
F93-7 S jar/bowl (redware, hand turned, approximately 8” diameter rim, burned)
F93-8 P saucer (relief decorated, Bordered Hyacinth or Lily shape border, whiteware, 6”

diameter) [see F96-3]
F93-9 P jar/bowl (redware, hand turned, 5” diameter base, 4¾” tall, approximately 7½

diameter rim)
F93-10 P nappie/pie plate (yellowware, 10¼” diameter, undecorated, no foot ring)
F93-11 S pitcher (Rockingham glazed, yellowware, hound handle, handle only)
F93-12 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F93-13 S cup/serving vessel (painted/gilded, porcelain, Gothic shape)
F93-14 S saucer (painted, copper luster, porcelain)
F93-15 S hollowware (undecorated, ironstone)
F93-16 S saucer (transfer print, blue, Blue Willow pattern? whiteware, burned)
F93-17 S chamber pot lid (undecorated, ironstone, approximately 11” diameter base)
F93-18 S chamber pot (undecorated, ironstone)
F93-19 P chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 1¼” base, 4¾” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball neck,
embossed “SPERM / SEWING MACHINE/OIL” on front panel, “H” on base)

F93-20 S food/condiment bottle (aqua, improved tool patent lip finish, ball neck, simplified
cathedral shape)
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F93-21 P liquor bottle (amber, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11” tall, turn molded, applied
tool/lightening lip finish)

F93-22 P liquor bottle (amber, 2 7/8” diameter base, 11” tall, Rickett’s mold/or dip molded,
applied tool brandy lip finish, mamelon base)

F93-23 P tumbler (aqua, hexagonal, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter rim,
fluted/paneled, pontiled)

F93-24 P liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 3½” diameter base, dip/Rickett’s
mold, applied tool brandy lip finish)

F93-25 P liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, Ricketts mold, applied tool brandy lip
finish, mamelon base)

F93-26 S wine bottle (dark green/black, dip mold, applied string lip finish)
F93-27 P wine bottle (dark green/black, Rickett’s mold, applied string lip finish) [may not

be a wine bottle]
F93-28 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 7/8” base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold? recessed panels, pontiled, embossed “FORSHAS // ALTERATIVE / BA
[L] M” on sides)

F93-29 S vial (aqua, partially octagonal partially round, 1¼” x 1½” base, 2 piece mold,
pontiled)

F93-30 P medicine bottle (aqua, French square? Double ring lip finish? embossed “[DR
TO]PPIN[GS]. / [ALTE]RAT[IVE &] / [CATHARTIC SYRUP] // [J.J.]
LORD[‘S] … / [SPRINGFIELD]

F93-31 P lamp chimney (clear, round, flanged base, 1 5/8” diameter base, sheared and fire
polished rim, 1” diameter rim)

F93-32 S tumbler (clear, press molded, 3” diameter rim, panels/flutes)
F93-33 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool? prescription lip finish)
F93-34 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, 11 3/8” tall, dip molded,

applied tool string lip finish, with pronounced kick up)
F93-35 P wine bottle (dark green/black, round, 3” diameter base, ball, dip molded, with

pronounced kick up)
F93-36 P whiskey flask (aqua, oval, approximately 3½” x 2” base, 2 piece mold, scroll

design, graphite pontil, pint size) [pontil is oval, 1¾” x 1¼”)
F93-37 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, distinctive body sherds only)
F93-38 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, distinctive body sherds only)
F93-39 S lamp chimney (clear, round, flanged base, 1 5/8” diameter base, sheared and fire

polished rim, 1” diameter rim)
F93-40 P? small bowl (clear, round, 1” tall, press molded, flower pattern)
F93-41 P medicine/chemical bottle (amber, Blake Variant 1, 1 1/8” x 7/8” base, 2 7/8” tall,

3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, embossed “PD & CO”
on base)

F93-42 P vial (clear, round, approximately ½” diameter base, dip molded, folded/fragile lip
finish)

F93-43 P whiskey flask (clear, irregular hexagon, 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 2 piece mold,
blow over mold, ground, small mouth external thread lip finish, coffin shape)

F93-44 S whiskey flask? (aqua, Union style? burned)
F93-45 P wine glass (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, fluted, press molded?)
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Feature 94
F94-1 S small serving bowl (clear, round, press molded, cord and dot pattern)
F94-2 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, fluted/paneled, embossed “…2…/…12…”

[dosage marks] distinctive body sherds only)

Feature 95
F95-1 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware)
F95-2 P small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge, approximately 8”

diameter)
F95-3 P small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge, approximately 8”

diameter)
F95-4 P small plate (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge, approximately 8”

diameter?)
F95-5 P toy plate/cup (edge decorated, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F95-6 P serving bowl (edge decorated, blue, molded robe border and tassel, S-curve style,

round)
F95-7 P cup (hand painted, polychrome, small floral, brown lined rim, whiteware, London

urn shape, handless)
F95-8 P saucer (hand painted, polychrome, small floral whiteware)
F95-9 P cup (hand painted, polychrome, small floral, brown lined rim, whiteware, London

urn shape, handless)
F95-10 P small lid (hand painted, polychrome, small floral, red stemmed, sugar bowl?)
F95-11 P waster bowl (annular decorated, whiteware, London urn shape)
F95-12 P pitcher (annular decorated, with worm mocha and engine turning barrel shaped,

whiteware, 4¼” diameter base, approximately 7½”-8” tall)
F95-13 P plate (transfer print, green, reminiscent of Arabian pattern, whiteware) [Francis

Dillon 1834-47, Snyder 1997:54]
F95-14 P saucer (transfer print, green, reminiscent of Arabian pattern, whiteware, scalloped

edge) [Francis Dillon 1834-47, Snyder 1997:54]
F95-15 P soup plate (transfer print, green, whiteware, 8¼” diameter rim, 1½” high, 4¼”

diameter base, back stamp “GOTHIC RUIN’S / C. M.” scalloped edge)
F95-16 S saucer (transfer print, green, whiteware)
F95-17 S platter (transfer print, black, whiteware, scalloped edge; identified as the

NEPTUNE pattern) [See Williams (1978:648), who attributes the plate to John
and George Alcock, circa 1839-1846.]

F95-18 S saucer (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F95-19 S cup (transfer print, brown, whiteware, non scalloped edge)
F95-20 S plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware, base only)
F95-21 S plate (transfer print, red, Willow pattern, whiteware, non scalloped edge)
F95-22 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F95-23 S saucer (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F95-24 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware, double curve shape)
F95-25 S plate (transfer print, red, whiteware, Bologna pattern, scalloped edge)
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F95-26 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware, modified double curve like shape, handled,
non scalloped edge)

F95-27 S specialized serving tray (transfer print, blue, whiteware, rectangular, 3
compartments, 1 3/8” tall, approximately 3” wide x 7¾” long)

F95-28 S child’s mug/cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, handled)
F95-29 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F95-30 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F95-31 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F95-32 S cup (transfer print, blue, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F95-33 S small plate (transfer print, blue, willow pattern, whiteware, non scalloped edge

scalloped)
F95-34 S small plate (transfer print, blue, willow pattern, whiteware, non scalloped edge

non scalloped)
F95-35 S small plate (transfer print, blue, willow pattern, whiteware, non scalloped edge

non scalloped)
F95-36 S small plate (transfer print, blue, willow pattern, whiteware, non scalloped edge

non scalloped)
F95-37 S serving bowl? (transfer print, brown, Canova or Caldona pattern, whiteware)
F95-38 S plate? (transfer print, dark blue, pearlware)
F95-39 S saucer (transfer print, purple, whiteware, back stamp “HAYMAKERS”, non

scalloped edge, probably John and John Jackson, ca 1831-1835)
F95-40 S cup (transfer print, purple, whiteware, scalloped edge, “TYROLEAN” pattern,

Snyder 1997:150; William Ridgeway and Co, ca 1840)
F95-41 S bowl (transfer print, purple, whiteware, modified double wine shape similar to

vessel 26)
F95-42 S small plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, “Coral Border” pattern, scalloped

edge)
F95-43 S small plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, back stamp “THE / WINDSOR /

STONEWARE / D” possibly represents H & R. DANIEL, 1826-1846, Scalloped
Edge)

F95-44 S small plate (transfer print, purple, whiteware, back stamp “THE / WINDSOR /
STONEWARE / D” possibly represents H & R. DANIEL, 1826-1846, Scalloped
Edge)

F95-45 S serving vessel? Lid (whiteware, large refined, knob only)
F95-46 S pitcher (annular decorated, whiteware)
F95-47 S indeterminate hollowware vessel (transfer print, black, whiteware)
F95-48 S small plate (transfer print, yellow and black, whiteware, scalloped edge, 7”

diameter, back stamp “[VEN]ICE / [NO] 106 / E. WOOD & SONS”)
F95-49 S small plate (transfer print, yellow and black, whiteware, scalloped edge, 7”

diameter, back stamp “[VEN]ICE / [NO] 106 / E. WOOD & SONS”)
F95-50 P bowl (redware, hand turned, 5¾” diameter base, approximately 8¼”-8½”

diameter rim, 5¾” tall, slight evidence of burning on base, attached “wedge”
fragment from burning on base, Ebey ware)

F95-51 P bowl (redware, hand turned)
F95-52 P jug (salt glazed stoneware, unglazed interior, base only, hand turned)
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F95-53 P refined tableware bowl (redware, interior unglazed, Ebey ware) [maybe not a
bowl?]

F95-54 P flowerpot (unglazed, red paste, earthenware, hand turned)
F95-55 P chamber pot? (annular decorated, yellowware, child’s size?)
F95-56 P bowl (redware, hand turned, slight evidence of burning on base)
F95-57 P cruet? (clear/lead, round, 1½” diameter base, pontiled, wheel engraved decoration

on sides, dip molded? burned)
F95-58 P vial (aqua, dip molded, round, 7/8” diameter base, pontiled)
F95-59 P cup plate (clear/lead, press molded, Lacy style, starburst)
F95-60 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, approximately 2½” diameter pontiled, dip molded)
F95-61 P decanter (clear/lead, round, free blown, pontiled, applied rings on neck,

fragmentary)
F95-62 P decanter (clear/lead, round, free blown, pontiled, applied rings on neck,

fragmentary)
F95-63 P food jar (light green, molded, improved tool bead lip finish)
F95-64 P food jar? (clear/lead, folded lip to exterior, wide mouth)
F95-65 P tumbler (clear/lead, round, fluted)
F95-66 P lamp chimney (clear, round, flanged base)
F95-67 P indeterminate bottle (aqua, fluted sides, body sherd only)
F95-68 P furniture pull (press molded; probably should not be a vessel)
F95-69 P wine bottle (dark green/black, melted)
F95-70 P vase/knick knack (milk glass, free blown, pontiled)
F95-71 P indeterminate vessel (hand print, porcelain)

Feature 96
F96-1 P lamp base (white/milk glass, 3¾” square base, 4¼” tall, screw top for reservoir)
F96-2 S serving bowl (yellowware, undecorated, S-curved shape)
F96-3 S saucer (relief decorated, flower and line border, whiteware, 6” diameter,

potentially bordered Hyacinth or Lily shape)
F96-4 P condiment/ketchup bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, embossed
“HEINZ 14 / PAT, MAR. 14. 82” on base) [S.A.]

F96-5 P sauce/ketchup bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, embossed “HEINZ
14 / PAT, MAR. 14. 82” on base) [S.A.]

F96-6 P sauce/ketchup bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, embossed “HEINZ
14 / PAT, MAR. 14. 82” on base)

F96-7 P sauce/ketchup bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, embossed “HEINZ
14 / PAT, MAR. 14. 82” on base)

F96-8 P sauce/ketchup bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, embossed “HEINZ
14 / PAT, MAR. 14. 82” on base)
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F96-9 S condiment? bottle (clear, improved tool English ring/Deep lip/Packer lip finish,
ribbed body)

F96-10 S medicine bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish)
F96-11 P whiskey flask (amethyst, Erie/Monarch oval, 2¼” x 1¼” base, 6 1/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, blow over mold, fire polished brandy lip finish, coffin shape)
[S.A]

F96-12 P lid/serving bowl? (clear, round, 5” diameter base, press molded)
F96-13 P condiment/ketchup bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, embossed “HEINZ
14 / PAT, MAR. 14. 82” on base) [S.A.]

F96-14 P sauce/ketchup (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, embossed “HEINZ 14 /
PAT, MAR. 14. 82” on base) [S.A.]

F96-15 P sauce/ketchup bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold fire polished straight brandy lip finish, embossed “HEINZ 14 /
PAT, MAR. 14. 82” on base) [S.A.]

F96-16 P sauce bottle? (aqua, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, embossed “H. WICHERT /
CHICAGO” on front near base)

F96-17 P condiment/food bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8 x 1 3/8” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, ground lip finish, handled, small porous spout, embossed “HEINZ /
40” on base) [not illustrated in book]

F96-18 P stemmed vase/celery? (clear, round, 3” diameter base, 5½” tall, 3 ¾” diameter
rim, press molded, stemmed, star burst on base, tulip pattern, fluted stem,
scalloped/crenulated rim)

F96-19 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 1/8” x 1¼” base, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “M CC” on base)

F96-20 P footed bowl/compote (clear, round, 4” diameter base, press molded)
F96-21 S stemware (clear, round, approximately 3½” diameter base, base only)
F96-22 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 2 3/8” diameter base, straight fire polish

base, hand crimped rim, 2½” diameter rim)
F96-23 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 2 3/8” diameter base, straight fire polish

base, hand crimped rim, 2½” diameter rim)
F96-24 P lamp chimney (clear, round, molded, 2 3/8” diameter base, straight fire polish

base, hand crimped rim, 2½” diameter rim)
F96-25 P lamp chimney (clear, molded, small “double-crimped” pattern, machine made

rim? Machine crimped? 2¼”diameter rim)
F96-26 P lamp chimney (clear, molded, small “double-crimped” pattern, machine made

rim? Machine crimped? 2¼”diameter rim)

Feature 99
F99-1 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F99-2 S waster bowl (hand painted, monochrome blue? pearlware?)
F99-3 S plate (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
F99-4 S serving bowl? (transfer print, blue, whiteware)
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F99-5 S serving bowl? (relief decorated, ironstone? handled)
F99-6 S medicine bottle (aqua, paneled, applied tool patent lip finish)
F99-7 S food jar (aqua, Gothic paneled, body only)
F99-8 S lamp chimney (clear/lead, straight base, base only)
F99-9 S cup plate/serving bowl (clear/lead, press molded, Lacy period)
F99-10 S perfume vial? (light aqua, molded, folded to exterior rim)
F99-11 S food jar/indeterminate jar (amber/light amber, bead lip finish, lip only)
F99-12 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, base only, pontiled, approximately 2” diameter

base, mamelon)
F99-13 P jug (salt glazed/Albany slipped earthenware, 6 ¾” diameter base, 11” tall, hand

turned, 1 gallon size)
F99-14 P jug (Albany slipped/unglazed earthenware, hand turned, approximately 6 3/8”

diameter base, approximately 10½” to 11½” tall, 1 gallon size)
F99-15 P? ginger beer bottle (Bristol glazed stoneware, slipped top, body only)
F99-16 S flowerpot (unglazed, buff paste earthenware, hand turned, unusual notched rim,

burned)
F99-17 S canning jar? (undecorated yellowware, hard paste, base only)
F99-18 S flowerpot (unglazed red paste earthenware, hand turned)

Feature 100
F100-1 S cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3½ diameter rim)
F100-2 S chamber pot lid (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 12” diameter rim)
F100-3 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, illegible back stamp, same mark as

F100-4)
F100-4 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone 6” diameter, back stamp “W-F” in banner with two

lions and crowned shield)
F100-5 P soup plate (undecorated, ironstone, 9” diameter, back stamp “CHA… / E…”)
F100-6 S large hollowware (painted, monochrome, black, lined rim, whiteware)
F100-7 S cup/hollowware (undecorated, ironstone)
F100-8 S ink well (slat glazed/unglazed, stoneware, hand turned, approximately 2½”

diameter base, pyramidal shape)
F100-9 S flowerpot (unglazed red pate earthenware, hand turned, approximately 3½”

diameter rim)
F100-10 S mixing bowl (salt glazed and Albany slipped/Albany slipped, stoneware, jigger

molded, 11” diameter rim)
F100-11 S plate (transfer print, red, Bologna pattern, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F100-12 S plate (transfer print, red, Caledonia pattern, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F100-13 S cup (transfer print, red, whiteware)
F100-14 S jar (slat glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned, quality early ware)
F100-15 S small lidded hollowware (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, ironstone, interior shelf

for lid)
F100-16 P wine/liquor bottle (dark green/black, round? improved brandy lip finish, foil on

neck)
F100-17 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, long necked)
F100-18 S bowl (clear/lead, press molded, distinctive body sherds only)
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F100-19 S lid liner (white/milk glass, round, 3” diameter rim, embossed
“…[PHILADELPH]IA PA. S…”)

F100-20 P tumbler (clear, 12 sided polygonal, 2¼” wide base, 3 7/8” tall, 3” diameter rim.
short flutes)

Feature 103
F103-1 S cup (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, Gothic shape, porcelain)
F103-2 S lid/chamber pot lid (relief decorated, indeterminate pattern, ironstone, 10”

diameter rim)
F103-3 P cup (undecorated, porcelain, 3¾” diameter rim, 2 3/8” tall, handled, heavy “Hotel

ware”)
F103-4 S saucer (undecorated, porcelain, 6” diameter rim)
F103-5 S small bowl (relief decorated, ironstone, scalloped edge, back stamp

“RO[YAL]…)
F103-6 S bowl (decal decorated, Blue Bird pattern, band at rim, ironstone, 7” diameter rim)
F103-7 s plate (undecorated, whiteware, back stamp “IR[ONSTONE]…” with British coat

of arms, base only)
F103-8 S plate (undecorated, whiteware, base only)
F103-9 S saucer (relief decorated, ribbed pattern, ironstone, approximately 5½” diameter

rim, Gothic shape, impressed mark “…TE”)
F103-10 S saucer (gilded, band at rim, whiteware, 5½” diameter rim)
F103-11 S cup (undecorated? ironstone, handled, handle only)
F103-12 S jar (salt glazed/Albany slipped, stoneware, hand turned)
F103-13 S cup (transfer print, red, over glaze, painted highlights, porcelain, Gothic shape?

Distinctive body sherd only)
F103-14 S tumbler/stemware? (clear, round, press molded, approximately 4” diameter rim,

stipple and dot border)
F103-15 P soda bottle (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, machine made, crown lip finish,

recessed panels, embossed “NUCRAPE BOTTLING CO.” on back near base,
“SPRINGFIELD, ILL. / CONT’S 6½ FLU. OZ.” on front near base “N. B. C. / 30
S” on base, Owen’s scar?)

F103-16 S cruet (clear/lead, round, 1½” diameter base, short ground panels/flutes near base)
F103-17 S lamp/compote (clear/lead, molded, 2 piece construction, fluted stem)
F103-18 S wine glass/stemware (clear, round, 3” diameter rim)
F103-19 S whiskey flask (clear, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, blow over mold, fire polished lip finsih0
F103-20 S medicine/chemical jar (blue/cobalt, machine made, wide mouth exterior thread lip

finish)
F103-21 S liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base)
F103-22 S indeterminate bottle (aqua, French square, 2½” square base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold, graphite pontiled)
F103-23 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom

mold)
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F103-24 P medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed front panel, embossed
“BALLARD SNOW / LINIMENT CO / ST LOUIS, MO.” on front)

F103-25 S jelly glass/tumbler (clear, 3” diameter rim, flutes/panel)
F103-26 S tumbler (clear, 3” diameter rim, flutes/panel)
F103-27 S tumbler/jelly glass (clear, 3” diameter rim)
F103-28 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval? improved tool patent lip finish)
F103-29 S lid liner (white/milk glass, round, 3” diameter rim)
F103-30 S canning jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over

mold ground lip finish, embossed “…MS & IH[MSEN]…” and “…PA” on base)
F103-31 S medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, distinctive body sherd only)

Feature 104
F104-1 P saucer (gilded, lined rim, porcelain, 6” diameter rim)
F104-2 P small plate (transfer printed/decal? brown, over glaze? painted highlights, gilded

rim, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F104-3 S serving bowl (transfer print, blue green, relief decorated, molded at rim, floral

pattern? whiteware, scalloped edge) [same pattern as F104-13, F104-31, F104-
36), similar to F104-29]

F104-4 S cup (transfer print? flow blue, whiteware, handle only)
F104-5 P plate (transfer print, flow blue, beaded at rim, whiteware, 9” diameter, scalloped

edge, back stamp “F / ORIENTAL / NEW WHARF POTTERY / ENGLAND /
16” under urn & beehive, impressed mark “A / [G?] 2”)

F104-6 S chamber pot (relief decorated, floral pattern on handle only, 9” diameter rim, 5 ¾”
tall)

F104-7 S saucer (transfer print? gilded edge, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F104-8 P cup (undecorated? whiteware, handle only)
F104-9 S indeterminate vessel (blue colored Bristol glazed)
F104-10 P small pitcher (relief decorated, gilded, porcelain, handled)
F104-11 S spittoon/flowerpot? (unglazed/Albany slipped stoneware, stoneware, jigger

molded? wide bands on base, painted exterior)
F104-12 P plate (undecorated, ironstone, 8¾” diameter, back stamp “CHARLES MEAKIN /

HANLEY / ENGLAND” under British Coat of Arms, impressed mark “2 /
[CC?]”)

F104-13 P plate (transfer print, blue and green, relief decorated, flowers at rim, whiteware,
9” diameter, illegible impressed mark) [same pattern as F104-3, F104-36, F104-
31, similar to F104-29)

F104-14 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA /
J. & G. MEAKIN / [H]ANLEY / ENGLAND” with British Coat of Arms,
impressed mark “A [?]”)

F104-15 P saucer (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware, 6” diameter, scalloped edge, illegible
back stamp)

F104-16 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter, back stamp “IRONSTONE CHINA /
J. & G. MEAKIN / HANLEY / ENGLAND” with British Coat of Arms)
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F104-17 P saucer (transfer print, green, whiteware, 6” diameter, scalloped edge, back stamp
“SEMI PORCELAIN / KESWICK / NEW WHARF POTTERY / ENGLAND /
[17?]” around crown & knot)

F104-18 P small plate (painted, monochrome, brown, band & single floral pattern, “Brown
Tea pattern, 6½” diameter, back stamp “ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA /
ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND” around British Coat of Arms)

F104-19 P plate (undecorated, whiteware, 9” diameter)
F104-20 P plate (transfer print, brown, whiteware)
F104-21 P saucer/small bowl (relief decorated, molded at rim, ironstone, 6” diameter,

scalloped edge)
F104-22 P saucer (undecorated, ironstone, 6” diameter, scalloped edge, back stamp

“IMPERIAL PORCELAIN / WARRENTED” with crown & fleur-de-lis)
F104-23 S saucer? (relief decorated, whiteware, scalloped edge)
F104-24 P saucer (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter)
F104-25 P saucer/cup plate (relief decorated, whiteware, approximately 5” diameter,

scalloped edge)
F104-26 P cup (transfer print, green, whiteware, 3 1/8” diameter rim, 2¼” tall, handled, back

stamp “KESWICK / NEW WHARF POT[TERY] / ENGLAND” [same pattern as
F104-17)

F104-27 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3½” diameter rim, 2¼” tall, handled, St. Dennis
shape)

F104-28 P cup (painted over glaze, gilded, porcelain, 3” diameter rim, 2 ¾” tall, handled)
F104-29 P cup (transfer print, blue-green, whiteware, approximately 3 ½” diameter rim)
F104-30 [number not assigned]
F104-31 P cup (transfer print, blue-green, ironstone, 3 ½” diameter rim, 2 3/8” tall, handled)

[same pattern as F104-3, F104-13, F104-38]
F104-32 [number not assigned]
F104-33 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, 3½” diameter, 2¼” tall, St. Dennis shape,

handless?)
F104-34 P cup (undecorated, whiteware, approximately 3½” diameter, handled0
F104-35 P cup (painted, “Brown Tea” pattern, whiteware, approximately 4” diameter

handled)
F104-36 S hollowware (transfer print, blue-green, ironstone, Gothic shape, distinctive body

sherd only) [same pattern as F104-3, F104-13, F104-31]
F104-37 P wash basin (undecorated, whiteware, 12” diameter rim, 4” tall, back stamp

“SEBRING POTTERY CO. / CHINA”)
F104-38 P bowl (undecorated, whiteware, 6” diameter, heavy “Hotel-ware”)
F104-39 P chamber pot (undecorated, whiteware, handled, 8¾” diameter rim, 6¼” diameter

base, 5¼” tall)
F104-40 S chamber pot? (painted, lined rim, “brown tea”? 9” diameter rim, interior shelf for

lid)
F104-41 S flowerpot (red paste earthenware, 4” diameter base, jigger molded)
F104-42 S spittoon/flower pot (red paste earthenware, hand turned, painted, approximately

9” diameter rim)
F104-43 S cup (transfer print, blue-green, whiteware, approximately 3½” diameter rim)
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F104-44 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, embossed ¨C. J. PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” in ½” circle on front, “N. B. B C. CO.” on back near base,
“P” on base, Hutchison stopper present)

F104-45 P soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 6½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool blop top lip finish, embossed C. J. PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL.” in ½” circle on front, “N.B.BC. CO.” on back near base,
“P” on base, Hutchison stopper present)

F104-46 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 5 5/8” tall, machine made
lip finish, 6 raised horizontal rings around body, two of which are incomplete
(possibly space for label)

F104-47 P food/condiment bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 6 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, patent lip finish, embossed “VC & C” on base, cork present)

F104-48 S medicine bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 2¼” x 1¼” base, 6” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “N” around
base, a circle is around the “N”)

F104-49 P vial (clear, round, ½” diameter base, 3” tall, dip molded, improved tool patent lip
finish)

F104-50 P whiskey flask (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2½” x 1¼” base, blow over mold, fire
polished brandy lip finish, Coffin style)

F104-51 S tumbler (amethyst, non fluted, round)
F104-52 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, rouletted rim)
F104-53 P tumbler/drinking glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, dip molded? internal

panels/flutes)
F104-54 P canning jar (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

embossed “[MAS]ON’S / PATENT / NOV 30TH / 1[8]58” on front, “PAT NOV
26 67” on base around “102”; probably blow over mold with ground rim)

F104-55 P canning jar (aqua, round, 3½” diameter base, 8¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold ground wide mouth external thread lip finish, embossed
“MASON’S / PATNET / NOV 30TH / 1858” on front around cross, “PAT NOV
26 67” on base around “234”)

F104-56 P food/canning jar (aqua, round, 5½” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold?
blow over mold ground lip finish, narrow diameter screw top)

F104-57 P lamp chimney (clear, molded, approximately 2½” diameter rim, molded rim, acid
etched, bands and Colonial Revival-like pattern)

F104-58 S hollowware (press molded, geometric design)
F104-59 S medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, French square, 2¼” square base, 3 piece plate

bottom mold)
F104-60 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, half pint size) [S.A.]
F104-61 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, half pint size) [S.A.]
F104-62 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, half pint size) [S.A.]
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F104-63 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, half pint size, with
embossed “4” on base) [S.A.]

F104-64 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2 3/8” x 1 1/8” base, 6 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, half pint size)
[S.A.]

F104-65 S whiskey flask (clear, blow over mold fire polished, brandy lip finish) [S.A.]
F104-66 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 3” x 1½” base, 7½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,

blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, pint size) [S.A.]
F104-67 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 3/8” x 1 3/8” base, 6 7/8”

tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold fire polish brandy lip finish)
[S.A.]

F104-68 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 2 3/8” x 1 3/8” base, 6”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent prescription lip finish, slug

plate, embossed “℥VI” on front above slug plate, “W. B. M CO.” on base) [two
over lapping marks?]

F104-69 P medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 7/8” x 1” base, 5” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “64” on base)

F104-70 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 1 5/8” x 1” base, 4 7/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, residue present?

F104-71 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 1¾” x 1” base, 4 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, stirrup
shaped, embossed “C.L.C.CO” on base)

F104-72 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 1¾” x 1” base, 4 1/8” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, stirrup
shaped, embossed “C.[L.C.]CO” on base)

F104-73 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 7/8” x 1 1/8” base, 4¼ tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent (?) lip finish, embossed “2” on
base, the “2” is backwards)

F104-74 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round cornered Blake, 1 3/8” x 1” base, 3½” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, stirrup
shaped, embossed “C.L.C.CO” on base)

F104-75 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1½” x7/8” base 3½” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent (?) lip finish)

F104-76 P chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval 2 1/8” x 1 1/8” base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “THE EVANS /
CHEMICAL / COMPANY / PROPERIETORS / BIG / G / CINCINNATI, O /
U.S.A” on front)

F104-77 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, cornered Blake, 2” x 1 1/8” base, 5½” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate,

embossed “℥iv” on plate above “212 N. -5th ST./ WM. ZAPF / SPRINGFIELD”
on slug plate, …/ W. T. 8… / U[.S.A.]” on base)

F104-78 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, cornered Blake, 1½” x 1 1/8” base, 5” tall,
3 piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate,
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embossed “℥iv” on plate above “212 N. -5th ST./ WM. ZAPF / SPRINGFIELD”
on slug plate, “W. T. & CO / / B / U. S.A.” on base)

F104-79 P medicine bottle (clear, Beveled Ideal, 1 5/8 x 1”, 4½:” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved tool collared ring lip finish, embossed “FRISCH / 505 /
DRUGGIST” in script on front, “C. L. C. CO. / PAT DEC 13 / 87” on base-
second “/” is actually present I mark and not a line separation)

F104-80 P food/condiment bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 7/8” base, 4 3/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed
“ABNER ROYCE / PURE FRUIT FLAVORS / CLEVELAND, O” on front, cork
present, residue present)

F104-81 P medicine bottle (Kelly green, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x 1 1/8” base, 5¼” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished ring/oil lip finish, recessed
panels, embossed “GARGLING OIL / LOCKPORT, NY.” on front) [S.A.]

F104-82 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 1/8” x ½” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels,
embossed “H. F. BUCKLEN & CO. // DR. KING’S / NEW DISCOVERY //
CHICAGO, ILL.” on sides, “J 3”.)

F104-83 p medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, oval, 2½” x 1½” base, 9” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish? front has recessed panel, embossed
“ANGIER’S / PETROLEUM / EMULSION” on base, residue present?

F104-84 P medicine/chemical bottle? (clear, Union oval? 2¾” x 1¾” base, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished Brandy lip finish, slug plate, stirrup
shaped, residue present) [S.A.]

F104-85 P vial (aqua, round, 5/8” diameter base, 3½” tall, 2 piece mold? 3 piece? 8 piece lip
finish)

F104-86 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1¾” x ¾” base, 5½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish recessed panels)

F104-87 S? medicine/chemical bottle (aqua, improved tool ring/oil lip finish, recessed panels
large sized bottle)

F104-88 P medicine/pill bottle? (clear, French square, 7/8” square base, 2½” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “M” in
diamond on base)

F104-89 P medicine/pill bottle (cobalt, round, 1” diameter base, 2½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved bead lip finish, embossed “BROMO-SELTZER /
EMERSON / DRUG CO / BALTIMORE, MD” on front, “12” on base)

F104-90 P salve jar/bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, machine made bead lip finish, embossed “CHESEBROUGH MFG
CO / VASELONE” on front)

F104-91 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, improved tool bead lip finish)
F104-92 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made

patent lip finish)
F104-93 P pill bottle/slave jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made

patent lip finish)
F104-94 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, machine made

patent lip finish)
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F104-95 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
patent lip finish)

F104-96 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
patent lip finish)

F104-97 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
patent lip finish, embossed “LG CO / D” on base)

F104-98 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
patent lip finish, embossed “TO” (?) on base)

F104-99 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
patent lip finish, embossed “8” on base)

F104-100 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
patent lip finish, embossed “8” on base)

F104-101 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
patent lip finish, embossed “+” on base)

F104-102 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, improved tool
patent lip finish, embossed “+” on base)

F104-103 P bitters bottle (dark green/black, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, (9” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, applied tool blop lip finish, embossed “SAXLEHNERS /
BITTERQUELLE” on base around “HUNYADI / JANOS”)

F104-104 P ink bottle (amber, round, 2” diameter base, 2¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, ball neck, pyramid shape?)

F104-105 P ink bottle (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 2¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, ball neck, pyramid shape?)

F104-106 P liquor bottle (clear, oval, 1 1/8” x 5/8” base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool bead lip finish, circular shape (?), embossed “STOLL.
VANNATTA & CO / DISTILLERS / LEXINGTON. KY. // OLD ELK” on sides)
[single serving size]

F104-107 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, half pint size) [S.A.]

F104-108 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, half pint size) [S.A.]

F104-109 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 3/8” x 1 3/8” base, 6 7/8”
tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold, blow over mold fire polish brandy lip finish)
[S.A.]

F104-110 P food jar (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, machine made patent? lip
finish, Owen’s scar, embossed “D. B. MFC.CO.”

F104-111 P food/condiment jar (clear, round, approximately 2¼” diameter base, 6¾” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool bead lip finish, embossed
“BURLINGTON. IA. / & KANSAS CITY. KAS. / HAWKEYE /
TRADEMARK” in circle around embossed hawk’s head)

F104-112 P sauce/ketchup bottle (clear, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 9½” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished small mouth external thread lip finish)
[S.A.]

F104-113 P sauce/ketchup bottle (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold fire polish? brandy lip finish) [S.A]
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F104-114 P sauce/ketchup bottle (clear, round, 1¾” diameter base, 8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, blow over mold fire polish? improved tool lip finish) [S.A]

F104-115 P canning jar (aqua, round? embossed “MASON’S / PATENT / [NOV] 30TH / [185]
8” on side, distinctive body sherds only)

F104-116 P spooner? (clear, round, 3” diameter base, approximately 5¾” tall, press molded,
starburst pattern base)

F104-117 P water goblet (clear, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 5¼” tall, 3¼” bowl, 3” diameter
rim, press molded, undecorated)

F104-118 P wine glass stemware (clear, press molded)
F104-119 P small serving bowl (clear, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 2½” tall, press molded,

grape and garland pattern)
F104-120 S salt (clear/lead, oval, press molded, hob nail pattern?)
F104-121 P tumbler (clear, round? 2¼” base, press molded, short flutes at base)
F104-122 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round? Approximately 7” diameter base, 2 5/8”

diameter rim, approximately 3½” tall, press molded, rouletted at base and rim)
F104-123 P tumbler (clear, round, 2½” diameter base, press molded, no flutes)
F104-124 P tumbler (clear, round, 2¼” diameter base, press molded, short flutes at base)
F104-125 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 3¼” tall, press molded,

embossed “138” on interior base)
F104-126 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 1½” diameter base, 2½” diameter rim, 3½” tall,

press molded)
F104-127 P tumbler (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 5/8” tall, press

molded, small flutes (?) near base, acid etched, heart shaped leaf and berry
pattern)

F104-128 P lid (?) (white/milk and opaque light blue glass, oval, molded, dog’s head) [maybe
fits on F104-129]

F104-129 P lidded serving bowl (white/milk glass, oval, 3½” x 2½” base, 1¾” tall, press
molded? basket weave design, interior shelf for lid)

F104-130 P lid (white/milk glass, oval, press molded, indeterminate grass like pattern; may
represent fragment of vessel F104-128) [fits F104-128 and F104-130]

F104-131 S lamp globe (white/milk glass, round, 6” diameter base)
F104-132 P lamp chimney (clear, small hand crimped or machine crimped rim, 2 ¾ diameter

rim)
F104-133 P lamp chimney (clear, small hand crimped or machine crimped rim, 2 ¾ diameter

rim)
F104-134 P lamp chimney (clear, molded, 2¼” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)
F104-135 P lamp chimney (clear, molded, 2½” diameter rim hand crimped rim)
F104-136 P lamp chimney (clear, molded, 3” diameter rim, hand crimped rim)
F104-137 P lamp chimney (clear, molded, 3” diameter rim hand crimped rim 2 7/8”diameter

base, round base)
F104-138 P lamp chimney (clear/lead, round, molded diameter base, approximately 2 ½”

diameter base, short straight base, 1 7/8” diameter rim, straight fire polished rim,
10” tall)

F104-139 S darning egg? (white/milk glass, body sherd only)
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F104-140 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2½” tall, Ricketts mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, foil present on finish, embossed “C. L. G. CO / 4”
on base)

F104-141 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2½” tall, Ricketts mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, foil present on finish)

F104-142 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2½” tall, Ricketts mold,
improved tool patent lip finish)

F104-143 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2½” tall, Ricketts mold,
improved tool patent lip finish)

F104-144 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 2½” tall, Ricketts mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “C L G & CO” on base)

F104-145 P perfume bottle (clear, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
starburst on base, geometric leaf pattern on body)

F104-146 P perfume bottle (clear, oval, ½” x ¼” base, 2 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “LAYELL’S / PERFUMES” on front)

F104-147 P whiskey flask (clear, oval, 2½” x 1 1/8” base, 6” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
blow over mold, fire polish brandy lip finish, Coffin style, half pint size) [S.A.]

F104-148 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 2 3/8” x 1 3/8” base, 6” tall, 3
piece plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F104-149 P? chemical bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 2½” x 1 3/8” base, 7¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, recessed panels, embossed
“THE BAKER-LEVEY / CHEMICAL CO. / CHICAGO” on front panel with
logo)

F104-151 S small footed serving bowl (clear, press molded, 1 3/8” tall, starburst and hobnail
pattern, similar in form to vessel to F104-119)

F104-152 S cup (undecorated, whiteware)
F104-153 P saucer (transfer print, flow blue, whiteware, 6” diameter, identical to F104-15)
F104-154 P tumbler (clear, round, press molded, 2 7/8” diameter rim, 2” diameter base, 4”

tall, rouletted rim)
F104-155 P medicine/chemical bottle? (clear, oval, 2¾” x 1 3/8” base, 6¾” tall, 3 piece plate

bottom mold, blow over mold fire polished brandy lip finish, stirrup shaped, slug
plate, cork present, object in bottle) [S.A.]

F104-156 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 2” x 1¼” base, 6” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “[R?] CCO”
on base in diamond)

F104-157 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1¾” x 1” base, 4 1/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “[??] CO” on base
in diamond)

F104-158 P medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 1/8” x ¾” base, 2¾” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, embossed “DODDS / DRUG
STORES / SPRINGFIELD” on front, embossed “W. T. & CO. / A / PAT. / DEC.
11 94 / U.S.A.” on base)

F104-159 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1¼” x ¾” base, 3 5/8” tall, 3 piece plate bottom
mold, improved bead lip finish, embossed “4” on base)

F104-160 P medicine/pill bottle (clear, French square, 7/8” square base, 2 ¾” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish)
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F104-161 P medicine bottle (clear, oval, 1¼” x ¾” base, 3¾” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish, slug plate, embossed “1 0Z.” on front above
“M.H. BOLAND / DRUGGIST & NEWS DEALER / SPRINGFIELD, ILL.”)

F104-162 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 5/8” x 7/8” base, 4 7/8” tall, 3 piece
plate bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball neck,
cork present)

F104-163 P ink bottle (aqua, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 2½” tall, 3 piece plate bottom mold,
improved tool double ring lip finish, barrel shape, embossed “SANFORD’S / 27”
on base)

F104-164 P pill/medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 3¼” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish)

F104-165 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1¼” diameter base, 2¾” tall, Rickett’s molded,
improved tool patent lip finish)

F104-166 P pill bottle/salve jar (clear, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “C L C CO / 1” on
base)

F104-167 P tumbler/jelly glass (clear, round, 2” diameter base, approximately 3” diameter
rim, 3” diameter rim, 3” tall, press molded, rouletted at base)

F104-168 P tumbler (clear, round? 2 1/8” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall, press
molded, short panels/flutes near base)

F104-169 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, oval, 2 5/8” x 1½ base, 3 piece bottom mold,
improved tool prescription lip finish)

F104-170 P medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 3” x 1 3/8” base, 7 3/8” tall, 3 piece plate
bottom mold, improved tool patent lip finish, recessed panels, ball neck)

F104-171 S pill/medicine bottle (cobalt blue, improved tool bead lip finish, probably Bromo-
Seltzer bottle)

F104-172 S food jar (clear, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 4 7/8” tall, machine made patent? lip
finish, Owen’s scar, embossed “D .B. MFC. CO.” rim only)

F104-173 S serving bowl (clear, press molded, scalloped edge)
F104-174 P medicine/chemical bottle (clear, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall, 3 piece

plate bottom mold, improved tool prescription lip finish, embossed “P. D. & CO. /
9 / 2” on base)

Feature 105
F105-1 S small plate (undecorated, whiteware)
F105-2 P footed tumbler (clear/lead, round, hand blown, 2 piece construction, ground base,

unfluted
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